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THE IRON-WORKER AND KING SOLOMON

“Behold, I have created the smith that bloweth the coals in the fire, 
and bringeth forth an instrument for his work” 

—i s a i a H  Lv 1:16.

from the original painting by professor C. schussele, 1864. 
engraved by John sartin, phila., 1871, a pioneer in mezzoprint engraving. 

Hanging in the masonic temple at victoria since 1872.

*   *   *

When the temple at Jerusalem was completed, King solomon gave a feast to the artificers employed in
its construction. on unveiling the throne, it was found that a blacksmith had usurped the seat of honour on
the right of the King’s place, not yet awarded. Whereupon the people clamoured and the guard rushed to
cut him down. “Let-him speak!” commanded solomon. “thou hast, o King, invited all craftsmen but me, yet
how could these builders have raised the temple without the tools i fashioned.” “true,” decreed solomon.
“the seat is his of right. all honour to the iron-worker.”

— ]eWisH LeGend.
sourCe—tHe enGravinG.





introduCtion to tHe seCond edition

some twenty years ago, copies of John t. marshall’s History were hard to come by. By the late 1990s there were no
copies available for sale and the Grand Lodge Library had placed its two copies on the reserve list. this soon
changed. shortly after the turn of the millennium, copies were being returned to the Grand Lodge archives from
the estates of brethren at an alarming rate, but—with the growth of the internet—it was still felt that an electronic
version would be valuable in introducing a new generation of freemasons to our history. 

there were four thousand copies printed of the first edition in 1971, to be sold for $7 apiece. some seven hundred
were sold before the annual communication that year.  another seven hundred were sold the following year. ignor-
ing the galloping inflation of the period, it took ten years to recoup the $17,000 cost of publishing the book. Consid-
ering inflation, and the number of copies given away or presented to dignitaries, and the fact that sales were rolled
into the Grand secretary’s office revenues, there is no way of determining if the original cost was ever recovered.

the book’s contents were a monumental work, and for his efforts marshall was unanimously voted the 
permanent title of right Worshipful and the honourary rank of past district deputy Grand master. the book was 
reviewed in 1972 in Ars Quatuor Coronatorum, although most of the review was simply a recap of the contents, and
a few remarks on marshall’s attention to detail and his considerable footnoting. 

marshall also relied on the earlier histories written by William a. deWolf-smith, Luther Watts doney, robie L.
reid and William G. Gamble. as part of our sesquicentenary project, these have been scanned, transcribed, and
made available as electronic pdf files. marshall’s History is also part of this project.

this second edition, although corrected and revised, is still the work of “Jack” marshall. the grammar, spelling,
and much of the punctuation,  have been retained. no attempt has been made to impose a post-colonial reëvaluation
on what is as much an artifact of mid-twentith century culture as it is a chronology of the century that came before.
the panagyrical nature of much of the prose remains untouched.

But it is also a different document. the rush to have the first edition printed in time for the annual communication
in June 1971, and marshall’s reliance on a large body of volunteer contibutors, created challenges. With a book of
this size and scope, it was inevitable that there would be errors, omissions and problems of interpretation.

some errors were noted by marshall, even before the book was off the press. in the september 1971 Grand Lodge
Masonic Bulletin, he reported on a few, and asked the brethren to advise him of others. an errata, listing other errors
was published in the may 1973 Masonic Bulletin. there was one other major source for corrections: marginalia. over
the years there were those brethren who had a specialized knowledge of their own lodge or locale, and who had
made notes in their own copies of the book. in the fullness of time a few of those copies found their way into the
Grand Lodge Library where—starting about twenty-five years ago—i started compiling them into this, revised book. 

one other difference can be seen in the photographs and illustrations. marshall was prescient enough to  deposit
his photographs and notes with the royal British Columbia musuem but not to donate them. Grand Lodge may be
unique in its documented level of unrestricted access to the marshall fonds. Whenever possible, original photo-
graphs—either those in the rBCm or our own collection—have been scanned to replace the hundred-line halftones
of the original printing. 

some images have been left out. originals did not easily come to hand for a number of images that, frankly, had
no apparent masonic significance. Why, for example, fill a page with an image of mount Burgess, reprinted from
the British Columbia Year Book for 1903? perhaps it was the model for the illustration found on this jurisdiction’s 
master mason certificate, but it wasn’t noted as such, and there is no documentation to that effect. other omitted
images are footnoted.

the text posed its own challenges, and creating a clean textfile was a long-delayed process. scanning documents
for optical character recognition was in its infancy in 2003, and an attempt at the time was not successful. it allowed
for the creation of a pdf to be uploaded to the Grand Lodge website but not for the extraction of a useable text file.
in 2018, nic desson—wintering in the yukon and with far too much free time—secured a much more servicable
scan and spent considerable effort cleaning up the inevitable oCr artifacts. Both he, and the late John J. K. Keirstead
who proofread the final galleys, have my thanks. 

finally, i would like to dedicate this edition to John t. Harper who, as Grand master for 2000-2001, travelled the
jurisdiction with a copy of marshall’s blue book and would often conclude his remarks by holding it aloft and 
announcing, “Brethren, it’s all in the book!”

trevor W. mCKeoWn, 
Grand Historian.

21 October 2021
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foreWord
INcEpTION Of THE MOST WORSHIpfuL GRAND LODGE Of BRITISH cOLuMBIA

the most Worshipful Grand Lodge of antient, free and accepted masons of British Columbia was founded in 
victoria, British Columbia, on the 21st day of october, 1871, and was consecrated and dedicated in accordance with
ancient custom at the masonic temple, Government street, victoria, British Columbia, on december 26, 1871. the
following Lodges composed the Grand Lodge:

victoria - - - no. 1 — formerly 1085 and 783, Gr england 
vancouver - - - no. 2 — formerly 421, Gr scotland 
nanaimo - - - no. 3 — formerly 1090, Gr england 
Cariboo - - - no. 4 — formerly 469, Gr scotland 
British Columbia - no. 5 — formerly 1187, Gr england 
Caledonia - - - no. 6 — formerly 478, Gr scotland 
mount Hermon - - no. 7 — formerly 491, Gr scotland 
Quadra - - - no. 8 — formerly ud, Gr scotland 
union Lodge of new Westminster (no. 1201 and 899, Gr england) 
retained its allegiance to the Grand Lodge of england until august,
1872, when it came under jurisdiction of British Columbia as no. 9.

at the first annual Communication there was reported a total membership in the jurisdiction of 295, of which
95 were officers and 28 were past masters. mW Bro. dr. israel Wood powell, of vancouver Lodge no. 2, who for the
previous five years had acted for the Grand Lodge of scotland as provincial Grand master of British Columbia, was
elected first mW Grand master, and mW Bro. robert Burnaby, of victoria Lodge no. 1, who had previously repre-
sented the Grand Lodge of england as the district Grand master of British Columbia, was, by unanimous consent,
elected the first mW past Grand master.

these were the men who founded our Grand Lodge and such was our beginning. from the distance of a century
we may look back at our foundation and the challenge that faced these builders of our heritage.

a vast continent and an ocean separated this newest of Grand Jurisdictions from the ties of the mother Grand
Lodges. Within the jurisdiction the population was small and widely scattered. the centres of population in van-
couver, new Westminster, nanaimo and Barkerville had no ready or instant means of communication. most of the
country was virgin forest. the great natural resources of our province awaited not only development and markets
but access and transportation to those markets.

the gold that had brought men to this frontier had been worked out. population shifted with changing oppor-
tunities. the Lodges that had formed our Grand Lodge were called on to weather the shifts of fortune resulting
from these changes. those brethren who then guided our destinies met these challenges and our fraternity, so led
and so guided, held firm in the high resolve that our institution should remain and prosper.

such is our history. so may we today be justly proud of our history and our  heritage.
the frontiers of an undeveloped country were occupied and settled. and where the frontiers were advanced so

did freemasonry advance with it. the history of our province and our order are inextricably linked in this forward
progress, for it was most often the selfsame men who were leaders both in the community and the Craft.

today we enter upon our second century of freemasonry in this province. the challenges that face us today
differ in content from those that faced our founders but are no less in magnitude. Where our founders faced the un-
broken wilderness, we today face the problems brought on by an expanding world and a new medium of knowl-
edge. science has opened its pandora’s box for good or evil. the great advances in these physical sciences have
given us the use of power undreamed of a century ago and scarcely comprehended even today.

the uses of this power so given to us have brought the blessings of personal affluence and leisure. But in the
wake of these blessings has come social upheaval and civil cleavage.

Great and powerful forces are at work in the world today. We live in this world at a great moment of destiny.
Whether we can control the manifold disorders that would destroy us and direct and channel the powers of science
is our challenge.

vi
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this too is the challenge that awaits us in our fraternity. if we have learned the lessons that we have heard given
about the altars of freemasonry, then we are dedicated to go forth into the world and by precept and example lead
the way to tolerance and understanding.

the fundamental principles of our order are as valid today as they were a century ago. But this does not thereby
mean that these principles will of themselves preserve our fraternity or our World from destruction. Left to them-
selves these principles count for little. What does count is the profound dedication of each freemason to highly re-
solve that our heritage shall be preserved; that knowledge and light shall continue to lead the way from darkness
and ignorance; that in this second century we as freemasons shall meet these challenges by our own efforts.

such were the tenets that our fathers gave to us and it is for us to see that these tenets are transmitted pure and
unimpaired to the generations who follow us.

this must be our dedication and our resolve for the days that are to come.

GRAND MASTER.
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PREFACE
the late Brother His Honour Judge frederick W. Howay, in the introductory paragraph to his book British 
Columbia—The Making of a Province,* avers that:

“in the story of every land there is a twilight period, before the dawn, in which fact and fiction are
intertwined, where fiction may masquerade as fact and fact appears as fiction. this borderland is
an interesting realm, and perhaps largely so because it is difficult to decide what part, if any, lies
within the domain of history.”

this is equally true in the story of an institution, such as freemasonry, which story is equally intertwined with
the stories of the earliest migrations into the pacific northwest; for it was out of the wanderings, privations, and
courage of many men that the Grand Lodge of antient, free and accepted masons of British Columbia received its
genesis. to set the stage for later events we should, like the entered apprentice, go back to the beginning, not to the
beginning of time, but at least to the explorations and the discoveries along the pacific Coast of the Continent of
america. for without the spaniards—Cortez, pizzaro, Quadra, Haro, perez; the Britishers—drake, Cavendish, Cook,
vancouver; those who came across the pacific—Hanna, meares, douglas, trounce; those who travelled overland
such as mackenzie, Lewis and Clark, thompson, fraser, mcmicking, and the rest—the province of British Columbia,
in the federation of Canada, would not have been born.

THE DEScRIpTION

the territory in the northwest corner of the Continent of america, called British Columbia, has been described as:
“a great quadrangle of territory 700 miles long by 400 miles wide, lying to the north of latitude 49

degrees, and including the adjacent islands. north of that degree of latitude it continues inland to
latitude 60 degrees but is shut off from the Coast by a narrow strip of alaskan territory, and is
bounded on the east by longitude 120 degrees.”1

QuEEN VIcTORIA NAMED THE cOLONy

the name “British Columbia” was given to the area by Her majesty Queen victoria when in a letter dated  
osborne, 24th July, 1858, to sir edward Bulwer-Lytton, secretary of state for the Colonies, she wrote: “if the name
of new Caledonia is objected to as being already borne by another colony or island by the french, it may be better
to give the new colony west of the rocky mountains another name. new Hanover, new Cornwall and new Georgia
appear on the maps to be names of subdivisions of that country, but do not appear on all maps. the only name
which is given to the whole territory in every map the Queen has consulted is ‘Columbia’, but as there exists also a
Columbia in south america, and the Citizens of the united states call their country also ‘Columbia’, at least in
poetry, ‘British Columbia’ might be, in the Queen’s opinion, the best name.”2

pOLITIcAL pHASES

politically, the territory has passed through three distinct phases: (1) the separate Crown Colonies of vancouver 
island (established in 1849) and British Columbia (established in 1858); (2) the union of the two Crown Colonies as
the Crown Colony of British Columbia (by act of the British parliament in 1866); (3) confederation with Canada as
the province of British Columbia on July 20, 1871.

LIMITATIONS

Because this volume is designed to deal with the History of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia to its 100th 
anniversary, it will be confined fairly exclusively to the foundation, work and development of that body. very little
mention is made of the Constituent Lodges, other than the “founding Lodges”, except as they are established by
Grand Lodge, and any unique situations regarding their institution and constitution. Because of the need for brevity,
very few names are mentioned, except those of the very highly esteemed brethren who laboured at the founding of
the Grand Lodge.

INTERpRETATION Of SyMBOLS

except in the case of “quotations”, which are given as written, symbols have been used to save space and to shorten
the particularly long courtesy titles of many eminent freemasons throughout the History.

in this History of the Grand Lodge of Antient, Free and Accepted Masons of British Columbia, the symbol:
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“BCr” means British Columbia registry, 
“BCyB” means British Columbia year Book, 
“Cnry” means Canadian national railway, 
“Cpry” means Canadian pacific railway, 
“ddGm” means district deputy Grand master, 
“dofC” means director of Ceremonies, 
“ea” means entered apprentice freemason, 
“eC” means english Constitution, 
“er” means english registry, 
“fC” means fellow Craft freemason, 
“Gm” means Grand master, 
“GrH” means Grand Historian, 
“Grs” means Grand secretary, 
“Grt” means Grand treasurer, 
“Gtry” means Grand trunk railway, 
“HBCo” means Hudson’s Bay Company, 
“ipm” means immediate past master, 
“JGW” means Junior Grand Warden, 
“JW” means Junior Warden, 
“mLa” means member of the Legislative assembly, 
“mm” means master mason, 
“mp” means member of parliament, 
“mpp” means member of the provincial parliament, 
“mW” means most Worshipful, 
“npd” means non payment of dues, 
“pGm” means past Grand master, 
“rW” means right Worshipful, 
“sC” means scottish Constitution, 
“sGW” means senior Grand Warden, 
“sr” means scottish registry, 
“sW” means senior Warden, 
“ud” means under dispensation, 
“vW” means very Worshipful, 
“W” means Worshipful, 
“WB” means Worshipful Brother, 
“Wm” means Worshipful master.
address”, “Committee on the means the Committee appointed each year to review the ad-

dresses of the Grand master and the deputy Grand master.
reports”,“Committee on means the Committee on the reports of the district deputy

Grand masters.
Warranted Lodges”, “Committee on means the Committee on Warranted Lodges and Lodges under

dispensation.
reviewer”, “the means the reviewer of foreign Correspondence for the Grand

Lodge of British Columbia.
petitions”, “Committee on means the Committee on petitions and Grievances.

BRITISH cOLuMBIA NAMES uSED

all the cities, towns, villages and settlements named herein are located in British Columbia unless otherwise 
qualified by the additional name of a province, state or country.

ITALIcS uSED IN cHApTERS

the italics in certain Chapters, particularly in Chapters 5, 6, 7, and 8, particularly in the correspondence between
rW Brothers robert Burnaby and israel Wood powell and mW Brother elwood evans, are those of former Grand
Historian, mW Brother robie L. reid. they were designed to give particular emphasis to certain important points
in the correspondence.
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fINANcIAL AMOuNTS

financial amounts used throughout the History are for the most part expressed to the nearest whole dollar value.

THE cREDIT BELONGS TO MANy ASSOcIATES

the credit for the preparation of this History of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia should be given, in large
measure, to many members of Craft masonry. some who have been called to the Grand Lodge above are as entitled
to recognition as those who have remained and been spared to put the latest words on paper. We hope that the
arrangement and presentation of this story will be pleasing to all.

Let us salute them with the dedication of this volume, for it was their high privilege and honour to record the
facts and the happenings well and truly for posterity.

To Members of the craft
the Grand Historians have been: 
the first - mW Brother W. a. deWolfe-smith, 1901-1912. 
the second - rW Brother Charles C. Hoyle, 1912-1915. 
the third - rW Brother William Burns, 1915-1928. 
the fourth - mW Brother robie L. reid, 1930-1945. 
the fifth - rW Brother W. G. Gamble, 1947-1962. 
the sixth - vW Brother John t. marshall, 1964-

others have made important contributions, such as rW Brother L. Watts doney,3 who provided the Historical Sketch
of the First Fifty Years, in 1921; Brother G. Hollis slater, who assisted in the presentation of much of the earlier material
through diligent and painstaking research into many matters of masonic History in the province; those who from
time to time prepared material for the Annual Proceedings of Grand Lodge; and many others too numerous to men-
tion, including some whose names are unknown. a special credit should also go to the secretaries and other indi-
vidual members of the Constituent Lodges who have contributed to the store of masonic knowledge over the years.

To the Standing committees
to the members of the standing Committees of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia for their most valuable  
assistance in the preparation of the Chapters dealing with their respective spheres of activity: education and 
research; fraternal Correspondence; fraternal relations and rituals, grateful appreciation.

To the provincial Archivist, and His Staff
the Grand Lodge of British Columbia gratefully acknowledges the most generous co-operation of mr. Willard e.
ireland, the provincial archivist, whose advice on the form and direction of the History was most valuable; of miss
inez mitchell, the assistant archivist, who gave many hours of her time to assembling pertinent material for the
History; of miss Barbara mcLennan, who spent much time in securing many of the appropriate illustrations used
to brighten up the History; and of mr. d. B. mason, miss frances Gundry, and other members of mr. ireland’s staff
who in a great measure made this undertaking possible by the constant search for historical material.

pictorial Sources
Grateful thanks also to the ryerson press, toronto, for their permission to reproduce the pen sketches by John innes
which appeared in Brother Howay’s British Columbia - The Making of a Province in 1928.

unless otherwise credited, all other photographs used in this History were provided from two main sources:
non-masonic pictures of historical points, individuals, and personages prominent in the political and social life,
etc., in the province were provided by the provincial archives at the parliament Buildings in victoria; while the
photographs of a masonic nature were supplied from the Constituent Lodges, individual members of the Craft,
other Grand Lodges and taken from the annual proceedings of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia. 

James Reid Mitchell
a very special word of appreciation to the late mW Brother James reid mitchell, editor of the Masonic Bulletin and
Chairman of the Grand Lodge Committee on masonic education and research, for his personal encouragement.
His passing cut many masonic ties and his ready wit, generous assistance and jovial critique were always most help-
ful. His presence has been sorely missed during the concluding months of producing the story that follows. under
his direction, the Masonic Bulletin has always been a source of much factual data and interesting historical 
happenings.

x

3. see Grand Lodge Proceedings — 1921, p. 168 et seq., “Historical sketch of masonry in British Columbia,” by rW Brother i. Watts doney.



Thanks to the Grand Secretary
to mW Brother John H. n. morgan, the Grs, thanks are due for his assistance, advice and courtesy to us at all times.
a vote of deep appreciation is also due to the members of the Grs’s office staff for their assistance and friendliness:
miss myrtle m. Lowdon and W Brother richard scannell; also to mrs. B. a. Lowther, a former member of the Grs’s
staff who spent several days helping construct the roster of the Lodges and their original birth dates.

Manuscript preparation
the manuscript was prepared by miss edith yelland, who was most patient at all times correcting the errors and
omissions of the writers and reviewers. to her we are all deeply grateful.

Sub-committee for the History
members of the sub-Committee on History of the special Committee for Celebrating the one Hundredth anniver-
sary of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia who assisted in the preparation of the History were: rW Brother fred
W. Coffin of mount Hermon Lodge no. 7 at vancouver; W Brother richard L. Colby of victoria-Columbia Lodge
no. 1 at victoria; W Brother (the Honourable mr. Justice) victor L. dryer of mount Lebanon Lodge no. 72 at van-
couver; rW Brother donat mcmahon of Burrard Lodge no. 50 at north vancouver, all of whom contributed many
hours to reviewing the text in the several stages of the drafting. in victoria, W Brother Colby was the chief editor of
the initial and final drafts of the text, while W Brother John r. fawcus of aurora Lodge no. 165 at victoria assisted
in the reading of the printer’s copy and Brother frederick fulton of vancouver and Quadra Lodge no. 2 at victoria
supervised the lay-out of photographs and other illustrations.

To Richard L. “Dick” colby
While the Constitution of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia fails to provide for the appointment of an assistant
Grand Historian, there is one who has laboured in that capacity for over two years. Without his truly masonic com-
panionship and understanding; his excellent ability to sort out fact from gossip; his knowledge of the province of
British Columbia and much of its historical past; his ability to do battle in the interest of important historical hap-
penings, without personal recrimination or sceptical disbelief; this History of the Grand Lodge would still be under
construction or perhaps just an outline on the tracing board.

one of the joys of the job, even though it led us both into many evenings of extremely difficult and tiring work,
has been for me at least the association of richard L. Colby, pm of victoria-Columbia Lodge no. 1 at victoria, in
public life the executive director of the department of travel industry for the province of British Columbia.

His has been a service to the Craft of antient, free and accepted masons for which the Grand Lodge of British
Columbia must be forever grateful.

finally to My Wife
to my wife, vera irene, goes out my heartfelt thanks for her understanding and co-operation over a period of six
and one-half years. due mainly to her guardianship, “the Cave”, where most of the work was undertaken, became
a place of creative activity, while her own social life during the entire time was the sacrifice she made to the institu-
tion of freemasonry—so dear to the heart of her own father, the late Brother William o. Cockett of victoria-Columbia
Lodge no. 1 at victoria thank you, my dear!

The Sincere Desire of the participants
simeon strunsky opined in Chapter 27 of No Mean City that: 

“the years by themselves do not make a place historic. it is men who give the colour of history to a
place by their deeds there or by merely having lived there”,

and William shakespeare in act iii of part ii of King Henry IV said: 
“there is a history in all men’s lives”,

while francois m. a. voltaire in Chapter 10 of L’Ingenu pointed out; 
“History is little less than a picture of human crimes and misfortunes.”

But while time colours history and dulls the cutting edge of crime and misfortune, it may add lustre to the true
achievements of the earlier man; it may mix the truth with the legend of his doings; it should endeavour to portray
the historic picture of the man of the past, who provided the stage now trodden by the man of the present; it should
provide a pathway worthy of that man of the future who will inherit that small but precious portion of the earth. if
this objective has been accomplished, then the effort has been worthwhile.

JoHn t. marsHaLL, 
Grand Historian.
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INTRODucTION
THE pROLOGuE TO fREEMASONRy IN BRITISH cOLuMBIA

“Whence Come You?”

The chinese Hoei Shin
the factual story of the very earliest journeys to the land now called “British Columbia” is lost in the mists of antiq-
uity. How came the native peoples to the pacific Coast in the first instance? most anthropologists appear to believe
that the indians were originally mongoloid people, who began their migrations to the Western Hemisphere some-
where about 20,000 years before Christ. they seem to have come via the Bering sea, or the aleutian islands, to spread
gradually throughout north and south america—from the cold arctic regions to the north to the frigid wastes of
patagonia to the south—eastward to the islands of the Caribbean sea.

it is quite possible, also, that the first of the non-natives to set foot upon these shores came not from the east as
many surmise and modern history records, but from the west, the orient. travel between the asiatic countries and
europe was fairly common many centuries before Christopher Columbus made his discoveries on the atlantic side
of this immense land mass. in fact, it was towards the end of the fifth century, C.e., that a Buddhist monk, Hui shen,
made a “journey of about twenty thousand miles to the east, to a country where grew a strange tree—fusang —a
country where the trees are thousands of feet high and of great girth.” this region may be imaginary or not, but it
has been identified by many as the Western Coast of the american continent. the claim that the Chinese first dis-
covered the continent of america is probably based on this story.

The Spanish Explorations
the spanish explorer, Juan perez, is credited by some authorities with the actual european discovery of British Co-
lumbia. probably he was the first to note its existence on his charts of 1774. the spanish captains who ranged the
eastern pacific ocean during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries left considerable evidence of their passage. it
was early in the sixteenth century that spain began pushing her search in the southern seas.

in 1513 Balboa crossed the isthmus of panama, and, first of the europeans, looked upon the waters of the pacific
ocean. in 1518 mexico was discovered. magellan, the portuguese navigator in the service of spain, in 1520 was the
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first to pass through the straits to which he gave his name, thus opening the way by sea to the pacific from europe.
three years after the discovery of mexico, Cortez overturned the ancient aztec civilization, under its ruler mon-
tezuma, and made it a spanish viceroyalty. pizarro defeated atahualpa, the Great inca of peru, in 1535 and founded
the city of Lima as the capital in place of the native capital of Cuzco. Cortez and pizarro made the name of spain
terrible to all the native races, signalizing the discovery of the pacific by a series of cruelties and rapacious deeds
which for their enormity are unparalleled in the history of conquest. the harvest of wealth in gold and silver reaped
by the Christians in their despoliation of native peoples intensified the interest and zeal for discovery throughout
maritime europe. this assisted in promoting, if indeed it did not inspire, all the subsequent voyages to the american
continent for many years, and in a large measure led to the exploration and colonization of the northern half of the
continent. from 1535 to 1537 California was explored by Cortez, but in the latter year he was superseded by don
antonio de mendoza, as the Governor of “new spain.” the spanish captains continued to explore the coast of Cal-
ifornia to the north until 1542 when Jean rodriguez Cabrillo, a portuguese of high reputation, joined the exploration
of the western side of California. in 1543 firello, a spanish captain, had sailed as far north as the 43rd degree of lat-
itude.

The British in the pacific
the english navigator, sir francis drake, visited the region of the pacific in 1578-1579. inspired by love of booty
and bitter hatred of the spaniards, he plundered and burned their cities, and looted and sank their galleons. He
wintered on the coast thus employed, and, starting for home laden with spoils, he sought to find his way by a north-
ern route in order to avoid the spaniards. He sailed north to the 48th parallel not very far from the entrance to the
strait of Juan de fuca—some say as far as alaska—but returned on account of the stress of weather and anchored
in drake’s Bay, near the present site of san francisco, for five weeks, Here he set up the standard of england, taking
possession of the whole coast in the name of Queen elizabeth, and calling it new albion. drake’s success inspired
other english adventurers in a similar direction, notably thomas Cavendish (or Candish) who ravaged the spanish
main and West indies. He followed drake’s course around the Horn in 1587 and, like him, struck terror to the hearts
of england’s enemies, while loading his ships with their wealth.

Search for the North-West passage
there were many claims by navigators about this time to having accomplished the northern voyage from ocean to
ocean, both eastward and westward, known as the north-West passage, but these have all proved to be fables of the
past. one result of these claims was the expedition under sebastian viscaino, a spanish officer, who from 1602 to
1605 examined the coastline from acapulco to the 43rd parallel north latitude and acquired much knowledge con-
cerning it. in 1592 the Greek pilot, Juan de fuca, a native of Cephalonia whose real name was apostolos valerianos,
while in the employ of the viceroy of mexico made a voyage northward and claimed to have entered the strait of
Juan de fuca which is the entrance to the strait of Georgia, between vancouver island and the mainland of the pres-
ent state of Washington, and to have sailed a long distance up the strait. His course, as described by himself, corre-
sponded in the main with the general direction of the waters through which he claimed to have passed.
subsequently, van schouten and Lemaire, the dutch navigators, in 1616 sailed round Cape Horn passing outside
the course of magellan and thus earned a distinction second only to his.

The Russians come from the North 
from the north-west came the russian explorers, when peter the Great in 1728, in an attempt to resolve the eastern
limits of asia, sent out vitus Bering, the dane, who after a long and painful journey across the vast plains reached
Kamchatka in north-east siberia. Bering made his way northward through the strait which separates asia from
america, but owing to fog did not sight the shore of america. the following year he was forced by heavy gales to
abandon the voyage and returned to Kamchatka and finally to st petersburg. some twelve years later (in 1741) with
a force of six hundred men in two vessels, the St. Peter (under his own command) and the St. Paul (under the russian
Chirikoft), Bering (on July 17) sighted the long-sought coast of america after the two ships had become separated.
His first identification point was the great volcanic cone, saint elias, rising to 18,000 feet. He sailed northward and
westward among the aleutian islands where, after pitiable mishaps, he breathed his last in 1741.

Bering was followed by numerous russian adventurers. in 1768-1769 came the Krenitzin and Levaschef expe-
dition. in 1781 came the trading association formed by Chelekof and Golikof, the former exploring the coast between
the south-west extremity of alaska and prince William sound. in 1790 alexander Baranoff was made the Governor
of alaska, and in 1789 russian posts were established on Cook’s river. in 1806 russia attempted to establish a colony
at the mouth of the Columbia river and and from 1811 to 1841 a russian colony did exist in California. With the
conclusion of several important treaties and the sale of alaska to the united states in 1867, the russian influence in
the north-eastern pacific ceased, but even the flowers that bloomed from these seeds are to be found in the story of
freemasonry in the north-west.
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More Spanish Exploration
for a period of over one hundred and fifty years there is almost a hiatus in the records of discovery and adventure
on the part of the spanish navigators on the pacific Coast. thereafter interest was revived in the north-west explo-
rations largely through their fear of losing their traditional hold on the western seas, threatened as they were by the
russians to the north and the growing power of the British everywhere. the first of these voyages was undertaken
by Juan perez in 1774 in the spanish ship santiago. He discovered the western side of the Queen Charlotte islands
and first anchored in nootka sound on the west coast of vancouver island. this was followed, in 1775, by the voyages
of Juan francisco de la Bodega y Quadra and Bruno de Hezeta, sometimes known as Heceta. the former reached
the 58th parallel of latitude on the coast of alaska, while the latter discovered the mouth of the Columbia river,
known as the rio de san roque, and also as Heceta’s inlet.

from cook to Vancouver
in 1778, on his third voyage to the pacific, Captain James Cook, the well-known circumnavigator was commissioned
by the British Government to examine the coastline from about 45 degrees north latitude to the arctic ocean for al-
leged large inland openings to the eastward. due to prevailing bad weather in march 1778, he passed unnoticed the
strait of Juan de fuca, and proceeding northward entered and named nootka sound, prince William’s sound, and
Cook’s inlet. it was mainly Cook’s entries in his log that sparked the next period, known as the fur trade era.

after Cook’s voyage, the first discoveries worthy of note made on the north-west coast of america were those
of Captains nathaniel portlock and George dixon, who sailed from London in 1785 in the King George and the Queen
Charlotte, the Queen Charlotte islands were named by Captain dixon after his vessel on the assumption of their
separation from the mainland. in april, 1785, Captain James Hanna, an englishman, sailed in a small vessel from
macao and arrived at nootka. after several combats, a trade was established with the indians with the result that
Hanna took back to China furs worth more than $20,000. He returned again in 1786, but then had to compete with
traders from Bengal and england, so his profits on the second trip were much reduced, the traders on the Coast
about this time included Captains Lowrie and Guise in two small vessels from Bombay, and Captains John meares
and William tipping, in two vessels from Calcutta, all under the flag of the east india Company these ships, in the
search for furs, were said to have covered the entire Coast north to the aleutian isles. after leaving prince William’s
sound, tipping and his vessel, the sea otter, disappeared.

in 1787, Captain Charles William Barkley rediscovered the strait of Juan de fuca. He was followed by Captain
John meares on his second voyage in 1788, commanding an expedition from China. meares established a trading
post at nootka which was afterwards raided and confiscated by the spaniards. these actions sparked the nootka
affair. in 1788, also, came the first american trading vessels out of Boston, among them the ship Columbia Redeviva,
commonly called the Columbia, and the sloop Lady Washington, commonly called the Washington. the former, under
Captain Gray, entered the mouth of the river to which it gave its name in 1792.

Research
in 1792, the celebrated Captain George vancouver arrived at nootka and was destined to leave behind him many
monuments of his contributions to the British Columbia scene—the grand object of his expedition being the thorough
survey of the intricate coastline of the pacific shores between the parallels 30 and 60 north. this examination was
carried out in a masterly manner, and at last set at rest, in the negative, the vexing question which for years had ag-
itated the savants of europe as to whether some inlet, strait, or passage might provide regular communication with
Hudson’s Bay or the sea to the northward of that bay.

End of the Spanish Domain
of the later spanish voyages, which took place after Cook’s time until the spaniards finally abandoned the coast of
British Columbia, little need be said here because their influence on the future of the country was practically nil.
the period between 1795 and 1818 was marked mainly by the arrival of British and american trading vessels. sub-
sequent to 1818 and up to 1858, the history of the coast is practically the history of the north-West and the Hudson’s
Bay for companies and the principal voyages were of ships trading on behalf of the latter corporation. among the
last of the spaniards to arrive in the north pacific, estenban Jose martinez and Gonzalo Lopez de Haro were sent
by spain in 1788 as the principal actors on the spanish side in the nootka affair in which they raided and confiscated
the trading post at nootka and the British vessels found there and imprisoned the crews. this led to the “nootka
Con- vention” of 1790, the terms of which ended once and for all time the spanish influence in the area. following
these in order came manuel Quimper, salvador fidalgo, francisco, elisa, Cayetano valdez and dionisio Galiano,
all of whom were active in exploring and surveying the south-west part of what is now British Columbia.

in fact, all that has been perpetuated of a brief spanish ascendancy are a few of the hundreds of names that
dotted their maps of the coast of British Columbia. these are easily singled out—Haro, valdez, texada, san Juan,
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fidalgo, rosario, Hernando, revilla, Cordova, Galiano, Gonzalo, Cortez, Quadra, Gigedo, and a few others more
or less familiar. a few of them, we shall see, are preserved in the names of the Lodges of freemasons.

conquest of the North-West passage
the days of discovery and adventure on the sea, so far as the coast of British Columbia is concerned, were drawing
to a close. since the days of Columbus, nearly every voyage of importance up to this time, to either side of the con-
tinent, had either directly or indirectly one real object in view, i.e. to discover a north-West passage from europe to
Cathay no matter what else was accomplished. now the mystery was resolved—no such passage navigable at all
times did exist. in fact, the first passage by a ship from the north atlantic ocean to the north pacific ocean was ac-
complished between 1903 and 1906 by the norwegian explorer roald amundsen. He went by way of the east coast
of King William Land, petersen Bay, and victoria Land, a passage that is only open when the ice recedes and is, of
course, fraught with too many dangers to permit regular steamer travel between the two oceans.

Henry Asbjon Larsen, Explorer - Master Mason
it remained for a freemason under the Grand Lodge of British Columbia to make the first return journey via the
north-West passage and the second voyager in history to complete the trip from east to west, and so close the saga
of the initial exploration in the northern Hemisphere. Henry asbjon Larsen, frGs, was initiated into free- masonry
on february 14, 1955; passed on march 14, 1935; and raised on april 11, 1935 in mount newton Lodge no. 89 located
at saanichton on vancouver island. as a sergeant in the royal Canadian mounted police, he commanded the famous
voyages of the schooner St. Roch which was the first vessel ever to make the return voyage along the north-West
passage. the log of the St. Roch, a heavy timbered vessel built at Burrard drydock, north vancouver in 1928, is of
interest in this story of freemasonry in British Columbia. With her crew of nine men, she left vancouver on June 23,
1940 and arrived at Halifax, nova scotia, on october 11, 1942. on the return journey St. Roch left dartmouth, nova
scotia, on July 22, 1944 to arrive in vancouver in october 16, 1944. this voyage was completed in the amazingly
short period of 86 days, in which time she travelled some 7,295 miles and only used steam for 1,031 hours and 34
minutes.4

inspector Henry asbjon Larsen was a fine officer and leader of men, a man of sterling qualities and the true per-
sonification of a freemason. He was made an Honorary member of mount newton Lodge on february 13, 1947. He
died in vancouver on october 29, 1964. many members of mount newton Lodge attended the funeral in the
Lutheran Church in vancouver. the ashes were sent to the royal Canadian mounted police Cemetery in regina.

Notable Overland Voyages
it was about the time that the sea voyages of discovery were coming to an end that the overland travellers began to
push their way across the land mass that lay between the atlantic seaboard, upper and Lower Canada and the
pacific north-West. the sale of furs in Canton by Captain dixon in 1787 was one of the major factors in the devel-
opment of the area now known as British Columbia until the discovery of gold in the fraser river and in the Cariboo
diggings in the 1850s. trading vessels continued to arrive and occasional men-of-war put into port. the officers of
these ships played a very important part in the development of freemasonry in the territory. the arrival of the Hud-
son’s Bay Company’s steamer Beaver by way of the Horn in 1835 was to mark a new era of navigation for the pacific
Coast. the inauguration of a san francisco service and the subsequent development of trans-pacific navigation co-
incided with the last attempts to establish the north-West passage. the fur companies (the north-West Company,
and its rival—later partner—the Hudson’s Bay Company; astors; and the like) gave considerable impetus to the
appearance of travellers crossing the prairies and the mountains.

Many came Overland
the most notable and consequential overland journeys of those times which affected the history of British Columbia
and its story of the development of freemasonry were those of sir alexander mackenzie who reached the coast in
1793—the first citizen of any country to traverse the northern continent from ocean to ocean, which he did almost
entirely on foot and by canoe. mackenzie was followed, to the south, by meriwether Lewis and William Clark, who
followed the missouri river to its source and after crossing the rocky mountains to the Columbia river reached
the mouth of the latter in 1805. then in 1811 came the ill-fated astor expedition—its object to establish in the west,
within the sphere of united states influence, a rival to the British fur trading companies and to dispute the territory
explored by the latter.

Sir Alexander Mackenzie
alexander mackenzie was born in scotland and was sent to montreal where he became an officer and, later, partner
of the north-West fur trading Company. the promoter of that company had in mind the great object of the time,
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namely, to discover a water route to the northward from the atlantic to the pacific. mackenzie set forth in 1789 from
fort Chippewayan on Lake athabaska and after reaching the Great slave Lake followed the mighty river, which
now bears his name, to its debouchment into the arctic ocean. disappointed because the great river did not prove
an avenue to the pacific, and having satisfied himself of the futility of finding a passage north of that point, he re-
turned to fort Chippewayan.
on october 10, 1792 mackenzie again set out from the fort and, crossing the height of land which divides the water
flowing north from the water flowing south, finally reached the pacific ocean in the vicinity of Bella Coola on July
20, 1793. this journey, in addition to being of great geographical importance, opened an important outlet for the
further extension of the fur trading interests, which the fur traders were not slow to follow up. they thus became
established on the pacific Coast in new Caledonia and the oregon territory. mackenzie had completed the first
overland journey across north america north of mexico.

Simon fraser
simon fraser, the Canadian explorer and fur trader, was born at Bennington, vt., u.s.a., and entered the service of
the north-West Company in 1792 and became a partner in the company in 1801. in 1805 he was chosen to inaugurate
the company’s operations beyond the rocky mountains and, after exploring and establishing trading posts on the
upper reaches of the fraser river, together with John stuart and 20 companions in 1808 explored the same river to
tidewater. in point of dangers it was one of the most difficult exploration trips on record in north america.

David Thompson
david thompson, geographer, fur trader and explorer, first came to Canada from england as an apprentice in the
Hudson’s Bay Company. though he had little or no scientific training he developed great skill in geodetic and as-
tronomical observations, and after 1797 when he joined the north-West Company he made surveys of astonish- ing
exactitude of Western Canada. in 1797-1798 he travelled south to the mandan villages on the missouri and then sur-
veyed the source of the mississippi river. thompson’s most notable explorations were, however, across the rocky
mountains and on the Columbia river. He was the first to cross the Howse pass to the source of the Columbia and
to travel its length. He then explored the Kootenai, pend orielle and Clark fork regions. in montreal during 1812-
1814 he made a large and invaluable map of Western Canada, parts of which are in use today.

The Appearance of the Overlanders
there were a number of parties leaving eastern Canada for British Columbia between 1859 and 1862. most of them
became consolidated into two main parties in crossing the plains and the rocky mountains, but these separated
after crossing the mountains and arrived at their destinations at different times and by different routes. two of these
parties were of the most concern to the history of freemasonry in British Columbia because out of them came at
least two of the early members of the Craft, these two groups have become known in the history of British Columbia
as “the overlanders.”

John Jessop
in 1839 several parties left toronto travelling by the old fur-trading route via fort William to fort Garry where one
of them, John Jessop, taught school for a while. the journey, completed in the, late spring, thus far had been one of
unusual hardship and suffering. on the 1st of august two of the men started out from fort Garry with a horse and
a red river Cart to cross over to British Columbia. the first stage of the journey to fort ellice was accomplished in
ten days and here they were joined by half a dozen americans. they reached the rockies in october and crossed
them by the Boundary pass to tobacco plains. four of them reached fort Colville on the fifth of novem- ber, but
only one of the two leaving ontario in early may reached victoria at the new year of ‘60. this was John Jessop who
was destined to be the JW of vancouver Lodge no. 421, Grs., at the time of the formation of the Grand Lodge of
British Columbia in october, 1871, and sW of vancouver Lodge no. 2, GrBC., in 1872. Jessop became superintendent
of education and first called attention to the desirability of a university in 1877. He did not continue in office but
took his demit in 1880. He died in victoria on march 30, 1901.

Robert Burns McMicking
in the spring of 1862 an overland party consisting of about forty persons set out from Queenston, ontario (then
Canada West) to British Columbia and reached saint paul via Chicago then travelled north to fort Garry. they
started out again via edmonton for tete Jaune Cache where they arrived on august 27 having crossed the rocky
mountains by the yellowhead pass in latitude 52 1/2° north. one portion of the party from this point journeyed
southward with the bulk of the animals, via the north thompson river, while the main group journeyed down the
fraser river by rafts and canoes to Quesnelle mouth where they disbanded in september, 1862. some went to the
mines in the Cariboo country while others scattered through the country to the pacific seaboard. the captain of this
party from fort Garry west was one thomas mcmicking. also a member of the party was the captain’s brother,
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robert Burns mcmicking, destined to become the Grand master of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia, the 16th
incumbent of that high office in 1894.

“r.B.” as he was known to all his associates, was born at Queenston Heights, Welland County, ontario, in 1843,
the grandson of a scottish immigrant of around 1780. He joined Quadra Lodge no. 508, Grs., as its fourth initiate
on september 15, 1871, and was raised to the sublime degree of a master mason in that Lodge on december 1, 1871,
serving as secretary of that Lodge (as no. 8, GrBC.) in 1875. He was elected the first Worshipful master of vancouver
and Quadra Lodge no. 2, GrBC., at the amalgamation of the two Lodges on may 16, 1877 and filled the office of
secretary again from 1880 to 1886 and from 1902 to 1912. this pioneer and highly respected freemason died on no-
vember 27, 1915, in victoria, British Columbia at the age of 72 years.

Thomas Trounce
the fourteenth Grand master of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia reached the shores of the pacific from across
the ocean and the land of the “down-unders.” thomas trounce was born in truro, Cornwall, england, about 1822.
on his coming of age he moved to London to become an architect and builder. after five years there he took his
wife, Jane, with him to tasmania and practised his profession in the wake of the miners. in 1848 he joined the gold
rush across the pacific to California, where he stayed until word came that gold had been found on the banks of the
fraser river and he went north with that rush.

thomas trounce apparently returned to england in 1870. He did not stay there very long, but long enough to
become a freemason as a member of elms Lodge no. 1212, er. (the Lodge had only been founded in 1868, so he
could not have been a freemason prior to 1870.) returning to British Columbia, he affiliated with British Columbia
Lodge no. 5, GrBC., in 1871 to become its dC that same year, its sW from 1872 to 1874, and its Wm in 1875.

in the Grand Lodge of British Columbia thomas trounce was the Grand superintendent of Works from 1873 to
1879, senior Grand deacon in 1880 and 1881, senior Grand Warden in 1882, deputy Grand master in 1883 and 1884,
and Grand master in 1885, the eighth incumbent of that high office.

trounce was one of the first architects to practice his profession in victoria. the home he built for his wife, Jane,
on michigan street, victoria, over 108 years ago, while still in excellent repair is at the moment of writing being de-
molished to make way for an apartment complex. such is the way of change and perhaps progress. trounce passed
away in victoria on June 50, 1900, aged about 79 years.

Indian place Names
the explorers from across the seas and the voyagers from across the plains and the mountains were among the first
to give name to the several areas of settlement. in the course of time many of the towns, indian villages and settle-
ments assumed the so-called “indian” place names. the indian, however, did not deal in abstract arbitrary forms
of speech, and thus a name was a concrete or succinct expression of some characteristic of a locality or particular
spot on the ground, which however might happen to apply equally well to half a dozen localities. for instance, to
the indian there was no such place as nanaimo, Kamloops or Hesquiat, in the sense of such names designating par-
ticular and distinct localities. places were identified by the indians as “waters meeting,” as in the case of Kamloops;
as “people of the water,” as in the case of Keremeos; as “people of the falling snow,” as in the case of Kitimat; as
“places cut through,” as in the case of sicamous or, in the case of nanoose (nu-nuas) Bay, as “the indenture of the
bay.”

even in translation these words suffered. the indian intonations probably produced a wide variety of phonetic
understandings according to the background origin of the listener, and one must realize that the explorers and the
voyagers were men of many cultures and speech backgrounds. in this way many of the places we know today 
received names the explorers and settlers thought the natives used.

Names preserved in freemasonry
the names of many of the early explorers and pioneers have been preserved in the names of the freemasons’ Lodges
presently extant under the Grand Lodge of British Columbia, such as Barkley, Columbia, Quadra, vancouver, pacific,
Burrard (named by Capt. vancouver), discovery, Burnaby, Henderson, etc. many of the “indian” names have been
adopted by Lodges of freemasons in the province, such as: Camosun (no. 60) the first name for what is now victoria,
probably from the indian name for the “rapids.” it is said to have many spellings, and was pronounced “cah-mih-
sun” by the natives being the name of the locality of Curtis point and the Gorge; Capilano (no. 164) from the indian
word pronounced “kia-pila-nog” the name of the super Chief of the squamish tribe which inhabited Howe sound
and Burrard inlet; Chemainus (no. 114) from the indian word “tsi-min-nie” the name of the legendary figure who
led the migration of a tribe from the alberni area to the head of Horse shoe Bay, where the Chemainus river empties
itself to the sea; Haida (no. 166) the name of the indian tribe living on the Queen Charlotte islands of British Co-
lumbia and on the southern end of prince of Wales island, off alaska. representing one of the most advanced of the
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typical cultures of the north pacific re-
gion, the Haida are closely related to
the tlingit and the tsimshian indians;
Kalamalka (no. 160) truly describes
the “Lake of many colours” from
whence the Lodge took its name; Kam-
loops (no. 10) of which there are over
16 known variations of interpretation
and spelling—the Lodge after much re-
search adopted for its monthly sum-
mons the generally accepted indian
spelling “cum-cloups” and the mean-
ing “meeting of the waters” for it is at
this point that the waters of the north
and the south thompson rivers
merge; Kaslo (no. 25) was named after
the creek nearby, it is said in the indian
tongue to mean “place where the
berries grow”, some say it was named
after a HBCo trapper who spelt his
name “Kaslau”, but local opinion is
that it more likely came from the old
indian chief whose name was “old
Caslo”; Kitimat (no. 129) (sometimes
more likely the spelling was “Kita-
maat”) was the name of a tribe of indi-
ans living on the west coast of the
mainland of British Columbia, and sig-
nifies “people of the falling snow”;
Kootenay (no. 15) after the “kut-en-ai”
indians, probably derived from “ko”
meaning “water” and “tin-neh” mean-
ing “people” or “the people of the
water”; Kitselas (no. 123) from the
tsimpsean indian word “git-zo-lesh”
meaning “people or village at the
Canyon”; malahat (no. 107) according
to the indian version “mala-kut”
means “plenty of bait” from the salish
words “mala” meaning “plenty” and
“kut” meaning “bait”; nanaimo (no.
110) or naymo, in the early spelling,
refers to the indian name for the 
locality—the dwelling place of the “na-
na-is” and home from time immemo-
rial of five bands, “qual-se-olt,” “
saal-a-chim,” “yue-shee-kan,” “an-n-
we-mes,” and the “taw-welt-kan” wed-
ded into a sort of loose federacy named
“sne-ay-mo,” familiarly it is known as
“the home of the nanais”; nicola (no.
53) after the famous indian Chief

“nwistes-meekin” or “walking grizzly bear”, the early trappers and fur-traders called him nicholas or “n-kua-la”;
he flourished c. 1810-50 and was reputed to have had 17 wives; omineca (no. 92) in the indian language means
“sluggish river” or alternatively “the river that overflows”; penticton (no. 147) the indian spelling is “pente-hik-
ton” and means “always” or “forever” because there was always water flowing out of okanagan Lake into the river,
or because the land would always belong to the indians; similkameen (no. 95) from the original indian name mean-
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the historical text of this Kamloops Lodge summons, first published on 6 december 1965, was the
result of considerable correspondence between John t. marshall and the lodge secretary, frank t.
Wright, provincial librarian and archivist, Willard e. ireland, and marshall’s son, Brian d. 
marshall, at that time a liaïson officer for the department of Citizenship and immigration—which
discounted historian robie L. reid’s conclusion that the name derived from the french fur traders’
Campe de Loupe or “field of wolves”. unrelated, the correspondence also documents William G.
Gamble’s mental decline and the resultant difficulty in accessing his papers and files. —ed.



ing “the abode of the ‘sim-ila-ka-muh’;” spallumcheen” (no. 13) from the shuswap tongue “spil-a-mi- shine” mean-
ing “flat mouth”; tsimpsean (no. 58) after the people of the skeena river indian tribes inhabiting the valleys of the
nass and the skeena rivers; tyee (no. 66) after Chief Williams of the soda Creek reserve of the shuswaps, whom
all knew as “tyee-Chief,” also the name given to a particularly fine species of the Chinook salmon family by the in-
dian and white fishermen off the Coast of British Columbia.

They were possessed of fortitude and fidelity
thus along these waterways and over these many trails came the men who were destined to establish freemasonry
in this wild land: first men imbued with the desire to discover and explore; then men attracted by the rich spoils of
the fur trade; and later those other men and their camp followers lured by the gold in the creeks and rivers of the
interior; and finally, when these inducements dwindled and interest in them waned, the men and their families who
came, settled and made this land their home. these men came via the Horn, overland to California’s diggings and
then up the Coast by steamer, along the overland routes of the fur companies, and across the broad expanse of the
pacific. in addition to these civilians were many who came aboard the men of war. all these were a rugged and
noble band of men, quick-tempered and resolute in purpose; men whose watchwords were bravery, endurance,
probity, and enterprise. they were miners, muckers, merchants, lawyers, doctors; of all races and creeds; but among
them the seeds of the masonic Craft had been deeply rooted. they came with a heritage from many lands, from
varied jurisdictions and ritualistic understandings. among them were protestants, Jews and even Catholics of the
roman faith. from them and those that followed immediately after emerged the founders of freemasonry in the
province and the builders of the Grand Lodge af & am of British Columbia.
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cHApTER I
BEING A BAcKGROuND Of THE EVENTS pRIOR TO THE

fORMATION Of THE GRAND LODGE IN 1871
“ I want to feel at the set of Sun 

That some little deed is good I’ve done; 
And as I pillow my head at rest, 
I want to feel that I’ve done my best.”

JoHn W. mCLeod, d.d.Gm
The Hudson’s Bay company

By the charter given to the Hudson’s Bay Company in 1670 they were given sole jurisdiction and ownership of all
the lands about Hudson’s Bay and Hudson’s straits and upon the coasts and confines of the seas, bays, rivers and
lakes thereof, together with the fur trade, minerals, etc. they were to hold the territory in free and common soccage
and it was to be known as rupert’s Land. naturally such a territory would comprize all the lands about the bays
and the rivers up to the heights of land on the east, south and west of “the bay.”

But the company spread their operations to Labrador on the east; westward along the prairies to the rockies;
through the rockies to British Columbia and vancouver island; and even possessed territory as far south as Cali-
fornia.

The Rival companies
their first rivals were the french traders who were backed up by the french Government and who naturally resented
the presence of the english in the territory north of the saint Lawrence and the Great Lakes. after the Battle of the
plains of abraham the most serious rivals were the members of the north-West Company with headquarter  in
montreal. this company was officered by such men as John richardson, John forsythe and edward ellice. the ri-
valry was extremely keen and cut into the trade of the older Company so seriously that it was necessary to put new
life into their organization, and finally through the efforts of edward ellice an amalgamation was effected and for
the next generation the Company was quite prosperous. under Governor simpson it controlled 152 posts with over
3,000 men and officers in its employ.

fort Victoria is chosen
the oregon treaty between the united states and Great Britain on June 15, 1846, fixed the boundary line at the 49th
parallel. anticipating the result, under which fort vancouver, their chief pacific depot and distributing centre on
the Columbia river would become united states territory, the Hudson’s Bay Company decided to remove their
headquarters to within British limits.

accordingly, mr. Chief factor James douglas, whose successful performance of this duty forever afterwards in-
dissolubly connected his name with the foundation, rise and prosperity of British Columbia, was instructed to take
the schooner Cadborough and six men from fort nisqually to select and report on a suitable site on the southern end
of vancouver island, within the strait of Juan de fuca, for the new depot. after a careful survey, starting from point
Gonzalo (now Gonzales), the southeast corner of vancouver island, and visiting all the harbours and inlets westward
to snow-sung, or “sy-yousung”, now sooke, a site for the proposed establishment was selected. in his report of July
12, 1842, with almost prophetic insight and judgment, he described it as “decidedly the most advantageous position
for the purpose of a general depot and nucleus of a permanent British community within the strait of fuca”. the lo-
cation immediately selected by the Hudson’s Bay Company for the new establishment was in the “port of Camo-
sack”, and fort victoria was erected the next year.

The Indians called it camasun
the “port of Camosack” was, of course, the present victoria Harbour and victoria arm, and the word “Camosack”
itself a variant of the indian name usually rendered in english as “Camosun”. Charles ross, a Chief factor of the
HBCo., was the “Builder and officer in Charge of fort victoria 1843 - 1844”, and a plaque to his memory is to be
found in the Quadra street Cemetery. the new location was named “fort victoria” in honour of the Queen. the
site, it is needless to say, was one of great natural beauty and was admirably adapted for the purpose of becoming
the chief depot and administrative centre of fur-trading in the vast territory. some claim that “had James douglas
had an eye to the future and could have foreseen victoria as a commercial city, he would no doubt have chosen es-
quimalt on account of the splendid harbour,” but that secret was forever locked in the heart of the virtual founder
of the great province of British Columbia.

The charter’s Saving clause
on January 13, 1849, a charter was granted to the Hudson’s Bay Company with the stipulation that if within five
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years a settlement of resident colonists was not established it was subject to revocation and reserved to the Crown
the right of purchase on expiration of the licence. this was a saving clause which shortly proved of the first impor-
tance to the establishment of the Crown Colonies of vancouver island and British Columbia. the story of freema-
sonry in British Columbia is coeval with the transition of a small fur-trading post to an embryo city. no trace of the
Craft has been found during the
“fur trade era”, but early in 1858
convincing evidence of the wealth of
the fraser river and other parts of
the area began to be established and
what was later to be a frenzied “gold
rush” started to simmer in Califor-
nia. it was then that the lure of the
bright yellow gold attracted the
thousands who were to come from
California, from the eastern
seaboard, and from across the seas
to sow the first seeds of the frater-
nity.

from collecting furs 
to Digging for Gold

the “fur trading era” in the terri-
tory began to wane and by 1858,
when the first great Gold rush came
aborning, it had ceased to be the
governing factor in the life of the
community. in California the fren-
zied activity that followed the Gold
rush of 1849 had died down. the
time when gold was to be had for the taking had passed and men were looking for a new eldorado because the Cal-
ifornia workings had moved into the big business stage. rumours began to fly that gold had been found in the
north, on an almost hitherto unknown river called “the fraser”, and it was said that the Hudson’s Bay Company
was digging out millions.

in the spring of 1858, about 800 ounces of fine gold, said to have been sent down by the Hudson’s Bay Company,
was received at the united states mint in san francisco. it was not a large amount, but because of the decline of
gold shipments from California mines it was sufficient to trigger a rush to the north. a hard band of gold-seekers
sailed for the fraser river and found gold in the sandbars near “fort Hope” and “fort yale”. others quickly followed
on their trail, seeking “the new eldorado-the golden realm of thrice ten thousand hopes.” the fraser river gold ex-
citement had begun and with it victoria quickly became the spring-board to the interior of the territory. soon a ver-
itable “City of shacks” and tents clustered about the Hudson’s Bay fort at victoria and “a city had sprung up there,
like Jonah’s Gourd, almost in a single night.”

colonies of Vancouver Island and British columbia
the Charter of Grant to the Hudson’s Bay Company of vancouver island was made on January 13, 1849. this became
the groundwork of a new political departure in the far west of a new British possession. in that same year vancouver
island was proclaimed a British Colony by Great Britain, open for colonization; in 1850 it was given representative
government; and in 1852 the Queen Charlotte islands were added thereto as a dependency. until 1858, however,
there were few inhabitants other than the officers and employees of the Hudson’s Bay Company, which had made
victoria its headquarters on the pacific.

during the early days of the colonial government on vancouver island, the main- land territory, known in a
vague way as “new Caledonia”, still remained as indian territory subject to the sole authority of the Hudson’s Bay
Company. on august 20, 1858, by imperial edict, it was named “British Columbia” with boundaries very much as
at present established with the addition of the territory of stikine, which was added in 1862. on november 19, 1858,
this area was made into the Colony of British Columbia (generally called the “separate Colony” in historical writ-
ings). in 1866, the mainland and island colonies were merged into a single entity “the Colony of British Columbia”
(generally referred to as “the united Colony”), with new Westminster as its first capital. in 1868, after a very bitter
controversy, the capital was moved to victoria.
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Entry into the confederation of canada
With the establishment of the dominion of Canada in 1867, many statesmen envisioned a coast-to-coast union of
the British Colonies. events in British Columbia moved rapidly thereafter towards confederation with the territories
under the British domain to the east of the rocky mountains. the final decision was inevitable, notwithstanding
the strong opposition from elements in the community, particularly those under the influence of the former Governor
of the Colonies, sir James douglas, and dr. James s. Helmcken, an important and influential figure in the early days
of victoria. one of the earliest supporters of the union with Canada was amor de Cosmos, the first secretary of vic-
toria Lodge no. 1085 er, and later premier of the province and member of parliament for victoria at ottawa. in
1870 the terms of agreement were completed; the construction of a transcontinental railway was guaranteed (even
though at a later date it was only the threat of secession that brought the railway to completion); on July 1, 1871, the
first dominion day was celebrated in British Columbia; and she assumed her place as a province of the dominion
of Canada.

all these stirring events made their mark on the course of freemasonry in the province, because there is little
doubt that these political stirrings added their impetus to the formation of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia.
many of those involved in the fight for union with Canada were freemasons equally zealous in their desires for,
and determination to have, a Grand Lodge of their own.

The Beginning of freemasonry
Just how freemasonry was first introduced into the territory now known as British Columbia is not easy to say, but
with one exception no trace of freemasonry has been found prior to 1858. When dr. William fraser tolmie, a physi-
cian and fur trader in the employ of the HBCo. came in 1833 to what was then the British portion of a region generally
described as oregon Country, he was first stationed at fort vancouver on the Columbia river and later that year
moved to fort nisqually at the southerly end of puget sound. dr. tolmie took up permanent residence in victoria
in 1858-59, but prior to that time he had visited the forts and settlements along the coast to the far north, and when

he arrived on the Coast he
brought with him a wooden
“carrying-case,” adorned with
a square and Compasses and
other masonic emblems.
Whether he had ever been
made a freemason history
does not reveal, but this case is
now in the possession 
of prince of Wales Lodge 
no. 100, in vancouver. it was
a gift from the widow of one
of its members, dr. frank 
patterson.*

it is known that there were
freemasons among the “gold-
seekers,” most of whom,
whether they were citizens of
the united states or other
countries, had learned the les-
sons of the Craft according to
the american practice, for the
main in the Lodges of the state
of California. as soon as they
were settled they wanted a
new Lodge in their new home.

Being now on British soil, they naturally expected that they would have to have a Lodge with a Charter from the
united Grand Lodge of england, and they found sufficient english freemasons in the little city to encourage that
idea. there was urgent need for a Lodge to act as the centre for freemasons and their fraternal and benevolent
duties, and this need was all the greater because victoria was not an old and settled community, but rather a frontier
town just beginning to feel the pressure of the coming migrations.
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Grand Lodges of Oregon and canada
in 1844 ships had begun to arrive from england, no doubt bringing occasional additions to the Colony, and in 1850
a party of 80 immigrants arrived. among all these were probably some freemasons, but the first public mention of
the Craft that can be found is in the “British Colonist” (the newspaper founded by amor de Cosmos) of the 24 of
June, 1859, where mention is made of the fact that the Grand Lodge of oregon, which had been organized in 1851,
had held its annual Comununication on the 11 of that month at eugene. no further mention of freemasonry is
found in the public journals until august 3 in the same year when it is stated that the Grand Lodge of scotland had
extended recognition to the newly formed Grand Lodge of Canada (in ontario). the editor of the “British Colonist”
was amor de Cosmos who, after a year spent with the mormon community at salt Lake City, had changed his name
by an act of the state Legislature of the state of California (senate Bill no. 42) from William alexander smith to “a
strange and romantic conglomeration meaning ‘lover of the universe’,” and
who was already a freemason, which would account for the appearance of
these items.

The Early Stirrings
there is no doubt that the freemasons had been discussing the establishment
of a Lodge in the gold regions of the north on board ship as they travelled

from san francisco to victoria.
When they arrived there was
no building to be found that
could be used for a public
meeting, let alone a masonic
Lodge. during the summer of
1858, Brother J. J. southgate
and his partner, thomas
mitchell, erected a two-storey

building at the south-east corner of yates and Langley streets and the upper
storey furnished a meeting place where freemasons and others could discuss
matters of mutual interest. as soon as the new building was ready for occu-
pancy an item appeared in the “victoria Gazette,” published in the little
“City of shacks” by journalists from san francisco, in its issue of July 10,
1858.

the reference to “f. & a.m.” is said to have marked the writer as having been taught his freemasonry in the
united states. this has led to the belief that J. J. southgate, while an englishman and presumably the person who
inserted the advertisement, was probably made a mason in the united states as he is known to have been a master
mason in California Lodge no. 1, f. & a.m., prior to his arrival in victoria. it is argued that had he been raised
under the united Grand Lodge of england he would have used the contraction of “a.f.
& a.m.”*

Robert Burnaby 
it is known that at least seven Brethren met in the new building in response to the
“summons”, but so far no records of the matters discussed have yet been located nor
is there extant any record of the activities of the freemasons during that summer or
autumn. there can, however, be little doubt that a number of informal meetings were
held in the room over the southgate-mitchell store and that at one of these it was de-
cided to draft a petition to the united Grand Lodge of england praying for the issue
of a Charter for a masonic Lodge in victoria. this action was almost certainly taken
on the advice of one robert Burnaby who had arrived in victoria in the fall of 1858
and who had been made a freemason in the frederic Lodge of unity, no. 661, G.r.e.,
at Croydon, south London, england, on march 30, 1854, at the age of 26 years. Burnaby
appears to have been the Worshipful master of that Lodge in the year 1857-1858, the
same year the Lodge became no. 452, in the new register of the united Grand Lodge
of england. in the returns of the masters, Wardens and past masters his name is given
as JW in 1855-1856 and sW in 1856-1857. He had also joined royal somerset House
and inverness Lodge no. 4 on January 22, 1856 and was p.p.G.d.C. for the County of
surrey.
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robert Burnaby, district Grand master,
er, 1867-1871. past Grand master.

* J.J. southgate was raised in California Lodge no. 1 on may 16, 1854, demitting in 1861 (Lodge records accessed 2011/10/23).



Burnaby affiliated with the new Lodge on september 27, 1860 and was elected Wm of victoria Lodge no. 1085,
Gre, for 1863 and 1865; he was the first and only district Grand master of the district Grand Lodge of British Co-
lumbia, under the united Grand Lodge of england, which was created under a patent issued on september 10, 1867;
he became a resolute and outstanding figure in the formation of the
Grand Lodge of British Columbia to which he was elected as the
first pGm.

Victoria Lodge No. 1085, GRE
after many delays over a period of two years, due mainly to the
difficulties of transportation, the long awaited Charter arrived from
england via san francisco by the regular steamer, no doubt in the
possession of W Brother J. J. southgate, who was a passenger on

that vessel when she
reached victoria on
march 14, 1860.
Brother amor de
Cosmos was respon-
sible for an item in
the “British Colonist”
of march 20, 1860.

the Constitution
of the first Lodge was
set for august 20,

1860; the ceremonies were carried out on schedule with eleven
Brethren present; and again amor de Cosmos faithfully reported
the event in the “British Colonist” on august 22, 1860.

during 1860, nine Brethren became members of the Lodge by
affiliation, including W. Brother robert Burnaby, while the first
and only person to be made a mason in the year 1860 was John 

malowansky, a russian news agent
and tabacconist. 5

The “Scotch” Ritual
the english ritual was not 
familiar to the many masons who
came, as many did at that time,
from the united states, where the
ritualistic practices differed in 
details. some of these, in victoria,
being desirous of using the work to
which they had been accustomed, applied to the Grand Lodge of the Washington
territory for a Charter. except for the employees of the Hudson’s Bay Company and
a few of the professional men in the Colony, practically all the newcomers to victoria
came from California. a few came from puget sound. in spite of this, many of them
were not citizens of the united states for the California Gold rush had attracted gold-
seekers from other parts of the world. But many of them had become freemasons in
the united states and were therefore accustomed to the use of the “american” work,
which in some way in British Columbia came to be called the “scotch “ work, and
later “scottish.” in addition, many of these immigrants had come originally from the

maritime (atlantic) provinces in which the Lodges used and still use the american ritual. it should be pointed out
that the highest authority in the united states, dr. albert G. mackey, in his Encyclopedia of Freemasonry, in the 1906
edition on page 872, refers to:

“ the system of work which, under the appropriate name of the american rite, (although often im-
properly called the york rite) is practised in the united states.”
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these Brethren saw no reason why they should not have the pleasures and
benefits of freemasonry in their new home as they had it in their old. they
found that the ritual used in victoria Lodge varied materially from that to
which they had been accustomed. they did not wish to infringe on the rights
of their Brethren working under the “english” ritual, but they did feel that
they must have a Lodge in which they could use a ritual familiar to them.
Hence their application to the Washington territory.

When the matter came before victoria
Lodge on January 21, 1861, after considerable
discussion the following resolution was moved:
“Whereas, we have been informed that a party
in this Community have applied to the Grand
Lodge of Washington territory for a dispensa-
tion or Warrant to organize a Lodge of f. & a.m.
in this town, it is, therefore,

resoLved, that while we hail the Grand
Lodge of Washington territory and all other
Grand Lodges as Brethren and freemasons, we
do not recognize their power to grant dispen-

sations or Warrants out of the district of their own country, and all dispensations and
Warrants emanating from any other source than the Grand Lodge of the mother
Country in this place we shall hold as Clandestine, and all freemasons visiting such
Lodges cannot be recognized as freemasons”.

there is nothing to show that this resolution was ever passed by victoria Lodge,
in fact at the regular meeting on march 28, 1861, Brother n. H. thain withdrew his
“resolution relative to the establishing of an american Lodge in victoria”.

When the applicants heard the protest of victoria Lodge no. 1085, claiming that
as the Colony of vancouver island was a British Colony and that no other masonic
body except the Grand Lodges of the mother Country (of england, of ireland or of
scotland) had any right to grant a Warrant or dispensation for a masonic Lodge therein, and that victoria Lodge
had insisted that if a Lodge were so established, it would be treated as clandestine and that the members of victoria
Lodge would have no masonic Communication with them, they quickly saw the difficulties, both masonic and po-
litical, which might arise if their application was successful, and therefore quickly withdrew it. their decision was
no doubt influenced in great measure by the action of the Grand master of the Washington territory who was said
to be a “good freemason with the wisdom of a solomon, who was most anxious to
maintain masonic peace between the two adjoining jurisdictions”. there is little doubt
that, while he recognized what his legal rights might be, such action as had been
asked by the applicants in victoria would likely cause much trouble and he would
not be a party to it. He therefore returned the petition to the senders without taking
any action whatever with respect to it. in fact the matter was never brought to the at-
tention of the Grand Lodge of the Washington territory.

Dr. Israel Wood powell
While the Brethren of the “american Lodges” origin were in the quandary as to the
course of action to pursue in order to gain the right to practice their particular form
of freemasonry, there arrived in victoria a freemason who was destined to be one
of the two most prominent figures in British Columbia free- masonry. dr. israel
Wood powell, a Canadian born and bred of united empire Loyalist descent in the
third generation, while a medical student in montreal had become a member of elgin
Lodge no. 348, holding under the Grand Lodge of scotland. this Lodge used what
was then commonly called the “scotch” work, or the “york rite”, which was in actual
fact a form of the “american” work. dr. powell settled down upon graduation to
practice medicine in port dover, ontario, where he was instrumental in founding
erie Lodge no. 149, under the Grand Lodge of Canada (in ontario) and had been its
first Wm. in British Columbia, dr. powell was destined to become the first provincial
Grand master of British Columbia, holding under the Grand Lodge of scotland, in
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William H. thain, secretary of victoria
Lodge and Wm in 1871—one of the
“original seven” who met on July 12,
1858 - from st. John’s Lodge no. 632 er,
now new Brunswick.

J. J. southgate

Lumley franklin, Charter member and
Wm of victoria Lodge in 1865. director of
Ceremonies of the district Grand Lodge.
second mayor of victoria.



may, 1867 and the first and founding Grand master of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia, af & am, in october,
1871.

Vancouver Lodge No. 421, GRS
dr. powell settled in victoria in 1862, and he soon became interested in the state of affairs among the local freema-
sons, as he found them divided into two camps solely on the ritual. He quickly realized that his personal experience

placed him in a unique position of being possibly the one person who could produce
a solution to the problem, and he advised the votaries of the “american” work to
abandon the idea of obtaining a Charter from a Grand Lodge in the united states,
but to apply instead to the Grand Lodge of scotland for a Charter. powell pointed
out that no standard ritual had ever been adopted by that Grand jurisdiction and
that any Lodge holding Charter thereunder could adopt any recognized form of rit-
ual which its members preferred so long as it was not inconsistent with the principles
of the Craft. (see somerset: Masters Transactions
for 1931 at page 99.) thus application to the
Grand Lodge of scotland would meet the main
objections of victoria Lodge no. 1085 in that it
was one of the Grand Lodges in the British do-
main and a Charter from it would not be ob-
tained from a “foreign” Grand Lodge, but
would be issued consistent with the argument
put forward by the Brethren working under the
united Grand Lodge of england. therefore, dr.
powell argued with great success, if a Charter
was obtained it would be quite proper to use
some form of the “american” ritual, as did his
mother Lodge in montreal.

powell’s advice was quickly taken by the
Brethren desiring another Lodge, and immedi-
ately an application was made to the Grand
Lodge of scotland for a Charter. not only was
this course of action satisfactory to the members

of victoria Lodge, but the application was endorsed by that Lodge when at a
regular Communication held on may 16, 1862, the Brethren of victoria Lodge
passed a resolution approving the establishment of the new Lodge, “without prejudice to the right of precedence
of the united Grand Lodge of england,” in the following terms:

“ that victoria Lodge no. 1085, cordially responds to the petition of the Brethren desirous to establish
a Lodge under the Grand Lodge of scotland; but in doing so, they reserve the precedence of the
Grand Lodge of england in general masonic affairs within the Colony and they communicate this
resolution to the Grand Lodge of england as a matter of record”.

there is little doubt that this reservation of precedence was due to the keen mind of robert Burnaby and his re-
gard and admiration for the Grand Lodge of england to which he always remained loyal.

the Grand Lodge of scotland did not delay in complying with the wishes of the petitioners and a Charter was
issued to them for the “Holding of vancouver Lodge no. 421, s.r.” and on october 20, 1862, eight Brethren met in
the Hall of victoria Lodge to organize the new Lodge. William Jeffray was installed as the first Wm, with sam Gold-
stone as sW, and alex Cain as JW. the latter not being present, he was invested by proxy. dr. powell immediately
affiliated with the new Lodge and when Jeffray vacated the Chair of Wm in december of that year, powell was in-
stalled in his place.6

Nanaimo Lodge No. 1090, ER
encouraged by the action of the freemasons in victoria, the Brethren in nanaimo did not long delay in following
their example. Captain William Hales franklyn who had been sent to nanaimo as stipendiary magistrate and was
a member of Grand master’s Lodge, no. 1, London, the premier Lodge of england, was the leader of the movement.
meetings of the freemasons in the little town were held in 1865, and after due consideration it was agreed that a
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Jewel presented to W Brother “J” W. pow-
ell by the members of vancouver Lodge
no. 421, sr. st. John’s day, december 27,
1867, israel Wood powell, esq., m.d.  provin-

cial Grand master, r.s., 1866-l871 Grand
master 187l-2-3

6. see Proceedings of Grand Lodge —1933, p. 162 et seq., “victoria, B.C., in 1862, and the founding of vancouver Lodge, no. 421, G.r. of scot-
land, etc.”, and proceedings of Grand Lodge—1937, p. 177 et seq., “vancouver Lodge, no. 421, G.r. of scotland - Historical notes 1864-
68”, by W. Bro. f. f. fatt.



Lodge should be formed there and a petition to
the Grand Lodge of england be drawn up and
forwarded to London. it was favourably re-
ceived, a dispensation was issued and the war-
rant for nanaimo Lodge, no. 1090, was 
issued forthwith.

the low number given to nanaimo Lodge is
due to the fact that in 1863, before the petition
was sent to the Grand Lodge of england, that
body had renumbered its Lodges to fill up gaps
which had appeared in its roll of Lodges, and
in consequence victoria Lodge which was orig-
inally no. 1083, became no. 783, and union
Lodge which was originally no. 1201 became
no. 899. the charter got as far as san francisco
in safety, but was lost in the wreck of the Hud-
son’s Bay Company’s steamer Labourchere on the
voyage north to victoria. a duplicate had to be
obtained from London, and it was not until
early in 1867 that the warrant arrived and the es-
tablishment of the Lodge could be proceeded
with.

the first meeting of nanaimo Lodge, no.
1090, as the warrant named it, was held in that
City on may 15, 1867. a large contingent of the
victoria Lodge Brethren attended, with several
from vancouver Lodge. the steamer sir James
douglas was engaged for the trip, and to add to
the pleasure the band of the volunteer militia
was taken along. unfortunately Brother Burn-
aby was unable to attend.

the meeting was held in the Lodge room, at
that time a one-storey house at the south-east-
erly corner of Hecate and Cavan streets, since
torn down. the Lodge was duly constituted by
rW Brother Henry Holbrook of union Lodge
assisted by W Brother richard Lewis of victoria
Lodge and others. the proceedings concluded
with a banquet and ball at which all present
made merry, and good mark Bate, the friend of
all nanaimoites, although not then a freemason, was so intrigued by what he saw from the outside that later he
joined the Lodge and became one of the most prominent members of the Craft in nanaimo. 7

British columbia Lodge No. 1187, ER
the fourth Lodge to be established in this Jurisdiction by the Grand Lodge of england was British Columbia

Lodge, no. 1187 in victoria, the charter for which was dated July 26, 1867. one would have thought that one Lodge
under the english Constitution and one under the scottish Constitution would have been sufficient for the masonic
needs of the little city at that time, but there was one argument that was put forth as a good and sufficient reason
for the existence of another. the scottish Grand Lodge had power to authorize the formation of a provincial Grand
Lodge, intermediate between the scottish Grand Lodge and the Craft generally, even when there was only one ma-
sonic Lodge in a masonic Jurisdiction. one scottish Lodge had been formed, vancouver in victoria, and its members
wasted no time in forming a provincial Grand Lodge with rW Brother powell as provincial Grand master. victoria
Lodge wanted to establish a corresponding minor Grand Lodge, known as a district Grand Lodge, but the Grand
Lodge of england could not do this until there were at least four Lodges in the Jurisdiction owing allegiance to it.
at that time there were only three such Lodges: victoria Lodge no. 783 at victoria, union Lodge no. 899 at new
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temporary Charter issued to vancouver Lodge no. 421 by the Grand Lodge of 
scotland, aL 5862.

7. see Proceedings of Grand Lodge—1932, p. 146 et seq., “early masonry in nanaimo, B.C.”, by W Bro. Joseph m. Brown.



Westminster, and nanaimo Lodge no. 1090 at nanaimo, and there must be another Lodge before the english Lodges
could have all the privileges enjoyed by a single Lodge with a charter from the scottish Grand Lodge. as rW Brother
powell was the undisputed chief of freemasons belonging to Lodges with a Charter from the scottish branch of
freemasonry, so likewise robert Burnaby was pre-eminent for the office of district Grand master under the Grand
Lodge of england.

so there was only one thing to do and that was to form a new Lodge, and this was done. it has been suggested
that there were some members of victoria Lodge who were discontented under W Brother Burnaby’s tutelage in
that Lodge, that he was something of a martinet and wanted the reins of power held as tight in far-off British Co-
lumbia as they were in england, and that they would be very glad to be members of a new Lodge where every

action would not be subject to his criticism. one circumstance that suggests there was
some truth in this is that W Brother J.J. southgate, who was the founder of victoria
Lodge, had little to do with the control of the Lodge after Burnaby took the reins. in-
deed, southgate felt so badly about the matter that he asked for his dimit, and it was
granted; but at the next meeting he was asked by an unanimous vote to reconsider
and withdraw his request, which he did and he continued as a member of the Lodge
until his death.

accordingly the
necessary petition was
drawn up, signed by
some of the members
of victoria Lodge
(then, as now, there
being no objection to
dual membership)
and also some of the
unaffiliated members
of the Craft in the
City. it was forwarded
to the Grand Lodge
authorities in england

and the charter was issued. as soon as this was
done, and even before the Lodge could be consti-
tuted, the Grand master of the Grand Lodge of eng-
land had established a district Grand Lodge with W
Brother robert Burnaby as its district Grand mas-
ter.

as soon as the charter for the new Lodge
reached victoria, victoria Lodge got busy and an
emergent meeting was called for october 27, 1867,
to install the Worshipful master and other officers
of British Columbia Lodge. on that date the Lodge opened at 2 p.m. and the members of the Craft attending went
in procession to st. John’s “the iron Church” anglican Church, which stood on douglas street where the Hudson’s
Bay Company’s departmental store now stands, and listened to an impressive sermon by Brother rev. f. B. Gribble,
the Lodge Chaplain, after which the Brethren returned to the masonic Hall on Government street, where view street
is now, and rW Brother robert Burnaby installed the Worshipful master, thomas Harris, and his officers. 8

caledonia(n) No. 478, Sc
a charter had been granted by the Grand Lodge of england to nanaimo Lodge no. 1090 in 1867. the membership
was about equally divided between those who had been members of Lodges which used the english ritual and
those members who had been associated with Lodges that used that form of ritual known as the “american” work,
the “york rite” or, in British Columbia, as the “scotch” work, this latter group was uneasy, feeling that the english
ritual had been forced upon them, but they stood for it for a time because they had no option in the matter.

When word arrived in nanaimo that vancouver Lodge no, 421 sC had been formed in victoria; that it took a
charter from the Grand Lodge of scotland; and that it used the “american” form of work, camouflaged under the
title the “scotch” work; the devotees of that form of ritual then saw the way out of their dilemma. they would form
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Captain William Hales franklyn

8. see Proceedings of Grand Lodge—1945, p. 125 et seq., “British Columbia Lodge no. 1187 er-no. 5, BCr”, by Bro. George Hollis slater.

Hms “plumper” in Johnstone strait with survey boats fanned out. this
vessel arrived in victoria on november 9, 1857 with Captain George
Henry richards in command. Brother daniel pender, a charter member of
nanaimo Lodge no. 1090, er was her second master. He was initiated
with Lieutenantt Henry Hand, a brother officer in victoria Lodge no
1085, er on december 23, 1861 and they were both raised in october,
1862. Lieutenant richard Charles mayne, another officer of “plumper”,
had been initiated in the same Lodge on June 25, 1861, received his second
degree in august, 1862 and was then returned to england.



a new Lodge, no matter how small, with a charter from the Grand Lodge of scotland and would use the ritual they
loved.

probably the most energetic among them was Brother William stewart, of scottish parentage, but of english
birth. He had learned “his lessons of the Craft” in prince edward island, where the family had migrated when his
father’s term of service in the army expired, in st. john’s Lodge no. 1 on the register of
prince edward island. all the Lodges in the maritimes used the american ritual under
the label “scotch”. this ritual Brother stewart considered to be the only one worthy of
the masonic Craft. as a good freemason (and it is said that “there was none better,”
which passing events seem to bear out) he had taken part in the formation of union
Lodge in new Westminster together with Brother Henry Holbrook, and when he was
transferred to nanaimo he became a member of the Lodge there, for in his eyes “an eng-
lish Lodge with an english master was better than none” a condition that could only be
countenanced when there was no other option.

When Brother stewart found that vancouver Lodge was using the ritual which had
become his second nature in the old Lodge in Charlottetown, he “saw the light” and took
measures accordingly, no doubt with the concurrence of other members of nanaimo
Lodge who held the same view as he did. He took steps to divide nanaimo Lodge, by
taking from it the devotees of the “american” work and to establish a Lodge which
would agree with his ideas of a proper ritual, the supporters of the english ritual, as
had been the case in victoria Lodge, thought Brother stewart’s ideas should he acted
upon, as they felt that the members on both sides of the issue would be better off, if each
could use the ritual of their choice. arrangements were made by which the liabilities as
well as the assets would be divided equally, though there were few assets and consider-
ably more liabilities. each took one half.

two petitions were signed by the Lodge under its seals. one was sent to the Grand Lodge of scotland asking for
a charter for a new Lodge at nanaimo, to be called Caledonia Lodge, and as that would take considerable time the
other was addressed to rW Brother i. W. powell, the provincial Gm of the provincial Grand Lodge of scotland
which had then been established in British Columbia. Both were granted in due course. the dispensation from dr.
powell was issued without delay and Caledonia Lodge was instituted on november 18, 1867.

Brother solomon david Levi, a member of fidelity Lodge no.120 at san francisco,
California (he entered no. 126 in the porch Book by mistake) became the first Wm;
Brother stewart was the first sW; Brother James Harvey was the first JW; Brother
archibald muir was the first treasurer; and Brother archibald mcallister was the first
secretary. the Charter for the Lodge did not arrive from scotland until april 5, 1869,
when the Lodge was constituted. on the Charter the name of the Lodge is spelled “Cale-
donia(n)”. Brother stewart went the entire distance in making the Lodge as “scottish”
as possible and in making it do what he called “the old scottish work” when he made
the Lodge copy the regalia of Lodge Canongate Kilwinning no. 2 sC of edinburgh, scot-
land. this regalia was later adopted by ashlar Lodge no. 3 BCr when the two “little”
Lodges were combined to form one in 1873, and under prescriptive right granted to the
Lodge at the formation of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia in 1871, has continued
to use the regalia of Canongate Kilwinning ever since,

the consequences of the formation of a second Lodge in nannimo was that there
were two masonic Lodges merely existing, when one Lodge would have flourished. so
small was Caledonia(n) in 1869 that when the officers were in their chairs there were
only four master masons left, even if they were all present. that is, if the earl of dal-
housie, the Grand master mason of scotland, who had been made an Honorary member,
but whose attendance was merely an unexpected possibility, was not included. the effect
on nanaimo Lodge is evidenced by the fact that in 1871, after the officers were seated,
there were only eight master masons, and two past masters of the lodge who might be expected to attend.

it is needless to say that both Lodges found it very difficult to carry on under the existing conditions. for such
small Lodges to pay the ordinary expenses, rent, light, heat, etc, together with the dues of the respective district
and provincial Grand Lodges, was to put a burden on the members which was difficult to bear. in 1873, soon after
the Grand Lodge of British Columbia was established, and as soon as W Brother stewart had succeeded in persuad-
ing all the Brethren to accept the “scottish” work, the inevitable happened and the two Lodges amalgamated, under
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the name of “ashlar” Lodge no. 3, the number of the senior Lodge. since that time the amalgamated Lodge, under
its new name, has been one of the leading Lodges in the Jurisdiction of British Columbia.

the question of ritual having been settled by the separation of Caledonia(n) Lodge, from its english sister, there
was the very best of feeling between the two Lodges. they worked together in the most friendly manner. they co-
operated in the celebration of st. John’s day on June 24th, 1871. the porch Books of the two Lodges show a constant
stream of visitors from one lodge to the other and it was soon found necessary to change the place of meeting. on
april 6, 1868, it was suggested in Caledonia Lodge that the premises then under lease should be changed and at a
joint meeting of the two Lodges held on april 12 to consider the matter, the scheme was approved and a lease on
another building was approved. after considerable expense and hard work the new premises were made ready for
occupancy and on January 19, 1869, the new lodge room was dedicated by rW Brother robert Burnaby, the district
Grand master. rW Brother i. W. powell, the provincial Grand master, had been invited to take part in the ceremony,
but was unable to attend. Later the two Lodges worked together with the purpose in view of building a masonic
Hall of their own.

Quadra Lodge No. 508, Sc
the last of the nine Lodges to be established prior to the formation of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia was
Quadra Lodge no. 508, sC, in victoria. Just why this Lodge was formed is not quite apparent unless it was thought
advisable by rW Brother powell and his associates in vancouver Lodge no, 421, sC, to have as many Lodges as
possible under the scottish provincial Grand Lodge in order that it might have the last word in the movement for
the establishment of an independent Grand Lodge of British Columbia. this step at that time was being seriously
discussed by the freemasons in the province, and it was particularly popular with the scottish Lodges. today 
vancouver Lodge with its seventy members would not seem overcrowded, but to those in 1870 it may have had a
different aspect. However that may be, Quadra Lodge was duly established, and it comprised in its membership

some of the most prominent men in the Craft and in the City of victoria. notwith-
standing this, its membership did not increase as speedily as might have been ex-
pected. during its existence, from 1870 to 1877 when it amalgamated with vancouver
Lodge no. 421, sC, it only initiated nine members, but it had affiliated fifteen members
from other British Columbia Lodges.

among its Charter members were: dr. israel Wood powell, the provincial Grand
master; H. f. Heisterman, the provincial Grand secretary; H. B. W. aikman, who later
became the registrar-General of the province; and andrew astrico, all members of
vancouver Lodge; and seven others, among them Brother James a. Grahame, the Hud-
son’s Bay Company’s Chief officer on the pacific Coast who was to play such a promi-
nent part in the 1871 Convention for an independent Grand Lodge, while one of its
most prominent affiliates was eli Harrison, senior, who left victoria Lodge no. 783 eC
after his disagreement with rW Brother robert Burnaby over the independent Grand
Lodge.

By august 1870, the movement for the establishment of the new Lodge had 
progressed so far that on the 22nd of that month Heisterman, writing to the secretary
of mount Hermon Lodge at Burrard inlet, mentioned its proposed formation. a 
dispensation from the provincial Grand master was issued and on January 11, 1871, a
petition was sent to the Grand Lodge of scotland for a charter, accompanied by the
usual Charter fee of ten guineas. By January 7, 1871, everything was in order for the

institution except that the charter had not arrived from scotland, so the Lodge was duly instituted under the dis-
pensation and Brother Grahame became its first Worshipful master.

the whole of 1871 passed and still no charter was received from scotland. But things masonic moved rapidly
that year, and on october 21 the Grand Lodge of British Columbia was duly formed with Quadra Lodge as one of
its constituent Lodges. the scottish Charter was no longer any use to it. there were still some fees due the Grand
Lodge of scotland from the Lodges in British Columbia, and on January 9, 1872, Brother Heisterman, as Grand sec-
retary of the provincial Grand Lodge, made out a statement for the amounts due, deducting from it the ten guineas
which had been remitted for the charter of Quadra Lodge, and sent a cheque for the balance to the Grand secretary
at edinburgh. the scottish authorities made no further delay but forwarded the missing charter forthwith and it
reached victoria on march 2, 1872, on its receipt it was found that the application for it had been made in august
1870, that it had been issued by the Grand Lodge of scotland in august, 1871 and had lain in the office of that or-
ganization until the receipt of the account and remittance from the provincial Grand Lodge of British Columbia. at
the time of receipt of the charter Heisterman was making up a box of diplomas, etc, for return to edinburgh, and he
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probably included in its contents the belated charter with a letter which stated that he would make a remittance of
the Charter fee “if the Grand master so instructed.” Whether the Grand master gave any such instructions or not
is not known, but no trace of any such payment can be found in the records of Grand Lodge. such is the story of the
“lost” charter of Quadra Lodge, no, 508, sr, but it is only fair to the Grand Lodge of scotland to mention the fact
that 1870 was a time of mourning for scottish freemasonry. William alexander Laurie, a famous masonic scholar
and author who had been Grand secretary since 1831, died in october 1870 after a long illness, Because of this there
may have been some confusion in the secretary’s office, and this may have been the reason for the matter of the
charter being overlooked.

the Lodge only existed for seven years before it amalgamated with vancouver Lodge, no. 2, BCr, under the
name of vancouver and Quadra Lodge, no. 2, BCr, under which name it has grown and prospered. notwithstand-
ing its short existence it received into its membership additional members who were prominent citizens of the City
of victoria: robert Burns mcmicking, the sixteenth Grand master of British Columbia; eli Harrison, Jr, at the age of
18 years, later Grand secretary and three times Junior Grand Warden before his 30th birthday; robert patterson 

rithet, founder of the shipping business of that
name, mayor of victoria in 1875 and member of
the Legislative assembly from 1894 to 1898;
francis jones Barnard, who in 1860 had started
the Bamard’s express to Caribou; and arthur
Wellesley vowell, who became Gold Commis-
sioner and stipendiary magistrate in several
areas of the province until 1889 when he be-
came the superintendent of indian affairs for
the province. 9

Lodge Vancouver and Quadra No. 2
many of the “uninitiated” as well as visiting
freemasons often ask the origin of the names of
vancouver Lodge no. 421, sC, and Quadra
Lodge no. 508, sC, now amalgamated and
known as vancouver and Quadra Lodge no. 2,
BCr. the former did not take its name from the
great city which now covers a goodly portion of
the fraser river delta because that place was
not even in existence when the Lodges were
formed. they took their names from the island
on which is situated the City of victoria, which
in turn was named by Captain George vancou-
ver after Captain Bodega y Quadra and himself
as a memento of their friendship and amiable
relations during their discussions at nootka in
1792 where, while they had to disagree 

officially, at the same time they agreed in most personal matters. the friendship between those two great explorers
was so great that Captain vancouver actually named the island “Quadra and vancouver’s island”. the name Quadra
in this connection has long fallen into disuse and another island at the northern extremity of the strait of Georgia
and to the east of Campbell river now bears the name “Quadra island”.

Quadra Lodge took its name from the spanish Captain himself and it seems very fitting that these two Lodges,
so closely connected by their membership in their infancy and named after the two great sea Captains in the history
of the province of British Columbia, should have become amalgamated in later life into one masonic Lodge
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9. see Proceedings of Grand Lodge - 1932, p. 143. et seq.. “memoranda Collected from the pages of the first Ledger of Quadra Lodge no. 508,
G.r. of scotland,” by W Bro. f[rancis]. f. fatt.

Vancouver and Quadra Lodge No. 2 
and the Bark “Will W. case”.

this carved masonic emblem, situated just above the bark’s name, was sal-
vaged by W Brother Walter s. miles from the stern of the bark “Will. W.
Case” and deposited in the archives of vancouver and Quadra Lodge no.
2 on march 17, 1926.
the bark—in size 143’ 1” x 31’ 7” x 17’ 6”— was built at portland, maine in
1877 by Jno. s. Case and master Builder, sanford starrett. it was com-
manded by Capt. dermot, father of maxine and Gertrude elliott,well-
known actresses of the day. Jno. s. Case, Capt. dermot and sanford starrett
were all freemasons and Will W. Case, then a boy, entered the fraternity
when he came of age, the former have passed on but Will. W. Case is still
a member. the ship had a long and eventful career, ultimately used by the
Cpr as a hulk to convey coal to coaling ships. she was finally sunk off sid-
ney ferry slip as a breakwater. for further information see Bro. Case’s let-
ter, november 3, 1934 in the victoria district Library. 



cHApTER 2
fIRST AppEARANcE Of fREEMASONRy IN THE (SEpARATE) cOLONy Of BRITISH cOLuMBIA

the first Lodge on the mainland of what is now the province of British Columbia was established at new Westmin-
ster, the capital of the colony before union with vancouver island. the capital having been changed from fort Lan-
gley, there was a dispute as to whether it should be named “Queensborough” or “Queenborough”. upon reference
to the imperial authorities, Queen victoria was asked to select a name and new Westminster was her choice, the
reason for it being locally termed “the royal City”.

union Lodge No. 1201, New Westminster
after some flirtations with the Hudson’s Bay Company relative to the establishment of the capital of the mainland
colony at derby, a short distance down the fraser river from old fort Langley, the capital was established at new
Westminster in 1859 and soon a flourishing settlement grew there. there were many freemasons in the new settle-

ment, among them an able gentleman, Henry Holbrook, who, like victoria’s robert
Burnaby, was an enthusiastic and well-skilled member of the Craft. there was con-
siderable rivalry between the two cities in all lines of endeavour and the new West-
minster brethren could see no reason why there should not be a Lodge in their city
as well as in their rival on vancouver island. various meetings were held to discuss
the matter. a Lodge room which was considered satisfactory was obtained in the
Hick’s Building on Columbia street at the corner of Lytton square. the promoters of
the new Lodge came from various jurisdictions: england, scotland, California,
Canada, new york, and prince edward island. for this reason it was called “union
Lodge”. Brother Henry Holbrook was to be the first Worshipful master; dr. John ver-
non seddall, assistant staff surgeon with the contingent of royal engineers then sta-
tioned at new Westminster, was to have been the first senior Warden; and William
Gilmour peacock, who was a scottish freemason, was to have been the Junior War-
den. among the others was William stewart who later went to nanaimo where he
was prominent in masonic affairs for many years. all agreed to follow forthwith the
precedent set by victoria Lodge and, no doubt acting on the advice of Brother Hol-
brook, applied to the Grand Lodge of england for a charter. the petition, addressed
“to the mW Grand master of the united fraternity of ancient free and accepted
masons of england”, is shown on the next page.

for some reason now unknown Brother seddall did not sign the petition, and
Brother Levi was substituted as senior Warden.

this petition was duly forwarded to London but, like the original petition for victoria Lodge, was refused be-
cause according to the english constitution the first office bearers were required to be registered on the books of the
Grand Lodge of england and Brother peacock was a member of a scottish Lodge. subsequently some of the members
of victoria Lodge, whose names cannot now be ascertained, signed a new petition, a new Junior Warden was chosen,
and in due course a warrant was granted to union Lodge dated december 16, 1861, as no. 1201. By June 1862, the
Lodge was ready for institution, and the British Columbian, under date of June 25, 1862, carried the news. in the
issue of the same newspaper for June 28, 1862, there was a detailed account of the first meeting.10

the news of the formation of the first masonic Lodge in the far-off Colony of British Columbia, with Henry 
Holbrook as its first Worshipful master, was received with delight by his Brethren in Cheshire. in the British
Columbian for february 14, 1863 appeared the following from a Cheshire newspaper:

“masonic—field marshall Brother viscount Combermere, p.G. master for Cheshire at the annual
provincial Grand Lodge held at sandback mentioned in flattering terms the establishment of a
Lodge in British Columbia to which one of his provincial Grand officers had been appointed the
first Worshipful master and wished every success and prosperity to the same”.

the guidance of union Lodge during its early years appears to have been mainly under W Bro. Henry Holbrook
who was its master during the first, fourth and fifth years of its life. He was prominent in politics generally, a zealous
advocate of union of the two colonies, and it was mainly through his steadfast allegiance to the united Grand Lodge
of england, under which he had been a provincial Grand officer, that union Lodge did not become numbered 2 on
the GrBC; but that story must be told in a later part of this history.11
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Council of vancouver lsland, 1851 to 1856.

10. a. see Proceedings of Grand Lodge — 1916, p.93, “union Lodge no. 9”, by William Burns, Grand Historian. 
b. see Proceedings of Grand Lodge — 1927, p. 140 et seq., “union Lodge no. 9”, by William Burns, Grand Historian. 
c. The First One Hundred Years - Union Lodge No. 9, AF & AM, GRBC —1861-1961, by W Brother r. scannell.

11. see union Lodge no. 9, a.f. & a.m., G.r.B.C.—1861-1961, “souvenir programme and History”, by W Brother r. scannell.
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MW Bro. Dr. W. A. DeWolf-Smith
the first mention of one of the most distinguished and outstanding
freemasons in the province of British Columbia is found in the re-
turns of the subordinate Lodges to february 28, 1888, where under
the entered apprentices 
appears the name “smith, W. a. deWolf”. He was passed and raised
during the year 1888 and was destined to write his name very clearly
in the annals of the Craft. He was the Wm of union Lodge in 1892
and became the Lodge secretary in 1895, an office he held until 1929.
He was ddGm for the district in 1894. in Grand Lodge he first be-
came the Chairman of the Committee on foreign Correspondence
from 1897 to 1942, and to him must go in great measure the credit for
the excellence of the reviews and there is little doubt that the office
of the other members was more or less of a sinecure. He held the of-
fice of Grand Historian from 1901 to 1912, and was Grand secretary
from 1911 to 1937. He held the office of Grand Librarian from 1902
until 1925. on June 23, 1932, he was given the rank of past Grand
master, being the first British Columbia freemason to receive that
high honour without having graced the Chair of royal solomon.

cayoosh - The Lodge That Might Have Been
at the same time that the freemasons in new Westminster were tak-
ing steps to form a Lodge there was evidence of masonic activity in
the interior of the colony. during the winter of 1860-1861 a number
of gold-seekers, who had been busy on the creeks along the fraser
and thompson rivers during the summer, gathered at Cayoosh on
the flat on the eastern side of the fraser river opposite the present
town of Lillooet. the spot was sometimes called “parsonville” after
Brother otis parsons who, with Brothers J. H. sullivan and s. p. “sue”
moody, later lost his life in the wreck of the Pacific off Cape flattery
in 1875. there were freemasons among these miners, including
Brother allen mcdonald, who signed the petition to the Grand Lodge
of england for a charter for victoria Lodge no. 1085 in 1858, but who
took no further part in the formation of that Lodge.

during the long winter months these members of the Craft met
together at Cayoosh from time to time and, to pass the time away,
discussed the question of forming a Lodge, evidently they were
under the impression that a permanent settlement would come into
being. as two of them had been in touch with the Lodge already at
work in victoria, it was decided to communicate with it and obtain
information as to the necessary steps to be taken in order to obtain a
charter from the Grand Lodge of england for a Lodge at Cayoosh.
accordingly under date of december 27, 1860, a communication was
sent to victoria Lodge.

this document came before victoria Lodge on march 20, 1861,
and a committee of Brothers Burnaby, Lewis and de Cosmos was ap-
pointed to draw up a reply. at the same meeting a committee was
named to receive the body of morris price, a freemason who had
died at Cayoosh, and to give it a masonic Burial. the body was re-
ceived in due course and interred in the Jewish Cemetery with the ceremonies of the Craft.

two of the committee, Burnaby and Lewis, reported to victoria Lodge in due course. a form of petition was
drafted to be signed by seven brethren whose names were registered on the books of the Grand Lodge of england,
or, if the requisite number of english freemasons was not available, by brethren on the books of the Grand Lodge
of scotland or ireland, together with a statement of any circumstances which precluded a greater number of english
freemasons from signing. members of Colonial Lodges supplied with certificates from england would of course,
be equally eligible. the name and number of his late Lodge was to be attached to the signature of any petitioner. it
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was advisable that the petition be forwarded to victoria Lodge as being the
Lodge nearest Cayoosh. this was not considered indispensible, but was to
be considered as giving weight to the petition. petitions were required to
be accompanied by a fee of five guineas for the issue of a warrant and half
a crown for registration of each signer whose name was not on the books
of the Grand Lodge of england.

the secretary of victoria Lodge no. 1085 on may 13, 1862 forwarded a
copy of this report, with the forms annexed, addressed to ronald macdon-
ald and the Brethren who had sent the communication from Cayoosh. in

the meantime, however, spring had come
and the goldseekers at Cayoosh had passed
on to other fields of work, and Cayoosh had
ceased to exist as a settlement and nothing
more was heard of the proposed Lodge.

ninety-eight years later, on June 23,
1960, the Grand Lodge of British Columbia
ordered that a Warrant be granted to Cay-
oosh Lodge no. 173 located at Lillooet.12

cariboo Lodge No. 469 SR - Barkerville
the comparatively small settlements on or
near the pacific Coast — victoria, new
Westminster, and nanaimo — were now
well supplied with masonic Lodges, but
there were none in that extraordinary aggre-
gation of people (reid says it could hardly
be called a settlement) far in the mountains
of the interior in what was known as the
Cariboo district. Here rich placer deposits
had been discovered and the lure of gold

called thither goldseekers from all parts of the world. it was very much as
the rush to California twenty years before, but access to the riches of the
Cariboo was far more difficult and the climate, especially in the winter

months, much more severe. to reach the
Cariboo one had to go first to victoria and
thence by the Gulf of Georgia and the fraser river to new Westminster. river steam-
ers plied between that city and port douglas at the head of Harrison Lake; thence the
goldseeker travelled alternately by trails and boats on the intervening lakes to Lillooet
on the fraser river. from that point, or rather from the flat on the east bank of the
fraser river, there were two trails to Williams Lake. the shorter, along the east bank
of the fraser river, was almost impassable; the other, over the old Brigade trail of
the Hudson’s Bay Company, used by it for many years, was longer but in much better
condition. from Williams Lake a trail ran to the mouth of the Quesnelle river, and
on up that stream to the rich creeks of the Cariboo. 

the peak of the rush to Cariboo was reached in 1863. no one has ever been able
to give any exact figures of the number of people who were in Barkerville, the roaring
metropolis of the district, and on the gold-bearing creeks in the vicinity at that time.
it has been estimated by those who were there, and were in the best position to know,
that it must have been in the neighbourhood of 30,000. this population could only
be called “floating,” as few of the residents intended to remain there permanently.
the chief desire of the miners was to separate the gold from the gravels of the various
creeks and get out; the balance of the residents were there to transfer as much of it as
possible from the pockets of the miners to their own. By 1865 the Cariboo road had
reached Barkerville, and while many of the “floaters” had left for new pastures many
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12. see Proceedings of Grand Lodge - 1947, p. 140 et seq., “Cayoosh - the first petition for a new Lodge.” by Bro George Hollis slater. 
see also Chapter 16.

June 28, 1866

July 2, 1866

July 12, 1866

July 19, 1866

Jonathan nutt. right Worthy master, 
Cariboo Lodge no. 469, sr, 1868. 

Joshua s. thompson, first senior deacon
of Cariboo Lodge no. 469, sr. and first
m.p. for Cariboo.
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of the mines were producing steadily and gave promise of a comparatively long life. the people there had become
acquainted with each other, and Barkerville was taking on itself more and more the status of a settled and staid
community.

among the residents of Bark-
erville and the surrounding terri-
tory were many freemasons
hailing from widely separated ju-
risdictions. among them was
Jonathan nutt, the foreman of the
aurora Claim on Conklin’s Gulch,
a tributary of Williams Creek. He
was an englishman who had been
a miner in California and while
there, in 1854, he had become a
freemason in tehama Lodge no. 3
at sacramento. He later affiliated
with Western star Lodge no. 2 at
shasta, California, he then being 34
years of age. this Lodge still car-
ries on and the old temple in
which it met at the time of nutt’s
affilliation still stands.

Because the Cariboo promised
to become permanently settled, the
freemasons saw no reason why
they should not have a masonic
Lodge as well as the residents on
the coast. the matter was talked
over informally among the
brethren, among whom was
Brother J. spencer thompson, a
clerk employed by Buie Bros., Gen-
eral merchants. Brother thompson
was first a member of the Commit-
tee who met with Governor dou-
glas at Hope to discuss the
financing of the proposed road to
Cariboo through the fraser
Canyon in 1861; he was the repre-
sentative of Cariboo at the Con-
vention at yale—the “yale
Conspiracy”—which asked for
British Columbia’s admission into the Confederation of Canada on september 14, 1868; and in 1871 he was elected
as the first member for Cariboo in the House of Commons at ottawa, a position held until his death in 1881. at the
request of the brethren he wrote to vancouver Lodge no. 421, sC at victoria asking that Lodge to endorse the open-
ing of a Lodge at Williams Creek or richfield under the jurisdiction of the Grand Lodge of Washington territory.
thompson stated that a similar application had been made to union Lodge and had been refused, and that that
Lodge had advised the Cariboo brethren to apply to the Grand Lodge of england for a charter. this letter was read
in vancouver Lodge on september 19, 1866. the Lodge expressed its sympathy, but pointed out the irregularity of
the proposed proceedings and probably referred to its own experience with a similar application from Cayoosh.
the three Grand Lodges of england, scotland and ireland claimed equal and concurrent jurisdiction in “Colonial”
territory, otherwise unorganized masonically, and all would resist and resent usurpation by other Grand Lodges.
doubtless vancouver Lodge, like union Lodge, recommended that a charter be obtained from the jurisdiction under
which it, itself, was acting. on receipt of the answer from vancouver Lodge a meeting was called of the local freema-
sons for october 15, 1866, and this was attended by thirteen members of the Craft when, as one of the leading pro-
moters of the scheme, Jonathan nutt was chosen as Chairman of the meeting, with William Cochrane acting 
as secretary.
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those who attended the meeting recognized that the first thing to be done was to arrange for a place for the
proposed Lodge to meet. at that time there was not a suitable building in Barkerville (so named after William “Billy”
Barker, one of the original discoverers of gold on Williams Creek). a proper meeting place was necessary in order
to obtain a charter, and it could only be provided by the freemasons themselves. accordingly, the meeting decided
to erect the necessary building and each of the persons present pledged weekly payments for that purpose. twenty
freemasons who had not attended later joined in the project.

to build even the least 
expensive building suitable for
the purpose would cost a mini-
mum of $3,300 and this meant
that every one of the thirty-three
subscribers must pay the sum of
$100. many of these men were
working miners. some, it is true,
owned substantial interests in
paying claims, but the majority
were men of modest means.
this is evidenced by the entries
in a small fabric-covered note-
book in which are inscribed all
minutes, cashbook entries, and
other transactions of the pro-
posed Lodge from october 13,
1866 to august 17, 1867. the
back pages show the amounts
paid into the building fund.
many paid fifty cents or a dollar
a week. one paid his share in
one payment, while four others
paid installments of $5 each, and
thus it was not long before the
construction of the masonic Hall
was assured.

four meetings were held in
october, 1866. no record exists
of what was done at the first
three and all that is known of the
fourth is that a letter was read
from vancouver Lodge at 
victoria. a second letter from
that Lodge was read at a meet-
ing on november 3, 1866. the
petition addressed to the Grand
Lodge of scotland for a charter
was signed on december 8,
1866there was another meeting
on the 9th at which Jonathan

nutt was officially thanked for his zeal in establishing a masonic Lodge on Williams Creek.
the petition was taken personally to victoria by nutt soon after. He attended a meeting of vancouver Lodge on

January 16, 1867 and presented the petition for approval by that Lodge. the Lodge approved it and it was thereupon
endorsed by the three principal officers and delivered to rW Brother lsrael Wood powell, who had been appointed
as the provincial Grand master of the Grand Lodge of scotland. one can appreciate the mixture of peoples from all
over the world in the Caribou at that time because out of the fourteen freemasons signing the petition two hailed
from Canada (in ontario), two from Quebec, three from California, three from scotland, one from Wales, one from
Washington territory, one from minnesota, and one for whom the Lodge has never been actually located. no one
being from england tends to indicate their aversion to receiving a charter from that Grand Lodge.
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on september 2, 1867 the applicants received from rW Brother powell a dispensation authorizing Cariboo Lodge
no. 469 to open and commence business. on december 7, 1867 the charter was received from the Grand Lodge of
scotland together with the necessary books: porch, minute, etc, all nicely bound in soft green leather and carefully
labelled in gilt letters “CariBoo, vanCouver’s isLand - Holding of (Crest of the Grand Lodge of scotland)

no. 469.” evidently no one had explained to the authorities in scotland that
although the application had come from victoria the Lodge was to be in
another colony. on st Johns day, december 27, 1867 a banquet was held to
which “all brethren on the Creek” were invited, but the Lodge was not fully
constituted until June 24, 1868, the festival of saint John the Baptist. the
minute for that day reads:
“met at 3 pm nutt presiding as represen-
tative of the provincial Grand master. the
inauguration of Cariboo Lodge, no 469
then took place, according to the Ceremo-
nial laid down at page 71 of the Laws and
Constitution of the Grand Lodge of scot-
land. after the inauguration, the officers
were installed. the festival was cele-
brated by a banquet according to masonic
tradition.”

after the Lodge was closed in the af-
ternoon the officers and members went to
a partially built cabin (now known to
have been “nutt’s Biggin”) near by,
placed themselves on the timbers and
had a group photograph taken. after the
facts connected with this picture had

been forgotten, a legend arose that it had been taken at a masonic Lodge held, ac-
cording to old tradition, on one of the mountains near Barkerville, and it is often
called “the Lodge on the mountain.” Like many such legends the story has no 
foundation in fact.

in the meantime the brethren had proceeded with the construction of their ma-
sonic Hall. it is believed to have been built by John Bruce and James mann, who
were among the Lodge’s first candidates, the former having been admitted on sep-
tember 14, 1867, and the latter two months later. there is no record of the date on
which construction was begun or when the building was finished. it is known that
it was approaching completion on april 13, 1867 and that it had been completed
before June 23 of that year, and the minutes indicate that all the fittings and fur-
nishings were donated by the brethren individually. on september 16, 1868 dis-
aster struck when the town of Barkerville was destroyed by fire, only one house
being saved. efforts were made to save the hall by the use of wet blankets, but
without avail. subsequent meetings were held in the Court House at richfield and
then in a building loaned by Brother e. C. parsons in Barkerville while the new temple was being built. the first
meeting was held in the new hall on february 20, 1869 and it, too, was destroyed by fire on december 28, 1936, after
which the present temple was constructed and first used on september 4, 1937.

a unique device in the temple was the “silent tyler.” Legend again says it was built as a safeguard when Bark-
erville contained some wild men, and some equally wild women. the stairway immediately inside the side entrance
of the building, and leading to the floor above which contained the Lodge room, was hinged at the top so that when
the brethren were assembled, it could be raised. this was done by means of a wheel in the tyler’s room and it cut
off access from the lower floor. this mechanical device enabled the elected tyler to be inner Guard, to which station
no member was appointed for over ten years. in the new temple of 1937 the “lifting staircase” was preserved in
memory of the old-timers of Williams Creek, and the façade of the building was restored to its appearance of 1869
by the Barkerville restoration advisory Committee of the British Columbia parks Branch in the summer of 1966.14
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14. see Proceedings of Grand Lodge - 1934, p. 153 et seq., “some of the early History of Caribou Lodge, no. 466 (469) G.r. of scotland; now no.
4 G.r.B.C.”, by rW Bro. Louis Le Bourdais; and Canadian Masonic Research Association, Bulletin No. 88 (1967), “Cariboo Gold,” by vW Bro.
J. t. marshall. 



No. 8 — Mount Hermon Lodge No. 491 Sc
While masonic Lodges were being established on vancouver island and at new Westminster on the mainland and
among the mountains of the Cariboo at Barkerville, a settlement was growing up on the shores of Burrard inlet.
Here was a safe, land-locked harbour, easy of access and on its shores grew what has been called the finest stand of
easily accessible timber in British Columbia, and that meant the world. it did not remain long untouched.

as early as the spring of 1865 men were at work cutting the timber on the north side of the inlet, building a mill
and equipping it with two centre-discharge waterwheels of 50
horsepower, two circular saws, and a 22-inch planing mill; the re-
sult being the “pioneer mills” which had a capacity of 50,000 feet

every 24 hours. at first this set-
tlement on the northern shore
of the inlet was called by the
name of the great harbour,
“Burrard inlet.”

the venture was too much
for the financial resources of the t. G. Graham Company of new Westminster,
and in december, 1863 the mill, with logs and limits, was advertised for sale at
public auction. the sale was held on the 16th of the month and there were only
two bidders, John oscar smith and a shrewd maine lumberman, sewell prescott
moody. “sue,” as he is known to history, does not seem to have been anxious to
purchase the property for he allowed smith to acquire it for the sum of $8,000.
perhaps he foresaw that he might be able to get it later at a price more advanta-
geous to him.

smith improved and added to the machinery and operated the mill for one
year under the name “Burrard inlet mills.” it had been mortgaged, probably by
smith, to finance the improvements. payments falling due on this mortgage were
not being met and in 1864 the mortgagee entered into possession and sold the
property to moody. What he gave for it is not known, but it is suspected that the
price was small. He set the saws cutting lumber in february, 1865, and renamed
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it “the Burrard inlet Lumber mills.” “sue” knew the lumber business and operated it so successfully that by may
of that year he was able to ship a cargo of lumber to sydney, australia. other foreign shipments followed, and the
mill became a busy scene of industry. the little settlement around the mill became known as “moody’s mill” and
later “moodyville “

the mill, under moody’s capable management soon became so prosperous that
he was forced to increase his office staff, and his employees included a number of
men whose very names are an essential part of our early masonic history. at that
time new Westminster was the centre of all business in the vicinity. even the head
office of moody’s firm was there. there, also, was union Lodge no. 899 er, the only
one in that part of the colony, and moody, as well as many of his assistants, was a
member of it. moody and Captain James van Bramer were the first of this group to
join, becoming members in 1863. Captain philander swett and Josias Charles Hughes
joined in 1864; and Coote m. Chambers, destined to become the fifth Grand master,
in 1867-1868.

to get to new Westminster from Burrard inlet, and especially from the north
shore, was no easy task. even after the douglas road was opened from the city to
“the end of the road” on Burrard inlet (“Brighton”, as it was called, and still later
“Hastings”), it was still a very difficult journey. Brother Judge f. W. Howay says:

“We have no description of that trip over the road but it requires little imagination
to realize its discomforts. the road was then guiltless of anything like macadam. its
bed had not yet settled; many low wet places remained that were far softer and more
miry than the higher ground; the worst marshy spots were covered with that terrible
pioneer material—corduroy.”15

the employees of moody’s mill were busy men. to cross the inlet on the little
ferry Sea Foam and then travel over that road to new Westminster to visit the Lodge was a luxury which could only
he indulged in at long intervals. Why not have a Lodge of their own near the mill? the matter was discussed among
themselves and with other freemasons in victoria and elsewhere, and it was decided to establish such a Lodge. the
name chosen was “mount Hermon Lodge” and it was agreed to apply to the provincial Grand Lodge for a charter
from the Grand Lodge of scotland. Josiah Hughes was to be the first Worshipful master, Coote Chambers was to be
the first secretary, while moody himself was quite satisfied with the minor office of inner Guard.
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* taken by victoria photographer, frederick dally (1838-1914), at Jonathan nutt’s cabin on 24 June 1868, this photograph has led to much
confusion, there being at least three different photographs, one with 28 brethren, one with 27, and this one with 27 1/2.  [ed.]

15. Howay, frederick W., B.C. Historical Quarterly, vol. 1, p. 106.

Cariboo Lodge no. 469, sr. taken on the mountain at Barkerville, festival of st. John, 1868.*
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Josias C. Hughes, first Wm of Lodge
mount Hermon no. 491, sr, Burrard
inlet.



the first essential was to provide a meeting place for the proposed Lodge. there being no building in existence
on the north shore suitable for Lodge purposes, the only thing the petitioners could do was to build one for them-
selves. as almost all the persons who proposed to become members of the new Lodge were employees or otherwise

connected with the mill, it was desirable that the hall should be as close to the mill as
possible. the mill was located some distance east of the grain elevators (1944) at north
vancouver; the masonic Hall was directly north of the mill on the first higher ground.
Having arranged for the site, they set to work and built their own masonic Hall at their
own expense and furnished it in the same way.

When the hall was completed, Hughes wrote to rW Brother powell asking for in-
structions as to what steps should be taken to ob-
tain a charter. on december 14, 1868 H. f.
Heisterman, the Grand secretary, replied, suggest-
ing that a formal application should be made at
once so that the provincial Grand master could
grant the dispensation before the annual meeting
of the provincial Grand Lodge which was to he
held in victoria on december 26 following. the
provincial Grand master was anxious to add an-
other Lodge to his roll, and the provincial Grand
secretary pointed out that the dimits of the mem-
bers applying, from the Lodges of which they had
been members, should accompany the application.
“But,” he added, “i am authorized to say that your
charter will be granted whether they accompany
it or not.” evidently the provincial Grand Lodge

authorities were not going to let any technicalities interfere with the immediate
formation of the new Lodge. the dispensation was granted by rW Brother pow-
ell on January 11, 1869 and “sue” paid the fees, $54 for the charter and $10 for
the dispensation. the applicants were advised that the provincial Grand master
was ready to journey to the inlet, by the first direct steamer, to consecrate the
Lodge and install the oflicers. it was not long before the necessary means of
travel was provided and powell arrived in moodyville on January 15, 1869 to
institute the new Lodge, the ceremony taking place in the new masonic Hall. the only other freemason present
who was not a member of the proposed Lodge was dr. a. W. s. Black from union Lodge at new Westminster. dr.
powell was escorted into the hall, where he opened his provincial Grand Lodge,with the officers-elect of the new
Lodge occupying their respective stations except that Brother Black acted as provincial Grand secretary and Brother
Coote m. Chambers acted as provincial Grand inner Guard. the Lodge was duly consecrated and the officers duly
installed. it is worthy of note that the Worshipful master was called right Worshipful master in the scottish tradition,
but there was no deputy master or substitute master elected. evidently the use of the american form of ritual
caused these scottish offices to be forgotten. on January 20, 1869 the provincial Grand secretary reported the for-
mation of the new Lodge to the Grand Lodge of scotland:

“ the Brethren there have, at their own expense and prior to their application erected a fine hall in
consideration of which the provincial Grand master granted his dispensation pending its confir-
mation by Grand Lodge Charter, and on friday last he went by steamer to Burrard inlet, conse-
crated their beautiful Hall, and installed the officers of the Lodge with the usual formalities of our
order.”

there was another episode which probably hastened the formation of the Lodge on the inlet. as has been seen,
a number of the employees of the moodyville mill, including moody himself, were members of union Lodge. a
prominent citizen of new Westminster, a personal friend of W Brother Henry Holbrook, applied for membership
in union Lodge but the application was turned down. Later, as soon as the rules allowed, he made a second appli-
cation for membership. in some way—the mails were uncertain at the time—the moodyville brethren did not receive
any notice of the second application and did not attend the meeting when it came before the Lodge; the applica-
tion was approved and the candidate received the entered apprentice degree.

When the word arrived in moodyville that the gentleman in question had made a second application for ad-
mission, had been received and had been given a degree, they were very angry. for some reason they disliked him
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sewell prescott moody, inner Guard 
and founder, Lodge mount Hermon, 
no. 491, sr.

Captain philander Wheeler swett—
former land speculator, accountant at
moody’s mill and a founding member
of Lodge mount Hermon no. 469, sr.



very much, and they claimed
that they had not been given
proper notice that his appli-
cation would come up at the
meeting. When the district
Grand Lodge met at new
Westminster on december
10, 1868, they entered a
protest against the action of
the Lodge. the presiding of-
ficer was rW Brother Henry
Holbrook, who advised the
brethren from Burrard inlet
that no error had been made
by the Lodge and that if they
wished to take any steps
against the applicant it
would be necessary to prefer
charges against him. this
they refused to do, but they
said they could not and
would not sit in a Lodge with
him. the protest was dis-
missed and the protesters se-

verely reprimanded. However, the gentleman whose application had caused so much trouble very properly refused
to go any further in freemasonry, and after a few months took his dimit.

this episode furnished another reason or excuse why a Lodge should be 
established on Burrard inlet. moreover,
union Lodge was under the constitution of
the Grand Lodge of england and if they
could get a charter from the Grand Lodge
of scotland, as vancouver Lodge no. 421 sC
had done, they would be free from the
domination of Holbrook and his friends.

Because of their place in the history of
British Columbia, a quick glance at some of
the names on mount  Hermon’s first slate
of members is interesting. Brother George
Black was the owner of the hotel which was
established where the road from new West-
minster reached the inlet. the locality was
at first simply called “the end of the road.”
Later it was known as Brighton, and for a
time as “maxie’s” from maxie michaud,
first postmaster on Burrard inlet, and eventually Hastings, now Brighton Beach park in vancouver. Brother William
o. allen, the senior Warden, was a man of some standing in the mill who took a leading role in the organization of
the mechanic’s institute, the object of which was to provide a public Library and reading room for the people of the
little town and moody himself was the first subscriber to this project. philander Wheeler swett, the Junior Warden
known to all as “Cap,” later left moodyville and became owner of the paul swenson farm at Canoe pass. He boarded
the young schoolmaster who was in charge of the new Canoe pass school and who later became a Charter member
of King solomon Lodge no. 17 at new Westminster, frederick W. Howey, one of British Columbia’s outstanding
historians who passed away on october 3, 1943 after having served as the County Court Judge at new Westminster
for thirty years. sewell prescott moody, the proprietor of the mill, is often confused with Colonel richard moody,
the Commander of the detachment of royal engineers which had been sent out by the British Government to aid
the settlers in the new Colony of British Columbia. most people, finding port moody at one end of Burrard inlet
and moodyville at the other, naturally take it for granted that both were named for the same individual, but it is not
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George W. Haynes, senior deacon; sewell prescott moody, inner Guard; and Josias Charles Hughes,
right Worshiptul master of Lodge mount Hermon, no. 491, sr.

“s.s. Pacific” —death Chamber of “sue” moody, 



so. port moody was named after the Colonel at the
time he constructed the north road from new
Westminster to the eastern end of the inlet, but
moodyville was named after the inner Guard of
mount Hermon Lodge. sewell prescott moody
came from maine, where his family had been in the
lumber business for a long time—he knew timber
and the timber trade. He put on no side. to every
one, great or small, he was just “sue moody.” He
went down on the steamer Pacific on november 4,
1875 with so many more of the early adventurers
of British Columbia who had “struck it rich” and
were going back to their home lands to enjoy their
wealth. Brother moody left one memento behind
him: a month after the disaster a stateroom stan-
chion was found on the beach below Beacon Hill
near victoria and on its surface, written in a bold
business hand, were the words “s. p. moody, all
lost” the writing was identified as that of moody.

in due course the charter was received from the
Grand Lodge of scotland, and mount Hermon
Lodge no. 491, sC went on its way to become one
of the premier Lodges in British Columbia, partic-
ularly after its move to the City of vancouver. in
the report to the provincial Grand Lodge in 1869 it
appears that the Lodge had seventeen members,
while in its report to Grand Lodge for the year end-
ing december 31, 1967 the old Lodge had 271
members and assets of over $87,000.16
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16. see The Mount Hermon Lodge, No. 7, A.F. & A.M. - 75th Year, 1869 - 1944, Celebration Folder, “short History”, by Wor. Bro. Karl p. Warwick;
and The Centennial 1869 - 1969 Celebration Programme, “Capsule History”.

petition to the Grand Lodge of scotland for a Charter for Cariboo Lodge in 
Barkerville.



cHApTER 3
THE MINOR GRAND LODGES uNDER THE

GRAND LODGE Of ScOTLAND AND THE uNITED GRAND LODGE Of ENGLAND
1867 TO 1871

Some Local Authority
the tie between the united Grand
Lodge of england and the Lodges
operating in British Columbia
under a charter therefrom was
much stronger than that which
bound the scottish Lodges to the
Grand Lodge of scotland. in the
former there were a number of
englishmen who were or had been
members of Lodges operating in
england especially Burnaby, who
was destined to become the district
Grand master, and Henry Hol-
brook, who was destined to be-
come the deputy district Grand
master. there were, so far as is
known, few members of Lodges
operating in scotland among the
leaders of the Lodges that had been
chartered under the Grand Lodge
of scotland. in peculiar circum-
stances, members of the Craft not
skilled in the english ritual had found it convenient to use the scottish Grand Lodge as a means of using another
ritual. But both groups were to take one further step with the respective Grand Lodges before the final move towards
independence, and that was a certain amount of local freedom in the form of provincial (scottish) and district (eng-
lish) Grand Lodges. But, as will be seen later, this step in itself did not supply the answer to the many problems and
assorted feelings and beliefs of the brethren who were to carve out their own united destiny in the Grand Lodge of
British Columbia.

The Minor Grand Lodges
on december 26, 1865, the united
Grand Lodge of england ordered
that subordinate Grand Lodges be
established when sufficient Lodges
had been chartered outside england,
especially in the Colonies. to distin-
guish them from similar bodies in
england they were to be called dis-
trict Grand Lodges, with the same
powers and privileges as the provin-
cial (named after the Counties)
Grand Lodges within england.

the Grand Lodge of scotland
made no such distinction, but called
all its minor Grand Lodges provin-
cial Grand Lodges, whether located
in scotland or in other parts of the
world. the provincial Grand Lodge
of British Columbia, “holding under
the Grand Lodge of scotland,” was
commissioned on may 6, 1867, with
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the springer-van Bramer Block, 303 West Cordova st, was used as a masonic hall from 1888.



Worshipful Brother israel Wood powell
as the first and only provincial Grand
master and held its first meeting in vic-
toria on december 24, 1867. the commis-
sion must have arrived in victoria before
september 2, 1867, because the provin-
cial Grand master on that date issued a
dispensation for the Lodge at Bark-
erville.

the brethren under the english Con-
stitution at an early date endeavoured to
secure the appointment of a district
Grand master for British Columbia and
at various times passed resolutions and
sent petitions to the united Grand Lodge
urging such an appointment, but even in
early 1867, when British Columbia
Lodge was established, no patent had
been issued. shortly thereafter, however,
no doubt fearing that the precedence so
carefully reserved by victoria Lodge was
in danger of being lost with the appoint-
ment of the provincial (scottish) Grand
master, in the autumn of 1867 the
united Grand Lodge of england issued

a patent, dated september 10, 1867, to Worshipful Brother robert Burnaby appointing him the first (and only) district
Grand master for the Colonies of British Columbia and vancouver island. the patent arrived in victoria in the spring
of 1868, for on march 14, 1868, robert Burnaby called a meeting at his residence to discuss the matter.
provincial Grand Lodge — Scotland

the provincial Grand Lodge of scot-
land held the first of its Communica-
tions at victoria on december 24, 1867,
when the only persons present were
those selected by the provincial Grand
master to be the first officers, almost all
of them members of vancouver Lodge
no. 421, sr. the provincial Grand mas-
ter presided and the officers took their
seats as “acting” officers. mount Her-
mon Lodge, then under dispensation,
was recognized by giving the office of
provincial Grand secretary to an “unaf-
filiated subscribing member,” although
he was actually a member of vancouver
Lodge, but he soon gave up that office
because of the great difficulties of at-
tending meetings in victoria from a
town so far away. the last officer ap-
pointed was the provincial Grand
treasurer, who hailed from Barkerville
Lodge no. 469, sr—he was thought to
have been visiting in victoria for the
winter “as they were not going to have
much money to spend if the treasurer
was in Barkerville.”

the minutes of the meeting state
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that “the provincial Grand Lodge of scotland was then opened in due form with a solemn prayer.” the Commission
from the Grand Lodge of scotland to the provincial Grand master was read and the officers, heretofore having had
no power, were formally installed in their respective offices.

the first public appearance of the provincial Grand Lodge was on saint John’s day, december 27, 1867, when
the newly formed Grand Lodge attended vancouver Lodge, no. 421, and installed its officers for the ensuing year.
in the evening, in accordance with the custom of the time, a Grand Ball was held in the alhambra Hall. thus the
provincial Grand Lodge was launched.

a special meeting was called on august 8, 1868 to consider the matter of funds to carry on the work of the provin-
cial Grand Lodge, and it established a scale of fees to be paid by each officer of Grand Lodge upon taking office, set
fines for non-attendance, fees for the initiation of members, for affiliations and dispensations.

the second annual Communication of the provincial Grand Lodge was held at victoria on may 1, 1869, when
representatives of the four scottish Lodges then existing in British Columbia, vancouver, Cariboo, Caledonia (spelled
“Caledonia(n)” in its charter “holding from the Grand Lodge of scotland”) and mount Hermon were present, but
all of them residents of victoria, as the officers of the outlying Lodges who were unable to attend in person were
represented by proxies. the provincial Grand master made an eloquent address. He spoke of urgent appeals being
made for liberty to confer degrees before the times allotted by the regulations, supported by pressing and urgent
reasons therefor, which he had granted although he did so with great reluctance. He referred to the establishment
of mount Hermon Lodge at Burrard inlet and to the loss sustained by Cariboo Lodge no. 469 at Barkerviile by the
destruction of their fine hall together with all its contents in the great fire, but said it was gratifying to know that an-
other “little temple” had risen phoenix-like from the ashes of the first.

His address was not all praise. He especially censured discussions which had arisen after a ballot had proven
unfavourable and after the Lodge had been closed:

“ such discussions can only be productive of the greatest evil, and a slur upon the motive of the
Lodge which has refused to receive the candidate. When the ballot has been announced by the
Worshipful master it should be considered and is the solemn action of the Lodge. every member
may be said to have cast the black ballot; and therefore in all instances, so far as the Lodge is con-
cerned, and the time honoured custom teaches, is unanimous. no member, after the Worshipful
master’s declaration, has a right to say how he voted, whether affirmatively or negatively, unless
it be to satisfy the Lodge that he has committed an error, and wishes to remedy the resulting injus-
tice of his act. Comment then, either in or out of the Lodge is unlawful. it is, beside, not only pro-
ductive of ill-feeling and discord, but it questions the integrity of each and every individual action
which masonic honour, sacred obligation, and the solemnity of the occasion should perfectly guar-
antee,”

He warned the members that no visitor should be allowed to enter a Lodge without due examination or 
producing proper vouchers of initiation in a regular Lodge:

“ too much care cannot be exercised in examining stranger Brethren and visiting applicants. private
examinations of individual members, besides being exceedingly reprehensible (except by the most
expert and experienced), do not as a matter of right entitle a member to vouch for a visitor. the
14th article of ancient regulations, according to our Constitutions, charges the master to permit
no visitor to be received in his Lodge without due explanation or producing proper vouchers of
initiation in a regular Lodge. He is therefore, responsible for the admission of every visitor in his
Lodge, and, as a consequence, it is not only his sole right, but imperative duty, to select the most
discreet—the most skillful brethren. to conduct an examination, who are indeed, his own agents
or proxy on the occasion.

“ the most convincing proof of the true and honest fellowship should at all times be exacted, and
where a single doubt exists, our portals should be firmly closed to the applicant.”

His address gave a sidelight on financial matters:
“ i feel grateful to our Brethren whose support has enabled us to meet our liabilities with promptitude

during the past, and in view of our having no necessities in the future requiring increased funds,
and the scarcity of money justly complained of by so many, i should advise the reduction of our
fees one-half during the present session.”

the provincial Grand master also discussed the possibility of joining the english freemasons in the formation
of a Benevolent fund to be managed and controlled by a joint Committee or Board of relief, and thought it worthy
of earnest consideration, “as binding all in the common claim of Brotherhood, the very foundation of our order.”
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at this meeting a series of resolutions in favour of the organization of an independent Grand Lodge were pre-
sented and it is here for the first time that Brother H. f. Heisterman appears when he was elected provincial Grand
Clerk and who, in one official position or another, carried on the clerical work of the freemasons for many years.

special meetings of the provincial Grand Lodge were held at various times for routine business, but the third
and last General meeting, or “Convocation” as it is called in the minutes, was held in victoria, in the masonic Hall,
on June 25, 1870. it was practically confined to routine business with rW Brother israel Wood powell presiding.
the question of having an independent Grand Lodge is not mentioned in the minutes, but everyone knew it would
not be long before the Grand Lodge of British Columbia would be formed and the provincial Grand Lodge pass
into the realms of remembrance. three of its members were John robertson stewart, provincial Grand secretary
and later provincial Grand treasurer; frantz Jacob Wiessenberger, Grand treasurer at the meeting on december
27, 1868; and William Jackson, provincial Junior Grand Warden. these men should not be forgotten, although their
connection with the Craft in this Jurisdiction was for a short time only.

District Grand Lodge—England
at the meeting called by robert Burnaby on march 14, 1868, the invited guests were Henry Holbrook and Captain
James Cooper of union Lodge no. 899 at new Westminster; William Clarke of nanaimo Lodge no. 1090 at nanaimo,
and George pearkes and robert plummer, Jr., of victoria. Burnaby announced that subject to the approval of those
present he had chosen the officers of the first district Grand Lodge. His nominations, drawn from all the Lodges
under the registry of the united Grand Lodge of england, were approved; a new draft Code of By-laws was read
and approved; one article provided that all Lodges in the district should produce their books for inspection by the

district Grand senior Warden at the Quarterly Communication in march. rW Brother
Burnaby stated that in order to avoid delay, he had ordered the necessary regalia for
the officers of a district Grand Lodge; that it would be necessary to obtain a loan in
order to carry on until revenue came in, preferably from one of the members of a
Lodge; that such loan should be guaranteed both as to principal and interest by the
four senior officers and their successors. this loan, of $600, was made ultimately by
victoria Lodge no. 783, which refused to accept any personal security whatever.

at an informal meeting in victoria Lodge room on saint George’s day, april 25,
1868, the greater part of the members of the district Grand Lodge were present as
there were comparatively few members in the “Little” Lodges at new Westminster
and nanaimo. many matters were discussed. the district Grand master said he
thought it most appropriate to meet on this day as english freemasons were accus-
tomed to celebrate it; that a general discussion would assist in the progress which all
desired for the new venture; that the regalia had not yet come but hoped it would be
received very shortly; and that he could not yet appoint Brother (the reverend) frank
Burrow Gribbell as Grand Chaplain as he had not yet received the degree of a master
mason and he asked the officers of victoria Lodge, as a personal favour to himself, to
give Brother Gribbell this degree as soon as possible. the By-laws were again dis-
cussed with special attention to the articles relating to payments and in respect to a
proposed fund of Benevolence.

the regalia having at last reached victoria, the first formal meeting of the district
Grand Lodge under the united Grand Lodge of england was held on august 20, 1868.
it was opened in due form and the members present at it attended divine service at
saint John’s Church. returning to the Lodge room, Worshipful Brother Burnaby was
presented by rW Brother i. W. powell, the provincial Grand master, and was installed
as district Grand master by rW Brother Henry Holbrook. the visitors then retired,

and the district Grand master installed rW Brother Henry Holbrook as deputy district Grand master, and the
other officers of the Grand Lodge. the By-laws were then read, section by section, and were made law.

the fees payable by the officers and members of the district Grand Lodge, followed  to some extent the fees
payable by the officers of the provincial Grand Lodge, but there were some variations. no fees were charged against
any officer on his appointment. each officer was to pay an annual “fee of Honour” except the district Grand master,
apparently because he was not the appointee of the brethren but was the representative of the Grand master of the
united Grand Lodge of england.

fees and fines in the Minor Grand Lodges
the question of funds was always a pressing one for the brethren in the early days in British Columbia, and when
the minor Grand Lodges were in existence they had financial problems. With the exception of the two senior Lodges
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in the City of victoria, victoria Lodge no. 1085 Br and vancouver Lodge no. 421 sr, the membership was very
small, and even these two were small Lodges compared with some of the Lodges of the present era. one would
have thought that the Craft could have got along very nicely without any more machinery, but no one seems to
have considered that such a course was possible. there were minor Grand Lodges in other jurisdictions, therefore
there must be two in British Columbia for differing rituals had split the fraternity into two distinct organizations
which, as the members thought, made it necessary to have a provincial Grand Lodge for those Lodges which had
charters from the Grand Lodge of scotland and a district Grand Lodge for those Lodges which held a charter from
the Grand Lodge of england.

the organization of the two minor Grand Lodges made it necessary for them to have funds to carry them on.
they must pay dues to their respective Grand Lodges in scotland and england, and they could not carry on their
work in British Columbia without money. the senior, the provincial Grand Lodge, was the first to act. on formal
notice from the provincial Grand Clerk, vW Brother H. f. Heisterman, a special meeting was held on august 8,
1868, to consider the matter when it was decided that in order to obtain funds to carry on each officer should make
a payment upon taking office and annually thereafter, graded according to the importance of his office. on august
20 of that year, the district Grand Lodge held a meeting of its members and followed its example.

the similarity of action by the two organizations will be seen in the schedule of the principal payments to be
made by the officers and members of both the minor Grand Lodges:
provincial Grand Lodge District Grand Lodge prov. 
Grand master ...................................................... $15.00 district Grand master................................................. no fee
deputy Grand master.......................................... 10.00 deputy dist. Grand master ........................................ $10.00 
prov. Grand Wardens, each .................................. 7.50 dist. Grand Wardens, each............................................. 7.50 
prov. Grand Chaplain............................................ 7.50 dist. Grand Chaplain ...................................................... 7.50
prov. Grand treasurer........................................... 7.50 dist. Grand treasurer ..................................................... 7.50
prov. Grand secretary............................................ 7.50 dist. Grand secretary ...................................................... 7.50
prov. Grand Clerk .................................................. 7.50 Not in District Grand Lodge. 
Not in Provincial Grand Lodge. dist. Grand registrar ...................................................... 7.50
prov. Grand deacons, each ................................... 5.00 dist. Grand deacons, each.............................................. 5.00
prov. Grand dir. of Cerem.................................... 7.50 dist. Grand dir. of Cerem. ............................................. 5.00
Not in Provincial Grand Lodge asst. dist. dir. of Cerem. ................................................ 5.00
prov. Grand sword Bearer .................................... 5.00 dist. Grand sword Bearer............................................... 5.00
and every member................................................. 2.50 and every member ......................................................... 2.50
prov. Grand Bible Bearer....................................... 5.00 (in addition to any Fee of Honour on any office held)
prov. Grand architect ............................................ 5.00 dist. Grand organist ....................................................... 5.00

dist. Grand pursuivant ................................................... 5.00
these were not the only sources of revenue. fines were inflicted for non-attendance; fees for the initiation of

members; or on affiliation; and all dispensations had to be paid for, one for a funeral, $5.00, and for all other dispe-
mations, $15.00 each; these being common to both minor Grand Lodges.

some idea of the weight of the fines levied for non-attendance can be gauged by the following:
provincial Grand master ....................................$10.00 district Grand master ....................................................... Nil
deputy provincial Grand master......................... 5.00 deputy district Grand master ....................................$10.00 
substitute prov. Grand master ............................. 5.00 No such Office. 
prov. Grand Wardens dist. Grand Wardens 
prov. Grand treasurer dist. Grand treasurer  
prov. Grand secretary     ...................................... 2.50 dist. Grand secretary     ................................................ 5.00 
prov. Grand Clerk dist. Grand registrar 
prov. Grand Chaplain dist. Grand Chaplain
prov. Grand deacons and all other officers dist. Grand deacons and all other officers
of the provincial Grand Lodge; and past Grand of the district Grand Lodge; and past Grand 
officers; and members............................................1.00 officers; and members .....................................................2.50

all Lodges were required to pay a fee for the funds of General purposes:
provincial Grand Lodge District Grand Lodge 

for every subscribing member per annum $1.50 $1.00 
for every newly made mason 2.00 5.00 
for passing, every member 2.00 Nil
for raising, every member 2.00 Nil
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for affiliation (or every old mason joining) 2.00 2.00 
for every dispensation for a funeral 5.00 5.00 
for every other dispensation 10.00 15.00 
for every copy of a Grand Lodge Certificate .50 Nil
for every Grand Lodge Certificate 1.00 1.00 
for every Warrant Nil 25.00

Both the provincial Grand master, or his deputy, and the district Grand master, or his deputy (if presiding),
had the power to remit payment of any line imposed by the By-laws “on such excuse being made to him as he shall
deem sufficient.”

in the provincial Grand Lodge “every master mason on his first appointment to any office” was required to pay
the following contribution to the fund thereof:

provincial Grand master ..........................................................................................................................$15.00 
deputy provincial Grand master            ...................................................................................................10.00 
and every other officer except the tyler.....................................................................................................5.00
the master of every Lodge in the district Grand Lodge who neglected to have his Lodge properly represented

in the district Grand Lodge was required to pay a fine of $5 to the fund of General purposes.
the By-laws which prescribed the fees and fines for the district Grand Lodge were adopted august 29, 5868;

confirmed december 10, 5868; and approved by the most Worshipful the earl of Zetland, Grand master of england,
april 6, 5869.

the fees and fines levied by the provincial Grand Lodge appeared in an appendix to the second annual Com-
munication held in victoria on may 1, a.L., 5869 and are signed only by Henry frederick Heisterman, provincial
Grand secretary, as having been adopted 8th august, 1868. Confirmed 26th december, 1868. apparently these “rules
and regulations” did not require to go to scotland for the approval of the Grand master.

But with all the sources of revenue, which seem extensive in the story, the sums realized were very small owing
to the limited membership. the minor Grand Lodges found it difficult to acquire the necessary funds to purchase
the regalia and other equipment necessary to enable them to function properly. in order to do this the provincial
Grand Lodge was compelled to obtain a loan from vancouver Lodge no. 421. the secretary of vancouver and
Quadra Lodge no. 2 BCr says17 this was for $500 bearing interest at the rate of 1% per month, the current interest
rate in victoria at that time. in the provincial Grand Clerk’s report to the provincial Grand Lodge for may, 1869, it
is stated that the loan was for $400, and the Grand treasurer, in the same report, refers to a payment made by him
to vancouver Lodge on december 26, 1868, of $200 “on account of provincial Grand Lodge note of $400.00” and a
payment of $12 “being interest 3 months on said note,” which indicates that interest was being paid at the rate men-
tioned by the secretary of vancouver and Quadra Lodge. the amount of the loan as originally passed by vancouver
Lodge may have been, and probably was, for $500, but evidently only $400 had been advanced to the provincial
Grand Lodge. similarly the district Grand Lodge was compelled to secure a loan from victoria Lodge no. 783 er
to meet the necessary expenses occasioned by its formation.

all fees and fines in the minor Grand Lodges on payment became part of the fund for General purposes and,
owing to the small membership, were barely sufficient, if enough, to meet the ordinary expenses. in spite of this
meagre revenue, the district Grand Lodge started off by voting the district Grand secretary a quarterly salary of
$75. However, this did not last long because when the first Grand secretary retired from office in september, 1869
the salary was reduced one-third, and a little later was eliminated altogether.

Minor Grand Lodges Are Dissolved
the next meeting of the district Grand Lodge was held in the Hall of union Lodge at new Westminster on 
december 10, 1868.

the question of whether the minor Grand Lodges should carry on as they were or whether an independent
Grand Lodge should be formed was the chief matter for discussion at the Quarterly Communication of the district
Grand Lodge held at victoria on march 10, 1871. a letter had been received from the secretary of victoria Lodge
no. 783 Br enclosing a circular letter from a committee of vancouver Lodge no. 421 sC with certain enclosures 
relative to the formation of an independent Grand Lodge. the district Grand master, in the first place, wished to
lay before the members a letter he had written to vW Brother John Hervey, Grs of the united Grand Lodge of england.

in this letter he enclosed the circular letter which had been sent out by vancouver Lodge to all the Lodges under
his control, all of which except victoria Lodge had declined to consider the matter without the authority of Grand
Lodge. victoria Lodge had referred the matter to him asking that he take the matter up with the authorities in 
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London. He pointed out that, as a matter of course, under the circumstances he could do nothing or countenance
any movement in British Columbia until he was sure that the Grand Lodge of england would countenance or 
encourage any such action. He said that the provincial Grand master was showing every disposition to promote
harmony amongst the brethren and was, he thought, seeking from his Grand Lodge (in scotland) the same counsel
that he (Burnaby) was seeking from his. He closed with these words:

“ of one thing you may rest assured that neither by thought, word, or act have i any inclination to
sever myself from the authority of our Grand Lodge nor from the supreme control of our noble
and esteemed Grand master by whose kind confidence and patronage i enjoy the dignities he has
conferred upon me.” 

in his reply to robert Burnaby, the Grand secretary said in part:
“ i am sure that i only speak the sentiments of every good freemason when i say how much i should

regret if the freemasons of your district took any step which might lessen their own influence. as
a district Grand Lodge of the Grand Lodge of england the Brethren in vancouver island enjoy a
far more influential position than they could possibly do, if they formed themselves into an inde-
pendent Grand Lodge, whose paucity of numbers would simply render it ridiculous. so long as
they form a branch of the parent stock and receive the moral support of the mother Country, they
will be looked up to with respect. i think if you could enforce some arguments of this kind on the
Brethren, it will allay their desire for change. . . . i do not myself clearly see how the english and
scotch Lodges can be brought under one head; still the matter is worth consideration.”

While the letter from the Grs of the Grand Lodge from which the above quotation is taken had not at that time
reached victoria, and only the letter from the district Grand master was before the meeting, the following resolution
was passed by the meeting by an unanimous vote of the district Grand Lodge er:

“that this Board of General purposes do not think it desirable to take steps at present towards the
formation of an independent Grand Lodge in British Columbia, whilst they feel that circumstances
may occur in the future to render such proceeding desirable,”

other than a meeting of the district Grand Lodge to attend the funeral of W. Brother George pearkes on march 20,
1871, the Last Communication of the district Grand Lodge was held on december 21, 1871, after the formation of the
Grand Lodge of British Columbia. the situation in freemasonry in British Columbia had changed in the meantime.

the district Grand master spoke first, regretting that the attendance was small as there were important matters
to be discussed. the new Westminster brethren were detained in the royal City by the breaking of the ice in the
fraser river, but rW Brother Henry Holbrook had evidently taken another boat and was among those present. the
district Grand master noted that the provincial Grand master had been absent from the City and that on his return
he had taken up with him (Burnaby) certain proceedings which had gone on during his absence relative to the for-
mation of an independent Grand Lodge for British Columbia. during the discussion they both came to the conclusion
that the proper thing to do was to take it vote of all the freemasons in the province and to act on the result of such
vote. the vote was taken and the number in favour of an independent Grand Lodge was 42 and against 25, the
members of the provincial Grand Lodge were unanimously in favour of the independent Grand Lodge; the minority
was in the district Grand Lodge, but even there a majority was in favour of a separate Grand Lodge. only two
Lodges, union Lodge no 899 at new Westminster and nanaimo Lodge no. 1090 at nanaimo, both very small
Lodges, had shown a majority in favour of remaining as they were. He had reported this state of affairs to the Grand
secretary of the united Grand Lodge of england in London.

in a letter in reply from the Grand secretary, Burnaby was advised that the whole matter had been laid before
the Colonial Board and that the action of the district Grand master had been approved by it, and considered that
he had conducted himself with “great judgment and temper” and that “he could not have been better advised”
However, he said a letter had been received from Brother Holbrook to the effect that union Lodge no. 899 had de-
termined, at any rate for the present, to adhere to its allegiance to the Grand Lodge of england, but it would, of
course, have the rights and privileges of any Lodge adhering to the mother Grand Lodge.

rW Brother Holbrook took issue with the district Grand master and stated that the Brethren of union Lodge
“had objected to come into the new Grand Lodge, and had decided . . . and intend to belong to the Grand Lodge of
england.” there was considerable discussion about matters attendant on the position taken by union Lodge. the
district Grand master, in closing the meeting, said that he did not see any reason “ . . . why union Lodge should
not work in harmony with the Grand Lodge of British Columbia” and hoped that rW Brother Holbrook would con-
vey to the brethren of that Lodge the fraternal desire of himself and the district Grand Lodge to be at all times on
the best intercourse with them. He ended the meeting with these words:
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“ Brethren this is in all probability the last time i shall address you in my present capacity, and permit
me to thank you most cordially for the support you have given me during my term of office, and i
hope you will pardon my shortcomings.”

so at this, the last meeting of the district Grand Lodge, rW Brother Henry Holbrook stood firm and when the
resolution was moved and seconded that the district Grand Lodge cease to exist, he moved an amendment that the
whole matter be referred to the united Grand Lodge of england for decision. W. Brother Henry nathan was so dis-
gusted with these attempts at postponement that he handed in his resignation from his Grand Lodge office during
the debate. on the resolution being put to the meeting, all present voted in favour of it excepting rW Brother Hol-
brook. thus the district Grand Lodge of the united Grand Lodge of england in the province of British Columbia
passed into the realms of masonic History.

A fund for Masonic Benevolence
during the time that the two minor Grand Lodges were in existence, there was one matter of prime importance to
the Craft in British Columbia in which the two worked together in harmony. that was the promotion of one of the
great objects of freemasonry—Charity. among such a population as existed in British Columbia at that time con-
sisting of men from all parts of the world, many of them freemasons, claims for relief and assistance were constantly
being made. to deal with these demands promptly and efficiently, it was necessary to have a fund on which to draw
and a Board to see that all proper demands were duly considered and action taken without delay. this was a duty
that was incumbent upon all freemasons without distinction of any kind. so action was taken, and this was the
origin of the present Benevolent fund, which is today a source of pride to all the brethren in the Jurisdiction of
British Columbia.

Advantages of union
With the dissolution of the provincial and district Grand Lodges the cumbersome and complicated system of two
Grand Lodges and two minor Grand Lodges would cease to exist. it had been productive of disunity and not of
unity, and what did these two formidable organizations have to deal with? four Lodges in victoria, two belonging
to each jurisdiction; one Lodge, very small, in new Westminster; and two, even smaller, in nanaimo; one small
Lodge on the north shore of Burrard inlet; and one at Barkerville which had no assurance of prosperity owing to
the fact that the sole support of the town was gold mining, and the population was subject to sudden change from
time to time. in all, the entire membership with its imposing array of officers hardly exceeded a total of three hundred.

nevertheless, during the period when this condition of things existed the brethren did their best to carry on the
work of the Craft in accordance with its best traditions and in a fraternal spirit. the provincial Grand master and
the district Grand master were men of the highest type and strong personal friends. the members of the Craft
visited each other’s Lodges in the usual way, irrespective of whether they were of the same jurisdiction or not.
Lodges of different allegiance joined in building and furnishing a masonic temple for the accommodation of both.
notice of suspensions and rejections were passed from the Lodges of one jurisdiction to the Lodges of the other
and, speaking generally, harmony prevailed among the brethren.

The case of the Rejected candidate
only one matter of importance caused any real friction between the two jurisdictions. this was the question of ad-
mission by Lodges of one jurisdiction of applicants who had been rejected by Lodges of the other. rumours of such
admissions were current, even when they were not warranted by the facts.

in the year 1868, one person had applied to vancouver Lodge no. 421, sr, for membership but had been rejected.
some time later he had made a similar application to British Columbia Lodge no. 1187, er, and had been accepted
and the applicant had become a member of that Lodge. two entirely different stories were current among the mem-
bers of the Craft in the little city. in the scottish Lodge it was passed around that so soon as it became known that
the applicant had been rejected by vancouver Lodge he was approached by emissaries of British Columbia Lodge
who pressed on him that if he would apply to their Lodge at once he would be accepted without delay, and that he
did so apply and became a member of that Lodge. the reports persisted and on october 12, 1868, provincial Grand
master powell wrote district Grand master Burnaby setting out the rumors he had heard and asking for an expla-
nation. rW Brother Burnaby immediately made a careful investigation, and replied on october 22:

“ . . . i am unable to find the least ground for the statement that the Candidate in question was ‘ad-
vised to apply to British Columbia Lodge’ as asserted in the acting-secretary’s letter . . . much less
for the accusation of ‘the solicitation of persons to resume candidacy’ which is dealt upon so forcibly
and at such great length in your own letter. i have interrogated the Worshipful master and also the
Candidate very minutely on this point, and their testimony completely denies any such accusation
. . . if as you say it is wrong for any officer or member of another Lodge to attribute unworthy mo-
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tives to members of any Lodge in the rejection of candidates, i cannot but conceive it equally so, to
accuse any Lodge of ‘watching as it were, for the rejection of a Candidate of a sister Lodge, and al-
most immediately solicit and admit him’, and further how much more culpable in his spiteful ad-
mission by a sister Lodge immediately after such rejection’.

“ if i am not misinformed, a period of seven months had elapsed since mr. Whittingham’s rejection
by vancouver Lodge and under the By-laws of that Lodge, he would have been permitted to make
a second application to join it if he so desired. He would therefore appear to have merely exercised
in British Columbia Lodge a privilege which belonged to him in vancouver Lodge, had he chosen
once more to risk an application there.”

this letter does not appear to have convinced the provincial Grand master that the district Grand Lodge was
“playing ball” with the provincial Grand Lodge for at the meeting of the provincial Grand Lodge in may, 1869 he
had considered the matter of sufficient importance for him to make an extended reference to the incident. He said
that he had received an official letter from the secretary of vancouver Lodge complaining of the actions of a Lodge
in the sister jurisdiction in receiving applications for candidature immediately after rejection by vancouver Lodge.
He said he had corresponded with rW Brother Burnaby on this matter who took the position that the Lodge in
question had an “undoubted right” to do so (the exercise of which right, in the opinion of the provincial Grand
master, was most deplorable under existing conditions), and that courtesy alone was to direct them in the disposal
of such application. since this occurrence, he had been told of other instances by the same Lodge. He did not intend
to go into the strict jurisprudence of the matter, but he desired the Grand Lodge to consider whether such a Lodge,
which would repeat such a flagrant and unpardonablc breach of “courtesy” to a sister Lodge, merits our recognition
or society. dr. powell went on to say:

“ Lodges located in the same town which give encouragement to such injudicious rivalry as the im-
mediate or remote (if you will) acceptance of petitions of candidates rejected by a sister Lodge, not
only opens our portals to the questionable, if not unworthy; but lowers the respectability and utterly
destroys, so far as their influence is concerned, the prestige of freemasonry. the true design of our
Lodges whether english, irish or scotch, should be, not to receive unknown or even doubtful char-
acters, but to receive true men of positively good reputation, who voluntarily express a wish to
unite with us in promoting our purposes . . . if even in the opinion of some, positive law does not
compel courtesy, certainly much more fraternal reciprocity for mutual protection should require
one Lodge to allow another to correct its own error, if it has committed any by the rejection of a
worthy applicant. therefore it is, that i opine, Lodges should uphold each other in refusing admis-
sion to one who is doubtful or who may bring dishonor upon the whole Craft, although adding
numerically to one of them naturally acknowledging and insisting upon that general and well-
known law of probation and concurrent testimony of unexceptionable material.”

the special Committee on the provincial Grand master’s report seems to have been somewhat dubious as to
the wisdom of his remarks on this matter; at the same time they were anxious to avoid any reflection on their beloved
leader. the report was very adroitly worded:

“ your Committee fully appreciate and concur with the remarks of the rW the provincial Grand mas-
ter, regarding the practice of the reception of rejected candidates by sister Lodges and deem such
a course as highly irregular, but refrain from offering any suggestions, as they believe the matter
is being considered by the subordinate Lodges themselves.”

on october 22, 1868, the district Grand master advised British Columbia Lodge that complaints had been made
to him on this account. Burnaby stated that he did not wish to infringe on the prerogative of any brother or of any
Lodge to exercise their own judgment in such matters, but that they were to use the greatest caution in such cases,
and that having been informed by the sister Lodges of their action as regards a rejected candidate such information
was entitled to courteous consideration in order that masonic and fraternal feeling would in no way be jeopardized.

the action of the provincial Grand master was referred to by the district Grand master in his address to the
district Grand Lodge at the Quarterly meeting held in nanaimo on June 10, 1869:

“ . . . as i read it the law is perfectly clear; each Lodge has a full and perfect right to regulate its own
proceedings and no Lodge can be held to govern another. one or more Lodges may mutually agree
to some action, but it must be submitted to me before it can be acted upon. i now declare formally,
from the east, that i will not sanction such action, but shall submit it home for orders. i do not wish
to be understood as making any law, or laying down an absolute rule, i merely give my own inter-
pretation of the Law, and that of others, by which, at present, i shall be guided; this is my view,
and until i am authorized by higher authority, i can not depart from the Law. i might have been
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able to go more fully into this and some other questions, if i had received the report of the proceed-
ings of the late meeting of the provincial Grand Lodge, s.C., which has been promised me by the
rW provincial Grand master, dr. powell. dr. powell and i had always agreed, and (as i have pre-
viously been able to assure you) so i am again glad to repeat, and i see every reason to hope and
believe they will continue to do so. i am very sorry that the rWp.Gm has been prevented from for-
warding to me that document, as, had i examined it, i would have dealt with it fully; i understand
there was a very stringent paragraph in it, and if it had come to me i should have given it every
care and considerate attention, which it necessarily will demand. i shall, however, feel compelled
to carry out my reading of the Law, until, if ever, i receive contrary orders from a superior author-
ity.”

in the absence of a copy of the provincial Grand master’s address the only thing to be done was to defer con-
sideration of the matter until the next Quarterly meeting in september, 1869, at which meeting a copy of the address
was produced. the district Grand master expressed his regret that the provincial Grand master had committed his
remarks to print without a previous reference to himself. He hoped that matters would yet admit of a satisfactory
adjustment, based on the true spirit of Charity. He had, as the members of the Grand Lodge knew, studied to meet
rW Brother powell with the greatest cordiality and good feeling, and he saw no reason to anticipate anything to
the contrary in the future. a Committee was then appointed to consider the matter and report at the next meeting
which was set for december, 1869, but, owing to the illness of the district Grand master, it was not held and that
body did not meet until march, 1870.

the Committee reported:
“ that the remarks of the rW provincial Grand master, r.s., applying to the past action of the Lodges

of this jurisdiction are unwarranted by facts; and that the rWp.Gm by art. Xviii, page 48, of the
Book of Constitutions of his own Grand Lodge, is prohibited from interfering with the Jurisdiction
of other Lodges, which prohibition he has violated by his published address; and, further, that see-
ing that the Committee of his own provincial Grand Lodge (as reported on page 19) had carefully
refrained from offering any suggestions on that portion of his address referring to the alleged an-
tagonistic acceptance of candidates within the prohibited periods (as that matter was under the
consideration of the subordinate Lodges), he should have abstained from taking so exceedingly
marked an action, as the publication of so very serious an imputation.”

a copy of this report was immediately sent to the pGs H. f. Heisterman of the provincial Grand Lodge with a
request that it be brought to the attention of the provincial Grand master. the matter was also brought to the atten-
tion of the Grand secretary of the united Grand Lodge of england and instructions were asked as to the proper
course to be pursued as there seemed to be a great difference of opinion among the brethren in victoria. the Grand
secretary’s reply has not been found.

powell’s reply to this letter dated april 19, 1870, is not available, but on april 23, 1870, robert Burnaby replied
to it. He promised to send it to the Committee and bring it before the next meeting of the district Grand Lodge. He
said that his own voice or judgment individually had never been exercised in respect of it; the one point he did wish
to notice was the remarks of the provincial Grand master with reference to the delay of a year having elapsed before
notice of the objections. He reminded rW Brother powell of his general promise to hand him a copy of the report
(then going to press) in time for the Quarterly Communication of the district Grand Lodge held in nanaimo on
June 10, 1869; that at that meeting he had expressed his regret for that omission, but that after its receipt it was
brought before the district Grand Lodge at the earliest opportunity in september, 1869, when a Committee was ap-
pointed to deal with it; that owing to his (Burnaby’s) illness, the december meeting had not been held, but that on
march 10, 1870, the meeting had been held and a report made, a copy of which had been sent to dr. powell.

it was at that meeting on march 10, 1870 that the last gun was fired in this engagement, when robert Burnaby
expressed his opinion that the report of the Committee appointed by the district Grand Lodge was the result of
pains and careful study and entitled to respect and weight.

The first Grand Representative
it is worthy of special note that rW Brother robert Burnaby issued the first Commission in British Columbia for the
appointment of a Grand representative to a foreign Jurisdiction:

“ Know all men by these presents that we, robert Burnaby, district Grand master of ancient, free
and accepted masons of British Columbia, hailing under the united Grand Lodge of england, by
power in me vested, do hereby appoint, constitute and nominate our well beloved and trusted
brother W. W. francis our representative, as well for ourself, as for our Jurisdiction in and to the
Grand Lodge of free and accepted masons of the state of oregon, and we hereby empower our
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said Brother W. W. francis to act for us and fully to represent us in any and all regular Communi-
cations of the said Grand Lodge of oregon, when and wheresoever convened.

Given at freemasons’ Hall, victoria, BC. 
this 14th day of July, a.L., 5870. 

C. thorne, 
district Grand secretary.”

it is of further interest to note that Walter William francis, age 27, Bank accountant, was made a master mason
on november 20, 1867, in vancouver Lodge no 421, holding under the Grand Lodge of scotland; was appointed to
represent the district Grand Lodge, holding under the united Grand Lodge of england. He had affiliated with
Willamette Lodge no. 2, at portland, oregon, on January 16, 1870.

The first Lodges prior to the Grand Lodge
By the time october, 1871 had rolled around there were nine Lodges working in the, by that time, province of British
Columbia. the united Grand Lodge of england had Chartered four:

victoria Lodge no. 1085 (at victoria), later numbered 783; 
union Lodge no. 1201 (at new Westminster), later re-numbered 899; 
nanaimo Lodge no. 1090 (at nanaimo); and 
British Columbia Lodge no. 1187 (at victoria).

the Grand Lodge of scotland had Chartered five: 
vancouver Lodge no. 421 (at victoria); 
Cariboo Lodge no. 469 (at Barkerville - the metropolis of the Cariboo mining area); 
Caledonia Lodge no. 478 (at nanaimo); 
mount Hermon Lodge no. 491 (at Burrard inlet on the north shore, relocated to vancouver in 1886); and 
Quadra Lodge no. 508 (at victoria) “under dispensation” on october 21, 1871.
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cHApTER 4 
THE ANNExATION pETITION Of 1869

the annexation petition of 1869 18 is of paramount importance to anyone interested in the History of the Grand
Lodge of British Columbia af & am because a number of the leading signatories of the petition were also active in
the movement among the freemasons of the Colonies to secure an independent Grand Lodge of British Columbia.

Alternative Is confederation
the alternatives for annexation to the united states or confederation with Canada are further discussed by Helmcken
in reference to the resolution proposed in the Legislative Council of British Columbia in 1867 favouring confederation
which was sponsored by Brother amor de Cosmos.19

that the opposition to confederation was due more to ignorance of aims and capabilities of the just-organized
dominion of Canada rather than the desire to see annexation to the united states became apparent as the sequence
of events developed.

the emergence of an annexation movement in British Columbia was not a political phenomenon peculiar to the
province. movements very similar in character existed elsewhere in British north america. in nova scotia and new

Brunswick dissatisfaction with the newly-organized Canadian Confederation for a
time assumed the form of a distinct agitation for annexation to the united states. even
in the red river settlement the same spirit existed among some of the leaders in the
insurrection. it was, therefore, only natural—indeed, almost inevitable—that in British
Columbia such a sentiment should arise during the crucial years that witnessed the
transformation of a federation of eastern British american colonies into a transconti-
nental dominion.

British Columbia’s american heritage dates from the influx of miners from Cali-
fornia by the lure of fraser river gold in 1858. Long after the main body of the rush
had withdrawn there still remained a large proportion of americans in the permanent
population of the Colonies. this was particularly true of victoria, the commercial me-
tropolis. Geographical isolation from the mother country, as well as from Canada,
successfully hindered the augmentation of the British element in the population by
any considerable immigration. in consequence, it was almost inevitable that within
the colony there should be evinced a sympathetic response to the increasingly insis-
tent propaganda of the “manifest destiny” school of american expansionists.

moreover, there was much to dishearten even the most patriotic of the British res-
idents of the colonies. political discontent and economic depression were widespread.
the union of the colonies of vancouver island and British Columbia in 1866, designed
as an economy measure, had been bought at a high price-the loss of the representative
assembly, and of the free port system on vancouver island. and, unfortunately, it

had failed to act as a panacea for the ills of the country. in addition, the anti-imperialist statements of the “Little
englanders” then current gave rise to the uncomfortable idea that possibly the mother country was not desirous of
retaining her colonial possessions. in direct contrast to this, the united states had given tangible proof of its interest
in expansion in the north pacific by the purchase of alaska from russia in 1867.

Action in Great Britain
such, then, was the background for the annexation movement. the erroneous rumor of a negotiation pending be-
tween Great Britain and the united states, which was said to contemplate the cession of British Columbia or at least
a portion of it in settlement of the alabama Claims20, followed closely the receipt of the news of the acquisition of
alaska by the united states21 and brought the latent annexation sentiment to a head. in July, 1867, a petition to the
Queen was circulated in victoria which sought:

“ either, that your majesty’s Government may be pleased to relieve us immediately of the expense
of our excessive staff of officials, assist in the establishment of a British steam-line with panama, so
that immigration from england may reach us, and also assume the debts of the Colony
or, that your majesty will graciously permit the Colony to become a portion of the united states.”
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dr. John sebastian Helmcken, founding
president of the British Columbia medical
association.

18. this chapter has been built from a detailed discussion on the subject by Willard e. ireland, provincial archivist for British Columbia, in
the British Columbia Historical Quarterly, iv. (oct, 1940), p. 267 et seq; and v. (Jan. 1941), p. 67 et seq. With the author’s kind permission.

19. J. s. Helmcken, Reminiscences, ms, archives of B.C., vol iv. p. 53 et seq,; vol v. p. 67 et seq.; and vol. v, p. 76 et seq.
20. British Colonist, april 25, 1867. 
21. Ibid., april 3. 1867. 



this petition does not appear to have been transmitted to the Queen, at least not through the regular channels.
its existence, however, was not unknown to the Colonial office for in a private letter to the duke of Buckingham
Governor seymour had written:

“ there is a systematic agitation going on in this town in favour of annexation to the united states.
it is believed that money for its maintenance is provided from san francisco. as yet, however, noth-
ing has reached me officially on the subject, and should any petition on the subject, i will know
how to answer it before i transmit the petition to your Grace. on the mainland the question of an-
nexation is not mooted . . . “22

the reaction of the Colonial office in London is found in a minute by frederic rogers, permanent under-sec-
retary of state for the Colonies, dated september 16, 1867:

“ as to the future it is no doubt true that high taxation, distress and want of assistance from home,
will probably cause the american population of these colonies to keep for annexation, a purpose
which would soon become irresistible except at a cost far greater than the worth of the fee simple
of the Colony. on the other hand if the Colonists ever find that the annexation threat is satisfactory
in extracting money from us, they will plunder us indefinitely by it . . . i suppose the question to be
(in the long run) is B.C. to form part of the u.s., or of Canada; and if we desire to promote the latter
alternative what form of expenditure or non-expenditure is likely to facilitate or pave the way for
it.”23

Within the Colonial office the decision favoured amalgamation with Canada and, as will be seen, every effort
was made to facilitate that end. annexation sentiment, however, died hard in the Colony. the apathy of Governor
seymour to the cause of Confederation did little to destroy that sentiment.

The Movement for Annexation by the united States
so severe was the depression in business in the province at the time of the formation of the Grand Lodge of British
Columbia and the years immediately prior thereto that many residents openly advocated the annexation of British
Columbia to the united states. so far had the movement gone that a petition had been drawn up addressed to the
president of the united states, ulysses simpson Grant.

Consequently there was an occasional resurgence of the movement; a typical example is the letter from one
earnest advocate of annexation, who claimed to be a “loyal Briton”, which appeared in the British Columbian news-
paper in new Westminster on april 30, 1869, over the non de plume of “anglo-saxon” as follows:

“ With a depleted treasury, revenue falling off, and the Colony suffering from a depression beyond
all precedent, with no prospect, either present or remote, of immigration, what are we to do? . . .
Were the inhabitants of British Columbia a thriving community, the question of annexation would
not be popular; for the people are loyal and patriotic. the force of circumstances alone compels
them to advocate a change of nationality . . . i am a loyal Briton, and would prefer living under the
institutions of my own country, were it practicable. But i, like the rest of the world of which we are
each an atom, would prefer the flag and institutions of the united states with prosperity, to re-
maining as we are, with no prospect of succeeding as a British Colony.”

“anglo-saxon” may have somewhat overstated the facts but there was considerable truth in what he said.
economic dissatisfaction was the basis of the movement. to many the alternative of confederation with Canada

offered little hope of a satisfactory solution of the problems facing the colony. Just as twenty years earlier in montreal,
discontent, bred of economic and political disillusionment, had resulted in the signing of the famous annexation
manifesto,24 so in British Columbia similar conditions produced similar results.

in the fall of 1869 there circulated in victoria a second petition, this time to the president of the united states,
seeking his assistance in facilitating the annexation of British Columbia and asking him to negotiate with the British
Government for a transfer of the colony to that country.

The Annexation petition of 1869
the petition itself was found in the Miscellaneous Letters to the Department of State in the archives of the department
of state, Washington, d.C., now in the national archives, Washington, dC. a photostat copy of this petition was
presented by Willard e. ireland to the archives of British Columbia.
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THE ANNEXATION PETITION OF 1869.

To 
His Excellency, the President of  the United States of  America.

Your Memorialists beg leave most respectfully to represent, that we are residents of  the Colony of  British 
Columbia—many of  us british subjects and all deeply interested in the welfare and progress of  our adopted country.

That those that are british Subjects are penetrated with the most profound feelings of  loyalty and devotion to
Her Majesty and Her Majesty’s Government and that all entertain for Her, feelings of  the greatest respect as well as
attachment to the country.

That while we thus indulge such feelings, we are constrained by the duty we owe to ourselves and families, in
view of  the contemplated severance of  the political ties which unite this Colony to the “Mother Country”, to seek
for such political and commercial affinity and connection, as will insure the immediate and continued prosperity and
wellbeing of  this our adopted home.

That this Colony is now suffering great depression, owing to its isolation, a scarcity of  population and other
causes too numerous to mention.

That we view with feelings of  alarm the avowed intention of  Her Majesty’s Government to confederate this
Colony with the Dominion of  Canada, as we believe such a measure can only tend to still further depression and ul-
timate injury for the following reasons. viz:- 
That confederation cannot give us protection against internal enemies or foreign foes, owing to the distance of  this
Colony from Ottawa.
That it cannot open to us a market for the produce of  our lands, our forests, our mines or our waters.
That it cannot bring us population, (our greatest need) as the Dominion itself  is suffering from lack of  it.
That our connection with the Dominion can satisfy no sentiment of  loyalty or devotion.
That her commercial and industrial interests are opposed to ours.
That the tariff  of  the Dominion will be the ruin of  our farmers and the commerce of  our chief  cities.

That we are instigated by every sentiment of  loyalty to Her Majesty, by our attachment to the laws and institutions
of  Great Britain and our deep interest in the prosperity of  our adopted country, to express our opposition to a sev-
erance from England and a confederation with Canada. We admit the Dominion may be aggrandized by confederation,
but we can see no benefit either present or future, which can accrue to us therefrom.

That we desire a market for our Coal, our lumber and our fish and this the Dominion seeks for the same produce
of  her own soil, she can take nothing from us and supply us nothing in return.

That confederating this Colony with Canada, may relieve the mother country from the trouble and expense of
fostering and protecting this isolated distant Colony, but it cannot free us from our long enduring depression, owing
to the lack of  population as aforesaid and the continued want of  home markets for our produce.

The only remedy for the evils which beset us, we believe to be in a close union with the adjoining States and Ter-
ritories, we are already bound to them by a unity of  object and interest; nearly all our commercial relations are with
them; They furnish the Chief  Markets we have for the products of  our mines, lands and waters; They supply the
Colony with most of  the necessities of  life; They furnish us the only means of  communication with the outer world;
and we are even dependent upon them for the means of  learning the events in the mother Country or the Dominion
of  Canada.

For these reasons we earnestly desire the ACQUISITION of  this Colony by the United States.
It would result at once in opening to us an unrestricted market for our produce, bring an influx of  population

and with it induce the investment of  capital in our Coal and Quartz Mines and in our forests.
It would insure us regular Mails and communication with the adjoining States and Territories and through them

with the World at large.
It would lessen the expense of  Government, by giving us representative Institutions and immediate control of

our domestic concerns, besides giving us protection against foreign enemies. And with all these, we should still be
united to a People of  our own kindred, religion and tongue and a people who for all time, must intimately affect us
in all our relations for weal or woe.

That in view of  these facts we respectfully request, that Your Excellency will cause this Memorial to be laid before
the Government of  the United States, that that in any negociations which may be pending or undertaken between Your
Government and that of  Her Most Gracious Majesty, for the settlement of  territorial and other questions, that you
will endeavor to induce Her Majesty to consent to the transfer of  this Colony to the United States. We believe that
Her Majesty earnestly desires the welfare and happiness of  all Her People, in view of  the circumstances that for years
she has consented to the annual exodus of  tens of  thousands of  her subjects to the United States and that she will
not let political traditions and sentiments influence her against a Measure, which is so earnestly desired by the People
of  this poor isolated Colony.
British Columbia 

November 1869.
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the petition was signed by forty-three persons, mainly businessmen and other citizens prominent in the life of
the colony. is is only fair to point out, however, that in the issue of november 13, 1869, the British Colonist reported
that the document had been entrusted to General ihrie, a passenger on board the u.s. Newbern, for delivery to pres-
ident Grant and asserted that it had “less than forty signatures, principally those of foreigners.” in addition, it was
claimed that the chief agent in circulating the petition was a “naturalized foreigner”. 

actually the petition appears to have been handed to vincent Collyer, special indian Commissioner for alaska
tribes, judging from an item in the san francisco Morning Bulletin of november 17, 1869:

“ vincent Collyer, special indian Commissioner for alaska tribes, who arrived here from alaska and
British Columbia this morning, carried with him a petition signed by forty prominent business men
of victoria, addressed to president Grant, praying for the annexation of British Columbia to the
united states. another petition of similar import is to be forwarded to the Queen. the petition is
very strongly worded, setting forth with much force and cogency of reasoning, the isolated and
helpless condition of the colony, and the imperative necessity for forming a political alliance with
its powerful and more prosperous neighbour. mr. Collyer represents the feeling in favour of an-
nexation as having received new impulse from the recent note of earl Granville, urging British
Columbians to affiliate with the Canadian dominion. this they regard as little less than insulting,
as it would increase their burdens without affording them either political protection or material
relief. mr. Collyer is on his way to Washington and has promised to present the petition in person
to the president with a statement of what seems to be the prevailing sentiment of the people.”25

the British Colonist on January 11, 1870 reported that on december 29, 1869, the petition was formally presented
to the president. 

The Supplementary Signatures
the press dispatch mentioned the probability of further signatures being forwarded. this was actually done, for in
Washington, dC, archives, an additional list of sixty-one names was found. this supplementary list was forwarded
to president Grant in a letter from t. G. phelps of the Collector’s ofiice, san francisco, California, dated september
1, 1870, which read:

“ i have the honor to enclose a letter from mr. Heisterman to W. K. oliver (sic) esq., a very prominent
resident of victoria, British Columbia, temporarily stopping in this city, relative to the resources of
British Columbia, annexation, &c., also some additional names to a copy of the petition presented
to you by vincent Collyer, some time since. i trust sir, you will not deem me too importunate in
this matter. i feel that the great advantages which would accrue to us from annexation are very
great, and that this is the golden moment for bringing it about. that the great majority of the people
are favourable to it, there is no doubt, but the office-holders—those who have a chance to make
themselves heard and felt, will, and do oppose it. these men retain their positions and power, and
are doing everything they can to forward confederation with Canada. should confederation take
place, i greatly fear it will postpone annexation for many years, if it does not defeat it altogether, i
am informed that copies of the petition enclosed were sent through British Columbia and very gen-
erally signed, but with the exception of the one enclosed, were destroyed by parties in the interest
of confederation.”26

the enclosed letter from mr. H. f. Heisterman, dated august 17, 1870, at victoria, was an eloquent attempt to
convince the Government of the united states, by detailed references to the agricultural and mineral resources of
British Columbia, of the excellent bargain to be had in the acquisition of the colony. it read in part:

“ understanding that you are likely to have His excellency president Grant among you some time
this month and that you will likely have an opportunity, i herewith hand you a further list of names
to the memorial presented in december ‘69 by vincent Collyer, esqr. it would have been sent then,
but owing to the hostility shown to it by the Canadian newspaper here it was not sent. i therefore
transmit it to you, to make whatever use of it you see fit in the premises. it is exasperating to me
and to many of my fellow citizens, to see a country aggregating 405,000 square miles, of which
11,000 square miles come upon vancouver island and 6,000 square miles upon Queen Charlotte is-
land and the balance of 588,000 square miles upon the mainland of British Columbia, shut out as it
were from the prosperity around it. the people of the Colony are too few to make an armed resist-
ance to Confederation which seems from all accounts intended to be forced on us unless some coun-
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tenance were given to parties who desire annexation to the united states by the Government of
president Grant, in a proposal to settle the alabama Claims by transfer of this Colony, i don’t see
how we can move in the matter.”27

Brother Heisterman seems to have been the prime mover for annexation by the united states, and as no action
was taken either by the Government of the united states or by the Government at Whitehall the matter of annexation
was dropped.

Henry frederick Heisterman
at this point perhaps one should have a brief look at this freemason who ever 
appeared to be connected with the movements for change and who seemed to try to
accomplish his ends by rather devious methods rather than the direct approach.

Henry frederick Heisterman had been born in Bayreuth, Germany, on July 22,
1832; went to england in 1853 where he was naturalized in 1861; and he arrived in 
victoria, British Columbia, in august, 1862. after an unsuccessful venture in the min-
ing industry in the “stikeen”, he carried on a reading room in victoria, and later ran a
wholesale paint and glass business for a time. finally, in 1864 he became interested in
real estate, a business which later became known as Heisterman, foreman and tait.
Brother Heisterman had been received in the Grand Lodge Zur sonne in Bayreuth, but
whether before going to england or on a trip home is not known. He affiliated with
Combermere Lodge no. 880 er (later no. 605, the same Lodge which gave masonic
birth to rW Brother Hon. Henry Holbrook) and affiliated with vancouver Lodge no.
421 sr on January 21, 1863, of which Lodge he was the secretary from 1864 to 1866,
Brother Heisterman faithfully served the Grand Lodge of British Columbia, af & am,
as Grand secretary from 1871 to 1873, and as Grand treasurer from 1885 until his death
in victoria on august 29, 1896. at the time the petition for annexation was being circu-
lated in 1869 he was president of Germania verein, and Grand secretary of the provin-

cial Grand Lodge of British Columbia hailing from the Grand Lodge of scotland.
petition Not Representative

Because of the relatively small number of signatures, it could hardly be maintained that the petition was represen-
tative of the opinion of the majority of the residents of British Columbia. Certain observations, however, have been
made by ireland with reasonablc accuracy:

“ there can be no doubting the sincerity of the signatories of the petition, some of the leading signa-
tories of the petition were also active in a movement among the masons, the object of which was to
secure an independent Grand Lodge for British Columbia, nor is it reasonable to levy the charge of
disloyalty against the signers of the petition. they were motivated by the conditions in the colony
and considered annexation to the united states a preferable solution to the alternative of confed-
eration with Canada. it is to be noted that most of those signing remained in the colony long after
Confederation was accomplished, some rising to positions of considerable importance. from the
petition it is apparent that the annexation sentiment was confined mainly to victoria, and even
there drew its main support from the non-British element in the population. indeed most of those
concerned were not even americans. Germans and Jews provided the main support for the move-
ment and lead one to suspect that it was a foreign move purely and simply. it did, however, have
a broad base, for the signatures are a fairly adequate sampling of the various elements of the pop-
ulation, constituting as they do, a curious blend of prominent and public-spirited business men
and inconsequential characters of doubtful reputation. moreover the petition is remarkable for the
absence of the signatures of certain victorians who might have been expected to sign, notably dr.
J. s. Helmcken, who gained the reputation of being annexationist in sympathy, though actually
there is little to substantiate the accusation, and J. despard pemberton, ex-Colonial surveyor of
vancouver island, whose three letters on separation from the mother country, appearing in the
British Colonist of January 26 and 29, and february 1, 1870, provoked such a storm in the colonial
press.”28

in the colony itself the petition did not arouse a great deal of interest. the victoria Evening News reproduced it
in its issue of november 15, 1869, and continued to moot the subject—a policy which contributed greatly to its
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demise in June, 1870 after a precarious existence of only fourteen months. the British Colonist, strong advocate of
Confederation, dubbed the movement a “sublime bit of cheek,” but none the less recognized the urgency of the
local conditions which had given rise to the spirit of annexation.

“ We cannot say we are surprised that some colonists should desire annexation to the united states.
the loyalty of British subjects in this colony has been submitted to far too severe a test, one under
which loyalty of most persons in the mother Country would long since have broken down; and all
that can be said regarding the present movement is that the fruits of mis-government and neglect
have made their appearance in a less harmful form than open revolt. the feasibility of the move-
ment and the advantages promised by the sought for changes are, however, a very different af-
fair.”29

united States’ cause Hopeless
from the official point of view the cause of annexation was hopeless, and as we shall see, Governor musgrave had
been appointed to British Columbia for the specific task of bringing about Confederation. By the publication of Lord
Granville’s dispatch of august 14, 1869, in the Government Gazette on october 30, 1869, he had revealed to the people
of British Columbia that the Colonial office was irrevocably determined upon seeing Confederation accomplished.
Governor musgrave chose to ignore the whole question of annexation. With the imprimatur of the Colonial office
on Confederation, with Canada anxious to have a pacific outlet, and with the mainland strongly advocating the
cause of Confederation, it is not to be wondered that the British Colomist should counsel on november 20, 1869:

“ Knowing as we do, that annexation is impossible, even if it were desirable, and that Confederation
is inevitable, even if it were undesirable, would not all of us be more profitably employed in seeking
to secure the best possible terms for this Colony as a province of the dominion.”

the advice thus tendered was evidently taken to heart, judging by the terms of confederation finally agreed
upon.30

in the united states, however, the petition aroused a more sympathetic response. numerous press references
were made to the movement in all parts of the country and the petition was frequently printed in full. in one instance
in the neighbouring Washington territory, some threats arose out of a false rumour and the petition raised a renewal
of legislative schemes for annexation of at least a portion of British america in settlement of the “alabama Claims”.
for the interested reader details of the united states actions and interests can be found in the ireland papers upon
which this chapter has been based.

suffice to mention in this context that the treaty of Washington of 1871 rang down the curtain on the issue of
annexation by removing the many diplomatic problems which had troubled British-american relations since the
american Civil War. But of far greater significance than its actual clauses was the fact that the treaty of Washington
gave the tacit consent of the united states Government and people to the British possessions in north america to
pursue their own national destiny.

as has already been pointed out, the emergence of an annexation movement in British Columbia might almost
have been expected in view of the large influx of american settlers at the time of the fraser river gold-rush. the an-
nexation petitions might be taken as the political manifestations of the movement. on the other hand, one of the
most interesting indications of the extent of the infiltration of american sentiment into the normal life of the colony
is to be found in the movement within the masonic order for the establishment of an independent Grand Lodge for
British Columbia. 

Signatures of freemasons
it has been shown that masonry in British Columbia dates from the organization of victoria Lodge no. 1085 under
a warrant from the Grand Lodge of england dated march 19, 1859. the first Lodge to be organized on the mainland
was at new Westminster—union Lodge no. 1201, by a warrant from the same authority dated december 16, 1861.
even at this early date american influence could be found at work. amongst the new arrivals in the colonies were
many masons who were unacquainted with the work practised by the english lodges and who were, consequently,
desirous of organizing a lodge which would use american work. in consequence, vancouver Lodge no. 421, with
a warrant holding from the Grand Lodge of scotland, came into being.

vancouver Lodge no. 421 was, from its inception, the most pro-american of all the lodges, and in this connection
it is interesting to note that, in all, eleven of its members signed the annexation petition. they were as follows: 
r. H. adams, psGm; K. J. f. Becker, mm; H. m. Cohen, mm; d. f. fee, mm; H. f. Heisterman, pGs; Wolff Hoffman,
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mm; G. C. Keays, pm; Lewis Lewis, mm; peter ousterhout, JG; C. B. sweeney, mm; and m. W. Waitt, psGd.
one member signing the petition, J. Kreimler, was a Charter member of Quadra Lodge, then under dispensation

from the Grand Lodge of scotland and also located in victoria.
one of the few mainlanders to sign the petition was isaac oppenheimer, who originally came from union Lodge

no. 58, sacramento, California. Later in 1871 he joined Cariboo Lodge no. 469 sr, and, later still, in 1879 joined
vancouver and Quadra Lodge no. 2. He was one of the petitioners for the ill-fated Cascade Lodge no. 10 BCr at
yale, B.C.

it was vancouver Lodge that launched the agitation for the independent Grand
Lodge of British Columbia early in January, 1869, and the prime movers in that con-
nection were r. H. adams, H. f. Heisterman and m. W. Waitt.

While the scottish Lodges were, on the whole, favourable to the independence
proposition, it was opposed by the english Lodges, but it is interesting to note that
among the signatories of the annexation petition are to be found at least three mem-
bers of victoria Lodge no. 783 Br, these being: eli Harrison, sr., pm, soon to take his
dimit from the Lodge on april 6, 1871 and join Quadra Lodge, ud sr, in protest over
and in support of the independent Grand Lodge; Joseph Loewen, mm; and emil sutro,
mm.

there seems little doubt that Bro. Heisterman must be regarded as the originator
of both movements, and despite the opposition of the english Lodges plans went for-
ward for a convention to be held in march, 1871. it is interesting to note that the Hon.
elwood evans, past Grand master of the Washington territory who was invited to at-
tend to install the officers of the new Grand Lodge31, made an address in January, 1870
to the tacoma Library association on “the re-annexation of British Columbia to the
u.s. right, proper and desirable.”

it will be seen as this story unfolds that during the summer of 1871 the differences
between the two branches of the Craft were smoothed away and on october 21, 1871

a convention was held in victoria which resulted in the organization of the present Grand Lodge of British Colum-
bia.

it is also worthy of note that a thorough search of the list of signatories of the annexation petition fails to reveal
any signatures of members of the Lodges at nanaimo, Cariboo, new Westminster and Burrard inlet.

as ireland states in conclusion:
“ it would appear that geographical isolation from the mother Country and Canada had fostered in

British Columbia a feeling of independence. it would appear that at times persons with ulterior
motives in mind attempted to take advantage of that feeling of independence and to turn it to their
own purposes. But at heart the colony was loyal. annexation from the day of its origin was a 
hopeless cause.”
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cHApTER 5
fREEMASONRy IN BRITISH cOLuMBIA
AND cONfEDERATION WITH cANADA

1868 TO 1871
“ for many years i have regarded the union of the British pacific territories, and of their consolidation

under one Government, as one of the steps preliminary to the grand consolidation of the British
empire in north america. i still look upon it in this light with the pride and feeling of a native born
British american, from the time when i first mastered the institutes of physical and political ge-
ogra-phy . . . i could see a time when the British possessions . . . would be consolidated into one
great nation.”32

The One Remedy, Independence
as the number of Lodges increased the question of forming an independent Grand Lodge was discussed by the
members of the Craft. it seemed unreasonable that there should be two organizations in a colony with such a small
population. israel W. powell and robert Burnaby were both anxious to see the Craft united, but the situation natur-
ally led to jealousy and rivalry between the various Lodges. at the same time the resident freemasons deplored
such a condition of affairs and sought to remedy the troubles that arose among them. the general opinion in the
Craft was that only by the establishment of an independent Grand Lodge, including all freemasons of the jurisdiction
in one body, could harmony be made possi-
ble. from the earliest days of freemasonry in
British Columbia there had been discussion
among the brethren as to the possibility of es-
tablishing an independent Grand Lodge
which should include all members of the
Craft on vancouver island and in British Co-
lumbia. Had all the old Lodges received their
charters from the same source, some say, it
might have been established much earlier,
and this with the consent and approval of all
members of the Craft, and that the difficulties
and disputes attending its birth would have
been avoided. others have argued that had
all the Lodges been, for instance, under the
united Grand Lodge of england, that with
the influence of robert Burnaby there would
have been no independent Grand Lodge.
these are purely arguments of conjecture,
however, and historically there is little doubt
that the existence of the different jurisdictions
and the adherence by the brethren to differ-
ing forms of ritual made an agreement for
union in one Grand body a matter of consid-
erable difficulty.

at the same time, the condition of
freemasonry in British Columbia made it clear to most of the brethren that some form of union was absolutely nec-
essary. it was also clear that this could only be effected by the formation of an independent Grand Lodge of their
own where all matters could be decided by themselves without interference from any other authorities far removed
from the scene.

there were other reasons why such a step was necessary. Communication between British Columbia and the
united Grand Lodge of england at London and the Grand Lodge of scotland at edinburgh was a matter of months.
more than that, it was almost impossible for those in authority overseas to comprehend the problems of this far-
flung corner of the empire where everything was new and unsettled, where the residents came from all quarters of
the globe, where part of the Craft owed allegiance to one jurisdiction and another part of it owed its allegiance to
another jurisdiction, and where some of the brethren were either natives of foreign countries or had acquired their
freemasonry in other lands. the authorities in the British isles had never known any such conditions as prevailed
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in the colony on the pacific slope or had ever been conversant with the ideas and prejudices of such an aggregation
of people, all strangers to each other. they had lived and worked in a settled land where the inhabitants had one
culture and one loyalty and where there was but one constituted authority.

Just how an independent Grand Lodge could be achieved, how the mother Grand Lodges would look at such a
proposal, how such a body could exist and prosper with such a meagre membership
were matters discussed by the members of every Lodge in the area. some thought the
expense of a Grand Lodge would be more than the members could pay. others con-
tended that the dues paid to the mother Grand Lodges and to the minor Grand Lodges
would be amply sufficient, with economy, to finance a Local Grand Lodge.

confederation With canada
the story of the formation of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia is coeval with that
relating to the entry of British Columbia into the Confederation of Canada. many of
the moving spirits in the one were found to be as enthusiastic for the other. in fact,
among the real zealots for union with the Canada to the far east were freemasons—
de Cosmos, powell, seelye, mcCreight, Holbrook, and others.

to go back to the starting point of Confederation in British Columbia, The Year Book
of British Columbia states:

“ it is true that the Hon. amor de Cosmos, in victoria, had been among the
first—if he was not indeed the first—to publicly advocate in his paper, the 
Standard.”

However, it first came prominently to the front during the session of the Legislative
Council in 1867 when a resolution was unanimously passed in its favour requesting

the Governor, frederick seymour, “to take measures without delay to secure
the admission of British Columbia into the Confederation on fair and equitable
terms.” 33

the Governor was at first not favourably dis-
posed to a union with Canada, and his influence
over the Legislative Council must have been very
strong because no action was taken until an agita-
tion was started throughout the country for the
purpose of bringing the question to issue. at a
public meeting held in victoria on January 29,
1868, a committee was appointed consisting of
messrs. James trimble, amor de Cosmos, i. W.
powell, J. r. findlay, r. Wallace and H. e. seelye
who drew up and signed a memorial which set
forth, among other things, the resolution unani-
mously passed by the Legislative Council, already
referred to; that a public meeting had been held at
the same time expressing concurrent views with
the Legislative Council; that the people of Cariboo
had held a highly enthusiastic meeting in the previous december and unanimously
passed a resolution in favour of immediately joining the dominion; that public opinion
was overwhelmingly in favour of Confederation; that there was only a small party in
favour of annexation to the united states; that Governor seymour had not made any
representations to the dominion Government asking for admission as requested; that

the Legislative Council, composed as it was of officials and others subject to the will of the Government, could not
be depended upon to express the will of the people, and so on.

Honourable s. L. tilley, the minister of Customs, sent the following reply, dated ottawa, march 25, 1868:
“ the Canadian Government desires union with British Columbia, and has opened communications

with the imperial Government on the subject of the resolutions, and suggests immediate action by
your Legislators and a passage of an address to Her majesty requesting union with Canada. Keep
us informed of progress.”34
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a Confederation League was formed in victoria on may 21, 1868, of which the following gentlemen formed the
executive Committee: James trimble (mayor), Capt. stamp, dr. powell, J. f. (later Hon. Justice) mcCreight, robert
Beaven, J. d, norris, George pearkes, r. Wallace, C. Gowen, m. W. Gibbs, amor de Cosmos and George fox. the
League began with a membership of one hundred in victoria, and branches were formed in several places on the
island and mainland.

on July 1 of the same year what was described as a “largely attended and spirited open-air meeting” was held
at Barkerville, Cariboo, at which strong resolutions were passed unanimously condemning the Government for op-
posing Confederation and favouring “some organized and systematic mode of obtaining admission into the do-
minion of Canada.” 35

at this meeting J. spencer thompson (then senior Warden of Cariboo Lodge no. 469, sr), afterwards a member
of parliament, made an eloquent and effective speech in moving a resolution in favour of Confederation.

the next most important step in the agitation was the holding of the celebrated Convention at yale on september
14, 1868. a feeling had developed that the Governor and the appointed majority of the Council were opposed to
any change. public meetings all over the colony had pronounced in favour of union, and to press it forward had
elected delegates to a Convention at yale. it has been the fashion to deride the yale Convention but it was an ex-
pression, in the only possible way, of the people’s views on Confederation and its allied questions. twenty-six del-
egates, many of whom were then and thereafter prominent in public life, were present, representing victoria,
metchosin, salt spring island, esquimalt, new Westminster, Burrard inlet, Harrison river, yale, Lytton, Lac la
Hache, Williams Lake, Quesnel and Cariboo. a committee was appointed composed of Hon. amor de Cosmos,
messrs. macmillan, Wallace and norris of victoria; Hon. John robson of new Westminster; and Hon. Hugh nelson
of Burrard inlet to carry out the objects of the Convention. the Convention endorsed the terms of union as outlined
by de Cosmos in the Council, discussed the civil list and salaries generally, indicating where economies might be
effected. it condemned the irresponsible Council, and boldly asserted that, the majority being officials, the body
lacked independ- ence, and that the Governor and his executive Council were, in reality, the Legislature. at the next
meeting of the Legislative Council in 1869 the question was again brought up with the result that the Government
carried an adverse resolution which was strongly protested by five of the members of the Council.*

Governor seymour, whose opposition was subsequently withdrawn as a result of his visit to england, died in
June, 1869 and a new Governor appeared on the scene. He was anthony musgrave whose instructions were to bring
about Confederation as speedily as possible in conformity with the imperial policy, and we are told he “was ad-
mirably fitted for the work of reconciling the opposing elements, and his efforts were easily successful.” in september
of the same year, within a fortnight of his arrival at victoria, musgrave began an arduous tour of the colony which
ended at Barkerville.

the community of Barkerville was almost entirely loyal to the proposal for confederation with Canada, and
margaret a. ormsby, in British Columbia: A History, relates that:

“ from the appearance of the town, it was difficult to gauge the true state of the mining industry.
With its new buildings—the theatre royal, where performances were given by troupes of actors
from san francisco, the library, the restaurants and the saloons—Barkerville had an air of prosperity
and gaiety. the reports concerning the wealth of the mines were conflicting; some said that Light-
ning Creek was just coming into its own; others that they were planning to move off to Germansen
or other creeks in omineca; and still others that Cariboo was finished and that the peace river
Country would be the el dorado of the future.

“ all along the way, the Governor’s welcome had been warm, but Barkerville gave him his most en-
thusiastic reception. the town was en fete. evergreen arches spanned the streets; the firemen had
constructed an arch from ladders and buckets, and the Chinese had festooned another with fire-
crackers. Banners lettered ‘union forever’ and ‘success to the dominion’ proclaimed the political
sentiments of the citizens.”

such, also, was the zeal of the men of Cariboo Lodge for the institution of freemasonry and especially for the
establishment of an independent Grand Lodge for British Columbia. it was here, too, that a senior Warden, Brother
Hills, had first hoisted the “Canadian flag,” consisting of “a union Jack in the fly and a beaver surrounded by a
wreath of maple Leafs, on a white background,” and it first broke from the flag pole of the second temple built by
Cariboo Lodge no. 469, sr on february 20, 1869, “in anticipation of the united Colonies (vancouver island and
British Columbia) union with the rest of Canada.” unfortunately Brother Hill did not see his dream fulfilled—he
passed away at Cottonwood in the Cariboo Country on october 23, 1869.
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The Debate for confederation
Governor musgrave was anxious to carry out his instructions as quickly as possible and no doubt wished to have
the honour of bringing the matter to a successful issue during his term of office, and in this he succeeded. He pro-
ceeded to draw up plans, including the terms of union, with the help of the Legislative Council to the end that on
Wednesday, march 9, 1870, began the memorable debate on the subject of Confederation with Canada, when the
attorney-General, the Honourable (later “sir”) Henry f. p. Crease rose in the Legislative Council to move:

“ that this Council do now resolve itself into the committee of the whole, to take into consideration
the terms proposed for the Confederation of the Colony of British Columbia with the dominion of
Canada, in His excellency’s message to this Council. in so doing, i am deeply impressed with the
momentous character of the discussion into which we are about to enter, the grave importance of
a decision by which the fate of this, our adopted country of British Columbia, must be influenced
for better, or for worse, for all time to come. and i earnestly hope that our minds and best energies
may be bent to a task which will tax all our patriotism, all our forbearance, all our abnegation of
self and selfish aims; to combine all our individual powers into one great, united effort for the com-
mon good.”

“ may He who holds the fate of nations in the hollow of His hand, and crowns with success, or brings
to naught the councils of men, guide all our deliberations to such an issue as shall promote the
peace, honour and welfare of our most Gracious sovereign, and of this and all other portions of
her extended realm. this issue is—Confederation or no Confederation.”36

the debate “to go into Committee of the whole” lasted three days, and nine days were occupied in discussing
the details in Committee. many able men took part in the debate. in addition to attorney-General Crease, there were
dr. Helmcken, amor de Cosmos, thomas Humphreys, m. W. t. drake, John robson, Joseph trutch, Henry 
Holbrook, t. L. Wood, f. J. Barnard, r. W. W. Carroll, edgar dewdney, G. a. Walkem—nearly all of whom are 

familiar as men having taken a high place in the affairs of British Columbia. suffice it
to mention here that the mills of time ground gradually towards that inevitable day of
July 20, 1871 when British Columbia entered Confedoration.

many of the men who were particularly active in the fight for Confederation were
to be found among the freemasons who were equally active in the struggle for an in-
dependent Grand Lodge in British Columbia, and their distribution as freemasons
was about even between the english and the scottish Lodges.

Move for Home Rule
the first and most persistent advocates for the establishment of a Grand Lodge for
British Columbia were the members of vancouver Lodge no 421 sr. this, in the cir-
cumstances, was only natural because many of them had come to victoria via Califor-
nia and other parts of the united states and, if not native to that country, had learned
much of their masonry there. at any rate, there was no personal tie which bound them
to the Grand Lodge of england as was the case with many of the members of the
Lodges which held charters under the english Constitution. as for the members of the
Lodges under the scottish Constitution, most of them knew her only as a Grand Lodge,
which allowed them to use the ritual they preferred without objection. of the scottish
freemasonry and its traditions, most of them knew very little and seemed to care less.

so it was quite natural for vancouver Lodge no. 421 sr to take the first step toward local government. after
much discussion among the brethren of the Lodge, on december 16, 1868 W Brother r. H. adams gave notice that
at the next regular meeting he would propose resolutions in the following terms:

“ lst—that there are at present in the Colony of British Columbia, a provincial Grand Lodge of free
masons under the Jurisdiction of the Grand Lodge of scotland, and a district Grand Lodge under
that of the Grand Lodge of england.

“ 2nd—that under these provincial and district Grand Lodges, there are only eight subordinate
Lodges (one under dispensation), representing numerically a Brotherhood of about 
three Hundred.

“ 3rd—that the support of these two provincial and district Grand Lodges—in addition to the trans-
mission of Grand Lodge fees to both mother Grand Lodges in scotland and england—causes a
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drain upon the funds of the subordinate Lodges, so great as to prevent their accumulation for any
local, benevolent or other purposes calculated to advance the interests and happiness of the order
in this Colony.

“ 4th—that the existence of two Grand Lodges, or financially speaking, four Grand Lodges, tends
(besides scattering the funds) to create jealousies and rivalry highly injurious to what would oth-
erwise be a happy and united brotherhood, to open our sacred portals to the unworthy, and dissi-
pate strength and resources which, combined, would fully establish, support and amply provide
for the permanent success and prosperity of one independent Grand Lodge.

“ 5th—that the decisions and edicts of a provincial or district Grand Lodge are unsatisfactory, inas-
much as they are not final and may be appealed from, and the great distance of england or scotland
from the Colony, the uncertainty of mail communication and the delays which are apt to and do
occur in correspondence, causing vexatious repetition so as entirely to prevent the good results
which would accrue from the establishment of Grand Lodge authority in this Colony.

“ 6th—that the formation of an independent Grand Lodge of British Columbia, uniting the brethren
of both jurisdictions under one Grand authority, responsible to themselves, would at once ensure
harmony and promote the success and prosperity of all, retain monies in one Grand Lodge for our
own masonic purposes which are now exacted by four Lodges—two of which are ten thousand
miles distant—and enable us at once to command the respect and hearty co-operation of sister 
independent Grand Lodges throughout the World.

“ 7th—that a Committee be appointed to confer with all sister Lodges upon the subject of the fore-
going resolutions, and to recommend the best means of carrying them into effect, either by calling
a General Convention of the Craft, or otherwise as may seem most expedient.”37

the resolutions, seconded by Brother H. e. seelye, came before the Lodge on January 2, 1869 and were passed.
a committee consisting of the mover, seconder and W Brother m. W. Waitt was appointed to further the movement.
the committee was instructed to confer with all the sister Lodges, and if it was advisable to recommend the best
means of carrying the resolutions into effect. one eminent masonic writer states that this motion is:

“ really the Charter of our present Grand Lodge, showing clearly the reasons which underlaid the
movement for a Grand Lodge in British Columbia, and which is of permanent importance to all
members of the Craft and i think it should be preserved as our magna Carta.”38

in accordance with the terms of these resolutions, they were duly forwarded to all Lodges within British 
Columbia and were approved by all the Lodges holding charters from the Grand Lodge of scotland; the Lodges
holding charters from the united Grand Lodge of england refused to take any part whatever in the movement.

Objection by Victoria Lodge
a copy of the resolutions so passed was forwarded forthwith to victoria Lodge no. 783 er with a suggestion that
the latter appoint a committee to co-operate with the committee of vancouver Lodge. this came before victoria
Lodge on January 7, 1869 but no action was taken. it was ordered that the matter lie on the table to come up at the
next regular meeting and that due notice of it be made part of the Lodge summons for that date.

the next regular meeting was held on february 4, 1869 and the resolutions and the request of vancouver Lodge
asking for the appointment of a committee was ordered forwarded to the district Grand master (robert Burnaby)
together with the following resolution:

“ resoLved, that the communication received from vancouver Lodge no. 421, s.r., in relation to
the subject of the formation of an independent Grand Lodge of British Columbia, be forwarded to
the rt. W. district Grand master, with the request that he take immediate steps to lay the same 
before the Grand Lodge of england.”

the district Grand master, rW Brother robert Burnaby, a member of victoria Lodge no. 783 er, was a cautious
and conservative man who highly appreciated the honour which had been conferred upon him by the english Grand
Lodge. He was a power in victoria Lodge and was at all times fully conversant with the action taken by vancouver
Lodge. He felt that he could not support any such movement without the knowledge and approval of the Grand
Lodge of england. acting, no doubt, on his advice victoria Lodge refused to appoint any such committee as was 
requested, and directed the resolutions to be forwarded as set out above.
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consultation With the united Grand Lodge of England
on receipt of the victoria Lodge resolution, the district Grand master wrote to the Grand secretary, the 
vW Brother John Hervey, in London on february 8, 1869 enclosing the circular and pointing out that:

“ all the Lodges (english), with the exception of victoria, no. 783, declined to enter into the question
without authority from the Grand Lodge. victoria Lodge, after much discussion, referred the matter
to me, with a request that i would take steps to bring it before the authorities in england.

“ as a simple matter of course, looking to the source from whence my own rank is derived, and from
whence the warrants issue under which we work, i could not for an instant entertain such questions
as are propounded in this circular, nor could i permit any Brethren under my control to take any
action whatever in respect of them, unless i were sure that the Grand Lodge of england would
countenance or encourage any such course.

“ i have already informed you in a previous letter of the complications that occasionally threatened
to arise owing to the existence of the district Grand Lodge of england and the provincial Grand
Lodge of scotch freemasons in this small community, and i stated that the provincial Grand master
shewed every disposition to unite with me in promoting harmony amongst the Brethren. He is no
party to the present agitation, and is, i think, intending to seek from his Grand Lodge the same
counsel i am now asking from mine.

“ in opening this case, it is necessary in the first place to premise that this colony is a small and 
isolated British Community in close proximity to american territories and states, each of which as
a matter of course, has its own independent Grand Lodge. our population contains, besides many
americans, a large proportion of Canadians, who have also an independent Grand Lodge—hence
among the more restless spirits of the Craft has arisen this desire to achieve also an independent
position and to take rank as a distinct Grand Lodge. i also alluded in my former letter to the fact
that the working of the scotch ritual assimilates more closely than ours to that which is adopted in
the american Lodges. this tends to unite the sympathies of these two branches of the order, and
to render our jurisdiction more isolated and select. those masons who were made in england and
whose associations, like my own, cling affectionately to our own noble mother Grand Lodge—
second to none in the Craft—view with apprehension, in the present small state of things here, any
such movement as that which is contemplated in this circular, and i am convinced that many of
them would at once retire from any active connection with the Craft in the event of its being con-
summated. nevertheless, having at heart the good of the Craft and the extension of its usefulness,
i should be truly glad if the Grand Lodges of england and scotland, by conference together, could
devise some plan under which the two jurisdictions could work in concert under one head. How
far this may be possible i do not know; but any advice or assistance in this direction will be most
gratefully hailed by me. i candidly avow my apprehensions that, if something of the kind be not
done, the Craft, which has thus far made much progress, may become divided against itself, and
its influence for good may be weakened in this community. But, at the same time, the insignificance
of our numbers and the unimportance of the colony scarcely justify even the idea of independence.
your kind counsel and aid on this dilficult point will be gratefully acknowledged by me. of one
thing you may rest assured, that neither by thought, word or act have i any inclination to sever
myself from the authority of our Grand Lodge nor from the supreme control of our noble and 
esteemed Grand master, by whose kind confidence and patronage i enjoy the dignities he has 
conferred upon me.”

this letter showed clearly why the english Lodges were not anxious to take part in the movement, and why the
scottish Lodges favoured it. it also indicates the dignity and brotherly affection of the two Grand masters and their
joint efforts to maintain the harmony of the Craft.

as the annual Communication of the district Grand Lodge occurred on march 11, 1869, the rW district Grand
master availed himself of the occasion to read his letter to the Grand secretary of england, stating that he thought
it desirable that the district Grand Lodge might be aware of his action, but that, of course, nothing more could be
done until he received a reply from the Grand secretary.

the Grand secretary of the united Grand Lodge of england apparently did not consider the matter of sufficient
importance to lay it before the Grand master, but took it upon himself to advise Burnaby. the main fact that seemed
to impress him was what he calls the “paucity of numbers” in the proposed jurisdiction. the possibility of future
growth in this new land seems to have escaped him; the matters on which Burnaby laid so much stress in lucid
terms do not seem to have impressed him. His reply was delayed in part by the preparations for opening “our new
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Buildings”, and partly by his feeling that Burnaby was able to deal with such an unimportant matter without any
help from London. His reply, dated may 10, 1869, said in part:

“ . . . partly from over occupation, the preparations for opening our new Building here having 
monopolised my entire attention, and partly from feeling satisfied that you would be able to deal
with the subject on the spot, than any advice which could emanate from this quarter.

“ i am sure i only speak the sentiments of every good mason when i say how much i should regret
if the masons of your district took any step which might lessen their own influence. as a district
Grand Lodge of the Grand Lodge of england the Brethren in vancouver island enjoy a far more 
influential position than they could possibly do if they formed themselves into an independent
Grand Lodge, whose paucity of numbers would simply render it ridiculous. so long as they form a branch
of the parent store and receive the moral support of the mother Country, they will be looked up to
with respect. i think if you could enforce some arguments of this kind on the Brethren, it would
tend to allay their desire for change. it should be borne in mind that it is of far more importance for
the masons in your district to receive the support and countenance of the Grand Lodge of england,
than the secession of a few lodges can be to the latter body. i do not myself clearly see how the
english and scotch Lodges can be brought under one head; still the matter is worth consideration.
perhaps i may shortly be favoured with some further information and communication from you,
when, if the matter warrant me doing so, i will bring the whole subject under the notice of the mW
Grand master. i trust, however, that the judiciousness of your measures and the good sense of the
Brethren under your control may not render this necessary.”

at the Quarterly Communication of the district Grand Lodge held at victoria on september 9, 1869, the 
rW district Grand master caused the district Grand secretary to read his letter dated february 8, 1869 and the reply
of the Grand secretary dated may 10, 1869 on the proposal to form an independent Grand Lodge. He then observed
that the Grand secretary’s reply would commend itself to the good sense of all present. He quite agreed with the
Grand secretary that we were too small in numbers for any such step, and he thought we might very well rest
content to hail under the first Grand Lodge in the World under which we were sure of commanding respect;
whereas, as a separate Grand Lodge, from our paucity of numbers and comparative insignificance, we should
scarcely be recognized and be simply ridiculous.

Lack of counsel for pGM powell
in the meantime, vancouver Lodge decided to go on its way, and according to the printed proceedings of the second
annual Communication of the provincial Grand Lodge sC held at victoria, it brought the matter before that body
on may 1, 1869. powell, like Burnaby, refused to take any part in the movement until he had submitted the resolution
to his Grand Lodge, although apparently he was more in favour of it. He dealt with the matter as follows:

“ my position as representative of the mW the Grand master mason of scotland, prevented me from
taking any notice of this document either in favour or against, unless with the advice and direction
of our Grand Lodge. in a local point of view it is difficult, however, to conceal from one’s self the
impression that the existence of Lodges hailing from two Grand Lodges with the contingency of
other jurisdictions being at no distant day introduced, does tend to create diversity of interests and
allegiance, to induce local and national prejudices, ungenerous and unmasonic rivalry between
Lodges . . . and, as has been aptly expressed in a resolution already passed by the Brethren of a
sister colony, fosters much estrangement among the Brethren of a society which in itself ‘knows no
country, is confined to no race.’ i will transmit the resolutions as passed to scotland, for the action
and advice, if any, of our Grand Lodge.”

He duly transmitted the resolutions to the Grand secretary of the Grand Lodge of scotland, but the Craft has
never been informed as to any reply having been made to his communication, even by the Grand secretary, on this
subject; but it will be perceived that the representatives of the two jurisdictions regarded the approach to the subject
from the same point of view, as a matter of masonic discipline.

during 1870, nothing much seems to have transpired on the subject of an independent Grand Lodge except for
one event. on march 10, the district Grand secretary wrote to the Grand secretary of england to enquire if the res-
olution of victoria Lodge no. 1085 under date of may 15, 1862 (see page 15) had been received and recorded in his
office. to this enquiry the reply of september 16, 1870 was as follows:

“ i have examined the papers of 1862 and have ascertained that the victoria Lodge transmitted in
the month of september of that year a copy of the minute of their Lodge of 15th may, 1862, in the
exact terms transcribed by you in your letter of the 10th march, 1870.”
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nothing can be found that gave reason to this enquiry. the district Grand secretary referred to it several times,
but gave no information as to why this enquiry was made. subsequent events indicate, however, that Brother 
Burnaby felt it was an important point to establish.

William Stewart
the records of vancouver Lodge contain no reference to the matter for two years and no report was made by the
committee, but there is no reason for believing that it was idle. it was known from other sources that printed copies
of the vancouver Lodge motion were sent to all the sister Lodges in BC. it, no doubt, was being discussed in all the
Lodges of British Columbia. a letter from W Brother William stewart, the Grand old man of freemasonry in
nanaimo, dated december 21, 1870, to Brother Henry frederick Heisterman, provincial Grand secretary (scottish,
of course), is evidence of this:

“ i hope before masonry declines too far that a Grand Lodge of British Columbia will be formed. the
step-parent at present in victoria does not seem to care much about her Children, only to get their
dues. it would do some good if the provincial Grand master would pay us a visit this winter.”

Considering the limited means of transportation in British Columbia in those days, one can sympathize both
with the nanaimo brethren and also the officers of the provincial Grand Lodge.

evidently, by direction of the provincial Grand master, copies of the resolutions had been sent by the secretary
of the provincial Grand Lodge to the Grand Lodges of California and oregon, to the Grand Lodge of Canada (in
ontario), and no doubt to others, asking for opinions as to the feasibility of the formation of an independent Grand
Lodge which would be recognized by other Grand Jurisdictions. in the covering letter, the provincial Grand secretary
stated that the provincial Grand master had deferred action until he could ascertain the disposition of the neigh-
bouring Grand Lodges as to possible recognition by them. the letter stated:

“the district Grand Lodge (having four subordinate lodges) under english jurisdiction, under no event, will
declare themselves independent, but a great number e. r. will dimit the moment an independent Grand Lodge is
formed.”

the answers received were evidently satisfactory to the supporters of the movement for when the matter came
up in vancouver Lodge no. 421 sr on January 18, 1871, it was announced:

“ that the resolutions above referred to so far as heard from, have met with the sympathy and 
approval of all Grand Lodges to which they have been referred, thereby removing any doubt which
might have been held with respect to the early and complete recognition of a proposed independent
Grand Lodge of British Columbia.”

it was at this meeting that it was decided to go ahead with the formation of a Grand Lodge. it was resolved:
“ that in view of the aforesaid encouragement it is now expedient to form an independent Grand

Lodge of British Columbia, and that this Lodge appoint a Committee of three, to invite the 
co-operation of all the other sister Lodges in the Colony, to meet in convention at a certain day, to
be fixed by them in the City of victoria.”

to carry out this resolution a new committee was appointed consisting of W Brother simeon duck, W Brother
G. C. Keays, and Brother H. f. Heisterman with power to act. Later the committee added to its number Brother
George Grant, formerly sW of Cariboo Lodge no. 469 at Barkerville, who at that time was the senior Warden of
Quadra Lodge ud.

The year of Decision - 1871
the year of 1871 was destined to be one of great importance in the annals of British Columbia. the young community
was beginning to flex its muscles in many directions, and in the present context two main streams of thought began
to fuse and to generate a considerable amount of heat. on the one hand, there was the ardent fervour for union
with the rest of Canada even though 3,000 miles of veritable waste lands stretched between, yet on the other hand
there was equal fervour for a depend- ency of its own in many things, such as freemasonry. Both these desires were
promoted with one common aim, that of being able to work out their own destiny within a framework more com-
patible with its own situation than could be obtained with con- tinuing domination from the British isles. But it is
interesting to note that throughout the entire operation none of the action taken at any time or in any place dimmed
the allegiance due to the sovereign who resided over 6,000 miles away. those involved, equally in both these par-
ticular struggles, were fully convinced that only by independence on the one hand and Confederation on the other
could British Columbia survive to work out its own peculiar way of life.

the action of vancouver Lodge no. 421 sr was communicated to all the Subordinate Lodges in the colony in a
letter dated January 24, 1871, as follows:
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“ . . . a copy of the resolution adopted . . . in reference to the formation of an independent Grand
Lodge of British Columbia, having in view the union of both the english and the scotch jurisdictions
under one Grand master, and also an excerpt from the report of the mW Grand Lodge of Canada
at their last session in reference to this subject.”

at a meeting of the committee in victoria on January 24, 1871 it was:
“ resoLved, that a copy of the above resolutions39 be addressed to the different Lodges in British 

Columbia under the english and scottish registers, requesting them to appoint the Worshipful
master, past masters and present Wardens, to meet in a Convention to be held at the masonic Hall,
in the City of victoria on saturday, the 18th day of march, 1871, 2 o’clock p.m. to consider the same
and pursuant thereafter to form an independent Grand Lodge of British Columbia, if deemed then
and there expedient; and further, that any Lodges not being in a position to be represented by the
above officers, may appoint proxies to represent them. Carried.”

in transmission to the Lodges, a note was added that “the proposed meeting is requested in the hope that on
fraternal discussions of the whole subject matter agreement may be secured and unanimous action taken by the sev-
eral Lodges in the Colony.” this circular letter was signed by H. f. Heisterman, as secretary, and by simeon duck,
as Chairman.

on february 2, 1871, “certain documents” relative to the forming of an independent Grand Lodge were laid
before the brethren of victoria Lodge no. 783 er, but before they could he read W Brother Henry nathan protested
against their being read and moved that the secretary be instructed to reply to Brother Heisterman that victoria
Lodge could take no action but that application should be made to the district Grand Lodge. evidently many of the
members of victoria Lodge were in favour of the movement advocated by vancouver Lodge, for an amendment
made by W Brother eli Harrison, sr., and seconded by Brother W. t. Leigh, to the effect that application be made to
rW Brother robert Burnaby for permission to appoint a committee as requested, was Carried.

this request was communicated to rW Brother Burnaby but the permission was refused. Burnaby stated on
march 2, 1871 that he “had no desire to coerce the Lodges under his jurisdiction or to dictate any course to them as
compulsory,” but that the whole matter had been referred to the Board of General purposes and would come up
for discussion at the next Quarterly meeting of the district Grand Lodge. He further said that: “it will not be proper
for any step to be taken in the premises by your Lodge or by any Lodge working under this Jurisdiction until some
decision shall have been arrived at on the subject by a body competent to deal with it.”

the letter and circular were laid before the Board of General purposes of the district Grand Lodge under a mem-
orandum dated february 11, 1871:

“ . . . refers same to . . . for their report and suggestions thereon. at the same time he wishes to point
out that the Lodges under the jurisdiction of the Grand Lodge of england cannot accede to such a
proposition, without either violating or abandoning the warrants under which they now act, and
which it is presumed would not be done without a full vote of such Lodge being taken on the sub-
ject, supposing the Board of General purposes should think it desirable to submit such a question
to any subordinate Lodge, without a previous reference to the Grand Lodge of england. the district
Grand master also suggests to the Board of General purposes for their consideration how far such
a communication as that now referred to them is consistent with ordinary masonic discipline, 
addressed as it is to private Lodges without any previous reference to the authorities under whose
jurisdiction they are acting.

“ the district Grand master hopes to receive the report of the Board of General purposes on the
above important question in time for the annual Communication in march.”

the Board fully discussed and considered the question and unanimously adopted the following resolution:
“ that this Board of General purposes do not think it advisable to take steps at present towards the

formation of an independent Grand Lodge in British Columbia; whilst they feel that circumstances
may occur in the future to render such a proceeding advisable.”

their report was submitted to the district Grand Lodge at its annual Communication on march 2, 1871 when
the district Grand master rose to give his address. in it he observed that:

“ the point to be brought before the district Grand Lodge was the report of the Board of General
purposes on the proposition to form an independent Grand Lodge, which had been referred to him
by the W. masters and Brethren of the Lodges under his control. in dealing with this very important
subject, he would in the first instance read to them his letter to the Grand secretary of england,
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written on the 9th february, 1869, to which he received the following reply. (Vide p. 57).
“ the Brethren would therefore perceive from this correspondence that he had not been insensible

of, or indifferent to the importance of this question, two years ago. in referring it to the Board of
General purposes, he forwarded at the same time the following minute of his views on the subject
(see memorandum above), and he now wished further to say that he had no personal feeling in the
matter, but was merely desirous to point out to them their position and his duty in such a case. He
did not wish to fetter the action of any of the Brethren—if they thought the proposed change 
desirable, a course was clear to them—they could retire from the jurisdiction, and when he found
he had no one to preside over he would cheerfully bow to that decision and retire also; but so long
as any competent number of the Brethren determined to abide by their Charters he would support
them to the last and not abandon his post.

“ He thought it only proper moreover to add that this question could not be decided by any section
of the Craft until it had received the consideration of a competent power to deal with it, and that
was the reason why he had in the first instance referred it to the Board of General purposes, with
a view of bringing their decision before the Grand Lodge for adoption or otherwise. By strict rule
the question should have been brought before him in the first instance. He now wished further to
state that no Brother under his Jurisdiction could be allowed as such to entertain the question, they
can only act under the sanction of their Warrants in a Warranted Lodge and such a proceeding
would be contrary to their allegiance to our constitution, all they can do is to leave their Lodge, if
they so desire it. if, as he had before stated, they did so he should be governed by the law laid down
in section 29, page 71, of the Book of Constitutions, and if any Brethren remained true to the 
allegiance he should remain firm with them. He left the whole matter in their hands for decision
upon the basis he had laid down, perfectly willing to bow to their decision; but he wished to state
emphatically from the chair that he personally did not think the proposed change would be in any
way advantageous, but that if the Brethren thought otherwise he was willing at once to forego his
position as soon as they by their deliberate action left him without a jurisdiction to preside over.”

on a vote being taken, the report and the resolution were unanimously adopted, and by direction of the district
Grand master the action of the Grand Lodge on this matter was communicated to the committee of vancouver Lodge
by letter dated march 16, 1871.

More of William Stewart
again it was the vitriolic scot of Caledonia(n) Lodge no. 478 sr who provided a couple of flashes of light on those
days, when on february 9, 1871 he wrote to Brother Heisterman that Caledonia Lodge had unanimously approved
the resolution for the establishment of a Grand Lodge. But this alone did not entirely satisfy him. He, being a scots-
man, wanted to know if there were any new fees to be paid for a Charter from such Grand Lodge; if there would be
any increase in the dues to be paid for it; and, above all, would the “ancient” work (by which was meant the work
as still practised in ashlar Lodge no. 3 BCr) be used and “none other.”

again on march 9, 1871, he wrote Brother Heisterman. stewart’s letter illustrates his feelings towards the english
Lodges and probably those of others, so far had the circumstances of the time embittered the relations of freemasons
among themselves—it read:

“ i hear that Bro. Burnaby (dist. Gm england) has summoned his go- between for this day thursday,
also the nanaimo Lodge (english) would not take any action on your communication as Burnaby
intends the Board of General purposes to act for them. We had a discussion in our Lodge at our
meeting on monday last in regard to the work, if there is the least change Caledonia will remain as
they are now. I should be better pleased if the English do keep out of it altogether as it may cause discord,
etc.

“ please let me know by return what answers you have received from Cariboo and mount Hermon
Lodges, also how the english is going to act in the matter,”

His zealous attachment to all matters pertaining to the Craft in British Columbia will long be remembered. it is
interesting to note that one of his grandchildren has said that: “What burned up Grandfather was the fact that his
parents let him be born in Halifax, england, rather than in his beloved land ‘north of the Border’.”

craft in Transition
as had been said, the year 1871 was an important one in the annals of British Columbia freemasonry. But let us
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look for a moment at the condition of the Craft at the beginning of the year. all power in the Craft was centred in
victoria. travel to the outside Lodges was a matter of difficulty, and to Cariboo Lodge, in the mountains of the 
interior of the mainland, transportation was so difficult and distances so great that to communicate with it, except
by letter, was almost impossible. other Lodges in nanaimo, new Westminster and Burrard inlet were very small
and, under the circumstances of the time, difficult to reach. these Lodges took little part in the actual work of any-
thing but their own Lodges, but sent proxies to their friends in victoria to act as they thought best. victoria Lodge,
with her offspring, British Columbia Lodge no. 1187 er, acted for the outside Lodges having english charters; and
vancouver Lodge, with the new Quadra Lodge, her offspring, for those having charters from scotland.

By the end of 1870, then, everything seemed to be ready to the promoters for an independent Grand Lodge to
go ahead. at least they knew what obstacles they had to meet. they could not expect any support from the english
Lodges; they had the unanimous approval of the scottish Lodges; so while they politely requested the co-operation
of the first, knowing they would not get it, they went ahead on their own. they did expect some of the english
brethren to leave their own Lodges and come with them, but not as a Lodge. But this is a story that belongs to
another chapter.
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cHApTER 6
THE cONVENTION Of MARcH 18, 1871 AND THE cLOSING Of THE RANKS

“Behold how good and how pleasant it is for brethren to dwell together in unity.” 
psalms CXXXiii:1

early in 1871 rW Brother israel Wood powell, the provincial Grand master of the Grand Lodge of scotland, left the
colony for europe where he spent several months. there is little doubt that the events of that spring moved forward
without his personal knowledge, but rather at the insistence of Brothers duck, Grahame, Heisterman and Waitt in
victoria, assisted by considerable prodding from Brothers William stewart and solomon Levi in nanaimo.

convention of March 18, 1871
Without waiting for the decision of the district Grand Lodge, the committee appointed by vancouver Lodge went
ahead and arranged the date for a convention to meet at the masonic Hall at victoria on march 18, 1871 at 
2:00 pm. all the Lodges in British Columbia, whether english or scottish, were invited to appoint their master, past
masters and Wardens to attend. the purpose of the convention was to form an independent Grand Lodge of British
Columbia “if deemed then and there expedient,” and these words were added to the notice:

“ the proposed meeting is requested in the hope that on fraternal discussion of the whole matter
agreement may be secured and unanimous action taken by the several Lodges in the Colony.”

Had the provincial Grand master, israel Wood powell, been in British Columbia at the time, possibly some 
further steps might have been taken to heal the breach before a decisive step was taken. But dr. powell was in 
england and, in his absence, there was no one who could or would attempt to check the movement. the day arrived;
all the Lodges hailing under a charter from the Grand Lodge of scotland were represented; no representatives of
the Lodges hailing under a charter from the united Grand Lodge of england appeared, but there was one pm from
British Columbia Lodge no. 1187 Br of whom more will be related later.

James Allan Grahame, chairman
the convention was duly held as appointed and the following passages are taken from
the minutes thereof found in the files of mount Hermon Lodge, and covering both the
18th and 20th days of march, 1871:

“the Convention was called to order at 1/2 p. 2 o’ck. p.m.”
“a motion was adopted that W Brother James allan Grahame, a past master of

Quadra Lodge ud, sr act as Chairman of the Convention.” and another that: “Brother
H. f. Heisterman of Quadra and vancouver Lodge no. 421, sr, act as the secretary of
the same.”

the resolutions adopted by vancouver Lodge no. 421, and also those of the com-
mittee appointed by vancouver Lodge, which were addressed to all the Lodges in the
colony and calling a convention “to consider the advisability of forming a sovereign
Grand Lodge of British Columbia, for this day at 2:00 pm.” were then read.

on the recommendation of the chairman a Committee on Credentials was ap-
pointed to examine the proxies and decide who were entitled to seats in the conven-
tion. the duties of the committee having been carried out and a report made to the
convention, it was discharged.

The Action of Eli Harrison, Sr.
at this point an incident of great importance in the History of the Grand Lodge of
British Columbia took place. there was one person present at the convention, and only
one, who was not a member of a scottish Lodge and who had no authority whatever

to appear for any masonic Lodge in the colony. this was eli Harrison, sr., a pm of British Columbia Lodge no. 1187
er who had been initiated as the second candidate in victoria Lodge, when it held the number 1083 er on January
17, 1861, and who was destined to rule the Grand Lodge of British Columbia as Grand master longer than any other
freemason.

Brother Harrison had taken Burnaby at his word and attended the convention despite the ban. He did not rep-
resent his Lodge and did not suggest that he did. He was received with great applause. the first act of the convention
was to pass, by a unanimous vote, a resolution that W Brother eli Harrison although not representing his Lodge be
entitled to a seat in the convention with the right to speak and to vote as a member of it. Brother Harrison, of course,
after taking this step in the face of Burnaby’s prohibition, could no longer remain a member of a Lodge under the
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jurisdiction of the united Grand Lodge of england, and joined Quadra Lodge. He remained a member of it and of
vancouver and Quadra Lodge no. 2 BCr after the amalgamation of the two Lodges until his death many years
later.

Later, but before the Lodge was opened by the convention, W Brother eli Harrison, sr., made an address to the
members in the form of a letter which gave the reasons why he was ready and willing to abandon his status as a
member of an english Lodge and to support the movement to establish an independent Grand Lodge:

“ it is with pleasure i meet you this evening in Convention for the purpose of founding a Grand
Lodge of British Columbia. i believe the time has come when we ought to be united and no longer
under four Grand Lodges; to me it seems absurd to continue in our present condition, by doing so
we are not in a position to do the good that is naturally expected of us and the funds of the order
are scattered instead of being concentrated. there must have been quite a large sum of money sent
to england and scotland the eleven years past and for what? i cannot say for the good of freema-
sonry in this Colony but simply for doing what we ought to have done ourselves. if we had a Grand
Lodge for this Colony these remittances to europe would cease and i think they could be turned
to good account in forming a fund of Benevolence or for some other worthy purpose amongst our-
selves. i find no fault with the Grand Lodges of england and scotland for they have always treated
us with the greatest kindness, so far as i know, and i feel confident they would be glad to hear of
our undertaking to manage our own affairs, more especially if they understood our position. there
are a few of the Brethren who think we ought to see what Confederation with Canada will bring
about and that we are not quite strong enough to form a Grand Lodge in this Colony, to me such
opinions are without foundation. if we can support a provincial Grand Lodge, a district Grand
Lodge, and contribute to the two Grand Lodges, i cannot conceive why we cannot maintain a Grand
Lodge of our own. as an old freemason and a past master, i feel it my duty to give it my warmest
support, because i believe it will place freemasonry on a sounder basis in this Colony, than it has
ever been before and help to fulfill those great and benevolent purposes it was instituted for.”

it was resolved that the letter be received and placed on the minutes of the convention.
The Lodge in Attendance

the Committee on Credentials reported: 
“ . . . the representatives present from 5 Chartered Lodges, viz: vancouver Lodge, 421; Cariboo Lodge,

469; Caledonia Lodge, 478; mount Hermon Lodge, 491, and Quadra Lodge which has been 
chartered by the Grand Lodge of scotland, but whose number has not been communicated to us.
vancouver Lodge, 421: simeon duck, p.m., acting as W.m.; Jas. Crump, s.W.; J. stafford, J.W.; m.

r. Waitt, p.m.; and G. C. Keays, p.m.
Cariboo Lodge, 469: Jonath nutt by H. f. Heisterman proxy; J. s. thompson, s.W. by W. Hoffman

proxy; John Bruce, J.W. by a. Gilmore proxy.
Caledonia Lodge, 478: W. stewart, W.m.; John renwick, s.W. by W. B. Wilson proxy; a. muir, J.W.,

and s. d. Levi, p.m.
mount Hermon Lodge, 491: John mcdonald, W.m. by G. C. Keays proxy; Geo. W. Haynes, s.W. by

B. H. Wilson proxy; Hugh ]. Weir, J.W. by J. G. mcKay proxy; J. C. Hughes, p.m. by G. C.
Keays proxy; Coote m. Chambers, r.m. by Hiram Wharton proxy.

Quadra Lodge: Jas. allan Grahame, W.m.; W. fraser, s.W.; C. strauss, J.W.
Who are entitled to seats and voting in this Convention.”

The Resolution for Independence
the major purpose of the convention was then carried out when a resolution that the convention proceed to  
organize a Grand Lodge of British Columbia was passed by a unanimous vote. it should be noted in passing, as
showing the influence of united states freemasonry at that time, that the title “f & am” was used three times in
this resolution as did their brethren south of the 49th parallel instead of the “af & am” more commonly used in
Canada:

“ Whereas there is a provincial Grand Lodge of f. & a. m. under the Grand Lodge of scotland and
a district Grand Lodge of f. & a. m. under the Grand Lodge of england (the former having 5 and
the latter 4 chartered Lodges) now established in British Columbia, with the early prospect of 
Confederation by which political change of our masonic status will be altered and this province
would then no longer be unoccupied masonic authority. the Grand Lodge of Canada would have
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the right to extend her jurisdiction over this province and should she issue Charters for a new
Lodge, which she would have the right to do according to the ruling of the World’s Congress held
in paris in 1856, we should present the anomaly of 10 subordinate Lodges contributing to 5 Grand
Bodies, a fact which would weaken the Craft in this province, fritter away the funds and tend to
create a diversity of interests and allegiance, an absence of Harmony in working and unity of action,
perpetuating local and national prejudices, thus estranging the affections of the Brethren, whose
‘order knows no country and is confined to no race’.

“ and WHereas that in order to apply a remedy to these evils, to provide for and promote a fund
of Benevolence, that we may properly assist the sick, sorrowing and distressed worthy Brethren in
this jurisdiction.

“ therefore be it resolved:
“ that it is expedient and right and the bounden duty of this Convention represented by vancouver

Lodge, no. 421; Caribou Lodge, no. 469; Caledonia Lodge, no. 478; mount Hermon Lodge, no.
491, and Quadra Lodge, which are legally constituted and regularly chartered Lodges of f. & a.
m. and majority of the Lodges in this jurisdiction.

“ that the representatives of the said Lodges now present are fully empowered and authorized by
their delegates in Convention assembled, to organize a Grand Lodge of British Columbia.

“ Carried. nem con.”
it was then unanimously:

“ resolved that the representatives now in Convention assembled on behalf of their respective
Lodges, represented by them, do hereby declare themselves to be and they now proceed to organize
‘the most Worshipful Grand Lodge of ancient, free and accepted masons of British Columbia’
and that a Lodge of masons be now opened for the purpose of inaugurating the same. Carried.”

on the vote being taken, all the Lodges represented, including W Brother eli Harrison, sr., voted “ay”, and the
vote was ordered to be recorded. the Worshipful master and the officers appointed by him then took their seats
and an extraordinary masonic Lodge, being duly formed, was opened in due and ancient form in the master mason’s
degree, with James a. Grahame as Wm; simeon duck as sW; William stewart as JW; H. f. Heisterman as sec; G. C.
Keays as sd; James Crump as Jd; a. Gilmore as iG; and philip J. Hall as tyler.

a motion to the effect:
“ that we adopt the Constitution of the Grand Lodge of scotland for the present, so far as may be

applicable to existing circumstances” was Carried.
Election of Officers

at the evening session summoned at 1/2 p. 7 o’clock p.m. the convention proceeded to the election of the Grand
Lodge officers as follows:

Grand master.................................................. israel Wood powell, vancouver Lodge 
deputy Grand master..................................... James allan Grahame, Quadra Lodge 
senior Grand Warden ...................................... marshall W. Waitt, vancouver Lodge 
Junior Grand Warden.......................................... solomon d. Levi, Caledonia Lodge 
Grand treasurer ......................................................... Charles strouss, Quadra Lodge 
Grand secretary.................................................. H. f. Heisterman, vancouver Lodge 
Grand tyler................................................................. philip J. Hall, vancouver Lodge

the Lodge was then called off to refreshment, and when it was called on again the deputy Grand master-elect
announced the appointive officers:

Grand Chaplain............................................................ Jonathan nutt, Cariboo Lodge 
Grand marshall............................................... alexander Gilmore, vancouver Lodge 
senior Grand deacon .................................................. G. C. Keays, vancouver Lodge 
Junior Grand deacon............................................ William stewart, Caledonia Lodge 
Grand director of Ceremonies....... f. H. Lamb, vancouver & mt. Hermon Lodges 
Grand steward ................................. Josias Charles Hughes, mount Hermon Lodge 
Grand steward..................................................................... a. muir, Caledonia Lodge 
Grand organist..................................... Coote m. Chambers, mount Hermon Lodge

to show how great was the preponderance of the victoria brethren in the scottish Lodges, it may be interesting
to note that all but one of the elective officers were residents of the city, while the appointive officers were evenly
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divided between the victoria members and those from other parts of the colony. the real reason for this was the
difficulty of travel from the other Lodges.

Invitation to Grand Lodge of Washington
after the refreshment period the convention proceeded with the following resolutions:

“ resolved that the number and status of each Lodge represented at the organization of this Grand
Lodge shall be determined by the date of the Warrant from the Grand Lodge of scotland up to the
formation of this Grand Lodge.”

“ resolved that any Lodge in the Colony of British Columbia not represented at this mW Grand
Lodge upon proper application, shall be entitled to and receive a dispensation for $5.00 and a Char-
ter for the sum of $10.00 provided however, that said application is made within one year from the
organization of this Grand Lodge and any Lodge so applying shall be permitted to retain their pres-
ent mode of working.”

“ resolved that the Grand secretary levy a tax pro rata (not exceeding in the aggregate $150) on the
members of each Lodge in this Jurisdiction to defray the expenses of printing the proceedings of
this Grand Lodge and procuring Charters, Blanks, and seal and notify the amount due them to this
Grand Lodge and that such amount shall be deducted from their Grand Lodge dues.”

“ resolved that a Committee of three be appointed by the rW the dGm to draft a Constitution for
the government of this Grand Lodge.” (Brother H. f. Heisterman, Brother m. W. Waitt and Brother
simeon duck said committee.)

“ resolved that the mW the Grand master of Washington territory be notified by telegraph thro’
the Grand secretary-elect of the formation of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia and that he be
invited to visit and consecrate the Grand Lodge and install the Grand master-elect, and in the event
of his being unable to attend that the G.s. be authorized to invite W. Brother elwood evans to be
present and assist in the installation.”

the convention was then adjourned to monday next, the 20th instant.
The Work Is completed

to the brethren present, everything had gone according to plan. they had formed a Grand Lodge of British 
Columbia, elected and appointed its officers, and nothing more remained to be done but the ceremonies of Conse-
cration and installation, which they looked upon as mere formalities. their work had not been in vain. they were
no longer at the beck and call of any Grand Lodge other than their own, and they would be able to carry on as they
deemed advisable subject to no superiors other than those elected by themselves. there is no doubt but that they
were greatly elated by the success of their plans. if at any time they remembered that they only represented five-
ninths of the Lodges in British Columbia, it did not interfere with their pleasure. they had pleaded with the english
Lodges to join them in creating a Grand Lodge of British Columbia and had met with a decisive refusal; an opening
had been left for them to come in if they or any of them should desire to do so; they had not attempted, much to the
disgust of W Bro. William stewart no doubt, to dictate to any such Lodge joining the Grand Lodge of British 
Columbia what form of ritual it should use. if they preferred to remain as they were, it was their business and there
would be no interference with them. the scottish Lodges had led the way, the english Lodges could follow or not
as they saw fit.

Robert Burnaby and Elwood Evens
on monday, march 20, 1871, mW Brother elwood evans of olympia, Washington territory, reached victoria at 5:00
p.m. earlier in the day a telegram had been received from him advising that he would arrive in time to perform the
ceremony requested at 7.30 p.m. no mention of the function or the fact that mW Brother evans would be there was
given to rW Brother Burnaby until at 6.30 p.m. on march 20 he received a note from Brother Heisterman, the sec-
retary of the convention, apprising him of the fact and inviting him to be present at the installation “as one who had
always taken a deep interest in freemasonry.” the delay in giving notice to the district Grand master would seem
to have been intentional because at 3:00 p.m. on that monday he had met Heisterman and asked him if any notice
would be given him officially of the proceedings which had been decided upon by the convention at the preceding
meeting on saturday. the answer was the casual statement: “oh, i suppose so, by and by.” Burnaby then said he
would be glad if such notice were given him at once as it was only right that he should be advised, it being well
known that he would take action in the matter.

When robert Burnaby finally did receive the letter, it stated:
“ i am instructed by a Committee of the most Worshipful Grand Lodge of British Columbia, to inform
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you that we have received a telegram from the Hon. elwood evans, mWp. Grand master of Wash-
ington territory, stating that he will arrive this evening and that he gratefully accepts the invitation
to install the Grand master-elect, at half-past 7 o’clock this evening.

“ on account of the deep interest you have always taken in masonry in the Colony, it will afford us
great pleasure if you will be present thereat.”

this letter was signed by “H. f. Heisterman, secretary to the Co.”, and upon its receipt the district Grand master
at once directed the district Grand secretary to attend at the place of meeting and hand in letters of protest against
any further action being taken in the matter for the present.

When he at last received Heisterman’s invitation to be present, he was ready for action. a letter had been drawn
up for presentation to mW Brother evans, together with a formal protest setting out the reasons why the district
Grand master considered the action of the convention illegal and un-masonic. He made no appearance himself, but
instructed the district Grand secretary, thomas shotbolt, to attend the meeting and deliver the letter of protest to
Brother evans. there was also a letter handed to the secretary, H. f. Heisterman, declining the invitation to Burnaby
to attend the meeting. the letter to Heisterman was curt and definite:

“ . . . to the district Grand master informing him that the past Grand master of Washington territory
will install the so-styled Grand master of British Columbia at half-past 7 o’clock this evening, was
received by him at 6.30 o’clock.

“ i am directed by the district Grand master to state in reply, that he cannot be present at an informal
and illegal meeting as you requested him to do, and that he hereby in conjunction with his principal
Grand officers, enters a protest against your proceedings as being contrary to the established laws

that govern the Craft for legitimate working.”
the letter to mW Brother evans was as follows:

“ . . . to enter a formal protest against your installing an independent Grand
master until you shall have been fully satisfied from the information derived
through him of the legality of the Lodge in which it is proposed that you
should install him.
“ there are various legal points which are at present open and to be brought
before you, and i am instructed to express the wish of the rW district Grand
master, acting on behalf of the Brethren whom he represents, as well as the
representative of the Grand Lodge of england, that you will not take any ac-
tion without due consideration of the points adverted to.
“ according to the laws of the Grand Lodge of england, under which we
work and also of the Grand Lodge of scotland, a meeting of freemasons under
the circumstances under which the proposed installation is to take place, is
illegal and un-masonic. any further information you may require, i am di-
rected to state shall be furnished you in ample detail.”

the formal protest was based, inter alia, on the following grounds:
“ 1st—Because the action taken is believed to be contrary to the established
Landmarks of the Grand Lodges of england and scotland.

“ 2nd—Contrary to the established customs of other Jurisdictions at their formation.
“ 3rd—Contrary to masonic discipline; inasmuch as the proceedings were conducted without previ-

ous communication with and sanction of the Grand Lodge of scotland (or its representative in
British Columbia) having been first obtained and generally notified to the Craft, as would appear
to have been necessary from the remarks of the provincial Grand master for the scotch jurisdiction
in his address to his provincial Grand Lodge, may lst. 1869.

“ 4th—Contrary to any expressed wish of the majority of the Brethren in the Colony; and contrary
to the unanimous vote of the district Grand Lodge representing the Brethren hailing under the
Grand Lodge of england, which vote had been duly notified to those Brethren who are attempting
to form an independent Grand Lodge, and who by their action would have deprived the english
freemasons of any opportunity of obtaining the sanction of their Grand Lodge, as by established
custom they must necessarily have done (as subordinate Lodges) before they could have partici-
pated in any such movement.

“ 5th—that the meeting held on monday the 20th march, 1871, and protested against by the district
Grand master, as sitting clothed and actually opened as a Lodge of master masons and tiled as
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such, without Warrant, dispensation or other lawful authority to be so met and assembled, was
acting unconstitutionally and contrary to recognized masonic law.”

on his return, shotbolt reported to his chief that he had delivered the letters and protest to the parties to whom
they were addressed. He found the brethren assembled as a Lodge open on the mm degree and properly tyled as
such. the Lodge was presided over by a Brother Grahame who was the Wm of a Lodge acting under dispensa- tion
from the provincial Grand master of scotland—Quadra Lodge. He had thrice demanded to see the warrant or other
authority under which the assembly was acting and, his demand not being complied with, he protested verbally,
stating that he could not recognize the meeting as a duly constituted Lodge of freemasons, doffed his regalia and
retired.

No Installation by proxy
the convention was called to order on monday, march 20, 1871, at 8:00 pm. the minutes of saturday’s afternoon
and evening sessions were read and approved on motion.

mW Brother elwood evans, past Grand master of the Washington territory, being in attendance, stated it as his
opinion that he could not install the Grand master-elect by proxy [powell still being in europe.] and suggested 
adjournment of the convention until the Grand master-elect could be installed himself.

the convention then moved the following resolution:
“ that the thanks of this Convention be tendered to mW Brother elwood evans for his attendance.”

the deputy Grand master-elect then in suitable terms expressed the thanks of the convention to the most 
Worshipful Brother for his attendance. the convention was thereupon called off to refreshment until “called on
again by the sound of the Gavel in the east.”

Elwood Evans, pGM
mW Brother evans had come to victoria believing that the call to him had come from all the freemasons in the
colony. it was not until he received the letter and protest from Burnaby that he knew the Craft was not unanimous
in forming a Grand Lodge, and that the proposed Grand Lodge whose officers he was requested to install repre-
sented only a part of the brethren. He immediately had the minutes of the prior proceedings read, and found that
a large proportion of the Lodges in the colony had refused to take any part in the formation of an independent
Grand Lodge. there is little doubt that the incident of the petition for annexation of 1869, and Brother Heisterman’s
leading part in that unfortunate episode, was still quite fresh in mW Brother evans memory. He was an able and
conscientious freemason with an eye to the future of the Craft in British Columbia, and he saw that to go on with
the matter at that time might result in future dissensions among the brethren which might seriously threaten the
harmony of the entire fraternity. He also ascertained that the Grand master-elect, the provincial Grand master of
the scottish Lodges, was at that particular time absent in england, and he refused to install him by proxy whether
or not he had any right to do so. Whether he would have taken this point if there had been no protest from Burnaby
is a matter of speculation. He might have installed the other officers and left the matter of installing the Grand master
to a later date, but in view of the trouble existing he refused to do anything whatsoever and returned to olympia
without taking any steps in the matter.

Grand master evans was a man whose history is so identified with that of the state of Washington that it need
not be recorded at large here. He was born in philadelphia, december 29, 1828. He first came to the pacific Coast in
1851 as deputy Clerk of the Collector of the puget sound district; returned to philadelphia in 1852; and came West
again as private secretary to Governor stevens in 1853. He was appointed secretary of the Washington territory in
1862 and acted as Governor during 1865. He filled other public stations, including that of speaker of the House in
1875, and published much concerning the early history of the territory. He resided at olympia from 1851 to 1879,
and after that at new tacoma. His death occurred at tacoma on January 28, 1898.

Brother evans was initiated in olympia Lodge no, 1 on april 11, 1863; elected Junior Warden of that Lodge, to
fill a vacancy, the following september 5 and Wm in december of the same year. He was installed Grand secretary
in november, 1863 and again a year later, and took an active part in the oregon Controversy. He wrote the Corre-
spondence reports in 1864 and 1865. He had been a master mason but two years and seven months when installed
Grand master.

Letter to Burnaby
on his return to olympia at 10:30 a.m. the next day, mW Brother evans wrote a long letter to rW Brother 
Burnaby in answer to the letter and protest delivered to him in victoria. it does not concur with many of the grounds
set out in the protest, but explains his position in the matter. the letter gives an invaluable light on the condition of
things masonic in British Columbia at that time and how he came to be present to install the officers of the new
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Grand Lodge. it was addressed to the district deputy Grand master, dated march 22, and because of its importance
to the history of the Craft in British Columbia it is given here in detail:

“ i regret exceedingly that pressing engagements demanded my return upon the steamer which left
victoria on tuesday a.m. at an early hour. i assure you that necessity alone precluded the possibility
of my calling upon you, which i certainly should have done, had time been afforded. permit me to
express my sincere regret that i was denied such pleasure—for to me it would have been an eminent
satisfaction to have renewed an acquaintance most agreeable to myself, as also to have discussed
with you the matter of your letter. years ago i regarded your opinion upon our ritual and jurispru-
dence as entitled to great weight. i recall with great pleasure the time, when i but a neophyte in
freemasonry, admired your work when Worshipful master of the victoria Lodge. i remember, too,
your courtesy and kindness to me, the visitor. i now allude to these things to indicate to you the 
effect your communication produced upon me, and loth i would be to proceed hurriedly, when
one whom i had respected as authority from experience and skill, being now clothed with offcial
power was protesting against my moving forward in an act pronounced by him as unmasonic and
irregular. Justice to myself requires the statement that when i accepted the invitation to be present
at victoria on monday evening last, i had not the slightest idea that there was any discord among
or between the masonic Lodges of British Columbia. this you will readily believe when you read
the copy of the telegram on which i acted—

‘ the Grand Lodge of British Columbia just formed request a visit from yourself and the
most Worshipful Grand master of Washington, tomorrow, to instal Grand master-elect at
half past seven o’clock, at victoria. please telegraph if we may expect you. H. f. Heister-
man, Grand secretary-elect.’

“ it is adverse to my nature to become a witness of discord, especially among those ‘Who should best
agree.’ nor would it have been difficult to have found a good and sufficient excuse for non-accep-
tance, though feeling the matter a compliment and honour, i made some sacrifice to be present as
requested. my presence therefore has no significance on the question of recognition of the newly
found Grand Lodge. per se it in nowise committed me to the cause of the Conventionists, nor did
i even know until about the time of the delivery of your letter, that the proposed movement had
been met with any opposition. i had been advised that several of the Lodges were unrepresented
in the Convention but no cause was ascribed therefor, and i had no knowledge that such non-action
on their part, was what i afterwards perceived with pain was attributable alone to the fact that the
Lodges of British Columbia have derived their Charters from two sources and respectively owe 
allegiance to separate parents, Will you pardon me here for saying i was reminded of the scriptural
injunction as to serving two masters, and in this discord-provoking situation, i felt the time had
probably arrived for one sovereign masonic power in your province, from which the subordinate
Lodges should derive their warrants of constitution and to which be responsible. But a warning
from you made it incumbent that i should be thoroughly advised, before i became a party to a con-
troversy, or what is still more serious, countenanced irregularity or rebellion to lawful masonic au-
thority. i requested the reading of all the proceedings touching the movement of forming the said
Grand Lodge, from the time of the first notice down to the election of the Grand officers, i learned
now for the first time that five subordinate Lodges in British Columbia received their Charter from
the mW Grand Lodge of scotland. on enquiry i also learned that the four other Lodges had been
chartered by the mW Grand Lodge of england. that the former recognized the authority of a
provincial Grand master of B.C. and that there existed what was termed a provincial Grand Lodge,
which however made no claim to exclusive masonic sovereignty or jurisdiction in British Columbia
but was the Creature permitted by the mW Grand Lodge of scotland rather than recognized by
the mW Grand Lodge. i also found that you held the position of district deputy Grand master,
and in that capacity presided over the Lodges subordinate to the Grand Lodge of england.

“ expressing no opinion as to the status in British Columbia each to the other of the Grand Lodges of
scotland and england but assuming the fact to be, that nine Lodges are present in a province, state
or territory having received their Charters from two separate Grand Lodges on the principle that
such territory was open to all Grand Lodges, i did not perceive any real difference in the powers
or rights of subordinate Lodges so chartered because of the creation of the so-called provincial Grand
Lodge under the scottish regime, nor that the Grand Lodge of england increased its masonic au-
thority nor required greater jurisdiction by calling it a district and investing you with the office of
district deputy Grand master. i thought it equally true that any Grand Lodge, for instance Cali-
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fornia or Washington territory, could issue warrants for Lodges until an independent Grand Lodge
of British Columbia was formed. the formation of the provincial Grand Lodge conferred no exclu-
siveness of masonic occupancy, nor did the mW Grand Lodge of england acquire any advantage
by the presence of a deputy Gm. in other words, if the subordinate Lodges in British Columbia
had the right by virtue of their Charters and masonic usage to constitute an independent Grand
Lodge, when sufficiently numerous in such open territory, the creation of a provincial Grand Lodge,
nor the erection of a district with a deputy, could not subtract from this right. these were my views
at the time of reading your note, nor do i, after mature reflection, see now any reason to modify
them. as opportunity for answering your letter was not afforded, i took occasion on monday
evening in the presence of Brother district Grand secretary, who carried your communication, re-
spectfully to express them.

“ in the united states, i think it may be considered as settled masonic Law that in any state or ter-
ritory where more than three (some authorities however fix five as the minimum) chartered subor-
dinate Lodges are established, a Convention may be held and an independent Grand Lodge formed.
i am therefore forced to the conclusion that the five Lodges which met in Convention at victoria,
being the constitutional number might exercise such power, had the right to form a Grand Lodge.
nor was i able, though seeking for an excuse to avoid being identified with a movement, which
had encountered opposition, to detect any irregularity in their proceedings or that had failed duly
to notify all the Lodges in the province, to participate in the convention. still i felt it my duty to
counsel moderation and due deliberation, to avoid begetting a caste in freemasonry and the 
establishment of a Grand Lodge which would not command the united allegiance of all the subor-
dinate Lodges within its jurisdiction. the absence of the Grand master-elect obviated the necessity
for me to decide whether or not it was my duty to assist in an installation.

“ i can have but one wish in this whole matter—and that is that the future will bring about some
happy solution of a difficulty between the freemasons of British Columbia, which now seems 
almost inevitable. one Grand Lodge—one masonic sovereignty seems to afford the only panacea.
as a freemason i earnestly hope that all causes of strife or rivalry will be allayed and that peace
and harmony being restored, freemasonry in British Columbia will enjoy a brilliant future. How
sincere is the wish that any act of mine has not ministered to or fostered division among men or
freemasons. my presence was not partisan. Whatever were my convictions here most frankly 
expressed, yet i did not seek the opportunity to make them known. Had i known the real state of
affairs—the occasion would not have arisen to give them expression.

“ i beg your pardon for this lengthy response, dictated in great measure by warm personal regard
for yourself and in deference to you as a freemason which provokes in me a desire to appear 
justified for being in a position, which, had i wilfully rushed into it, would make me look partisan
and officious. i beg you to accept the assurance of fraternal regard and esteem, and believe me.”

Burnaby Replies
such a courteous and warm letter deserved an equally courteous reply, and it received one dated april 3, 1871:

“ i did not require any assurance from you on the subject, to convince me that your action was bona
fide throughout, and the simple result of a desire on your part to make yourself serviceable to the
Craft when requested apparently in due official order to perform an honourable act which your
exalted position in the Craft justified you to undertake. the onus, if any, lies upon those who failed
to put you in full possession of all the facts bearing upon the question. i may here mention that on
monday afternoon the 20th march at 3:00 o’clock i approached Brother Heisterman, the so-styled
Grand secretary, and requested him to inform me if it is intended to notify me officially of the pro-
ceedings determined upon at the so-called Convention held on the previous saturday, he said ‘oh
i suppose so, by and by.’ i replied, ‘please be so good as to attend to it at once as it is right you
should know how i mean to take action upon it.’

“ Being then in possession of your telegram and aware of your intended arrival that evening he did
not impart the facts to me, and i did not know anything of the intended installation, not even of
your arrival, till a letter was conveyed to me from Brother Heisterman, which reached me at half
past six, p.m. i at once rose from dinner and wrote my hurried protest which you duly received,
and were kind enough to recognize. i feel that this explanation is due you to account for the appar-
ent abruptness of my protest—i should infallibly have sought you and explained everything 
personally had i been allowed an opportunity. i could not, however, enter where i believed irregular
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action was proceeding.
“ i am preparing a full statement of the case together with a history of the Lodges in the Colony, 40

and also adverting to the various phases that the question of independent Grand Lodge has 
assumed and the action taken thereon from time to time, and also of the many weighty, and as i
think, legal objections to the course now attempted, and protested against by me. When this is 
complete, and in print, it will be sent to you at once (i hope by this day week), it will also be sent
to the Grand Lodges under which we hail, and generally circulated throughout the Craft. this
course, i had always intended to pursue, but the precipitate act of the Conventionist forstalled it,

“ i quite agree with your remarks as to serving two masters and you will perceive—when you receive
the statement that this was forseen and provided for when the petition for the first Scotch Lodge
was recommended by the only Lodge then in the Colony (english) viz., victoria Lodge, a resolution
accompanied its return to the petitioners reserving the precedence of the Grand Lodge of england
in general masonic affairs within the Colony—which was to be—and was—communicated to the
Grand Lodge of england as a matter of record. this took place on the lst of april, 1862. 41

“ you will, i am sure, pardon me for pointing out a trifling error in your description of the office i
hold. you style me as the district deputy Grand master, whereas i am the District Grand Master
and as such possess here, all the power and authority for exercising it as completely, as if i were
Grand master of england, with this only exception, that where there is no appeal against him, an
appeal lies against me to him and his Grand Lodge. this i regard as a valuable safeguard in a small
and mixed community like ours.

“ i am decidedly of the opinion moreover that this Colony, being British territory and already taken
possession of by Competent masonic power, as you will hereafter perceive, was not, open to all
Grand Lodges, but was occupied territory in the usual acceptation of that term.

“ i can only add that my earnest desire has been and ever will be to harmonize all conflicting ele-
ments. for this reason i have never insisted on or paraded ascendancy reserved to the Grand Lodge
of england, nor would it have been done now, had not the occasion absolutely demanded it.

“ i warmly thank you for the very kind expressions you use, and feel assured that your every thought
and wish is for the good and peace of the Craft. nothing would give me greater pleasure than to
visit olympia and confer personally with you. this i shall endeavour shortly to do. meanwhile i
beg to assure you of my continued friendly and fraternal regards, and of the appreciation i feel of
the high sense of Honour and Justice which you have displayed as a freemason.”

Robert Burnaby and Israel powell
even after mW Brother evans’ refusal to act, the supporters of the Grand Lodge of the convention did not lose heart
and they were determined to carry on just as soon as dr. powell returned. the Grand secretary-elect, Brother H. f.
Heisterman, wrote to mW Brother J. t. Jordan at seattle, the Grand master of the Grand Lodge of Washington ter-
ritory, on march 21, 1871, telling him of mW Brother evans’ refusal to install the Grand master-elect of the new
Grand Lodge by proxy, and that the installation had to be deferred until his return, and that a notice of motion had
been put and carried to that effect. Brother Heisterman advised mW Brother Jordan that the Grand master-elect
would be home about the middle of June, and requested him to attend with his Grand Lodge officers and perform
the ceremony as guests of the Grand Lodge.

on may 30, 1871, Brother Heisterman wrote again to the Grand master of Washington advising him that dr.
powell had been in Chicago on may 27 and would be in victoria early in june. He hoped mW Brother Jordan would
invite the Lodges on puget sound to come with him and his officers and that the exact date of the meeting would
be sent to him as soon as dr. powell arrived. He also wrote to mW Brother evans giving him the same information
and pressing him to come and favour the meeting with his oration.

rW Brother powell arrived in victoria early in June, but he took no steps to get the new Grand Lodge on its way
or to get himself installed as Grand master. He found the relations between the english and scottish freemasons to
be worse than ever with “all this hubbub brewing and stewing.” 42 there was grave danger that the strife between
the “pros” and the “antis” would degenerate into open enmity between the two branches of the fraternity. some
compromise must be arrived at whereby the breach would be healed, and that without further delay. With this in
mind, rW Brother powell immediately get in touch with rW Brother Burnaby and they discussed the matter at
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length, seeking some plan to close the
ranks of the Craft and make it possible
for all to work together for the common
good of both factions.

With the cursory treatment of the
matter by the Grand secretary of the
Grand Lodge of england, and with no
reply whatever from scotland, both felt
free to act as their judgment dictated. at
last it was agreed between them to
leave the whole question of an inde-
pendent Grand Lodge to a per capita
vote of all the freemasons in the
colony—yea or nay. accordingly a cir-
cular was drawn up by powell, con-
curred in by Burnaby, and sent to all
the Lodges in the colony.

William Stewart, the conscientious
Objector

one conscientious objector was our old
friend William stewart of Caledonia
Lodge at nanaimo. a letter has been
found, written by him but not showing
the name of the addressee, but proba-
bly to Heisterman. there was, to him,
only one way in which the work of a
masonic Lodge could he carried on, the
work he called “the old scotch Work”
being now carried on by ashlar Lodge
no. 3 BCr. He was suspicious of all
english freemasons; they might want
to force the english ritual on the whole
fraternity; Burnaby especially came
under his ban. on June 28, 1871 he
wrote as follows:

“ i rec-d a note from Bro. Leigh respecting the steps that has been taken in regard to the formation of
the independent Grand Lodge, i am sorry that Burnaby has anything to do with it all—if dr. powell
don’t accept. Bro. Graham is the man—who has stood to his post through thick and thin—coming
in at 12th hour after the pamphlet 43 is a dirty backdown. i only wish that Burnaby would keep out
altogether. one thing the Ancient work must not be molested as none of the Caledonia Lodge would
remain to work Bastard masonry—we want the old work and nothing else—or we will remain the
way we are at present.”

the arrangement decided upon by powell and Burnaby seems to have been satisfactory to almost all concerned.
the memorandum signed by rW Brother powell was sent to all the scottish Lodges in British Columbia by the
provincial Grand secretary with instructions as to the manner of voting. the secretary was to read the circular at
the regular communication of his Lodge in July. no vote was to be taken then so that the brethren would have plenty
of time to consider the matter and fully understand its import. the secretary was then to call a special meeting,
under the seal of the Lodge, to deal with the matter. at this meeting the matter was to be discussed at length and
the vote taken, either viva voce or by ballot as the Lodge should decide. the result of the vote was to be embodied
in a letter signed by the Worshipful master and the secretary and the seal of the Lodge was to be affixed thereto. it
has been impossible to find any explicit direction that members who were unable to attend the meeting could vote
by letter to the secretary of the Lodge, but, as a matter of fact, such letters were received and such votes counted.
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Burnaby to the English Lodges
the memorandum signed by rW Brother Burnaby, and made part of the statement of rW Brother powell in this
circular to the scottish Lodges, was sent as a circular to all the english Lodges and similar instructions as to voting
as above, by Brother thomas shotbolt, the district secretary. But in order that all the members in his jurisdiction
should clearly understand how the district Grand master felt on the subject, there was sent with it a copy of an ad-
dress made by him to the Quarterly meeting of the district Grand Lodge held at nanaimo on June 14, 1870, in which
he set out in detail his personal views on the subject. although this was delivered in 1870, it bears on the back the
words “Colonist print, 1871”, so apparently he had put it in print in that year for the purpose of having it before the
members of the english Lodges before or at the time of voting, and so be fully conversant with all phases of the

matter when taking a step which could not be retracted. it is worth reproducing in full
(see over). 

it seems to have had little effect on the members of the english Lodges in victoria;
but it may, at least in part, account for the negative votes in union Lodge no. 899 er
at new Westminster and in nanaimo Lodge no. 1090 er at nanaimo.

the idea of such amalgamation as suggested and the formation of an independent
Grand Lodge had no attraction for the Honourable Henry Holbrook, the deputy  dis-
trict Grand master, the strong man of union Lodge, and the Lodge, under his  direc-
tion, did not vote immediately on receipt of Burnaby’s circular. John murray, the
secretary, wrote to the district Grand secretary, on august 28, 1871, stating the objec-
tions made by Brother Holbrook, and received the following peremptory reply:
“ . . . the Worshipful master of union Lodge no. 899, er, is again called
upon to fulfill the requirement made in my letter of the 26th June to union
Lodge, in the same manner that other Lodges have done viz: by returning a
numerical statement of the votes, yea or nay as they were delivered; this the
district Grand master desires may be done without delay.
“ any resolution of the rW the deputy district Grand master on subjects of
this nature although in accordance with the By-Laws of union Lodge, no.
899, er, cannot in any case override the positive instructions issued by the
rW the district Grand master to every Lodge under his jurisdiction; the nu-
merical result whereof he is pledged to return to the Grand Lodge of england.

“ the urgent attention of the Worshipful master is therefore again called to this point, as the delay
in receiving a proper return from new Westminster prevents him from laying the entire question
before the Grand Lodge of england.”

this letter produced the action asked for of union Lodge and on september 21, 1871 the full information as to
the result of the voting was sent to Brother murray and the Lodge advised through him that it was necessary for
representatives of his Lodge to be sent to victoria on october 21, 1871 to meet at the masonic Hall at 7.30 p.m.

“ to take such action as may be deemed necessary for the formation of an lndependent Grand Lodge
of freemasons in British Columbia.”

the vote having been taken in the method prescribed, the results were that members of the scottish Lodge were
unanimously in favour of an independent Grand Lodge. in the english Lodges the members of victoria Lodge voted
in favour, 18 to 3, with 2 not voting; in British Columbia Lodge a similar result was obtained, 19 in favour, with 7
against. the other two english Lodges were against the plan, with union Lodge voting 2 for and 9 against, while in
nanaimo Lodge the result was 3 in favour, 6 against. the total vote was 194 votes in favour of independence, to 28
votes against. the fraternity had spoken with no uncertain voice, and a Grand Lodge of British Columbia had 
become a certainty.
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DELIVERED AT THE QUARTERLY COMMUNICATION OF FREE MASONS UNDER THE
GRAND LODGE OF ENGLAND, AT NANAIMO, JUNE 14TH, 1871, BY ROBERT BURNABY, ESQ., D.GM

Brethren.— NANAIMO, B. C., June 14th, 1870  
I esteem it a great privilege once more to meet you in Quarterly Communication, although the distance to

travel and the exigencies of business prevent many from attending whose hearts and wishes are with us, thus rendering
our assembage smaller than we could wish to see it. But inasmuch as  the attendance here would involve an absence
of three days at least from Victoria and of seven days from New Westminster, I am quite prepared to receive, and to
admit as valid, the excuses of those Brothers who are absent. Happily the business to be transacted is not, a yet, of a
serious or important nature, though I perceive the probability of  such being the case before very long. 

I am thankful to be able to state that no case has arisen since our last meeting here requiring the intervention
of Masonic discipline in any of the lodges under my control. 

The general feeling is one of prosperity and quiet progress; this is especially the case in this the Nanaimo Lodge,
and in Union Lodge of New Westminster; British Columbia Lodge is in a very flourishing state also, but I regret to
add that my old Lodge, Victoria, the Mother Lodge of the Colony shows less signs of vitality. The cause of this I am
unable to state to you, unles;s it is that being composed of many old English Mason, they have ceased to take active in-
terest in the craft on account of the lack of practical usefulness which it displays in this country. 

I have already alluded to the great advantages the craft would derive from the formation of a Fund of Benevo-
lence, distributed under careful supervision by the United Fraternity of the Colony, and I cannot help remarking,
Brethren, that if more money were spent on such objects as this, and less upon pretentious and senseless parades at
funerals and processions of a like nature, the Craft would be elevated, and the Brethren individually would be more
hearty in their work. 

I now desire to advert briefly, but emphatically, to a most vital topic. You are aware of an attempt, commenced
in 1869 and gradually persisted in since then, of certain Brethren to form an Independent Grand Lodge in British
Columbia. 

A pamphlet prepared under my own inspection, has been sent to every Lodge in this Colony, and to our own
Grand Lodge and those of the Territory and States immediately adjacent, which I think sufficiently explains the posi-
tion of affair. Thus far, to the best of my knowledge. only one Brother of our Lodges has openly given his adhesion to
that cause, the remainder of the Brethren under our Ancient Jurisdiction are true to their banner. 

I now wish to repent which I have stated before, that each and all of the Brethren are at perfect liberty to use
their own judgment on this point. Masonry is a Democratic institution, and its principles are essentially free, but in
order to maintain ordinary discipline and orgnization, rules and laws must be recognized and obeyed. Amongst these,
a leading one is that Brethren are to obey and support their chief officers so long as they are subject to their control.

I therefore wish to state most clearly that should such an Independent Lodge be formed in face of the facts and
protests referred to in the pamphlet I have mentioned, no Brother under this jurisdiction, (until he shall have retired
from it,) can be permitted to visit any Lodge acting under the authority of that body ; nor can any Master of a Lodge
under this jurisdiction admit as a visitor any Brother who hails as a member from any such Independent Lodge. If in
future correspondeace the Grand Lodge of England should authorise their recognition the fact will be at once made
known to the Brethren. Let it however be most clearly understood that until such authority is obtained, every Brother
under our banners is prohibited from visiting any such Lodges or receiving or recognizing those who may be members
of them ; although they are at full liberty if disatisfied therewith to demand their clearance and retire from this juris-
diction. 

I regret having to occupy your time with this painful topic; but it is one into which I have been driven, notwith-
standing the utmost forbearance. After 12 years of steady work in assisting to build up the noble fabric of our Order,
it is somewhat disheartening to see its unanimity (its distinguishing mark) imperilled by the rash and ill-advised action
of a handful of restless and ambitious Brethren. But I can assure you, and through you the Brethren under the Grand
Lodge of England, that so long us you remain true to her I will maintain our rights to the best. of my ability, and if you
secefit to leave us (as you have undoubted right to do) 1 shall willingly bow to your wish. Above all let us strive to allay
this convulsion that threatens our Order, and endeavour (so far as is consistent with the principles of duty I have
already laid down) to cement all into one harmonious whole by the bonds of Brotherly Love. 

Before concluding I wish to add that the proposed intrusion into this Colony, being a British possession, by any
Grand Officer of an adjacent American Territory for the purpose of performing any official Masonic function , is in
my judgment a clear violation of Territory already occupied Masonically, and that the Grand Master of New York might
with equal propriety proceed to Liverpool to inaugurate an Independent Grand Lodge in that place. I shall be happy
to hear the views of any member of the Grand Lodge on the points adverted to in this address, and l beg to assure the
Brethren at large of my earnest and unceasing wish to promote the harmony and prosperity of our beloved Order.
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Burnaby to the Mother Grand Lodge
pending the taking of the vote as agreed upon, rW Brother Burnaby advised the Grand secretary of the united
Grand Lodge of england of his action and of his reasons therefor, in a letter dated July 14, 1871:

“ you have already been notified through the district Grand secretary of the action taken by a portion
of the brethren in the Colony, with a determination on their part, to form an independent Grand
Lodge, and the pamphlet transmitted to you will have fully informed you of the position taken by
me with reference thereto.

“ i now enclose for the information of the most Worshipful the Grand master a copy of an address
delivered by me at the last Quarterly Communication held at nanaimo on the 14th June, 1871.

“ you will perceive from these documents that everything possible has been done to maintain our
jurisdiction in its fullest integrity.

“ nevertheless after conference with the provincial Grand master for scotland, on his return from
edinboro’, i felt convinced that the peace and unanimity of the Craft in the Colony would be seri-
ously imperilled, if some decisive steps were not taken to avoid such a calamity.

“ it must be borne in mind that the brethren inaugurating the proposed movement had before them,
amongst others, the printed proceedings with reference to the inauguration of the Grand Lodge of
new Brunswick, as well as being imbued with the sentiments of independence, to which i have 
already alluded, as being so generally prevalent in communities like this, and were consequently
determined to carry out their views notwithstanding any opposition they might have received.

“ if a majority were not actually with them it would soon be so, or the Craft would cease to have a
practical existence here.

“ With the view of accommodating matters, i finally arranged with the provincial Grand master, that
a vote of the brethren should be taken, yea or nay, on the question of independence, and that pro-
vided a clear two-thirds vote of the Craft favored the movement that i would at once strongly rec-
ommend the proposed Grand Lodge of British Columbia for fraternal recognition by our mother
Grand Lodge.

“ in taking the step i recommend, i shall be supported by the almost unanimous voice of the english
freemasons, and i am happy to state that freemasonry in this community has hitherto evinced a
spirit of genuine, and upright principle, so that in making this recommendation, i shall feel that
we are not cutting off in any way our allegiance to our mother Lodge, which will always be 
esteemed, and revered; but are merely desirous to transact our own local masonic business in such
manner, as will ensure harmony, and unity, amongst freemasons in the Colony.

“ this letter is addressed to you, as a preliminary step pending the result of the vote which will
shortly be communicated to you; it will however enable you to give me the benefit of your valuable
advice, before the question comes to a final issue.”

powell to the Grand Lodge of Scotland
on July 24, 1871, rW Brother israel Wood powell, the provincial Grand master, wrote a similar letter to the Grand
secretary of the Grand Lodge of scotland:

“ i have the honor of submitting the enclosed circular respecting the action taken by me in regard to
the proceedings of the late masonic Convention held in this place (during my absence in europe)
with a view to the formation of the independent Grand Lodge of British Columbia. i had some time
since forwarded the resolutions passed by the Lodge vancouver no. 421, inviting all the Lodges
of the Colony to take action thereon, but having had no acknowledgment from our most Worshipful
Grand Lodge, i have up to this time refrained from any interference pro or con. on my arrival here,
finding that a Convention composing all the Lodges of my jurisdiction had taken the preliminary
steps towards the formation of an independent Grand Lodge and that this movement apparently
had not the sympathy of the brethren of the english jurisdiction, i at once concluded that such a
change could only cause enmity and jealousy among the english and scottish freemasons, where
had previously existed unity and harmony, but that the objects for which an independent Grand
Lodge should be formed, viz. the unification of both crafts, would be frustrated. i have therefore
had several conferences with the rW the district Grand master of the sister jurisdiction, the final
results of which were: first, that we should both take similar and united action to ascertain the
wishes of a majority of all freemasons in the Colony respecting the proposed movement.
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“ second, that we both should govern ourselves accordingly, i.e. either to continue our present alle-
giance or to resign our positions and invite as a necessity to future unanimity in our Crafts the im-
mediate recognition of our most Worshipful Grand Lodges of a proposed Grand Lodge, which
should include all Lodges in the Colony, both english and scottish. returns from all Lodges have
now been furnished us, showing all to be in favour of inaugurating the Grand Lodge of British Co-
lumbia. an additional reason therefor, being the Confederation of the Colony with Canada, 45 thus
throwing the jurisdictions hitherto held by england and scotland open to any of the independent
Grand Lodges of the dominion. i, therefore, beg respectfully to resign the high honor of the provin-
cial Grand mastership of this Colony bestowed upon me by our most Worshipful Grand Lodge.
the privilege of representing our most Worshipful Grand master in British Columbia l have 
enjoyed during the last five years with a great deal of pleasure and may i trust with some profit to
the brethren most directly concerned, may i not be permitted to add a hope, that the several duties
which have devolved upon me have been discharged during that period to the satisfaction of our
most Worshipful Grand Lodge—the greatest reward i could desire on the resignation of my sacred
trust.

“ you will please convey to the most Worshipful Grand master and Grand Lodge my fervent grati-
tude for the confidence hitherto reposed in me and the assurance that only a solemn sense of duty
to the Craft in British Columbia, a knowledge of whose requirement a long and intimate connection
enables me fully to understand, would prompt a termination of my present official connection.
may i beg of you too to express my earnest hope that the young daughter will meet with a hearty
recognition and God speed from the venerable mother, whose future prosperity and happiness is
so desired by us all and that fortified by the great principles of common brotherhood instilled by
long fealty to the Constitutions of the two foremost Grand Lodges of the World, england and scot-
land, she may exchange obedience for emulation for their virtues.

“ the charters of the different Lodges under my care i shall cause to be forwarded to you in due
course as also a correct return and transmission of any dues which may be outstanding and owing
our Grand Lodge. i shall also forward a copy of the proceedings preliminary to the unity of the
two Crafts and formation of the new Grand Lodge with a hope the reception of the same will have
your speedy acknowledgment.

“ i would beg too as a special favour to myself and those i represent that should our most Worshipful
Grand Lodge concur in the position i have found necessary to assume and agree with my sugges-
tions as to the recognition of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia, that you will as soon as possible,
communicate the same to the Grand Lodge of england in order that the rW district Grand master
of that jurisdiction and myself may act in concert and with the previous knowledge and consent of
both our Grand Lodges.”

Before leaving to history the events connected with the mother Grand Lodges, it is worthy of note that, while
mW Brother powell signed most of the correspondence personally in behalf of the provincial Grand Lodge of scot-
land, the correspondence on the other hand from the district Grand Lodge of england was generally signed by the
appropriate secretary “under direction” in the true tradition of the united Grand Lodge, the probable exception
being the direct personal correspondence between mW Brother evans and rW Brother Burnaby following the march,
1871 convention.
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cHApTER 7
THE cONVENTION Of OcTOBER 21, 1871 

AND THE
fORMATION Of THE GRAND LODGE Of BRITISH cOLuMBIA

“ it was on the 21st of october, 1871, when the children of the Grand Lodges of england and scotland,
who had hitherto worked in British Columbia, under a district Grand master of england and a
provincial Grand master of scotland, were united in the bonds of wedlock and were henceforth
known as the Grand Lodge of British Columbia.” 46

While the details of the various ceremonies incident to meetings such as the Convention of october 21, 1871 and the
first Communication of the most Worshipful Grand Lodge of ancient, free and accepted masons of British Co-
lumbia on december 26, 1871 will not be set out, as being well-known to the members of the Craft, it is thought
proper to insert the important correspondence and principal addresses made by the most prominent members who

attended both occasions, as they
provide an account of the condi-
tion of things at that time, and to
include the names of the most
prominent participants. these
are worthy of remembrance be-
cause to them is due the present
eminence of the Grand Lodge of
British Columbia.

as soon as the votes were re-
ceived and counted and it was
known that an overwhelming
majority of the freemasons in the
jurisdiction were in favour of the
establishment of an independent
Grand Lodge of British Colum-
bia, the date of the meeting of a
new convention to take the nec-
essary proceedings to do so was
fixed by the district and provin-
cial Grand masters for october
21, 1871 at 7.30 p.m. at victoria.
notice of the meeting and the
purpose for which it was called
was sent on september 21, 1871
to all the Lodges in the province
by Brother H. f. Heisterman, the
provincial Grand secretary:

“. . . respecting a per capita
vote of the Brethren of our Juris-
diction on the question of an in-
dependent Grand Lodge of
British Columbia, i am requested

to enclose herewith for the information of your Lodge, the resulting return of each vote. in accordance therewith,
your Lodge is now desired to authorize the Worshipful master, past masters, and Wardens to meet like represen-
tatives from all other Lodges in this province in Convention on the 21st october, 1871, at 7.30 o’clock p.m., in the
masonic Hall, Government street, victoria, to determine the details and to take such action as may be deemed nec-
essary for the formation of an independent Grand Lodge of freemasons in British Columbia. proxies in lieu of offi-
cers may only be appointed if there be an impossibility of the latter being able to attend.”

pursuant to the terms of these notices, representatives of all the Lodges except one 47 met at the time and place
set for the meeting. the one dissenting Lodge refused to have anything to do with the convention and would not
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send any representatives. the members of the other Lodges, while recognizing the right of any one Lodge to take
any position its members might think fit and proper, let its decision have no effect on their own representatives.
they had met at victoria to carry out a purpose approved by the majority of the members of the fraternity in the
province, and they were going to act even if one small Lodge refused to join them. it has been said that Brother
powell suggested that this one dissenting problem be left to time and circumstance, and later events would seem to
suggest that it was powell himself who provided the “circumstance”, which had probably been in the minds of him
and Burnaby from the beginning.

funeral Service for March, 1871 convention
Before the convention was free to act, however, there was one important action which had to be taken. one conven-
tion had already met, and it had taken steps to form a Grand Lodge and had then adjourned. it was nominally still
in existence—it must now be despatched and given a decent funeral service. it was necessary to cancel its existence
and its actions. accordingly, one half hour before the convention of the day was to begin its sittings a skeleton of
the old convention met formally, the officers in their chairs, and the following resolution was passed cancelling all
the proceedings which had been taken in the previous march.

“WHereas it has been ascertained since this Convention was called off on the 20th of march last,
that the sister Lodges working under the english dispensation are desirous of uniting with us in
forming a Grand Lodge of British
Columbia. Be it HereBy re-
soLved that for the promotion of
harmony the proceedings of this
Convention be now cancelled,
with a view to carrying out that
laudable and fraternal intention,
so as to unite the whole body of
english and scotch freemasons in
one brotherly bond and jurisdic-
tion. Carried unanimously.”

this action taken, the way was clear for the
new convention to proceed.

The convention of October, 1871
the meeting of the new convention, from
all reports, was a very unexciting affair. eli
Harrison, sr., was there, no longer as a
rebel against constituted authority permit-
ted to speak and vote by the grace of the
convention, but as a duly qualified mem-
ber, being now a member of Quadra Lodge
ud, rs. W. Brother James allan Grahame of Quadra Lodge, who had been chairman of the old convention, became
by unanimous consent the chairman of the new one; and Brother Heisterman, as usual, became the secretary.

the chairman, for the purpose of more clearly stating the object of calling the convention, then read the circular
of June 26, 1871, issued by rW prov. Gm powell, after which the Committee on Credentials was appointed, and on
presentation of its report all the representatives of the Lodges present were seated. these representatives who 
organized the Grand Lodge of British Columbia were:

“viCtoria LodGe, no. 783
C. thorne, W.m. John Banks, pm. 
r. Burnaby, p.m. saml. L. Kelly, s.W. 
J. f. mcCreight, p.m. i. raggazoni, 
J.W. H. nathan, Jr., p.m.

vanCouver LodGe, no. 421 
W. dalby, W.m.           Joshua davies, proxy for G. C. Keays, p.m. 
dr. i. W. powell, p.m.   Jas. Crump, s.W. 
simeon duck, p.m.        John stafford, J.W. 
m. W. Waitt, p.m.
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nanaimo LodGe, no. 1090 
W. H. thain, proxy for Chas. a. allport, W.m. 
Geo. Booth, proxy for Capt. W. Clarke, p.m. 
Geo. Bevilockway, s.W. 
edw’d Quennell, proxy for mark Bate, J.W.

CariBoo LodGe, no. 469 
H. f. Heisterman, proxy for J. s. thompson, W.m. 
Jer. madden, proxy for Jon. nutt, p.m. 
alex Gilmore, proxy for John Bruce, s.W. 
r. p. rithet, proxy for edwd. pearson, J.W.

BritisH CoLumBia LodGe, no. 1187 
thos. shotbolt, W.m.     J. Winger, s.W.     H. Brown, J.W.

CaLedonia LodGe, no. 478
eli Harrison, proxy for W. stewart, W.m. 
s. d. Levi, p.m. W. B. Wilson, proxy for i. renwick, s.W. 
J. Kriemler, proxy for a. muir, J.W.

mount Hermon LodGe, n0. 491 
dr. W. Jackson, proxy for John mcdonald, W.m. 
simeon duck, proxy for J. C. Hughes, p.m. 
Chas. taylor, proxy for Coote m. Chambers, p.m. 
W. dalby, proxy for G. W. Haynes, s.W. 
J.W. not represented.

Quadra LodGe, u.d. 
Jas. a. Grahame, W.m.    
eli Harrison, p.m. C. strouss, proxy for W. frazer, s.W. 
H. B. Willson aikman, J.W.

union Lodge, no. 899, new Westminster, is not represented.”
Vote By proxy

the first question to come before the convention was whether or not proxies for members entitled to attend and
vote but not able to attend, were qualified to exercise all the rights and privileges which such members would have
if they had attended in person. rW Brother Burnaby explained that he was not opposed to the proxies having these
rights, but that as it was contrary to the practice in the united Grand Lodge of england he thought the matter should
be settled by the convention before it proceeded with its work.

rW Brother israel W. powell stated that under the Grand Lodge of scotland proxies had these rights, as also in
all provincial Grand Lodges and in american Lodges; and if proxies at this convention had not that right, then three
of his scottish Lodges in Barkerville (Cariboo), Burrard inlet (mount Hermon), and nanaimo (Caledonia) would
not be represented. He therefore begged to move:

“ that any master, Warden or past master of any Lodge in this province, who is unable to attend in
person at this Convention, shall be allowed to nominate a proxy in his stead.”

the motion was seconded by robert Burnaby and carried, and a further motion that the report of the Committee
on Credentials be received and adopted and “that past masters be only allowed one vote as such” was adopted.

as a compliment to the english freemasons, dr. powell moved that the “rules of the united Grand Lodge of
england” be adopted for the government of the convention, which, on being seconded by Brother John Banks, was
carried.

Grand Lodge of British columbia 
then came the real work of the convention, and it was, the minutes say, rW Brother robert Burnaby who, in a brief
and appropriate speech, moved the following resolution which was seconded by rW Brother i. W. powell:

“ that in order to establish perfect harmony and concord, and to promote the lasting welfare of the
masonic fraternity in British Columbia it is expedient to form a Grand Lodge in and for the province
of British Columbia”

With much applause this resolution was declared unanimously carried.
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the next resolution, moved by W Brother Levi and seconded by W Brother marshall W. Waitt, was a necessary
complement to the first:

“ resoLved - that the representatives now in Convention assembled on behalf of their respective
Lodges represented by them, do hereby declare themselves to be and that they now proceed to 
organize the most Worshipful Grand Lodge of ancient, free and accepted masons of British 
Columbia. Which was also carried unanimously.”

the third resolution moved by robert Burnaby and seconded by dr. powell concerned the adoption of a 
Constitution for the Grand Lodge:

“ resoLved - that the constitution of the Grand Lodge of england for the present be adopted, so
far as may be found applicable to existing circumstances, except nevertheless that the following
officers shall be elected by Grand Lodge, viz: Grand master, deputy Grand master, Grand Wardens,
Grand Chaplain, Grand treasurer, and Grand tyler, the remaining officers to be appointed by the
mW the Grand master.”

Before this resolution was passed, the old and ever new question was raised—should the Grand secretary be
appointed or elected, a question which is a living issue in the Grand Lodge of British Columbia today. W Brother
marshall W. Waitt moved and W Brother William dalby seconded an amendment:

“ that the Grand secretary should also be elected.”
on the vote being called, the amendment was defeated by a vote of 15 ayes to 19 noes which, on the motion of

robert Burnaby and seconded by dr. powell was put on record. thereupon the original resolution was adopted.
Election of Officers of Grand Lodge

the convention having become a Grand Lodge by virtue of the above resolutions then proceeded to the election of
Grand Lodge officers, when the following were duly nominated and declared unanimously elected: 

mW i. W. powell ........................................... Grand master 
rW Hon. J. f. mcCreight ............... deputy Grand master 
rW simeon duck, m.p.p................ senior Grand Warden 
rW Henry nathan, Jr...................... Junior Grand Warden 
vW and rev. f. Gribbell........................... Grand Chaplain 
vW m. W. Waitt........................................ Grand treasurer 
Bro. p. J. Hall ..................................................... Grand tyler

the late Grand Historian, mW Brother robie L. reid, says it was quite in order for dr. powell to be preferred
for the first Grand master as he had brought with him to the convention five Lodges while Burnaby could only
muster three. But the evidence and later events seem to indicate that Burnaby much preferred not to have to face
any strenuous duties in Grand Lodge as his health had been failing since 1869, and when he finally left the province
in 1874 to return to england he was helplessly paralyzed, in which condition he 
lingered on until his death on January 10, 1878 at the age of 49 years.

Honorary past Grand Rank
robert Burnaby was not to be forgotten, however, because on motion of W Brother
Henry nathan, seconded by W Brother marshall W. Waitt, the following resolution
was unanimously adopted:

“Whereas, the r. Worshipful robert Burnaby, esq., district Grand master
under england at the time of the creation of this Grand Lodge, had rendered
valuable services to the Craft in general in this province, and has distinguished
himself as a Brother of eminence and ability, therefore be it resolved—that
the rW robert Burnaby is hereby constituted a permanent member of this
Grand Lodge with the title, rank and dignity of past Grand master.”

also on motion of W Brother m. W. Waitt, seconded by W Brother C. thorne, it
was:

“ resoLved—that in consideration of the eminent services rendered by the
Chairman of this  Convention and the previous Convention in march last to
the fraternity: that the rW Brother James a. Grahame is hereby constituted
a permanent member of this Grand Lodge, with the rank, title and dignity of
past deputy Grand master.”
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committee on constitution
Little was then left for the convention to do. it ordered that the number and status of each Lodge was to be 
determined by the date of the warrant or charter under which each had been working, and that until the issue of
proper charters by the Grand Lodge of British Columbia, the Grand master could issue dispensations under his
sign manual to all Lodges desiring to continue their work. it was resolved to appoint a committee of five members,
with the Chairman and secretary of the convention, to frame a Constitution and General regulations for the 
government of the Grand Lodge; and Brother robert Burnaby, Brother israel Wood powell, Brother Henry nathan,
Jr., Brother simeon duck, and Brother marshall W. Waitt were appointed

it was also ordered that all Lodges of free and accepted masons in the province should surrender to their 
respective Grand Lodges the charters or warrants held by them on or before January 1, 1872.

Both the mW Grand master-elect and the mW the pGm-elect, having been absent during the election, then re-
turned to the convention. the Chairman notified them of the action of the convention, and the mW the Gm-elect,
dr. powell, acknowledged the distinguished honour conferred upon him in suitable terms and expressed his heartfelt
hope that with the cordial sympathy, assistance and cooperation of all the Craft his acceptance of the 
sacred trust might only tend to cement and perpetuate the harmony and happiness of the fraternity in British 
Columbia.

rW dist. Gm robert Burnaby then congratulated the assembled Craft on the regularity of their proceedings
and his mW Brother, the Grand master-elect, upon the high honour which had been bestowed upon him and whose
election he considered could only be productive of good to the united Craft of the province. He would now beg to
move:

“that this Convention do adjourn at the call of the Chairman,” which was seconded by the mW Grand master-
elect, and carried. its work now well and truly done, its mission of bringing into exis-
tence the Grand Lodge of British Columbia having been accomplished with the consent
of all the masonic Lodges in the province but one, the convention was closed.

first communication of Grand Lodge
under the adverse circumstances of the times but with great courage and hope for the
future, the first Communication of the most Worshipful the Grand Lodge of ancient,
free and accepted masons of British Columbia met at the masonic Hall, 
Government street, in victoria, on december 26, 1871 at 2:00 o’clock p.m. a Lodge of
master masons was opened in due form with the rW past deputy Grand master-elect,
Brother James a. Grahame, esquire in the east, rW Brother senior Warden-elect,
simeon duck, in the West, and W Brother W. B. Wilson in the south; together with a
large and influential gathering of members of the Craft from all parts of the province,
hailing from the Grand Lodges of england and scotland.

then rW Brother Grahame informed the brethren that this meeting had been sum-
moned according to a resolution of convention for the purpose of proceeding with the
organization of the Grand Lodge of free and accepted masons for the province of
British Columbia, and the Grand master-elect would now be installed according to
ancient usage.

He then appointed W Brother eli Harrison, sr., to act as director of Ceremonies,
who thereupon retired and reported the rW Brother robert Burnaby, dist. Gm er, in
waiting and ready to install the most Worshipful Grand master-elect into his high and

responsible office. the rW master then appointed the following past masters a deputation to retire and introduce
the installing officer:

W Bro. r. Lewis, pm................................................................................. victoria Lodge
W Bro. m. W. Waitt, pm...................................................................... vancouver Lodge
W Bro. thomas shotbolt, pm.................................................. British Columbia Lodge
W Bro. W. Clarke, pm............................................................................ nanaimo Lodge
W Bro. C. theme, pm............................................................................... victoria Lodge
W Bro. W. dalby, pm .......................................................................... vancouver Lodge

With all due ceremonies rW Brother Burnaby installed rW Brother israel Wood powell as the first Grand master
of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia, followed by the investiture of the other officers, as elected at the october
Convention and appointed by the Grand master-elect. the appointive officers were Worshipful Brothers:
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William Clarke ........................................................................................ Grand deacon 
i. ragazzoni................................................................................... Junior Grand deacon 
r. Lewis ...................................................................... Grand superintendent of Works 
eli Harrison ................................................................... Grand director of Ceremonies 
W. dalby................................................................................................... Grand marshal 
thos. shotbolt................................................................................. Grand sword Bearer 
W. B. Wilson............................................................................... Grand standard Bearer 
J. J. austin ................................................................................................ Grand organist 
s. L. Kelly............................................................................................. Grand pursuivant 
J. Winger, W. J. Crump, W. H. Brown, 
*J. s. thompson, mp,  *J. C. Hughes, mpp ....................................... Grand stewards 
Bro. p. J. Hall ................................................................................................ Grand tyler †

Installation of Dr. Israel Wood powell as GM 
the first of the addresses before the first Communication of Grand Lodge was that of the installing master to the
Grand master:

“most Worshipful Grand master, i consider it a great honor to have been requested to install you
into the Chair as most Worshipful Grand master of British Columbia, to which exalted position
you have been elected by a majority of the Craft; and i feel assured that in your hands the honor
and reputation of masonry in this province will be amply sustained and jealously guarded. i beg
to assure you, most Worshipful sir, that no one more sincerely than i do, congratulate you upon
the high honor to which you have been called—and i feel assured that the interests of masonry
and of all its members will be your especial care. to the Brethren of Grand Lodge, i wish to state
my complete satisfaction at the work we have this day consummated. a previous movement in the
same direction, i felt it my duty to oppose, but after the return of the mW Grand master and due
conference had with him, a scheme was arranged, which has its due completion and fulfilment 
to-day.

“ i now wish to assure those who took part in the previous movement, that their efforts for the unity
of discordant elements in the Craft have been fully appreciated, and that as soon as i could see a
clear way to do so, i have heartily joined in it. in proof of this, i request the attention of Grand
Lodge to the following correspondence from which i trust the Brethren will perceive, that i have
endeavored to act with thorough bona fides throughout.”

He then read the following letters: (to robert Burnaby, from John Hervey, Grand secretary, London, dated 5th
october, 1871.)

“ i last had the pleasure of addressing you on the 23rd June, since which i am in receipt of your favour
of the 14th July, and the pamphlet you were good enough to forward, and all the papers connected
with the formation of the proposed Grand Lodge of British Columbia, have been submitted to the
Colonial Board, and have been carefully read and considered by the president and members 
generally.

“ i have now the pleasure of expressing to you, on the part of the Board, their feeling, that throughout
the whole of the difficult position in which you have been placed, as district Grand master, you
have conducted yourself with great judgment and temper, and the Board do not feel that you could
have been better advised.

“ i learn, however, from a letter recently received from Bro. Holbrook, that the event, forshadowed
in your last letter, has arrived more quickly than you anticipated. He tells me therein that the new
Grand Lodge is already formed, but that his Lodge no. 899 has determined, at any rate for the pres-
ent, to adhere to its allegiance to the Grand Lodge of england. Whenever the formation of the Grand
Lodge of British Columbia is formally announced and the question of its recognition comes before
Grand Lodge, which i suppose it will do, of course the rights and privileges of any Lodge or Lodges
adhering to the mother Grand Lodge, will as in former cases, be reserved.
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“i shall look forward to your first Communication with great interest, in the meantime, although it
would appear that we shall not be so intimately connected as heretofore, permit me to assure you
of my unalterable fraternal esteem and respect,”

(to John Hervey, Grand secretary, London, england, from robert Burnaby, district Grand master, dated no-
vember 6th, 1871.)

“ i am in due receipt of your favour of the 5th october, 1871, in answer to mine of the 14th July last,
and i beg to express the great satisfaction it gives me to find, that the action i had previously 
reported, had met with the approbation of the president, and members of the Colonial Board, 
nevertheless as you will have gathered from my last letter, the attitude of the Craft at large was
such, as to convince me of the necessity for some definite action being taken; accordingly a per
capita vote of the Brethren was taken in each Lodge under the conjoint instructions of the r.W. the
provincial Grand master, r.s., and myself, with the following result, as regards the Lodges under
this jurisdiction:
victoria Lodge, no. 783, er, victoria,    

pro. Grand Lodge, 18; contra, 3; blanks, 2. 
union Lodge, no. 899, er, new Westminster.    

pro. Grand Lodge, 2; contra., 9; blanks, 0. 
nanaimo Lodge, no. 1090, er, nanaimo.    

pro. Grand Lodge, 3; contra, 6; blanks, 0. 
British Columbia Lodge, no. 1187, er, victoria.    

pro. Grand Lodge, 19; contra., 7; blanks, 2. 
total result of english Jurisdiction as recorded:— pro. Grand Lodge, 42; contra., 25; blanks, 4.

“ the vote taken in every Lodge under the scottish Jurisdiction, five in number, were in each case
unanimously in favour of an independent Grand Lodge.

“ Consequently the condition made by me with the rW the pGm for scotland, and adverted to in
my letter of the 14th July, viz: ‘that the vote of the Brethren should be taken yea or nay on the ques-
tion of independence, and that provided a clear two-thirds vote of the Craft favored the movement,
i would at once strongly recommend the proposed Grand Lodge of British Columbia, for fraternal
recognition by my mother Grand Lodge’ required fulfilment.

“ in view of the returns i have reported above, no course is left to me but this, and this accordingly i
now do, and in doing so i beg most respectfully to lay before the most Worshipful the Grand master
with deep regret, the resignation of the trust reposed to me by his distinguished predecessor, and
so kindly continued by himself.

“ it will always be a source of pride to me to hail from, and be associated with the Grand Lodge of
england, and it is not without a pang that i find myself compelled, in however slight a manner, to
sever the connection that has bound us together; nothing but a sense of urgent necessity of it could
have led me to take such a step and it is only a conviction that when our proceedings have been
fully reported, the Grand Lodge of england will recognize the necessity, as i have done; and will
therefore recognize the Grand Lodge of British Columbia as its result, that enables me to resign my
office with any complacency.

“ Before any reply can have been received by me from the mW the Grand master, a detailed report
of all the proceedings which took place at the late Con-vention of Lodges in the province of British
Columbia, held at the masonic Hall, in victoria, on the 21st october last, when it was then and
there resolved to form a Grand Lodge, in, and for this province, will have been transmitted to you
for the information of Grand Lodge, accompanied by a request that this Grand Lodge may be met
by fraternal recognition.

“ this request i beg personally most earnestly and cordially to endorse, notwithstanding any position
i may have felt it my duty to offer when the movement was first started; and i trust that our mother
Grand Lodge will always in British Columbia find a daughter, that may do credit to so distin-
guished a parent.

“ it is almost unnecessary to add, that any Lodge desirous of retaining its present charter will have
its rights reserved in accordance with established precedents.

“ i beg to thank you most heartily for the kind expressions towards myself, with which your letter
closes, and to assure you that they are most fraternally reciprocated by me in every respect.”
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mW Brother robert Burnaby concluded:
“ in conclusion, most Worshipful sir, i desire to express my earnest wish that all members of the

Craft will unite in striving to maintain and uphold the Grand Lodge of British Columbia, thus 
happily and harmoniously inaugurated, and that we may all endeavour to cement our order with
the bond of Brotherly love, unanimity and concord. i beg, further, most Worshipful sir, that you
will have the goodness to accept on behalf of Grand Lodge, the Grand master’s chain, which you
now wear, to be worn by you and by your successors as their badge of office, in proof of the hearty
and earnest desire i have to support you in your high position, and to see the same thoroughly 
upheld.”

Address of the Newly Installed GM
to which the most Worshipful Brother israel Wood powell, Grand master, replied:

“ permit me, most Worshipful sir, to express to you my sincere thanks and the gratitude of the Craft
not only for this handsome and most appropriate gift with which you have so courteously invested
me, but for the highly important part you have taken generally in the inaugural ceremonies of this
Grand Lodge. if anything could add to the honor of being elected Grand master of the Grand Lodge
of British Columbia, it is the further and perfect gratification i experience in having been installed
and placed upon the throne by yourself. a pioneer of masonry in the province, subsequently 
occupying with great credit the highest position in the gift of the distinguished Grand Lodge you
have had the honor of representing in this Colony, it is not to be wondered at that the Craft of this
country unanimously asked you to accept the rank and dignity of our first past Grand master, and
join me one and all, in the earnest hope that our future efforts to establish the blessed principles of
our order upon a firm and lasting basis in this distant portion of the British dominion, may be long
benefitted by your valuable assistance and cooperation We feel that it is useless for us to add any-
thing to the well merited encomiums justly bestowed upon you by your illustrious Grand Lodge;
but i should be guilty of great omissions were i not to advert to your letters of resignation of the
district Grand mastership, and fail to convey to you an expression of our heartfelt appreciation of
the noble spirit of your patriotism which every word therein breathes, not only to your parent
Grand Lodge, but to the brethren of your adopted home. a true masonic patriot, a faithful British
Colombian, may you long be spared to shed light and love upon the Craft, and give good deeds of
faithful citizenship to your adopted country. allow me, mW sir, on behalf of many brethren, to
present you with this handsome and magnificent jewel of a past Grand master which i beg to assure
is only a very slight token of our distinguished fraternal regard. the greatest and most merited
compliment i could pay you, is, that we consider it an honor of which we feel justly proud that you
shall be the first to wear the badge of a past Grand master of the Grand Lodge of British 
Columbia.”

mW Brother Burnaby then made a most feeling and eloquent reply and, after prayer by the Chaplain, the master
mason’s Lodge was closed in due form.

Grand Lodge Opened in Ample form
the Grand master, on the throne, then opened the Grand Lodge of af & am of British Columbia in ample form.
the Grand Lodge was then duly consecrated and dedicated according to ancient custom, and due order and deco-
rum was enjoined upon all the brethren. after the proclamation in the east, West and south, Grand Lodge was called
from labour to refreshment.

first Address of a Grand Master 
the evening session was called to labour at 8:00 o’clock. the Grand master addressed the Grand Lodge:

“ Having been duly installed into the high and responsible position of Grand master of the most
Worshipful Grand Lodge of British Columbia to which i had had the high honor of being elected
by the free vote of your Convention, i should be ungrateful were i not first to reiterate my fervent
thanks for this additional and distinguished mark of your great confidence. my assumption of 
future success in laying a proper substructure upon which to erect our temple in British Columbia
would be most vain, did i not rely upon the cordial unanimity, the well-known fidelity and the
mutual efforts of all my Brethren, to make that expectation triumphant. Casting aside even the ap-
proach of anything like envy, jealousy or schism, let us unite in beginning with harmony and love,
the great work which is now before us—remembering, that the excellence and permanence of the
structure will depend altogether upon the perfection and solidity of the foundation,—that the union
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of all its parts in our projected edifice will depend
greatly upon the liberality with which we shall spread
the binding cement of brotherly love and affection,—
that our conduct must be such as not only to challenge
the criticism of the present, but to evoke the admiration
of those who follow us, after we shall have been sum-
moned to the nobler rewards of a Grander Lodge, and
when naught shall be left of us here, but our foot prints
and the results of our faithful handiwork. We should
bear in mind that the eyes of the masonic world are
upon us, and it remains for us, and only us, to exhibit
proof of our capabilities for self government, and of our
ability and intention to form a worthy link in the great
chain or sisterhood of Grand Lodges of this thrifty and
flourishing Continent. the youngest though not per-
haps the smallest Grand Lodge in the universe, our as-
pirations are not by any means infantile and with the
comparatively abundant possession of good material,
with resolute hearts and strong hands, are we not jus-
tified in hoping that our future success and prosperity
will be more than commensurate with the increasing
growth and halcyon days in store for those who people
the pacific slope. Let us render grateful thanksgiving to
the most High for having prospered us in the past,—
let us unite in emploring His blessing on our present
union, and with reverence and fervor, seek His protec-
tion and His guidance in time to come. it is needless for
me to refer to all the circumstances which have led to
the

ereCtion of tHis Grand LodGe
suffice it to observe that up to the present time no

Grand Body has had exclusive jurisdiction in our province—being what is generally known as “un-
occupied masonic territory”. the Confederation of the separate British provinces under the imperial
act of union has opened British Columbia to any or all of the Grand Lodges of the dominion as
territory into which their Warrants for the erection of Lodges could be issued. there were in this
province a provincial Grand Lodge under the Grand Lodge of scotland and a district Grand Lodge
under the Grand Lodge of england—the former with five subordinate lodges and the latter with
four, and each having concurrent jurisdiction. these facts alone, would give rise to the appearance
and certainly abundant food for thought, of too much government for a limited community, but
when added to the prospect of other Grand Bodies claiming jurisdiction in our midst, it became a
question of paramount necessity to unite discordant and fractional elements and give undivided su-
premacy to a Grand Lodge which should be formed of ourselves and with ourselves. i need not al-
lude to any unsuccessful efforts to bring this wished for union about, but it will be a matter of
history, it is a matter of great pride, for me to refer to the great concilliation of both English and Scottish
Freemasons which resulted in the happy and harmonious Convention you have just concluded and
which gave birth and life to the most Worshipful Grand Lodge of ancient free and accepted ma-
sons of British Columbia. in respect, however, to the preliminary steps which were taken in the
formation of this Convention it may be well for me to state, that immediately after the returns were
made as called for by the rW district Grand master er and myself, showing the wishes of the
united Craft in respect to the proposed erection of this Grand Lodge, i forwarded on the 24th of
July last the following letter of resignation as prov. Grand master to our mW Grand Lodge in scot-
land:”

(to alexander stewart, esq., Grand secretary, edinburgh, from israel Wood powell, pGm—dated victoria, 24th
july, 1871.)

“ . . . submitting the enclosed circular respecting the action taken by me in regard to the proceedings
of the late masonic Convention held in this place (during my absence in europe) with a view to
the formation of the independent Grand Lodge of British Columbia, i had some time since for-
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warded the resolutions passed by the Lodge vancouver no. 421, inviting all the Lodges of the
Colony to take action thereon, but having had no acknowledgment from our mW Grand Lodge, i
have, up to this time refrained from any interference in the matter pro or con. on my arrival here
finding that a Convention, comprising all the Lodges in my Jurisdiction, had taken the preliminary
steps towards the formation of an independent Grand Lodge, and that this movement apparently
had not the sympathy of the brethren of the english Jurisdiction, i at once concluded that such a
change would not only cause enmity and jealousy among the english and scottish freemasons,
where had previously existed unity and harmony, but that the objects for which an independent
Grand Lodge should be formed, viz: the unification of both Crafts, would be frustrated; i have
therefore had several conferences with the rW the district Grand master of the sister Jurisdiction,
the final results of which were: first, that we should both take similar and united action to ascertain
the wishes of a majority of all masons in the Colony respecting the proposed movement.

“ second, that we should both govern ourselves accordingly, i.e.: either to continue our present 
allegiance or to resign our positions and invite as a necessity to future unanimity in our Crafts, the
immediate recognition by our mW Grand Lodges of a proposed independent Grand Lodge, which
should include all the Lodges in the colony, both english and scottish. returns from all Lodges
have now been furnished us, showing all to be in favour of inaugurating the Grand Lodge of British
Columbia. an additional reason therefor, being the Confederation of this Colony with Canada,
thus throwing the Jurisdiction hitherto held by england and scotland open to any of the independ-
ent Grand Lodges of the dominion; i therefore beg regretfully to resign herewith the high honor of
the provincial Grand mastership of this Colony bestowed upon me by the mW Grand Lodge, this
privilege of representing our mW Grand master in British Columbia i have enjoyed during the last
five years with a great deal of pleasure, and i may trust with some profit to the Brethren more di-
rectly concerned; may i not be permitted to add a hope, that the several duties which have 
devolved upon me have been discharged during that period, to the satisfaction of our mW Grand
Lodge—the greatest reward i could desire, on the resignation of my sacred trust.

“ you will please convey to the mW Grand master and Grand Lodge my fervent gratitude for the
confidence hitherto reposed in me, and the assurance that only a solemn sense of my duty to the
Craft in British Columbia, a knowledge of whose requirement a long and intimate connection 
enables me fully to understand, would prompt a termination of my present olhcial connection.
may i beg of you to express my earnest hope that the young daughter will meet with a hearty 
recognition, and God speed from the venerable mother, whose future prosperity and happiness is
so desired by us all, and that fortified by the great principles of common brotherhood instilled by
long fealty to the Constitutions of the two foremost Grand Lodges in the World, england and 
scotland, she may only exchange obedience for emulation of their virtues.

“ the Charters of the different Lodges under my care i shall cause to be forwarded to you in due
course, as also a correct return and transmission of any dues which may be outstanding and owing
our Grand Lodge; i shall also forward a copy of the proceedings preliminary to the unity of the
two Crafts and formation of the new Grand Lodge, with a hope that the reception of the same, will
have your speedy acknowledgment.

“ i would beg too, as a special favour to myself and those whom i represent, that should our mW
Grand Lodge concur in this position, which i have found necessary to assume, and agree with my
suggestion as to recognition of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia that you will as soon as pos-
sible, communicate the same to the Grand Lodge of england, in order that the rW district Grand
master of that Jurisdiction and myself may act in concert, and with the previous knowledge and
consent of both our mW Grand Lodges.”

the most Worshipful Grand master then continued:
“ as yet i have received no reply to the above; but though the slowness of our Grand parent to move

especially on such matters as due recognition of her own children’s independence is proverbial, i
have not the least doubt we shall have it in time, and her friendship, when once obtained, is faithful,
fervent and lasting.

“ only one Lodge, the ‘union’ er (new Westminster) has declined to take part in this truly loyal
work. What the reasons of the Brethren composing this Lodge can be, for withholding ‘a helping
hand’ in our fraternal undertaking, which has for its object the unity of the Brotherhood of our
adopted province, i cannot divine, but i indulge in the hope that they will not persevere in remain-
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ing in the cold shade of isolation, and with the joy of second and wiser thought, they will join ‘our
ranks’ and assist us in the completion of an object which is for the happiness and harmony of all
good Brethren within our borders. the many evils arising from a want of masonic unity in every
territory where several Grand Lodges exercise concurrent jurisdiction, our own experience, nay,
the history of masonry in england itself, and the troubles which existed in that country prior to
the fusion and union of the two Grand Bodies into the existing Grand Lodge, furnish indubitable
proof of the excellence of that well known law of our fraternity, that a Grand Lodge should exercise
sole and exclusive authority in the country in which it exists, and after which, it is most appropri-
ately named, every enlightened Brother, especially the one whose heart is his home and whose
home is in British Columbia, must see that his first duty to the Craft and the highest interests of
our Brotherhood, require him, to give his cordial assistance and cooperation in maintaining the
exclusive and undivided supremacy of this Grand Lodge, within the boundaries of the province,
under any circumstances i cannot conceive that the most Worshipful Grand Lodge of england will
withhold for one moment a prompt acknowledgment of her former daughter, who, in the wisdom
and maturity of womanhood, will still profit by and cherish kindred ties, with the noble and 
distinguished parent, but she will carry out the precedent adopted by her in the other provinces,—
to wit:—render a prompt recognition to our mW Grand Lodge, which has been legally inaugurated
and consecrated, and permit her faithful Lodges in this Country to retain their Warrants among
their archives, only ‘as memorials of their parent Grand Lodge’. there are many matters which will
demand your consideration, and which it is necessary i should bring to your notice. time, however,
will only permit me at present to mention the most important, and among which is,
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tHe rituaL

“ this is one of the most significant questions with which we shall have to deal, and demands the
most temperate and careful consideration. the adoption of uniformity in ritual, all will concede to
be most desirable—especially in view of the erection of new Lodges in the Jurisdiction. on the other
hand all must recollect that our Grand Lodge is formed by the union of the english and scottish
Crafts of the province, each of whom are wedded, and are partial to, their own particular work.
Hence, under any and all circumstances, Lodges taking part in the formation of this Grand Lodge,
should have full permission to continue the work they now practice so long as they desire to do so.
But i would even go further, and for the present at least pay another tribute to the moderation and
desire for harmony, which have characterized our proceedings, and allow any Lodge which may
here after be formed, to choose and adopt, either ritual at present practiced in the province. the
question

of reGaLia

will of course be decided upon in our Constitution, but in this connection, i might add, that i have
been delegated to present the regalia, gold jewels, furniture and archives, of the provincial Grand
Lodge to this most Worshipful Grand Lodge. it is a matter of pride and congratulation to me here
to state, that the pro. Grand Lodge over which i have had the honor of presiding, is free from in-
debtedness, with books, paraphernalia, etc., in perfect order. in receiving the regalia, i do not think
you could do better than adopt it, as that of this Grand Lodge at best for some time to come.

“a resolution has been forwarded me, by the district Grand secretary er, presenting us with the
jewels, seal and regalia, of the late district Grand Lodge, in consideration of this Grand Lodge, 
assuming the liabilities thereof, amounting to some $430, and which i hope will be taken over by
you without hesitation. i trust, however, that all Lodges subordinate to both the late district and
prov. Grand Lodges joining this Jurisdiction will see the necessity of contributing the prov. dues
accrued to the present date—a proceeding which would not only form a nucleus for paying off the
above liability, but for paying some preliminary expenses of this Grand Lodge, which are strictly
necessary.

“ thus, my brethren, has our union been rendered complete by the harmon- ious action of the late
district and prov. Grand Lodges—an act which assures the future and perfect success of the Grand
Lodge of BC.

“ the difficulties hitherto experienced in the province respecting the formation of a
BenevoLent fund

will now, i opine, happily have an end, and i would recommend the appointment of a Committee
or Board of relief, to whom all appeals for charity must be made. the formation of such a Board
would relieve the masters of the Lodges of much responsibility, and at the same time refer these
claims to greater and more secure scrutiny while the time of the Lodges would not be taken up in
discussing them. now that unity has dawned upon our hitherto divided Craft, and every circum-
stance in connection with it, indicates concomitant prosperity to all concerned, it would perhaps
be well to consider the feasibility of purchasing a site, for the erection, at no distant date, of a proper

masoniC HaLL

more than sufficient has been already expended in paying exhorbitant rents, to provide fully for
this purpose, and i trust that some measures ere long will be suggested by practical minds among
us, either by stock subscriptions or otherwise, having in view an important object at once, necessary
and so desirable. i shall not fail to acquaint, with the least possible delay, all sister Grand Lodges,
of the happy and harmonious erection of the mW Grand Lodge, and i have not the least doubt that
such action will be followed by

prompt and fraternaL reCoGnition

indeed, i may call your attention in connection with this matter, to an extract before me from the
copy of the proceedings of that large and influential body, the Grand Lodge of Canada, last year,
which already anticipates, as it were, a hearty acknowledgment of the Grand Lodge of British 
Columbia. referring to the reception of a report of the proceedings of the prov. Grand Lodge of
B.C., it says— ‘By a series of good sound resolutions passed at the last communication it is designed
to have an
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independent Grand LodGe of BritisH CoLumBia

uniting the brethren of both Jurisdictions under one authority. the district Grand Lodge (of eng-
land) has not favored us with any report but we gather from this report, that the two Lodges are in
mutual friendship. from the little pamphlet before us, we can observe as much business tact is 
displayed, as in most of our sister Lodges, with hundreds of subordinates. the proceedings 
convince us that the brethren of British Columbia are quite competent to manage their own affairs.

We scarcely think our Worthy Grand mothers will attempt to throw any
obstacle in their way. We wish them God speed, and rejoice to anticipate
the day, not far distant, when we shall receive them as a sister, crying ‘Hail
(British) Columbia’.’ during my recent visit to the east, also, wherever i
had the good fortune to meet eminent brethren of our Craft, and our antic-
ipated union became a topic of conversation, i had every assurance of a
warm welcome in this respect. recent precedents (previously referred to)
made by our parent Grand Lodges of england and scotland, for whom long
fealty, highly prized associations, and whose offspring indeed we are, cause
to entertain warm feelings of excusable partiality and affection, convince
me that a hearty God speed from them, too, will quickly and gladly suc-
ceed this intended notification. and now, my brethren, let me state, in

ConCLusion

my sincere conviction that our fortunate union—the happy birth of our
Grand Lodge on the natal day of masonry’s most illustrious patron saint—
the unanimity of purpose which has distinguished all our proceedings—
our kindly and fraternal mutual greetings are all to me replete with most
joyous augury. submitting at all times most gracefully to the wishes of the
majority, may each strive with diligence to inculcate the blessed principles
of brotherly love and harmony. only the corner stone of the Grand temple

we have united to build in this young province, has been most auspiciously laid. Careful supervi-
sion, loyal obedience, unremitting zeal and most steadfast devotion, will alone, enable us to crown
our honorable labors with the cope stone of success. Let us all work faithfully in the interests of
this great work and may it finally meet with the approval and acceptance of our Grand master
above, who is the most High and the Great architect of the universe.”

Numbering of the Lodges
at this meeting, the Grand master stated that, in compliance with a resolution of the convention, he had granted to
the Lodges uniting in the erection of this Grand Lodge intermediate warrants under his hand to authorize such
Lodges to continue their work until formal warrants be granted under the seal of the Grand Lodge, and that he had
granted such authority to all Lodges that had resolved to join in the action taken.

to—
victoria Lodge .................... no. 1 British Columbia Lodge .... no. 5 
vancouver Lodge ............... no. 2 Caledonia Lodge ................ no. 6 
nanaimo Lodge.................. no. 3 mount Hermon Lodge ......no. 7 
Cariboo Lodge .................... no. 4 Quadra Lodge..................... no. 8

the Grand master stated he brought this matter before Grand Lodge not only for the purpose of reporting his
action under the resolution, but also that Grand Lodge might consider the advisability, in view of the circumstances
under which the intermediate warrants were issued, of now confirming all that had, under their respective warrants,
been done by the respective Lodges. the action of the Grand master was confirmed and sustained by Grand Lodge.
Grand Lodge then proceeded with a number of matters of business routine and authorized that:

(a) the Lodges in the Jurisdiction be allowed to retain in their possession their respective Charters,
until notice is received from their respective mW Grand Lodges as to their disposal;

(b) the seal of the district Grand Lodge er be so altered as to suit and be adopted as the seal of the
Grand Lodge of British Columbia;

(c) the Gm, the pGm, the dGm, the Grand superintendent of Works and the Grand director of Cere-
monies be a Committee, to adopt designs for a Grand Lodge warrant and diploma and have same
engraved; and

(d) the Grand master be requested to take immediate steps to establish fraternal relations between the
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Grand Lodge and the Grand Lodges in the dominion, in Great Britain and ireland, in the united
states, europe, and other parts of the world, either by an interchange of representatives with such
Grand Lodges, or in such other way as he deemed advisable.

Past Rank ER for Burnaby
Grand Lodge then gave unanimous consent to the following motion by the sGW and the Grand director of
Ceremonies:

“ Whereas the formation of this Grand Lodge has necessitated the resignation of rW Bro. robert
Burnaby as district Grand master of the late district Grand Lodge er, previous to the expiration
of five years tenure of said office, and

“ Whereas a tenure of office of five years is requisite to enable the said brother to retire with the rank
of past district Grand master. Be it therefore

“ resolved.—that in consequence of the above and because of the distinguished services of the said
brother to the Craft in the province, that the most Worshipful Grand master be requested to trans-
mit a copy of this resolution to the mW Grand Lodge of england, and memorialize that Grand
Body to allow the said brother to retire with the rank of a past district Grand master, and further,
that he may be appointed a representative of the mW Grand Lodge of england near this Grand
Lodge.”

another resolution was passed constituting the s and JGWs of the prov. and dist. Grand Lodges of British 
Columbia, at the time of the erection of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia, members of that Grand Lodge with
the rank and the dignity of past s and JGWs “providing always that they are members of this Grand Lodge.”

special votes of thanks of the Grand Lodge were tendered to-
(1) rW Brother James a. Grahame for the important part taken by him in the inaugural ceremonies of

Grand Lodge and the preceding conventions, and
(2) vW Brother H. f. Heisterman, Grand secretary, for his eminent services as secretary to the 

convention in october last, and subsequently.
the Grand master conveyed these votes of thanks to the eminent brethren in most suitable terms.

Grand Lodge of Washington Territory
the Grand master then read (given in part) a letter of regret received from mW Brother Granville o. Haller, Grand
master of Washington territory, and expressed his great gratification at the evidence which this kind note gave of
the reciprocal fraternal feeling which he hoped would forever form a happy bond of brotherhood, with our good
friends across the border. (prophetic words indeed for the first Hundred years at least.) the letter was dated at
Coupeville, W.t., december 13, 1871-

“ . . . honor to receive the invitation (dated 8th inst.), of the mW Grand master elect, dr. i. W. powell,
through you, for myself and such Grand officers as may make it convenient to attend on the 26th
inst. to assist in the inauguration and consecration of the Grand Lodge a.f. and a.m. of British 
Columbia.

“ While it would give me more than ordinary pleasure to attend and assist (and i speak for the Grand
officers of the Grand Lodge of Washington also) i regret to say, that a previous engagement will
prevent our attendance.

“ By an arrangement in september last, the Grand Lodge of Washington will be convened in port
Gamble on st. John the evangelist’s day (27th inst.) to dedicate and consecrate the new masonic
Hall of franklin Lodge no. 5.

“ assure mW Brother powell, that the G.L. of Washington will be with him in spirit if it cannot be
present in person, and will most cordially welcome the mW Grand Lodge of British Columbia in
its circle of Grand Lodges.”
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Draft of the Constitution
the committee which had been appointed at the october convention to frame a Constitution for the Grand Lodge
of British Columbia then presented its report, through mW Brother robert Burnaby, which having been duly con-
sidered by Grand Lodge “the report of the Committee was adopted and the Constitution, as framed, was adopted
as the Constitution of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia.” 48

at the afternoon  session, 2:00 o’clock on Wednesday, december 27, 1871, dedicated to the festival of saint John
the evangelist, the Grand master caused to be read the minutes of the  convention of october 21 last, as also the
minutes of the proceedings of the afternoon and evening sessions of the day previous, and after receiving the report
of the Committee on the Grand master’s address, and other minor matters, the business of the Communication,
having been completed, Grand Lodge “was closed in ample form, and with solemn prayer.”
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CHAPTER 8
THE FIGHT TO SURVIVE IN AN ECONOMIC DECLINE

1871 - 1884
“None of us liveth to himself.” - ROMANS XIV:7

due to the circumstances which surrounded the first thirteen years of the existence of the Grand Lodge of British
Columbia, it has been thought advisable to treat these years as one period, setting out the condition of affairs in the
province during that time and its effects on the Craft, and the work of the Grand Lodge under the difficulties of 
the time.

it has already been shown that prior to 1858 the Hudson’s Bay Company was the only civilized organization
within what had now become the province of British Columbia. in 1858 and 1859 there was the unorganized immi-
gration, principally from California, of men seeking gold on the fraser river and its tributaries. in 1871 this immi-
gration had practically ceased, and many of those who had come to these shores in the early days of the Gold rush
had gone back to the united states, and more were going daily. vancouver Lodge, to which the California freema-
sons had naturally gravitated owing to the fact that it used the California ritual, was the greatest loser through this
emigration as between 1862 and 1869 no less than thirty-nine members had taken their dimits and left the country.

in 1871 British Columbia had become practically dependent on mining, which was decreasing as the richest 
deposits of gold were being worked out. of course, there were some new finds, but they did not equal the earlier
ones either in extent or value. farming, as an industry, was of little account. the timber trade was increasing slowly,
but had not as yet assumed the proportions of the later years. the local demand was very small, and the foreign
trade was practically confined to the two mills on Burrard inlet. the mercantile business was to a great extent 
monopolized by the Hudson’s Bay Company, and with its trade with the indians, and to a lesser extent with the
whites, it was the largest in the province. even the great company had been shorn of much of its former grandeur
by the loss of the great oregon country south of the 49th parallel. the Chairman of the two conventions which
formed the Grand Lodge of British Columbia, rW Brother James allan Grahame, was the last officer in charge for
the Company on the Columbia river, and he had the melancholy duty in 1859, under instructions from the head 
office in London, to hand over fort George, now known as astoria, at the mouth of the Columbia river, to the
united states Government; and in 1860 to evacuate fort vancouver itself and remove its contents and himself to
victoria in British Columbia.

so much for the condition of British Columbia at the time—let us now take a glance at freemasonry during the
first thirteen years of the existence of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia. it succeeded in carrying on, but the
numbers of freemasons under its control did not increase. on the formation of the Grand Lodge there were 295
names on the membership roll, and at the end of the period in 1884 the number had increased to 301. in 1877 the
membership was 312, in 1878 it was 317, and in 1880 it had fallen back to 306.

The First Grand Master
the first Grand master of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia was mW Brother israel Wood powell, a member of
vancouver Lodge no. 2, who, as has been seen, had been provincial Gm of the provincial Grand Lodge sC during
its entire existence. He took office as Gm in 1871 when the Grand Lodge was formed and was re-elected in 1872 and
1873, but refused re-election on february 20, 1875, having filled the office for three years and three months.

from the time he came to the province until the Canadian Government claimed his whole endeavour, he was
the most prominent member of the Craft in the Jurisdiction both before and after the formation of Grand Lodge. He
had presided at the laying of the cornerstone of the mortuary at new Westminster which had brought union Lodge
into the new Grand Lodge on July 30, 1872, much to the disgust of rW Brother Henry Holbrook. When Grand Lodge
met on december 6, 1873, he was, as the Grs says in the report for that year, “on the throne”; there was no meeting
of Grand Lodge during 1874, but it was summoned to meet on february 20, 1875. this time there is no mention of
the “throne”, the Gm just “presided”. mW Brother powell was pressed to accept the office of Grand master for 
another term, but he felt that he had done his share and that some other should take up the work and accept the du-
ties and responsibilities of the oflice. notwithstanding his refusal, a ballot was taken which would have elected him,
but he absolutely refused to accept it, and the Brother who stood no. 2 on the ballot was declared elected Gm.

Harrison the Senior
during the 13 years of this period, only seven Gms occupied the Chair of royal solomon: mW Brother israel Wood
powell for 38 months and mW Brother eli Harrison, sr., for 40 months, while Gms Williams and Crow Baker served
for two terms and Gms duck, Chambers and Brown for one year each. eli Harrison, senior, was a mural painter by
trade and, like Brother amor de Cosmos, came to British Columbia by way of the mormon settlements and salt
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Lake City. “senior” came from a well-to-do family at Hurdsfield, Cheshire, england, where he was born in 1824. in
his teens he joined the army, but not liking the discipline bought himself out, went on a trip to india, then to italy
as an art student and learned mural painting, became a friend of the great italian patriot, Garibaldi, and for a time
lived with him in exile. When Garibaldi came to power, he wished to have Harrison with him to honour him with
an italian title, but Harrison refused and in 1850 went with his Wife to macon, Georgia, and later to arkansas, and
finally to salt Lake City.

it is thought that Harrison was touched by the mormon faith before coming to america, and in 1855 along with
his brothers he joined a mormon Caravan, known as the st. Louis Company of saints. He was a member of the 37th
Quorum of 70 in salt Lake City, so he evidently got along well with the mormons, and there is no doubt that his
skill in painting religious symbols and other murals, learned during his sojourn in rome, was made much use of by
the mormon authorities because they treated him as a privileged character. tiring of the conditions in salt Lake
City, he left for san francisco, stayed there for four years, and then moved to victoria. 49

mW Brother Harrison was the second Candidate elected a member of victoria Lodge no. 1085 er, took his three
degrees in that Lodge, became a Charter member of British Columbia Lodge no. 1187 er, and was its Wm in 1870.
He dimitted on april 6, 1871, after his stand in the “march Convention”, to become a member of Quadra Lodge,
ud sr. this man, “eli, senior”, as he was fondly known to all, destined to become the longest reigning Gm, always
remained true to his mother Lodge (victoria Lodge no. 1085) and her daughter (British Columbia Lodge no. 1187)
under the english registry, and when the original Charters of these two Lodges were returned by the united Grand
Lodge of england, duly cancelled, to be placed in the archives of the respective Lodges, and at the time of writing
still hang on the east wall of the masonic temple at victoria, Harrison took them, and personally mounted and
framed them in heavy gilt frames as “a pleasant memento of their former association.” eli Harrison, sr., was elected
Gm four times, but on the fourth election he declined office.

Harrison the Junior
during this same period, eli Harrison, Jr., started his service to the Grand Lodge of British Columbia with the same
integrity and zealous attachment that had been so characteristic of the father. “Junior”, as he was fondly called by
his associates, had been with his father during the journey of the Harrison family from salt Lake City to sanfrancisco,
during which time they met with a band of indians under the Great Chief of the sioux, “White Cloud”. the indians
turned out to be very friendly and the Chief, who took a great fancy to the young eli with his yellow hair and grey
eyes, wanted to adopt him and bring him up as a Chief of the sioux. But father said “no”, and the lad continued on
to the Coast.

eli Harrison, Junior, was probably the youngest man ever to be made a freemason in the jurisdiction of British
Columbia. in march, 1870, then 18 years of age, he applied for membership in British Columbia Lodge no. 1187 er,
of which his father was then master, and after a ruling by rW Brother robert Burnaby that “it was in order provided
that the father was made a party to his (the son’s) obligation bond,” the application was received by the Lodge and
after considerable bickering the application was rejected, although the minute Book of the Lodge indicates that the
“rejection” was later expunged from the minutes.

following the “march Convention” under date of april 4, 1871, Quadra Lodge, ud sr, wrote to British Columbia
Lodge asking if there was any objection to their entertaining an application for membership by the degrees from
the son, and there being none, Quadra Lodge at their next meeting elected eli Harrison, Junior, to membership in
his 19th year, and he was made a mm on september 15, 1871.

the young eli’s 60 years of service to freemasonry in general and to the Grand Lodge of British Columbia in
particular must be unique, because he was almost immediately appointed iG of the baby Lodge when it came under
the new Constitution in 1871. He was Jd in 1872, sd in 1874, JW in 1875, and Wm and Gr marshal in 1876; he was
elected Gr secretary in 1877 and 1878, and Junior Grand Warden in 1879, 1880 and 1881. thus, he was a Wm at 24
years of age; Gr secretary at 25, and had retired as JGW after 3 years of service at 29. He refused to go further in
office, but in 1911 the Gm called upon him as “a Jurist of ability and experience both at the Bar and on the Bench, to
compile an annotated digest of all the Constitutions, laws, edicts and decisions of the Grand Lodge of British 
Columbia from its origination.” this work was completed in 1912, and in 1913 “by order of Grand Lodge” the “Har-
rison Code”, as it is generally called, was distributed to the members of the Craft—it forms the basis of the present
Constitutions of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia. for this monumental task rW Brother Harrison was granted
a munificent sum of $250, but he left many gems of masonic lore and jurisprudence in its 189 pages.

His other accomplishments in everyday life are worthy of note also. He had been called to the Bar in 1871; became
Clerk of the British Columbia Legislative assembly and Law Clerk for the same; acted as registrar of titles; became
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a Bencher of the British Columbia Law society; and a County Court Judge for the province before he died on feb-
ruary 7, 1930.

to close this episode in the annuals of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia, there is little doubt that at one time
the Harrison family had been pretty deeply enmeshed in mormon activities because an original letter highly prized
by the family, writer unknown, says:

“ you ask me why eli left the mormons. i think he was lucky to get out. He was well supplied with
money from england, but to go on a mission, and leave a young wife in salt Lake City, did not
agree with his views of morality.”

But in conclusion, the Grand Lodge of British Columbia salutes the memory of the Harrisons, father and son,
their strength of character and their true understanding of masonic Brotherhood.

Grand Masters: 1871-1884
the Gms who presided over the Grand Lodge of British Columbia, ancient free and accepted masons, during this
period were:
1st— mW Brother israel Wood powell, from his first installation on december 26, 1871 until february 20, 1875;
2nd— mW Brother simeon duck, from his installation on february 20, 1875 to february 24, 1876;
3rd— mW Brother frederic Williams, from his installation on february 24, 1876 to february 16, 1878;
4th— mW Brother eli Harrison, sr., from his installation on february 16, 1878 to June 20, 1881;
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5th— mW Brother Coote m. Chambers, from his installation on June 20, 1881 to June 19, 1882;
6th— mW Brother Henry Brown, from his installation on June 19, 1882 to June 23, 1883;
7th— mW Brother edgar Crow Baker, from his installation on June 23, 1883 to June 20, 1885.

these early Grand masters came from a variety of walks of life, drawn to the pacific mainly by the prosperity
which had developed due to the lure of gold, they numbered among them: a member of the medical profession
who turned civil servant; a farmer’s son who started as a miner cum wheelwright, turned politician; a California
gold miner, hotel keeper who became speaker of the Legislative assembly; a painter of murals, widely travelled
adventurer, and man of great moral fibre; an accountant in “sue” moodie’s mill on Burrard inlet and very active
freemason; a proprietor of a dry-goods store, after a stint of mining in the Cariboo; a naval officer, accountant who
organized the telephone company and other business enterprises in victoria.

Wright-Burnaby Candelabra
mW Brother Burnaby left British Columbia in 1874. in that year he could only assist the Gm in the installation Cer-
emony of victoria Lodge no. 1. seven weeks later he sent a letter to the secretary in which he regretted that the state
of his health prevented him taking a personal farewell of his brethren.  although the signature was that of Burnaby,
the body of the letter was in another handwriting.

Before he left, he presented the Lodge with a massive silver candelabra. it had been given to him on his first trip
to england by an old friend, Brother John Wright, who in one of the two inscriptions on the candelabra states:

“presented by the Board of Grand stewards to Brother John Wright of the royal somerset House and inverness
Lodge, no. 4, as a mark of their sense of his zeal and attention as Honorary secretary to the Board, 1859.”

on returning to england on the second occasion he loaned it to the Lodge. the second inscription records:
“presented by rW pGm robt. Burnaby to victoria

Lodge, no. 1, B.C.r., in memory of his lengthened and
pleasant connections with the Lodge. victoria, B.C., 27th
february, 1874.”

on a torn piece of blue paper, evidently from a
ledger, is written “Give my candelabra to no. 1,” the loan
was made a gift; and on another similar piece of paper,
but in even shakier handwriting, as to be almost illegible,
“i will take my regalia Home.” the candelabra leaves its
case once a year to grace the desk of the secretary of vic-
toria-Columbia Lodge no. 1 BCr when the Gm and his
suite attend to install the officers of the Lodge. robert
Burnaby died at Woodthorpe, a very small township
about one and one-half miles from Loughborough,
Leicestershire, on January 10, 1878, at  the comparatively
early age of 49 years. He never married. 50

The Powell Epergne
mW Brother israel Wood powell had been Gm for the
first three years of Grand Lodge, and soon after the end
of his third term the Board of General purposes in-
structed the Grs “to communicate with the secretaries of
the subordinate Lodges and open a subscription list for
the purpose of obtaining and presenting a suitable testi-
monial... in recognition of his past services to the Craft.”

although most of the Lodges subscribed at once, the
money remained in the hands of a committee, and it was
not until 1880 that the presentation of the epergne was
made. no formal presentation appears to have been

made because dr. powell ceased to attend the annual Communications of Grand Lodge after the fourth in 1875,
the following inscription was engraved thereon:

“presented by the Craft to mW Brother israel Wood powell, first Grand master of masons in British
Columbia.”
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some years later the epergne was returned to the victoria masonic temple association, but shortly afterwards
it disappeared from sight until it was discovered (circa 1944) during the cleaning out of some cupboards in the tem-
ple. it now can be seen in its rightful place in the museum Case of vancouver and Quadra Lodge no. 2 BCr, and
when filled with flowers it forms a link of beauty and remembrance, With the early days of the Craft in British Co-
lumbia.

The Lodges Decrease
during this period no new Lodge was established, and although union Lodge no 9 BCr had joined Grand Lodge
on december 7 1872 the number of Lodges had actually decreased. on december 8,1875 Grand Lodge approved
the amalgamation of nanaimo Lodge no. 3 with Caledonia Lodge no 6 under the name of ashlar Lodge no. 3, at
nanaimo. 51 on march 10, 1877, vancouver Lodge no. 2 and Quadra Lodge no. 8 united under the name of van-
couver and Quadra Lodge no. 2; and on march 29, 1877, victoria Lodge no.1 and British Columbia Lodge no. 5
were amalgamated as victoria-Columbia Lodge no 1. this left only six Lodges on the roll in 1884. With the meagre

population of the province there was little new material available for
membership. a warning had been given by the Grand secretary of
the united Grand Lodge of england that it was folly for a Grand
Lodge to be formed as yet owing to the “paucity” of the new mem-
bers of the Craft in this jurisdiction, and if this step was taken that it
might be made the subject of “ridicule”.*

under these circumstances it had taken a firm belief and great
courage in the future of the province to establish a Grand Lodge, But
the Grand Lodge was founded in defiance of all warnings, and it car-
ried on. many of the warnings were well founded. the number of
freemasons under its control was small, and it was a long time before
the number increased appreciably. thirteen years of stress and strain
had passed before the membership of the Lodges under its control
increased to over 300 in 1884 it had reached 301.

the transformation of the colony into a province of the dominion
of Canada did something to increase its prosperity; a railway was to
be built from the atlantic to the pacific; and the existing debt of the
colony was to be taken from its shoulders. the first was hope; the lat-
ter a fact. But it would take a long time before the railway could be-
come a reality, bringing with it an increase in the population, it was
not until the middle eighteen eighties that the Canadian pacific rail-
way became a factor in the prosperity of the province, and British
Columbia began to grow in population to any appreciable extent.

union Lodge No. 899, ER
it will be remembered that only eight Lodges were present at the ini-
tial Communication of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia, union
Lodge no. 899 at new Westminster being conspicuous by its absence.

Hon. Henry Holbrook, the deputy district Gm of the district Grand Lodge er, had been the one principally re-
sponsible for the Lodge having been established, and during its existence had at all times exercised a strong influence
over the action of its members. Holbrook refused to be a party to the arrangement made by Burnaby and powell as
to the taking of a vote of freemasons in the province on the question of forming an independent Grand Lodge.
union Lodge had refused to vote on the question until the secretary of the Lodge had been sharply reprimanded
by the district Gm for its delay in doing so, and, even then, under the influence of Brother Holbrook there were
nine votes against the formation of a Grand Lodge and only two in favour. When it was found that there was a great
majority of the members of the Craft in the province in favour of the formation of such a body, union Lodge was
still determined to continue as it was and refused to send any representatives to the convention which established
Grand Lodge. after the convention had acted and the Grand Lodge of British Columbia had been formed, a meeting
of the district Grand Lodge was called to dissolve itself. Holbrook attended it and fought bitterly against the passing
of the resolution moved for that purpose. He was determined that union Lodge should carry on as a portion of the
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51. see Proceedings of Grand Lodge 1942, p. 155 et seq., “the making of ashlar Lodge. no. 3, B.C.r.”. by mW Bro. robie L. reid. facsimiles of a
letter from William stewart, refusing to consider consolidation under the name of nanaimo Lodge and the temporary warrant issued by
mW Bro. frederick Williams, found in the first edition of this book, are omitted.

* facsimile of correspondence dated 14th January 1872 from the Gsec uGLe, thanking robert Burnaby for his services and noting that no
petition for recognition from the new Grand Lodge had been received, printed in the first edition of this book, is omitted.
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Grand Lodge of england with him-
self as its representative, and, as
deputy district Grand master, to
exercise all the powers of the dis-
trict Gm who had ceased to occupy
that office. He not only assumed to
act in this capacity for union
Lodge, but he also claimed to have
jurisdiction over the other Lodges
in British Columbia which had eng-
lish charters, notwithstanding that
these charters had been surren-
dered and the Lodges had accepted
warrants from the Grand Lodge of
British Columbia.

it has not been possible to locate
any of the letters written by Hol-
brook to these Lodges, but the reply
from British Columbia Lodge no. 5
BCr dated June 6, 1872, clearly in-
dicates his action:

“ . . . wherein you propose to
grant any dispensation this
Lodge may require, gratu-
itously, until our position
as to jurisdiction is more
clearly defined.

“i am requested by the Wor-
shipful master to reply that
inasmuch as British Co-
lumbia Lodge resigned her
english Warrant on the first
day of January last—
at which date a warrant
having been granted con-
stituting her no. 5 under
the jurisdiction of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia, our position has been ‘clearly defined’.
With respect therefore to your offer, i have to state the inability of the W.m. to give it the consider-
ation you desire. as we were under the impression that the late district Grand Lodge, er was ‘past’,
the Worshipful master will refer your letter and enclosure to the mW the Grand master for further
action if it may be deemed necessary.”

the other Lodges took a similar action. By the direction of the Grand master, the letters were passed on to John
Hervey, the Grs of the united Grand Lodge of england, for his consideration, with a protest against such interference
with the Lodges which had left that body and joined the Grand Lodge of British Columbia. there was considerable
correspondence on the matter, quite unsatisfactory, but all trouble ceased in 1872 when union Lodge, the chief bone
of contention, resigned its english warrant and joined the Grand Lodge of British Columbia.

The first Special communication
the story of the change of mind of the members of union Lodge and the total reversal of the position which had
been taken by its members during the preceding years is an interesting episode in the history of the Grand Lodge.
the whole matter and the proceedings in respect thereto were set out in documents of the Lodge, as will be seen
hereafter, but these documents as well as its other early records have all been lost. the only contemporary records
which are available are those in the first Letter Book of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia, and from these we
have been able to verify the main points of the story.

on april 2, 1872, the Grs forwarded to union Lodge a copy of the proceedings of the preliminary Convocation
and of the first Communication of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia with a copy of the Constitution which had
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been adopted. He stated that the Gm regretted that representatives of union Lodge had not been present at the
meeting, but he hoped that the members of it would approve the action which had been taken and that they would
see their way fit to have their Lodge become a constituent part of the new Grand Lodge. He spoke of the harmony
which now prevailed among the brethren and the desirability of having the control of the affairs of the Craft in the
province in the hands of its own members. interim warrants were being issued, and if union Lodge would agree to
what her name implied, union with the other Lodges, it would give him “unfeigned happiness” to accord her at
once her rank as the second oldest Lodge in the jurisdiction.

this courteous letter seems to have had considerable effect on the members of union Lodge, although they did
not act at once as he had hoped.

The Mortuary chapel
at this time union Lodge had acquired a piece of land in sapperton, in the eastern part of the City of new West-
minster, which was intended for a masonic Cemetery. it is now part of the City Cemetery grounds. for the more

convenient use of this property, it was proposed to erect a
mortuary chapel, and the Lodge decided that the founda-
tion stone thereof should be laid with all proper masonic
ceremonies, and the Gm of the Grand Lodge of British Co-
lumbia was invited to attend the function with as many of
his Grand officers as could conveniently come with him.
it did not expressly request him to officiate at the Ceremo-
nial, but it must have implied that for he could not be ex-
pected to attend in any other capacity. His reply to the
invitation was friendly, but not definite. He thanked the
Lodge for the invitation, but could not accept it until a de-
fined programme had been submitted. He expressed his
sympathy with the praise-worthy objects of a proper ma-
sonic burial ground, and he hoped to accede to their wishes
as soon as more definite arrangements were decided upon
and made known to him.

evidently the invitation to the Gm had been given by
union Lodge, either without the knowledge of rW Brother

Holbrook or without his consent, for he was indignant at its action. He no doubt felt that he, as the representative
of the united Grand Lodge of england, should have full control of the matter, and was fully aware that if the Gm
of the Grand Lodge with his Grand officers should be present at the Ceremonial that he, as such representative,
would have to take second place. He wrote at once to the Gm, early in June, advising him that he considered his ac-
ceptance of the invitation of union Lodge (which he had not accepted at that time) was, as he expressed it, “in bad
taste”. the Grand master therefore felt compelled to refuse to have anything to do with it at that time until a reply
had been received from the united Grand Lodge, towhich the matter had been referred, or the resignation by union
Lodge no. 899 er of their present charter, as he wished to avoid any “unfortunate issues on the matter of an inter-
esting Ceremonial, where the utmost harmony and fraternal feeling should prevail.” if it could be put off until a
later date, it was probable that the invitation would be accepted.

union Lodge by this time did not propose to delay the matter on account of Holbrook’s disapproval. a meeting
of the Lodge was held to discuss the matter, and a resolution was passed by the terms of which the Lodge refused
to recognize Holbrook as having any authority to dictate to it as to what it should do or should not do, and offered
the use of the Lodge room to the Grand Lodge of British Columbia on the occasion of the Laying of the foundation
stone of the Chapel. a copy of this information was forwarded to the Grand master on June 21, 1872. Whether or
not there was an understanding reached at that time that if the Gm would lay the foundation stone as requested,
union Lodge would abandon her english charter and join the Grand Lodge of British Columbia has never been 
established in fact. many claim it is quite possible. at any rate, the Gm then agreed to accept the invitation of union
Lodge and the date of the Ceremonial was fixed for July 30, 1872.

accordingly, a special Communication of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia was held at new Westminster
on the date agreed upon. all the Grand officers came to the meeting with the Gm except the dGm, rW James f.
mcCreight, W Brother Josias C. Hughes of mount Hermon Lodge no. 7 taking his place; the Grt vW Brother m. W.
Waitt was represented by vW Bro. C. thurnes; and the sGd W Brother Wm. Clarke was represented by W Brother
robert plummer. they were accompanied by about fifty officers and members of the various Lodges in the province.

the Grand Lodge was opened in ample form at 2:00 p.m., after which a procession was formed on Columbia
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street. it was headed by two tylers with drawn swords. there followed the noble Grand, officers and members of
new Westminster Lodge no. 3, i.o.o.f., and visiting brethren. this was one of the few and probably the only time
in British Columbia that the members of any other fraternal organization have been invited to, and have taken part
in, a masonic celebration. after the two Grand stewards there followed the royal arch masons, some 12 in number.
then came the freemasons in proper order according to rank, with the Gm at the place of honour at the rear 
accompanied by the two Grand stewards and the Grand tyler.

Headed by the victoria Brass Band, the colourful procession then passed along Columbia street to the “Camp”,
a name now almost forgotten, but at that time generally used for what was later called sapperton, because it was
the place where the royal engineers had had their encampment when stationed in the royal City. reaching the site
of the Chapel, the Gm delivered an eloquent address and the foundation stone was well and truly laid with all due
and proper masonic rites and ceremonies, after which the freemasons returned to the Lodge room and the Grand
Lodge was closed in ample form. a ball and supper followed in the evening. the chapel was never built, nothwith-
standing these gorgeous ceremonies.

The union of union Lodge
there is no doubt that the question of the status of union Lodge was discussed at length by the brethren at this visit
of Grand Lodge, and this is shown by the fact that, almost immediately afterwards, they met and unanimously
passed a resolution to come under the jurisdiction of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia, and the secretary was
instructed to communicate with the Grs and enquire as to the necessary steps to effect this purpose. He did so under
date of august 6, 1872, to which the Grs replied on august 8. He said in part:

“ . . . a copy of the resolution to resign the english warrant under which the Lodge is now holding,
is to be forwarded to me along with the petition (a copy of which i enclose for your guidance)
asking for a warrant from the Grand Lodge of British Columbia. i may further inform you that all
the other Lodges paid to the Grand Lodge the district Grand Lodge dues due at the formation of
the Grand Lodge. should union Lodge desire to do the same she could claim and acquire the rank
due her as the second Lodge of the province and be admitted as no. 2. should your Lodge desire
to come in without reference to the previous status of the other Lodges, she will be admitted in 
accordance with the Constitution as no. 9.”

the Gm sent his congratulations, saying he thought that it would result in the present and future prosperity of
the Lodge, which it undoubtedly did. the Grs offered to assist in every way possible so that its representatives
could take part in the proceedings at the next Communication of the Grand Lodge in december.

so union Lodge had an option—to pay to the Grand Lodge the moneys which had been due to the district
Grand Lodge, about $150, and of being no. 2 on the register of the Lodges of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia;
or of paying nothing on these old accounts and be satisfied with the no. 9. the Lodge was very small, only eleven
members had voted on the plebiscite for or against a Grand Lodge. rW Brother Holbrook was no longer an active
member, and the remaining members came to the conclusion that it must be satisfied with the larger number and
forget the district Grand Lodge dues—and they did.

the action taken by union Lodge was duly reported to the united Grand Lodge of england by the Grs in a
letter dated september 12, 1872. He referred to his letter of may 25, 1872, complaining of the conduct of Brother
Holbrook in respect to the Grand Lodge of British Columbia, and to the regret of its officers at the position taken by
the London authorities. He did not consider that it was necessary to discuss the matter further for union Lodge had
now given up its english warrant and had become a part of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia. He now had in
his possession the warrants of all the four english Lodges in British Columbia subject to the order of the united
Grand Lodge, and suggested that these Lodges should be allowed to keep them in their archives as “pleasant me-
morials” of their parent Grand Lodge. as to Brother Holbrook himself, the Grs said that “as his authority is limited
to himself individually, all Lodges late er being now under this jurisdiction, his continuance in office as acting
deputy district Grand master, appears to be somewhat superfluous, even if worthy of recognition.” 52

The case of Hon. Henry Holbrook
the consequences of the action of union Lodge in joining the Grand Lodge of British Columbia did not end there
so far as rW Brother Henry Holbrook was concerned. at a meeting of union Lodge held prior to the abandonment
of the english charter (it is now impossible to ascertain whether it was the one at which it refused to 
recognize his jurisdiction and the Lodge’s appeal to mW Brother powell to lay the foundation of the mortuary
Chapel, or whether it was the one at which it resolved to abandon the english warrant and come under the jurisdic-
tion of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia), rW Brother Holbrook was present and, after a heated argument
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during which all the other members opposed him, he refused to obey the commands of the Wm and left the Lodge
without his permission and without the customary salutation of respect to his position. in october, 1872, the Lodge
wrote the Grs for instructions as to what course should be pursued, and he advised that rW Brother Holbrook
should again be asked to apologize. if he still refused to do so, the Lodge should exclude him from membership,
but the Gm would be glad if he could be prevailed upon to retain his membership in the Craft in the province.

it was evident that Brother Holbrook would not apologize, and again the Lodge sought advice as to what could
be done. the Gm approved the action of the Lodge in calling any brother to account for non-obedience to the Wm
in Lodge assembled, and asserted that no brother, however high in position, could be justified in leaving that Lodge
without his permission and on salutation. it appears that Brother Holbrook had been suspended pending action by
the united Grand Lodge of england, but it no longer had any authority in British Columbia, and the Gm suggested
that the Lodge, in default of an apology, should dispose of the matter by ordinary form of trial, and on conviction

impose a penalty of suspension, admonition, or exclusion, as the Constitution directed.
the Gm, however, counseled reciprocal moderation on the part of rW Brother 
Holbrook and the Lodge, and trusted that the lapse of time might have softened the
ill feelings of the past, and that rW Brother Holbrook might be willing to submit to
the wishes of the British Columbia brethren and pay due respect to the ancient charges
“which so often have had his solemn assent.” no doubt that the Lodge acted on the
advice of the Gm; that no apology was made; and that the usual proceedings in such
cases were taken, charges laid, summons served, and hearing ordered; and on that
hearing, which Holbrook probably did not attend, he was suspended for un-masonic
conduct. in the proceedings of Grand Lodge of 1873, there appears the name “Henry
Holbrook” under the heading “suspended for un-masonic Conduct.”

in view of the contribution Henry Holbrook has made to freemasonry, it would
seem to be unfortunate and unfair to him that such an entry should be made in the
published records of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia without some explanation.
“un-masonic Conduct” might include any form of criminality and Henry Holbrook
was no criminal. in a fit of passion, he may have transgressed some of the rules of the
Craft, and no doubt he did, but his contribution to the Craft was really tremendous as
we shall endeavour to portray in the next few paragraphs.

Henry Holbrook was a native of Cheshire, england, having been born at north-
wick in 1820, educated at Witton Grammar school, and commenced business in Liv-
erpool. in 1854 he went to the Crimea as a contractor, and after the war resided at
odessa for several years. Later he arrived in British Columbia and commenced busi-

ness in new Westminster, where he was elected mayor for four successive years. in 1863 he was elected as a member
of the first Legislative Council of the Colony of British Columbia for the douglas-Lillooet district, and re-elected by
acclamation for that district at the next election. after the election of 1868 he did not run for office but became a
member of the Council as one of the Colonial magistrates. He a was a zealous advocate of Confederation and, when
that became a fact, was elected in 1871 as a member for the City of new Westminster in the provincial Legislature.
He became Chief Commissioner of Lands and Works in the mcCreight Government, but relinquished it in favour
of the Hon. George anthony Walken and accepted the unsalaried office of president of the Council.

Credited with being “the founder” of union Lodge no. 1090 er at new Westminster, Henry Holbrook, an able
person, was, like victoria’s robert Burnaby, an enthusiastic and well-skilled freemason. He had joined the masonic
order in 1847 when he was initiated into sincerity no. 368/292 er at Liverpool, england; he was a member of
Combermere Lodge no. 880/605 er at Birkenhead, Cheshire, england, and was a past prov. Grand superintendent
of Works for Cheshire. Holbrook, under “masonic titles”, claimed honourary Grand orient of france and later
frere associate Loge anglais, no. 204, Bordeaux, france, besides many others.

Brother Holbrook signed the petition for a Warrant for and was installed as the first Wm of union Lodge no.
1201 er, so named because the Charter members came from so many jurisdictions: england, scotland, California,
Canada (ontario); new york and prince edward island. He presided at the Constitution proceedings and the in-
stallation of the first officers of nanaimo Lodge no. 1090 er on may 15, 1867; he was installed as the first (and only)
deputy district Grand master of the district Grand Lodge of england in British Columbia on august 20, 1868. He
was a proud englishman; he had been instrumental in union Lodge obtaining its charter under the Grand Lodge
of england, and in his opinion the Lodge was bound to maintain its connection with the Grand Lodge which had
given it its birth. to have to break away and join another Grand Lodge, even one established in British Columbia by
British Columbia freemasons, was to him almost sacrilege. under these circumstances, we, today, after all the trou-
bles of that time have cleared away, must to a very great extent sympathize with Brother Holbrook in his disap-
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pointment at the action of the members of his Lodge. moreover, he had it solidly fixed in
his mind that he had been badly treated by the Lodge. What he claimed that mistreat-
ment to be, we do not know, for the records have disappeared. We do know, how-
ever, that in 1874 he appealed to the united Grand Lodge of england for redress,
but that Grand Lodge, by that time, recognized the Grand Lodge of British Co-
lumbia and, therefore, had no power to act in the matter. By this time three years
had passed, and he was still determined to have his name cleared, so he ap-
pealed to the Grand Lodge of British Columbia for what he called “Justice”. the
matter was referred to the Board of General purposes for consideration. union
Lodge produced its files and there is no doubt that Holbrook was given a hearing
and after such hearing his complaint was dismissed, the Board complimenting
union Lodge “on the straightforward manner in which mr. Holbrook’s case had
been disposed of.” in 1875, he learned that that able lawyer and most conscientious
of men, John foster mcCreight, had been appointed as the representative of the united
Grand Lodge of england at the Grand Lodge of British Columbia, and he appealed
to him for justice. again union Lodge produced its records before the Board of
General purposes which closely scrutinized them and found no wrong-doing
on the part of the Lodge, and we hear no more of mr. Holbrook or of his com-
plaint. in the early eighties he returned to england and resided in retirement
at talbot House, parkgate, where he died about the middle of may, 1902,
at the age of 81 years. Whether he was ever reinstated by the Grand Lodge
of england is not known, but on the occasion of his 80th birthday rW
Brother Henry Holbrook was presented with a solid silver salve by the
members of prince arthur Lodge no. 1570 er at Liverpool, of which he
was an esteemed member, in recognition of his long membership in the
Craft and his services to the public in general during his residence there. at
the time of his death he was the oldest living past Grand officer of the provin-
cial Grand Lodge of Cheshire.

the action of rW Brother Holbrook had a serious effect on the membership 
of union Lodge. evidently some members had left the Lodge, for on the plebiscite
question only eleven voted. as soon as union Lodge no. 9 became part of
the Grand Lodge of British Columbia the membership increased, and in
1872 there were 24 members. it decreased some during the dark days of
the middle seventies, but later increased to reach 35 in 1884.

first Grand Lodge Reunion
two important events involving the Grand Lodge took place during this period. an outstanding event in the pacific
northwest was the Grand masonic reunion held in olympia, in the Washington territory, on monday, august 16,
1876, and ending in victoria at the end of the week. representatives of the Grand Lodges of Washington territory,
oregon and idaho were present. the Grand Lodge of British Columbia was also invited to attend, and was repre-
sented by the dGm, the GsW and others. owing to fog, they were not able to reach olympia for the first session on
august 17, but were present on august 18, when they were heartily welcomed. they, in return, invited all present
to come to victoria for a meeting, and their invitation was accepted.

the representatives of the Grand Lodge of idaho were unable to make the trip but the others came, with stops
being made at all points along the puget sound where more masons joined the gay excursion. the steamers north
pacific and favourite arrived at victoria at 5:00 pm. on august 19, 1876. they were welcomed at the pier, and a great
parade passed through the streets of victoria, headed by a Grand marshal and the victoria Brass Band, to the phil-
harmonic Hall where eloquent addresses were made by the Gms. notable among the replies were those in behalf
of the Grand Lodge of oregon by Gm J. B. Congle, by the Grand orator J. n. dolph, and by pGm stephen f. Chad-
wick. those speaking for the Grand Lodge of Washington territory were Gm James r. Hayden, pGm elwood evans,
and Brother v. m. Brown. a Grand Ball was held in the evening, and the next day the visiting brethren were escorted
by another parade to the pier where cries for “nesmith” brought oregon’s former senator and state representative
to the side of the vessel and elicited from the honourable gentleman some of his usual neat remarks:

“neighbours and friends, as well as Brethren—Greatly have we been delighted with your hospitality,
and the manifestations of your friendship towards us. and why not be neighbourly and friendly?
the animosities of the past have long since been buried out of sight, and i trust in God they will
never be revived. a people speaking the language of shakespeare, milton, Locke and Bacon, and
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drawing their inspiration of liberty from the great magna Charta in which we claim an equal right
with yourselves, should never be divided. i trust that kindly relations, fraternal and neighborly,
which we have witnessed and experienced on this occasion, will be perpetuated. i might go on fur-
ther, and say that i trust the time is not far distant when trade and commerce between us shall be
as free as our present social relationship.”

after a few more eloquent speeches of farewell, the interesting function was concluded, “as the steamer went
her way, all parties saluting to the last.” 53

union Lodge changes Ritual
its original charter having been granted by the Grand Lodge of england and its first Wm having been of high stand-
ing in a Lodge under the united Grand Lodge of england, it was but natural that union Lodge should use the eng-
lish ritual, and it did. Later on, however, it was found that the Lodge was using the american ritual, which the
members called the “scotch” work. many stories have been told as to when and why the change was made. some
attributed it to W Brother ebenezer Brown who had been Wm of the Lodge in 1875 and 1876, but this was merely
hearsay and there was no evidence to support it. most of the records had been lost in the several fires it had suffered,
and no official reference to the change was supposed to have survived. But all at once the record came to light. it
showed that on november 5, 1877, Brother James spiers, JW, gave notice of motion that at the next regular meeting
he would move a resolution to change the work “to the same as the Grand Lodge.” of course, everyone knew that
Grand Lodge had no ritual of its own, but they hated to give it its proper name. at the next regular meeting on de-
cember 3, 1877, the Wm read a letter from the Gm requesting that the matter of the proposed change of work be
laid over for one month, but at an emergent meeting of the Lodge held on december 17, 1877, the Wm read a second

communication from the Gm giving his consent to the change of work. it was
then moved by Brother spiers and seconded by Brother William Howay “that
this Lodge adopt the ‘scotch Work’,” and the resolution was passed by a unan-
imous vote of the brethren present.

the late Brother f W. Howay remembered Brother spiers very well as being
a frequent visitor at his father’s home, for his brother (blood) William Howay
and spiers were great cronies. at one time spiers lived at or near port Kells.

many of the freemasons living in new Westminster rejoiced when the
change was made because they had learned their freemasonry either in the mar-
itimes or in the united states. all of these many brethren were familiar with the
american work, whereas few knew the english ritual, it would appear that
Brother spiers was one of them, but it has not been found possible at this late
date to ascertain either the location, name or number of his mother Lodge.

Brother Albert pike
in response to an invitation suggested at the regular Communication of Grand
Lodge on June 23, 1883, British Columbia was honoured on July 12, 1883 by a
visit from the masonic scholar, illustrious Brother albert pike, venerable Com-
mander of the supreme Council a.a.s.r. of the southern Jurisdiction of the
united states, and past Grand Warden of the Grand Lodge of Louisana, who
arrived by steamer from puget sound, accompanied among many others, by the
following eminent brethren: pGm James r. Hayden of Washington territory;
pGm J. W. pratt of the state of oregon; pGm and then Grs thomas m. reid and
pGm Jos. a. Kuhn, both of Washington territory; and Brothers Christopher tay-
lor and H. L. Hoyt, all of whom were met and welcomed by the officers of Grand
Lodge. in the evening a large gathering of freemasons at a Joint Communication

of victoria-Columbia and vancouver and Quadra Lodges, called at the behest of the Gm, met at the masonic Hall,
victoria, when Brother pike delivered a most interesting and instructive lecture on the “symbolism of our order”,
which was followed by the usual call to “refreshment” which was numerously responded to by many friends and
visitors. 54

this illustrious freemason passed away in Washington, district of Columbia, on april 2, 1891, and a memorial
page to his memory was placed in the annual proceedings of Grand Lodge for that year.
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Regalia of the Grand Lodge
the Gm on June 21, 1884 drew attention to the fact that the Grand Lodge officers were wearing the regalia of the
old (scotch) provincial Grand Lodge which, though possibly “old and shabby”, was still fairly serviceable. He sug-
gested that a resolution be passed for the adoption of such regalia and jewels as were proper for the officers of Grand
Lodge as an independent Grand Lodge to wear. But, and here was the trouble, the finances would not justify the
expenditure necessary to purchase the same, and he asked for a committee to study the matter. the Committee on
the address evidently thought the matter was one which could lie over for more prosperous days and merely says
that the subject of regalia was one which, in the opinion of the committee, “was worthy the consideration of the
Brethren.”

communications of Grand Lodge
freemasonry in the early days of British Columbia was mainly centred in the City of victoria. Here were to be found
the two large Lodges, victoria no. 1 and vancouver no. 2, and two smaller ones, British Columbia no. 5 and Quadra
no. 8. Both of the two smaller Lodges soon became amalgamated with the larger Lodges. in these days of rail, steam
and airplane, one can hardly comprehend the distances and the time required for travel between victoria and the
outside Lodges. to reach Cariboo Lodge no. 4, one had to go by steamer to new Westminster, no small journey in
itself; then by river steamer to yale; followed by that long stage route up the fraser Canyon to Quesnelle; and from
there into the recesses of the Cariboo mountains to Barkerville. under these conditions, it was not to be expected
that its members would take any part in the general work of Grand Lodge. in most cases that Lodge was only rep-
resented at Grand Lodge by proxies. even to come from nanaimo, Burrard inlet, or new Westminster, and return,
took time and money which could ill be spared. necessarily, therefore, the work of Grand Lodge fell almost entirely
on the victoria brethren.

that this was so is shown by the fact that until 1888, seventeen years after the establishment of Grand Lodge,
every Gm was a resident of victoria. every dGm until 1887, every GsW and every GJW until 1882, every Gt until
1901, and every Grs until 1890 lived there,

for many years all the regular Communications were held in victoria because by section 15 of the Constitutions
of 1871 it was provided that the annual Communications of Grand Lodge were to be held in the City of victoria. in
1873, our old friend, W Brother William stewart of nanaimo, moved a resolution to amend the Constitutions by pro-
viding that the following meeting of Grand Lodge should be fixed at every session thereof, but it failed to pass, in
1882, W Brother stewart tried again, and this time he was successful in getting section 15 amended: the words “City
of victoria” were struck out, and the words “such place as the Grand Lodge may appoint” inserted in their place.
the result of this amendment was that the meeting of Grand Lodge in 1883 was held at new Westminster and at
nanaimo in 1884.

as we have already seen, the first Communication of the Grand Lodge was held on december 26 and 27, 1871.
By the Constitutions of that date, the regular meetings were to be held on the first saturday in december of each
year. accordingly, the Communication of 1872 was held on december 7, and that of 1875 on december 6. apparently
this time of year was not satisfactory to the members, because in that year a resolution was passed by Grand Lodge
providing that the proposed change of time for the next Communication to January 1875 be left in the hands of the
Board of General purposes with full power to act. the result was that Grand Lodge did not meet until february 20,
1875, and thus there was no regular meeting in 1874, but there was an emergent (at that time called a special) Com-
munication on october 21, 1874, to consecrate the new masonic Hall in nanaimo. the fourth annual Communi-
cation met in 1875 on february 20, the fifth in 1876 on february 19 and succeeding days, the sixth in 1877 on feb-
ruary 17, and the seventh in 1878 on february 16. at that meeting the Constitutions was amended, and it was pro-
vided that the annual Communication of Grand Lodge should be holden on the saturday in June immediately
preceding the festival of saint John the Baptist, June 24, in each year. this provision with the substitution of “thurs-
day” for “saturday” is still the law of the Craft in British Columbia. special Communications, of course, could be
called at any time by the Grand master, and in his absence or inability to act by the deputy Grand master, or in case
of the absence or inability of both to act, by the Grand Wardens. in 1883, a special Communication of Grand Lodge
was held at victoria on July 28 to lay the foundation stone of the protestant orphans’ Home.

Masonic Temples
the first masonic temple constructed and consecrated by the Grand Lodge of British Columbia was that at nanaimo.
at first there were two Lodges in that City—nanaimo no. 3 and Caledonia no. 6. the only difference between them
was that of the ritual used, but this did not prevent them from working in complete harmony. together they collab-
orated in erecting a masonic temple for both. the cornerstone of the new building was laid on october 15, 1873, by
the pdGm Brother J. f. mcCreight in the absence of the Gm and the dGm. many prominent freemasons, including
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mW Brother robert Burnaby, pGm, and the Grs accompanied him. so pleasant did the relations of the members of
the two Lodges become in the joint work that they came to the wise decision that it was foolish to carry on as two
small Lodges in such a small town, and soon after applied for leave to become one Lodge—thus was born ashlar
Lodge no. 3 BCr. almost one year later, by october 21, 1874, the building was completed and ready for occupancy
and was duly consecrated on that date by the Gm at a special Communication of Grand Lodge. an eloquent address
was given on this occasion by W Brother frederic Williams, then Grand director of Ceremonies. 55

Victoria Temple
a subject of deep regret to, and earnest debate among, the Craft in British Columbia was the lack of a proper masonic
temple in victoria, the centre of freemasonry in the province. there was, of course, a properly furnished Lodge
room in rented premises, but it was felt that something better should be provided. this condition of affairs was
brought forcibly to the attention of the victoria brethren by the Gm in his address to Grand Lodge at the first Com-
munication in 1871. 56 the committee agreed with him that a masonic temple at victoria was a matter of prime im-
portance, but no action was taken at that time. nothing was heard of the matter in 1872, and while the Gm’s 
address in 1873 is not reported, he evidently referred to the matter again, because the committee on his address
refers to it, and expressed a hope that before another year expired, that some plan might be devised for the building
of the desired temple.

in 1875, the Gm took up the matter in his address to the brethren, and again pointed out that the Lodges in 
victoria had already paid eleven or twelve thousand dollars in rents, which might have been saved had a masonic
temple been built. as usual, the committee agreed with him, but this time action was taken. the Board of General
purposes appointed a committee, all businessmen of the highest standing, to select a site, and a list of purchasable
lots suitable for the purpose with their prices was submitted for consideration. in 1876, the Gm, himself one of the
committee members, in his address again spoke of the necessity of a masonic temple and hoped that it could be
provided soon. in 1877, the
Gm expressed his hope that
something would be done
soon, and very truly attrib-
uted the delay in action to
the depresed’ state of trade
and the uncertainty of the
future. freemasonry, like
everything else, had been
brought to a standstill. But
notwithstanding, this year
action was taken in earnest,
and the dGm was particu-
larly active in pressing the
matter to a conclusion.

two lots at the corner of
douglas and fisgard streets
were purchased at the price
of $1,750. plans for the 
construction of the building
were submitted by Brothers
trounce and teague, both
architects of standing in the
city. Brother teague’s plans
were preferred by the com-
mittee and the contracts
were let for the work of con-
struction. a joint stock company was formed and subscriptions for stock were solicited. the Lodges in the city did
their best to help the matter along, victoria-Columbia Lodge subscribing for shares to the amount of $1,400, and
vancouver and Quadra $400. victoria Columbia royal arch Chapter subscribed $300. subscriptions among the
brethren amounted to $5,000, and by april, 1878 the finances in hand were sufficient to make it possible to lay the
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Corner stone, which was
done with due masonic Cer-
emonial at a special meet-
ing of Grand Lodge on april
22, 1878; the building was
completed and consecrated
in like manner on october
26, 1878.

at last victoria had a
temple worthy of the Craft,
and it stands today, venera-
ble though it may be, a wor-
thy memorial of the
devotion and self-denial of
the elder Brethren of the
Craft in the capital city, not
forgetting those other
brethren who made it possi-
ble for the Gm who, on de-
cember 14, 1909, on the
occasion of the celebration
of the fiftieth anniversary
of the introduction of
freemasonry in British Co-
lumbia, dedicated the newly
enlarged masonic temple in
victoria. 57

With the completion of the temples in victoria and nanaimo, all the Lodges in the jurisdiction, except one, had
their own masonic homes. mount Hermon Lodge at Burrard inlet and Cariboo Lodge at Barkerville had each built
their own masonic temples before the formation of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia. union Lodge at new
Westminster was still without its own temple, but in 1884 was considering the purchase of a lot for that purpose.

Lodges That Might Have Been
twice during this period it seemed probable that there might be a new Lodge. at one time it seemed certain that a
Lodge would be established at yale, on the banks of the fraser river. during the early eighties yale was very pros-
perous and enjoyed a real boom. a contract had been let to andrew onderdonk for the construction of a line of rail-
way from emory’s Bar to port moody, the commencement of the Canadian pacific railway in the West. the general
office of the contractors was established at yale; powder and acid works were erected there with a capacity of 2,000
lbs. per day of the highest grade of explosives then known; engine and repair shops were built; houses sprang up
in every direction; hotels, saloons, and business places crowded each other along the narrow streets. a mixed pop-
ulation from all over the world gathered there. 58

among the residents of the place were many freemasons, many of them members of other Lodges in the juris-
diction, and they naturally took the initiative to form a new Lodge. there was alex Lindsay, a pm of Cariboo no. 4
at Barkerville; Benjamin douglas of union no. 9 at new Westminster; isaac oppenheimer of vancouver and Quadra
no. 2 at victoria, originally from union Lodge no. 58, sacramento, California; and richard deighton, also of Cariboo
no. 4 and later, for many years, partner with douglas in business in the royal City.

a petition was drawn up and signed, asking for a dispensation and forwarded to the Grs, who reported to
Grand Lodge in 1881 that a Lodge was being formed at yale to be called Cascade Lodge and that it would be no. 10
on the register of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia. the dispensation was accordingly issued and the charter
was to follow, a lodge room had been arranged for and suitably furnished, and the Lodge was to be instituted and
the charter presented on october 24, 1881. Lindsay was to be the first Wm, oppenheimer the sW, douglas the JW,
William teague the secretary and richard deighton the treasurer.

such a town as yale, hastily constructed, and of wooden material, was what the insurance men call a “hazardous
risk”. there had been a severe conflagration there in July, 1880, but the town was quickly rebuilt. shortly after the
meeting of Grand Lodge in 1881, and before the Lodge could be formally constituted, another fire swept the place,

Laying Corner stone of masonic temple in victoria, 22 april 1878.  Built by Grand Lodge in 1878, remodelled
by the victoria Lodges in 1909.

58. Howay & schofield, History of British Columbia, vol. ii. pp. 417-419.



destroying one-half the
town, and with it the lodge
room and most of its con-
tents. the charter was sur-
rendered until a suitable
lodge room could be
arranged.

the Board of General
purposes accepted the sur-
render of the charter and re-
ported to Grand Lodge in
1882 that owing to the
causes which had made its
surrender necessary, i.e., re-
cent fires and changes inci-
dent to railway cons-
truction, that the brethren at
yale had been informed that
if circumstances permitted
the charter would be re-is-
sued without further fees,
and in the interim Grand
Lodge dues would be remit-
ted. this was satisfactory to
Grand Lodge

in 1885, the Gm reported to Grand Lodge that no application had been made for re-issue of the charter, and 
recommended that the time for such reissue be extended for another year to enable the brethren to whom it was
granted to take it up without expense if they should find themselves in a position to do so. But yale ceased to be
prosperous; many of the original petitioners moved to other fields of labour, and the proposed Cascade Lodge no.
10 passed into oblivion.

“calgarry”, Alberta
it will be news to most readers to know that the first suggestion that a charter should be issued to a masonic

Lodge in the city of Calgary, now in the province of alberta but then in the north West territories, was made to the
Grand Lodge of British Columbia. on november 25, 1883, a letter from Brother u. J. Lindsay came from that locality
(which he spelled “Calgarry”) asking for information as to the establishment of a masonic Lodge there, and for a
copy of the necessary petition, the constitution of Grand Lodge, the proceedings of Grand Lodge for the current
year, and a copy of the bylaws of one of the Lodges in the Jurisdiction. these were sent to him with an assurance
that such a Lodge would be heartily welcomed. But the brethren there had changed their minds for they had dis-
covered it would be better to take a charter from the Grand Lodge of manitoba as the distance to Winnipeg from
Calgary was less than the distance to victoria. the Board of General purposes of the Grand Lodge of British 
Columbia accepted the decision of the Calgary brethren, pointing out, however, that as the political boundaries of
the north West territories had not at that time been settled, if later it should be determined that Calgary was within
the limits of British Columbia, it would be necessary to place the Lodge there under the jurisdiction of the Grand
Lodge of British Columbia, but that at present no objections would be made to the course they proposed to pursue.

Non-Affiliates
there seems to have been considerable dissatisfaction in those days with brethren of the Craft from other 
jurisdictions who resided in the province but did not affiliate with any of the Lodges. they were welcomed at first,
of course, but if they continued to visit from time to time and so enjoy the benefits of masonic fellowship it was felt
that they should become members and help pay the expenses of one or other of the Lodges. on the other hand, in
a country like British Columbia at that time where the residents could not be sure whether they would remain 
permanently or not, many were anxious to preserve their membership in their home Lodges, especially in those
juris- dictions that did not permit dual membership. there were instances in British Columbia where members of
the Craft took demits from their Lodges and still claimed the right to use the Lodges as freemasons without expense
to themselves.
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Building as remodelled in 1909. (as the building stands today.)

58. Howay & schofield, History of British Columbia, vol. ii. pp. 417-419.



so onerous had these claims become that in the first Constitutions of Grand Lodge in 1871 it was provided that
no Brother residing in the province and not affiliated with one of the Lodges should be entitled to the benefit of the
Benevolent fund for himself or family, nor to a masonic Burial, nor to take part in any masonic ceremony, public
or private, nor be entitled to any masonic privilege whatsoever, nor could he visit any Lodge in the town or place
where he resided more than once during his demission from the Craft. this provision also appeared unchanged in
the Revised Constitutions of 1878. many claimed the provision to be ambiguous. at any rate, whatever the constru-
tion of the provision may have been by the masonic authorities, there must have been considerable trouble at that
time, because the Grand master in 1875 refers to the matter in these terms:

“there is in this community a large number of non-affiliated freemasons to whom such legislation
is most applicable and whose status in the order should be known and recognized.”

the Committee of the address re-echoed his words and suggested that strong measures be taken by Grand
Lodge in respect to it. a resolution prescribing serious steps in the matter was proposed, but not carried, and an
amendment passed providing only that:

“the Lodges be requested to take such measures as will meet views expressed by the Grand master
in regard to non-affiliates.”

no further action was taken in the matter by Grand Lodge prior to 1885.
charity-Non-Masonic

the early masonic brethren in British Columbia did not always confine their charitable acts strictly to freemasons
in good standing in a British Columbia Lodge. there were, no doubt, many donations of this kind of which we have
no record, but some do appear in the minutes of various Lodges. in July, 1879, a few of the brethren subscribed the
sum of $38 to enable a former member of Keith Lodge, nova scotia, to proceed to san francisco for medical treat-
ment. He later died in a seattle hospital from cancer of the tongue. in august, 1879, some brethren in victoria and
esquimalt subscribed the sum of $112 in aid of the widow and six children of a mason who at the time of his death
was a member of saint John’s Lodge no. 17, ontario, and victoria Lodges jointly bore a further expenditure of $65
in behalf of the same Brother for funeral expenses. the Gm in 1880 reported to Grand Lodge that amongst those
who had been assisted in that year, one had for twenty, another for nine, and one for seven years, paid no dues to
any Lodge, and some of them had not even visited, but their circumstances were of such a nature that the common
ties of humanity demanded their attention.

in that same year the Grand Lodge of British Columbia sent the sum of £20 to the “duchess of marlborough’s
fund” for the relief of sufferers from famine in ireland, and in 1880 the sum of $353. in 1881 they donated $25 to the
anatolia fund for sufferers in asia minor.

Dual Membership
a careful search of the Constitutions of Grand Lodge of British Columbia fails to reveal any mention of dual mem-
bership during this period, either prohibiting or permitting, at least until the Revised Constitutions of 1887. in fact,
most of the prohibition seems to have been on the basis of rulings by the Gm. yet Harrison says the prohibition was
removed in 1903. But it is thought that the prohibition was not constitutional but rather one of opinion and rulings
by Grand masters. in any event, it will be seen that this phenomenon of dual and even multiple membership went
on in the jurisdiction almost from the beginning.

The Grand Lodge Library
the necessity for a Grand Lodge Library was first mentioned in the address of Gm powell to Grand Lodge in 1875.
His suggestion was that a masonic Library was an essential part of the equipment of a Grand Lodge and this was
approved by the Board of General purposes, which also thought it necessary to procure a bookcase for the safe keep-
ing of the library books. a committee was appointed to look after the matter. the first thing it did was to purchase
the bookcase which cost Grand Lodge the tidy sum of $71.50. during the period in question, the library consisted
of little else than the Proceedings of other Grand Lodges and a few masonic journals. nothing else could be expected
when one remembers the extremely small revenue of Grand Lodge at that time.
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cHApTER 9
THE cANADIAN pAcIfIc RAILWAy cOMES TO BRITISH cOLuMBIA 1885 - 1894

Economic Stirrings
Confederation brought little immediate benefit to British Columbia, but there was included in the terms of union
a promise of a transcontinental railway which would join the lone province on the pacific with her sister provinces
in the far east of Canada. Long years passed before this promise could be carried out, for it was a tremendous task
which the young dominion had undertaken. enormous sums of money had to be arranged for; the surveys to be
made, which were necessary before construction could be commenced, covered vast distances; there were 
political troubles in the original provinces of the dominion owing to the fear that such a great undertaking might
bankrupt Canada. in the meantime British Columbia had experienced very lean years indeed.

By the year 1885 things had changed. the Canadian pacific railway was at last actually under construction, and
for this, money in huge quantities was being expended. the new railway was linking the interior with the Coast
settlements, and settlers were following it, populating the fertile valleys. small towns were coming into existence
along the railway and in the lands adjacent. as the population increased, the Craft grew with it, and soon the Grand
Lodge of British Columbia found itself besieged with requests for charters for new Lodges. the influence of the new
conditions was not wholly confined to the districts contiguous to the railway. other sections benefited by the new
spirit of progress which afiected the province as a whole.

once construction on the railway across British Columbia got under way and little towns were growing up along
it, masonic Lodges were established; at Kamloops at the junction of the north and south thompson rivers; at 
revelstoke on the same river flowing southerly. vancouver City, then coming into its own as the greatest city in the
province, established two Lodges in 1888 and 1894, and mount Hermon Lodge no. 7, tired of carrying on with about
a dozen and a half members, moved across Burrard inlet in 1886 and began that growth which made it at one time
one of the large Lodges in the province, reaching a peak membership in 1925 and 1929 of 536. the okanagan valley
produced spallumcheen Lodge at Lansdowne and miriam Lodge at vernon. vancouver island felt the spirit of
progress and one Lodge grew up in the Comox valley, another at esquimalt, a second at nanaimo, and another in
the vicinity of Wellington. the fraser valley responded to the call, and a second Lodge was established at new
Westminster, one at mission City, and still another at Chilliwack. it must have been a joy to the older members of
the Craft, who had borne the masonic burden in the days past, to see freemasonry grow and prosper in the new
life of the province. even those citizens who in the dark days of the past had turned for relief to a scheme for the an-
nexation of the province to the united states forgot their old plans, and worked together for a Canada joined together
from the atlantic to the pacific in one great Commonwealth nothing was ever heard of annexation after the transcon-
tinental Canadian pacific became a reality.

Grand Masters, 1885 to 1894
the Grand masters who presided over the Grand Lodge of ancient free and accepted masons of British 
Columbia during this period were:  

8th — mW Brother thomas trounce, from his installation on June 20, 1885 until June 19, 1886;  
9th — mW Brother William dalby, from his installation on June 19, 1886 until June 19, 1887; 
10th — mW Brother alexander roland milne, from his installation on June 19, 1887 until June 24, 1889; 
11th — mW Brother John stilwell Clute, from his installation on June 24, 1889 until June 20, 1890;
12th — mW Brother angus mcKeown, from his installation on June 20, 1890 until June 18, 1891; 
13th — mW Brother marcus Wolfe, from his installation on June 18, 1891 until June 22, 1892; 
14th — mW Brother William downie, from his installation on June 22, 1892 until June 23, 1893; 
15th — mW Brother sibree Clarke, from his installation on June 25, 1895 until June 22, 1894; 
16th — mW Brother robert Burns mcmicking, from his installation on June 22, 1894 until June 22, 1895.
during the period 1885 to 1894 only nine Gms graced the Chair of royal solomon. during this period only one

Gm was re-elected for a second tenure of office—mW Brother alexander roland milne in 1887 and 1888—and it
would not be until 1966-67 that this would occur again, following the death of the deputy Grand master. in this
decade there was a great variety in personalities and public avocations of the Gms for among them was: a well-
known and highly respected businessman of the community and one of victoria’s very first architects; a prominent
businessman of victoria; an employee of the Canadian Customs, made a Companion of the order of st. michael
and st. George in recognition of the efficient services rendered in connection with the Bering sea sealing arbitration
in paris; a former secretary of the texas telegraph Company—president of the new Westminster municipal Council
and later Customs officer; a shoe factory superintendent and later wholesale Leather merchant, active in civic 
affairs, who paid rent to the masonic temple assn. of victoria for many years; the first candidate to enter the portals
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of freemasonry through Cariboo Lodge no. 4 BCr, later active in the business community of nanaimo, in school
work, and in the Cariboo amateur dramatic association; a railway superintendent of several divisions of the Cpry
in eastern and Western Canada; a druggist who graduated in medicine later, but who stuck pretty well with phar-
macy, active in civic affairs and the first mayor of Kamloops; one of the “overlanders”, later with the Collins tele-
graph Company, who became superintendent of the Government lines in the province, and one of the organizers
of the several companies that later became “BC tel”.

the Grand master in office at the time of the annual Communication of Grand Lodge in June, 1885 had been
elected for a second term although he was, at the time, the representative for victoria in the House of Commons at
ottawa. His address, sent by letter and read by the Grs, contained little that might be called constructive; he praised
the work of the Board of General purposes in revising the Constitutions; and hoped for that which no legislation
ever is—so complete that it embraces every necessary provision for the good government of the Craft, and clauses
so free from ambiguity “that he who runs may read”. He then proceeded to give some very interesting notes on the
history of freemasonry. 59

The New Lodges
during this period thirteen new Lodges were established in various parts of British Columbia, and it is interesting
to note that all of them have survived to the end of the first 100 years of Grand Lodge.

Kamloops No. 10
the first Lodge to be established by the Grand Lodge of British Columbia was at the little settlement of Kamloops,
one of the oldest villages in the province. in its earlier days it had been one of the chief fur trading centres. By 1885
it was feeling the effect of the railway, and many men connected with that work were stationed there at the time,
some of them being freemasons. the dispensation was issued on december 31, 1885, for Kamloops Lodge no. 10
and its charter was granted by Grand Lodge on June 21, 1886. the Lodge was constituted and dedicated on 
september 6, 1886.

at the time the Lodge was established, there were two young lawyers living in Kamloops, one a freemason, the
other not. one was George anthony Walkem, who was a member of King solomon Lodge in toronto; the other was
William Ward spinks, a non-mason. Both joined the Lodge, one by affiliation and the other in the usual way. the
first became premier of the province, and for many years was Justice of the supreme Court of British Columbia. the

other became one of our County
Court Judges and retired after
thirty years on the Bench. He later
wrote Tales of British Columbia
Frontier,* in which he recounts
many interesting stories of the
early days in and around Kam-
loops.

Mountain No. 11
the next application for a charter
came from donald, a little railway
town on the Columbia river.
When the Cpry was being con-
structed west of the summit of the
rockies, it was first intended to lo-
cate the divisional point at the
junction of the Kicking Horse
river and the Columbia. this
caused a “tent town’ to spring up
during the summer of 1884 before

the railway reached that point. this settlement was called “Golden City”, but it was not the City of Golden of the
present time, which is a little further up the river. on examination, however, it was found that owing to the low
level of the land along the river it was subject to flood by reason of ice jams in winter, and therefore the cost of build-
ing a foundation for a divisional point would be too expensive. it was, therefore, decided to establish it at the first
crossing of the Columbia river, about sixteen miles northwest, and this location was christened “donald”, after
donald a. smith, later Lord strathcona.
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first meeting place of mountain Lodge no. 11 at Golden.



the railway was completed in november, 1885,
and it spelled the eventual demise of donald. there
were then about three hundred permanent residents
in the town, but the land in the vicinity was of little
use for agricultural purposes and the local merchants
had to depend wholly on the resident railway em-
ployees for business. in 1897 the divisional point was
moved to revelstoke and, in consequence, all the res-
idents left the town, the railways employees going to
revelstoke, and the others to the town of Golden,
twenty miles south, and then about the size of don-
ald as it was before the divisional point was moved.

a petition was drawn up for a masonic Lodge
and on october 9, 1886 a dispensa- tion was issued
by the Grand master; the Lodge was instituted on
february 17, 1887 by W Brother darrell W. H. Hor-
lock, pm of Kamloops Lodge no. 10; the charter to
mountain Lodge no. 11 was granted by Grand Lodge
on June 19, 1887; and the Lodge was duly constituted
on december 5, 1887. as almost all of the officers were from ontario, it was only natural that the Canadian work
should be used, and the Lodge still continues to use that form of ritual. if, as now, it was considered to be a ritual
separate from the english, it introduced a third ritual into the jurisdiction of British Columbia. today mountain
Lodge no. 11 is located at Golden. 60

cascade No. 12
the City of vancouver was growing very fast in 1887. its only Lodge was
mount Hermon no. 7, which had been moved across the inlet from
moodyville in 1886 and was rapidly increasing its membership. Like causes
produce like effects, and the establishment of the second Lodge in vancouver
was caused by a similar state of affairs to that which had existed in victoria in
the early days, and had caused a second Lodge to be established there, only
in reverse. in victoria the senior Lodge had been an english Lodge and used
the english ritual, and this did not please the freemasons of the city who had
come from the maritime provinces of north america or those who had come
from California. to them the american work was the only one which was sat-
isfactory, or which should be used in a masonic Lodge. so a scottish charter
was obtained, the american work was used, and everyone was happy. in van-
couver it happened that the senior Lodge was mount Hermon, which was
doing the american work, as it always had. the newcomers, who had come
from ontario with the Cpry, were familiar only with the work as done in that
province, what is now called the “Canadian Work”, at that time said to be a
form of the english work as settled by the Grand Lodge of Canada about 1868.
this work is now recognized by the Grand Lodge of British Columbia as sep-
arate and apart from the english, or “emulation” work. When mW Brother
William downie first came to vancouver in 1887, he visited mount Hermon
and had to get a friend to vouch for him as the officers of the Lodge knew
nothing of the Canadian work and he knew nothing of the american. downie and his friends were like the Califor-
nians in victoria—they wanted their own way of doing things and would not be satisfied until they got it.

accordingly on april 25, 1888, thirty-five freemasons from ontario met and agreed that a petition should be
drawn up and sent to the Grand master, and as a result the dispensation was issued by the Grand master on may
11, 1888. some of the promoters of the new Lodge were afraid that there would be some opposition from mount
Hermon to the establishment of the new Lodge owing to the fact that it was well-known that the Lodge intended to
use the Canadian work. But no such opposition arose. in fact, history continued to repeat itself, because all assistance
possible was given by the senior Lodge to its new sister. the charter for Cascade Lodge no. 12 was authorized by
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the building in rear and to the left of the trading post in the foreground was the
first meeting place of Kamloops Lodge, and was used from 5th January, 1886,
until 19th december, 1888.

premises occupied by Kamloops Lodge from l9th
december, 1888, until 29th november, 1922.

60. see Proceedings of Grand Lodge—1933, p. 181 et seq., “mountain Lodge, no. 11, af & am, GrBC.” by Brother C. H. parson, with Historical
note by Brother J. H. Griffith.
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Grand Lodge at the Communication on June 25, 1888, and the Lodge was constituted by the deputy Grand master
on november 19, 1888. 61

Spallumcheen No. 13
the first Lodge to be established by the Grand Lodge of British Columbia in a rural community was spallumcheen
Lodge no. 13 at Lansdowne, in the north okanagan area. the word comes from the indians and is descriptive of
the area. it took some time for the spelling to become settled, for Leonard norris of vernon says in the 6th report of
the okanagan Historical society that in the Government records in victoria between 1879 and 1884 it is spelled in

thirteen different ways by actual
count. Lansdowne was situated at
the meeting of three highways,
and in 1885 a hotel was opened
there which the proprietor called
“the Lansdowne Hotel” after
Lord Lansdowne, the Governor-
General of Canada. the nearest
centre of population was at Kam-
loops, some seventy-five miles
away. rev. Canon William H.
Cooper, the assistant anglican
priest at Kamloops, was also a
freemason of some standing, and
apparently it was his duty to look
after the spiritual needs of the
scattered settlers of the district and
this frequently brought him to

Lansdowne. there he found a few freemasons who were anxious to have a Lodge where they could meet without
being compelled to make the long trip to Kamloops. Brother Cooper was delighted to help them carry out their plan
as he had been one of the charter members of Kamloops no. 10 and a member of mountain no. 11. a petition was
drawn up and sent to the Grand master, who issued a dispensation on June 20, 1888. the Grand Lodge met on the

25th of that same month, and the charter for spallum-
cheen Lodge no. 13 was granted at that Communi-
cation.

the procurement of the charter was an easy mat-
ter compared with their other troubles. there was no
hall at Lansdowne in which the Lodge could meet, so
in default of a more desirable place they fixed up, as
best they could, a loft over a tool house at the back of
the hotel, and there they met. they were not able,
owing to the distance to other centres of population,
to get the proper regalia and jewels, so the wives of
the members made the collars and the local tinsmith,
who afterwards became a member of the Lodge, cut
the jewels, for temporary use, from pieces of tin.

the Grand master was unable to go so far afield
to open the Lodge in person, so on July 14, 1888, he
issued his Commission to Canon Cooper, who, with
Brother sibree Clarke of Kamloops, duly constituted

the Lodge, the community was small, about one hundred inhabitants, and it was difficult many times to get a quo-
rum at the Lodge meetings, but it carried on as best it could and gradually increased its membership. a new masonic
Hall was constructed and furnished in 1892. then came the blow which killed Lansdowne. a railway was built
through the valley in 1893, but it bypassed that settlement, and the whole town was moved bodily to armstrong,
the masonic Lodge included, and nothing is left today of Lansdowne but the old cemetery, which seems to be the
living symbol of ghost towns in British Columbia. permission for the lodge removal was given by the Grand master
on september 4, 1893.
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masonic building at Lansdowne and early members—1891. Billy Hall, thomas W. fletcher, richard s.
pelly, George rashdall, fred H. Barnes, John Hamill, f. van Buskirk, d. J. macdonald, norman mcLeod.
[Lodge records: 1st on left is frank Hassard sr., third from left is thomas Clinton.]

present [1970] meeting place of Kamloops Lodge. Corner stone laid 7th July,
1922; opened 29th november, 1922.

61. see Fifty Years of Cascade Lodge, 1888-1938, compiled by W Brother John B. alexander.
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in its new home spallumcheen Lodge has grown and prospered. in the beginning it probably used the english
work, as did Kamloops, with its “oxfordian” working, but at present it uses the Canadian work.

Hiram No. 14
Back on vancouver island, a prosperous community had grown up at Comox, north of nanaimo, dating its first set-
tlement back to 1862. its business and social connections were closely associated with nanaimo. there were freema-
sons at Comox and they visited ashlar Lodge no. 3 whenever opportunity offered. soon the question of forming a
Lodge at Comox arose and it was
encouraged by the ashlar
brethren, accordingly, with the
formal blessing of ashlar Lodge,
an application was made on octo-
ber 3, 1890 for a dispensation,
which was duly granted, and the
charter was approved by Grand
Lodge on June 19, 1891. on July
22, 1891, the Grand master dedi-
cated the masonic Hall of Hiram
Lodge no. 14 at Comox and in-
stalled the officers, but there is
nothing to show in the records of
Grand Lodge that the Lodge was
ever Constituted. in 1895, Hiram
Lodge was moved to the town of
Courtenay, and uses the “ameri-
can” work for its ritual.

Kootenay No. 15
When the divisional point of the Cpry was moved to revelstoke, located at the second crossing of the Columbia
river, it took the railway men away from donald. some of the businessmen went along with them, and there was
soon a movement for a new Lodge there. on december 25, 1890, a petition was signed by seven freemasons asking
for a dispensation for a masonic Lodge. the petition was recommended by mountain Lodge no. 11, and the dis-
pensation was granted by the Grand master on march 11, 1891. the charter for Kootenay Lodge no. 15 was ordered
by Grand Lodge on June 19, 1891, and, like its sister sponsor, always practised the Canadian work.

the Lodge had difficulties to overcome in its earlier days owing to the transfer of many of the founding brethren,
and mountain Lodge had then become derelict. the town in which it had been established had ceased to exist. there
were two towns which coveted mountain Lodge: Golden, a thriving little town a few miles south of donald; and
revelstoke, which had a Lodge of its own, but if it could be amalgamated with mountain Lodge it would be able to
obtain not 11 instead of no. 15, its own Charter number.

“Mountain” Goes to Golden
at a regular meeting of mountain Lodge held on december 11, 1899, after a lengthy discussion it was moved and
seconded that the regular meetings of the Lodge should be held at the masonic temple, revelstoke, instead of at
donald, British Columbia, but this motion did not pass. then notice was given that at the next regular meeting a
motion would he made that the word “donald” in the second line of article 1 of the Bylaws be struck out and the
word “Golden” be inserted in lieu thereof.

at the next regular meeting of the Lodge on december 27, 1899, there was as large an attendance as possible of
members from revelstoke to defeat the motion. some of the brethren from Golden, expecting this, would have been
too late to reach the Lodge room in donald in time for the vote had not Brother Killeen of Cascade Lodge, Banff,
and assistant roadmaster at field, happened to be in Golden that afternoon. He heard of their troubles and gave
them the loan of a hand car—old-fashioned pump style—and the brethren pumped the car the twenty miles to don-
ald. they walked into Lodge just in time to give the votes which decided the matter in favour of Golden, and Golden
has the Lodge to this day. then the brethren had to pump, through 12 degrees below zero going, and over 20 degrees
below zero returning. it was necessary for the brethren to “pump or freeze.” Luckily for them, they did not meet a
train either going or coming, but they were happy to have succeeded in getting the Lodge for Golden, where it has
grown and prospered ever since. revelstoke had to be satisfied with its original name and number. formal permis-
sion for the removal of mountain Lodge was given by the Grand master on January 11, 1900.
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Ainsworth ?
in 1891 a petition came to the Grand master, supported by Kootenay Lodge no. 15 at revelstoke for a Lodge at
ainsworth, situated on the western shore of Kootenay Lake. He did not grant it, but laid the matter before Grand
Lodge for its consideration for certain reasons not disclosed in the Grand Lodge proceedings for that year. Grand
Lodge declined to grant a warrant but referred the petition back to the Grand master to issue a dispensation at his
discretion. at the Communication in June, 1893, the Grand master reported that he had been informed that a number
of brethren whose names were attached to the petition had since left ainsworth and that those remaining did not
deem it expedient to open a Lodge there at present. in october, 1892, he had gone to nelson hoping to see some of
the brethren, but he had not been able to meet any of them. under these conditions, nothing further was done in the
matter.

pacific No. 16
for the next four Lodges we must return to the Coast. on march 9, 1891, a petition was drawn up asking for a Lodge
at mission City, a station on the Cpry and the chief business point for the district lying between the stave river (so-
called because its banks were the source of supply of staves for the cooperage at port Langley for use in making
barrels for the shipment of salmon overseas) and nicomen island. it later became the junction of the Cpry and the
branch line south to sumas connecting to the railway systems of the united states. the proposed Lodge was 
approved by union Lodge no. 9 at new Westminster and the dispensation was granted by the Grand master on
april 20, 1891. the Grand Lodge on June 19, 1891 ordered the charter to be issued to pacific Lodge no. 16, but to be

withheld until the Wm-elect
should have completed his term of
office as JW of Cascade Lodge no.
12 and had retired or dimitted
from that Lodge.

King Solomon No. 17
then followed King solomon
Lodge no. 17 at new Westminster.
union Lodge in that city was
steadily increasing its membership
and others desired to join the
Craft. if rumour is to be believed,
one of the reasons for forming a
second Lodge in the city was that
the older men in union Lodge nat-
urally were in command, and the
younger men felt that a Lodge of
which they had control would be
more to their liking, at any rate, on

July 1, 1891, a petition was drawn up, signed and forwarded to the Grand master asking for a dispensation, which
was granted on october 25, 1891, after correspondence with ddGm peter Grant, the deputy Grand master, and
vW Brother Bishop a.W. sillitoe of union Lodge and a personal interview with the proposed officers of the new
Lodge. following the favourable report of the Grand master, the charter was authorized by Grand Lodge on June
23, 1892. King solomon Lodge no. 17 was duly constituted by the Grand master on august 9, 1892.

Doric No. 18
the City of nanaimo was growing fast. ashlar Lodge no. 3 was getting over- crowded, and there were a number
of freemasons who, for some reason or other, would not or did not join the older Lodge. a few of its members
joined with these and took steps to form a new Lodge. the question of ritual did not appear to enter into the matter,
for the supporters of the movement had no desire to use any form of work but that of ashlar Lodge. they met, dis-
cussed the matter at length, agreed to the formation of a new Lodge, drew up a petition, had it signed and forwarded
to the Grand master for his consideration. as a resident of nanaimo himself and a member of ashlar Lodge, he was
fully aware of the circumstances, and on July 21, 1892 he issued the desired dispensation. there is no information
as to the date of the institution or if there was any such ceremony. it was visited by the pGm, marcus Wolfe, as rW
Brother William stewart, who held the appointment of ddGm, had disagreed with the Grand master over the ques-
tion of the jurisdiction over rejected material, and had resigned his office. Brother Wolfe, in his report, said “the ma-
terial allowed in has been of the very best, mainly young, bright, intelligent men who will be a credit to the
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fraternity.” the charter was granted by the Grand Lodge on June 25, 1893, and doric Lodge no. 18 at nanaimo was
duly constituted on July 17, 1895 by the Grand master.

Ionic No. 19
the search for the new Lodges now turns back to the fraser valley and the City of Chilliwack. this settlement dates
from 1862 when a number of immigrants, more interested in farming than in mining, made their homes there. a
trading centre grew up near the fraser river, where the city now stands. to this centre there came in 1892 a pres-
byterian clergyman, rev. John a. Logan, who had been a member of, and Worshipful master of north star Lodge
no. 74 at Londonderry, Colchester County, nova scotia. a zealous freemason, he soon gathered together the
brethren in the settlement and took steps to establish a masonic Lodge. a Lodge of instruction was formed, with
the approval of pacific Lodge no. 16 at mission City, and was held weekly at the manse. the necessary petition was
drawn up, signed, and sent to the Grand master who on april 3, 1892 issued the dispensation and the Lodge was
instituted on april 27, 1892. the charter was granted by the Grand Lodge on June 23, 1893 to ionic Lodge no. 19,
and it was constituted by the ddGm on august 17, 1893. as our minister friend was its first Worshipful master,
and he  having come from a jurisdiction in which the american work was used, it naturally followed that the Lodge
took the same ritual. 62

Miriam No. 20
Let us now journey to the okanagan valley, to the town of vernon, which up until that time had been called “priest’s
valley” owing to the fact that the fathers at the mission, near where the present City of Kelowna stands, had built
a rest house there, as a convenient day’s journey from the mission. it took its new name from the Hon. forbes George
vernon, the then owner of the Coldstream ranch, who was at the time the Chief Commissioner of Lands and Works
in the provincial Government.

Here a small town was growing up. there were freemasons there, and among others, J. p. Burnyeat, surveyor.
the first organization meeting was held at the office of Caryell & Burnyeat in october, 1892, and was attended by
all the freemasons in the settlement. it was agreed to proceed with the matter of forming a Lodge and soon a petition
was drawn up asking for a dispensation, signed and forwarded to the Grand master. among those who signed the
petition was Brother Luc Girouard, who died on January 22, 1895. He belonged to a well-known french-Canadian
family, was a roman Catholic, and was refused the last rites of his church on his deathbed because he would not
adjure freemasonry.

But sending in a petition did not, in itself, necessarily mean that a dispensation would follow as a matter of
course. the Grand master was not at first disposed to establish a new Lodge, an act which would have the effect of
depriving an already established Lodge of a large part of its territory, and the proposed Lodge would take away a
large part of the jurisdiction of spallumcheen Lodge no. 13. some of the brethren of that Lodge were antagonistic
to the proposed new Lodge at vernon on that ground, and without the consent of that Lodge it was clear that the
Grand master would not grant the dispensation. to overcome the opposition W Brother ainsley megraw rode eight-
een miles, and return, to a meeting of spallumcheen Lodge one cold winter’s night in January, 1893. after a long
discussion, he prevailed upon the brethren to withdraw their objections and consent to the formation of a Lodge at
vernon. the objection being waived by spallumcheen Lodge, the Grand master granted the dispensation on may
25, 1893, and the first meeting took place on June 2, 1893. on June 23, 1893, the Grand Lodge ordered the charter 
issued to miriam Lodge no. 20 at vernon, and it is believed that the Lodge was constituted by the Grand master on
July 27, 1893, because he reported as having installed officers of the Lodge on that date.

W Brother ainsley megraw is generally credited with the choice of the name “miriam”. He was extremely fond
of music and felt that in the nomenclature of masonic Lodges his favourite among the liberal arts and sciences had
suffered neglect. miriam, a sister of moses and aaron, was one of the earliest musicians on record, who, after the 
israelites crossed the sea of Weeds, led the women in song, and whose name is the first to be associated with 
percussion instruments. despite her sex and the somewhat monotonous character of timbrel music, her name was
chosen for the new Lodge. 63

St. John’s No. 21
the next Lodge to appear on the roll of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia: was saint John’s Lodge no. 21 at
Wellington, near nanaimo. at the annual Communication of Grand Lodge of June, 1895, the Grand master reported
that he had received a petition from a number of brethren asking for a dispensation for a Lodge at that settlement,
but he had declined to issue it as all the petitioners, with the exception of one, were members of ashlar Lodge 
no. 3.  He gave his reasons at length:
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“ 1st. there is a Lodge already working under dispensation in nanaimo, doric Lodge, no. 18, which
is only some five or six miles distant, and connected with Wellington by an excellent road. 

“ 2nd. there is also a warranted Lodge in the same place. 
“ 3rd. the three Brethren named in the petition as officers of the proposed Lodge are residents, not

of Wellington, but of nanaimo. 
“ 4th. the population of Wellington and nanaimo did not appear to me to be sufficient to warrant

me in issuing a dispensation for the formation of a third Lodge.”
the three named in the petition as the first officers were W Brother William stew-

art, as the first master; W Brother John frame, as the first senior Warden; and W
Brother C. n. Westwood as the first Junior Warden, all past masters of ashlar Lodge.

the Grand master was comparatively a newcomer and apparently did not com-
prehend the fighting ability of that grand old scot, William stewart, who was backed
by ashlar Lodge. the Lodge appealed forthwith to Grand Lodge on the following
grounds:
“ that it was decidedly inconvenient for the brethren at Wellington to attend
the meeting of ashlar Lodge at nanaimo, without incurring expense travel-
ling, and loss of time from work, hence they seldom attend;
“ that Wellington is a large and rapidly growing town, situated from
nanaimo a distance of about six miles, in the district of Wellington, and has
a population of about 6,000, which is steadily increasing. the brethren there
have already secured a commodious hall for masonic purposes only.
“ it would in our opinion be greatly beneficial to the Craft in this locality to
form a Lodge at Wellington.”

this petition was signed by fifty freemasons, mostly members of ashlar Lodge.
When the matter came up in Grand Lodge in 1893, there was a lengthy discussion of
the question, and explanations made by brethren who were acquainted with the cir-
cumstances, which resulted in the granting of a dispensation being approved by Grand
Lodge. stewart and frame remained with the new Lodge, but Westwood seems to

have changed his mind and his place was taken by another member of ashlar Lodge, Bro. George thompson. these
three brethren walked from nanaimo to Wellington and back an incredible number of times in order to take part in
the proceedings of the new Lodge.

the charter for saint John’s Lodge no. 21 was granted by Grand Lodge on June 21, 1893. the Lodge was consti-
tuted on July 7, 1894, and, as might be expected of a Lodge in which W Brother William stewart took a leading part,
its ritual was what he called the “old scotch Work”, otherwise the american work. When the dunsmuir coal mining
interests abandoned Wellington and opened mines in the vicinity of Ladysmith, a large part of the people of 
Wellington moved also and the Lodge followed its members there in 1901.

Acacia No. 22
the last Lodge established during this period and still carrying on the business of freemasonry in British Columbia
was acacia Lodge no. 22, in vancouver. it was to be located in mount pleasant, on what is now main street but was
originally called “Westminster avenue”. the change was made because the settlers in vancouver felt that “West-
minster” smacked too much of the “royal” City on the banks of the fraser river. “in those days mount pleasant
was so far away,” said W Brother a. C. stewart in an address given to the Lodge many years after, “that we were
considered by the ‘down town’ denizens as a rural Community, and very rural at that. it was currently reported by
those who never saw us at work that we had a tinge of June verdure.”

notwithstanding its remoteness, steps were taken to establish a masonic Lodge there. the usual petition was
drawn up and signed by many members of the Craft of high standing, and it was presented to the Grand master.
He refused a dispensation. Whether he thought it would interfere with his pet Lodge, Cascade no. 12, or not, one
cannot say. What he did say to Grand Lodge in June, 1893, in explanation of his refusal, was:

“ to acacia Lodge, i refused a dispensation, as it was intended to open in the outskirts of the city,
which would have had a depressing effect on the Lodges meeting in the masonic temple, in view
of the fact that they were about to purchase lots on which to erect a building of their own. further-
more i felt it was premature to open Lodges in the outlying portions of the City, as the area of the
City is not sufficient nor the population dense enough to warrant it.”
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the Committee on the Grand master’s address was very polite to the Grand master. it commended the great
care taken by him in respect to acacia Lodge and on another application to which he had refused a dispensation,
but, as both were to be laid before Grand Lodge for consideration, the committee considered an expression of its
own opinion would be premature. on the matter being laid before Grand Lodge, the dispensation was ordered
granted. on June 21, 1894, the dispensation was handed to the petitioners and on July 26, 1894, the Lodge was con-
stituted by the ddGm and the officers installed. as a number of the early members of acacia Lodge no. 22 came
from the maritime provinces, it was only natural that the american work, which was used there, should be adopted
by the Lodge.

nelson Lodge no. 25 and united service Lodge no. 24 at esquimalt, although actually chartered in 1894, really
belong to the next period in the History of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia because of the relationship of nelson
Lodge to the other Lodges in the Kootenays.

Amendments to constitution
during the period 1885 to 1894, the Grand Lodge of British Columbia kept revising the Constitution, but never
seemed to be able to get it in the shape that would please everyone. it had been under revision for some time, but
in 1885 the work had not been completed. the Board of General purposes had been devoting much time to it, but
important matters were still to be considered. in 1886 the revision had been completed, and copies had been sent to
all the Lodges with the proposed alterations and amendments. some twelve of them (all approved) had been pro-
posed by W Brother William stewart of ashlar Lodge no. 3 and showed careful attention in the work of revision,
and on June 18, 1887 the revised Constitution was adopted. in 1892 various amendments were made. in 1893, Grand
Lodge directed that the Committee on Constitution, with such brethren as should be selected by Grand Lodge, were
to revise the Constitution and submit the result to the next Communication of Grand Lodge.

in 1894, owing to the great floods on the fraser river, many of the Lodges were not represented at the Commu-
nication of Grand Lodge. even the Grand master himself could not be present. under these circumstances, the con-
sideration of the revision of the Constitution was postponed until a special Communication for that purpose could
be called at the discretion of the Grand master. the Grand secretary was instructed tonotify the Constituent Lodges
of the intention to consider the revision at such Communication, and the Lodges were requested to offer any further
suggestions or additions they might deem advisable.

Visit of the Masonic poet
it was the high privilege of the Grand master on January 13, 1888 to entertain the venerable freemason, rob morris,
the well-known masonic poet, who composed a poem in honour of the Grand master which may be found in the
proceedings. the venerable Brother also visited nanaimo, vancouver, new Westminster and the Lodges along the
line of the Cpry. He died in Washington, dC, on July 31, 1888. mW Brother morris had been a pGm of the Grand
Lodge of Kentucky, and at the next Communication of Grand Lodge the Gm included in his address to the Brethren
a fine eulogy to the lamented Brother and quoted at length the now famous poem that was not made public until
after Brother morris’ death. 64

Grand Master Visits caribou Lodge No. 4
the Gm in 1892-1893 made a record by visiting every Lodge in the jurisdiction except Hiram Lodge no. 14 at Comox.
far to the north was old Cariboo Lodge no. 4, at Barkerville, established in 1866, and a constituent Lodge of the
Grand Lodge of British Columbia since its organization in 1871. during all that period, no Grand master had ever
set foot in Cariboo Lodge. on november 4, 1892, came the first Gm to pay his official visit to the Lodge, and he
was received with great delight by the brethren there. as a sidelight on the distance of Barkerville from the other
inhabited centres in British Columbia in those days, consider this quotation from the Gm’s address to Grand Lodge
at the annual Communication in June, 1895:

“i had to travel 200 miles by rail and 300 miles by stage coach to reach Barkerville; but i assure you
i would not have missed the opportunity of meeting the Brethren of that far famed district had the
distance been much greater.”

Exemplification of the Degrees
on march 29, 1889, the Grand master presided over a unique emergent Communication of Grand Lodge at 
vancouver for the dedication of a masonic Hall and for the exempliflcation of the ea, fC and mm degrees of
freemasonry as practised by the various Lodges in the jurisdiction. many of the members using the american work
had never seen a Canadian Lodge using the work approved by the Grand Lodge of Canada in ontario. on the other
hand, members of the Lodges in ontario had never seen the american work exemplified. after the ceremony of
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dedication, the Gm explained the position of freemasonry at the formation of Grand Lodge, and stated, that however
desirable the uniformity of ritual might be, there were certain privileges granted to the Lodges in existence at the
formation of Grand Lodge which would have to be respected. W Brother William stewart of ashlar Lodge no. 3
spoke in favour of a uniformity of ritual. one wonders what his reaction would have been if the english, or the
Canadian work, had been made compulsory on all the Lodges in the jurisdiction. at any rate, victoria-Columbia
no. 1 exemplified portions of the english ritual; union Lodge no. 9 and ashlar Lodge no. 3 portions of the american
work; and Cascade Lodge no. 12 portions of the Canadian work, it was an interesting exhibition of ritual, but, so
far as can be seen, if its purpose was to produce a uniformity of ritual, it had little effect on the Craft in British 
Columbia, because no advocate of either form of ritual ever conceded that any other form of work was better than
the one to which he was acustomed.

Lodge of Sorrow
a Lodge of sorrow in honour of the memory of those brethren who had been victims of the smallpox epidemic of
1892 was held conjointly by victoria-Columbia Lodge no. 1 and vancouver and Quadra Lodge no. 2 at victoria on
sunday, october 2, 1892. it was a solemn and impressive ceremony, and the large gathering of the brethren and
their friends who assembled in the temple for the purpose showed how deeply the loss was felt not only by their
immediate relatives and fellows but also by the public at large. two well-known freemasons of high rank were,
among others, victims of this plague: vW Brother m. W. Waitt, pGt, and Brother W. r. Brown, sW of victoria-
Columbia Lodge no. 1.

communications of Grand Lodge
the annual Communications of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia were held in victoria in 1885, 1886, 1889 and
1893; in nanaimo in 1887 and 1892; in new Westminster in 1888 and 1894; at vancouver in 1890; and at 
Kamloops in 1891.

there was one emergent Communication of Grand Lodge which is particularly worthy of remembrance. it is
the one held in nanairno on may 5, 1888 to unveil a monument to the memory of Brother samuel Hudson, a member
of ashlar Lodge no. 3, a native of durham, england, aged 34 years. He was
in Wellington at the time of an explosion in the coal mines at nanaimo on may
3, 1877. Hearing of the disaster, he hastened from Wellington, formed a search
and rescue party and went down the mine to endeavour, if possible, to save
some of the trapped workers. venturing too far from the clean air, he was
caught and suffocated by the deadly afterdamp. He was brought to the surface
and all possible efforts were made to resuscitate him, but without effect. in
token of the self-sacrifice of Brother Hudson, the freemasons and other rep-
utable citizens raised a sum sufficient to erect a monument at his grave, and
this was unveiled with all due ceremony by the Grand master. 65

in all, there were sixteen special Communications during this period, all
of which will be dealt with under the purposes for which they were called.

Honorary Rank
the Grand Lodge of British Columbia has never been lavish in giving Hon-
orary rank to members of the Craft, but there have been cases where it has
been thought fit and proper to reward good service, and where such reward
could only be made this way. in 1877 W Brother Jonathan nutt, the founder
of Cariboo Lodge no. 469 sr at Barkerville, was made a permanent member
of Grand Lodge by giving him the rank of senior Grand Warden. at the same
time, the same rank was conferred on one of the founders of victoria Lodge
no. 1085 er, W Brother J. J. southgate, on his leaving for england to reside
there permanently.

in 1888 Grs edward C. neufelder, who had held that office for three terms,
resigned as he was leaving the jurisdiction and the country. in recognition of
his services, which had been many over a number of years, he was also given
the rank of senior Grand Warden; and Brother Benjamin douglas, treasurer of union Lodge no. 9 at new West-
minster was given the rank of pGrt for his long service as one of the trustees of masonic property. He died at new
Westminster on february 25, 1900.

in 1881, vW Brother edgar Crow Baker, then the Grs, reported to Grand Lodge that the Grand Lodge of new
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south Wales, which he represented near the Grand Lodge of British Columbia, had conferred upon him the rank
and title of pGW of that Grand Lodge, “an honor as unexpected as it is undeserved, but no doubt intended as a 
delicate mark of attention to the Grand Lodge of a sister Colony, and of which i happen to be Grand secretary.”

Honour to the Grand chaplain
many eminent brethren have occupied the office of Grand Chaplain in the Grand Lodge of British Columbia, but
none more respected and efficient than rt. rev. acton Windeyer sillitoe, Lord Bishop of new Westminster, who
held the office for five successive years, having been elected and re-elected for the years from 1886 to 1890. in 1891,
he was the Wm of union Lodge no. 9 at new Westminster, and it is probable that this was the reason he declined
further re-election. on June 22, 1889, he was presented by the Grand Lodge officers with a handsome piece of plate,
voted him by Grand Lodge in recognition of his valuable and instructive services to the Craft in the province.

District Deputy Grand Masters
the appointment of ddGms to represent the person of the Grand master in the several parts of the province dates
from June 25, 1888, when, at the annual Communication of Grand Lodge held at new Westminster, the jurisdiction
was divided into four districts. Because of the importance of these offices in the History of freemasonry in British
Columbia a special chapter is devoted to their history and development. 66

Non-affiliates
the question of the right of non-affiliated freemasons to attend Lodges as visitors on a continuing basis was a matter
which bothered the members of the Craft in jurisdictions other than British Columbia. mW Brother W. s. Herrington,
the Historian of the Grand Lodge of Canada in the province of ontario, in his History of that Grand Lodge, tells of
the trouble in his jurisdiction over this matter and recites the experience of other Grand Lodges. 67

the troubles of the Lodges in the province of British Columbia with this problem have already been mentioned
in the early days of the fraternity. it was again the subject of considerable debate in 1888, when the Grand master,
in his address to Grand Lodge, referred to the matter at length. He said:

“the question has been frequently propounded to me ‘What shall we do with freemasons who are
domiciled within our jurisdiction and are not connected with any of our Lodges, and do not con-
tribute to the support of freemasonry?’ there is no doubt this important matter has been brought
very forcibly home to our brethren since the completion of railway communication with the east.
numbers of freemasons are now domiciled in this jurisdiction, whom we never know or hear of
until sickness or distress comes upon them, or at times when they want to display their connection
with us on public occasions; others again retain their membership with Lodges in other 
jurisdictions where their dues are small.... While we stand ever ready to help those who are found
worthy, the fact must be borne in mind that the expenses attending our charities are threefold
greater than they are in the eastern provinces, and as a consequence sometimes heavy burdens are
thrown on our Lodges....

“i am of the opinion that freemasons, resident within our province, should contribute to the support
of the institution, otherwise not expect to receive benefits and privileges, and i would recommend
the enactment of a regulation limiting the time, voluntary non-affiliates with our Lodges, should
be entitled to the privileges of freemasonry.”

the Committee on the Grand master’s address merely suggested that the recommendation regarding non-
afiiliates should be taken up by Grand Lodge at an early date, but nothing was done in the matter. evidently neither
the Grand master nor Grand Lodge could suggest a practical remedy for the problem.

the matter did not come up again until 1892, when the Grand master referred to it in his address to Grand
Lodge and made clear the difficulty in dealing with it. His suggested remedy of eliminating the fee for affiliation
did not seem adequate:

“although a comparatively small jurisdiction, yet we have a number of non-affiliated and dimitted
freemasons. While i do not propose suggesting a method as to how they should be dealt with (as
wiser heads than mine, in nearly all Grand Lodges, have been unable to cope with the question or
lessen the alarming increase of this class), yet i would offer a suggestion (which i hope will receive
your favourable consideration), one, which in my opinion, would be an incentive for such to join
our Lodges, and that is, to do away with the fee for affiliation demanded at present. there could
be no harm in trying it for a year and see if it would not bring about the desired effect.”
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the Committee on the Grand master’s address made no reference to the suggestion of the Grand master, and
the matter was dropped.

Dual Membership
at the Communication of Grand Lodge on June 25, 1888, Brother rev. Canon W. H. Cooper, a charter member of
Kamloops Lodge no. 10 and later a charter member of mountain Lodge no. 11 and still later a charter member of
spallumcheen Lodge no. 13, asked the Grand master for an expression of opinion on dual membership, to which
the Grand master replied:

“. . . in his opinion dual membership in this jurisdiction is not desirable” 
and a resolution was then adopted:

“that in the opinion of this Grand Lodge dual membership in the jurisdiction is inexpedient”
and then approved another resolution by Brother Cooper:

“that further consideration of the question of dual membership be deferred until the Committee on
Constitution report.”

it is worthy of note that both the mover and the seconder of the first resolution attained dual membership them-
selves later, our old friend William stewart of ashlar Lodge no. 3 joined saint John’s Lodge at Wellington without
demitting from the former; while John Buie of union Lodge no. 9 held dual membership in King solomon Lodge
no. 17, both of new Westminster. in 1888 the Grand master ruled that there was no law to prevent a Brother in
good standing who is a member of a foreign Lodge from affiliating with a Lodge in this jurisdiction, but said nothing
about his having to demit from the Lodge from which he hailed. in 1889, the same Grand master who held office
for two years, ruled that:

“Brethren petitioning to form a new Lodge retain their membership in the Lodge from which they
hail until a charter is granted, when they become members of the new Lodge.”

He also ruled that a mason could not be an active member of more than one Lodge.
By the time the regular Communication of Grand Lodge of 1894 had rolled around, the Committee on 

Constitution had failed to report further on the matter of dual membership, while Canon Cooper had dimitted from
all the Lodges except spallumcheen no. 13, of which he was an Honorary member. in actual fact, while the Grand
Lodge professed that dual membership was prohibited in the jurisdiction, they must have turned a blind eye to
those members of the Craft who still retained dual membership, and the history of the Grand Lodge would seem to
indicate that without dual membership many of the older Lodges would never have been born.

Mount Hermon Lodge Moves to Vancouver
prior to 1886, mount Hermon Lodge no. 7 had for many years been located on the north shore of Burrard inlet at
moodyville. during its life there it had a very small membership, between fifteen and twenty. vancouver, on the
southern shore of the inlet, was commencing to grow and promised to become a large city, while there was, at that
time, no immediate growth expected on the north shore. as there was no masonic Lodge in the new city on the
south shore, it was deemed advisable to remove the Lodge across the inlet, and on february 20, 1886, the Lodge
voted unanimously to make the change. an application was made to the Grand master for permission to do so,
which was granted on february 27, 1886. a Lodge room was obtained in vancouver, and was to be dedicated by
the Grand master on april 2, 1887. on that day the Grand master, the deputy Grand master, and a large number
of members of Grand Lodge and others, went to the pier at victoria to take the night boat for vancouver. no boat
appeared and they stayed at the pier until 5:00 a.m., when the boat arrived, but found she was not returning to van-
couver. the cause of her delay had been the stranding of the steamer Mexico near plumper’s pass, and the Princess
Louise, the Cpry boat, had stopped to take the passengers off the wrecked boat. they attempted to telegraph the
Wm of mount Hermon Lodge that they were unable to meet with the brethren on this occasion owing to the fact
that the steamer was not returning, but found the wires were not in working order. the Grand master reports trying
to make the visit at a later date, but did not succeed so finally gave up that pleasure. nothing further is reported on
the dedication of the Lodge in its new building, so it is presumed that mount Hermon must have gone on without
the victoria brethren.

union Lodge Loses Its Temple
in January, 1891, new Westminster had one of its disastrous fires, and the masonic temple was one of the victims.
on february 20, 1891, the Grand master issued a dispensation allowing the Lodge to meet in st. Leonard’s Hall,
new Westminster. in 1892, the Lodge Hall was being rebuilt and Grand Lodge voted the sum of $500 towards the
cost. the building was completed by december and was dedicated by the Grand master on the festival of saint
John the evangelist, december 27, 1892.
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prescriptive Rights Are claimed
at the annual Communication of Grand Lodge on June 23, 1892, there was considerable discussion as to the

uniformity of regalia in the Lodges, and especially as to the right of ashlar Lodge no. 3 to use a form of regalia not
in accordance with articles 169 to 175 of the Constitution. owing to this, the Grand master issued a circular asking
for strict compliance therewith. all the Lodges complied with the demands of the Grand master except ashlar
Lodge, of which the Grand master was a member, which denied the right of Grand Lodge to alter their clothing or
jewels, claiming an existing right as set forth at the formation of Grand Lodge, and its first Constitution, which reads
as follows:

“the jewels and regalia of subordinate Lodges are as follows: it being understood that Lodges in
this jurisdiction already supplied in this respect, may continue the adoption and use of the same
regalia as long as they desire.”

this clause, carried over in the subsequently revised Constitution, was deleted from the latest one as further 
revised in 1887. victoria-Columbia no. 1 also claimed, for the same reason, the right to appoint the secretary,
notwithstanding the Constitution now states that he “shall be an elective officer.”

the Grand master, himself a member of ashlar Lodge, was of the opinion that the claims of these two Lodges
were in violation of the laws of Grand Lodge. He consulted two outstanding masonic scholars of the united states
who agreed that, under masonic law, the claims could not be recognized and cited the case of the old Lodge no, 1
at Hartford, Connecticut, which set up a similar claim to vested rights which had been taken from it by action of
Grand Lodge in regard to ritual, and that on account of its rebellion the Grand Lodge had arrested its charter and
declared all its members excluded from the rights and privileges of freemasonry. this action had been sustained
by all the Lodges in the jurisdiction (except the recalcitrant one), and by all the Grand Lodges in the country.

the Grand master pointed out, however, that the questions at issue were not of vital importance. He had let the
matter stand until it could be laid before Grand Lodge for final action and decision, it being a matter touching the
Constitution. if Grand Lodge held that the Lodges are wrong, it would be a guidance and precedent for all Lodges
in the jurisdiction, or if in the right, then all Lodges may exercise the same privileges. this statement of the Grand
master seems not to have been well founded as no other Lodges in the jurisdiction had any reasons for making such
claims. the Committee on the Grand master’s address referred the matter to Grand Lodge for final decision, when
it was resolved:

“that inasmuch as certain rights and privileges were given at the time of the formation of this Grand
Lodge, to victoria-Columbia and ashlar Lodges, as to regalia worn by the latter, and the appoint-
ment instead of election of secretary, in the former; be it therefore resolved—

that these Lodges shall retain the privileges accorded, as long as they desire.”
this decision caused considerable criticism in the Grand Lodges in the united states. the Colorado reviewer in
1893 rather caustically remarked:

“the same persistency by old Hiram no. 1 of Hartford, Connecticut (the List of masonic Lodges lists
‘Hiram Lodge, no. 1, at new Haven’) that it had vested rights in regard to certain features of the
ritual, was declared to be rebellion and resulted in the arrest of the charter. our Brethren of British
Columbia believe in getting along smoothly even if the sovereignty of Grand Lodge has to be re-
laxed and its own laws abrogated to suit special cases.”

the south Carolina reviewer stated the facts, and added:
“We concur with the Grand master, but Grand Lodge resolved that the Lodge be allowed to retain

its original privileges, so long as it desired to do so.”
the utah reviewer commented:

“two lodges showed a little spirit of insubordination, claiming that because the Constitution adopted
in 1871 gave them certain rights no amendment to that instrument subsequently could take these
privileges from them.... it was just such an idea that caused the rupture between Hiram Lodge, no.
1, of new Haven, and the Grand Lodge of Connecticut. that Lodge came back into the fold after
seeing the folly of its actions, and so would the two Lodges in British Columbia if the Grand Lodge
pushed the matter and ‘not smoothed it over’.”

in the report of the Grand Lodge of Canada (in ontario) the Reviewer curtly says, after referring to the decision of
the Grand Lodge of British Columbia on this matter of vested rights:

“But the unconstitutionality of the acts, the allowance of claims of victoria-Columbia and ashlar
Lodges remain the same as before.”
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ashlar Lodge has al-
ways stuck to her guns
over her regalia, and after
all who can blame her, a
promise is still a promise,
especially in the masonic
fraternity. victoria-Co-
lumbia Lodge on the
other hand, once she had
made her point, joined the
rest of the Lodges, and
since the revision of her
Bylaws on october 26,
1909, has always elected
the secretary.

Masonic Home
in June, 1892 the address
of the Gm was a clear-cut
description of freema-
sonry in British Columbia,
and, after the introduc-
tion, it discussed many
matters that were on the
minds of the Brethren. 
especially memorable was his advice on the question of a masonic Home; advice that the brethren have followed
ever since to the well-being of the Craft. He advised Grand Lodge to—

“. . . move with prudence and caution in this direction, as in my opinion the jurisdiction is yet too
small, and so few would become inmates, that the establishment at this time would not be justifi-
able, as the expense of erecting and maintaining it being far out of proportion to the good that
would be accomplished. my advice is to go on dispensing charity as we have done in the past; 
besides our Grand Lodge funds for that purpose are quite adequate to recoup our Lodges for any
outlay they may be called upon to make.”

the Gm in June, 1895, disagreed with this philosophy and advice on the question of a masonic Home. He said
that “...the possibility of founding a Home where the widows and orphans of deceased Brethren, might systemati-
cally, and in keeping with our ability to provide, be cared for, has often engaged my attention.” after a general dis-
cussion of the realms of charity and the blessing to mankind of such institutions, he recommended that steps be
taken as soon as possible to establish such an institution, by the appointment of a special committee to investigate,
devise and report.

the Committee on the address, while in hearty sympathy with the sentiments expressed about the desirability
of erecting and maintaining a masonic Home, felt that the time was not yet ripe for such an undertaking; that the
charity dispensed by the various Lodges had in great measure met the needs of the jurisdiction in that particular;
but supported the appointment of the committee suggested by the Grand master. the special committee reported
on June 18, 1896, pointing out that the costs of such an undertaking were far beyond the financial resources of Grand
Lodge; that Grand Lodge could not even meet the annual expenditures of maintaining such an institution; and 
reviewed the problems faced by another Grand Lodge even though it had the resources of 374 constituent Lodges,
with a membership of 36,500 members, to draw upon.

it recommended that in the case of children needing care, this care should be provided in regularly organized
orphanages, drawing upon the Charity fund for this purpose, if necessary, to the extent of $500 in aggregate. the
report was received and adopted.

The Grand Lodge Library
Little was done to increase the Grand Lodge Library during this period. apparently, it was as yet practically confined
to reports of the proceedings of other Grand Lodges. in 1892, the Gm called the attention of the Grand Lodge to the
unsatisfactory condition of the Library and the advisability of making an appropriation for binding these reports.
He said that it is true that our Library, in the absence of a Librarian, is of little practical use, but that it is necessary
to look to the future and preserve the records of the fraternity for those who follow. this was approved by Grand
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Lodge, and $100 was voted for binding Grand Lodge proceedings and other masonic literature. in 1893 a further
grant of $60 was made to complete the binding of proceedings of other Grand Lodges for the Library.

committees on petitions and Grievances Set up
on June 21, 1886 a Committee on 
petitions and Grievances was pro-
vided for in an amendment to the
Constitution as one of the standing
committees of Grand Lodge.

Regalia
the regalia of the officers of Grand
Lodge was getting shabby in 1888. it
will be remembered that the regalia
used by it had come down to Grand
Lodge from the provincial Grand
Lodge sC and the district Grand
Lodge eC, and was getting the
worse for wear. in that year it was
moved in Grand Lodge that new re-
galia be furnished for the Grand of-
ficers during the coming year if the
funds were adequate.

at the next meeting of Grand
Lodge in 1889, it was reported that
communication had been had with
Brother George Kenning of London
and from Brother morrison of
toronto, who had each furnished
prices and estimates for the new re-

galia required, and these were laid before Grand Lodge. the matter was laid over for another year. at the meeting
of Grand Lodge in 1890, mW Brother milne asked if anything had been done in the matter of new 
regalia. on being advised that nothing as yet had been done since the last meeting of Grand Lodge, a resolution

was passed providing that a commit-
tee of three be appointed to act with
the Grand master and the Grand sec-
retary to provide a set of regalia for
the Grand Lodge, utilizing what
could be used of the present regalia.

in 1891, Grand Lodge was in-
formed that the order for regalia had
been placed with Kenning; that it
had been found impossible to repair
the old regalia; that the new regalia
had been received; and that the total
cost, including duty and freight, etc,
amounted to $680. the committee
recommended: (a) that the regalia of
the ddGms should be handed over
to the present incumbents; (b) that
the Lodges in each district should
pay the cost of the regalia for the
ddGm in that district, and that it
was to be the property of the district,
and pass to each successive holder of
that office; (c) that the ddGm for
each district should be nominated
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by the representatives of the Lodges and the pms of such district, present at the annual Communication, by ballot;
the representatives and pms of the district voting in the same manner as upon election of other officers, and the se-
lection be confirmed by the Grand master; (d) that in default of any such nomination being made, the Gm-elect
should appoint a duly qualified
brother as ddGm; (e) that all
ddGms must be pms and resident
within their districts and must not
be, during their term of office, the
Wm of a Lodge.

Grand Lodge made short work
of these recommendations. only one
was accepted, viz, that providing for
the retention by the ddGms of the
regalia of their office during their
term of office. the recommendation
that the districts purchase the re-
galia of their ddGms was not ap-
proved. the Gm ruled that the
proposed form of election was un-
constitutional.

constituent vs. Subordinate
Lodges

another matter of common dis-
cussion among freemasons is the
proper descriptive name to be given
to the individual Lodges under the
rule of a Grand Lodge. is it “Con-
stituent” Lodge or “subordinate”
Lodge? in the report of the Committee on foreign Correspondence for 1893, a selection is given from the 
report of the Grand Lodge of tennessee which is of value. the Reviewer says:

“an animated discussion has been conducted on the propriety of saying ‘Constituent’ Lodges, or
‘subordinate’ Lodges. Webster defines ‘Constituent’, that which establishes, determines and 
constructs. Grand Lodges are established, determined and constructed: hence, Lodges are 
‘Constituents’ of Grand Lodge. Webster defines ‘subordinate’, inferior in order, in nature, in dignity,
in power, importance or the like. Lodges which constitute Grand Lodges are inferior in order, in
rank, in dignity, in power and importance to the Grand Lodges they have established and con-
structed; hence Lodges are ‘subordinates’ of Grand Lodges. all this being true, the Committee is
unable to see much propriety in attempting to make a distinction where no distinction exists.”
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cHApTER 10
THE DAyS Of THE MINING BOOM IN THE KOOTENAyS 1895 TO 1901

The Search for Lodges
the completion of the main line of the Canadian pacific railway made British Columbia a part of the north american
continent, no longer a distant land far out on the pacific ocean, accessible only by steamer from san francisco or
other pacific ports in the united states, or from the orient and the antipodes. its reputation as a Land of Gold, an-
other eldorado, had gone far afield, and there were possibilities that other valuable minerals were to be found in its
mountains. a flood of men seeking riches poured into the province from the east and south. from the united states
Boundary to the lands lying north of the main line of the railway, and from the source of the Columbia river to the
Coast, so many came to seek wealth in that part of the province that, as Brother Judge frederick W. Howay says, 68

it was “infected with prospectors.” many sought placer deposits; others mineral deposits of all kinds and especially
silver mines. many and rich deposits were found. it only needs a casual glance at the official reports issued by the
minister of mines of the Government of British Columbia during the middle nineties to see how busy were the
prospectors and how successful their efforts.

towns grew up, like Jonah’s gourd, almost in a single night. no one seems to have remembered that communi-
ties supported wholly by the wealth taken from the mine, and like sources, were founded on a wasting asset, and
when those assets were depleted might possibly cease to exist. many of the towns in time faded out of the picture;
others developed other branches of industry and business, and have remained prosperous communities. the oldest,
and most permanent of all was the City of nelson, the business centre of the whole district, and in later years the
City of fernie, now capitalizing on the more stable assets of her mountain beauty from the tourist trade. Kaslo and
new denver added to the mining resources in the vicinity agricultural resources of great value, while of sandon
and phoenix only the names, ruins and the cemeteries remain.

as soon as these settlements appeared to be permanent, the freemasons resident there saw no reason why they
should not have the pleasure and benefit of a local masonic Lodge. the Grand Lodge was delighted to see the Craft
increasing in numbers and, with a few exceptions, granted the requests. as a large part of this population came
from the united states or from the maritime provinces of Canada, it is not surprising to note that out of twelve new
Lodges established, seven used the american ritual, as against four the Canadian and one the emulation.

Grand Masters, 1895 to 1901
the Grand masters who presided over the Grand Lodge during this period were:
17th — mW Brother Lacey robert Johnson, from his installation on June 22, 1895 until June 19, 1896;
18th — mW Brother alexander Charleson, from his installation on June 19, 1896 until June 18, 1897;
19th — mW Brother rev. ebenezer duncan mcLaren, from his installation on June 18, 1897 until June 24, 1898;
20th — mW Brother david Wilson, from his installation on June 24, 1898 until June 23, 1899;
21st — mW Brother richard eden Walker, m.d., from his installation on June 23, 1899 until June 21, 1900;
22nd — mW Brother Harry Holgate Watson, from his installation on June 23, 1900 until June 21, 1901; and
23rd — mW Brother frederick mcBain young, from his installation on June 21, 1901 until June 20, 1902.

the Gms during this period in the History of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia were all men of high standing.
no one class or occupation furnished more than one. there was an officer of the Gtry who became the assistant
master mechanic pacific Coast, and who later was in command of the engineering department of the pacific
steamship Company and a member of the Canadian society of Civil engineers; a lumber merchant and shipbuilder
and later timber cruiser; a well-known and beloved pastor of the presbyterian Church, General secretary of Home
missions, who in 1935 received the Good Citizen’s medal from the native sons of British Columbia; an educator
who was in charge of the free text Book service in the province; a highly esteemed gentleman of the medical pro-
fession, who practised in new Westminster for 33 years; a businessman and qualified pharmacist, later financial
agent and Grand treasurer for 47 years; and one who had studied law at osgood Hall in toronto, was admitted to
the Bar of ontario, and who later came to British Columbia and was the first County Court Judge at atlin, in northern
British Columbia.

The New Lodges
during this period in the History of the Grand Lodge of antient, free and accepted masons of British Columbia,
twelve new Lodges were given birth and chartered. three of them have fallen by the wayside due to changing times
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and have joined forces with another Lodge close by; while another had to move its location in order to survive. the
remainder have prospered very well indeed.

Nelson No. 23
although nelson Lodge no. 23 at nelson, British Columbia, had obtained its charter at the Communication of Grand
Lodge in 1894, it has been included in this chapter because it was the first Lodge established in the mining districts
of the Kootenays. Here a small town was growing up, following mineral discoveries in the neighbourhood. in 1892,
a meeting of freemasons was held at the offices of mcLeod and richardson on Baker street and the question of
forming a Lodge in nelson was discussed. following this, a petition was drawn up (the penmanship is exquisite
but the document is undated), signed and sent to the Grand master. the necessary dispensation was issued on 
october 25, 1893, and the Lodge was organized in the odd fellows’ Hall on Water street in nelson, and the charter
was ordered by Grand Lodge on June 22, 1894.

it was only natural with the Worshipful master and several of the other members hailing from ontario and 
Quebec that the ritual was Canadian.

united Service No. 24
united service Lodge no. 24 is included in this chapter because it was junior to the first Lodge in the Kootenays at
nelson. it has the distinction of being the first Lodge chartered by the Grand Lodge of British Columbia in victoria
district. With some exceptions, it consisted not of men who were in any way connected with British Columbia, but
who were only in the vicinity until their duty called them elsewhere and that call might come at any time. they
were members of the British army and naval services, hence the name “united service”, which is believed to have
been chosen by W Brother George Hickey, he having hailed from united service Lodge no. 1341 er at Hong Kong
with two others, members from united service no. 1428 at portsmouth, england. many of them were members of
english Lodges from all parts of the empire. esquimalt then was much further from the centre of victoria, and while
they were stationed in esquimalt, they saw no reason why they should not have a Lodge of their own. so they got
together at the Globe Hotel, esquimalt, on october 31, 1893, and sent a petition, approved by victoria-Columbia
Lodge no. 1, to the Grand master asking for the usual dispensation. the petition was dated november 23, 1893,
and the dispensation was issued on december 11, 1893. the warrant for a charter from Grand Lodge was granted
on June 21, 1894, and on July 18, 1894 the Grand master, assisted by the officers and members of Grand Lodge, 
constituted and dedicated united service Lodge no. 24 and, as might be expected from a Lodge established by such
english freemasons as this Lodge was, it uses the english or “emulation” work. 69

the chief source from which the Lodge drew its membership being the British navy, its men were seldom in
port long enough to make an application at a regular meeting and have it lie over for a month, and then be present
to receive a degree. the Grand master in 1899 had drawn the attention of Grand Lodge to this matter, and he quoted
section 185 of the english Constitution, and suggested that a similar provision should be made in the Constitution
of the Grand Lodge. His suggestion was finally acted on, but coupled with a condition that it was to be confined to
members of the army and navy, viz:

“(223a). in cases of emergency the following course may be pursued. any two members of a Lodge,
may transmit in writing to the master of the Lodge, the name, age, profession or occupation and
place of abode of any candidate they wish to propose; and the circumstances which cause the emer-
gency. if in the opinion of the master the emergency be real, he shall notify the proposition to every
member of his Lodge, either in the summons for the next regular meeting, or in a summons for a
lodge of emergency to meet at a period not less than seven days from the issuing of the summons.
if the candidate be then approved on the ballot, he may be initiated. the master shall previously
to the ballot being taken, read the proposition and state to the Lodge the cause of due emergency
which shall be recorded in the minutes. this section shall apply only to members of the royal navy
and army on active service.”

the Lodge rented the upper part of Blue ribbon Hall as a Lodge room, which it occupied for many years. it
was one of the oldest buildings in esquimalt when it was condemned by the municipal Council and demolished in
1936. When the British Government ceased to occupy esquimalt for naval purposes, the membership ceased to have
the old majority of servicemen and became a city Lodge of the usual kind. esquimalt, with a good tram service, 
became part of victoria in all but name, and on destruction of its old Lodge Hall the Lodge took up quarters in the
shrine temple in victoria. on february 4, 1944, united service Lodge moved into the masonic temple at victoria,
and on february 12, 1958 the Lodge returned to esquimalt to meet in the parish Hall of st. paul’s Church. in January,
1966 the Lodge moved to new quarters in the esquimalt united Church Hall.
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Kaslo No. 25
the next Lodge was established in the town of Kaslo, in the Kootenays. minerals had been found in the slocan
mountains, and Kaslo was the distributing centre for the district. in 1884 fire and flood nearly wiped it out, but it
was soon rebuilt. it was in this period that the freemasons of the town combined to obtain a charter for a masonic
Lodge. the movement was encouraged by W Brother elon ezra Chipman, a past master of an ontario Lodge and
destined to become a Grand master of British Columbia, who was not a charter member, but who attended all the
meetings and affiliated with the Lodge as soon as it was ready for work.

a petition was drawn up, signed and sent to the Grand master and the list of petitioners is an interesting one,
especially when compared with that of united service no. 24. in that case the members were mostly english, and
there were ties between them arising out of a common service and a common loyalty. in the case of the Lodge at
Kaslo there was no tie between the members but that of freemasonry. five came from ontario and five from the
united states, four from what was then the Grand Lodge of manitoba, four had been members of other Lodges in
British Columbia, two were from scotland, and one from nova scotia. the list gives a fair cross section of the 
Kootenay people at that time.

in august, 1894 the dGm visited Kaslo at the request of the Gm and found a nice Lodge room, well furnished,
and a number of very worthy freemasons; and he so reported, advising that the petition should be granted, and it
was, on august 22, 1894. the first meeting was held on october 1, 1894; the charter to Kaslo Lodge no. 25 was
granted by Grand Lodge on June 24, 1895; and the Lodge was constituted on november 4, 1895 by rW Brother
Henry Hoy (always known as “Harry” in new Westminster) of union Lodge no. 9. as many of the members, 
including the first Wm, were from jurisdictions which used the american ritual, that form of work has always been
used in Kaslo Lodge. 70

cumberland No. 26
the first Lodge to be established on vancouver island during this period was Cumberland Lodge no. 26 at 
Cumberland in the Land district of nelson, some distance to the west of Comox. Here coal had been mined since
1888, and a considerable settlement had grown up. as in other new settlements, there were many freemasons, and
it was not long before there was a movement to have a Lodge there. at first there was talk of moving Hiram Lodge
no. 14 from Comox to Cumberland, but the farmers of the Comox valley did not appreciate the suggestion that
they should be deprived of the pleasure of having a Lodge nearby where they had been meeting for a considerable
time.

not being able to get Hiram Lodge moved to Cumberland, the next step was to get a Lodge of their own at that
place and a petition was signed and sent to the Grand master asking for a Lodge at Cumberland. the Grand master
granted the petition on december 9, 1895. the Lodge was instituted on december 18, 1895 by the ddGm who 
reported in favour of a charter being granted, and it was granted at the annual Communication of Grand Lodge on
June 19, 1896. on July 9, 1896 Cumberland Lodge no. 26 was duly constituted by rW Bro. f. mcB. young, ddGm
for district 5.

there must have been a considerable number of english and Canadian freemasons among the members of the
new Lodge, for although Cumberland Lodge took the ancient ritual for its workings, from its earliest days it has
used an english, and later Canadian, ceremony for the annual installation of officers.

corinthian No. 27
the next Lodge on the roll of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia was Corinthian Lodge no. 27 at rossland, B.C.
in July, 1890, the mining claims which made the Leroi Gold mining Company were staked on red mountain, near
where the old dewdney trail crossed the Columbia river. there was a rush to the newly discovered mines and ross
thompson’s pre-emption claim became a City, which, from his name, became rossland. among the thousands who
came were many freemasons, and it was not long before steps were taken to establish a Lodge. on september 14,
1895, an informal meeting was called to discuss the matter. steps were taken to provide a place to meet by building
a rough hall on a lot opposite the old Court House, the title to which was in litigation, and the only right the builders
had was a squatter’s right.

this took up the energies of the promoters until december 5, 1895, when a meeting was held to organize a Lodge.
a petition was drawn up and signed, approved by nelson Lodge no. 23, and forwarded to the Gm who, after 
receiving reports, issued the necessary dispensation on march 4, 1896. the charter was granted by Grand Lodge on
June 19, 1896, and the Lodge was constituted on november 19, 1896. the Lodge did not have to worry long over its
title to the property on which their first hall was built as the building was burnt down in July, 1899 and, pending
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completion of a new masonic temple, the Lodge held its meetings in the Baptist Church. Corinthian Lodge practised
the american work.

yukon Lodges
no new Lodges were established in 1898, but in that year the Grand master reported that it was probable that a 
petition would be sent to the Grand Lodge of British Columbia asking for a dispensation for a Lodge at dawson
City, in the yukon territory; that he had
written to a member of victoria-Columbia
Lodge no. 1, who was resident there at that
time, authorizing him to examine the
brethren who might be recommended as the
officers of the proposed Lodge; and that he
had communicated with the Grand master of
the Grand Lodge of manitoba asking if that
Grand Lodge claimed jurisdiction in the
yukon territory. the reply from the Grand
Lodge of manitoba was that it claimed no ex-
clusive jurisdiction in the yukon, but that it
was open to any masonic authority to estab-
lish Lodges there if it saw fit.

Grand Lodge approved the action taken
by the Gm, but gave its opinion that the ter-
ritory, by reason of its geographical position, formed a part of the jurisdiction of British Columbia. However, nothing
was done, and in 1900 a charter was granted to yukon Lodge by the Grand Lodge of manitoba. Later the Lodge
was transferred to this jurisdiction. 71

Greenwood No. 28
the next Lodge to be established was at Greenwood in the mining district described as Boundary and adjacent to
the Kootenay. Here a mining town had sprung up, and the freemasons there, like the others in British Columbia
towns, wanted a Lodge of their own, and very properly so, for it was a long distance from Greenwood to the nearest
Lodge which was Corinthian no. 27 at rossland. in november, 1898, a petition was drawn up and forwarded to
the Gm asking for the necessary dispensation to carry on. the dispensation was issued on november 17, 1899, the
charter was granted by Grand Lodge on June 24, 1899, to Greenwood Lodge no. 28, and the Lodge was duly 
constituted on november 10, 1899. the ritual used by the Lodge was american, and the Lodge was destined to have
a rather checkered career as will be seen later. 72

Alta No. 29
for some time there had been a demand for a Lodge at sandon in the slocan, and a visit was made by the ddGm
on June 8, 1897, who reported to Grand Lodge in June of that year that there was good material there but he could
not recommend the hall which it was proposed to use as it was too small, uncarpeted, and was being used by three
other societies. He recommended that action be deferred until better accommodation could be provided. the
brethren later were able to provide a proper hall, well fitted up, and on december 26, 1898, the Grand master issued
a dispensation. the next ddGm reported favourably, stating that the brethren had a comfortable Lodge room, the
necessary paraphernalia, a “snug credit” in the bank and a first-class secretary in Brother William Henry Lilley, the
magistrate.

the charter to alta Lodge no. 29 was granted by Grand Lodge on June 24, 1899, and the Lodge was constituted
on august 3, 1899. as many of the brethren were from the united states, the new Lodge, like so many of the Kootenay
Lodges, preferred the american ritual. owing to the decline of the population in sandon, this Lodge was, in 1939,
consolidated with slocan Lodge no. 71 at new denver under the name of slocan Lodge no. 29. 73

North Star No. 30
in 1899, fort steele—situated on the Kootenay river in east Kootenay at its junction with a tributary known as Wild
Horse Creek, a small stream flowing through a narrow gulch—was a flourishing settlement and the administrative
centre of a large district in which the mines were pouring out their riches. a railway was being built from fort steele
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north to Golden, and others to the east and west, and the population, all optimists, were sure that fort steele with
its central location would become a great mart of commerce. among these were many freemasons who were deter-
mined to establish a Lodge. in 1887 dr. israel Wood powell, the first Gm, in his capacity as superintendent of indian
affairs in British Columbia, went to the district, originally known as “Galbraith’s ferry”, to quell an indian distur-
bance, and to be ready for emergencies, present and future, a contingent of the north West mounted police estab-
lished a barracks for its officers and men, who were under the command of Colonel samuel B. steele, later of yukon
fame and from whom the town soon took on its name as “fort steele”. this Lodge had many men on its rolls who
were to leave an indelible mark upon the political and the cultural life of the province: Cabinet ministers (federal
and provincial), Civil servants, a Judge, and one Charles mair, probably one of the best known of Canadian poets.
in 1898, a young lawyer, William roderick ross, later minister of Lands and forests in the mcBride and Bowser
Governments at victoria, was practising there, and he, with other freemasons, thought the time had arrived when
fort steele should have a Lodge as well as the other towns in the district. accordingly, arrangements were made
for suitable premises, and a petition was sent to the Grand master for the usual dispensation. the dispensation was
issued on february 21, 1899, and there does not seem to have been any formal institution of the Lodge, the ddGm

reporting that he had been unable to visit the
Lodge as it would take from four to six days.
distances in that area in those days were
great and travel very arduous. However, the
first meeting was held on march 7, 1899; the
charter was granted by Grand Lodge on June
24, 1899 as north star Lodge no. 30; and it
was constituted by vW Brother Walter Joce-
lyne Quinlan, the Grand secretary, on sep-
tember 2, 1899. many of the members hailed
from ontario so that the Lodge used Cana-
dian work. in later years fort steele became
overshadowed to a great extent by the
growth of its sister community of Cranbrook,
but the old Lodge carried on until June 23,
1944, when Grand Lodge ordered the amal-

gamation of north star Lodge no. 30 with Cranbrook Lodge no. 34. the ghosts of north star Lodge which must
surely inhabit the restored Historic town of fort steele must be proud of the faithful and zealous service they gave
to their beloved Craft and the community in which it had its being. 74

ymir No. 31
Let us now journey westward to the banks of the salmon river as it runs north to join the Kootenay river near nel-
son, where we find the settlement of ymir. a number of promising mineral claims had been located near the mouth
of Quartz Creek and the small town of ymir had grown up, which in 1900 is said to have had a population of about
800 people. the freemasons there thought the settlement was a permanent one and they arranged for the necessary
hall and paraphernalia. in the spring of 1899 they prepared the necessary petition. this was forwarded in due course
to the Grand master and the dispensation granted as of July 21, 1899. the charter was granted to ymir Lodge no.
31 by Grand Lodge at the annual Communication on June 25, 1900, and the Lodge was instituted on 
august 4, 1899 by the Grand secretary, vW Brother Walter Jocelyne Quinlan, who then lived at nelson, and it was
duly constituted by the ddGm for district 6 on July 27, 1900. He visited it again on december 27, 1900, and reported
that the Lodge had a comfortable and commodious Lodge room, but Grand master H. H. Watson, who visited the
Lodge on october 3, 1900, expressed his fear that it would not be permanent. He regarded it “as a weak Lodge, not
because the brethren were not zealous and energetic, but because ymir was only a very small place,” and he had
grave doubts of its being able to support a masonic Lodge. the Lodge, however, succeeded in carrying on at ymir
until 1935, when it was removed to salmo, some little distance north, where it has prospered. as the majority of the
first members were from jurisdictions which used the american ritual, that was the one adopted by ymir.

fidelity No. 32
the next Lodge was established at trail, where the old dewdney trail crossed the Columbia river, hence its name.
on red mountain, up the hill from trail, was rossland with its great mines, and to deal with the ores from these, a
small smelter plant, the Canadian smelter Works, had been established on the banks of the Columbia, the forerunner
of the great Consolidated mining and smelting plant of today. at that time rossland was the city and trail a mere
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suburb, but with the exhaustion of the mines “on the hill” and the growth of the great works at trail, rossland has
become a residential district of trail. a masonic Lodge had been formed at rossland, and trail desired to follow its
example. accordingly, a petition was drawn up, signed, endorsed by Corinthian Lodge at rossland and presented
to the Grand master who, on september 14, 1899, caused the necessary dispensation to be issued. the Lodge was
instituted on october 13, 1899. the Lodge was called fidelity Lodge, probably from the Lodge of that name at sumas,
Washington, u.s.a., of which W Brother James H. schofield had been a charter member, and he was the first senior
Warden of the new Lodge. the charter was granted at the Communication of Grand Lodge on June 23, 1900, and
was constituted on July 27, 1900. the Lodge uses the american ritual.

Temple No. 33
the third Lodge to be established on vancouver island during this period was at duncans, now called duncan, in
the valley of the Cowichan river just before it reaches the sea. it was the trading centre for a very rich and well-
settled farming district. it is evident that our old friend, William stewart, then the ddGm for district 5, took an
active interest in promoting the establishing of this Lodge as five of his old friends in ashlar Lodge at nanaimo
were among the charter members; ashlar Lodge recommended its formation; and stewart certified to the proficiency
of the first officers. the dispensation was issued by the Grand master on december 2, 1899, and the Lodge was 
instituted by stewart on december 10 of that year. Grand Lodge granted the charter to temple Lodge no. 33, dun-
cans, on June 23, 1900. the Lodge was constituted by the deputy Grand master on July 21, 1900, and with William
stewart so much in prominence the Lodge could, obviously, only use the american ritual.

cranbrook No. 34
the last Lodge established during this period was at Cranbrook, the divisional point of the Crow’s nest pass rail-
way, the “British Columbia southern”, lying in the Kootenay valley between the selkirk and rocky mountains. at
first it had been supposed that the railway would pass through fort steele, the administrative centre; but the Cpry
was attracted by what was then called “Joseph’s prairie” and made its divisional point there, and around it grew
the town of Cranbrook. it grew amazingly fast, and in 1900 it was supposed to have some 2,000 residents. as usual,
the freemasons living there wanted a Lodge, and accordingly a petition was drawn up asking for a dispensation
and a charter and was sent to the Grand secretary. the Grand master at first declined to grant the request of the 
petitioners, as with the knowledge he had he did not deem it expedient to do so. Later in the year fuller information
caused him to change his mind, and upon a second application the dispensation was granted on march 29, 1900,
and the Lodge was instituted by Grand secretary Quinlan on april 7, 1900. the charter was granted by Grand Lodge
at the Communication on June 23, 1900 to Cranbrook Lodge no. 34, and the Lodge was constituted on July 27, 1900.
the Lodge uses the Canadian work for its ritual as 17 of the 19 founding members hailed from eastern Canada and
manitoba.

The colour Bar in freemasonry
this question caused a great deal of controversy between the various Grand Lodges about the close of the last
century and the opening years of the twentieth. it is not the intention to explore the matter at any length here, but,
as some of our Gms of the period have referred to it to some extent, it may be of interest to our readers to say some-
thing about it, and to point out the proceedings in which the matter is discussed from every point of view in case
they wish to go into the problem at length.

there were in the united states, Grand and Constituent Lodges of Coloured men, claiming an english charter
dated march 2, 1784 of african Lodge no. 459 er to prince Hall and fourteen other negroes who had been initiated
into the mysteries of freemasonry in an army Lodge, warranted by the Grand Lodge of england.

on many grounds this branch of the Craft has never been recognized by the freemasons of the united states.
in 1898, two prince Hall masons, as they are sometimes called, resident in seattle, of unimpeachable standing, sent
a petition to the Grand Lodge of the state of Washington asking it:

“to devise some way whereby we as true, tried and trusty masons, having been regularly initiated,
passed and raised, can be brought into communication with, and enjoy the fraternal confidence of
the Craft in this state.”

in a report made by a committee of eminent brethren, the whole question of prince Hall masonry was gone into
at length, and four resolutions were proposed, the last one being merely the forwarding of it to the petitioners. the
first laid down the principle that freemasonry was universal, and race and colour were no tests of fitness for admis-
sion of candidates. the second, that prince Hall masonry was legitimate. the third, that, as freemasonry is a social
institution, probably it would be better if citizens of african descent confined themselves to Lodges made up of
brethren of their race.
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many of the Grand Lodges in the united states, and particularly those of the south, were mortally offended by
the action of the Grand Lodge of Washington, and broke off fraternal relations with it at once. other Grand Lodges
simply deplored its action. after a period of wordy warfare, the offending resolutions were modified by the Grand
Lodge of Washington, and the old relations established sooner or later.

in 1899 the Grand master of British Columbia referred to this controversy in guarded terms, but was sympathetic
to the action of the Grand Lodge of Washington, and again in 1900 the Grand master took much the same stand.
the last part of his reference to the matter probably accurately sums up the feeling of the British Columbia freema-
sons generally. He said:

“the question is one which interests us in British Columbia in theory rather than practice, but i can-
not help feeling that the ‘color line’ has so far warped the better judgment of the members of the
fraternity in some of the Grand jurisdictions of the neighboring republic as to make them unable,
under any circumstances or conditions, to view any man of african descent as a ‘Brother’.”

anyone interested in the question of negro freemasonry will find a tremendous amount of information on all
sides of the question in the review of foreign Correspondence, in the proceedings of the Grand Lodge of British
Columbia from 1899 to 1901. the Grand Lodge of British Columbia has never recognized prince Hall masonry.*

Masonic Home
in 1895, the Grand master strongly urged the foundation by Grand Lodge of a Home for Widows and orphans of
deceased brethren. With a membership of about 1,300, a donation of five cents per week per member would raise
$3,580 per year. He thought that this would be an incentive, an inspiration to the charitably disposed, to give of
their abundance to such a worthy cause, and so tend shortly to the accumulation of a more substantial and creditable
fund sufficient to accomplish the object sought. He suggested that a committee should be appointed to investigate,
devise and report.

the Committee on the Grand master’s address expressed its hearty agreement with the suggestions of the Grand
master, but felt that the time was not yet ripe for such an undertaking; and that charity as dispensed by the various
Lodges had, thus far, met the needs of the jurisdiction in this particular. However, the committee was appointed.

about the same time, this matter of a masonic Home was being considered by the Grand Lodge of iowa. in the
report on foreign Correspondence for 1895, lengthy extracts are quoted from a report made by a committee of that
Grand Lodge epitomizing the efforts of the various jurisdictions in the united states in that direction. 75 the iowa
committee, after considering the whole matter in the light of the experience of its sister Grand Lodges, came to the
conclusion that the best and most satisfactory method of dispensing masonic charity was through the medium of
the subordinate Lodges, with such assistance as might be needed from the Grand Charity fund, and that it was 
inexpedient and unwise for the Grand Lodge to establish a masonic Home.

With this voluminous report on the matter from iowa before the members of the committee, it is difficult to see
how any favourable action could be taken on the Grand master’s suggestion. the report of the committee appointed
was presented to Grand Lodge on June 18, 1896. the committee stated: (1) it was of the opinion that the erection or
purchase of a building suitable for the purposes of a masonic Home would require a very much larger sum than
Grand Lodge would likely have at its disposal for a long time to come; (2) it did not feel warranted in recommending
that such a Home be opened in rented quarters; (3) it recommended that the cases of any child or children of deceased
masons in this jurisdiction left in destitute circumstances should at once be reported to the Charity Committee of
Grand Lodge; and, (4) that such committee should be authorized to arrange for such child or children to be cared
for in some orphanage already established, drawing upon the Charity fund for this purpose, if necessary, to the ex-
tent of $500 in aggregate, and reporting the same to the next meeting of Grand Lodge. this report was adopted by
Grand Lodge.

Instructor in Ritual
in June, 1895 it was reported to Grand Lodge that the Cariboo country was reviving as a mining area and that 
Cariboo Lodge no. 4 at Barkerville was increasing in membership. it was in a district of its own, no. 4, and rW
Brother Henry mcdermott was the ddGm for many years. it had been visited only once by a Grand master, in 1892,
when the Grand master made the “Grand tour” and met the brethren at Barkerville. Brother mcdermott in his
report urged the necessity of a competent instructor being sent to it to give the members instruction in ritual work.
He said:

“i think i am safe in saying that Cariboo is entitled to almost any reasonable consideration, never
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having been any expense to the Grand Lodge, on the other hand having contributed its full share
to the funds at the Grand Lodge. i would not mention this, did i not feel the need of it.”

it would seem to have been a reasonable request, but Grand Lodge took no action in the matter,
Worshipful Master Not a Warden

in 1895 the Grand master issued a dispensation to Kaslo Lodge no. 25 permitting Brother robert f. Green, 
afterwards a member of the senate of Canada, one of the first initiates of the Lodge, to be elected the second master
of the Lodge, although he had not held the position of Warden, or, indeed, of any office whatever in the Lodge. no
other such dispensation has been issued in this jurisdiction. it is interesting to note that the reviewer of foreign
Correspondence for the Grand Lodge of indiana doubts the power of any Grand master to set aside one of the oldest
“landmarks” and to permit a thing to be done which the old Constitutions say shall not be done. However, the 
Constitution of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia specifically permits a dispensation in such a case if the Grand
master considers that there is good grounds for doing so.

Worshipful Master Declines to Act
the Worshipful master of united service Lodge no. 24 for 1897 declined to attend the Lodge and wrote to say

that his religious convictions would prevent him in future from taking part in any masonic ceremony. in a quandary
as to what should be done, it was thought that, to avoid trouble, it would be best to allow matters to remain as they
were until his term of office should expire, the ipm doing the master’s duties in the meantime. the ddGm in 
reporting the circumstances to Grand Lodge said:

“this plan was adopted and has been carried out with success, for although there have been some
mutterings, there has been no thunder, and as his year of office has now expired he can, when his
successor has been installed, be dealt with by his Lodge as circumstances may warrant.”

obviously the Brother was allowed to dimit, as his name appears in that list for the next year.
a similar situation arose in nebraska in 1897. in that case, three Brothers wished to quit the fraternity on account

of their religious convictions, and the question arose as to whether there was any way a dimit could be granted. the
ruling was that a dimit should and would be granted, and a record made of the reason for same. probably there
was some provision in the nebraska Constitution which did not appear in that of British Columbia. in British 
Columbia there was a conspicuous case of this when an eminent Brother who occupied the position of deputy
Grand master, having become a member of a religious organization which forbade its members to belong to the
Craft, took his dimit in the ordinary way and no objection was made by anyone.

Revision of constitution
a thorough revision of the Constitution of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia was the work of an emergent

Communication held at victoria on november 22, 1894. this matter had been under consideration by a special Com-
mittee for some time and the result of its work had been printed and was laid before Grand Lodge. much of the
new Constitution, the definitions, the “Charges”, “ancient Landmarks”, and “forms” as found in the Constitution
of the Grand Lodge of manitoba were accepted for British Columbia, subject to such alterations as might be thought
necessary. the Burial service as passed and adopted in 1893 was incorporated. the Constitution as passed by Grand
Lodge was then ordered to be printed, and the members of the committee thanked for their attendance and their
zeal in the undertaking.

communications of Grand Lodge
the annual Communications during this period were very well distributed: those for 1895 and 1900 were held at
vancouver; 1896 was held at nanaimo; 1897 was held at victoria; 1898 was held at new Westminster; 1899 was held
at Kamloops; and 1901 was held at nelson, the first to be held in the eastern part of the province. there were eight
special or emergent Communications held during this period for special events of Grand Lodge.

Dual Membership
robie L. reid, our Grand Historian from 1930 to 1945, states in his “notes” for this period that “dual membership
was still prohibited in this jurisdiction,” which is supported by eli Harrison, Junior, in “annotated By-laws” of 1912.
But the records seem to indicate that very few brethren took much notice of the prohibition. 76 there were, however,
many Grand Jurisdictions in which it was allowed, and its allowance or prohibition was discussed by the reviewers
of foreign Correspondence. in 1899 the proceedings of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia in the report on foreign
Correspondence gives a quotation from virginia which shows how it was looked upon in that Grand jurisdiction:

“dual or plural membership in Lodges, as permitted in virginia, has built up not a few weak Lodges,
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carried them beyond the periods of struggle and discouragement, and left them able to maintain
their proper place on the Lodge roll of the Grand Jurisdiction. this is also the custom prevailing in
the jurisdiction of the united Grand Lodge of england, and when the Brethren can afford to keep
up their membership in different lodges, it would seem that there cannot be much, if anything, that
is objectionable in the custom.”

in 1900, the reviewer referred to the last report of alabama where the reviewer of that Grand Lodge disap-
proved of dual membership, giving as his reason that a Brother belonging to two Lodges might receive a summons
to attend a meeting of each, and this he would find difficult of accomplishment should the meeting of each be on
the same night. But, in england a Brother may belong to as many as he wishes, and the reviewer points out that
arizona also approves of the practice, and expresses his own view that there is no reason why a Brother should not
belong to a dozen Lodges if he sees fit to do so.

Had dual membership not been permitted in the Grand Jurisdiction of British Columbia, many of the Lodges
could never have been born. further, how could the petitions for new Lodges be promulgated if dual membership
was denied, because many charter members of new Lodges remained as members of the Lodges from which they
hailed after the new Lodge had been constituted, and often retained dual and multiple memberships.

Masonic Trials
in Kootenay Lodge no. 15 at revelstoke, a member was tried on a charge of un-masonic conduct, and was recom-
mended for expulsion. the matter was brought before the Committee on petitions and Grievances in 1898 and was
sent back on the following grounds: 

(a) that there was no evidence adduced in support of the charge, the only evidence being hearsay; 
(b) that the record did not state that such evidence as was offered was taken in the form prescribed

in the Constitution; 
(c) that the transcript of the trial was defective, in that it did not furnish several particulars called

for by the Constitution; 
(d) that the material was not submitted to Grand Lodge in the prescribed form.

Whether Kootenay Lodge ever corrected the omissions pointed out by the committee is not known. in any event,
the matter was not again referred to Grand Lodge, but in the proceedings of Grand Lodge for 1900 the Brother in
question is shown in the suspended Column under Kootenay Lodge no. 15.

Honorary Rank
Grand Lodge, in June, 1896, conferred on W Brother Hickey of united service Lodge no. 24 the honorary rank of
past ddGm as a reward for his valuable services in founding and organizing that Lodge.

in June, 1900, mW Brother John Carson (or Corsan) smith, pGm of the Grand Lodge of the state of illinois, was
presented to Grand Lodge. He was received with “Grand Honors”, and was seated in the “Grand east”. Later, in
an address to Grand Lodge, he gave a most interesting account of masonry as practiced in egypt and other oriental
countries, and many episodes of his personal experiences enjoyed while travelling in foreign lands. in June, 1901,
the Grand master recommended that mW Brother smith, by reason of his advice and many kindnesses shown and
his address to Grand Lodge in 1900, be made an Honorary Life member of Grand Lodge, and it was so ordered.

Non-Affiliates
it will be remembered that the Grand master, in his address to Grand Lodge in June, 1892, recommended that non-
affiliates be allowed to affiliate without fee as an inducement to become contributing members of a Lodge. in 1896,
the Grand master of the Grand Lodge of north dakota made the same recommendation, but we have no 
information as to whether this rule went into force, or, if so, what effect it had on this class of freemasons. in 1898,
a committee appointed by the Grand Lodge of idaho reported:

“(1) that it is the duty of every mason to belong to some Lodge. 
“(2) that every mason in the Jurisdiction of idaho, holding a dimit, should within six months,

make application for membership in some Lodge, failing which, charges of un-masonic 
conduct would be preferred against him, and if found guilty, he should be expelled from 
the order.”

this evidently became law in idaho, for in 1899 the Grand master of that jurisdiction speaks of it as too severe,
which possibly accounted for its non-enforcement. no such charges were ever laid against a non-affiliate. He did
not think it a good law, and said he would like to see it repealed, but if it was to be kept on the books of Grand
Lodge it should be enforced. the Grand Lodge did not agree with its Grand master, and made it the duty of each
Grand master to order every Wm by “diligent search and enquiry” to find out all non-affliated masons and prosecute
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them, under pain of having the Lodge charter withdrawn in case of default. the Grand Lodge of British Columbia
did not see fit to put such drastic measures in force, and several other Grand Lodges in the united states did not
approve such stringent measures.

Incorporation of Lodges
a problem which arose during the term of office of the Gm for 1899-1900 was the question of Lodge incorporation
under the laws of the province. in Grand Lodge on June 20, 1900, the Grand master stated that he had ruled that “a
masonic body may not incorporate under the laws of British Columbia governing incorporation,” and the Committee
on his address “heartily endorse(d) the position taken by the Grand master on the question of the 
incorporation of subordinate lodges.” the Grand master had decided that it was sufficient to vest property in
trustees, elected annually or otherwise. incorporation is allowed in some of the jurisdictions in the united states as
it is necessary under law. there had been cases, he said, where incorporated Lodges had taken legal proceedings
against their Grand masters, much to the scandal of freemasonry. the Grand master pointed out that incorporation
would make the Lodge so incorporated amenable to the general law and not alone to the Grand master and the
Grand Lodge. His action was approved by Grand Lodge and has been acted on ever since.

concurrent Jurisdiction
it was held in the Grand Jurisdiction of maine in 1899 that where a district in which there were two Lodges, each
with its separate jurisdiction, became one municipal organization, the Lodges held the same jurisdiction as before
the change. the practice in British Columbia is that when two or more Lodges are situated in the same place (city
or town), they have concurrent jurisdiction.

Ballot papers
at the meeting of Grand Lodge in June, 1900, the ddGm of district 2 pointed out that some secretaries printed the
names of candidates for the ballot, and this meant that outside parties became aware of candidates for freemasonry;
and if some were rejected, the would-be mason’s position was made public. this he thought was objectionable, if
not un-masonic. this position was approved by the Committee on reports of the ddGms, and its report was
adopted by Grand Lodge,

Examination of Visitors
the Grand master for 1897-98 during his term of office had an experience which was probably unique in the history
of freemasonry. While a resident of British Columbia he had lived in the city of vancouver as pastor of saint 
andrew’s Church, and he knew very little of the newcomers who were pouring into the mining district in the eastern
part of the province. the residents there were practically all from the east and south, and had little knowledge of
the people from the western parts it was his first visit to the Kootenays when he went there in his capacity as Grand
master. on february 17, 1898, he visited Kaslo Lodge no. 25, and found that he knew no one there; no one there
had any personal acquaintance with him, and therefore, no one could vouch that he was a qualified freemason. the
secretary, a Grand master-to-be himself, had had a long experience in the Craft. the matter was discussed at length,
informally, and the conclusion was come to that, although he claimed to be the Grand master, under the circum-
stances he must be treated as any other visitor who could not be vouched for. accordingly, a Board of trial was
convened, the Grand master appeared before it, was examined, and admitted to the Lodge. in his address to Grand
Lodge, he makes it clear that in his opinion the action of the Lodge was entirely proper:

“ . . . where i had the somewhat novel experience of having to appear before a Board of trial. the ex-
amining committee felt considerable reluctance about subjecting the Grand master to an examina-
tion; but there was no other course open, they discharged their duty faithfully. as some of you may
be feeling apprehensive as to the result, let me at once relieve your anxiety by informing you that
i managed to pass a satisfactory examination, and was thereupon duly admitted to the Lodge,
where the brethren received me with the utmost cordiality.”

it is more than interesting to see the comments on this episode by various reviewers in other jurisdictions. the
one in the Grand Lodge of Canada thought that the Grand master must have experienced a “new sensation” on the
occasion of the visit to Kaslo Lodge. the one in Georgia thought it was rather a ridiculous position for a Grand
master to find himself in when he had to appear before a Board of trial. maine reviewer thought it a curious state
of affairs when the Grand master had to submit to an examination before visiting one of his own Lodges; and new
south Wales called it “unique” as, no doubt, it was. the condition of things in the province at the time this episode
took place was one which had probably never happened before; could not have happened in any other jurisdiction
not having the geographical and other peculiarities of the province; and may never happen again.
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Masonic Regalia
in 1898 it was brought before Grand Lodge that the Custom of wearing linen aprons instead of those prescribed by
the Constitution was prevalent in the victoria Lodges, and on the increase. the ddGm for the district who made
this report also suggested that all Lodges should present each newly made mm with an apron as prescribed, and
keep a few for their visitors who might come without their own. nothing further appears in the Grand Lodge 
proceedings for that year as to the apron question, and apparently nothing was done.

The Grand Lodge Library
in 1899, the Gm paid his respects to the Grand Lodge Library, so-called. He said it consisted of 600 or more bound
volumes, mostly copies of foreign proceedings. four hundred of the volumes were in two bookcases with glass
doors; others were on rough shelves or tables. there were also about 1,200 copies of paper-covered proceedings,
quite uncared for, and quite inaccessible for purposes of reference. He could not make out whether there was a com-
plete file of the proceedings or not. there used to be a sum expended for binding these proceedings, but he had
been unable to ascertain whether any outlay for this purpose had been made since 1895. He told Grand Lodge that,
if it was the intention to preserve these books, more bookcases were necessary, and it might be desirable to add a
few standard masonic works of reference. some first-class masonic Journals should also be added. Before 1895 there
had been a few of these subscribed for, but had been discontinued, “and perhaps prudently so, for some of them 
remain unopened.” the Committee on his address failed to take any notice of his suggestions on this matter, and
the finance Committee did the same.

in 1900, the Gm went into the matter again; he referred to the extent of the Library as mentioned by his prede-
cessor; suggested that a suitable room or rooms be provided for the Grand secretary’s office and the Library, and
in these all records, books and proceedings should be placed. the difficulty at that particular time was that the
Grand secretary lived in nelson, British Columbia, and the Library and the records were in victoria. the Committee
on the address considered his remarks of the highest importance, but, as any complete or satisfactory method of
dealing with the matter would involve the selection of a permanent place of meeting for Grand Lodge and the elec-
tion of a brother residing in that place to the office of Grand secretary, the committee did not make any recommen-
dation. it did, however, recommend that a small sum should be voted annually for binding, and a small reference
library be procured for the official use of successive Grand masters. a hundred dollars was voted for binding and
for the necessary reference books, and mW Brother david Wilson and W Brother W. a. deWolf-smith were 
appointed a committee to obtain the reference books; but inasmuch as the prospects of the appointment of a 
permanent meeting-place of Grand Lodge in the near future were evident, it was decided that the Grand Lodge
Library be allowed to remain in victoria pending such action. in 1901, the special Committee reported that it had

purchased mackey’s masonic parliamentary Law, mackey’s masonic Jurisprudence, and mackey’s masonic Lexicon,
for the Grand masters, and that $25 had been appropriated for the purchase of any necessary additions.
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cHApTER 11
TIMES Of pROSpERITy 1902 - 1910

Deficits to Surpluses
this period in the history of British Columbia was one of prosperity. a series of deficits in provincial finances became
a series of surpluses. Brother Judge frederick W. Howay of King solomon Lodge no. 17 at new Westminster, the
Historian par excellence of British Columbia, sums up the condition of things during these years in the following
terms:

“first and foremost must be set the placing of the province on a sound financial basis—the bringing
of the Canadian northern transcontinental line into British Columbia, the building of the Kettle
valley railway, the satisfactory arrangements with the Grand trunk pacific railway Co. regarding
its terminus at prince rupert, the legislation conserving the water power and the timber; the legis-
lation compelling lumbermen to manufacture within the province all timber cut on Crown iands;
the endeavour to preserve the public lands, as far as possible, for the actual settler; the inauguration
of the provincial university; the very large increase in public works, especially roads, trails, and
bridges throughout the province; the opening up of the undeveloped—untouched—northern por-
tion of the province; the impetus given to agriculture and fruit growing; the establishment of a new,
modern and thoroughly-equipped hospital for the mentally aflicted, and of a model farm in con-
nection therewith; the improvement of the civil service commission; legislation to give greater safety
to workers in mines and the inauguration of stations for rescue: work in coal mines; and an energetic
publicity work which has been one of the greatest factors in inducing settlement and the introduc-
tion of capital.” 77

A cabinet of freemasons
With the work which produced these results, were associated many members of the Craft. premier mcBride, af-

terwards sir richard mcBride, KCmG, was a member of union Lodge no. 9 at new Westminster; the president of
the Council and afterwards attorney-General was the Honourable Charles Wilson of
Cascade Lodge no. 12 of vancouver; Hon. robert f. Green, minister of mines, later
senator, was a pm of Kaslo Lodge no. 25 at Kaslo; Hon. arthur s. Goodeve, provincial
secretary was a pm of Corinthian Lodge no. 27 at rossland; Hon. Henry essen young,
m.d., the minister of education and provincial secretary, was first secretary of atlinto
Lodge no. 42 at atlin, and later became a member of saint andrew’s Lodge no. 49 at
victoria; Hon. William J. Bowser, attorney-General of mount Hermon Lodge no. 7 at
vancouver, and Gm of British Columbia 1904- 05; Hon. William roderick ross, min-
ister of Lands, founder and first Wm of north star Lodge no. 30 at fort steele; Hon.
thomas taylor, minister of public Works, at one time a member of Kaslo Lodge no.
25; while among the members of the Legislative assembly Henry frederick William
Behnsen, of vancouver and Quadra Lodge  no. 2; Charles edward tisdall, later mayor
of vancouver, Gm in 1923-24, a pm and treasurer of Cascade Lodge no. 12 at van-
couver; Lytton Wilmot shatford of Hadley Lodge no. 34 at Hedley; William Henry
Hayward of temple Lodge no. 33 at duncans; James Hargrave schofield, Gm in 1906-
07, a pm and founder of fidelity Lodge no. 32 at trail and of a Lodge with the same
name numbered 105 at sumas, Washington, u.s.a.; Harry Holgate Watson, Gm in
1900-01, another pm of Cascade Lodge no. 12 at vancouver; James pearson shaw, was
a member of Kamloops Lodge no. 10 at Kamloops, and many others.

With the condition of affairs such as set out above, there followed a similar pros-
perity in the Craft. new Lodges were established in the new communities which were
the result of the growth of population; and the increase of population in the older communities added to the mem-
bership of the older Lodges, and also the creation of new ones. in all, no less than 25 new Lodges were added to the
Grand Lodge roll during this period either by charter or dispensation, including two Lodges in the yukon terri-
tory—one at dawson City and one at Whitehorse—which had at first taken charters from the Grand Lodge of man-
itoba and later transferred to the Grand Lodge of British Columbia to which they had recently become more
accessible. the number of freemasons on the roll which had stood at 2,355 in January, 1902 had risen to 5,017 by
december, 1910.

With the increase in the membership of the Lodges there followed an increase of revenue, and this enabled
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Grand Lodge to do many things which had been impossible in the days of poverty. for the first time it was able to
provide a reasonable salary for its Grand secretary, which in 1910 had reached the sum of $1,200 per year, not an
exorbitant allowance for one who had on his shoulders the burden of work of the Grand Lodge and its responsibil-
ities. it had been able to provide at that time the sum of $400 for its Grand Lodge Library, one of the essential re-
quirements of any self-respecting Grand Lodge it had been able to build up a Charity fund of $22,000 wherewith
to supplement the charitable work of the Lodges, and was able to assist other charitable organizations such as the
anti-tuberculosis society. it had been able to provide a Grand Historian to preserve the history of the Grand Lodge
and the Constituent Lodges at an allowance of $100 per year, an allowance which has never been increased or 
diminished, but on many occasions has not been entirely spent, irrespective of the work done by the respective
brethren who have held that office; and to provide an allowance of the same amount for the reviewer of foreign
Correspondence, which has produced a series of most valuable articles, printed in the annual proceedings, which
are both instructive and interesting and have been highly praised by members of many other Grand Lodges.

Grand Masters 1902 to 1910 
not only was there a good variety in the Grand masters of this period, but they had a great diversity in their own
personal experiences. they numbered among them—a Government agent, Gold Commissioner and official 
administrator; a priest  in the anglican Church; a Lawyer cum attorney-General and later premier of the province;
a druggist cum sheriff and first native son; a railway agent cum insurance agent and member of the Legislative
assembly; a Contractor, reeve and Chairman of the Joint sewage and drainage Board; a prominent businessman
and member of the Legislative assembly; a wanderer cum employee of the “salmon King” Company, accountant
and insurance agent; and, finally, an outstanding educationist and the first principal of victoria College.

the Grand masters who presided over the Grand Lodge of ancient free and accepted masons of British 
Columbia during this period were: 
24th — mW Brother elon ezra Chipman, from his installation on June 20, 1902 until June 19, 1903; 
25th — mW Brother rev. Cato ensor sharp, from his installation on June 19, 1903 until June 24, 1904; 
26th — mW Brother William J. Bowser, from his installation on June 24, 1904 until June 23, 1905; 
27th — mW Brother thomas Joseph armstrong, from his installation on June 23, 1905 until June 22, 1906; 
28th — mW Brother James Hargrave schofield, from his installation on June 22, 1906 until June 21, 1907;
29th — mW Brother francis Bowser, from his installation on June 21, 1907 until June 19, 1908;
30th — mW Brother William Kyle Houston, from his installation on June 19, 1908 until June 18, 1909;
31st — mW Brother Harry nelson rich, from his installation on June 18, 1909 until June 23, 1910; and
32nd — mW Brother edward Burness paul, from his installation on June 23, 1910 until June 23, 1911.

The New Lodges
during this period in the History of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia twenty-four new Lodges were constituted;
of these, twenty are still in operation, one has disappeared by amalgamation with another Lodge, two were forced
to surrender their Charters to Grand Lodge after having first amalgamated, one moved to another location in the
district, and one brought with it to British Columbia 21 new ritual from the Continent “down under”.

Elk River No. 35
the Gm issued a dispensation on december 1, 1900 for a Lodge at fernie, a coal mining centre situated in the east
Kootenay district on the Crowsnest pass section of the Cpry, to be known as elk river Lodge. the Lodge was visited
on april 3, 1901 by the ddGm for district 8, who found the third degree exemplified “in a manner which would
give credit to many of the older Lodges,” and after a review of the methods of conducting the affairs of the Lodge,
he had much pleasure in recommending that a charter be granted. Grand Lodge ordered the Warrant of Constitutien
for elk river Lodge no. 35 on June 21, 1901. it would appear to have been without the usual recommendation be-
cause the proceedings for 1901 failed to carry the report of the Committee on Waranted Lodges. the Lodge was con-
stituted by the ddGm for district 8 on august 23, 1901; the Lodge took its name from the river that enters the
Kootenay river 17 miles north of the u.s.-Canada boundary; it uses the american work for its ritual.

King Edward No. 36, and Mother Lode
the second new Lodge added to the Grand Lodge roll in this period was at phoenix, British Columbia. an applica-
tion for a dispensation for this Lodge was made to the Grand master in the spring of 1901, but he declined to act
until he had further information and he ordered an investigation and report to Grand Lodge. about the same time,
the Gm refused a similar application for a Lodge at mother Lode, a short distance from Greenwood; first on account
of its proximity to Greenwood, and because he had his doubts as to the permanence of the camp, a doubt which
ripened into certainty soon after.

When Grand Lodge met, it had before it the report on the phoenix application, and as it was favourable the
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Committee on petitions and Grievances, to which the matter was referred, reported in favour of the dispensation
being granted, and the dispensation was issued on June 26, 1901. the Lodge was instituted on July 23, 1901 by the
ddGm, prior to the meeting of Grand Lodge in June, 1902, the Lodge was inspected by the dom, who found every-
thing in order, comfortable quarters, and well furnished, and recommended that the charter be granted, but before
action could be taken by Grand Lodge certain irregularities came to light which had to be cleared up before a charter
could be granted, so the matter was laid over for another year. these troubles having been settled, the charter was
ordered by Grand Lodge on June 19, 1903 for King edward Lodge no. 36 and the Lodge was constituted by the
Grand master on august 6, 1903. it adopted the american work for its ritual. the Lodge was prosperous for many
years, but the exodus of brethren to take part in the Great War of 1914-18 and the closing of the mines on which the
city depended for maintenance left phoenix practically without inhabitants, and the Lodge was not able to carry
on. it had been given the name of King edward Lodge no. 36, and on June 19, 1920 what was left of it was ordered
amalgamated with Greenwood Lodge as King edward Lodge no. 28. 78

Harmony No. 37
the third Lodge established during this period was at Grand forks. in 1902 an application was made to the

Grand master for permission to hold a Lodge of instruction there, but from the reports received by the Gm it 
appeared that some of the applicants were not skilled in the work, so he had no alternative but to refuse the request.
He pointed out that the mere existence of the requisite number of masons in a particular place was not of itself a
sufficient reason why a Lodge should be established there. it must appear probable that the settlement would be
permanent, as it would be a distinct injury to the Craft to establish Lodges which could only have a temporary 
existence.

However the next Gm was more optimistic than his predecessor, and issued a dispensation for Harmony Lodge
on october 26, 1902. it was instituted by the ddGm on november 19, 1902, and the charter for the Lodge was granted
by Grand Lodge on June 20, 1903. it was constituted as Harmony Lodge no. 37 on august 5, 1903 by the Gm, and
uses the american work. the fears of the Grand master of 1902 as to the permanence of the city of Grand forks
have not been realized, for the town and the Lodge still flourish.

columbia No. 38
the same Gm in 1902 was pessimistic as to the prospects of the next Lodge, Columbia Lodge no. 38 at Windermere,
British Columbia. the necessary dispensation was applied for in 1902 sometime before the meeting of Grand Lodge,
but was refused by the Grand master, who said: “the first three officers had not proved their proficiency as required
by the Constitution.” the Committee on the Gm’s address did not agree and recommended the application to the
immediate consideration of the incoming Gm, and this step was approved by Grand Lodge. the desired dispensa-
tion was issued on november 25, 1902; the Lodge was instituted on december 29, 1902; Grand Lodge ordered the
Lodge chartered on June 19, 1903; and was constituted in october, 1903 by rW Brother William r. ross, the ddGm.
it uses the Canadian work. 79

Tuscan No. 39
the next Lodge to be formed was the ill-fated tuscan Lodge no 59, at the little mining town of trout Lake situated
on the lake of that name between the Columbia river and Kootenay Lake north of K2510. the Grand master issued
the dispensation for it on march 25, 1903, and it was instituted by the ddGm on april 13, 1903. this Lodge while
under dispensation was visited on January 21, 1904 by the Gm, who was well satisfied with it and recommended at
the annual Communication of Grand Lodge on June 23, 1904 that a charter be granted, which was done by Grand
Lodge. the Lodge was constituted , on august 22, 1904 by the ddGm of district 3. it adopted the american work
for its ritual. Later the town died, and the Lodge died with it, amalgamating, by order of Grand Lodge, with arrow
Lodge no. 47 at arrowhead on June 24, 1923, which Lodge itself passed out of existence by surrendering its warrant
in 1941. 80

Enderby No. 40
the third Lodge in the okanagan valley was established at enderby on the spallumcheen river, a place formerly
known by different names. to the indians it was “spallumcheen”; the townsite was surveyed and plotted by the
Government as “Belvidere”; but the majority of the people in the vicinity called it “Lambly’s Landing”. a prosperous
settlement was growing there.

in the early summer of 1887 at a time when the spallumcheen river was in flood and overrunning its banks, a
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number of ladies were looking at the water from a safe place when one of them, mrs. oliver, prompted no doubt by
the scene, recited a poem by Jean ingelow, then a well-known english poet now almost forgotten, “High tide on
the Coast of Lincolnshire”:

“He looked across the grassy lea, 
to right, to left, ‘Ho, enderby!’ 
they rang, ‘the Brides of enderby’.”

When she had finished, another lady present, mrs. frances Lawes, suggested that the town should be called 
“enderby”, and “enderby” it has been ever since.

some of the residents of enderby were members of spallumcheen Lodge no. 13 at armstrong, but it was quite
a distance to go to attend its meetings. in 1905 an application was made out and presented to the Gm, who was on
a visit, asking for a dispensation to establish a Lodge in enderby as being more convenient He was satisfied with
the arrangements made and on January 16, 1905 the dispensation was issued and the Lodge was instituted on 
february 16, 1905. the charter was ordered by Grand Lodge on June 22, 1905 and enderby Lodge no. 40 was 
constituted by the ddGm on august 19, 1906, and like its mother Lodge practices the Canadian work.

St. George’s No. 41
about the same time, an application was made by the freemasons at Kelowna for a Lodge, to be called saint George’s
Lodge, and on march 27, 1905 a dispensation for it was issued by the Gm after he had visited Kelowna and met the
members of the Craft there. there could be no objection to such a flourishing settlement as Kelowna obtaining a
charter and that without delay. the ddGm instituted the Lodge on may 15, 1905, and reported to Grand Lodge in
June, 1905 that the financial condition was good and the membership increasing and that he expected to see it the
banner Lodge of the okanagan. the charter was ordered by Grand Lodge on June 22, 1905 and on august 9, 1905
saint George’s Lodge no. 41 was constituted by the ddGm. it, too, adopted the ritual of its mother Lodge at arm-
strong by using the Canadian work.

Atlinto No. 42
in the remoteness of the northwest corner of the province the way was not so easy for the next Lodge at atlin. it was
in a new mining district, far from any other centre of population, and the question as to the value and permanence
of the mines there had not then been demonstrated. However the Gm knew some of the brethren whose names
were attached to the petition for a dispensation, among them the first Wm and Gold Commissioner for the district,
James a. fraser, a pm of shuniah Lodge no. 287, GrC at port arthur, ontario; W Brother C. dubois mason, a pm
of victoria-Columbia Lodge no. 1 at victoria; and Brother Henry esson young, m.d., the first secretary of the Lodge
and the blood brother of mW Brother frederick mcBain young. Cariboo Lodge at Barkerville, 1,100 miles away, 
endorsed the Lodge of instruction and recommended the petition to the Gm. the dispensation was therefore issued
on december 9, 1904, but notwithstanding its issuance the Gm in his address to Grand Lodge suggested that, under
the circumstances, the charter should not be issued in 1905, but that the dispensation should remain in force for a
second year. this was approved by Grand Lodge. the Lodge was instituted december 30, 1904.

in 1906, mW Brother young, pGm, had been appointed County Court Judge to the County of atlin, and had
taken up his residence there. He reported to Grand Lodge at the annual Communication of that year that he had
made several visits to the Lodge and had seen the work done and otherwise observed the workings of the Lodge;
that the officers were proficient in their work and the members were taking an active interest; that there was suitable
furniture and clothing and that all the necessary requirements had been complied with. He, therefore, recommended
a grant of a charter. the Committee on the Gm’s address approved the report and the charter for atlinto Lodge
no. 42 was ordered on June 21, 1906. there is no information available in any of the reports as to when the Lodge
was constituted. rumour had it that this was done by mW Brother young and that the report failed to reach the Gs
in time for Grand Lodge, as the first Wm came from ontario, and the first secretary hailed from montreal and
Kingston, it is only natural that, unlike the majority of the Lodges in the mining districts, it has always used the
Canadian work. the Lodge was placed in district 2 (vancouver), but it was suggested that owing to its isolated sit-
uation it should, like Caribou Lodge no. 4 at Barkerville, be placed in a district of its own.

Hedley No. 43
for the next Lodge on the roll one must journey to Hedley, situated on the similkameen river west of the okanagan
valley, on what is now the Hope-princeton Highway. this Lodge was organized after a dispensation was issued by
the Gm on november 20, 1905. the Lodge had been visited by rW Brother John f, Bume of st. George’s Lodge at
Kelowna in september prior to the issuance of the dispensation and he found that the proposed officers were well
qualified, and he so reported. on January 4, 1906, he again went to Hedley and instituted the Lodge for the ddGm.
the Lodge was granted its charter by Grand Lodge on June 21, 1906 as Hedley Lodge no. 43, and it was constituted
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by the ddGm on July 20, 1906. situated in a mining district, it used the american work. as the mines at Hadley
closed down, the population decreased and the Lodge was moved to a new temple at Keremeos, some miles east,
in January, 1964, where it continues to serve the brethren of that area.

Australian Ritual Makes Its Appearance
for the next Lodge on the roll of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia, one must go to vancouver, with a sidelong
glance or two out over the pacific ocean. there are several very interesting characteristics in connection with this
Lodge. around the turn of the century there were a number of former australians in vancouver, zealous freemasons,
who loved the Craft, and particularly as it was carried on in their home land. they saw no reason why they should
not have a masonic Lodge to be carried on in the australian manner. in this movement, the miller brothers (by the
tie of blood as well as by the tie of freemasonry), John [known as “J. J.”] and William, took the lead in forming one
with a peculiarly australian name, and asked that it he allowed to use the australian ritual. they saw several differ-
ing rituals being used already, and they felt that no one could object to one more, the name was to be “southern
Cross”, after the constellation in the heavens familiar to every native or sojourner of the great island Continent.

the australian ritual was essentially english, although differing in some minor matters. it had come into exis-
tence in this way. there had been three Grand Lodges in new south Wales for a number of years; the english, the
scottish and the irish rituals were used, all basically english but differing in details, When the three Grand Lodges
merged into one Grand Lodge of new south Wales on september 1, 1888, it was agreed to have a common ritual.
accordingly a learned and scholarly committee was appointed to frame such a ritual and took what it thought best
in each of the rituals which had been in use prior to that time, and the result was the formation of an impressive
and erudite ritual.

one might ask why such a course could not have been taken in British Columbia and so have a common ritual
for all the Lodges in the province. the reason is quite clear. in British Columbia a ritual is being used in many
Lodges, an excellent one which is used in many jurisdictions in Canada, and with minor variations in the united
states, which is in no way identifiable with the english or the Canadian ritual;
this is the ritual that albert G. mackey calls “the american ritual”. the in-
tention here is not to express any opinion as to which is the more desirable
form of ritual work, that is a matter of personal opinion; but to point out that
it is very difficult to get men to change the wording and ritual of a ceremony
after they have used it so long that it has become a part of themselves. then,
too, as many eminent visiting freemasons have said, British Columbia
freemasonry is enriched by the fact that there are such interesting variations
in the ritual without the essential precepts and landmarks of the Craft being
violated.

Southern cross No. 44
our australian brethren would have been as shocked, had it been suggested
to them that they should use the american work, as were our California
brethren when the only place they could attend Lodge was in victoria Lodge
with its “emulation” or english work. our american brethren soon had a
Lodge of their own where they could use the american ritual. they formed
vancouver Lodge with a “scottish” charter. then they could use the ritual to
which they were accustomed and which pleased them. Like them, the aus-
tralian freemasons in 1906 wanted the australian work, and they got it. the
proposed charter members sought the advice of W Brother Harry Holgate
Watson and discussed their ritual with him. some small variations were made
to fit in with the work done by the local Lodges, and a dispensation for the
formation of the Lodge was issued by the Grand master on June 9, 1906. at
the meeting of Grand Lodge that month, the dispensation was continued for another year as the Lodge had only
been instituted on June 15, 1906 under a special commission of the Gm by rW Brother francis Bowser. the ddGm
at the annual Communication of Grand Lodge on June 20, 1907 recommended that the charter be granted to south-
ern Cross Lodge no. 44 at vancouver, and the Lodge was constituted by the Gm on July 17, 1907.

While the dominating influence in southern Cross was australian, not all the charter members were from that
part of the World. the australians, other than the miller brothers, were the two Kingsford smiths, father and son,
from atherton Lodge no. 124 at atherton under the Grand Lodge of Queensland. the father, W Brother William
Kingsford smith, who had been manager of the Brisbane branch of the Bank of north Queensland, was the first 
secretary of the Lodge. Later he returned to australia, where he died. His dying wish was that his youngest son,
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the famous aviator, sir Charles Kingsford smith, who was too young when in vancouver to be a member of southern
Cross or any other Lodge, should take his ashes up in his aeroplane, also called Southern Cross, and scatter them on
the pacific ocean, and his request was carried out. When sir Charles made his epic flight from america to australia,
W Brother J. J. miller gave him a letter from Lodge “southern Cross” to be delivered to his father in sydney. this
letter was duly delivered and an acknowledgment received, the first letter by air mail from america to australia.
needless to say, the Lodge still uses the australian work for its ritual.

Whitehorse and yukon Join British columbia Grand Lodge
the next two Lodges to appear on the roll of Grand Lodge were really never established by that of British Columbia.
they fall into a very special class and should be considered together. it will be remembered that at the Communi-
cation of Grand Lodge in June, 1898 the Gm reported on negotiations between the Grand Lodge of British Columbia
and the Grand Lodge of manitoba as to the masonic status of the yukon territory, that both had agreed it was open
territory “masonically speaking”, and that either Grand Lodge had full right to establish there. 81 some steps were
taken to establish a Lodge at dawson City under the Grand Lodge of British Columbia, but it failed to materialize
for some reason now unknown, and the Grand Lodge of manitoba established Lodges at dawson City and White-
horse these Lodges functioned for some years under their manitoba charters, but they soon found that their business
relations had become more directly connected with British Columbia as the West developed, and that it would be
more convenient to be members of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia than of the Grand Lodge of manitoba.
Consequently, in 1907 these Lodges sent petitions to the Grand Lodge of manitoba asking permission to surrender
their charters and to take new charters from the Grand Lodge of British Columbia. these petitions were granted on
the condition that the Grand Lodge of British Columbia would accept the Lodges and give them charters from it in
lieu of their manitoba charters; and this notwithstanding that in 1908 the Grand Lodge of manitoba had amended
its constitution so as to claim exclusive jurisdiction over, inter alia, the yukon territory. the petitions for these Lodges
came before the Grand Lodge of British Columbia at its Communication on June 21, 1907, and were referred to the
Committee on Constitution to report upon the question—

“Whether the Grand Lodge of British Columbia could lawfully issue a Warrant to a subordinate
Lodge in the yukon territory, it being at that time unoccupied territory,”

and the Committee carefully confined themselves to the constitutional aspects of the question to the exclusion
of all other matters, and arrived at the conclusion that:

“in their opinion the territory in question being ‘unoccupied’, that is, no other Grand Lodge having
exclusive jurisdiction therein, the Grand Lodge of British Columbia can lawfully grant a warrant
for a subordinate Lodge within this said territory.”

and the Committee was of the opinion that:
“ . . . the Constitution does not require amendment to enable the Grand Lodge of British Columbia

to exercise the jurisdiction in question.”
yukon No. 45 and Whitehorse No. 46

the matter was then referred to a special committee, which reported that provided letters which would, no doubt,
be received from the Grand Lodge of manitoba in a few days were found to be in conformity with telegrams received,
and in proper form, Grand Lodge should issue charters, dated June 26, 1907, to the two Lodges in question: to yukon
Lodge no. 79, Grman, to be designated as yukon Lodge no. 45, situated at dawson, and to Whitehorse Lodge no
.81 Grman., to be designated as Whitehorse Lodge no. 46, situated at Whitehorse, both in the yukon territory; and
that these Lodges were to be placed in a new district to be known as district 10, along with atlinto Lodge no. 42 at
atlin, British Columbia.

there is nothing in the proceedings for 1907 to indicate the action of Grand Lodge on the report of the special
committee, but as the Lodge: appear on the roll for 1907, and have ever since remained thereon, there is little doubt
that the change was approved by Grand Lodge and the charters were duly issued in accordance therewith. Both
Lodges adopted the Canadian ritual. 82 Whitehorse Lodge was duly constituted by the ddGm on august 31, 1907,
but yukon Lodge was not constituted until december 28, 1908 by the second ddGm.

Birth of yukon Lodge
in the issue of June 28, 1898, there appeared in the Klondyke Nugget, a local newspaper issued at dawson City, a
report on the first fraternal meetings in the yukon.
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immediately after, a number of masons, almost entirely from Lodges under the Grand Lodge of manitoba, asked
for a dispensation to open a masonic Lodge at dawson City under the name “Klondyke Lodge”. on december 15,
1898 a dispensation was issued by mW Brother George B. murphy, Gm of manitoba. then came the question of 
jurisdiction between the two Grand Lodges, and in the summer of 1900 another dispensation was requested, this
time in the name of “yukon Lodge”. the new dispensation was duly
granted by mW Brother r. s. thornton, the Gm for manitoba, on June 12,
1900, and the Lodge was duly instituted on december 27, 1900 by W
Brother robert a. Cowan, apparently as a ddGm. at least, as such he 
reported favourably, and in 1901 a charter was issued to yukon Lodge
no. 79, and a new masonic district was creates for yukon territory with
rW Brother Cowan as the ddGm. the charter was signed by mW Brother
thornton, who had been elected as the Gm of the Grand Lodge of 
manitoba for the second time.

Birth of Whitehorse Lodge
on saint John’s day, december 27, 1901, it was decided by some twenty-
eight freemasons who had banded together in Whitehorse, yukon terri-
tory, to apply to the Grand Lodge of manitoba for a dispensation, which
was finally granted and received, dated march 5, 1902, and on June 11,
1903 the Gm of manitoba issued a Warrant of Charter no, 81 constituting
Whitehorse Lodge. the first officers were installed by rW Brother f. macLennan while the Lodge was under dis-
pensation, when there were more than thirty visitors present from alaska, British Columbia and the yukon. at the
time of the diamond Jubilee of the Lodge in 1961, there were 213 members on the roll of the Lodge.

Arrow No. 47
the next Lodge to be established was the ill-fated arrow Lodge no, 47. its home was situated at arrowhead, a
village at the north end of upper arrow Lake, a part of the Columbia river system, at the terminus of the arrow
Lake branch of the Cpry where the steamers from robson connected with the railway. the chief support of the 
settlement was the timber in the vicinity, and when this was cut the settlement faded out of existence. However, in
1907 it was a flourishing town and, of course, wanted a masonic Lodge. on march 11, 1907 the Gm granted a 
dispensation for a Lodge, which was instituted on april 24, 1907. it did not receive its charter that year as the 
dispensation was continued until 1908 when the charter was granted by Grand Lodge on June 18. it had received a
visit from the Gm, who was much pleased with it and the Lodge was constituted as arrow Lodge no. 47 on 
July 22, 1908.

the Lodge was prosperous for a number of years, and then declined with the town, so that when tuscan Lodge
no. 39 at trout Lake died in 1922, the remnants of the two Lodges were amalgamated as tuscan Lodge no. 47 at
arrowhead. But even this fusion of blood could not keep the Lodge alive. after a prolonged struggle, it became
dormant in 1940 and the charter was finally surrendered in 1941. the ritual practised was the american work.

Western Gate No. 48
the fifth Lodge to be established in vancouver was Western Gate Lodge no. 48, which sprang out of Cascade Lodge
no. 12, which in 1906 was the largest Lodge in the jurisdiction with a membership of 302. many of the 
members felt that Cascade was getting much too large, and on april 18, 1906 a petition was presented by a number
of the members praying for a recommendation from Cascade to the Gm asking for approval of a petition for a new
Lodge to be known as Western Gate. the petition was approved by Cascade Lodge and the application duly made
and granted on november 26, 1907, and the Lodge was instituted by the Grand master on december 9, 1907. the
charter to Western Gate Lodge was granted by Grand Lodge at the annual Communication on June 18, 1908, and it
was constituted on July 6, 1908 by the Gm. Like its mother Lodge, “Cascade”, it practices the Canadian work. 82a

St. Andrew’s No. 49
victoria quickly followed the vancouver example by establishing a third Lodge which was given its name by its
first Wm, peter J. riddell, after a discussion among the charter members had failed to choose one. the dispensation
was issued on January 17, 1908 by the Gm, and the Lodge was instituted by its first Wm, on february 14, 1908. Like
its contemporary, Western Gate, it received its charter from Grand Lodge on June 18, 1908, and it was constituted
by the Gm as saint andrew’s Lodge no. 49 on June 26, 1908. the Lodge adopted the emulation ritual.

Burrard No. 50
on the north bank of Burrard inlet, north vancouver was fast becoming a growing city, and the demand arose for
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a masonic Lodge to be established. on march 25, 1908, the Gm granted the necessary dispensation for a Lodge to
fill the gap left by mount Hermon Lodge no. 7 when it was moved across the inlet to vancouver in 1886. it was 
instituted by the Gm on april 3, 1908, and received its charter from Grand Lodge on June 18, 1908. the Lodge was
constituted by the Gm on July 7, 1908 as Burrard Lodge no. 50, and, like Cascade Lodge no. 12, it uses the Canadian
ritual.

Orion No. 51
on may 18, 1908, the Gm issued a dispensation for a Lodge at penticton at the southern end of okanagan Lake to
be called “okanagan Lodge”. it was instituted on June 3, 1908, and at Grand Lodge on June 18, 1908 it was ordered
continued for another year. on february 5. 1909, the Lodge was visited by the ddGm, who gave a good report on
the Lodge and stated that the members desired to change the name from “okanagan” to “orion”, which he ap-
proved, and recommended to Grand Lodge. it was also approved by the Committee on petitions and Grievances,
and the charter was ordered for orion Lodge no. 51 at penticton by Grand Lodge on June 18, 1909, and the Lodge
was constituted on July 7, 1909. its ritual is the Canadian work.

Salmon Arm No. 52
the next Lodge was established at the far northern end of the okanagan valley on the shores of the salmon arm of
shuswap Lake (properly called “seh-Huap”). a prosperous community had been established at salmon arm and
the freemasons wanted a Lodge. the village, as it was then, was in the jurisdiction of enderby Lodge no. 40, but
the members of that Lodge recognized that it was too far from their town to expect the brethren in salmon arm to
be regular attendants if they became members of enderby Lodge, and they encouraged the formation of a new
Lodge. the usual steps were taken, and on June 27, 1908 the Gm issued the dispensation, and the Lodge was insti-
tuted on July 8, 1908 by the ddGm of district 3. the charter was granted on June 18, 1909 by Grand Lodge to salmon
arm Lodge no’ 52, and it was constituted on July 26, 1909. the ritual used is Canadian, like “mother enderby”.
the first Wm of the Lodge was Brother William valentine Leonard, one of salmon arm’s successful farmers, a pm
of royal Hanover Lodge no. 1777 er of twickenham, england, who held the office for three successive 
years. 83
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Nicola No. 53
the next Lodge placed on the roll of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia was located at the terminus of the spences
Bridge-nicola branch of the Cpry, 47 miles from spences Bridge and the centre of the cattle ranching district, in the
little village on nicola Lake called “nicola” after “n’kua-la”, the great chief of the local indian tribe about a century
before, who John tod* said “was a very great Chieftain and a bold man for he had 17 wives.” in 1908 the usual pro-
ceedings were completed and on august 11, 1908 the Gm issued the necessary dispensation. the ddGm had visited
nicola on July 22, 1908, and had reported to the Grand master that the petitioners were well-skilled in their work
and had the necessary conveniences, and on august 26, 1908 he again visited nicola and instituted the Lodge. He
recommended that a charter be granted, which Grand Lodge did on June 18, 1909 to nicola Lodge no. 55, and on
July 26, 1909 the Lodge was duly constituted, as the chief promoter hailed from the Kootenay mining areas, nicola.
Lodge adopted the american ritual. the Lodge was moved to merritt where the first meeting of the Lodge was held
on march 13, 1911 and where it still prospers.

creston No. 54
a settlement was growing up at Creston on the Crow’s nest pass railway 16 miles from Kootenay Landing, at the
south end of Koo Lake and to the southeast of nelson. as in all the growing places in the province, the resident
freemasons were anxious to have a masonic Lodge. accordingly, in 1908 an application was made to the Gm for a
dispensation for Creston Lodge, later no. 54, which was granted by him on november 3, 1908. the Lodge was in-
stituted by the ddGm on January 7, 1909, and on his report the charter was granted by Grand Lodge on June 18,
1909 and was constituted on august 26, 1909, and like most of the Lodges of the area it adopted the american ritual.
84

Selkirk No. 55
the next Lodge was established first at moyie, a town of some 500 people situated on the western side of moyie
Lake, about 22 miles west of Cranbrook, and entirely dependent on the timber resources and the mines in the vicinity
for support. the resident freemasons saw no reason why they, as well as other towns in the district, should not
have n masonic Lodge. accordingly, they applied to the Gm for the necessary dis- pensation and this was issued
on december 23, 1908. the Lodge was instituted on January 15, 1909 by the ddGm, who in his report to Grand
Lodge strongly recommended that the Lodge should receive its charter. He said that the town was in a most 
prosperous condition, dependent upon lumbering and mining, and Grand Lodge, on June 18, 1909, ordered the
charter for selkirk Lodge no 55, and the Lodge was duly constituted on august 25, 1909. it adopted the Canadian
ritual for its work. the report to Grand Lodge as to the prosperity of the town of moyie proved to be entirely too
optimistic, for it soon declined and the brethren moved the Lodge to Kimberley, where another mining town was
growing up. the change was made in 1912 and things were not too hopeful in the new location because the Gm
who visited the Lodge on may 12, 1912 speaks of it as having a very small active membership and that its prospects
for ultimate success were not very good. His forecast was little better) for Kimberley did prosper and selkirk Lodge
prospered with it. at december 31, 1967 the Lodge had a membership of 118 and assets of nearly $12,000.

Summerland No. 56
summerland, on the southwesterly bank of okanagan Lake, next came along with an application for a dispensation
for a masonic Lodge, which was issued by the Gm on february 9, 1909. the Lodge was instituted on march 1, 1909
by the ddGm, who reported to Grand Lodge recommending the issuance of a charter. the charter for summerland
Lodge no. 56 at summerland was ordered by Grand Lodge on June 18, 1909; the Lodge was constituted on July 16,
1909, and it uses the Canadian work.

Lewis No. 57
in the city on the banks of the mighty fraser river, then known as the “Queen City”, there appeared several reasons
why a third Lodge should be established at new Westminster. the first was that the town was growing and the ex-
isting Lodges of union and King solomon were becoming overcrowded; the second was that the two existing Lodges
were both doing the american work, and those who had been brought up in the Canadian work wanted a Lodge
where they could use the ritual with which they were familiar. on may 20, 1909 the Gm issued a dispensation and
Lewis Lodge, later numbered s7, was instituted on may 24, 1909 by the ddGm of district 2 who found “the officers
well skilled in their work . . . will prove a creditable and useful addition to the sister Lodges and to the working
power of freemasonry in the city.” Grand Lodge, however, thought it wiser to continue the dispensation for another
twelve months. the charter to Lewis Lodge no. 57 at new Westminster was ordered by Grand Lodge on June 23,
1910, and the Lodge was constituted on august 8, 1910 by the Gm. this Lodge practices the Canadian work. Lewis
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Lodge has always maintained a strong hold on the Grand Lodge of British Columbia, having nurtured in its 
membership seven Gms in the persons of mW Brothers thomas Joseph armstrong, alexander Charleson, John stil-
well Clute, richard eden Walker, m.d., who were charter members of the Lodge; and George Livingstone Cassady,
John Hanna nicholls morgan, who was also Grs from 1951 to [1970]; and James Herbert nordan.

Tsimpsean No. 58
the last Lodge to be established during this period was in northern British Columbia, where a city was growing up
as the pacific terminus of the then Grand trunk pacific railway, later part of the Canadian northern raiiway system,
and latterly part of the Cnry system at its most westerly point. the city is situated on Kaien island adjoining the
tsimpsean peninsula near the mouth of the skeena river south of the alaskan panhandle. the townsite and the
harbour were named after prince rupert, the dashing cousin of King Charles ii of england, and the first Governor

of the Hudson’s Bay Company. While
prince rupert was a relatively new
town, the members of the Craft ready
to join in the movement numbered
nearly 100, hailing from many jurisdic-
tions.

on June 28, 1908, thirty masons re-
sponded to a call for a preliminary
meeting of the prince rupert masonic
Club with a view to organization and to
arrange for application being made to
the Grand Lodge of British Columbia
for permission to organize a Lodge of
instruction. a second meeting was held
on July 8, 1908 when “a bill was pre-
sented for $21.85 covering the cost of 24
chairs, four yards of burlap, lumber and
a lock.” on June 3, 1909, the Club con-
sidered what the Lodge should be
called—“triune”, “vespuga”, “shawat-
lan”, “tsimpsean”, “Centra Costa” or
“Kaien island”. on the second ballot,
tsimpsean beat Kaien island 15 to 10
out of the 25 votes cast.

it was Cariboo Lodge no. 4, “the
old mother Lodge of northern British
Columbia,” 600 miles to the east over a
rough and rugged road, that endorsed
the petition for a Lodge of instruction
at prince rupert and recommended the
application for a dispensation, which

was issued by the Gm on december 23, 1909. the Lodge was instituted by rW Brother J. J. miller, ddGm of district
2, on January 15, 1910. He travelled all the way from vancouver for that purpose. the charter for tsimpsean Lodge
no. 58 at prince rupert was ordered by Grand Lodge on June 23, 1910, and was constituted on July 23, 1910 by the
ddGm under warrant.

the Lodge had seventy-three founding members, and from the date of the inception of the Club until the 
dispensation was granted, it held twenty-nine meetings, and on June 17, 1909 the masonic Club which had been in
existence for exactly a year expired. the name of the Lodge comes from the great tribe of the north, the “tsim- shi-
ans”, the great rivals of the “Haidas” in most respects—numbers, physical prowess and artistic skills. they inhabit,
generally speaking, the country on the coast of the mainland opposite Queen Charlotte islands, of which tsimpsean
peninsula may be said to have been their chief seat. the Lodge uses the american work for its ritual. 85

Grand Master Seizes charter
in 1907 the Gm reported that he had found it necessary to “arrest the Charter of one of the oldest Lodges in the ju-
risdiction,” stating that the case at first appeared to be a “deliberate conspiracy to admit an applicant who should
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have been declared rejected,” an investigation ordered by the Gm had proved “no actual conspiracy”, but that the
master and the Wardens had done wrong and should be punished, and that he had suspended the Wm, sW and
acting JW pending action by Grand Lodge. the special Committee appointed to “investigate Charges against 
Certain officers of union Lodge, no. 9” recommended that the W’s suspension be continued for six months and
the two Wardens for three months, which was approved by Grand Lodge after the Chairman of the Committee had
read the correspondence and outlined the evidence in connection with the report of the special Committee.

Rulings and Regulations
the proceedings of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia carried in the appendices (no. 2) a Compendium of the
rulings and regulations of Grand Lodge. 86

communications of Grand Lodge
the annual Communications during this  period were fairly well distributed. the most convenient places for the
majority of the brethren to meet, victoria and vancouver, naturally collected the lion’s share. three of them were
held at victoria in 1902, 1906 and 1908; three at vancouver in 1905, 1907 and 1909; one at rossland in 1904; one at
new Westminster in 1905 and one at Cranbrook in 1910. the special Communications numbered fifteen, of which
three were held in 1901-1902, one in 1902-1903, two in 1903-1904, one in 1905-1906, one in 1907-1908, three in 1908-
1909, and four in 1909-1910, and
these will be found under the head-
ings (Corner stones, etc.) for which
they were convened. a special Com-
munication was held at victoria on
december 14, 1909 to dedicate the
new masonic temple and to cele-
brate the fiftieth anniversary of the
introduction of freemasonry into the
province. the GtH made an address
to the Brethren on the early history
of freemasonry in British Columbia
and a letter was read from mW
Brother israel Wood powell, the first
Gm, who was unable to attend
owing to ill health. mW Brother
david Wilson also gave an inspiring
address. 87 this was the first such
Communication to be termed
“emergent”

Non-Affiliates
the rights, or rather the lack of
rights, of an unaffiliated freemason
were specifically set out in Grand
Lodge by the Gm in 1902. He said
that it is not permitted for an unaffiliated mason to attend any masonic ceremony, public or private, and that the
Wm has no discretion in the matter. to dimit from a Lodge is a voluntary act on the part of the Brother so doing,
and a declaration by him that he renounces of his own free will all rights and privileges of Lodge membership. the
rigidity of the rule, however, has been somewhat softened in later days under section 168 of the Constitution, by
providing that in some cases masonic Burial may be given him and that he may visit Lodges twice during the time
he is non-affiliated.

Incorporation of Masonic Lodges
the Gm at the Communication in June, 1902 also decided that, notwithstanding the amendments to the 
“Benevolent societies act” of British Columbia as amended in 1897, masonic Lodges should not incorporate as it
was contrary to masonic usage. the proper thing to do was to vest the property of the Lodge in trustees. the re-
viewer for arizona noted this and said that the law was the same in that jurisdiction. in 1905 the Gm found during
his visits that one Lodge had been incorporated under that act, and ordered the Lodge to dis-incorporate at once.

Lodge room, salmon arm Lodge no. 52.
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87. see Proceedings Grand Lodge — 1910. p. 5 et seq.



He ruled that the governing body of freemasonry lies in the Grand Lodge and in no other power or authority. He
was, incidentally, about to become the attorney-General of the province.

The colour Bar in freemasonry
We hear little of the coloured people during this period of the masonic history of British Columbia. the only Lodge
in the jurisdiction of nova scotia or elsewhere in Canada admitting coloured men was union Lodge no. 18 in 

Halifax, Grns. it was originally
chartered in 1856 as no. 994.88 it 
carried on for many years, but in
1915 some irregularities with respect
to jurisdiction and some shortages in
remittances to a sick Brother in
British Columbia were uncovered.
this led to an investigation and the
forfeiture of the charter in June, 1918.
several of the members affiliated
with other Lodges, but now there
are no coloured freemasons in that
jurisdiction.

Grand Lodge printing
until 1905 the printers on the Coast
apparently had a monopoly of the
Grand Lodge printing and, with a
Gm from Kaslo, the printers in the
interior thought it was time that they
had an opportunity to tender for this
work. in his address to Grand

Lodge, the Gm referred to the matter and suggested that all printing houses in the province which had facilities to
performing the work should, in future, be given an opportunity to tender. in awarding the contract, however, the
Committee should be allowed to use their judgment in considering not the price alone, but the convenience to them
for proof-reading and supervision of the work.

the Committee on printing, etc., explained that tenders had been asked and received from the Colonist in 
victoria, the Daily News at nelson, and the News Advertiser at vancouver. the tender from the News Advertiser had
been the lowest, and it had been given the contract. Without a linotype machine, no printer could do the work on
anything like equal terms with those printing houses possessing them. should any member of the Grand Lodge
know of any responsible firm wishing to tender on this work in future the Chairman of the Committee would be
glad to make a note of the fact and to act upon it.

the practice which has been followed of having the reports of Grand Lodge officers in the hands of the members
of Grand Lodge while the body is in session, was commenced in 1903. it was not entirely successful that year, but it
has been carried on with good results ever since.

canvassing for Office
the Gm for 1904 was a strict and impartial disciplinarian insofar as freemasonry was concerned. finding that

there had been canvassing for office going on in his own Lodge, he visited it as Gm, took charge of the Lodge as
such, and gave the members a lecture on their improper conduct which, no doubt, put an end to it. those of us who
had the opportunity of knowing him personally, in particular those who, like your present Historian, had had the
Gm as a minister of the Crown, can easily imagine the “dressing down” he gave his fellow members at that time.
the same matter was referred to by the Gm of California about the same time, who was of the same mind and firm-
ness as the Gm of British Columbia. He pointed out that the officers of a Lodge, or of the Grand Lodge, should be
the uninfluenced choice of a majority of its members. Consultations as to the best material are perfectly proper; but
consultations having the semblance of those methods so notorious in political consultations should be avoided

the Gm of arkansas said, and the British Columbia reviewer agreed with him, that it is one of the Landmarks
of ancient freemasonry that no mason shall solicit or invite in any manner any other person to become a freemason,
or to petition a Lodge for initiation, and that a brother violating this rule is guilty of un-masonic conduct and subject
to trial and punishment.
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Dual Membership
on June 19, 1903, the prohibition against dual membership was removed when a new Constitution was amended

and adopted by Grand Lodge, and from that date the Grand Lodge of British Columbia has permitted dual mem-
bership. it is interesting to know the opinion of other Grand Lodges on this subject. the Grand Lodge of Colorado
decided that a Brother from a jurisdiction where dual membership is permitted cannot afiliate with a Lodge in Col-
orado unless he gives up his other membership. new Hampshire abominates the very idea of dual membership as
it is of the opinion that single membership is absolutely necessary for the maintenance of discipline, the promotion
of harmony and the prosperity of the
Lodge. the Lodges and, for that mat-
ter, Grand Lodge itself do not seem to
have found it so in this jurisdiction of
British Columbia.

Loans of Grand Lodge funds to
Members

the reviewer for British Columbia
agreed with his counterpart in
Wyoming who said that he was op-
posed to lending Grand Lodge funds
to subordinate Lodges or to mem-
bers. He said there should be a law
against making such loans, and
Lodges should be prohibited from
lending funds to masons. experience
in many cases had demonstrated the
bad policy of such loans. in British
Columbia, it had been found that
such loans had been unwise, and
such a practice has long since been
abandoned in the jurisdiction.

use of Lodge Rooms by concordant Orders
in 1908, the Gm held that it was lawful to allow the order of the eastern star to use the Lodge room of yukon
Lodge no. 45 at dawson City, yukon territory, until other arrangements were made. the Committee on the Gm’s
address made no reference to this ruling. a similar request came before the Gm in 1910 and he refused the request.
in this case the Committee on the address approved all the decisions of the Gm and this report was adopted by
Grand Lodge. the reviewer for alabama said that permitting the order of the eastern star to occupy a masonic
Lodge room was putting something of a strain on the words “masonic purposes”, an opinion with which the British
Columbia reviewer agreed.

Lodge of Sorrow
a Lodge of sorrow was held in the masonic temple, victoria, on may 20, 1910 in honour of the late King edward
vii, past Gm of the united Grand Lodge of england and protector of the Craft. rW Brother edward B. paul, the
dGm, presided and addresses were given by Brother the Honourable richard mcBride, then premier of the province;
by Brother the rt rev. W. W. perrin, the Lord Bishop of the diocese of Columbia; mW Brother W. K. Houston, pGm;
rW Brother richard duncan, ddGm; and rW Brother eli Harrison, pJGW and pGs.  all present were “struck with
the dignity and beauty of the simple ceremony, an adaptation of our funeral service, with its appropriate music,
and charmed with the eloquent and impressive addresses.” *

Masonic funerals
in 1902 the Gm suggested that regulations be prepared and adopted to govern the procedure to be followed by 
subordinate Lodges in the matter of masonic funerals at which other societies are present with the intention of car-
rying out their forms of burial service. at that time much uncertainty existed and unpleasant incidents occurred.
the Committee on the address of the Gm endorsed the view of the Gm, and thought there would be no loss of dig-
nity to the Craft to await the conclusion of any ceremonial of other Lodges (non-masonic) that might be in attendance
during the burial of a Brother, always provided that the Lodge of af & am have charge of the funeral and bring
the ceremony to a conclusion.
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Rulings on Various problems of the Lodges
spallumcheen Lodge no. 13 of armstrong in 1902 was refused a dispensation enabling it to carry on work after a
fire had destroyed all its property, until a duplicate charter was in the hands of the Wm.

in may, 1905 the Gm was advised by the Grs that the Wm and the Wardens of ymir Lodge no. 31 at ymir had
all left the province. the members were notified that the Lodge could not be opened without the permission of the

Gm. the Lodge was in good finan-
cial condition, and the brethren were
eager to carry on. the Gm author-
ized a pm to act for him with power
to open the Lodge, to appoint tem-
porary Wardens, and carry on until
the next election of officers. in 1906,
the same condition of affairs arose at
alta Lodge no. 29 at sandon. the
same course was taken as had been
ordered in the case of ymir Lodge.

Masonic Homes
nothing was accomplished during
this period in the matter of provid-
ing a. masonic Home for either the
old or the young. in 1902 89 there was
a discussion of the respective means
of assisting indigent masons, their
widows and 
orphans in West virginia, and the
Grand Lodge of West virginia had
come to the conclusion that it would
be better to provide private homes

for them to be supported by the Lodges, assisted when necessary by grants from Grand Lodge, as is done in British
Columbia

Examination af the Worshipful Muster
in 1904 the Gm called the attention of the brethren in Grand Lodge to the necessity of a strict examination of all
masters-elect by a Board of installed masters. He reminded them that the master-elect should have a thorough
knowledge of the ritual and a fair acquaintance with the Book of Constitutions, the rules of order, and the duties
of the officers; that such examination was a guarantee to the installing master, and to the brethren of the Lodge,
that the master-elect was properly qualified and worthy of the office.

photographs of the Grand Masters
in 1905 the collection and publishing of the photographs of the pGms was first suggested by the Gm, when he was
the dGm. this work was carried on until the collection was complete, and all the photographs have appeared in
the Grand Lodge proceedings.

Birth of the Grand Lodge of Alberta
the Gm presiding at the 1906 annual Communication of Grand Lodge had the very great pleasure of welcoming

the Grand Lodge of alberta into the family of Canadian Grand Lodges, having received a request for recognition
which was gladly granted by the Grand Lodge of British Columbia. He extended congratulations to the new Grand
Lodge upon the auspicious beginning of its career as an independent Grand Lodge.

The Library of Grand Lodge
in 1902 the Grand Lodge Library was in a woeful condition, and the Gm referred to it at length in his address.

He quoted the remarks of the Gm in 1899 on the subject and pointed out that nothing had as yet been done to remedy
this condition and agreed that it was the “rubbish” of the victoria temple. it was in that year that the transactions
of the Lodge Quatour Coronati no. 2076 er, the research Lodge, par excellence, of the World, were purchased, then
14 volumes, now (in 1970) at 83 volumes. the Committee on the address regretted the condition of the Library and
recommended that the books he placed in the charge of the GrH and lodged in some suitable place where they
would be accessible to the Craft.
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in 1903 the GrH reported that the books and manuscripts in the Library had been moved from the masonic tem-
ple in victoria to vancouver, where a suitable room, fitted with the necessary shelving, had beeen provided for it
by the brethren; that the contents of the Library had been sorted, arranged and classified. much praise was given to
the GrH for his valuable services in this matter.

the Library consisted of 531 proceedings of other Grand Lodges; 12 masonic Histories; 16 Constitutions and 6
miscellaneous. during 1902-03 there were many additions including many more proceedings and several Grand
Lodge Histories, and a card index and cabinet had been provided.

in 1903 to 1906 the grant for the Library was set at $300, and for 1907 through 1910 at $400.
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cHApTER 12
fROM cONTINuING pROSpERITy TO A WORLD IN cONfLIcT 1911 TO 1920

His Majesty George V
in his address to Grand Lodge in June, 1911, the Gm referred in glowing terms to the prosperity of the province
and the commensurate growth of the Craft in the jurisdiction. He referred, with true British loyalty, to the fact that
on the very day he spoke His majesty King George v and his august consort were being crowned in Westminster
abbey in far-off London, and asked Grand Lodge to send them its loyal and hearty congratulations through the
duke of Connaught, asking him, as head of freemasonry in the motherland, to present them to the royal pair,
which, of course, Grand Lodge was delighted to do.

prosperity and Growth
the prosperity of British Columbia as embodied in Howay and schofield’s History of British Columbia continued
unimpaired during this period until 1914, when the grisly spectre of the first World War appeared on the World’s
stage. at the beginning of the period, the province was increasing in population and in wealth. railway construction
was opening the country to the settlers, and while the older settlements were increasing in population new towns
and villages were being established. in 1912, the work of premier, Brother richard mcBride, as empire builder, was
fittingly recognized, and the province honoured, by the conferring upon him of the order of Knighthood—sir
richard mcBride, KCmG.

With the prosperity and growth of the province, the masonic Lodges already established increased in size, and
new Lodges came into existence. the membership of the Craft in the province doubled; the Lodges grew from 59
to 81; the Charity fund was growing in amount from year to year, although all reasonable demands for assistance
were met; and a contribution of $500 was made yearly for some time to the anti-tuberculosis sanitarium at tran-
quille. apparently no fraternal organization ever had the prospect of a more comfortable future, the office of Gm
was occupied by a succession of gentlemen who held the esteem and approval of the whole population of the juris-
diction as well as the members of the Craft. in the year 1914 when Grand Lodge met, the future of the province and
of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia seemed assured.

When Grand Lodge met in 1915, all this had changed. peace had fled from the earth, prosperity had come to an
end and the main topics arising from the war of 1914-18 came to the fore,

World War I
after many years of peace and prosperity, the first Great War of modern times broke out in the autumn of the year
1914. a short time before the war began, a “Grand peace festival’ had been held by the Grand Lodge of Canada (in
ontario) in connection with its annual Communication. When the news came to British Columbia of the impending
conflict, Grand Lodge had under consideration a request from the Grand Lodge of the state of Washington asking
that the two Grand Lodges join in celebrating one hundred years of peace. Had things remained normal, the Grand
Lodge of British Columbia would have been very glad to join its neighbours in such a celebration, but the project
died with the news of war, and all efforts were directed towards winning what was then called the “Great War’. it
was thought then to be “a war to end all wars,” but of course history reveals that it was only the preliminary to a
much greater conflict a quarter of a century later which, as it actually covered the whole world, is often called “the
Global War’. as the Gm of that unhappy time said in 1915:

“the year just passed has been perhaps the most eventful in the history of the world; it has been
crowded with events of the most momentous and startling character and with far-reaching effects
and consequences. almost the entire human family has been touched to a greater or less extent.
only the comparatively fortunate few have been exempt from calamitous experiences either of a
physical or financial nature.

“thousands of our Brethren, who a year ago inhabited happy homes, are now scattered abroad over
the face of the globe, and many have met with violent death in this terrible and bloody war.

“War, Hatred and revenge are rampant, where amity, peace and Brotherly Love should prevail.
the once happy home is now desolate and the widow and orphan sit in sorrow and tears, mourning
for the loss of the dear one, sighing for the touch of a vanished hand, for the voice that’s forever
still.” 90

the Gm recognized the fact that great demands would be made upon the Craft of freemasonry, in common
with other citizens, and on september 3, 1914 he issued a circular to the Brethren of the Jurisdiction, asking them to
discontinue all expensive banqueting, requesting the husbanding of all resources, and the study of economy gen-
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erally, on november 4 of that year, he asked for contributions for a fund for War relief to supplement the funds of
Grand Lodge in giving much needed assistance. these circulars were approved by Grand Lodge, and were successful
in raising large sums for relief and war purposes.

at the annual Communication in 1916, the new Gm referred to the same subject, and spoke of the effect of the
struggle on the masonic Lodges of the jurisdiction which were working under disadvantages on account of the ab-
sence, in many cases, of their most active members, but were making the best of the conditions as they were, in
many of the Lodges, Honour rolls had been provided upon which were being inscribed the names of those who
had heard the call of duty and were then serving their King and Country on active military service. He spoke, too,
of those who had already made the supreme sacrifice and were then “resting from their labours” on the fields of
flanders and elsewhere.

the united states had not, as yet, come into the war, but many of the members of the Craft in that country were
anxious to do something which might be of assistance in promoting peace. some freemasons of new york state
sent their Gm a form of prayers for that much-desired objective, and he passed them on to other Grand Lodges. the
Fourth Light, a masonic publication issued by Howard Lodge no. 35, f&am, Grny, suggested that each Lodge in
the jurisdiction of new york protest to the rulers of the warring nations to end the war. there is nothing to show
whether or not this course of action was taken, but if it was, it had no part in effecting its object.

freemasons of Enemy Alien Birth
the action of the united Grand Lodge of england in barring from its Lodges freemasons of enemy alien birth while
the war was going on, and for some time after, and from exchanging representatives with Grand Lodges in enemy
countries pending friendly relations being restored, was severely criticized by many of the reviewers of foreign
Correspondence in the united states. one freemason of German birth said that “some of us are not so sure but
what the War in europe is after all a struggle for commercial supremacy.” the reviewer for ohio (1916), not a Ger-
man, as he said, was very much shocked at the action of the Grand Lodge of england as “’so foreign to every con-
ception of masonic duty and masonic Brotherhood.” the Kentucky reviewer regretted the acting as being the first
time in history that the right of masonic Brotherhood had been disregarded; and the missouri man regretted it and
felt sure that it would be repudiated by the Grand Lodges of the united states. new Hampshire, north Carolina
and utah were of the same opinion, while, on the other hand, California and Connecticut approved the action of
the Grand Lodge of england.

this controversy was soon silenced because it was not long before the united states itself was compelled by the
actions of the German Government to declare war against it, and so made it necessary to become a participant in
the fight on the side of the french and the British. the Gm of alabama in his address to the Grand Lodge describes
the change of policy in fitting terms:

“our reasons for entering are the most logical and convincing that could be conceived, our existence
as a nation has been imperilled, our honor and our rights upon sea and land have been violated;
and notwithstanding the voice of the pacifist, the socialist, and the pro-German, we have cast our
lot with those whom we conceive are fighting for the upholding of the right. to those of our coun-
trymen who are opposed to war on principle, or whose views give them the opinion that war could
have been avoided, let me state that the time has passed for such arguments as they advance; the
only aim now considered is a successful and victorious ending at the earliest possible moment that
our men, our guns, our explosives, and all other means at our command can accomplish, and the
man who opposes this aim, has no right to the protection of our flag or of our organization.”

an interesting incident of the controversy, which may be of minor importance, was contained in the report on
Correspondence of the Grand Lodge of Quebec. in this, a case was cited of a skilled mechanic of German birth who
held, for a time, a position in a factory manufacturing munitions for the British Government, and while so engaged
was permitted to attend meetings of the local masonic Lodge. Later he was arrested in one of the maritime provinces
of Canada, and papers containing valuable information as to war material were found in his possession.

in any case, the matter was really of little importance for very long, because immediately after the outbreak of
the war the Grand Lodge of the freemasons in Germany issued edicts severing fraternal relations with all Grand
Lodges in their enemy countries.

Visiting Lodges in france
in the course of the war another question arose among freemasons, because the american and Canadian contingents
contained a large proportion of freemasons and when they reached england all masonic Lodges were open to them.
Later they passed over to france and here also found freemasons and masonic Lodges. owing to certain changes
having been made by these Lodges and their Grand Lodges in what are considered essentials, fraternal relations
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had been severed between them and those of england and the united states. these brethren on active service could
not understand why they could not have the same rights and privileges in france as they had in england, and their
complaints to the brethren at home were loud and long. some Lodges in the united states hastened to recognize
Grand Lodges in france and to enter fraternal relations with them, other Grand Lodges in the united states gave
the members of their Lodges permission to visit french Lodges although the Grand Lodges had not been recognized.
as for the Grand Lodge of British Columbia, it did not vary its regulations in any way.

To the End of Hostilities
after the declaration of war until the meeting of Grand Lodge on June 17, 1920, the number of Lodges rose from 39
to 91 inclusive—making a total of 33 new Lodges established during the years 1911 to 1920; while the total mem-
bership on that date had risen to 9,344 from the 5,266 reported on June 22, 1911 and the 7,902 reported on June 17,
1915. even while the war was going on the Gms managed to visit a great many of the constituent Lodges as one, for
instance, who in 1916-17 visited 63 Lodges in all, and found that notwithstanding

“... the fearful drain that the Lodges in the Jurisdiction had been subjected to by the Brethren going
to the front, that freemasonry had on the whole prospered. some of the Lodges sent no less than
38% of their membership to the armed forces; nearly every Lodge had its Honour roll, and it was
saddening to note the ‘killed in action’ and ‘died of wounds’ after so many of the Brethren’s names.”

He had also found time to attend a meeting at Bellingham of the Lodges in Whatcom County, Washington, and
also at san Juan Lodge no. 175, Washington registry, at friday Harbour on san Juan island.

With the end of hostilities in november, 1918 and the return of many of the brethren, freemasonry again trod
its prosperous pathway.

Ancient to “Antient”
prior to 1912 all documents emanating from the Grand Lodge of British Columbia did so under the title “ancient,
free and accepted masons,” but the Grand Lodge proceedings for the annual Communication of June in that year
used the spelling of “antient” for the first time. this was the year that mW Brother francis J. Burd was Gm, and
also the year of the “Harrison Code”, but no suggestion for a change appears in that document. neither can any
resolution of Grand Lodge authorizing the change be located. this was also the first year of the incumbency of vW
Brother W. a. deWolfe-smith as the Grs, which may account for the change, while some members of the Craft claim
that the immediate pGm, Brother edward Burness paul, that profound student of masonic lore and tradition, also
brought his influence to bear, he having used the “t” spelling of the word on several occasions.

in the Book of Constitutions of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia as revised in 1962, the Landmarks are “the
antient Landmarks of freemasonry as formulated by Bro. albert G. mackey,” while “the Charges of a freemason”
are those “extracted from the antient records of Lodges beyond the sea, and those in england, scotland and ireland,
for the use of the Lodges in London: etc.”“ the title used in Great Britain is, of course, “the united Grand Lodge of
antient, free and accepted masons of england.”

Grand Masters 1911 to 1920 
this period in the History of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia produced some of its most outstanding Grand

masters. the stresses and challenges of the time required them to be men of wise counsel, steadfast quality, and
leaders in the community. in fact, they numbered among them who in provincial affairs moved through the scene
with great public respect: a leading newspaper director of Canada; a merchant in the furniture business; a federal
architect for the province; a dry goods merchant; a contractor, who for many years was Honorary Chairman of the
vancouver General Hospital; a graduate of the Great Western engineering Works at Wolverhampton, england,
widely renowned for his fine tenor voice; a graduate in medicine and surgery of mcGill university and an officer
in the Canadian medical Corps; a school principal who later became an officer of the Civil service of Canada; an 
educator of outstanding attainment cum superintendent and, later, deputy minister of education for British Co-
lumbia; and a gentleman of the legal profession, much loved in his community for his many activities on behalf of
the people. the Grand masters who did preside over the Grand Lodge of ancient (antient), free and accepted ma-
sons of British Columbia from 1911 to 1920 were: 

33rd — mW Brother francis James Burd, from his installation on June 23, 1911 until June 21, 1912; 
34th — mW Brother John m. rudd, from his installation on June 21, 1912 until Jane 20, 1913; 
35th — mW Brother William Henderson, from his installation on June 20, 1913 until June 18, 1914; 
36th — mW Brother James stark, from his installation on June 18, 1914 until June 18, 1915; 
37th — mW Brother William Carey ditmars, from his installation on June 18, 1915 until June 23, 1916; 
38th — mW Brother William astley, from his installation on June 23, 1916 until June 22, 1917; 
39th — mW Brother douglas Corsan, m.d., from his installation on June 22, 1917 until June 21, 1918; 
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40th — mW Brother John shaw, from his installation on June 21, 1918 until June 20, 1919;
41st — mW Brother samuel John Willis, from his installation on June 20, 1919 until June 18, 1920;
42nd — mW Brother martin Luther Grimmett, from his installation on June 18, 1920 until June 24, 1921.

Death of first Grand Master
on february 25, 1915, mW Brother dr. israel Wood powell received his last summons in this life when he entered

into rest in the Grand Lodge above. the Gm presided at an emergent Communication of Grand Lodge at the 
masonic temple, victoria, on march 1, 1915, which was convened for the purpose of attending the funeral services.
the service was held in st. John’s Church, victoria, where the services were conducted by W Brother (rev.) f. a. p.
Chadwick as acting Grand Chaplain. the pallbearers were: mW Brothers r. B. mcmicking, angus mcKeown, david
Wilson, edward B. paul, William Henderson and rW Brother eli Harrison, Jr. interment was at ross Bay 
Cemetery. 91

Refuses Office of Grand Master
at the annual Communication of Grand Lodge on June 21, 1912, in the common order of things the deputy Grand
master, rW Brother arthur Herbert skey of Kamloops Lodge no. 10, would normally have been promoted to the
Gm’s chair, but owing to illness he declined the office and continued as dGm for another year. in 1913, it was 
naturally supposed that rW Brother skey would be the next Gm, because his report to Grand Lodge showed that
his illness had come to an end and that he had been able to visit many Lodges during the previous year. When it
came to the election of officers, he was elected Gm on the first ballot, but refused to accept the office. He thanked
the Grand Lodge for selecting him for this important office, but stated that the exigencies of his private business
would prevent him from giving it the attention which it deserved. finding that he was adamant in his refusal, Grand
Lodge proceeded to elect the sGW in his place.

some of the reviewers of foreign Correspondence made interesting references to rW Brother skey’s refusal of
office and the reasons given by him for his action. in 1913, the one for ohio:

“another astonishing thing which happened was the declination of the Grand master elected, who
stated that his private business would prevent him from giving the office the attention which it de-
served. this Brother should have a chromo, or something better than this, for the custom is to accept
the office, and at the end of the year apologize for the fact that business had interfered with the
faithful discharge of the duties of the office.’

in 1914, the reviewer for vermont made note of the refusal to accept the office of Gm, with the note:
“a good example, but an unusual one,”

The New Lodges
from the beginning of the period until the outbreak of hostilities, there was a gain of 19 Lodges, and 14 more Lodges
were added during the balance of the period following the end of hostilities. during this period the first Lodge was
to lose its charter, it being revoked for “cause’’; one was to amalgamate with another Lodge under its own name
but with the lower number of the other Lodge.

Kilwinning No. 59
the first of the new Lodges was established in vancouver, where the population was growing at a rate far faster
than ever imagined. the dispensation was issued on march 24, 1910, and the Lodge was instituted on march 31 of
that year. the name is taken from that of one of the oldest of the scottish Lodges, and from the names of the early
members, the greater part of them were scots or of scottish descent. they were residents of that part of the city
known as Grandview, and one of their ambitions was to build a masonic temple for themselves in that part of the
city, but this ambition was never realized. the Lodge chose Canadian ritual, and those who were made masons in
scotland had little difficulty in using it. the charter was granted by Grand Lodge at the annual Communication on
June 23, 1911 of the report of the Committee on Warranted Lodges, but at the same time that it recommended that
the charter be granted, it pointed out that a number of candidates had been balloted on collectively, and that this
practice must be stopped. the Lodge was constituted on July 13, 1911, as Kilwinning Lodge no. 59 at vancouver.

camosun No. 60
the members of the next Lodge at victoria did not seek a name from any place other than British Columbia or 
victoria itself. “Camosun” or, as it is sometimes written “Camosack”, was the indian name of the inlet which is part
of the present site of the city of victoria, or, in the words of the Hudson’s Bay Company, “port Camosun”, for here
was built “fort victoria’ when the Company closed “fort vancouver”.
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the dispensation for the new Lodge was issued by the Gm on august 15, 1911, and it was instituted by the
ddGm on september 25, 1911, and it was granted its charter at the annual Communication of Grand Lodge on
June 20, 1912. it was constituted as Camosun Lodge no. 60 at victoria on July 15, 1912 by the Grand master. it chose
the american work for its ritual.

Star of the West No. 61
the last Lodge to be established in the Kootenays, until the year 1936 when emulation Lodge no, 125 at trail was
established, was star of the West Lodge at nakusp. the dispensation for this Lodge was issued by the Grand master

on august 17, 1911, and on september 2, 1911
its first officers were elected. Like most Koote-
nay Lodges, it chose the american ritual for
its workings. apparently on october 8, 1909
it had been “decided by vote to adopt the
american work’’ for its ritual, but on novem-
ber 23, thirteen masons in good standing met
and “it was decided by a vote that the name
of the Lodge should be star of the West, a.f.
& a.m., and that the work should be Cana-
dian work.” However, “on december 22, the
mW Grand master gave permission to hold a
Lodge of instruction under the supervision of
arrow Lodge no. 47 and as the Canadian
work was not favourably viewed by that
Lodge a special meeting was called for febru-
ary 2, 1910, at which a deputation from arrow
Lodge was present and a vote being taken it
was decided to accept their views and change
the work to the american rite.”

the Lodge was instituted on october 5, 1911 in the town of nakusp, situated at the lower end of the upper
arrow Lake. the charter was granted by Grand Lodge on June 20, 1912 for star of the West Lodge no. 61, at nakusp,
and the Lodge was constituted on July 31, 1912, at an emergent Communication of Grand Lodge presided over by
pGm James H. schofield. 92

Longest Recorded Meeting 
We are indebted to rW Brother f. B. maxfield, m.d., sGW, for the following interesting note:

“ ... the last regular Communication of star of the West Lodge, u.d., was held on may 29, 1912. Lodge
was opened at 8.30 p.m. in addition to the regular business a ballot was held on a Candidate for
initiation. it was decided to petition Grand Lodge for a Charter with the W.m., W. Bro. W. e. mar-
shall, Brothers f.W, Jordan, H. L. rothwell, a. e. Haigh, a. v. Carlson, J. sneddon being delegated
to attend Grand Lodge. then the Lodge conferred, after the appropriate examinations, the m.m.
degree, the f.C. degree and then another m.m. degree. after all this, Lodge was closed at 4.05 a.m.”

surely this was the longest Communication ever held by a constituent Lodge in British Columbia since Grand Lodge
was formed.

Arrowsmith No. 62
the next Lodge appeared on the West Coast of vancouver island at the end of the inlet in the town named after it—
alberni, named after don pedro de alberni, a spanish officer who commanded a company of volunteer soldiers in
the expedition to nootka, under the command of Lieutenant eliza, who sailed from san Blas on february 5 and 
arrived at nootka april 5, 1790. the dispensation for this Lodge was issued by the Gm on october 9, 1911, and it
was instituted by him at an emergent Communication of Grand Lodge on october 19 of that year when the Hall
was dedicated. the charter was ordered by Grand Lodge at its annual Communication on June 20, 1912 for arrow-
smith Lodge no. 62 at alberni, and it was constituted by the Grand master on august 7, 1912. the Lodge was named
after arrowsmith mountain (5,976 feet), which in turn was so named by Captain richards, r.n. hydrographer, in
1864, after the famous english mapmakers of that name. this Lodge was destined for a very unfortunate demise,
for on June 20, 1919 Grand Lodge revoked its charter. 93
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masonic Hall, nakusp, B.C. — erected 1922.

92. Based on information supplied by rW Brother f. B, maxfield, m.d. —sGW, from the minute Books of the Lodge (1970).
93. see “Warrant revoked” in this Chapter.



park No. 63
for the next six Lodges the reader must turn towards the metropolis of the province for five of them and to the
northern coast near the mouth of the skeena river for the sixth. the first of these was located about half way between
the cities of new Westminster and vancouver, at Central park. Here was established a Lodge working the american
ritual which received its dispensation on november 11, 1911 and was instituted and its Hall dedicated by the Grand
master at an emergent Communication of Grand Lodge held november 13, 1911. the charter was ordered by Grand
Lodge on June 21, 1912 for park Lodge no. 63 and was constituted by the Gm on July 11, 1912. it chose the american
work for its ritual and took its name from the locality.

Duke of connaught No. 64
duke of Connaught Lodge no. 64 was instituted by the Gm at an emergent Communication held on the north shore
of Burrard inlet, at north vancouver, on november 28, 1911, when he also dedicated the masonic Hall. Grand Lodge
ordered the charter to duke of Connaught Lodge at the annual Communication on June 20, 1912. the Lodge was
so named for the duke of Connaught, then Grand master of the united Grand Lodge of england, and Governor
General of Canada, and adopted the Canadian work for its ritual. 94

plantagenet No. 65
then followed plantagenet Lodge no. 65 at vancouver, which received its dispensation on January 22, 1912 and
was instituted on february 14, 1912 by the ddGm. the charter was ordered at the annual Communication of Grand
Lodge on June 20, 1912, and it was constituted by the Gm on July 10, 1912. it adopted the Canadian ritual for its
work, which was only natural for a Lodge which took its name from planatagenet Lodge no. 186 instituted in the
village of plantagenet, in the township of north plantagenet, in the County of prescott, under the Grand Lodge of
Canada in the province of ontario on february 19, 1867.

Tyee No. 66
the next Lodge at prince rupert took its name from the Chinook jargon, tyee, for “Chief” or “King”, likewise the
name of the chief of the salmon family of the pacific ocean, and indicated the growth of the Craft in the city of
prince rupert, and the fact that all the freemasons there did not fancy the american ritual as used by tsimpsean
Lodge no. 58 because the new Lodge adopted the Canadian ritual for its work, although so far from vancouver, it
was in vancouver district 2a. after it received the dispensation on January 31, 1912, the ddGm had to travel some
900 miles by boat for the institution of the Lodge on march 14, 1912. it received its charter from Grand Lodge on
June 20, 1912 as tyee Lodge no. 66 at prince rupert, and was duly constituted by the Gm at an emergent 
Communication of Grand Lodge on July 31, 1912, its senior deacon at its formation, Brother alexander m. manson
was destined to become a Grand master, a member of the Legislative assembly, attorney General for the province
and a Justice of the supreme Court of British Columbia.

Melrose No. 67
now back to vancouver for melrose Lodge no. 67, which was instituted on march 29, 1912, the dispensation was
issued by the Gm on march 29, 1912, and was continued for one year by Grand Lodge at the annual Communication
on June 20, 1912. its charter was ordered by Grand Lodge on June 19, 1913, and it was constituted by the Gm on
July 11, 1913. it chose the american work for its ritual, and was said to have been named “melrose” at the suggestion
of Brother alex mcintosh, a native of scotland, in honour of the old melrose st. John Lodge no. 12 sr, holding in
the burgh of melrose, in roxburghshire, which is the site of one of the finest ruins in scotland, melrose abbey,
founded for Cistercians by david i in 1136 ad—it is said to contain the heart of robert i.

Vancouver No. 68
vancouver Lodge, naturally named after the city of its birth and not for the island as had been the case of the first
Lodge sr of that name, was instituted on may 31, 1912, and received its dispensation from the Gm on the same
day. the dispensation was continued by Grand Lodge for another year on June 20, 1912. the charter was ordered
by Grand Lodge on June 19, 1913, and the Lodge was constituted by the Gm on July 18, 1913, and, like its sister, the
original vancouver Lodge no. 421 sr in victoria, it adopted the american work for its ritual. vancouver Lodge 
no. 68 uses the City of vancouver crest on the pm’s jewel and monthly summons by special permission of the City
fathers granted at the time of the formation of the Lodge.

Quesnel No. 69
since early in 1912 there had been two Lodges of instruction carrying on under the ægis of “mother Cariboo” at
Barkerville, the first relatively next door, as it was a mere 62 miles away, at the junction of the fraser and Quesnel
rivers.  this Lodge was instituted on september 22, 1912, and the dispensation was issued by the Gm on 
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94. for a detailed account of this emergent Communication, see Proceedings of Grand Lodge - 1912, pp. 20-25.



october 1, 1912. the charter to Quesnel Lodge no. 69 was ordered by Grand Lodge on June 19, 1913, and the Lodge
was constituted by the Gm at an emergent Communication of Grand Lodge on september 22, 1913. it adopted the
Canadian ritual.

the second Lodge of instruction under the ægis of “mother Cariboo”, this time 138 miles away, was operating
at fort George, a rising township in the Cariboo district at the junction of the nechako and fraser rivers near the
line of the Grand trunk railway, but it did not receive its dispensation until 1920. (see nechako Lodge no. 86.)

Abbottsford No. 70
the next Lodge to be established was at abbotsford in the lower fraser river valley, the halfway house between
mission City and Huntingdon at the united states boundary. the dispensation for this Lodge was issued on october
5, 1912, and it was instituted on october 15, 1912. early in the year several meetings were held and the brethren de-
cided to erect their own building. the cornerstone was laid in may, 1912, and in september a petition for a Lodge
was forwarded to the Grs, and when the ddGm made his visit (date is unknown) he found:

“it has paid for its regalia, furniture and jewels, and is otherwise free from debt and has a substantial
balance at its credit in the bank. the officers are capable and progressive and are putting on the
work very satisfactorily. they have already initiated, passed and raised a number of members, have
had sixteen applicants and rejected two and have plenty of work in prospect. the Brethren formed
a temple Company and erected a building, which it is intended to use for masonic purposes only...”

on this strong recommendation, Grand Lodge on June 19, 1913 ordered the charter for abbottsford Lodge no. 70 *
at abbotsford, and it was constituted on July 12, 1913 by the Gm at an emergent Communication. it adopted the
american work for its ritual.

Slocan No. 71
the scene for the next Lodge goes back to “silvery slocan”, where at new denver on march 3, 1913 the Gm issued
a dispensation for a Lodge. He had visited the settlement and found that it was dependent not only upon the mining
for its support, but also was surrounded by valuable agricultural lands. the petition had been made and signed on
June 15, 1912, and was transmitted on october 28, 1912. the Lodge was instituted on march 20, 1913 by the ddGm.
in his report he stated that the new Lodge was one all would be proud of, and the charter was granted by Grand
Lodge on June 20, 1913, and it was constituted by rW Brother George Johnson, as acting Gm, on august 14, 1913
as slocan Lodge no. 71 at new denver. it used the american work for its ritual.

the surroundings of the village are so beautiful that the old residents (and the present ones also) wax poetical
in describing it. sydney norman, the mining expert who lived there for a time, says:

“new denver, sometimes called “the Lucerne of america,” nestling up against the beautiful blue of
slocan Lake and flanked by the perennial glacier that stands guard throughout the ages where
mountains touch the hurrying clouds ...”

“Big Sandy”
a most picturesque personality of the Lodge was alexander Campbell mcKay, known
all over the Kootenays as “Big sandy”, the only masonic centenarian. He was born in
pictou County, nova scotia, in 1830, His grandfather was sergeant-major mcKay, who
had been with Wolfe at the battle of the plains of abraham in 1739 and who, for his
services, was given a grant of lands in nova scotia. “Big sandy” led a wandering life
until he arrived in new denver to spend the “evening of his life”—he died there June
30, 1931. in 1930 a newspaperman described him as follows:

“His rugged frame stands well over six feet and tips the scale at some-
thing like 275 pounds. Hair and luxuriant flowing moustache are as
white as snow. He still reads without the aid of glasses and is pos-
sessed of as ready a wit as ever tripped off a scottish tongue.”

When the Gm visited the Lodge in october, 1920, he reported to Grand Lodge:
“i was honoured in a very marked manner in slocan Lodge by the presence at the

meeting of Brother sandy mcKay, the tyler of the Lodge. this brother, at the time of
my visit... was 88 years of age, weighed 285 pounds, and in order to be present at the
meeting walked over nine miles, a part of the distance on railway ties.”

the copy of the crayon picture of “Big sandy”, drawn by an amateur artist of 
considerable ability, was obtained through the kindness of Capt. Kirby.
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* abbottsford Lodge takes its unusual spelling  from the Great northern railway station signage, as it appeared in 1912, with the extra “t”.

Bro. alexander mcKay—”Big sandy”



the Lodge was never a large one, and on several occasions amalgamation with alta Lodge no. 29 at sandon
was mooted, it too being in a precarious situation, but it was not until september 20, 1938 that the terms of the amal-
gamation were agreed upon by the two Lodges. alta Lodge at sandon ceased to exist, and the Lodge at new denver
retained the name of “slocan Lodge” with the number 29, as held by alta Lodge at sandon. the arrangement was
finally agreed to by Grand Lodge on June 23, 1939, and the no. 71 ceased to appear on the list of British Columbia
Lodges. 95 at december 31, 1967, slocan Lodge no. 29 had 51 members on its roll.

Mount Lebanon No. 72
another Lodge next appeared in the vancouver area, to the south of the city along the fraser river at the small com-
munity of eburne, then occupying both banks of the river. a dispensation for this Lodge was issued by the Gm on
may 26, 1913 as it had been instituted on may 13, 1913 by the ddGm. on June 18, 1914, Grand Lodge ordered the
charter for mount Lebanon Lodge no. 72 at eburne, and the Lodge was constituted at an emergent Communication
of Grand Lodge held at eburne on June 25, 1914. it adopted the american ritual for its work. in 1916, the north bank
was renamed marpole and mount Lebanon Lodge was now in a district of the city of vancouver.* the Lodge was
named after the mountain range, Lebanon, paralleling the mediterranean coast from south Lebanon into syria,
famed in ancient times for its huge and old cedars which were used in the erection of King solomon’s temple.

Britannia No. 73
even with its much smaller population and slower growth, victoria was doing well by the Craft, and on september
11, 1913 a dispensation was issued by the Gm for Britannia Lodge, afterwards numbered 73, which was instituted
on september 29, 1913 by the ddGm for district 1. its charter was granted in Grand Lodge on June 18, 1914 as 
Britannia Lodge no. 73 at victoria, and it was constituted by the Gm at an emergent Communication of Grand
Lodge on July 17, 1914. it adopted the emulation work for its ritual and takes its name from the ancient roman
name of the island of Great Britain, especially the southern part where the early roman provinces were to be found.

Maple Leaf No. 74
the name of the next Lodge needs no word on its origin, and it was located in what was then the municipality of
south vancouver, now a part of the city of vancouver. it was instituted by the ddGm on october 6, 1913, and the
dispensation for its formation was issued by the Gm on october 13, 1913. the charter was ordered by Grand Lodge
on June 18, 1914 for maple Leaf Lodge no. 74 in south vancouver, and it was constituted by the Gm at an emergent
Communication of Grand Lodge on July 6, 1914. notwithstanding its name, this Lodge adopted the american work
for its ritual.

perfection No. 75
the “royal City” on the banks of the fraser river was not to be outdone; it too was feeling the general prosperity
and wanted to establish a fourth Lodge at new Westminster. the Lodge received its dispensation from the Gm on
december 9, 1913, and was instituted by the ddGm on december 11, 1913. it, too, received its charter from Grand
Lodge at the regular Communication on June 18, 1914, and was constituted as perfection Lodge no. 75 at new
Westminster by the Gm at an emergent Communication of Grand Lodge on July 16, 1914. the Lodge adopted the
american work for its ritual, and probably derived its name from the word as meaning one who has reached “the
state of being perfect” as represented by the ashlar stone.

composite No. 76
the next Lodge again appeared in south vancouver when on april 22, 1913 a petition was signed asking for a 
dispensation to be issued by the Gm, which he did on december 22, 1913, and Composite Lodge no. 76 was insti-
tuted by the ddGm on december 27, 1913. it received its charter at the annual Communication of Grand Lodge on
June 18, 1914, and the Lodge was constituted on July 7, 1914 by the Gm at an emergent Communication of Grand
Lodge. its name comes from the fifth of the five noble orders of architecture and the Lodge chose the Canadian
ritual for its work. 96

Zion No. 77
the last Lodge to be established before the Great War broke out was at Kerrisdale, formerly in the municipality of
point Grey, now a part of the city of vancouver, where a Lodge of instruction had been authorized and a meeting
called for January 15, 1914, several meetings were held for exemplification before a dispensation was granted by
the Gm on march 6, 1914, and the Lodge was instituted by the ddGm on march 9, 1914, it was named Zion Lodge,
after the hill and town of Jerusalem and later numbered 77 at Kerrisdale. the charter was granted at the annual
Communication of Grand Lodge on June 18, 1914, and the Lodge was constituted by the Gm at an emergent 
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95. see Proceedings of Grand Lodge - 1941, p. 158 et seq., “slocan Lodge, no. 71, new denver, B.C.”
96. see Proceedings of Grand Lodge - 1930, pp. 155-6, “Historical note”.
* marshall mistakenly reports the lodge being founded on the south bank, in richmond, and later relocating to marpole in 1918. [ed.]



Communication of Grand Lodge held at the
masonic Hall at Kerrisdale on July 20, 1914.
for its ritual it adopted the Canadian work.

DeWolf No. 78
during the period of hostilities, 1914-18, only
five new Lodges were established by the
Grand Lodge of British Columbia. the first
of these was at Coquitlam out in the fraser
valley some 17 miles to the east of the city of
vancouver and situated on the Coquitlam
river. this Lodge was named deWolf Lodge
no. 78, no doubt after the well-known de-
Wolf family of Wolfville, nova scotia, with
which the then Grand secretary, dr. W. a.
deWolf-smith, was connected through his
mother and used as part of his family name.
it received a dispensation from the Gm on
may 6, 1914, and was instituted by the

ddGm, whose report to Grand Lodge shows that he was at park Lodge no. 63 on may 18 of that year; that he went
to pacific Lodge no, 16 at mission City on may 29, and inserts between them a reference to his institution of deWolf
Lodge, but does not give the exact date. no doubt it was about the middle of may that year. the Lodge records in-
dicate the date as may 19, 1914. When the matter came before Grand Lodge on June 18, 1914, the dispensation was
ordered for another year because of the shortness of time. at the annual Communication on June 17, 1915, Grand
Lodge ordered the granting of the charter, and the Lodge was duly constituted by the Gm at an emergent Commu-
nication of Grand Lodge held at port Coquitlam on July 12, 1915. the Lodge uses the american work for its ritual.

concord No. 79
the next new Lodge appeared on vancouver island at parksville, some 22 miles north of nanaimo, at the junction
of the island Highway and the road to the West Coast. on June 13, 1913 permission had been requested to form a
Lodge of instruction; this had been granted by the Grand master. the Lodge was granted a dispensation by the Gm

on may 19, 1914, and it was instituted by the ddGm on may 26, 1914.
as it had been in existence but a short time when Grand Lodge met
on June 18, 1914, it was left under dispensation, and at the annual
Communication of Grand Lodge on June 17, 1915 it received its char-
ter as Concord Lodge no. 79 at parksville, and it was constituted by
the Gm at an emergent Communication of Grand Lodge on July 5,
1915 when the masonic Hall was dedicated. it adopted the american
work for its ritual, and the name of the Lodge is well chosen for, as
the initiate is informed, “the sun and moon are messengers of His
Will and all His Law is ‘Concord’.”

St. James No. 80
a dispensation was issued on march 8, 1915 for an additional Lodge
in the city of vancouver, and it was duly instituted by the ddGm on
march 9, 1915. the charter was ordered by Grand Lodge on June 17,
1915 for saint James Lodge no, 80 at vancouver, and the Lodge was
constituted in the masonic temple at vancouver on June 20, 1915 by
the Gm. it uses the Canadian work for its ritual. exactly one-quarter
of the members of this Lodge enlisted in the armed forces, and all 
returned but two who made the supreme sacrifice.

Triune No. 81
the next Lodge in the History of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia
was established at powell river, the town named in 1880 after the first
Grand master—dr. israel Wood powell of victoria. it is situated at the
outlet of powell Lake, some 85 miles northwest of vancouver, where
the river of the same name empties into the strait of Georgia, and
where today is to be found one of the largest pulp and paper mills in
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Building erected and first occupied January 9, 1924.



the world. the dispensation for a masonic Lodge was issued by the Gm on may 11, 1915, and the Lodge was insti-
tuted by the ddGm on may 18 of that year. a Warrant of Constitution was granted by Grand Lodge on June 22,
1916 for triune Lodge no. 81 at powell river which was duly constituted on July 16, 1916 at an emergent Com-
munication of Grand Lodge by the Gm. the name “triune’’ was chosen at the request of its first Wm, mW Brother
andrew Henderson, in memory of triune Lodge no. 190, Gr minnesota, of which he
had been a member and in which he had been the Wm, and it quite naturally adopted
the american work for its ritual. 97

prince Arthur No. 82
the one Lodge to be established in 1917 was at vancouver. it was instituted by the
ddGm on may 9, 1916, the day on which the Gm issued the dispensation, but did not
apply for its Warrant of Constitution until June 21, 1917, when its charter was ordered
by the Grand Lodge as prince arthur Lodge no. 82 at vancouver, and on July 10, 1917
it was duly constituted by mW Brother francis J. Burd as Grand master at an emergent
Communication of Grand Lodge, during the absence of the Gm on military duty. it
adopted the american work for its ritual and took its name from prince arthur, duke
of Connaught and strathearn, KG, who made a triumphal tour of Western Canada
prior to relinquishing the post of Governor General of Canada in the summer of 1916,
just about the time that the Lodge was being formed. HrH prince arthur had been
initiated into freemasonry on march 24, 1874; installed as prov. Gm for sussex in 1886,
and subsequently dist. Gm for Bombay; appointed prov. Gm in 1890; and was elected
Gm of the united Grand Lodge of england in 1901, a post he held continuously until
his resignation on march 1, 1939. He died on January 16, 1942 after serving freema-
sonry in a most zealous  manner for nearly 68 years. *

Trepanier No. 83
on august 5, 1913, the Gm issued a dispensation for a masonic Lodge at peachland to
be called trepanier. the name comes from the creek of that name which runs into
okanagan Lake near peachland. rW Brother Leonard norris, the historian of the district, says that all the maps of
the lake published for twenty years, from 1858 to 1878, show the creek which enters the lake just north of peachland
as Jacques Creek, and the one on the south as trepanier Creek. since that time the maps have been changed, and
now show the creek on the north as trepanier Creek and the one on the south as deep Creek. 98 no one knows the
true origin of the name, but Brother norris thinks it had something to do with “trepanning”, the surgical operation
of removing a piece of bone from the skull, or the instrument made use of in doing so, and cites an incident related
by ross in his Far Traders of the Far West, where such an operation took place, possibly in or near okanagan Lake,
that there was a family of that name in eastern northern north america is a certainty, as a lady in the eastern united
states wrote to mW Brother morley, saying she had learned that a post office of that name existed in British Columbia
and wanted to learn the origin of it as it was her family name, He made a study of the matter and his guess was that
a landing place of the old fur-traders was at the mouth of the creek, and as one of the leaders bore that name, this
landing was given it, but he frankly admitted that his was only a guess.

no matter what the real truth is, a settlement grew up there, and when it was decided that a masonic Lodge
should be established it was also named “trepanier”.  a dispensation was issued as above mentioned, and the Lodge
was instituted on august 12, 1913 by the ddGm for district 9. at the annual Communication of June 18, 1914 the
dispensation was continued for another year, and at the annual Communication on June 17, 1915 the ddGm 
recommended that the Warrant of Constitution be granted, but the Committee on Warranted Lodges suggested that
the Lodge be continued under dispensation for another year and that the ddGm for the district be asked to make
a particular examination of the Lodge and report at the next meeting of Grand Lodge in 1916 as to whether the 
dispensation should be withdrawn or not. as the Wm was away on military duty, a pm was appointed in his place.
the next ddGm reported to Grand Lodge in June, 1917 that he had visited the Lodge on april 10 of that year and
that the attendance was very small due to a large proportion of its members being on active service; that the brethren
were very anxious to keep the Lodge together; recommended that the dispensation be continued for another year;
and the Committee in Grand Lodge agreed with him and it was so ordered.

in 1918, much the same conditions existed and the ddGm again reported that he had visited trepanier Lodge,
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97. see Proceedings of Grand Lodge - 1937, p. 172 et seq., “mW Brother andrew Henderson,” by Wor. Brother James a. Lundie.
* marshall is in error here. prince arthur Lodge was named after prince arthur of Connaught, not his father. see William H. morrow’s 

history of prince arthur Lodge no. 82, also Masonic Bulletin, april 1993, (vol. Lvii, no. 8) p. 5. —ed.
98. Sixth Report of the Okanagan Historical Society — 1935, p. 150 et seq.

prince arthur of Connaught (1883-
1938), son of prince arthur, duke of
Connaught and provincial Grand 
master of Berkshire, 1924



but said little about it except that the officers were working together harmoniously. on June 20, 1918, the Committee
again recommended that the incoming Gm give favourable consideration to a continuation of the dispensation and
this was approved by Grand Lodge. in June, 1919, the news was much happier and the ddGm reported that he had
found eighteen members of the Lodge present; the work was put on in a very satisfactory manner; the Lodge was
free from debt and had a small cash balance; eight members of the Lodge had enlisted, of which one had been killed;
thirty-three young men had enlisted from the district of peachland, of whom fifteen were killed or died on service;
the Lodge was unanimous in asking for a Warrant. the Committee on Warranted Lodges did not think it advisable
to grant a charter at that time and advised a further renewal of the dispensation, with the hope that as the war was
now over conditions would improve and a Warrant could be issued.

in 1917, W Brother H. B. morley had arrived in penticton to reside, and he had joined orion Lodge no. 51 and
in 1919 he was appointed ddGm for what was then district 9. shortly after his appointment, he received a telephone
call from trepanier Lodge stating that they were having a meeting and they would like him to attend. lt happened
that rW Brother andrew mcCreight Creery, who had just been elected the JGW, was visiting at his home, He insisted
that the JGW go with him, and he did. Brother morley says that it was “a rather stormy meeting”. the Lodge had
been under dispensation for five years, and again it was being asked to carry on in the same way, when they should
have been given a charter at the annual Communication just passed. the members were discouraged and indignant,
and blamed some of the officers of Grand Lodge for the delay. Between the two Gms-to-be, they succeeded in getting
the members to accept one year’s further existence under dispensation. during that time, Brother morley visited
trepanier Lodge six times and brought members from penticton, summerland and Kelowna to encourage them.
the result of all this was that at the meeting on June 17, 1920 Grand Lodge granted the charter for trepanier Lodge
no. 83 at peachland with concurrent jurisdiction with st. George’s Lodge no. 41 at Kelowna over the territory west
of okanagan Lake, and the Lodge was duly constituted by W Brother Henry B. morley at an emergent Communi-
cation of Grand Lodge on august 10, 1920. the Lodge adopted the Canadian work for its ritual, has prospered and
“burnt the mortgage” in 1943. 99

Henderson No. 84
a petition for a new Lodge on vancouver island was submitted to the Gm early in the year 1918, to be located in the
municipality of oak Bay adjacent to the city of victoria, but as the question of jurisdiction between oak Bay and
victoria seemed to him to be one that required careful consideration, the matter was referred to the Committee on
Jurisprudence. no action seems to have been taken in the matter by the Committee until just before the closing of
Grand Lodge on June 21, 1918, when it was moved:

“that concurrent jurisdiction be granted to the Lodges in victoria and the proposed Lodge at oak
Bay”

but after discussion the motion was withdrawn.
it was not until may 24, 1919 that a dispensation was issued by the Gm; it was instituted by mW Brother angus

mcKeown, pGm (1890-91) on June 7, 1919; and at the annual Communication of Grand Lodge on June 20, 1919
Grand Lodge ordered that the dispensation be continued for one year and that concurrent jurisdiction be established
for Lodges in victoria and oak Bay. in recognition of the great services rendered by mW Brother William Henderson
to the Craft in general, and more particularly in and around the city of victoria, and also in token of the high esteem
in which he was held personally, the mW Brother was requested to allow the Lodge to bear his name, and he was
urged to accept the responsible position of the first master of the new Lodge; this, notwithstanding the burden of
many years, he graciously consented to do.

the granting of the charter following in due course on June 17, 1920, and Henderson Lodge no. 84 was duly
constituted on July 16, 1920 by mW Brother edward Burness paul, pGm (1910-11), at an emergent Communication
of Grand Lodge, the Lodge adopted the emulation work of its mother Lodge, victoria-Columbia Lodge no. 1, for
its ritual.

Empire No. 85
a new Lodge was created in vancouver primarily for the purpose of gathering together unaffiliated brethren among
the returned men, and for this purpose an organization meeting was held in the Library of the masonic temple in
vancouver on June 23, 1919. the Gm issued a dispensation on november 8, 1919, and the Lodge was instituted by
the ddGm of district 13 on november 21, 1919. the charter was granted by Grand Lodge on June 17, 1920 under
the apt name of empire Lodge, and numbered 85 on the register of Grand Lodge, and it was constituted by mW
Brother William astley, acting as Gm at an emergent Communication of Grand Lodge on october 15, 1920. the
Lodge adopted the Canadian work for its ritual.
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Nechako No. 86
the next Lodge takes our story back to “mother Cariboo” in the year 1912; and to the confluence of the nechako
and fraser rivers where the latter turns south in its journey to the pacific ocean. this was the second Lodge which
in that year was first established as a Lodge of instruction by Cariboo Lodge
no. 4 at Barkerville, 138 miles distant south on the Cariboo road. in his report
to Grand Lodge at the annual Communication on June 20, 1912, the Gm
stated:

“Lodges of instruction under the permission of Cariboo Lodge no. 4
are in existence at Quesnel and fort George. i issued a Commission
to rW Brother L. H. fraser to look into the, state of affairs in these two
districts...”

no record of his report can be found, but the ddGm of district 4 for that year
reported:

“Cariboo Lodge no. 4 granted a permit to the brethren of fort George
district to open a Lodge of instruction. i opened the Lodge on January
18th of the current year, and the brethren are taking great interest in
the Lodge and doing good work.”

the Committee report on Warranted Lodges contains no reference to the
matter, while the Committee on the Gm’s address simply commended him
for his precautions. from that time until the proceedings of Grand Lodge for
1920, silence reigned supreme. in that year, the Gm reported to Grand Lodge
on June 17 that he had issued a dispensation on January 28, 1920 to “nechako
Lodge, prince George, 30 members.” the ddGm at the same time reported
that:

“in august, as Brethren in prince George had a Lodge of instruction
and were applying for a dispensation, i made the journey there, by
steamer, up the fraser, and had a full discussion of matters. owing
to an unforeseen occurrence i was prevented at the last moment from
attending a meeting of the Brethren, but found everything very prom-
ising. in february, accompanied by Brothers vassar and murdoch, i made the 110-mile journey
over the sleigh road. any discomforts of the journey were speedily forgotten in the hospitality ex-
tended at prince George.

“on february 27th, i instituted nechako Lodge, ud, at prince George, being assisted by W. Brothers
mcGregor, pddGm of district 4; Belbeck of victoria-Columbia Lodge, no. 1, and Hutt, of Kinistino
Lodge no. 1, saskatchewan. at the ceremony there were also present Worshipful Brothers Goodwin
of mortlach, sask.; Colgrove, new mexico, and Cain, of alberta, and 11 visiting m.m.’s from B.C.,
alberta, saskatchewan, ontario and scotland, and .. .” 

the report went on to say:
“nechake Lodge has every promise of meeting with great success. the officers are all popular and

capable Brethren, and well acquainted with their duties. Worshipful Brother ernest Jones, the mas-
ter, is competent, tactful and experienced, and the Lodge is fortunate in having, for its first master,
a man with these qualifcations.

“i have known the fort George district since 1909, and one who has not resided there in the earlier
days may not be able to appreciate the causes of friction extant heretofore. now that the community
has become centralized, and the conflicting interests of the past eliminated, the town is ripe for
freemasonry, and i feel certain that nechako Lodge will meet with every success, the extracts of
work done will be before you at the annual Communication.”

prophetic words, indeed, for no Lodge in the Jurisdiction of British Columbia has fared better, and as the “me-
tropolis of the north” has prospered so has freemasonry, and one is always sure of just a wonderful spirit in the
Craft. Just a word on the ddGm’s remarks which may explain quite a number of the rivalries which disrupted the
population for some years. the original community was established by simon fraser in 1807 as a fur-trading post,
which was taken over by the Hudson’s Bay Company at fort George. some time later, the point of interest was
south fort George, but in 1915 the centre of activity was moved to the more natural locality at prince George. it was
destined to become, with this move, the chief railway point in the north; the apex of the highway system of north,
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east, south and West, and the distributing centre for a lumber, mining, stock-
raising, and fur-trading area, with a population of well over 15,000 in the city
alone in the early 1960s, and to 35,000 by 1970.

Grand Lodge, at the annual Communication on June 17, 1920, ordered the
granting of the charter to nechako Lodge no. 86 at prince George, and the
Lodge was constituted by Brother a. a. Belbeck of victoria-Columbia Lodge
no, 1 at the request of the Gm on July 23, 1920 (the proceedings do not list an
emergent Communication for the purpose). the Lodge adopted the Canadian
work for its ritual.

progress No. 87
a dispensation was issued by the Gm on february 12, 1920, and the Lodge
was instituted by the ddGm of district no, 12 on february 24, 1920. at the
annual Communication on June 17, 1920, Grand Lodge ordered the granting
of the charter to progress Lodge no. 87 at vancouver, and the Lodge was con-
stituted at an emergent Communication of Grand Lodge in the masonic tem-
ple, vancouver, on July 27, 1920, with mW Brother William Carey ditmars
acting as the Gm. the Lodge adopted the american work as its ritual, and
took its name from the fact that by 1920 everything was “progressing”
smoothly, except for the fact that the founding members, who were mostly
Cpry men, had desired to call the Lodge “railwaymason’s Lodge”, but were
refused by Grand Lodge—so they called it “progress Lodge”.

Ancient Light No. 88
in response to a request, the ddGm of district 2 proceeded to Ladner, the
business centre of the delta district at the mouth of the fraser river, twelve
miles southwest of the city of new Westminster, to examine a number of

brethren who were desirous of forming a masonic Lodge in that thriving community. He found that the local
freemasons had secured the oddfellows’ Hall, which was comfortably filled. the meeting included several brethren
who had journeyed a long distance to witness the work. on march 1, 1920, he proceeded to Ladner with a large ret-
inue of brethren to institute the Lodge, the Gm having granted the dispensation on february 21, 1920. He said it
was one of the most rewarding and important of all his duties, and he was sure that the spirit which animates all,
from the Wm to the youngest ea, will never allow the light of ancient Light to grow dim. at the annual Commu-
nication on June 17, 1920, Grand Lodge ordered the charter for ancient Light Lodge no. 88 at Ladner, and the Lodge
was constituted on July 14, 1920 at an emergent Communication of Grand Lodge in the oddfellows’ Hall, Ladner,
by mW Brother francis J. Burd acting as the Gm. the Lodge adopted the Canadian work for its ritual, and takes its
name from the light that emanated from the ancient Lamp of aladdin, which appears in its crest; it was the brain
child of the third Wm of the Lodge, who connected all his references with “wick” light.

Mount Newton No. 89
the next Lodge was established on vancouver island in the settlement at the centre of the peninsula farming area
north of the city of victoria. the first meeting of freemasons was held in the orange Hall at saanichton on october
9, 1919. another meeting was held on october 16, when the location of the proposed Lodge was discussed: at a
meeting on november 13, 1919, it was decided that saanichton was to be the place and the name was to be mount
newton after the mountain close by. a dispensation was granted by the Gm on february 23, 1920, and the Lodge
was instituted by the ddGm in the presence of the Gm on march 25, 1920 at the agricultural Hall at saanichton.
on this occasion, many warm admirers of rW Brother James munroe miller were present to see him installed as
the first Wm of the new Lodge—he had been the Wm of vancouver and Quadra Lodge no. 2 for two years in 1889,
and 1890, and ddGm of district 1 in 1893, the charter was ordered by Grand Lodge at the annual Communication
on June 17, 1920 for mount newton Lodge no. 89 at saanichton, and the Lodge was constituted by Wm Brother
Wallace samuel uttley terry acting as Gm at an emergent Communication of Grand Lodge on July 22, 1920, held
in the orange Hall, saanichton. Being a daughter of vancouver and Quadra no. 2, and with a pm of that Lodge
who had been a fervent ddGm and who quite often stirred up the Communications of Grand Lodge as its first Wm,
it was a sure thing for the american work to be chosen as the ritual. “mark twain’, as he was fondly known by his
associates because of a cultivated resemblance, also came to British Columbia via the Golden Gate. this Lodge has
an enviable reputation for true masonic hospitality, and it is the boast of its members that no one leaves for home
until the “midnight Hour’ has well “witched”.
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Barclay Lodge No. 90
after the warrant of arrowsmith Lodge no. 62 at alberni had been revoked, a number of its former members re-
siding in the adjoining town of port alberni and in that district considered it would be a fitting and opportune time
to commence a masonic Lodge in port alberni. on march 10, 1920, Barclay Lodge no. 90 held its first communica-
tion. it was so named after the sound of that name * on the west coast of vancouver island, which was named after
himself by Captain Charles William Barkley of the British ship Imperial Eagle, sailing under austrian colours, in 1787.
the Gm issued the dispensation on february 24, 1920 and the Lodge was instituted on march 8, 1920 by the ddGm.
at the annual Communication of Grand Lodge on June 17, 1920, the warrant was granted to Barclay Lodge no. 90
at port alberni and the Lodge was constituted by mW Brother John m. rudd, acting as Gm, on July 17, 1920 at an
emergent Communication of Grand Lodge. the Lodge adopted the american work for its ritual.

university No. 91
this next Lodge was established in West point Grey, a suburb of vancouver City, and situated in a thriving residen-
tial university district. there comfortable and suitable lodge rooms had been secured and everything pointed to a
very bright future for the young Lodge. the Gm granted a dispensation on february 27, 1920 and the Lodge was
instituted on march 9, 1920 by the ddGm. a Warrant of Constitution was granted to university Lodge no. 91 at
West point Grey by Grand Lodge at the annual Communication on June 17, 1920 by mW Brother samuel John
Willis, the deputy minister of education, acting as Gm at an emergent Communication of Grand Lodge held in the
masonic Hail at West point Grey on august 4, 1920. the Lodge took its name from the university of British Columbia
which was located close by and from which source it was expected to draw many of its members. it adopted the
american work for its ritual,

and so, at the end of december, 1920 there had been added to the register of Lodges in the Grand Lodge of
British Columbia, notwithstanding the first World War, 33 new Lodges, all of which, with two exceptions, survive
today as healthy, well- membered constituent Lodges, and at december 31, 1968 they represented a membership of
some 6,100 freemasons.

Warrant Revoked
on January 16, 1919, the Grand master presided at an emergent Communication of Grand Lodge in vancouver to
consider the question of revoking the Warrant of Constitution of one of the constituent Lodges which had been sus-
pended for cause. it appears that there had been serious trouble among the brethren of arrowsmith Lodge no. 62
at alberni since 1918, and so serious had the situation become that the dGm was appointed to investigate and report.
on receiving his report, the Gm suspended the charter of the Lodge on february 25, 1918. all attempts to make
peace failed, and when the matter was reported to Grand Lodge on June 21, 1918, it was passed over to the Com-
mittee on petitions and Grievances which, on June 21, 1918, reported to Grand Lodge that:

“ ... having carefully examined the cortespondence, reports, etc., together with the minute Book of
the Lodge, and having been interviewed by certain members of the Lodge, beg to recommend that
the action of the Grand master be sustained; that the suspension of the Warrant be continued; and
that the officers and members of the said Lodge be duly notified to appear before this Grand Lodge
at a future Communication to show cause why the Warrant should not be revoked and erased from
the roll of Grand Lodge”

and the emergent Communication having been called “to dispose of the case of .......... Lodge, no. ........”, after due
deliberation continued the suspension of the Warrant until the annual Communication of Grand Lodge on June 19,
1919. the matter of arrowsmith Lodge being taken from the table, the Gm instructed the Grand pursuivant to admit
the Wm and any other members of arrowsmith Lodge present. after reviewing the situation since the matter was
first raised in Grand Lodge in 1918, he called upon the Wm to show cause why the Warrant of the Lodge should not
be revoked; and, after hearing the Wm and several other brethren including pGms, Grand Lodge on June 19, 1919
ordered that the Warrant of arrowsmith Lodge no. 62 be revoked and the name of the Lodge erased from the roll
of the Grand Lodge.

this was the first of only two Lodges during her first one hundred years of existence that the Grand Lodge of
British Columbia was forced to strike from her records “for cause”,

The Meeting in Sage creek Valley
in 1920, there arrived in the Grand secretary’s office the minutes of a Lodge meeting which had been held at some
place which was called “oileta’’ in British Columbia which read as follows:
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“minutes
oileta, B.C., october 22, 1920.

“a meeting of four master masons was called at 11.45 a.m. on the above date for the purpose of the
undersigned master masons being entered upon the records of the Grand Lodge of British Colum-
bia as being the first masons who held a Lodge in the sage Creek valley. the undersigned masons
do not know what the name of the town will be, but think the above will be an appropriate name;
nor do they know what the future Lodge’s name will be. But we firmly believe there will be a Lodge
here in the not too distant future, as the Grand architect of the universe has furnished all that man
needs for his welfare and prosperity.

signed, 
WiLLiam orreLL fraser, 

Worshipful master. 
WiLLiam devere sCott, 

senior Warden. 
austin stepHen morris, 

Junior Warden. 
Harry tHomas stevens, 

tyler.
“this is a correct copy of the original minutes, which are in the possession of William orrell fraser,

of Whitefish, montana.
“Brother scott belongs to spokane Lodge, Brother morris belongs to Bartles- ville, pa., Brother

stevens belongs to a, W. rawson Lodge, no. 145, pecatonica, uL, and Brother fraser belongs to
minneapolis Lodge, no. 224, minneapolis, minn.”

from the above, it will be gathered that “oileta” was in the sage Creek valley in the extreme south-east corner of
British Columbia, the Creek being a tributary of the flathead river. there had always been a mystery about the 
valley, for there was a magic “fire water” found there which bubbled up in springs or accumulated on the top of
the water pools. touched with a flame, it burned freely. to the indians, it was “Big medicine”. Later, the white
people recognized these as seepages of petroleum, and there was considerable activity on the part of those seeking
it. in 1920, an attempt was made to develop these oil prospects and drilling was being carried on.

it was here, on october 22, 1920, that the four mms met at the dwelling of Brother fraser, and mrs. fraser went
away to visit some friends and left the four men to their own devices, so they took advantage of the opportunity to
hold a masonic Lodge. fraser took the lead, examining each of the others separately to make sure they were brethren
of the Craft, and, being so satisfied, a Lodge was duly opened with the usual ceremonies. morris provided a volume
of the sacred Law. an emblem worn by stevens was used as part of the altar furnishings. during the meeting,
various matters of masonic interest were discussed, and then, after imploring the blessing of almighty God upon
the meeting and upon all regular masons, the Lodge was closed in due and ancient form. the minutes were then
drawn up and signed, and a copy was sent to the Grand secretary.

unhappily, their high hopes for “oileta” were not fulfilled, and several attempts to develop the oil field came
to nought. it may be that “oileta”, by that or some other name, will yet become a reality and that a masonic Lodge,
formed in the regular way, will be established in sage Creek valley. in the meantime, this is another instance of an
“occasional” Lodge which was held in the Grand Jurisdiction of British Columbia. 100

Dormant Lodges
there had been no meetings of tuscan Lodge no. 39 at trout Lake since 1915 and only two or three members

of the Lodge still resided there, and the ddGm of district 3 on June 22, 1916 said he was of the opinion that the
Lodge should either surrender its charter or it should be forfeited. the Committee on the reports of the ddGms 
regretted to note the condition of this Lodge, and suggested that unless conditions improved during the coming
year the question as to whether it should continue as a Lodge might be seriously considered.

the Lodge was allowed to carry on until 1919, no meetings were held and no returns sent to Grand Lodge. the
ddGm for district 3 reported to Grand Lodge on June 19, 1919 that he learned that there were only two members
of the Lodge living there; that the furniture, books and warrant had been stored in a private house, and that the
chance of holding future meetings was very poor indeed. the Committee on the reports of the ddGms advised
that the Grs be instructed to secure possession of the furniture, etc. Grand Lodge did not approve of this step and a
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motion that the Lodge appear at the next annual Communication to show cause why the warrant should not be re-
voked was voted down. in 1920 there were again no returns from the Lodge. 101

another Lodge that was fast getting into the same condition as tuscan Lodge was arrow Lodge no. 47 at 
arrowhead, south of revelstoke. in 1918 the ddGm for district 3 reported to Grand Lodge on June 20 that, while
he had not visited the Lodge, members of the Lodge had informed him that it was not holding meetings by reason
of lack of resident members, while the ddGm of district 8 reported that north star Lodge no. 30 at fort steele was
having a hard struggle on account of so many of the members having left the district; however, he said, they always
manage to get a quorum, and he hoped they would survive and regain the prosperity they so richly deserve,

in 1920, King edward Lodge no. 36 in phoenix was not able to continue; only five members of the Lodge were
resident in the town. the mines had closed and the residents were being compelled to go away. the only possible
course to pursue was to amalgamate with the Lodge at Greenwood under the name of King edward Lodge no. 28,
and while the amalgamated Lodge continued to have its troubles for some time, it was still going strong at december
31, 1967 with 59 members,

Incorporation of Lodges
in 1912, the much-debated question as to the incorporation of a masonic Lodge came to the fore in australia, at the
annual Communication of the Grand Lodge of south australia, the Grand master, in his address to the brethren,
advised against it for the reason that:

“We do not want any official or Government interference with Lodges, We are a secret order and
we do not want to do anything that will require us to make reports or expose our affairs to the out-
side world.”

this ought to be good law, for the Gm who enunciated it was the Chief Justice of south australia, However, the
Gms of illinois (1911) and new Bruiswick (1914) thought otherwise.

the Grand master of California of 1914 was asked whether real estate held for masonic purposes should be
deeded to the trustees of the Lodge, or to the Wm, or to the Lodge itself, and quoted what he calls “’a sane and sim-
ple manner of conveying and receiving property’ which is part of the statute law of that state. this opinion the 
reviewer brought to the attention of Grand Lodge, but such action on his part seems to have been without result.
the maine reviewer of 1915 notes that alberta has sanctioned incorporation, and thinks it is a mistake. the reference
above to the opinion of the Grand master of south australia on this question should carry extra masonic weight on
this subject because he was mW Brother the rt. Hon. sir samual J. Wray, Bart., p.C., who was Grand master in that
jurisdiction from 1884 to 1889, and from 1896 until his death in 1916.

the reviewer for alabama (1917) also refers to alberta’s approval of the incorporation of Lodges. He thinks
that the wisdom of this course is doubtful, to say the least. He asks how is Grand Lodge to retain control over a
body created by civil authority, and pointed out that the Grand Lodge of Louisiana was at that time in litigation
over just such a state of affairs,

Masonic Senate 
on June 17, 1915, the Gm did not approve of the activities of sorne brethren in the city of vancouver who had

been for some time organizing a “masonic senate’. He said that although the members might be the flower of 
masonry, imbued with the very best intentions and the most fervent zeal in the interests of freemasonry, yet he
submitted to Grand Lodge that such a body should not be permitted as its perpetuation might eventually result in
the usurpation of the powers of Grand Lodge, and he asked that a ruling should be made on the subject. the Com-
mittee on the address were of the opinion that no organization should be countenanced that assumed a name with
a masonic appellation unless specially authorized by Grand Lodge of the jurisdiction in which the same may be
held, and were fully in accord with the remarks of the most Worshipful Grand Master in reference to the “Masonic Senate”.
evidently the promoters of the “masonic senate” were enthusiastic freemasons, anxious only to promote the good
of the Craft, and Grand Lodge struck out the words in italics (reid’s) to save their feelings.

the reviewer for illinois (1915) speaks of the masonic senate in British Columbia as something new to him. He
remarks that the Grand Lodge did not accept the Grand master’s recommendation and that the “senate” still re-
mains. the British Columbia reviewer corrected his statement and said that since the meeting of Grand Lodge the
“senate’’ had been dissolved. the reviewer for delaware (1915) made reference to it and said that no organization
should be countenanced that assumed a name with a masonic appellation unless specially authorized by Grand
Lodge; while the reviewer for new Jersey (1916) called the Gm’s views on the matter far-fetched. the Gm of the
Grand Lodge of Canada (in ontario) ruled (1918) that the word “masonic” in the name “Canadian masonic Club”
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was out of place and must not be used. the reviewer for florida (1918) referred to the action of Grand Lodge in the
matter of the “masonic Club” and said it was not the fact of a club being objected to, but that the club had joined an
association of clubs extending throughout the united states, with a general head from which it accepted rules and
regulations, a member of a club in one state, a member of the association, was also a member of all clubs in all states.
in this way, members of Lodges under one jurisdiction were receiving orders from an organization located outside
that jurisdiction, and this could not be permitted. the reviewer for West virginia (1920) could not understand why
everything carried on in a club could not be done equally well in a Lodge,

Master’s and Warden’s club
While the masonic Club at vancouver was frowned on, a master’s and Warden’s Club was formed in victoria. as it
did not use the word “masonic”, no one objected to it. it met once a month and did not pretend to have any official
standing or authority. it made possible a series of masonic lectures during 1917-1918. the ddGm said it had been
a most useful and helpful adjunct to the masonic life of the district.

Dual Membership
as has already been shown, dual membership in the Lodges is allowed in British Columbia, but if a Brother is

suspended in one Lodge he is ipso faco, suspended in any other Lodge. this seems contrary to the law in the Grand
Lodge of Canada (in ontario) up to that time (1917).

physical perfection
the problem of being perfect in form for the degrees of freemasonry kept coming before the Grand Lodge during
and after World War i. it is one of those problems which have come down from the past when freemasonry was an
operative body. in those days it was an essential requirement which could not be avoided. a man wishing to be an
operative mason must necessarily be able to do a man’s work. the rules prescribed among other qualifications,
“that no person shall be accepted a free mason but such as are of able body,’’ 102 there seems to be good authority
that this rule was in existence in about ad 1650, and it has always been a requirement of the Craft in later days.
When the Constitution of the Grand Lodge was drawn up it was provided that every petitioner and candidate 
applying for the degrees of masonry should, inter alia, be a man “possessing no maim or defect in his body that may
render him incapable of conforming literally to what the several degrees respectively require of him.” this was as
far as could be gone even in these latter days. as long as the world was at peace, there were very few so crippled
that the Craft would not accept them. But after a bitter war, there were bound to be many who would be affected,
even under the clause as it stood in the Constitution of British Columbia. there have been many rulings on the point
since the outbreak of hostilities, remembering the lessons freemasons are taught in the Lodge, one can judge that
the Gms would be anxious to have as many as possible of the returned men admitted in so far as it could be done
without committing breach of the basic laws of the Craft. in 1918-1919 the Gm ruled that the loss of a foot, the loss
of the third finger and fourth finger of the right hand and the first finger of the left hand or the loss of the right arm
barred the applicant from admission. the loss of the little finger of the left hand, loss of three fingers of the left hand,
a stiff knee received on military service, and the loss of the thumb of the left hand were qualified for admission, but
the Committee on the address approved the action of the Gm and pointed out that decisions of this kind should be
granted with the utmost care and judgment. a member of victoria-Columbia Lodge no. 1 asked for special legisla-
tion on the subject, but the Committee on Constitution did not agree with him, relying on the Gm’s discretion to be
better than new legislation.

the reviewer for utah (1919) notes a case referred to by one of the British Columbia ddGms where an ea or
fC returned from the War minus an arm asked if he would be denied advancement and said that in his state he
would not. the reviewer said that the same rule applied in British Columbia. that question had been settled before
the war.

communications of Grand Lodge
the annual Communications during this period were well distributed, with the three larger cities taking the major
share. victoria was the site of three, in 1911, 1915 and 1918; vancouver garnered three also, in 1912, 1916 and 1919;
two were held in new Westminster, in 1913 and 1917, and one each in prince rupert (1941) and nelson (1920). there
were so many emergent Communications that the printer seems to have got mixed up at times and headed the an-
nual Communications for 1912 and 1914 as “emergent Communications’. in 1914 the Gm suggested in his address
“that the ends of the Craft would be better served if we meet at the Coast Cities of victoria, vancouver and new
Westminster.” the committee on the address recommended “that full consideration be given to the suggestion of
the Grand master relative to future annual meeting places of Grand Lodge,” but no action appears to have been
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taken by Grand Lodge. in 1916, the Gm recommended that the matter be taken up by the Committee of Constitution
and the necessary amendment drawn up. such an amendment could not be very popular with the brethren in the
eastern and northern parts of the province, although it would be more convenient in every way to have the annual
Communication at one of the cities named. the Committee on the address approved his suggestion, but when the
matter came before Grand Lodge a few words were added which pleased everyone:

“We recommend that the annual Communications of Grand Lodge be held alternately in the cities
of new Westminster, victoria, and vancouver, unless otherwise determined by vote of Grand
Lodge.”

the emergent Communications numbered forty-nine, of which three were held in 1910-11, eleven in 1911-12,
eight in 1912-13, eight in 1913-14, eleven in 1914-15, three in 1915-16, two in 1916-17, one in 1917-18, two in 1918-19,
and none in 1919-20. of the emergent Communications, ten were for the purpose of laying cornerstones and three
for masonic funerals, which are dealt with under those chapter headings; twenty-five were for constituting and con-
secrating new Lodges, ten were for the installation of Lodge officers, and one was for the purpose of hearing why
the warrant of a Lodge should not be revoked. a very important emergent Communication of Grand Lodge was
held at vancouver on october 5, 1910 to consider the report of the Committee on Constitution. the new constitution
was considered clause by clause, many amendments were made, and it was finally adopted and ordered printed,
together with a revision of the forms and Ceremonies of Grand Lodge.

the distribution geographically was roughly: victoria and vancouver island, 15; Lower mainland and fraser
valley, 26; Kootenays and okanagan, 5; and northern parts and West Coast, 3. one of the emergent meetings was
to install the officers of victoria- Columbia Lodge no. 1 at victoria, where a custom has become traditional over the
years for the Grand master to preside at the ceremony, together with many Grand Lodge officers and, generally,
the Grand master of the state of Washington.

Expenses of Delegates to Grand Lodge
the question of payment of expenses of the delegates to the annual Communications of Grand Lodge had been
passed to Grand Lodge by the Gm in 1914, and in 1915 the question was referred to a committee to be named by the
Gm, who said he would appoint the committee at an early date. in some jurisdictions in the united states, it is the
custom to pay the expenses and/or a per diem allowance to the delegates to the Grand Lodge communications, and
a committee of six, five of them pGms, was appointed, which reported in 1916 that owing to a recommendation in
the finance Committee’s report it was considered advisable to defer action in the matter.

nothing more was heard of this proposal until 1920 when Corinthian Lodge no. 27 at rossland sent to Grand
Lodge a resolution asking it to amend the constitution by providing that it pay mileage and per diem expenses of the
Wm and delegates to Grand Lodge, and that the matter be brought before the resolutions Committee. the com-
mittee gave the proposal short shrift, it did not approve and the matter was dropped.

Order or the Eastern Star
it will be remembered that in 1908 the Gm gave permission to yukon Lodge no. 45 at dawson City to allow the
order of the eastern star to meet for a time in their dedicated Lodge room and that this ruling was not challenged
by the Committee on his address, and a similar request was refused by the Gm in 1910 and his decision was 
approved by Grand Lodge. it is, therefore, interesting to note the action of other Grand Lodges in this matter as it
impinges on the actions of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia.

in 1909, the Gm of the Grand Lodge of Canada (in ontario) had the same question to decide. in march of that
year, he learned that a Lodge in the western part of the province had permitted a society of ladies, called the order
of the eastern star, to meet in the Lodge room. He instructed the ddGm to admonish the Worshipful master of the
Lodge that this could not be permitted. such a society can not be masonic, for women cannot be made masons. if,
therefore, it has any claim to be masonic, it must be clandestine masonry, and freemasons cannot have communion
with clandestine organizations, in 1911, the reviewer for illinois poked fun at the Grand Lodge of Canada in the
province of ontario because its members wear evening dress, and censures it because it did not allow the order of
the eastern star to use its Lodge rooms, although he admits that it is not masonic. the reviewer says that is just the
reason why in ontario and British Columbia it is not permitted for non-masonic bodies to meet in dedicated Halls.
the reviewer for iowa does not approve of our Gm’s refusal in 1910, and thinks that the Canadian brethren are
“narrow minded”.

in 1911, the Gm of the Grand Lodge of nova scotia gave a ruling as to the establishment of a Chapter of the
eastern star, and the British Columbia reviewer asked what concern it was of any Gm whether this order or any
other order shall or shall not organize Lodges or Chapters in the province. the reviewer for nova scotia, answer-
ing a question asked by him of the reviewer for saskatchewan as to the eastern star, said that as he understood it
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the order of the eastern star is where they make “Lady masons”, the reviewer simply said: “Lady masons! What
do you know about that?” the saskatchewan reviewer approved of the refusal by the Gm of British Columbia. in
the same year, the reviewer for Kentucky said that no harm would result if Chapters of the eastern star were per-
mitted to meet in masonic Lodges, to which the British Columbia reviewer retorts that no serious harm would be
done if Lodges of moose, elks or red men were given the same privileges, but they are not.

in Louisiana, the Grand Lodge forbade such joint occupancy, and the Gm in 1912 did not approve of it, but
notwithstanding that he granted dispensation permitting it. in Wisconsin, the reviewer resented the attempt to
work in the eastern star as a part of the masonic order, although every initiate is told that it is not a part of freema-
sonry. in that year, a saskatchewan Lodge wrote to the Gm asking if the Grand Lodge had any objection to the for-
mation of Chapters of the eastern star. Here is his reply:

“the order of the eastern star is not masonic or in any way founded upon ancient Craft masonry,
therefore the Grand Lodge of saskatchewan has no more to say about it than it would have to any
other society not masonic. the order cannot under any circumstances be recognized by the Grand
Lodge of saskatchewan, nor can any special information from the Lodge books or rulings be 
furnished to any member of any society not founded on ancient Craft masonry.”

in British Columbia, the Gm in his address in 1915 made some reference which does not appear in the printed
proceedings. only a line of asterisks on page 30 has reference to the order of the eastern star, for on page 94, under
the head of “privilege’, it is recorded that in Grand Lodge the Gm, after a reference to certain items in the current
press, called the attention of Grand Lodge to the fact that organization was referred to in the Gm’s address, where-
upon the Grand Lodge ordered that the reference be struck out.

university of British columbia
in 1911, the university of British Columbia was being organized and some members of the Craft were of the opinion
that Grand Lodge should take some steps to found a scholarship there by setting apart funds for that purpose. at
the annual Communication in that year it was moved that $10,000 be set aside for this purpose, to be known as
“the masonic fund for deserving scholars of British Columbia, descendants of masons.” the matter was referred
to the Committee on finance to be reported on in 1912, the committee duly reported that as the Charity funds of
Grand Lodge are available for any purpose which it may approve, the committee could not see any advantage for
setting aside any particular sum for any particular purpose. this was approved by Grand Lodge.

Harrison’s code
early in the term of office of Gm francis J. Burd in 1911, recognizing the need of a greater knowledge of the laws of
freemasonry than could be obtained with only the constitution to work with, he took it upon himself to request
rW Brother eli Harrison, Jr., whose judicial experience and long connection with the Craft especially qualified him
for the task, to compile an annotated digest of all the constitutions, laws, edicts and decisions of the Grand Lodge
from its organization, Harrison agreed to do so and had completed it by 1912. at the annual Communication of
Grand Lodge in that year the Gm reported that he had presented draft copies to the Committee on Jurisprudence.
that committee approved the draft code and submitted a printed proof to Grand Lodge, which accepted it and 
requested Harrison to edit, arrange and annotate the constitution, by-laws, regulations and other laws of the Grand
Lodge as codified. in 1913, the code had been distributed throughout the jurisdiction and was highly appreciated
by the brethren. a “suitable” honorarium of $250 was voted by Grand Lodge to the learned Brother. the existence
of this work has made it unnecessary to consider all the legal ramifications of the Grand Lodge in this History. 193

unaffiliated freemasons
the question of the rights and privileges of unaffiliated freemasons caused considerable discussion both in

Grand Lodge and in the foreign Correspondence in 1911. the Gm was asked for a decision as to whether an 
unaffiliated mason could be made an honorary member of a Lodge. His decision was that he could not, as an un-
affiliated member was not in good standing. the Committee on the Gm’s address did not agree that an unaffiliated
member was not in good standing, and was further of the opinion that in the majority of the cases it was both 
inadvisable and inexpedient to confer honorary membership on an unaffiliated mason; but it could conceive of 
circumstances in which it might be justifiable.

the question was commented on by some of the reviewers of foreign Correspondence, Before the question
arose in British Columbia, in 1910 the Gm of Connecticut gave his opinion that a mm though unaffiliated was still
a mason and entitled to all the rights and privileges of masonry except those conferred by Lodge membership. this
included masonic Burial. the veteran Grs of utah, rW Brother diehl, agreed with the Gm of British Columbia and
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not with the committee, while the reviewer for Kentucky agreed with the committee, and so did the reviewer of
new mexico, who said:

“in spite of the age of some reviewers, we never did—and never will think that non-affiliates are
necessarily outcasts and wanderers. reasons may exist imperative to the individual, and we, as
masons, have no right to put ourselves on a pedestal and call the other fellow names.”

Honorary Membership
on June 20, 1912, two eminent masonic Historians were made Honorary members of the Grand Lodge of British
Columbia, with the rank of pGWs—they were Brother robert freke Gould of Woking, england, and Brother W. J.
Chetwode Crawley of dublin, ireland. in 1914, whether due to this action or not, the Grand Lodge of the district of
Columbia followed suit and made these two gentlemen members of that Grand Lodge. in 1915 word was received
of the passing of Brother Gould, while Brother Chetwode Crawley passed away on march 13, 1916.

in 1912 word was received of the passing of mW Brother (General) John Corson smith, a pGm of the Grand
Lodge of illinois, who was made an Honorary member of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia in June, 1901.

A unique Occasion
the Communication called on december 27, 1917 for the installation of officers of saint George’s Lodge no. 41 at
Kelowna was unique in that every Brother who had governed the Lodge was present and took part in the ceremonies.
a group picture of the fourteen past
masters appears on this page, and,
of these, W Brothers J. f. Burne, B. f.
Boyce and p. B. Willits served as
ddGm for district 9.

Tranquille Sanatorium
one of the activities in which the
Grand Lodge of British Columbia
had been interested was the estab-
lishment of the sanatorium at tran-
quille for the treatment of persons
suffering from tuberculosis. in
march, 1911, the Gm asked the
sGW, who resided at Kamloops, for
information as to the work and
means of the institution, rW Brother
skey was also a member of the
House Committee of the institution
and replied that, nothwithstanding
the assistance given by the provin-
cial Government, there was a great
necessity for funds to enable the
sanatorium to be fully equipped so that it would be able to care for all the patients applying. the Gm pointed out
that there were three or four members of the Craft at that time receiving gratuitous treatment in that institation. He
recommended a further grant be made, and an additional $500 was approved by Grand Lodge. the next Gm visited
the sanatorium at tranquille himself and recommended that the grant be continued, which it was.

100 year peace celebration Is Delayed
it was at the annual Communication of Grand Lodge held in victoria on June 17, 1915 that the first official word of
the beginning of World War i was heard. towards the end of 1914, the Grand Lodge of British Columbia had con-
siderable correspondence with the Grand Lodge of Washington relative to the latter’s proposal that the two Grand
Lodges join in the celebration of “one hundred years of peace’ along the border. it is needless to say that no such 
action was taken in view of the war which was then coming into existence in so far as Canada was concerned. instead,
the youth of the country were preparing for battle, and in the proceedings for 1914 were five pages of names of its
members who, even then, had joined the British forces; and Grand Lodge was, on november 3, 1915, to send $1,000
from the Charity fund to rW Brother rt. Hon. t. f. Halsey, of London, england, our representative near to the
united Grand Lodge of england, to be used for Belgian relief through that Grand Lodge.

Library of the Grand Lodge
during this period, vW Brother deWolf-smith continued as Grand Librarian and year by year added many volumes
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to the Grand Lodge Library, lists of which were published in the proceedings. the Grand Lodge has him to thank
for a very fine collection of masonic literature. no member could have done better, and the Library is a monument
to his interest in the work and to his judgment and knowledge.

The Effects of World War I
at the close of this period the first of the great world-wide conflicts had come to an official end, and its effects upon
the order of freemasonry had been stupendous throughout the entire globe. in British Columbia, at the annual
Communication in 1917, a letter received from the secretary of the military service department of the national
Council of the ymCa was read drawing the attention of the Grand Lodge to the patriotic work of that organization
connected with the Canadian army. it pointed out that the military department had practically charged it with
looking after the “off hours” of the men. it had to meet this responsibility without making any charge and to provide
and promote recreation, giving them religious services which were entirely non-denominational. it described its
work in detail, its costs, its needs. understanding what freemasonry stands for, it made an appeal to Grand Lodge
for assistance and also asked for a recommendation for sympathetic consideration by the constituent Lodges. this
letter was referred to the finance Committee, which pointed out that after the payment of the usual grant to the
sanatorium at tranquille there was only $1,067.67 available, and it recommended that $1,000 be granted for this

purpose. it also recommended that any appeal from
the body to the constituent Lodges should be met with
by them with as liberal a response as possible. the re-
port and the recommendation were approved by
Grand Lodge.

Resolutions of Grand Lodge
Before Grand Lodge closed in 1917, five resolutions re-
lating to the war were brought before Grand Lodge
and passed unanimously. the first expressed its heart-
felt sympathy with the members of the Craft in the ju-
risdiction who had been bereaved by the loss of
friends and relatives. “may the supreme architect of
the universe grant them everlasting peace’; the second
expressing the need for prosecuting the war to a suc-
cessful end; the third expressed the gratification of the
Grand Lodge of the fact that Lieut. General sir arthur
Currie, a member of the Craft in the jurisdiction, had
been placed in command of the Canadian forces in the
field; the fourth congratulating the Grand Lodge of
england on the 200th anniversary of its foundation,
and, fifth, expressing its gratification at the fact that
the united states had joined forces with the empire
and its allies, resolutions to much the same effect were
passed in 1918 and ordered sent, as far as possible, to
every Brother on active service.

The problem of Alien Birth
By 1918 the war was over, for which the Gm gave
thanks and every member of Grand Lodge echoed his
sentiments. the question arose as to the admission to
the Craft of German-born applicants, or as visitors. it
was moved and seconded that for a period of ten years

no man of German birth should be eligible for election into any Lodge under the jurisdiction of the Grand Lodge of
British Columbia; and that for the same period no mason of German birth, from outside the jurisdiction, should be
permitted the right to visit in any Lodge in British Columbia. this was referred to the Committee on Jurisprudence,
which did not favour such a drastic regulation, and amended the resolution by omitting the clause for visiting and
recommended that the Lodges be advised that in all applications for initiation or affiliation from those of alien birth
due caution be exercised by and through freemasonry’s foundation stone, the ballot. in this form it became the law
of the Craft in British Columbia.
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a five-year search has failed to identify all the Brethren in the picture above.
this was the very first picture to appear in the proceedings of Grand Lodge, but
without any caption. in the front row, l. to r., appears rW Brother stephen
Jones, ddGm of district 1, and seated next to him is the Gm of that time,
Brother William astley, then rW Brother franklin Wheeler, ddGm, district 13
1916-17. it is believed that the picture was taken on June 8, 1917, on the occasion
of the bi-centennial anniversary of the founding of the united Grand Lodge of
england. that event was celebrated by the victoria Lodges with the officers of
saint andrew’s Lodge no. 49 in the chairs.



Halifax Disaster
it was noted with gratitude in Grand Lodge in 1919 that the Grand Lodge of California had sent the sum of $1,000
to the Grand Lodge of nova scotia, on the occasion of the disaster in Halifax Harbour in december, 1917, for the
sufferers in the great explosion and that the Grand Lodge of massachusetts had sent a similar amount. the Grs read
a letter from the Halifax relief Committee “thanking the Brethren of British Columbia for their generous response
when the great disaster overwhelmed the City of Halifax in 1917.” the amount was over $500.

Welcome Home Again
the Lodges throughout British Columbia gave the boys from overseas a vociferous welcome. nearly every Lodge
had its own particular “home-coming celebration”, but there were two very important meetings. one in victoria on
october 10, 1919, when the eight Lodges in victoria district 1 met to welcome W Brother sir arthur Currie home;
and another held on october 10, 1919 at vancouver by Cascade Lodge no. 12 for the same purpose. five hundred
of the vancouver brethren attended at Cascade to welcome him, along with Brig. General Leckie, Brother Cyrus
peck, v.C., and mW Brother e. d. mcLaren. the Lodge room was too small to contain all those who wished to 
honour the guests, and after a short ceremony Lodge was closed and the brethren adjourned to the Hotel vancouver,
where a banquet was held.

And In Memoriam
the people of the nation and freemasonry as a Living institution could “scarcely grasp the tremendous significance,
nor understand the completeness of that great victory, which had been brought to them by the Great architect of
the universe.” the brotherly love and affection of those whose lot it was to stay at home went out in joyous welcome
throughout the entire jurisdiction to the brethren who returned home.

at the request of the Gm, divine services were held throughout the province for the purpose of general thanks-
giving, but more especially to permit the members of the Craft to offer up their tears and prayers to the supreme
architect for those brethren who failed to come back.

“Let us pause for a moment to pay our tribute of remembrance 
to those Brethren who answered not the summons.” 

“for they rest in strange Lands.”
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c H A p T E R  13
GRAND LODGE cELEBRATES ITS SEMI-cENTENNIAL

AND THE cRAfT MARcHES ON TO DEpRESSION IN 1929 
1921 TO 1930

the beginning of this period was one of depression and uncertainty in the province, which was climaxed by the 
return of the oliver Government with a close majority of four, besides the speaker, and the cloud of the post-war
depression was lifting in early 1922. By mid-decade the Great War had been over for almost eight years, but its bane-
ful effects on civilization still existed to a considerable extent. British Columbia had regained much of its former
prosperity, and new Lodges were appearing as the old settlements increased in pouulation and new communities
grew up, at this time, the Grand Lodge of British Columbia had the duty to administer the War relief fund which
had been set up to assist those brethren who had lost their business by reason of the war, or had been injured while
on military service. it speaks well for the members of the Craft that most of those who received assistance were not
willing to accept the grants as gifts, but insisted that all advances to them should be loans to be repaid as speedily
as circumstances permitted, so that others might be relieved in turn.

as to the new communities, or those whose populations were increasing, there were always freemasons among
them, and to be amember of the Craft is to be one who objects, decidedly, to getting along without a Lodge. they
had had the pleasure of masonic fellowship before they came to British Columbia and they wantied it in their new
home. especially was this true of those who were living in and around the city of vancouver and its suburban 
districts, where many new Lodges were established, almost all of which grew and prospered.

fiftieth Anniversary
in the first year of this period the Grand Lodge of British Columbia completed the first half century of its existence.
When it was organized in 1871, it consisted of eight constituent Lodges, three of which were so feeble that they soon
gave up the ghost and amalgamated with other Lodges in the same city. in 1921 there were 93 Lodges including
those under dispensation, and at the end of 1930 there were 114 Lodges, none ud. in 1871 the total membership
was 295, by december 31, 1921 the number had grown to 10,570 members and by december 31, 1930 to 15,701.

Semi-centennial celebration
under all these circumstances of 1921, it seemed proper to the rulers of the Craft that the occasion of its fifty years
of life should be suitably celebrated by Grand Lodge, and in victoria, the city where the Grand Lodge of British Co-
lumbia was born; thus to honour the past and to plan for the future, the most convenient date for the brethren, and

especially those who lived on the mainland part of the province, was to have it imme-
diately before or immediately after the annual Communication so that both could be
attended on one trip. accordingly, an emergent Communication was set down for
Wednesday, June 22, 1921, to be followed by the regular annual Communication on
thursday, June 23.

the emergent Communication was opened as arranged, with visitors from
saskatchewan and alberta in the West, to nova scotia in the east; from the states of
Washington and montana, and one from england. the Communication was opened
at 1.30 p.m. by the Gm. the visitors were presented to him by mW Brother edward
Burness paul, pGm, and were duly welcomed in the east. then some of the “ancients”
were presented by vW Brother thomas shotbolt, who had been the district Grs er
and a very busy man during the hectic days with mW Brother robert Burnaby in 1871.
among them were Brother ralph Borthwick, and Brother G. C. Keays, who spoke of
the days of “Golden Cariboo”, but who was a graduate of union Lodge no. 9 of new
Westminster and later a member of vancouver and Quadra Lodge no. 2; Brother Wm.
Gordon; Brother Joseph Boscowitz, who spoke of early days in victoria; Brother 
Jeremiah madden; rW Brother mark Bate of nanaimo, who for years was to be the
continuous mayor of the Coal City; Brother thomas Ladner, another graduate of
union Lodge no. 9, and Brother James andrews. some of these had lost their mem-
bership in the Craft, but were welcomed just the same by the Grand master as having

been members of the Craft in the days when freemasonry in British Columbia was in its infancy.
the mayor of victoria, robert J. porter, of victoria-Columbia Lodge no. 1, welcomed the visitors, for which he

was thanked by the Gm.
the first address was given by mW Brother dr. a. s. Gorrell, pGm of the Grand Lodge of saskatchewan. He

took his hearers back to the earliest days of freemasonry when it was an operative body. naturally he could not fail
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to refer to Kipling, the poet of freemasonry, who could, at such a time and with such a subject, point  out the duties
incumbent on all freemasons of that day. it was received with “continued applause”.  a church service followed at
saint John’s Church, victoria, where the rector, WW Brother f. a. p. Chadwick, GrChaplain, was assisted by His
Lordship the Bishop of new Westminster, Brother the rev. a. d. de pencier, and Brother the rev. J. Hinchcliffe. in
the evening, a banquet was given in the drill Hall by the brethren of victoria district 1, which was presided over by
the dGm, rW Brother Wallace uttley terry.

after an address of welcome by the Chairman, mW Brother Gorrell again adressed the assemblage, and was
followed by the Gm, mW Brother martin Luther Grimmett: mW Brother Henry Holgate Watson, the Grt; 
mW Brother Lewis a. smith, pGm of montana; mW Brother J. H. s. W. Kemmis, pGm of alberta; mW Brother
James H. mcCauley, pGm of alberta; mW Brother rev. C. ensor smith, the Gm in 1903 who had been living in
toronto for some years; while the concluding speech, delivered by mW Brother James H. Begg, pGm of the Grand
Lodge of Washington, was voted “a gem” by all present.

other distinguished visitors on this occasion were: vW Brother rev. H. Buckley, pG Chaplain of saskatchewan;
W Brother G. r. Chisholm, pddGm of nova scotia; and W Brother J. fliteraft, ppGd of east Lancashire, england.

it would be a pleasant thing to reprint all the fine addresses and other events of that auspicious evening and the
following day, but they are all preserved in the printed proceedings of Grand Lodge, 104 together with a review of
the history of freemasonry in British Columbia which was presented by rW Brother L. Watts doney. 105

Grand Masters 1921 to 1930
the Gms during this period in the History of Grand Lodge of British Columbia were drawn from many sections of
the province and diversified walks of life. they were prominent in many activities of the com-
munities from whence they were drawn, and some in the broader affairs of the province.
they included in their midst: a leading chemist; a real estate and insurance agent and
prominent churchman; a man of the business world, prominent in civic and provincial
affairs—minister of public Works for British Columbia and mayor of the City of van-
couver; a leading hotelman; a lawyer, member of the Legislative assembly (attorney-
General, deputy speaker, and speaker) and later Justice of the British Columbia
supreme Court; a school teacher and member of the Kelowna municipal Council from
1905 to 1929; a commercial traveller and Life insurance agent; an Honors Graduate in
political science, with broad training in banking, who became the inspector in charge of
the municipal affairs of the province of British Columbia when established in 1914 until
his death in 1934; a lawyer, scholar and educationist (later Grand Historian); and a prominent
member of the dental profession.

the Gms who presided over the Grand Lodge of antient, free and accepted masons of British Columbia from
1921 to 1930 were: 

43rd — mW Brother Wallace samuel uttley terry, from his installation on June 24, 1921 to June 23, 1922; 
44th — mW Brother andrew mcCreight Creery, from his installation on June 23. 1922 to June 22, 1923; 
45th — mW Brother Charles edward tisdall, from his installation on June 22, 1923 to June 20, 1924; 
46th — mW Brother stephen Jones, from his installation on June 20, 1924 to June 19, 1925; 
47th — mW Brother alexander malcolm manson, from his installation on June 19, 1925 to June 18, 1926; 
48th — mW Brother daniel Wilbur sutherland, from his installation on June 18, 1926 to June 24, 1927; 
49th — mW Brother frank sumner mcKee, from his installation on June 24, 1927 to June 22, 1928; 
50th — mW Brother robert Baird, from his installation on June 22, 1928 to June 21, 1929; 
51st — mW Brother robie Lewis reid, from his installation on June 21, 1929 to June 19, 1930;
52nd— mW Brother donald edward Kerr, from his installation on June 19, 1930 to June 19, 1931.

To the Memory of Israel Wood powell
at the annual Communication of Grand Lodge immediately following the semi-centennial celebrations in 1921,
mW Brother edward Burness paul stated that in the company of the Gm and the sGW he had called on mrs. israel
Wood powell, widow of the first Grand master, and had, on behalf of Grand Lodge, presented her with an address
expressing the esteem felt by all members of the Craft in British Columbia for her late husband, and wishing her a
long life filled with peace and happiness; presenting her also with a souvenir of the occasion in the shape of a gold
medal bearing the effigy of mW Brother Lieut.-Colonel israel Wood powell.

mW Brother paul stated that mrs. powell, who was much touched by this mark of attention, had expressed her
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pleasure in receiving this token of the high estimation in which dr. powell was held, and desired to communicate
her sentiments to the Grand Lodge. 106

The New Lodges
this was a period of growth in freemasonry in all parts of the province except the Kootenays and the far north, and
thirty-one new Lodges were added to the rolls of Grand Lodge during the decade. of these, thirty are still flourishing,
and one lost its charter by “revoke” within four years; and, in one case, the petition for a new Lodge was 
refused by the Gm.

in the case of each Lodge established and warranted during this period, unless otherwise stated:
(1) the decision of Grand Lodge to continue the dispensation or to order the granting of the charter was made on

the recommendation of the Committee on Warranted Lodges;
(2) the Constitution and Consecration Ceremony was carried out according to the usages and customs of freema-

sonry and was followed by the installation of the officers of the Lodge;
(3) the ceremony was performed at an emergent Communication of Grand Lodge called for that purpose. detailed

reports of these ceremonies are to be found at the beginning of the proceedings of Grand Lodge for the June fol-
lowing the ceremonies.

Omineca No, 92
the first Lodge was established at smithers on the Cnry to the east of prince rupert, and was named “omineca”
after the land district and mining area of north Central British Columbia. it was instituted by the ddGm for district
11 on october 9, 1920, after having received its dispensation from the Gm on september 9 of that year. Grand Lodge,
on June 23, 1921, ordered the charter granted and the Lodge was constituted as omineca Lodge no. 92 by the ddGm
on september 24, 1921. it chose the Canadian work for its ritual.

King David No. 93
the next Lodge placed on the roll of the Grand Lodge was King david Lodge no. 93 at Hollyburn, on the north
shore of Burrard inlet, now a part of the munici- pality of West vancouver. it was granted a dispensation by the Gm
on January 10, 1921, and was instituted by the ddGm of district 13 on february 7, 1921. Grand Lodge granted the
charter on June 23, 1921, and the Lodge was constituted by the Grand master on July 14, 1921, it chose the Canadian
work for its ritual.

Victory No. 94
victory Lodge no. 94 at vancouver comes next on the roll of the Grand Lodge. the dispensation was approved by
the Gm on february 17, 1921. the ddGm of district 13 mentions that “in due course the Lodge was instituted,” but
no date is given. Grand Lodge ordered the charter granted on June 23, 1921, and the Gm constituted the Lodge on
July 14, 1921. it adopted the Canadian work for its ritual. it was named “victory” to celebrate the termination of
World War 1.

Similkameen No. 95
on february 10, 1921, the Gm issued a dispensation for a Lodge at princeton to be known as 

similkameen Lodge no. 95. an attempt had been made to establish this Lodge in 1909, and the
Lodge had been instituted; the dispensation had been continued for another year by Grand

Lodge; but in 1910 the Gm, not being satisfied with matters at princeton, withdrew the dis-
pensation. By 1921, however, the situation in princeton had changed and all were satisfied
then that the old Lodge should be resurrected. it was duly instituted by the ddGm for
district 9 on april 7, 1921, but when the application for a charter was brought before
Grand Lodge, it was thought advisable to let it continue under dispensation for another
year. in 1921-22, the ddGm made two visits and reported that the work was well done
and that the members took a great interest in both the Craft and the Lodge.

unfortunately, a great many of the members had for some time been away from a
Lodge and were, therefore, not in as close touch as they would otherwise have been with

the rules and regulations, and although the moral and other essential qualifications were of
the best, the physical qualification of one member was not up to the requirements of the Con-

stitution. Had it not been for that, the ddGm would have had no hesitation in recom-
mending that the application for a charter should be granted; but, under the
circumstances, he felt that the best he could do was to recommend the application to
the favourable consideration of Grand Lodge. the Committee on Warranted Lodges
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noted the remarks of the ddGm with reference to the physical defects of the Brother in question, but it felt that
through this question being raised the Lodge would appreciate the importance of care with regard to physical qual-
ifications, and recommended that the charter be granted, which was approved by Grand Lodge on June 22, 1922.
the Lodge was constituted by the Gm on september 4, 1922. the Lodge took its name from the indian one given to
the rich river valley of the okanagan district of British Columbia, which means “the abode of the simil-ka-muh.”
the Lodge chose the american work for its ritual. 107

Grandview No. 96
the eastern part of the city of vancouver received a dispensation from the Gm on february 19, 1921, and Grandview
Lodge was instituted by the ddGm for district 13 on march 3, 1921. When the application came before the 
Committee on Warranted Lodges on June 23, 1921, the dispensation was ordered to be continued for another year.
on the recommendation of the same committee at the
annual Communication on June 22, 1922, the charter
was granted by Grand Lodge to Grandview Lodge
no. 96 on the same day, and it was constituted by the
Gm on July 12, 1922. it used the Canadian work for
its ritual, and took its name from the district of 
vancouver in which it was located.

Vimy No. 97
the next Lodge on the register of the Grand Lodge
was also located in the eastern part of the city of van-
couver, and anyone who lived through the dark days
of World War i will recognize the origin of its name,
for so many Canadians made the supreme sacrifice
on the ridge at vimy.* this Lodge received a dispen-
sation from the Gm on march 19, 1921, and was in-
stituted by the ddGm of district 13 on april 6, 1921.
this dispensation was also continued for another
year by Grand Lodge on June 23, 1921, but on June 22, 1922 Grand Lodge granted a charter, and vimy Lodge no.
97 was duly constituted by the Gm on July 24, 1922. the Lodge adopted the Canadian work for its ritual.

Trinity No. 98
a dispensation was issued for another Lodge in the city of vancouver by the Gm on July 25, 1921, and it was insti-
tuted by the ddGm for district 13 on august 3, 1921. at the annual Communication of Grand Lodge in prince ru-
pert on June 22, 1922, it was given its charter as trinity Lodge no. 98, and was constituted on July 11, 1922 by the
Gm. the Lodge chose the Canadian work for its ritual, and took its name from the fact that it was the third Lodge
to be established in what was then south vancouver; it refers to the three degrees and the Holy trinity of the vol-
ume of the sacred Law. its motto has ever been on the trinity of thought.

Enoch No 99
the next Lodge was established in one of the outlying parts of British Columbia. the name of the community where
it was established was “’anyox’’, translated from the indian name which some say means “Hidden Creek’’, but 
others aver that it is more correctly translated “a place of refuge’. there is a winding slough passing through a low
piece of land originally covered by a thick growth of timber which concealed it. ‘When the warriors of the north,
the Hydahs of Queen Charlotte islands, made raids on the tribes of observatory inlet, the indians would pass into
this slough with their canoes, taking with them their families and possessions, and thus would be hidden from their
pursuers. anyox is situated on Granby Bay about 30 miles from the head of observatory inlet and about 100 miles
north-east of prince rupert. it was a mining town which was taken over by the Granby mining Company, and later
when the com- pany’s mines at phoenix were closed down, many of the employees were transferred to anyox. some
attempts had been made in 1914 to seceure a dispensation for a Lodge at anyox, but without success. now the
movement for a masonic Lodge was taken up again, and on march 23, 1922 the Gm issued a dispensation for a
Lodge to be known as “enoch” because, as one member suggested, “enoch walked with God,” and it was thought
that no better example could be held up to the brethren of the Craft. the Lodge was instituted on april 26, 1922 by
the ddGm for district 11, and at the annual Communication of Grand Lodge on June 21, 1923, it was granted its
charter as enoch Lodge no. 99. the Lodge was constituted by rW Brother a. m. manson, acting for the Gm, on
July 11, 1923, Later the mines closed down, the town ceased to exist, and in september, 1936 the Lodge was moved
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to stewart, at the northern end of portland Canal. the Lodge, like King edward at phoenix, adopted the american
work for its ritual.  108

prince of Wales No. 100
on July 6, 1922, the Gm issued a dispensation for a new Lodge in the city of vancouver, which took the title of the
eldest son of the ruling monarch and became prince of Wales Lodge no. 100. it was instituted on the same day by

the ddGm for district 13, and at new Westminster on June 21, 1923
Grand Lodge ordered the charter be granted. on July 29, 1923 it was
constituted by mW Brother W. C. ditmars, acting for the Gm. this
Lodge adopted the emulation work for its ritual.

prince David No. 101
prince david Lodge no. 101 at port Haney in the fraser valley was
the first of the second hundred of the Lodges on the registry of Grand
Lodge. the dispensation was issued on october 2, 1922, and it was in-
stituted on october 9, 1922 by the ddGm for district 2, who recom-
mended it for charter in 1923. the charter was granted by Grand
Lodge on June 21, 1923, and it was constituted by the Gm on septem-
ber 3, 1923. the Lodge adopted the Canadian work, but within a short
time petitioned Grand Lodge for a change to the american ritual,
which was granted.

Mount Moriah No. 102
for the next Lodge, mount moriah no. 102, so named after the biblical
name of the mountain of east Jerusalem, site of King solomon’s tem-
ple, one must return to vancouver. the dispensation for this Lodge
was issued by the Gm on november 28, 1922, and it was instituted on
december 6, 1922 by the ddGm for district 12. it was granted its char-
ter by Grand Lodge on June 21, 1923. it was constituted by the Gm on
July 4, 1923, adopting the american work for its ritual.

Eureka No. 103
once again to the fraser valley, and Langley in particular, where a
dispensation was issued by the Gm on december 8, 1922. eureka
Lodge no. 103 was instituted by the ddGm for district 2 on decem-
ber 13, 1922. its charter was recommended and approved by Grand
Lodge on June 21, 1923, and the Lodge was constituted by the Gm on
July 11, 1923, it adopted the american work for its ritual, and took its
name from an incident in the life of the Greek mathematician and
physicist, archimedes, who, after a successful experiment, ran home
naked through the streets shouting “eureka”, meaning “i have found
it”.

Langley took its name from nearby fort Langley, the historic site
of the old HBCo fort on the south bank of the fraser river. it was es-
tablished in 1826 and was selected as the first capital of the Colony of
British Columbia in 1855, which was afterwards moved to new West-
minster, 18 miles to the west. the place was named after one of the
directors of the Company, thomas Langley (1800-1830).

Zenith No. 104
the next Lodge to be granted a dispensation by the Gm was in van-
couver Heights, north Burnaby, adjacent to the northeast corner of
the city of vancouver, it received the dispensation on december 29,
1922, and it was instituted on January 18, 1923 by the ddGm for 
district 12, who also recommended the granting of a charter, pointing

out it was the fruit of a group of brethren residing in north Burnaby. Grand Lodge agreed and the charter was
granted on June 21, 1923 to Zenith Lodge no. 104. the Lodge was duly constituted by mW Brother W. C. ditmars,
acting for the Gm, on July 12, 1923, and adopted the american work for its ritual. the name “Zenith” was adopted
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at a meeting held on october 15, 1923, because it seemed very appropriate for a Lodge which was to meet in 
vancouver Heights. 109

Zarthan No. 105
the scene now shifts to the interior of British Columbia where a dispensation was requested for a Lodge at ashcroft,
which the Gm granted on January 23, 1923. lt was instituted on february 8, 1923 by the ddGm for district 3, and,
in his report to Grand Lodge, he said: “i have every reason to believe that this Lodge will prove most successful.”
the charter was granted by Grand Lodge on June 21, 1923, and Zarthan Lodge no, 105, at ashcroft, was duly con-
stituted by the Gm on september 17, 1923. the Lodge adopted Canadian work for its ritual. ashcroft, named after
the former home of the Lieutenant-Governor of the same name, is situated on the main line of the Cpry 203 miles
east of vancouver at a crossing of the thompson river; it was the natural gateway to the Cariboo Country and the
nechako valley and was an outfitting point to the Highland valley mining district. “Zaretan”, or as it is more com-
monly called, “Zarthan”, was an unlocated place in the valley of the river Jordan, associated with the crossing of
the Jews.

unity No. 106
vancouver came into production of Lodges again with the issuance of a dispensation by the Gm on may 29, 1923
for unity Lodge ud. as the Lodge had only been in existence less than a month when Grand Lodge met on June 21
of that year, the dispensation was continued for another year. the proceedings report that it was instituted on april
12, 1923 by the ddGm for district 13—a month before the dispensation. it was visited on July 26, 1923 by the new
ddGm who was well pleased with the work of the Lodge and recommended it for a charter. at the annual Com-
munication of Grand Lodge, the recommendation was accepted and a charter was granted by Grand Lodge on June
19, 1924, the Lodge was constituted, together with meridian Lodge no. 108, at the same place and time by the Gm
on July 10, 1924. the Lodge adopted the Canadian work as its ritual. as to its name, all the undertakings of unity
Lodge are said to have been well systematized, the brethren dwelt together in unity, having adopted for their watch-
word the words of the psalmist, “Behold, how good and how pleasant it is for Brethren to dwell together in unity.”

Malahat No. 107
it had been some time since a new Lodge had been formed on vancouver island, and, on may 29, 1923, the Gm
issued a dispensation for malahat (named after the mountain close by) Lodge, no. 107, at mill Bay. the Lodge was
instituted on June 4, 1923 by the ddGm for district 1. on June 21, 1923, Grand Lodge ordered the dispensation con-
tinued for another year, and on June 19, 1924 granted the charter. the Lodge was constituted at shawnigan Lake by
the Gm on July 16, 1924, and the
Lodge adopted the emulation work
for its ritual.

Meridian (Daylight) No. 108
the next Lodge, meridian (daylight)
no. 108, located in the city of van-
couver, has a peculiarity suitable to
its name because it meets in the
forenoon and not in the evening. its
members are those brethren whose
vocation is carried on in the
evenings, as musicians, etc. a num-
ber of these were freemasons who
wanted a Lodge that would meet at
an hour when they were not busy
and could attend regularly. the dis-
pensation was issued by the Gm on
may 21, 1923, and the Lodge was in-
stituted by the ddGm for district
13. as it, too, had only been in exis-
tence a short time when Grand
Lodge convened, the dispensation was continued for another year. in 1924, the ddGm visited the Lodge and re-
ported that it “was doing an excellent masonic work,” and he strongly recommended the granting of a warrant.
With this recommendation in hand, Grand Lodge on June 19, 1924 was pleased to order the charter and, together
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with unity Lodge no, 106, the Lodge was duly constituted by the Gm on July 10, 1924. the Lodge adopted the
Canadian work. 110

Mount Saint paul No. 109
in the interior of British Columbia, as well as in the coastal communities, the population was growing steadily. 
Kamloops had one of the pioneer Lodges in the jurisdiction, Kamloops no. 10, but it was getting crowded and on
november 20, 1923 the Gm issued a dispensation for a new Lodge to be known as mount saint paul in that city.
the Lodge was instituted on december 5, 1923 by the ddGm for district 3. on June 19, 1924, Grand Lodge 
ordered the charter for mount saint paul Lodge no. 109, and the Lodge was duly constituted by the Gm on 
september 1, 1924, the Lodge adopted the american work for its ritual. mount saint paul, now known as paul peak,
lies on the north side of the thompson river, immediately across from the city of Kamloops. it was named after
Jean Babtiste Lolo, an iroquois, who was given the nickname st. paul and who generally became known as a Chief
of the Kamloops (shuswaps) indians.

Kitsilano Is Refused
there was a request for another Lodge in vancouver to be located in the Kitsilano district, for which, on may 3,
1924, the Grand master refused to issue a dispensation “because, while a Lodge in that neighborhood might be 
useful, the Brethren had no local meeting place, and it was proposed to meet in the City at a point where two Lodges
are now meeting, for an indefinite time.”

Nanaimo No. 110
it was about time that a new Lodge should follow the growth of the city of nanaimo, and the use of the name of the
city as the name of a Lodge had long been available. Gosnell* says that if the indian word “moo” signified dwelling,
then the word “nanaimo” would seem the dwelling place of the “nanais’. in 1924, a petition was made to the Grand
master for a dispensation for a new Lodge “to perpetuate the name ‘nanaimo’ as the name of a masonic Lodge,”
and on June 10, 1924, the necessary dispensation was granted. Both of the then-existing Lodges used the american
work, and the fact that nanaimo Lodge took the Canadian work for its ritual was another instance of the case that
when a person gets used to one form of ceremony the use of any other form is irritating. the Lodge was instituted
by the ddGm for district 5 in June, 1924. He does not give the exact date, but he recommended that the charter be
granted, which was done by Grand Lodge on June 18, 1925. the Lodge was constituted by the Gm on June 27, 1925.

Gothic No. 111
on october 11, 1924, the Gm granted a dispensation for a Lodge at Cedar Cottage in the vancouver area. on January
15, 1925, the ddGm of district 14 instituted the Lodge, and the charter was issued by Grand Lodge to Gothic Lodge
no, 111 on June 18, 1923. it was constituted by the Gm on July 22, 1925. the Lodge did not long survive for, at the
annual Communication of Grand Lodge on June 21, 1928, held in the city of vancouver, the charter was revoked
for misconduct on the recommendation of the Committee on petitions and Grievances. at an emergent Communi-
cation of Grand Lodge held in vancouver on may 22, 1929, several members of the Lodge were expelled from
freemasonry. this was the second and last case in the annals of freemasonry in British Columbia where such drastic
measures had to be taken, the Lodge took its name from the noble order of architecture which has been so 
intimately connected with the history of freemasonry, having been the system peculiarly practised by the freema-
sons of the middle ages.

Joppa No. 112
the next Lodge on the roll of Grand Lodge was Joppa Lodge no. 112, at White rock, on the coast a short distance
north of the boundary line between Canada and the united states. the dispensation for this Lodge was issued by
the Gm on april 15, 1925, and it was instituted on april 30, 1925 by the ddGm for district 2, who made a very
flattering report of its condition and recommended that a charter should be granted. Grand Lodge granted the 
charter on June 17, 1926, and the Lodge was constituted by the Gm on June 23, 1926. it adopted the american work
for its ritual, and took its name from the chief port of Jerusalem on the mediterranean sea. it was from there that
Jonah set forth to tarshish and that saint peter restored tabitha to life.

centre No. 113
at the annual Communication of Grand Lodge in June, 1925, the ddGm for district 4 reported that a Lodge of 
instruction was working at Williams Lake, a new town on the pGe railway, one of the business and transportation
centres of the Cariboo country. the brethren were enthusiastic and had already erected a Lodge building at a cost
of nearly $4,000 through a masonic temple association registered under the societies act, membership in which
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was confined to masons. the brethren had been practising regularly, but were handicapped by the lack of past 
masters resident in the town. He requested the assistance of a Grand Lecturer to advise, guide and instruct the
brethren in order to qualify themselves for a dispensation. But no help seems to have been forthcoming from Grand
Lodge, because someone remembered that W Brother Joseph philip patenaude fifty years before had been the Wm
of a masonic Lodge in the jurisdiction of Quebec. He was 84 years of age and resided ten miles from town. not-
withstanding these difficulties, the old gentleman was not going to see the Lodge go by default, and proffered his
services as the first Wm. this having been settled, the Grand master issued the dispenesation on January 14, 1926.
However, before the dispensation was issued, the brethren of the proposed Lodge made a visit to Quesnel Lodge
no. 69, where, through the unavoidable absence of the ddGm, the immediate past ddGm was requested to report
conditions to the Gm, and the brethren of Williams Lake took charge of the Lodge and exemplified the work in a
manner which was entirely satisfactory, as he
reported to Grand Lodge. the Lodge was in-
stituted on January 26, 1926 by the ddGm
for district 4, and at the annual Communi-
cation of Grand Lodge on June 17, 1926 a
charter was granted for Centre Lodge no.
113 at Williams Lake, and the Lodge was
constituted by the Gm in the town of
Williams Lake on august 18, 1926. this
Lodge chose the Canadian work for its ritual.
W Brother patenaude did not long survive
his fine work for the brethren of Centre
Lodge as their Worshipful master. He passed
away on January 26, 1929.

chemainus No. 114
the next Lodge was established at Chemai-
nus, a few miles to the south of the town of
Ladysmith on vancouver island. a good-
sized lumbering and sawmill centre, there were evidently quite a few freemasons in the population, and it was too
far from st. John’s Lodge no. 21 at Ladysmith for the convenience of the brethren. a petition for a dispensation was
presented to the Gm, and the necessary authority was issued on april 17, 1926. the Lodge was permitted to meet
in the Lodge room of st. John’s Lodge for the time being, but the petitioners assured the Grand master that they
had arranged for suitable premises in a new building then under construction at Chemainus. the Lodge was insti-
tuted on may 26, 1926 by the ddGm for district 5, who reported to Grand Lodge that the new Hall was nearly
ready and was of the opinion that the new Lodge would have one of the nicest Lodge rooms in his 
district. Grand Lodge ordered the charter for Chemainus Lodge no. 114 on June 23, 1927, and the Lodge was 
constituted by the Gm on July 16, 1927. it adopted the emulation work for its ritual, as might be expected under a
Wm who hailed from united service Lodge no. 24 at esquimalt.

Lions’ Gate No. 115
vancouver once more returns to the limelight in the parade of Lodges, this time with Lion’s Gate Lodge no. 115,
the “Lumberman’s” Lodge. the dispensation was issued by the Gm on february 11, 1927, and the Lodge was 
instituted by the ddGm for district 12 on february 21, 1927. it was granted a charter at the annual Communication
of Grand Lodge on June 23, 1927, and was constituted by the Gm at vancouver on July 21, 1927. it chose the american
work for its ritual, and took its name from the “Lions’ Gate’’ entrance to vancouver Harbour, which is overlooked
by the twin peaks above Hollyburn mountain, West vancouver.

confederation No. 116
victoria seems to have come to the conclusion about this time that it should have another Lodge, and the result was
the formation of Confederation Lodge no. 116. on october 18, 1927, the dispensation was issued by the Gm, and
the Lodge was instituted by the ddGm for district 1 on november 9, 1927, who made a favourable report to Grand
Lodge. Grand Lodge approved the charter on June 21, 1928, and the Lodge was constituted by the Gm in the masonic
temple, victoria, on July 6, 1928. in keeping with the name it bears, Confederation Lodge adopted the Canadian
work for its ritual.

Kerrisdale No. 117, and Adoniram No, 118
victoria having done so well with Confederation Lodge, vancouver had to come through with two more Lodges,
Kerrisdale Lodge no. 117 and adoniram Lodge no. 118. the first named received its dispensation from the Gm on
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december 14, 1928, and the second on January 30, 1929, Kerrisdale Lodge was instituted on January 28, 1929 by the
ddGm for district 15, while adoniram was instituted on february 14, 1929 by the ddGm for district 16. Both
Lodges received their charters from Grand Lodge on June 21, 1929. Kerrisdale Lodge, named after a district of the
city of vancouver, received its constitution at the hands of mW Brother a. mcCreight Creery at the request of the
Gm on september 10, 1929. adoniram no. 118, so called after the prince who was appointed by solomon, King of
israel, to superintend the contributions towards the building of the temple, as well as the levy of 30,000 israelites
to work by monthly courses in the forests of Lebanon, was constituted by the Gm on July 11, 1929. Kerrisdale Lodge
uses the Canadian work for its ritual, while adoniram uses the emulation work. 

Vanderhoof No. 119
the next Lodge founded was in the central interior of the province, in the village of vanderhoof on the main line of
the Cn railway between the cities of prince George and prince rupert. the dispensation was issued by the Gm on
march 26, 1928, and it was instituted by the ddGm for district 4 on June 13, 1928. at the annual Communication
in 1928, it was thought advisable to allow the dispensation to stand for another year. there had been some trouble
in the new Lodge, but a visit from the new ddGm for district 4 on august 21, 1928 cleared matters up, and when
he visited the Lodge again on may 30, 1929, he found everything satisfactory and so reported, but the Grand Lodge
was of the opinion that the Lodge should be left under dispensation for another year. the Lodge was visited by the
ddGm for the district no. 4 in september, 1929, and in 1930 he reported to Grand Lodge that he had found every-
thing satisfactory, and he complimented the Wm who had to travel 150 miles to preside over the Lodge.

in the meantime, the brethren of the Lodge thought it would be better to drop the name of “vanderhoof” and
take the name of “northern Gate’’, and sent a petition to the annual Communication of Grand Lodge in June, 1929

asking for the change. Grand Lodge referred
the matter to the incoming Gm. Whether he
ignored the matter or the brethren changed
their minds again is not known, but the mat-
ter of changing the name of the Lodge seems
to have fallen by the wayside, and on June
19, 1930 Grand Lodge authorized the is-
suance of a charter to vanderhoof Lodge no.
119, and the Lodge was constituted by the
Gm on angust 9, 1930. the Lodge adopted
the Canadian work for its ritual.

about this time, some brethren at oliver
were thinking about establishing a Lodge.
many of them were members of orion Lodge
no. 51 at penticton, and were anxious to have
a Lodge nearer their own locality, the Gm,
while travelling through the district, had the
pleasure of discussing the matter with them

at luncheon, but no definite steps were taken, a few years later their efforts bore fruit with the establishment of
southern Gate Lodge no, 124. 111

Mount Zion No. 120
on october 21, 1929, the Gm issued a dispensation for a second Lodge at Chilliwack. the necessity for this Lodge
had arisen from the old question of ritual. ionic Lodge no. 19 had at all times used the american work and, later,
many freemasons had come into the community from the prairies and from ontario, where they had been accus-
tomed to the Canadian work. the members of ionic Lodge could not understand why the newcomers were not sat-
isfied with the work used by it, and could not see the necessity for the formation of a second Lodge. several attempts
were made to secure a charter for the proposed new Lodge, but were prevented by opposition on the part of the old
Lodge. in 1929, a deputation met the Gm, who had been made a mason in King solomon Lodge no, 17 at new
Westminster, which uses the american work, and had been the Wm of Cascade Lodge no. 22, which uses the Cana-
dian work, He sympathized with these brethren and, notwithstanding the opposition from ionic Lodge, issued the
dispensation. the new Lodge grew and prospered and so did the older one, and even the members of the latter will
now admit the coming of the new Lodge was beneficial to all concerned.

the Lodge was instituted on november 12, 1929 by the ddGm for district 18, who recommended it for charter,
which was granted in Grand Lodge on June 19, 1930 to mount Zion Lodge no. 120. the Lodge was constituted by
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the Gm on July 18, 1930, and, of course, continues to use the Canadian work as its ritual, it took its name from that
part of Jerusalem which is known as “the City of david”.

Keystone No. 121
the next Lodge to appear on the rolls of Grand Lodge was in vancouver, and it became Keystone Lodge no. 121.
acting on a petition, the Gm on december 9, 1929 issued a dispensation for the Lodge, which was instituted on 
december 12, 1929 by the ddGm for district 14, and on June 19, 1930 the Grand Lodge granted the charter, the
Lodge was constituted by the Gm on august 22, 1930, and the Lodge adopted the american work for its ritual. it
took its name from the stone placed in the centre of an arch, which preserves all the other stones in their places—
thus insuring “stability” and “firmness”. its origin has been traced to the year 1540 BCe, or 460 years before the build-
ing of the temple of solomon.

Lynn Valley No. 122
the last Lodge to be established during this period was the result of a petition for a Lodge in Lynn valley on the
north shore of Burrard inlet, the petition was signed and sent to the Gm, who on may 30, 1930 issued the dispen-
sation, and on June 9, 1930 the Lodge was instituted by the ddGm for district 17.

previously, on may 20, 1923, eighteen freemasons residing in Lynn valley met to discuss the possibility of form-
ing a masonic Lodge in that vicinity. W Brother James Bryan, a pm of “old Light Lodge no, 184”, Grand Lodge of
Canada in the province of ontario, occupied the chair, seven years later, when the dispensation was finally obtained,
the charter roll contained the names of only seven of those who had attended that meeting. a census showed that
there were forty master masons residing in the valley and its environs at that time, and the names of thirty of them
appeared on the dispensation when finally granted. during the intervening seven years, meetings were held 
continuously. difficulties and obstacles were met and overcome. no less than three petitions were presented to
Grand Lodge during that period.

the charter for Lynn valley Lodge no.
122 was granted in Grand Lodge on June 18,
1931, and the Lodge was constituted by the
Gm on september 3, 1931. the Lodge chose
the Canadian work for its ritual.

the valley from which the Lodge took its
name was an old and secluded area through
which flowed the beautiful Lynn Creek, in
the vicinity of which all the members of the
Lodge dwelt. W Brother thomas parry made
the original furniture from the solid oak tim-
bers of the old Cpr ocean steamship Em-
press of Japan, one of the earliest ships plying
the pacific ocean to the orient, and which
was broken up at the foot of st. patrick’s
Beach, now known as the Lynn Creek flats.

on october 20, 1930, permission was given for a number of freemasons to hold a Lodge of instruction at north
Bend, a divisional point on the main line of the Cpry, situated on the west bank of the fraser river, which was later
discontinued.

finally, the freemasons at terrace on the Canadian national railway east of prince rupert were holding a Lodge
of instruction during the year 1930-31, looking forward to the establishment of a regular Lodge there in the near fu-
ture.

Over-Large Lodges
on numerous occasions the importance of not having too many members in a constituent Lodge has been discussed,
but no action has been taken in British Columbia to put an upper limit on the number to be permitted. the texas
reviewer in 1921 spoke of large Lodges as ‘afflicted with elephantiasis”. He preferred the small country Lodge,
“Where everybody knows everybody, where the brethren extend the glad hand when they meet to open Lodge.”

Visitors to Lodges
the Gm, under date of october 6, 1925, pointed out that special caution should be taken in the matter of the admis-
sion of a person who claimed to have received certain “masonic” degrees in Lodges of jurisdictions which British
Columbia Grand Lodge did not recognize.
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problems at Squamish
on october 22, 1920, the ddGm for district 13 visited squamish at the head of Howe sound at the request of a
number of freemasons, and held a meeting at which fifteen brethren were present and exemplified their work to
his satisfaction. He made a favourable report to the Gm, who issued the dispensation on January 21, 1921, and the
ddGm instituted the Lodge on february 15, 1921. He visited the Lodge again on may 4, 1921 and was so well 
satisfied with the arrangements there that he recommended that Grand Lodge order the issuance of a charter, but
the dispensation was continued for another year. at the annual Communication of Grand Lodge in June, 1922, 
neither the Gm in his address, the ddGm in his report, nor the Committee on Warranted Lodges made any reference
to the Lodge at squamish, while the report of the Grs stated:

“about the time of the annual Communication, however, the W Brother named as master of the
Lodge left the neighbourhood, and about the same time it was discovered that the Brother who 

occupied the senior Warden’s sta-
tion was a suspended mason. for
these reasons the dispensation was
not sent back to the Lodge, and is
now in my possession.”
again at the annual Communication in June,
1923, the only reference to the matter is to be
found in the Grs’s report:
“since the previous annual Com-
munication the affairs of Garibaldi
Lodge have been wound up, as 
directed....”

communications of Grand Lodge
the annual Communications of Grand
Lodge of British Columbia during the decade
1921 to 1930 were well distributed again: 
victoria was the site of three in 1921, 1926
and 1929; while vancouver and new West-

minster had two each in 1924 and 1928 and 1923 and 1927 respectively; and there was one each in prince rupert
(1922), Kamloops (1925), and powell river (1930).

the emergent communications of Grand
Lodge during the decade numbered an even
fifty, of which nine were held in 1920-21 and
1923-24, seven in 1922-23, eight in 1924-25,
six in 1928-29, three in 1921-22, and two each
in the years 1925-26, 1926-27, 1927-28 and
1929-30. the most interesting emergent
Communication was that on June 22, 1921 for
the semi-centennial of the Grand Lodge of
British Columbia; while thirty-three were
held for the constitution and consecration of
new Lodges, eleven for the laying of the cor-
nerstone of new buildings; four for the pur-
pose of dedicating new masonic Halls; and
one was held to revoke the charter of a con-
stituent Lodge. the distribution of the emer-
gent Communications geographically
speaking was roughly: victoria and vancou-
ver island, 14; Lower mainland and fraser
valley, 23; Kootenays and okanagan, etc. 9;
and northern parts and West Coast, 4. While

the time-honoured custom of the installation of the Worshipful master and officers of victoria-Columbia Lodge was
carried on by the Gm and his officers, it was not thought necessary to again call an emergent Communication of
Grand Lodge.
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the fifty-ninth annual Communication of Grand Lodge, held on June 19, 1930, was convened in dwight Hall,
powell river, the seat of one of the great industrial organizations of the province. it was the first meeting of Grand
Lodge to be held in the heartland of the pulp and paper industry.

Incorporation of Masonic Lodges
the Grand master of rhode island in 1923 was another witness to the folly of incorporating masonic Lodges, when
he said:

“it is apparent that if a Lodge becomes incorporated under civil charter, it immediately becomes
subject to the jurisdiction of state laws and our Civil Courts, so that in the event of a revocation of
a charter and the request to return the prop- erty of the Lodge to Grand Lodge, the return of same
could be refused and the corporation and its members stand on their civil rights, which would be
upheld in a Civil Court.”

the Gm said that this had already occurred in the case of one Lodge.
acting on the report of the Committee on the reports in 1926, the Grand Lodge of British Columbia decided

that all property of a Lodge was to be vested in trustees duly appointed or elected by such Lodge. this implied that
Lodges or holding companies for Lodges should not be incorporated.

Lodges face problems of Survival
in 1921, it was reported that King edward Lodge no. 36 at deserted phoenix and Greenwood Lodge no. 28 had
been amalgamated as King edward Lodge no. 28 at Greenwood. the ddGm of district 3 reported that although
he had not been able to visit trout Lake, he had ascertained that only one member of tuscan Lodge was then resident
there, and no meetings had been held for several years. the records and furniture were in the custody of the 
secretary, and there were no liabilities but several hundred dollars in funds to the credit of the Lodge. He recom-
mended that it be amalgamated with arrow Lodge no. 47 at arrowhead, and this action was approved by Grand
Lodge. in 1922, the next ddGm advised Grand Lodge that arrow Lodge no, 47 had been visited with delegates
from tuscan Lodge no. 39, and that the terms of amalgamation had been settled. He thought that trout Lake would
some day again be a flourishing community, and that the two Lodges would again take their original identity. Grand
Lodge approved the arrangement, and the warrant for the amalgamation was issued in 1923. in 1926, the joint Lodge,
then tuscan Lodge no. 47 at arrowhead, had a resident membership of 12, and the Lodge passed out of existence
in 1941 by surrendering its charter.

in 1922, ymir Lodge no. 31 was visited by the ddGm for district 7 and he praised the efforts the members had
been making to keep it going. many of the members had to travel from 15 to 20 miles to attend the meetings and a
suggestion was made to have the Lodge transferred to the neighbouring village of salmo, but in 1924 it was reported
that it was going strong at ymir with new members joining it.

concurrent Jurisdiction
in 1923, united service Lodge no. 24 at esquimalt requested and was granted concurrent jurisdiction with the other
Lodges in victoria district 1.

Waiver of Jurisdiction
on June 11, 1926, a letter was forwarded to Grand Lodge from King david Lodge no. 93 at Hollyburn enclosing a
resolution passed by the Lodge as follows:

“that the Grand Lodge Committee appointed for that purpose be asked to consider the matter of
dealing with waivers of Jurisdiction, to ascertain if balloting might be avoided.”

this matter was referred to the Committee on Jurisprudence, which reported that it saw no reason for making
any change in what was the universal practice, and the report was approved by Grand Lodge. 112

another question of jurisdiction which often came before Grand Lodge was that which concerned a young man
who goes to college at a distance from his home, and remains there for a number of years. Which Lodge has juris-
diction over him, the Lodge in his home town, or the Lodge of the city in which he is residing during his college
days? this question was put to the Gm of mississippi in 1925, and he replied that attendance at college does not es-
tablish a residence so as to interfere with the jurisdiction of the Lodge in his home town.

A Strange coincidence
in his report in 1928, the reviewer noted a curious incident. it will be remembered that union Lodge no. 9 at new
Westminster did not join the Grand Lodge of British Columbia as soon as it was formed, and therefore could not 
receive the no. 2 as being the second Lodge formed in British Columbia. a similar situation arose in Connecticut.
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there union Lodge at danbury in that state had been working for nine years before the formation of the Grand
Lodge, and when the Grand Lodge was first organized union Lodge refused to join it, and when it did it had to
take the next number then available, so that instead of being no. 10 on the register it had to be content with no. 40.

Dual Membership
British Columbia, which has, from 1903, had not only “dual membership”, but what should be strictly called 
“multiple membership”, for no limit has ever been placed on the number of Lodges to which a brother may belong,
cannot help being surprised at the objections raised against it in many jurisdictions in the united states. the 
reviewer has never failed to note the discussions which arise on this subject. in new Hampshire in 1921, the Gm
recommended the appointment of a committee to study the question, He said that he was convinced that dual 
membership is a step in the right direction, but he limited it to Lodges in different jurisdictions in the united states.
for a brother to belong to two Lodges in the same jurisdiction was still abhorrent to him. the reviewer, in com-
menting on this, said that he could not see why, if it was advantageous as between jurisdictions, it would not be
equally desirable between Lodges in the same state.

in California in 1922, the Committee on policy and General purposes reported that, in those jurisdictions where
it was permitted, dual membership was found successful and was meeting with approval after years of service. it
recommended that the Jurisprudence Committee deaft such laws as it deemed proper to put it into immediate effect.
there has been nothing to show whether anything was done, but in 1930 the Gm recommended it.

in virginia, the Gm ruled that, as north Carolina did not allow dual membership, no member of that jurisdiction
could be elected a member of a virginia Lodge. He went on to say that massachusetts, Wisconsin and virginia were
the only Grand Jurisdictions which allowed dual membership. in response, the reviewer was slightly sarcastic,
when he said: “there are others, but doubtless not of sufficient importance to be noticed by the Grand master.” in
1923 in iowa, the Gm was asked why that jurisdiction forbade dual membership, and he admitted that he was unable
to give any good reason for it, and recommended that a committee be appointed to study the matter. the Gm of
iowa in 1930 recommended dual membership.

the reviewer for Kansas in 1924 spoke
of California as “nibbling” at the bait of dual
membership, and asked what justified that
Grand Lodge in adopting such a vicious sys-
tem, which has no other tendency than that
of destroying the records of any Grand
Lodge properly kept. He claimed that the
system was not practical and, in his opinion,
was not in keeping with the high standard of
masonic records as they were kept in the
united states. the reviewer replied that
“like the Grand Lodge of england, we permit
dual or multiple membership and we claim
to have a complete record of our member-
ship,” and in 1927 he referred to a discussion
in Kansas in 1926 and stated that “the main
objection seemed to be that if a Brother
should be a member of more than one Lodge,
one of the secretaries might neglect to report
his name to Grand Lodge, or will drop his
name, or he might be suspended for unpaid

dues.’ He says that where the name of a Brother is omitted, the Grs of British Columbia is “as curious as a cat,” and
that at the end of the year the number of members is known “to a fraction”. the Gm of Kansas in 1928 was in favour
of dual membership as it operated in British Columbia except that he would only pay dues in his original Lodge,
whereas in British Columbia Grand Lodge dues are paid for him in each Lodge of which he is a member.

in 1926, the Grand Lodge of new york was considering the question of allowing dual membership. the Gm
recommended it, and a committee was appointed to study the question.

the district of Columbia had no law on the subject, but the practice was frowned upon. the Gm in 1928 thought
that membership in a Lodge of another jurisdiction might be permitted concurrently with membership in the district,
and opinion in the united states seems to be veering in that direction.

in Connecticut in 1930, the Constitution of the Grand Lodge was amended to permit dual membership, while
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the Grand Lodge of new Jersey in 1930 voted against it, and north dakota discussed the matter favourably and 
referred it to a special committee for investigation and report. 113

The Grand Lodge of canada in the province of Ontario
in 1930, mW Brother Harry Holgate Watson, the Grt, feeling that he was somewhat of a persuader, felt compelled
to call the attention of the freemasons of ontario to the error of their ways. they would persist in calling themselves
“the Grand Lodge of Canada in the province of ontario,” whereas they should be satisfied with calling it “the
Grand Lodge of ontario,” nothing more. He drew up a long resolution on the subject and laid it before Grand Lodge,
which referred the matter to a special committee. this committee approved the resolution and recommended that
a copy be forwarded to the Grand Lodge of Canada in the province of ontario, with a covering letter setting forth
the opinion of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia, and stating that acquiescence with its request would be a 
gracious act on the part of that Grand Ladge and would be a notable contribution to the better understanding among
freemasons in foreign Jurisdictions as well as among ourselves in the dominion of Canada. no action was taken
by the Grand Lodge of Canada in the province of ontario.

in Grand Lodge in June, 1931, in the firm conviction that such generous action on the part of the Grand Lodge
of British Columbia would speed up the action of the freemasons of ontario in this connection, the Grt, with a
healthy assist from mW Brother francis J. Burd, persuaded Grand Lodge “to constitute as an Honorary member of
the Grand Lodge of British Columbia, with the rank of a pGm, the Gm of the Grand Lodge of Canada (in ontario).”
mW Brother roderick Bernard dargavel, who was visiting Grand Lodge, is said to have talked in favourable terms
to the officers of Grand Lodge. the move did not succeed in obtaining the objective. the new Honorary member
simply picked up his new honour and went back to ontario. this episode in the history of the Grand Lodge of
British Columbia is known to many as “the bribe that failed,” but in any event the Grt did not appreciate any 
references to the matter whatever.

citizenship in freemasonry
many brethren in the united states seem to think that freemasonry is so good that only a citizen of that country
should be allowed to be a member of the Craft within its boundaries. so said the orator of the day at a meeting of
the Grand Lodge of California in 1919. He was severely criticised by the British Columbia reviewer, who pointed
out his mistake and speaks of the good american citizens living with us in Canada—indeed, in one case, one of
them had been made a Gm of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia. in minnesota, the question was laid before the
Gm in 1921, who ruled that citizenship was not a prerequisite to admission, it is, on the other hand, rather a com-
pliment to the Craft when so many brethren in our good neighbours to the south think that freemasonry is such a
wonderful society that only citizens of the united states should enjoy its privileges in that country. apparently they
have never heard of the part played by mW Brother elwood evans, a pGm of Washington territory, in the formation
of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia.

in Connecticut in 1928, in a questionnaire to be signed by a person desirous of joining a Lodge, the applicant is
asked if he is a citizen of the united states, although the answer does not affect his eligibility. the reviewer very
pertinently, some might say impertinently, asked: “Why ask it?” in illinois in 1927, the Committee on Legislation
recommended that every candidate for the degrees should be a citizen of the united states, and this was made law
in the jurisdiction in 1928. the Gm of south Carolina was asked if an alien could be made a mason and, in reply, as
the reviewer puts it, he answered: “yes—in five lines clear across the page.”

freemasonry and the Roman catholic church
some interesting questions came up during this decade as to whether a member of the roman Catholic Church can
be a freemason. in California in 1920, this question arose and the reviewer for the jurisdiction gave his opinion that
freemasonry as an organization had no quarrel with the roman Catholic Church, while the one in Wisconsin, with
whom the reviewer agreed, stated that a believer in Christianity as taught by that Church may be a good freemason.
Whether he would be a good Catholic or not is a question for that Church to determine. there is one case in the
record books of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia where the mayor of the city in which Grand Lodge met came
to the Lodge room and welcomed the members of the Craft. in his address, he gave high praise to the work it was
doing and left Grand Lodge with a smile. He was a lifelong member of the roman Catholic Church. it was suggested
that the secrecy of the Craft conflicts with the rules of the Church, which bars its members from freemasonry; there-
fore, it appears quite clear that a conscientious man cannot be both a member of the roman Catholic Church and a
freemason. as evidence of this, there are in British Columbia two cases, (1) where the dGm, mr. Justice mcCreight,
who was within one step of the Gm’s chair, could not continue because he had embraced the roman Catholic faith
and immediately severed his connection with the fraternity, and (2) the Wm of united service Lodge no. 24, who
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vacated his office and severed his connection with the Craft for the same reason.
in florida in 1926, the Gm correctly said that there is nothing in masonic law that would prohibit a roman

Catholic from becoming a freemason, and that probably the great stumbling block between the Church and the
Craft is that we have certain secrets which a conscientious freemason would not impart to the Church, even if he
were desired to do so.

“profane” or “Non-Mason”
a recommendation was made by the Gm of mississippi in 1927 that the term “non-mason” should be used to 
designate one who is not a member of the Craft and not a “profane”, a special committee to which the question
was referred gave a noncommittal answer amounting to this: “non-mason’’ is, from a modern point of view, the
proper term, considering the ordinary meaning of the word “profane’’ at the present time. on the other hand, among
masons, the word has always been used in the sense of being “uninitiated’’, the reviewer supposes that, in other
words, if you are among freemasons, use the old word; among those who are not members of the Craft, the other.

Masonic Trials
in ireland in 1926, the rule was, and has at all times been, that it is contrary to masonic practice to allow decisions
of the civil courts to be made the subject of further dispute between brethren before either Grand Lodge or any of
its Boards or Committees—such decisions must be accepted as final and cannot be reviewed by any masonic tribunal.
the reviewer commented on this, and said that the ruling was contrary to the general masonic practice on this 
continent. all authorities in america of which he had knowledge hold that a charge against a Brother cannot be 
received unless the accuser is a member of the Craft in good standing; and it is also generally held, but not unani-
mously, that action by a civil court does not preclude action by a Lodge.

Member Distinction
the Gm in 1927 refused to approve a by-law which provided that non-residents should be divided into two classes,
those who were raised in the Lodge and those who were affliated, giving the former class a preference in the matter
of dues.

Masonic cemetery
some questions arose to the standing of the masonic Cemetery at vancouver and its connection with the fraternity,
at the annual Communication held in vancouver on June 21, 1928, an account was given of the origin, progress
and position of the cemetery, but the report for that year does not reproduce the statements made on that occasion.
However, in that year, the Gm, in his address, made the position clear. it is not a commercial enterprise—it is owned,
controlled and operated by an elected Board of executives. the privilege of burial in the consecrated masonic Ceme-
tery is open to all members of the Craft and their families. By a system of perpetual care, the Board guarantees that
the graves and surroundings will always be in keeping with the traditions of the fraternity, that the cemetery had
no connection with Grand Lodge is made quite clear by a statement made by the reviewer in his report on foreign
Correspondence for 1930 dealing with the reviewer for illinois for 1929, who spoke of the Grand Lodge of British
Columbia maintaining a most excellent cemetery, when the reviewer corrected him by stating that the Grand Lodge
of British Columbia maintained no cemetery of any description. the one in question is a cemetery maintained by
freemasons for freemasons, and only that.

Monthly circular
in 1922, acacia Lodge no. 22 asked Grand Lodge to recommend that all Lodges in districts 12 and 13 be requested
to support and make use of the monthly circular by having the names of their candidates placed thereon. the Com-
mittee on petitions was in favour of the request of acacia Lodge, and recommended that, where the Lodges in any
district deem it advisable to issue such a circular, all Lodges under dispensation be required to support such service,
but without paying any part of the cost,

in 1926, Zenith Lodge no. 104 at vancouver requested Grand Lodge to make a ruling regarding the use of a 
circular by all the Lodges in districts 12, 13 and 14, and to direct that all Lodges in those districts be instructed to
publish (1) the name, age, occupation and address of all applicants for membership; (2) that the names should appear
in the circular at least 30 days prior to receiving a degree; and (3) that a candidate was not to be initiated unless his
name had appeared therein. the Committee on petitions, to which the matter was referred, was somewhat dubious
as to the course to be pursued. it was of the opinion that while such a circular might be of use in some districts, the
greatest care should be taken in its preparation and circulation, and no such circular was to be sent out until its form
and manner of circulation should have been submitted to and approved by the Gm. the members of the committee
felt that its use should not be made obligatory on any Lodge, and Grand Lodge upheld the decision of the 
committee.
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Zenith Lodge was not satisfied with the action of Grand Lodge in the matter of circulars, and in 1927 the Lodge
filed another protest with Grand Lodge, making reference to the first one and to its failure to secure any improve-
ment which would make the circular fulfil its undoubted usefulness. the communication urged Grand Lodge to
pass the necessary order to all Lodges in the jurisdiction under the same three provisions above, plus two additional
ones: (1) that the order should apply to all petitioners for initiation or affiliation (and in the latter cases to include
the name of the last or present Lodge) for circulation among the Lodges; and (2) that the Grs should notify the
Lodge that such name has or has not 
appeared on the circular of a certain date
when making his report regarding the candi-
date’s name being clear or otherwise on the
Black List. the communication also pointed
out that this matter had come up in 1922
when a communication from acacia Lodge
no, 22 had been received asking that all the
Lodges in districts 12 and 13 should support
and make use of the monthly circular by hav-
ing the names of their candidates placed
thereon. the Committee on petitions recom-
mended that, where Lodges working under
concurrent jurisdiction deem it advisable to
issue such a circular, all Lodges under dis-
pensation be requested to support such serv-
ice, but that such Lodges (while ud) be not
required to subscribe to the cost of it. this
was adopted by Grand Lodge.

now Zenith Lodge wanted the rule made
applicable to all the Lodges in Greater vancouver and were not going to take “no” for an answer. the Committee
on Constitution refused to act as Zenith Lodge had demanded, and Grand Lodge supported the committee.

Grand Lodge Reports
in 1922, Kilwinning Lodge no. 59 at vancouver applied to Grand Lodge asking that each Lodge should receive one
copy of the annual printed proceedings of Grand Lodge before the first of may in each year for each ten members
of the Lodge. the Grs explained that the practice was to supply copies of the proceedings to any brethren who de-
sired to read them so long as the supply lasted, and Grand Lodge took no action at that time, in oklahoma in 1926,
three copies were sent to each Grand Lodge with which they exchanged one bound and two paper-covered. two
paper-bound copies to each of the Lodge secretaries, and one each to the Grand Lodge officers and committeemen,
and one to each pGm and each ddGm. the reviewer for iowa pointed out that in england anyone who wanted a
copy of the proceedings had to ask for it and pay the required fee, but in iowa those who wished to have a copy
only had to ask for it and paid no fee, and he was not convinced that a fee should be charged, but apparently he
failed to notice that at that time British Columbia did not recommend the extraction of a fee either.

publicity for Masonic Matters
there had always been a question as to what publicity should be given to the press concerning matters pertaining
to the Craft, and as to what may be published and what must not. the Gm, in June, 1930, said, inter alia, that the
rule as set out in section 165 of the Book of Constitutions must be strictly adhered to; that it has no reference to 
biographies or obituaries, but only deals with matters which occur in the Lodge room.

Libraries
the Gm for 1930 gave an extensive account of the Library Board which had just been set up under the chairmanship
of Brother f. J. Bayfield of Western Gate Lodge no. 48. some of the main objectives were: the formation of a 
circulating Library throughout the province; getting more books; compiling a curriculum and directory of studies;
furnishing all Lodges with the result of the labours of the study groups; and, later, creating a centre of masonic
learning, with possibly a “research Lodge” in the near future. many lectures had been delivered by members of
the Board. 114

Lodge funds, use of
in iowa in 1926, the Gm ruled that Lodge funds could be used only for Lodge purposes. the reviewer, perhaps the
best informed of all Lodge officials, said that so long as a Lodge paid its debts and had something for charity the
disposal of the rest of its funds was its own business. Good old virginia’s Gm, in 1927, nearly agreed with the re-
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viewer, but with a slight difference. He said that a Lodge had the right to dispose of its funds as it deemed best, 
according to masonic usage and custom.

physical perfection of candidates
this should be properly called physical Qualifications for admission to freemasonry. it was one of the requirements
necessary for admission to the fraternity when it was an operative body that the applicant should be able to learn
and to practice the work of an operative mason, and when it became a speculative body the requirement continued.
mackey, in his Encyclopaedia of Freemasonry (phila, 1898), a recognized authority, refers to several authorities of which
one is cited here, that of one of the General Charges of 1722 which is necessary for an applicant for admission to
comply with, viz.,

“that he must have no maim or defect in his body that may render him incapable of learning the
art, of serving his master’s Lord and being made a brother. and although few jurists have been
disposed to interpret this law with unauthorized laxity, the general spirit of the institution, and of
all its authorities, is to observe it rigidly.”

in ordinary times this regulation made little difficulty, but in the 1920’s and 1930’s the times were not ordinary. one
of the Great Wars had been raging and many of the finest men in the country had been wounded and mutilated.
the Craft wanted them, and they wanted the Craft. the Gms did the best they could; if a candidate was in such a
condition that he could comply with the requirements of the degrees he was passed; if not, he had to be rejected.
thus, the Grand master in 1921 refused a candidate who had his left foot amputated, but passed one who had lost
part of his toes. the Gm in 1922 passed a person who had been wounded in the right arm if he could use his arm
and the fingers sufficiently to enable him to comply with the requirements of the ritual; and another whose left leg
was, as the result of a fracture, some inches shorter than the right, if he could comply with such requirements. on
the other hand, the Gm felt himself compelled to bar one who had lost his left hand and part of the left forearm,
and also one who had lost his left arm to the shoulder, and one whose right thumb had been amputated above the
knuckle. all these rulings were approved by Grand Lodge.

the Gm in 1923 had the largest number of refusals to make, and those who knew him sympathized with him in
having to do so. one was the loss of the left hand at the wrist; another the amputation of the right arm above the
elbow; a disability that prevented kneeling; an artificial leg below the knee; and an anchylosed leg.

However, the Gms of British Columbia were not as severe as was the case in some other jurisdictions, the 
reviewer referred to a case in texas in 1921 where a man who had been entered and passed later met with an acci-
dent which deprived him of one of his hands, it was held by the Gm that he was not entitled to be raised, which
was not the rule in British Columbia and many other jurisdictions.

the usual puzzles on this question continued to arise in British Columbia as in other jurisdictions. sympathy
for the afflicted fought against the rules of the organization as sent down through the ages. an interesting illustration
of this appeared in florida in 1925, where the Grand master had denied all requests for dispensations permitting
the acceptance of petitions from “dismembered” applicants, notwithstanding that his Grand Lodge had adopted a
recommendation to accept the petitions of men having slight deformities who could conform to the requirements
of the Craft by the use of artificial substitutes. the Gm of florida admitted his sympathy in such cases, but pointed
out that there are certain Landmarks, and one of these is that an applicant for admission must be sound of body
and not maimed. these essentials were insisted upon by the Gm in three cases in his address to Grand Lodge in
1926. the Gm of 1927 refused to accept (a) one who had a stiff knee which prevented him from kneeling on it and
also prevented the affected one being brought into position when kneeling on the other; (b) the loss of three fingers
of the right hand, leaving only the thumb and the index finger. He said that we often think of such defects in terms
of ritualistic requirements and modes of recognition, but ancient usage and the possibility of increased responsibility
are also factors,

the Gm in 1930 approved the admission of an applicant whose right hand fell forward at the wrist, but he was
able to give the necessary signs and grips. another case which appeared to have been in all fours with the one
refused by the Gm in 1927 was rejected. in that same year, the Gm of alberta permitted the initiation of three candi-
dates who could conform to the ritual by the use of artificial limbs, but refused admission of a blind man “but only
after very serious consideration.” the Gm of new Zealand in 1928 gave a similar decision in a similar case, but in
this case the matter went before the Grand Lodge for the final decision.

in 1930 the Gm, on the other hand, held that the loss of four fingers of the left hand did not disqualify a petitioner,
and the Committee on the address made no comment. the reviewer of foreign Correspondence thought the matter
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of such importance that the entire proceedings of the new Zealand incident were inserted at length in the 
proceedings for 1930, and there is little doubt that he was right. 115

Non-Affiliated Brethren
the reviewer for utah in 1924 criticized the ruling of the Gm for 1922 that a non-affiliate is in good standing. the
reviewer explained that that depends on what is meant by “good standing’. the Brother is not in good standing in
his Lodge, nor is he entitled to Lodge privileges. on the other hand, he is in good standing in the Craft, and retains
such privileges as accrue from membership in the Craft, as distinct from those resulting from membership in a
Lodge. if, for example, a non-affiliate is not in good standing, how can a Lodge receive and act upon his request for
affiliation?

Masonic clubs
British Columbia had a masonic senate which went out of existence when the Gm frowned on it. the Gm for 1925
was more friendly to associations. true, they were not using the name “masonic”. in his address to Grand Lodge,
he referred to the fact that in several of the cities of the jurisdiction the local past masters had formed themselves
into an association to the great benefit of the Craft. the formation of these associations went far toward preserving
for the Craft much useful service, and he strongly recommended the formation of such organizations in all our cities
and districts whenever possible. Grand Lodge is said to have shown no sign of fright.

in 1925, the brethren at mayo, yukon territory, had formed a club, the name of which included the word ‘ma-
sonic’. the Gm did not approve of this considering the action of the Gm in 1921 in connection with a club in van-
couver. apparently this disapproval did not extend to the club itself, as he advised yukon Lodge no. 45 to assist
and guide the brethren at mayo in carrying on relief.

Dispensation for Re-Ballot
one of the acts of the Gm for 1930 was seriously considered by the Committee on the Gm’s address, and very prop-
erly so. the facts of the matter are not set out in the committee’s report, but there was no reason why they should
not be made public. united service Lodge no. 24 at esquimalt had an ancient and venerable ballot box. a very pop-
ular young man in esquimalt applied for membership in the Lodge, and his petition was approved and sent to the
ballot. to the surprise of all, there were several black balls. nothing could be done but declare his application re-
jected. the Wm did so, and the Lodge was closed in the usual way. after the Lodge was closed, a number of the
brethren remained to talk over the affair, and one of them picked up the old ballot box and had another look at it.
in moving it around, it was found that it was in such a condition that, in handling it, the black balls could pass from
one compartment to the other without any assistance other than the movement of the box as it was carried around
the Lodge. this explained the mystery of the black balls. shortly after, an application was made to the Gm for a dis-
pensation to enable a new ballot to be taken.

the question arose as to whether a new ballot could be taken, even by an order of the Gm. the declaration of
the Wm had been made. the Lodge members, most of them, had gone home before the discovery of the defects in
the ballot box had been discovered. the applicant for admission had been turned down owing to a defective ballot
box, and by no fault of his. the right of the Gm to interfere in such a case was doubtful. of course, the matter might
stand over for another year, but it was doubtful if the candidate would want to join a Lodge after having once been
black balled. there was, however, one way to act which was certainly within the law and would be fair to the ap-
plicant, and that was to give a dispensation allowing the candidate to make a new application without waiting for
one year to elapse after the date of his first application. the refusal was no fault of the applicant, but wholly of the
Lodge, which should keep its paraphernalia in proper condition, this course was followed, and the applicant was
accepted. in the 1926 proceedings there appears a quote from the reviewer for nevada, quoting from iowa, in which
he “approved without qualification” the action taken in British Columbia. He said:

“the dispensation to reballot is now the rare exception and no longer the habit . . . after the ballot
has been declared and the Lodge closed, as Brother mackey wisely said, no human authority should
lend aid to its reversal.”

in the same year in milwaukee, the Gm of that jurisdiction decided that where the result of the ballot was dark, and
it had been so declared by the Wm, the secretary had made record of it, and the Lodge closed, the ballot must stand.

payment of Delegates to the Grand Lodge
in 1921, the Gm brought before Grand Lodge the question of the payment of expenses of some or all the delegates
to the annual Communications. if that could not be done, the expenses of one delegate might be paid by Grand
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Lodge, possibly the W master. in this way, all the Lodges would be assured of representation. the suggestion did
not meet with the approval of the Committee on the address, and the matter was dropped. the matter was brought
up in Grand Lodge on several occasions, but was not approved. as a sidelight on the problem, the reviewer points
out that in montana in 1925 a jurisdiction with a membership of 19-975, and where such payments were made,
found itself in financial difficulties, to which the reviewer says: “We do not and are not.”

the matter took definite form in the Grand Lodge of British Columbia in 1926 when a resolution was introduced
for the payment of the travelling expenses of repre- sentatives attending Grand Lodge. the matter was discussed at
length and, in the end, the resolution was rejected by the Grand Lodge.

Order of the Eastern Star
there was compatatively little reference to the order of the eastern star during the decade 1921 to 1930 in the 
proceedings of Grand Lodge. the Board of General purposes in england decided not to recognize the order in any
way. it said flatly that no freemason may attend any non-masonic meeting of which masonry by direct implica-
tion is introduced, or to participate in any ceremony which is quasi-masonic and under unauthorized auspices. the
secretary, or any member of a Lodge, who gives to anyone outside, and particularly to a non-mason, information
on masonic matters known to him because of his masonic connection commits a breach of discipline which, when
proved, will be severely dealt with.

nova scotia does not exactly say what it would do if all masonic insignia were removed, whether Grand Lodge
would object to the order meeting in a masonic Lodge room. the Grand Lodge of tennessee ruled that a mason
who was also a member of the eastern star was at liberty to inform a Chapter of the eastern star of the fact that two
of its members had been suspended from membership in the Lodge.

the Grand Lodge of pennsylvania in 1921 would have nothing to do with the order of the eastern star, or any
other organization consisting of both sexes. in an edict, the Gm refused to allow any freemason in his jurisdiction
to be identified with not only the eastern star but with any co-masonic body whatever; and anyone already a mem-
ber of any such body was required to sever his connection therewith within six months and to file a stipulation in
writing with the secretary of his respective Lodge to the effect that he had abandoned all allegiance thereto.

towards the end of the decade most Grand Lodges appeared to have made up their minds as to whether it was
masonic or not. in Carolina in 1926, the order seemed to have become a part of freemasonry:

“the order of the eastern star has developed wonderfully in the last few years, and masonry should
accord all proper co-operation to this branch of freemasonry.”

on the other hand, the Grand Lodge in ontario in 1928 was greatly worried about the organization, and quoted
from the scottish report in reference thereto. the report pointed out that while perhaps the eastern star does not
pretend to be masonic, it does to some extent make masonry a prerequisite to membership, and in making the claim
to be co-workers with masonry, they tacitly represent that they have in some way or other received the sanction
and approval of the Craft.

in Western australia in 1928-29, the Board of General purposes reported to its Grand Lodge, and recommended
that no freemason of that jurisdiction be permitted to attend any meeting of, or to be a member of, the order of the
eastern star, and that no meeting of it was to be permitted in any Lodge room, thus putting that Grand Lodge in
the same category with the united Grand Lodge of england and the Grand Lodge of pennsylvania.

in alberta in 1930, the Gm declined to welcome the Grand Chapter of the order of the eastern star when it met
in edmonton.

Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite
as one of our historians has facetiously put it, this has nothing to do with the “old scotch Work” of our good friend
rW Brother William stewart of ashlar Lodge no. 3 at nanaimo, but it refers to the ancient and accepted scottish
rite, one of the Concordant orders which has attached itself to the Craft and to which so many of the brethren be-
long, in many instances at great cost to the original Craft masonry. in the proceedings for the Grand Lodge of mon-
tana in 1925, the reviewer for virginia for 1927 noted a visit to the Grand Lodge of montana by the inspector-General
of the a & a rite, who delivered himself of this choice item of pseudo-history:

“the supreme Council of the southern Jurisdiction, as also of the northern Jurisdiction of the united
states, has entrusted to your (the Grand Lodge) keeping the teachings of the first three degrees of Masonry,
and we have in the grand century that has passed been so satisfied with the work that has been
done by the Grand Lodges, that we have never had occasion to even suggest that the original agree-
ment should be set aside.’ (the italics are those of mW Brother robie L. reid, late Grand 
Historian.)
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one pGm—an active member of the rite—labels this to be one of the rarest and most delightful pieces of bigotry
and misconception .

proper Dress
the Gm in 1921 remarked upon the fact that, in visiting a small Lodge, the officers were all in evening dress, and
on enquiry he was advised that it was a settled practice of the Lodge that the officers should be so clothed. He did
not suggest that all Lodges should have the same rule, but he did think that most of the brethren were too lax about
their appearance at Lodge. He said:

“a freemason should have the same respect for his Lodge as the devout churchman for his church,
and should in his dress, contribute as much as he can, to the dignity and grace of the Lodge 
meeting.”

He further spoke of the necessity of admitting to the ranks of freemasonry only those who are moral and upright,
and who will reflect credit on the order; and pointed out that freemasonry is not designed to make men good, that
being the function of the church, freemasonry only hopes to make good men better.

The Gavels of the Grand Masters
it appears that the members of Grand Lodge were not pleased with the condition of the gavel being used by the

Gm in ruling that august body. the records do not show in what particular it was defective (later examination in-
dicated that it had been “beaten up” and was not the sort of implement of office to “beat up” the members of a
Grand Lodge), but a motion was passed on June 24, 1921 “authorizing the Grand treasurer to purchase a suitable
gavel for the Grand master’s use.” the gavel was presented to the Gm at the next annual Communication in 1922.
it was of ivory, beautifully engraved and satisfactory to everyone. much legend has grown around this beautiful
“symbol of authority”, but there is little
doubt that it came from the tusk of a
mastodon found in the arctic areas of
Canada.

in 1927, Grand Lodge received another
gavel for its Gms when Brother Charles e.
Blaney, on his return from a trip to the
Holy Land, presented a gavel made from
stone taken from King solomon’s mines.
the head of this gavel being quite fragile,
it is kept in the archives of Grand Lodge.

peace Arch Dedication
the meeting of King solomon Lodge no.
17 on september 6, 1921, was held on the
evening of the day on which the “peace
arch” at Blaine, Washington, was dedi-
cated and opened. the Lodge meeting that
evening assumed an international charac-
ter, inasmuch as mW Brother James H. Begg, pGm of the Grand Lodge of the state of Washington, and several dis-
tinguished brethren of that jurisdiction were present by invitation of “King solomon”. the spirit of the day,” peace”,
was strongly in evidence in the speeches at the banquet table, and the part that freemasonry had taken in the glorious
past of over one hundred years of peace between Canada and the united states was emphasized.

Armistice Night, 1921
a meeting of all the Lodges of victoria district 1 was held on armistice night, november 11, 1921, under the auspices
of saint andrew’s Lodge no. 49, the Gm attended the meeting, which was a memorable one with some 400 brethren
attending and 107 of them having seen service ‘overseas’. as these War Heroes were assembled about the altar, each
one introduced himself, giving his name, the Lodge of which he was a member, and the battalion in which he had
seen service. the programme of the evening was almost entirely in the hands of brethren who had served in the
Canadian expeditionary forces.

What Volume of the Sacred Law?
the Gm in 1923 was asked to advise as to what book should be used to obligate a Hebrew so that it would be binding
as it should be. He replied that, while not agreeing that an obligation taken by an applicant on the old and new
testaments bound together would not be binding, he was of the opinion that in deference to his religious views the
obligation for a Hebrew should be taken on the old testament only. this decision did not please the reviewer for
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maine (1923) who could not understand how the “Great Light” could be divided. in comment, the reviewer said
that the “Great Light” in British Columbia is the volume of the sacred Law, by, whatever name it might be known,
being for each candidate the volume which contains for him the revealed will of God. no confusion should exist
because deference is shown for the religious beliefs of those who are not Christians, nor is there any possibility of a
cleavage on religious or racial grounds. the reviewer for north Carolina (1924) fully approved the law laid down
by the Gm of British Columbia, the Gm for 1925 ruled that there was no regulation either in the General masonic
Law or of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia preventing a Lodge receiving petitions from persons of any nation-
ality whatever, but he said:

“in the case of applicants not of the white race, however, particular care should be taken to satisfy
yourself that the candidate can comply with the only religious test imposed by our laws, namely,
that he holds and acknowledges a belief in one God.”

Sir Arthur currie in Quebec
it is interesting to note that at the 53rd annual Communication of the Grand Lodge of Quebec at montreal on feb-
ruary 14, 1923, a bronze tablet to the memory of the members of the Craft in that province who had fallen in World
War i was unveiled by the Gm, mW Brother Charles mcBurney. in the course of the ceremony, an address was 
delivered by rW Brother sir arthur Currie, CB, KCB, GCmG, of vancouver and Quadra Lodge no. 2 at victoria.

The cairn at Barkerville
at the instigation of Cariboo Lodge no. 4, the Historical sites Commission of Canada decided to erect a cairn in

Barkerville to the memory of the early pioneers, to commem-
orate and mark the northern end of the Cariboo road. on 
august 10, 1929, the ddGm for district 4 accompanied the
Gm to Barkerville for the purpose of unveiling the cairn.
Brother fred W. Howay, of King solomon Lodge no. 17 at
new Westminster, represented the Historical sites Commis-
sion and played a leading
role in the proceedings.
the Gm reported to
Grand Lodge in June, 1930
that:
“i was particularly de-
lighted to be able to visit
Cariboo Lodge no. 4 at
Barkerville . . . the Cairn
erected that day . . . to
mark the end of the Cari-
boo road, and to preserve
the memory of the pio-
neers of the sixties, was
unveiled. as the Cere-
mony was sponsored by
the Cariboo Lodge, i was
invited, as Grand master,
to participate therein. the occasion brought to Barkerville
practically all the survivors of the early days of Cariboo, and
a most interesting re-union brought pleasure to all who at-
tended. in the evening, at the meeting of the Lodge, there
were visitors from all parts of the province, and from other

Jurisdictions from montreal to alaska, and a pleasant evening was spent by all.” 116

Who pays for the Drinks?
it was a gala night in a certain Lodge in 1929, and some intoxicating beverages had been purchased which had been
kept in a hotel room for the entertainment of the members and their visitors, the by-laws of the Lodge provided
that refreshments should be ordered by the stewards, and that no intoxicants should be included. no intoxicating
liquors should be allowed in the refreshment room of the Lodge. in this case, intoxicating beverages had been 
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august 10, 1929, by Harry Jones. the original
plaque is in storage in Barkerville.



ordered by the Board of General purposes, and were not used in any rooms connected with the Lodge. under these
circumstances the Wm had ruled that Lodge funds could be used in payment for such refreshments, and the Gm
decided that the action of the Lodge was not illegal and that the funds could be used in payment.

Expenses of the Grand Masters
a yearly allowance had been made by Grand Lodge to cover the Grand masters’ expenses in visiting Lodges. in
1926, progress Lodge no. 87 at vancouver proposed that Grand Lodge increase this allowance to $1,000. the Com-
mittee on finance did not agree with the proposal and the allowance remained as it was, except that since then in-
stead of calling it an “Honorarium” it has been labelled “expenses”.

A Lesson in Latin
the reviewer and his colleague in manitoba had a humorous contest over their knowledge in Latin. the manitoba
reviewer (1928) spoke of the Grand Lodge officers in British Columbia being installed by pGm Burd, and says:

“the Grand secretary indulges in a touch of high-brow stuff and informs us that they were installed
‘secandum artem’. upon looking this up my dictionary gives as its meaning ‘according to role; sci-
entifically’, Well, for the sake of those Brethren in manitoba who know mW Bro. Burd, and the
credit of my home town down east, where he once resided, i hope it is all true.”

the reviewer had the last word and said it sounded ambiguous, but he assured his manitoba friend “as an installing
officer that mW Bro. Burd is ‘facilis princeps’,” and leaves him to look up his dictionary again.

The closing Word Is ‘Service’
to bid farewell to this period in the life of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia, one cannot do better than mark the
closing words of admonition of the Gm to Grand Lodge on June 19, 1930:

“one thing will i say. no mason can be a bigot either within or without the Lodge. tolerance is a
masonic virtue, for upon that is built our whole structure of peace and harmony; and a masonic
Lodge in which harmony does not prevail is entirely unmasonic. avoid particularly in your frater-
nal intercourse, all political or religious wrangling which can, in the least degree, interfere with
your masonic intercourse. make your watchword ‘service’, not merely in your relations in the
Lodge or with the Brotherhood; but remember that you owe duties as well without the Craft as
within it, and that you are bound, as a mason, to give your best in those relations which you bear
to your family, the community in which you live, and the Country of which you form a part. as
the antient Charges put it, “Lest the Craft be put to shame’.
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c H A p T E R  14
DEpRESSION, WAR AGAIN AND DEcLINING MEMBERSHIp 1931 TO 1940

By the end of the previous decade, the good times enjoyed by British Columbia were to come to an end. in the early
months of 1929, all previous records in the head-long rush of prosperity had been shattered, but by october over
the entire continent, and in fact the whole world, the gathering storm of one financial disaster after another took
place. unemployment had skyrocketed beyond belief and freemasonry began to experience substantial reductions
in the membership. in British Columbia, the number of members declined from the 1930 high at december 31 of
15,577 to 13,305 at the same point in time in 1943, when the downward trend was arrested. many members lost their
standing as mms because they simply could not pay their dues, and before the downward trend could be stopped
Canada found herself once again drawn into another World Conflict.

during this period of economic crisis in commerce, finance and industry which was characterized by falling
prices, restrictions of credit, contraction of production and rising unemployment, it was only natural that freema-
sonry should feel the adverse effects along with the rest of the social structures of the world. in British Columbia,
only five new Lodges were established during the decade 1931 to 1940, and most of them during the last five years,
while many of the older ones had grave difficulties in surviving financially. a second World Conflict began on sep-
tember 1, 1939, when Germany, without any declaration, invaded poland, after which the membership continued
to decline but at a much slower rate, so that by the cessation of hostilities in 1945, two sizable increases had been
recorded, 146 in 1944 and 612 in 1945.

The “Dirty Thirties”
this period in the economic and social history of British Columbia, as in almost every corner of the globe, is known
as the “dirty thirties”. it brought very strenuous times to the province and many difficulties were encountered by
the Lodge and by the Grand Lodge. the Gms were called upon to extend moral support and advice and to give 
encouragement and cheer to the masters and other officers in meeting their difficulties during this very depressing
period.

in June, 1940, the first annual Communication of Grand Lodge following the outbreak of World War ii met in
new Westminster, when the Gm welcomed the brethren with mixed feelings of sorrow, of pride and of pleasure:

“With sorrow for the reason that many of the flower of our land have been called to take up arms in
the defence of the grand principles upon which our order is founded. perhaps in no respect has
the masonic influence been exerted, in days gone by, to better and nobler purposes than the age-
long struggle for liberty and freedom in the world, and these principles for which our forefathers
fought, bled and died are again threatened. With pride because of the signal honour placed upon
me in this exalted position. With pleasure because we are convened in this ancient and historic city,
the first Capital of British Columbia,”

the decade ended of course with an upsurge in the economy brought about by the needs of war, but in an at-
mosphere of more than considerable apprehension, fear and disruption in the everyday life of the citizens. the war
was reaching a very high tempo and there seemed little or no hope in the prospect of its early termination.

Grand Masters 1931 to 1940
the Gms during the decade 1931 to 1940 hailed from mainly the professions, with three from the practice of medicine
and three from the practice of Law, while their geographical distribution over the southern portion of the province
was excellent. they included: the first Canadian salesman to go overseas to the antipodes and businessman in the
province, president of the Board of trade, former mayor of penticton and penticton Citizen of the year; a Barrister
and solicitor; a member of the medical profession and medical officer to the paper Company at powell river; a
member of the legal profession; an administrator of a War veterans’ Hospital; a member of the legal profession; a
doctor of divinity of the united Church cum presbyterian persuasion; a member of the medical profession, surgeon
and former member of the Legislative assembly; a member of the medical profession of sterling influence in the
community, War veteran (1914-18), former member of the Legislative assembly and mayor of the City of nanaimo;
and a merchant cum farmer, president of the vancouver Crematorium society. the Grand masters who presided
over the Grand Lodge of antient, free and accepted masons of British Columbia during the period 1931 to 1940
were: 
53rd — mW Brother Henry Benjamin morley, from his installation on June 19, 1931 to June 24, 1932; 
54th — mW Brother James edward Beck, from his installation on June 24, 1932 to June 23, 1933; 
55th — mW Brother dr. andrew Henderson, from his installation on June 23, 1933 to June 21, 1934; 
56th — mW Brother George Livingstone Cassady, from his installation on June 21, 1934 to June 20, 1935; s
57th — mW Brother George Cleveland derby, from his installation on June 20, 1935 to June 19, 1936; 
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58th — mW Brother samuel mcClure, from his installation on June 19, 1936 to June 18, 1937; 
59th — mW Brother rev. James sutherland Henderson, from his installation on June 18, 1937 to June 24, 1938; 
60th — mW Brother Charles morgan Kingston, from his installation on June 24, 1938 to June 23, 1939; 
61st — mW Brother dr. George arthur Benjamin Hall, from his installation on June 23, 1939 to June 21, 1940; 
62nd— mW Brother William robert simpson, from his installation on June 21, 1940 to June 20, 1941.

communications of Grand Lodge
the annual Communications of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia during the decade 1931 to 1940 were again
well distributed, with new Westminster getting the call three times-1931, 1935 and 1940; with vancouver and victoria
getting the honour twice each--1932 and 1937, and 1933 and 1939 respectively; and one each was held in powell
river (1934), nanaimo (1936) and nelson (1938).

the emergent Communications of Grand Lodge during the decade numbered only 16, one of which was held
in vancouver on may 30, 1933 for the purpose of receiving and honouring the Grand masters of alberta, Washington
and oregon. there were 5 emergent Communications held in 1930-31; 3 in 1932-33; 2 each in 1931-32, 1933-34, 1936-
37 and 1937-38. no emergent Communications were held in the years 1934-35, 1935-36, 1938-39, and 1939-40, there
were 9 meetings held for the constitution and consecration of new Lodges; 5 for the laying of cornerstones of new
buildings, and 2 for the purpose of dedicating mew masonic Halls. the geographical distribution was, roughly
speaking: victoria and vancouver island, none; Lower mainland and fraser valley, 6; Kootenays and okanagan, 6;
and northern parts and West Coast, 4.

Senior Grand Warden Dies in Office
on march 22, 1936, rW Brother thomas sanderson was suddenly called from his earthly labours to a Higher sphere.
He had been raised in mount Hermon Lodge no, 7 at vancouver on november 9, 1909, and remained a member
until 1914 when he dimitted. He had been a founding member of park Lodge no. 63 at Central park in 1911, was its
first sW and occupied the master’s Chair in 1914, He took an active part in the formation of Lions’ Gate “the Lum-
berman’s” Lodge no. 115 at vancouver and was its first master in 1927. He was elected JGW in 1934 and sGW in
1935.

New Lodges
the “dirty thirties”, as they have been rightly named, saw very little activity in the number of new Lodges warranted
by the Grand Lodge of British Columbia due, of course, to the period of depression that quickly followed the high
level of the economy of the “twenties” and then to be followed by the second World Conflict. in fact, only five new
Lodges were constituted during the period 1931 to 1940, all of them being relatively strong, healthy Lodges with
well over a hundred members each and substantial assets in funds and property. four of the Lodges adopted the
Canadian work for their ritual, and one adopted the emulation work.

Kitselas No. 123
the ddGm for district 12, prince rupert, reported visiting a Lodge of instruction at terrace, situated on the skeena
river, and a junction point on the Cnry some ninety-five miles to the east of prince rupert, on october 27, 1930.
He found the work eminently satisfactory, recommending that a dispensation be issued for a Lodge at terrace. His
first recommendation was ignored by the Gm, and he again recommended that the dispensation be granted, but
there is no reference to the matter in the Gm’s address to Grand Lodge or in the report of the Committee on 
Warranted Lodges. in his address to Grand Lodge in June, 1932, the Gm states that “after enquiry and consideration,
i decided to grant a dispensation (march 10, 1932) to the Brethren at terrace to open a new Lodge,” this action
came only after a very strong recommendation by the next ddGm of the district after a further investigation. the
ddGm for disteict 12 at prince rupert instituted the Lodge on april 21, 1932, and on June 23, 1932 the Committee
on Warranted Lodges recommended that the dispensation be continued for another year. on september 14, 1932,
the new ddGm visited the Lodge and recommended that a warrant be granted. the charter was granted on June
22, 1933 by Grand Lodge. the Lodge was constituted and consecrated by the ddGm for the district, under a Com-
mission from the Gm, at an emergent Communication of Grand Lodge held in the masonic Hall at terrace as Kitselas
Lodge no. 123 on september 15, 1933. it took its name from the nearby “people of the Canyon”, and used the Cana-
dian work for its ritual.

Southern Gate No. 124
the next Lodge to be established was at oliver, located at the southern end of the okanagan valley, some fifteen
miles from the united states boundary. the dispensation was issued by the Gm on november 6, 1935, and the Lodge
was instituted by the ddGm of district 10, south okanagan, on the same day. on June 18, 1936, the Committee on
Warranted Lodges recommended that a charter be granted. the Lodge was constituted and consecrated on august
12, 1936 by mW Brother H. B. morley, pGm, under a Commission from the Gm, at an emergent Communication of
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Grand Lodge held at the anglican Church at oliver. it was named as southern Gate Lodge no. 124 at oliver, and
the officers were duly installed, the Lodge took its name from the location of the town, which is close to the southern
gateway to the okanagan valley from the united states. it uses the Canadian work for its ritual.

Emulation No, 125
for the next Lodge, one must journey to the Kootenay Country and the valley of the mighty Columbia river, just
before it wends its way south across the united states border—to the Consolidated mining and smelter city of trail.
on march 3, 1936, the Gm granted a dispensation for a Lodge, which was instituted by the ddGm of district 7,
Boundary, on march 27, 1936, as emulation Lodge at trail. on June 18, 1936, the Committee on Warranted Lodges
recommended that a charter be granted. on september 14, 1936, the Gm, at an emergent Communication of Grand
Lodge held in the Knights of pythias Hall at trail, constituted and consecrated the Lodge as emulation Lodge no.
125, according to the usages and customs of freemasonry, and then installed the officers of the Lodge. this Lodge
took its name from the masonic word which implies “the act of attempting to equal and excel,” and was selected by
the first Wm, rW Brother arnlief L. Johannson, an “emulation devotee” and masonic student. the beautiful furni-
ture that is the property of the Lodge was made entirely by local artisans, and is still in use at the masonic temple
in trail. the Lodge naturally uses the work bearing its name for its ritual—emuulation.

peace No. 126
the focus on the Lodges then turned towards the northeastern corner of the province of British Columbia, to the
town of pouce Coupe, situated within a considerable territory which, finally, in 1932 came within the jurisdiction
of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia. the peace river Block, as the area was originally called, was opened for
homesteading around 1910, and the first settlers in that year came overland, via edson, alberta. the towns of rolla,
pouce Coupe, and dawson Creek came into being some years later. on June 23, 1932, the Gm reported to Grand
Lodge that he had suggested to a number of brethren that they form a Lodge of instruction, and he hoped that the
incoming Gm would appoint a special representative to investigate the matter as alberta had already established 4
or 5 Lodges in that portion of the district lying east of the boundary of the two provinces. the nearest of these Lodges
was Grand prairie Lodge no. 105 located at Grand prairie, alberta, which, although over 100 miles distant, rendered
great assistance to the new Lodge then being formed.

the Gm, on June 22, 1933, reported that he had found it impossible to investigate the advisability of a dispen-
sation, but had obtained a favoutable report from two past ddGms of alberta on the basis of which he hoped his
successor would be able to respond favourably to a petition being granted. Later in the annual Communication,
rW Brother r. W. Grant of the Grand Lodge of alberta was made an Honorary member of the Grand Lodge of
British Columbia with the rank of a past ddGm because he

“at considerable inconvenience had visited the peace river district . . . to inspect conditions in con-
nection with the establishment of a new Lodge at pouce Coupe or thereabouts . . . that because of
the difficulty of getting into the peace river Country it might be necessary . . . to again requisition
the services of Brother Grant through the good offices of our sister Jurisdiction,’ and “in order to
give the Brother a locus standi in the Jurisdiction of British Columbia.”

the Gm, on June 20, 1935, reported that he had issued a dispensation for a new Lodge at pouce Coupe, but that
owing to the sudden death of the intended Wm the matter was in abeyance.

on June 18, 1936, the Gm stated he had issued a dispensation to peace river Lodge at dawson Creek, which
had become the communication hub for the former peace river Block. the Committee on Warranted Lodges made
no comment. the nearest Grand Lodge officer in the jurisdiction of British Columbia at that time was some 1,500
miles away by rail. the Lodge was instituted on June 16, 1936, owing to the inaccessibility of its location at that time,
by rW Brother Grant of Wembly, alberta, who at the request of the Gm of British Columbia and with the permission
of the Grand Lodge of alberta kindly undertook the duty. on June 17, 1937, Grand Lodge ordered the granting of
the charter, on the recommendation of the Committee on Warranted Lodges, to “peace Lodge” at “peace river” to
be numbered 126 on the register of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia and that the Lodge be placed in its own
particular district, number 19, peace.

on august 24, 1937, the Gm issued a Commission to rW Brother Grant, as an Honorary podGm, to call an
emergent Communication of Grand Lodge in the Lodge Hall at dawson Creek for the purpose of constituting and
consecrating peace Lodge no. 126 at dawson Creek. 117 the officers of the Lodge were then installed. all the officers
hailed from Lodges under the Grand Jurisdiction of alberta, and the porch Book revealed after the ceremony that
nineteen members of peace Lodge were present, with forty-three visitors from other jurisdictions: thirty-four from
alberta; three from saskatchewan; and one each from British Columbia, ontario, england, manitoba, south dakota
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and montana. the Lodge took its name from the area in which it was located, and adopted the Canadian work for
its ritual with some revision that was made about 1958.

Mount Garibaldi No. 127
to find the next and the last Lodge established in this decade, one must journey once again down Howe sound to
the town of squamish, because on december 5, 1939 the Gm issued a dispensation for a Lodge to be known as
“mount Garibaldi’, situated at squamish, owing to the inability of the ddGm to be present, the Lodge, at the request
of the Gm, was instituted by the dGm on december 16, 1939. the Lodge ud was visited by the ddGm on may 4,
1940, which assured him that a loyal feeling existed and that it was the hope of some twenty-five brethren at
squamish that their prayers would be answered and that they might be constituted in June of that year. the Com-
mittee on Wartanted Lodges recommended that a charter be issued, which Grand Lodge approved on June 20, 1940,
the Gm constituted mount Garibaldi Lodge no. 127 and installed the officers on July 3, 1940. the Lodge took its
name from the giant peak of the same name located in Garibaldi national park, which in turn was named for the
great italian patriot and soldier, Guiseppe Garibaldi, and the Lodge adopted the Canadian work for its ritual. 
apparently the problems which had dogged the efforts of the brethren to establish a Lodge in squamish in earlier
years must have evaporated, because insofar as the Grand Lodge proceedings are concerned there is no reference
to the matter from 1923 to 1940, and to all intents it would appear that the application for a new dispensation was
made in a normal manner.

Guiseppe Garibaldi
many have enquired from time to time as to why a masonic Lodge should take the name of an italian patriot, and
why was eli Harrison, sr., so attached to Garibaldi. part of the answer may be found in the Illinois Masonic Enlight-
ener:

“Guiseppe Garibaldi (1807-1882), italy’s national hero, for his success in unifying italy in 1860, is
honoured by freemasonry for performing the same services for the Craft. He brought about the
consolidation of all Grand Lodges of italy in 1865, and was elected Grand master for life. speaking
on one occasion, he said: “Wherever there is a human cause, we are certain to find freemasonry,
for it is the fundamental basis of all true liberal associations.’ this explains why in his military ca-
reer, devoted to freeing his country, he surrounded himself with freemasons. —John a. mirt. 118

this, no doubt, is also the reason he tried so hard to persuade eli Harrison to return to italy and join his cabinet
when he came to power. every piece
of evidence points to the fact that
these two freemasons had a com-
mon cause for humanity.*

New Masonic Temple at prince
Rupert

on January 12, 1932, the Gm offi-
cially opened the new masonic tem-
ple at prince rupert, a joint meeting
of tsimpsean Lodge no. 58 and tyee
Lodge no. 66 being held for that
purpose. He was much impressed
by the earnestness and capability of
those who laboured so successfully
in providing a new masonic home in
prince rupert. 
delegations attended from smithers,
terrace, anyox and other points,
with no less than twenty-five from
Ketchikan, alaska. the brethren of the two Lodges presented the Gm with a very handsome gavel, to be his personal
property, cut from pre-historic ivory, a portion of the tusk of a mammoth found under glacial debris in the yukon.

Tusean Lodge No. 47 Surrenders charter
in the previous decade, the amalgamation of arrow Lodge no. 47 and tuscan Lodge no. 39 as one united Lodge,
tuscan Lodge no. 47, situated at arrowhead, was reported. in 1930, the ddGm of district 9, okanagan-revelstoke,
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reported that tuscan Lodge at arrowhead, which had amalgamated with arrow Lodge in 1923, had been visited
and that, owing to the removal of the large lumber mills and the loss of attendant activity, the resident membership
had dwindled to thirteen, in spite of which they carried on very nicely, with nine determined pms filling the chairs.
the resident membership was largely made up of brethren employed by the Cpry on the arrow Lake boats, during
the early part of the year, owing to heavy ice and attempts to keep the channels open, these brethren were unable
to attend the Lodge. a Lodge Communication had not been held that year as the schedule of the boats had been

changed and, as a result, the boat
crew could not be in arrowhead on
Communication nights—the officers
for 1930 had not been installed. He
recommended amalgamation with
Kootenay Lodge no. 15 at revel-
stoke, twenty-eight miles distant, or
abandonment of the charter. in 1931,
the Lodge was again visited by the
ddGm, who reported that it was
doing well, and there were high
hopes that conditions would change
for the better.

during the succeeding years
until 1940, the Lodge appears to
have had one or two meetings a
year, and in that year the ddGm re-
ported a visit to tuscan Lodge on

may 20 and that he found the brethren were trying to arrange a meeting to close up the affairs of the Lodge because
it did not appear they would ever be able to carry on owing to the depression which had hit the community. the
Grs, on June 19, 1941, reported to Grand Lodge with regret that tuscan Lodge had surrendered its charter and other
records. the town joined the other “Ghosts’’ of the Kootenays, and the records have been deposited in the provincial
archives under the control of Grand Lodge by virtue of section 210 of the Book of Constitutions.

Alta and Slocan Lodges Are consolidated
during this decade, two Lodges were consolidated, alta Lodge no. 29 at sandon and slocan Lodge no. 71 at new
denver, under the name and number of slocan Lodge no. 29 at new denver. on June 23, 1939, on the recommen-
dation of the Committee on Warranted Lodges, a new charter was issued as Grand Lodge approved the amalga-
mation. the ddGm for district 6, West Kootenay, was pleased with the consolidation because it greatly strengthened
slocan Lodge, as well as affording the brethren the opportunity of still retaining their connection with their mother
Lodge. He stated that during a number of years alta Lodge had experienced difficulty in having meetings and the
brethren of slocan Lodge had always gone to the assistance of the alta brethren, and that it had been a pleasure to
see how peacefully and harmoniously it had been effected in every way, with an alta member as the first Wm of
the consolidated Lodge.

Lodges of Instruction, of Education, and of Research
the first recorded Lodge of insteuction to be established in British Columbia for the express purpose of imparting
instruction and masonic education to the large membership of the Lodge was that working under the sanction of
victoria-Columbia Lodge no. 1 at victoria. it was incepted during 1931 by virtue of section 138 of the Constitutions
with two preceptors (pms). this clause provides that a Constituent Lodge may give its sanction or authority in writ-
ing that a Lodge of instruction may be held under its warrant. this sanction was required to state the time and place
of meeting and to name not less than three well-skilled brethren who had agreed, in writing, to accept responsibility
for the proper conduct of the Lodge of instruction.

the ddGm for victoria district 1 reported on June 23, 1932 that, on april 15, 1932, he had “witnessed the exem-
plification of the third degree by one of the three teams.” He found their work “was excellent and the subsequent
discussion and criticism enlightening.”

in June, 1932, the Gm reported promoting the formation of a number of committees in vancouver, particularly
in districts 15 and 16, for the Lodges practising the Canadian work, and a similar committee for districts 13 and 14
who were seeking uniformity in various masonic workings, and as a result of their deliberations two Lodges of 
instruction had been instituted which were operating under his personal auspices. He said that, in addition to the
importance of uniformity of ritual, he attached the “utmost importance to these Lodges of instruction as forming a
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close bond of friendship and co-operation between the various Lodges and the usefulness can be materially extended
by arranging lectures and the diffusion of masonic knowledge and education and research.” He also took time to
journey to victoria in order to promote similar action among the victoria district Lodges. He pointed out that the
Wms and the Wardens of all Lodges in the districts concerned were
ex officio members of the Lodges of instruction.

in 1933, the ddGm for district 1 reported on an official visit to the
Lodge of instruction of victoria-Columbia Lodge no. 1, where he
found the members deeply interested not only in the ritualistic work,
but also in the historical and symbolic instruction which had been con-
veyed to its members and guests by various well-posted brethren.

the victoria-Columbia Lodge of instruction continued to operate
until 1938, when it was abandoned in favour of a single one for the
victoria district 1, the Gm then issued a special License for a Lodge
of education and research for district 1 to be located in the city of
victoria, which was presented by the ddGm to the three main spon-
sors on october 28, 1938, authorizing them to form and hold “the vic-
toria district Lodge of education and research,” and which has
operated ever since.

Lodges of Instruction ER
But these were not the first Lodges of instruction to operate in British
Columbia because there are lodged in the archives of the province of
British Columbia and belonging to 
victoria-Columbia Lodge no. 1, BCr, two minute Books for Lodges
of instruction operated by victoria Lodge no. 1085 er from april 15,
1861 to february 20, 1868, which numbered amongst its members
such names as robert Burnaby, J. J. southgate, and many other early
freemasons among its leading lights. the other was operated by vic-
toria Lodge no. 783 er and then victoria Lodge no. 1 BCr and, fi-
nally, by victoria-Columbia Lodge no. 1 BCr from august 3, 1866 to
July 28, 1881. their function appears to have been to improve the ritualistic work of those old Lodges, coupled with
some masonic education and research,

Sixtieth Anniversary
the sixtieth anniversary of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia was celebrated in freemasons’ Hall at new West-
minster at the annual Communication on June 18-19, 1931. no special ceremonies were arranged, but a characteristic
letter was read from mW Brother e. B. paul, pGm, explaining the reasons for his not being present. He referred to
many of the brethren in a jocular way—the Gm reading his address, the “noble” figure of the Grt, pGms Willis and
Creery whispering ancient jokes from aristophanes or plautus—while he had to stay home, his body in an armchair,
with one leg on a comfortable stool, but in spirit with the brethren in Grand Lodge reliving the many happy days
he had spent with them all in the Grand Lodge of British Columbia.

the Gm, in his address, referred to the meeting being the sixtieth since Grand Lodge met in the city of victoria
in 1871 with mW Brother israel Wood powell presiding. He reviewed in capsule form the development during the
threescore years that had passed since mW Brother powell had presided at the first Communication. He paid tribute
to the royal engineers who had been based at sapperton; to the spirit of the pioneers who had erected the province
so well for the future; he praised the immense task of surveying and constructing the Cariboo road, which soon be-
came the “wonder and pride’ and main lifeline in the development of the mainland colony. it was not until the
twelfth Communication that Grand Lodge had met in new Westminster, and at that time there were less than 400
freemasons in the province (when he spoke there were over 15,500 master masons) and, in referring to them and
those early times, he very aptly quoted from the masonic poet, par excellence, Kipling:

“We ‘adn’t good regalia, 
an’ our Lodge was old and bare, 
But we knew the ancient Landmarks, 
an’ we kep’ ‘em to a hair.”

He then expressed his pleasure at being able to welcome the members of the Craft at the “royal and Historic’ City
on the diamond Jubilee of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia. 119
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Visit of Grand Master of canada in the province of Ontario
an important visitor at the sixtieth annual Communication in June, 1931 was mW Brother roderick Barnard 
dargaval, Grand master of the Grand Lodge of Canada in the province of ontario, who addressed Grand Lodge on
the subject of the origins, the aims and the objectives of freemasonry. 120

Masonic Emblem Is Discovered
an interesting discovery was made in 1932 by the tenant of a piece of land in alberta bordering an “eight mile”

Lake, which lies about seven miles west of Champion, a station on the Calgary-Leth-
bridge railway. this lake is usually dry for a portion of the year. the owner had a num-
ber of hogs on the land, and one day, passing over a part where the hogs had been
rooting, he found a large masonic emblem, at the same time he found a knife bearing
the trade-mark of an english manufacturer, apparently bearing the date 1717. the
finder, a non-mason, showed his find to his brother, a mason, who at once recognized
the emblem as masonic. through another mason, the emblem went to mW Brother
H. B. morley at penticton, who passed it on to W Brother G. a. B. Hall, m.d., who in
turn sent it to the GrH of the day, mW Brother robie L. reid. the GrH made inquiries
about the district in which the emblem was found, and was informed that, as far as
was known, no camp of mounted police or other whites was ever located in the vicin-
ity, but there were some evidences that there had been an indian burial ground near.
this emblem is now lodged among the relics of Grand Lodge. *

Grand Secretary to past Grand Master
in Grand Lodge on June 23, 1932, when the Grt rose to offer a resolution, he admitted
it was perhaps a little unusual “that the rank of past Grand master be conferred on
the Grand secretary, vW Brother William andrew deWolf-smith,” but pointed out
that Brother deWolf-smith had spent many years (21 at that time) serving Grand
Lodge. He said there was no question that had he not taken on the work of the Grs he
would long since have been elected Gm of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia. the

seconder said that no one had done more for freemasonry in British Columbia, and he felt that this honour would
be appreciated by every Grand Jurisdiction with which British Columbia was in friendly relations. the resolution

was received with enthusiasm, unanimously
adopted, and duly proclaimed by the Gm.

the Grs expressed his deep appreciation
of the distinguished honour which had thus
so unexpectedly and so graciously been con-
ferred upon him and thanked the brethren
for the renewed expression of their satisfac-
tion with his work.

Dr. Robert Stirton Thornton
on June 21, 1934, mW Brother dr. robert
stirton thornton, pGm of manitoba, was cor-
dially welcomed to the annual Communica-
tion of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia
and received with Grand Honours. He was
invited to favour Grand Lodge with an ad-
dress, which he did under the title “Why
freemasonry?” this address was listened to
with marked attention and received with
much applause. 121

The Masonic peace Memorial
on June 21, 1934, the Grs reported that he had received a report on the proceedings at the dedication of the masonic
peace memorial in London. He requested authority to print the report in the annual proceedings of Grand Lodge
and, upon motion, this request was granted, and rW Brother J. a. Henderson was heartily thanked for his valuable
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services as the representative of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia at that important event. the report is too long
to be reproduced here, but is highly recommended to the reader’s perusal. 122

In the Service of freemasonry
in 1935, the Gm concluded his address to the members and visitors of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia with
these his “final” words:

“With our high ideals of charity and honour, aided by the moral force implanted in our hearts, do
we not remember with pride and thankfulness that vital ingredient of our happiness, our ‘
freedom’.

‘ancient, free and accepted masons.’
“that the application of this freedom (of such priceless value to us) may be in loyal service unobtru-

sively performed by us all, is the tenor of my message to you at this time.
“the ‘ich dien’ (i serve) from the well known crest may well inspire us who walk in masonic light

to further acts of service, however trivial. the willingness to serve is an essential part of our struc-
ture. it is fitting that we pause to pay tribute to the fine masonic service of our brethren of years
standing, but i would stress the earnest wish for steadfast future endeavour from our youngest en-
tered apprentice up.

“our time-honoured institution has ever stood for loyal and unselfish service, performed with that
‘meekness which indeed denotes strength,’ and as we journey to another year, i express the very
sincere hope that there will be a marked increase in its application in the vast field of masonic work
which lies before us.

‘ one ship drives east and another drives west
With the selfsame winds that blow.
‘tis the set of the sails, 
and not the gales,
that tell us the way to go.
Like the winds of the sea are the ways of fate;
as we voyage along through life,
‘tis the set of a soul
that decides its goal,
and not the calm or the strife..’ *

“i unite with you in tendering our fealty to my successor and it is my sincere hope that his year of
office will be as happy as the one it has been my privilege to enjoy.” 123

physical perfection
in Grand Lodge on June 20, 1935, the Gm invited rW Brother William s. Buell to make certain observations regarding
the petitions for membership of men who were maimed in WWi while serving in any of His majesty’s forces. Brother
Buell reviewed the “ancient Charges of a freemason beyond sea and those in england, scotland and ireland for
the use of Lodges in London,” which was printed as part of the Book of Constitution of the Grand Lodge of British
Columbia. He referred to the words in paragraph iv:

“no master shall take an apprentice unless he be a perfect youth, having no maim or defect in his
body that may render him incapable of learning the art . . . and of being made a Brother, and then
a fellow Craft in due time.”

He questioned whether an applicant should be refused who had been a perfect youth, etc. until he went to fight
for his empire and Country when he became maimed in such a way that maybe without artificial aid he would be
incapable of being made a Brother and then a fellow Craft in due time, but who either with or without such aid can
do everything a perfect youth can do and make all the movements required in the work of the Lodge.

rW Brother Buell pointed out that under the rulings which had been made by the Gms of British Columbia such
applicants would be refused. He quite understood the reasons which had actuated such rulings. those Gms had
been bound by their obligations to the ancient charges. He quite understood, too, that men who could not serve in
His majesty’s forces could not consider the matter in the same light as those who did serve, and felt he should say
something for the service men.
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referring to the practices in many Jurisdictions and to instances where Gms and Grand Jurisdictions had taken
a very sympathetic attitude towards men who had been maimed in fighting for their country, he quoted the case of
two young officers who had served under him—one had lost a leg and the other his left arm. each had an artificial
limb, and carried on cheerfully and courageously. Before being wounded they would have been heartily welcomed
into any Lodge. today they could not come into the fold of the British Columbia Grand Lodge, but after careful 
enquity he believed they would be admitted into Lodges in england, ontario, manitoba and new south Wales. He
then identified his references, and concluded by quoting one of them—W Brother sclater, dso, of the new south
Wales Grand Lodge, who wrote:

“i cannot see the justice of barring a man from the privileges of freemasonry simply because he was
maimed fighting for his country so long as he is a worthy man. it might be that through the fortunes
of war a less worthy man may have come through without a scratch and be admitted, and that
somehow doesn’t seem to me to be masonic Justice.”

rW Brother Buell’s remarks were then referred to the Committee on Jurisprudence for consideration. 124

on June 18, 1936, the Committee on Jurisprudence reported to the Grand Lodge on the matter of ex-service men
and physical qualifications, recommending that an application for admission from an ex-service man of the Great

War (1914-1918) who would be barred by other rulings and the
law owing to physical disability, could be received if he satisfied
the membership Committee of the Lodge to which he had ap-
plied, the Wm thereof and the Gm, not only that he was mentally,
morally and financially fit and that he was a perfect youth before
he had entered war service for his Country and empire, and that
due to that service he was maimed, but with or without artificial
aid he was able to make all the movements required in the cere-
monies. it further recommended that this exception to the rulings
and to the law be continued for the term of three years. the report
was read clause by clause and, after considerable discussion, was
finally adopted.

during 1937-38, several Lodges were again asked to receive
petitions of ex-service men of the Great War (i), who had been de-
barred by their disabilities of war origin. these were in all cases
granted. on being given the particulars of four of these cases by
the Gm, the Committee on the address on June 24, 1938 agreed
with the action of the Gm.

on June 20, 1940, a resolution was proposed that the incoming
Gm be requested to appoint a special Committee to consider the
advisability of again extending the privileges of freemasonry to
men who had become maimed in World War ii for a period of five
years after the cessation of hostilities. 125

The Royal family
the first action of Grand Lodge on being convened for the annual Communication on June 18, 1936 was to record
its grief at the death of “our Beloved King and Brother King George v” on January 21, 1936, and to approve the
action taken by the Gm in behalf of the freemasons in British Columbia of conveying to His majesty King edward
the eighth, Queen mary and all the royal family the sincere regret and heartfelt sympathy in their hour of bereave-
ment, it also gave assurance of the continued loyalty of Grand Lodge.

John frame of Nanaimo
the Gm for 1937 reported that at the conclusion of the annual Communication the previous year in the city of
nanaimo he had, with the Gm and the JGW, conveyed the greetings of the assembly to rW Brother John frame, a
fine and much beloved old mason who by reason of his age and physical weakness had been unable to attend Grand
Lodge. for some time previous, the beloved Brother’s thoughts had been centred in his desire to live to see the
Grand Lodge Communication held in the city in which he had spent the greater part of his lifetime (the last previous
one in that city having been held in 1896). Hts pride in this accomplishment was evident, and he pointed feebly but
proudly to an address hanging on the wall. this address of affection and remembrance had been presented to him
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by the brethren of the district in which he had given over fifty years of outstanding service to the Craft. a short time
afterwards, Brother frame passed to his rest, and he had made the unusual request that no flowers be sent except
floral tributes from the Lodges with which he had been affiliated. this, the Gm said, had “’a peculiar significance,
as a last manifestation of what masonry had meant to John frame in his life and work.”

Edward Burness paul
the Gm, on october 5, 1936, joined a large representation of victoria brethren gathered to pay honour and tribute
to mW Brother edward Burness paul, pGm, on the occasion of the twenty-fifth anniversary of his installation as
Gm of British Columbia. the presence of a number of prominent brethren from vancouver and other districts fur-
nished striking evidence of the secure place which that distinguished freemason held in the love and esteem of all
brethren in the Grand Jurisdiction. then, confined to his home by advanced age and infirmity, he still wielded his
pen to contribute his especial mental talents and learning for the benefit and instruction of his younger brethren.
perhaps the goal of his thoughts and study, the reaching out from the material to the divine which is the aim of all
masonic teaching, was best expressed in the lines from Wordsworth, which he loved so dearly to recite:

“and i have felt a presence that disturbs me with the joy 
of elevated thoughts; a sense sublime 
of something far more deeply infused, 
Whose dwelling is the light of setting suns, 
and the round ocean and the living air, 
and the blue sky, and in the mind of man; 
a motion and a spirit, that impels, 
all thinking things, all objects of all thought, 
and rolls through all things.” *

mW Brother paul, who in his own life and ideals, demonstrated the value of masonic ideals and principles in the
life of the individual and the community, passed to his eternal rest in the Grand Lodge above on december 10, 1937.
His activities in private as well as in public life and in freemasonry stood as a monument to the grace and charm of
personality. 126

“the working tools were not placed in our hands to be merely looked at and then put aside to rust
in idleness. they are for daily and hourly use. Let us not forget their divine symbolism, by which
we are taught that we must so divide our time that we may give due attention to our duties to God,
our neighbour, and ourselves, that renunciation must precede all spiritual progress, that our lives
should be upright, honest, moral; that pride and arrogance should give way to humility and respect;
and above all that we should be bound to each other by Brotherly Love, which is the cement of our
spiritual building, and without which that building could not endure.” -e. B. paul, Gm 1911.

so though he is dead, he still speaks. may
we heed his words.

Transportation Expenses to GL
on June 23, 1938, Grand Lodge adopted a
resolution asking the Gm to appoint a com-
mittee to consider and report and, if possible,
to recommend a system whereby the trans-
portation expenses of Wms, sWs and JWs of
the Constituent Lodges attending the Grand
Lodge annual Communications be equal-
ized throughout the jurisdiction, and that
such system be made effective at the earliest
possible date.

the special committee reported on June
22, 1939, stating that it had approached the
problem on the basis that it was the desire of
Grand Lodge that every Constituent Lodge
should be represented at the annual Com-
munications by its delegates in person rather
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than by proxy so that each Lodge might have first-hand knowledge of the workings thereof, and that the principal
officers of the Constituent Lodges might have the opportunity of meeting their brethren from other parts of the
Grand Jurisdiction.

the committee was of the opinion that the chief hindrance to this, in part, had been the inability of some Lodges
in the remoter areas of the province to meet the financial obligations entailed, and recommended:
1. that some financial assistance should be granted to those Lodges at a considerable distance from the meeting

place of Grand Lodge;
2. that free return transportation and sleeping berth be granted to one delegate from each Lodge that came within

the provisions of paragraphs 3 and 4;
3. that when Grand Lodge meets at coast cities, this assistance be granted to each Lodge east of Chilliwack and

north of powell river;
4. that when Grand Lodge meets elsewhere than in the coast districts, the assistance be granted to each Lodge dis-

tant one hundred miles or more from the place of meeting;
5. (under this paragraph was submitted a very detailed estimate of the cost of the plan, prepared by one of the

committee members.)
6. that an assessment of ten cents per capita be levied on all Constituent Lodges, which would realize slightly

under $1,400 (against the cost of $2,133.80 shown in the estimate table);
7. that the balance be paid from Grand Lodge funds;
8. that the plan come into effect for the annual Communication in 1940; and
9. the appointment of a standing Committee on transportation to handle the matter.
the report was signed by four members of the committee, with five either not signing or filing a separate report.
upon motion, Grand Lodge continued the committee for another year, and it was authorized to obtain the feeling
of each Constituent Lodge as to whether or not they were in favour of contributing towards such a transportation
fund. the special committee failed to report to Grand Lodge further at the annual Communication in 1940, at least
no trace of such a report can be found in the proceedings.

“A Good citizen”
these words, inscribed upon a bronze medallion donated each year by post no. 2 of the native sons of British Co-
lumbia for presentation by the citizens of vancouver to one of their number whose useful endeavours have con-
tributed to the progress of the city and the welfare of its inhabitants, briefly summarizes those many great personal
attributes which that organization seeks to honour.*

Within three years after the termination of World
War i and the bestowal of well-earned decorations
and honours upon those who had rendered service
to their country in its hour of need upon the field of
battle, the native sons of British Columbia happily
conceived the idea of likewise showing recognition
of acts of self-sacrifice and devotion to duty in the city
of vancouver in times of peace.

the citizens of vancouver have been invited each
year since 1922 to submit the names of men and
women who had been worthily identified with the
spiritual, social, cultural, or industrial development
of the city. the recipient for the year 1939 was mW
Brother James s. Henderson, dd, pGm, who proved
to be one of the most popular selections since the in-
auguration of this splendid action on the part of the
native sons of British Columbia, post no. 2. But mW
Brother Henderson was not alone in his glory as a 

recipient and a freemason, for since 1922 there had been ten freemasons to receive this coveted award:
1922 — John Howe Carlisle, acacia Lodge no. 22, vancouver;
1924 — William Burns, mount Hermon Lodge no. 7, vancouver;
1925 — John James Banfield, mount Hermon Lodge no. 7, vancouver;
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prominent members of Kaslo Lodge no. 25: senator  robert f. Green, Henry
Giegerich and samuel Howard Green.

* an example of victorian fraternalism, the native sons of British Columbia was founded in victoria in 1899 and, having absorbed the
British Columbia pioneer society in 1910 and expanded to thirteen “posts”by 1960 (mostly in metro vancouver and southeastern 
vancouver island), dissolved in the early 1990s, unable to reconcile its eurocentric view of history with the changing times. [ed.]



1928 — William Carey ditmars, Cascade Lodge no. 12 , vancouver,
1930 — nicholas thompson, mount Hermon Lodge no. 7, vancouver;
1933 — robert edward mcKechnie, md, Cm, CBe, faCs, LLd, frCs(c), Cascade Lodge no. 12, vancouver;
1935 — ebenezer duncan mcLaren, dd, Cascade Lodge no. 12, vancouver;
1937 — William distrow Brydone-Jack, md, Cm, acacia Lodge no. 22, vancouver;
1938 — francis James Burd, LLd, acacia Lodge no. 22, vancouver;
1939 — James sutherland Henderson, dd, union Lodge no. 9, new Westminster & acacia Lodge no. 22, vancouver.

Resolution of Loyalty
the resolution of Loyalty adopted by Grand Lodge on June 20, 1940, had very special meaning, because once again
the world had been plunged into the conflicts of war. it is presented in detail:

“resolved that the Grand Lodge of British Columbia, af. & a.m., at its 69th annual Communication
now assembled in the historic City of new Westminster, British Columbia’s first capital city, on the
20th day of June, 1940, desires to place on record its undying loyalty to the Crown and unswerving
devotion and warm affection to the person of its well-beloved sovereign and Brother King George
vi, assuring him of the grim resolve of every member of this Grand Jarisdiction to give his life if
necessary in the present steuggle for liberty and freedom, and also expressing to him its strong
confidence in ultimate victory, putting our faith and trust, as we know our sovereign and Brother
does, in the most High.”

the reply signed by the private secretary to the Governor-General was also read into the proceedings.
The Object of freemasonry

may the GrH be pardoned if he takes a personal liberty to close this chapter with some thoughts of the Gm who 
installed him in the master’s Chair of victoria-Columbia Lodge no. 1. the Gm on June 20, 1940 in closing his address
to the Grand Lodge said:

“freemasonry, brethren, brings to fruition all the kindly impulses of human nature, which, in the
struggle for existence, often lie dormant or are suppressed. it is a religion of love of God and man.
as a fountain throws its living water heavenwards to descend in fertilizing showers upon the earth,
as does, or should a freemason’s adoration of the most High find its full fruition in scattering bless-
ings among his fellow men. 

“it is deplorable that again the clouds have gathered over the nation and empire, and the grand
principles we teach, and all that is good and noble in the world is in danger. Be not discouraged.
Let us ever recall the words of ella Wheeler Wilcox:

“‘Let those who have failed take courage, 
though the enemy seem to have won, 
though his ranks be strong, if he be in the wrong, 
the battle is not yet done. for as sure as morning follows 
the darkest hour of night, 
no question is ever settled, 
until it is settled right.’*

“Let us, therefore, brethren, as individuals, do our duty to nation and empire, ever determined to
act on the square, not only with our brethren in freemasonry, but to all men. We will then do our
little part in bringing nearer the time when life will be based on the great law of brotherhood, and
the words of the poet realized in the following lines:

“‘nation with nation, land with land, 
unarmed shall live as comrades free,
in every heart and brain shall throb 
the pulse of one fraternity.
new arts shall bloom of loftier mold, 
and mightier music thrill the skies, 
and every life shall be a song 
When all the earth is paradise.’ †

“such, brethren, is the object of freemasonry, Let us do our part.” 126a
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126a see Proceedings of Grand Lodge, 1940, pp. 18-49, by George a. B. Hall, m.d., Gm.
* Wheeler Wilcox (1850-1919) also wrote, “Laugh, and the world laughs with you; weep, and you weep alone.”
† “the vista”, 1880. Bro. John addington symonds (1840-1893),  apollo Lodge no. 711/357.



c H A p T E R  15
THE EffEcTS Of A WORLD WAR AND THE RETuRN TO RISING EcONOMy

1941 TO 1950
“and i said to the man who stood at the Gate of the year:

‘Give me a light that i may tread safely into the unknown’
and he replied-

‘Go out into the darkness and put your hand in the hand of God. 
that shall be to you better than light and safer than a known way’.” *

this period began with the conflict of total war at its highest tempo; it also began in the masonic sense with Grand
Lodge of British Columbia celebrating its seventieth Birthday. While there was no actual celebration as such due to
the world situation, it was remembered “that while three-score years and ten were considered the allotted span of
time for man, in the life of freemasonry the British Columbia governing body was still a very young Grand Lodge.”
it was declared, however, that she had justified her existence so far; was faithfully fulfilling her duties; and was a
factor in advancing the best interests of society in the most westerly province in the dominion of Canada.

However, the deliberations of Grand Lodge began in an atmosphere of apprehension and a spirit of solemnity
with the world engaged in the most desperate struggle in its history. the wanton destruction of modern warfare,
when women and children, the aged and the helpless were placed in positions as hazardous as those of the fighting
men, was appalling and the entire country was heartsick and afraid for the welfare of all humanity.

enlistments had been very heavy throughout the province and this was reflected early in the decade by a much
higher than average age in Lodge attendance, many Lodges were sustained solely by the masonic pioneers of many
years standing and few new applicants were knocking at the door for Lodge membership. it has been questioned
whether freemasonry ever actually recovered fully from this damaging episode in that it left the government of the
Craft in the hands of aged freemasons who were actually out of touch with world realities outside the Craft. they
tended to live in their generation, far removed from the mainstream of the population. By the end of the decade the
war was over, careful planning by Governments appeared to avoid recession or depression, the usual aftermath of
war. the economy continued to roll upwards unabated, and the mills of freemasonry had begun to “grind exceeding
fast”, reaching unbelievable heights in the numbers of new members, stemming mainly from the returning veterans.
Whether this heavy surge was good for the Craft has been questioned. We shall see in the next decade how the
membership started to decline on a rising standard of living.

By the end of the decade it was becoming apparent that the strength and stability of the Western Civilization
did not solely lie in an “economic system”, and that freemasonry must seek to plant and nurture in the hearts and
minds of men vital and germinative ideas of reverence, responsibility, and righteousness, the seeds of unrest and
of worldwide revolution were being sown by governments and social orders on every hand in the generation reach-
ing towards their ascendancy. But the full flood would not be felt for another decade.

Growth Too fast?
thousands of these candidates were received into masonry, given their degrees, and then having achieved whatever
was their objective, failed to appear again except on sporadic occasions.

at december 31, 1941, the membership on the rolls of the Lodges and of Grand Lodge stood at 13,439, but it
rose to 18,997 at december 31, 1950, while the number of the Lodges rose from 118 to 131 at the same periods of
time. the lowest number of members since 1923 was recorded in 1943 (13,305), so that the acceleration at the end of
the period under review had become quite rapid—nearly 43% over the low point in the decade. many have ques-
tioned this growth on the basis of quality membership, stating that neither the Lodges nor the membership had the
ability to absorb such numbers, and at the same time provide them with proper masonic instruction. passing events
have indicated also that a fair portion of the material for the degrees did not have the proper masonic personal stan-
dards. this phenomenon was not confined to British Columbia, however, but appears to have been universal in its
application—one indication of this state of affairs in the Craft is the now widespread fall in the membership, for
reasons other than death or removal.

Grand Masters 1941 to 1950
during the decade 1941 to 1950, the walks of life represented in the persons of the Gms of British Columbia were
quite varied, with a slight leaning towards the practice of law. they included: an executive of the Consolidated min-
ing and smelting Company at trail; a member of the legal profession; a doctor of divinity in the united Church,
founder of union College at vancouver; the shipping master of the port of vancouver; a druggist; then two members
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of the legal profession; the owner of a machine shop in Kamloops; a barrister, soldier, provincial civil servant and
Chairman of the Liquor Commission; and finally, a banker turned restaurateur and one very active in youth organ-
izations and the red Cross. the Gms who presided over the Grand Lodge of antient, free and accepted masons of
British Columbia during the period 1941 to 1950 were: 
63rd — mW Brother Byron arthur stimmel, from his installation on June 20, 1941 to June 19, 1942; 
64th — mW Brother William percival marchant, from his installation on June 19, 1942 to June 18, 1943; 
65th — mW Brother rev. James George Brown, from his installation on June 18, 1943 to June 23, 1944; 
66th — mW Brother William menzies, from his installation on June 23, 1944 to June 22, 1945; 
67th — mW Brother William Henry Bland, from his installation on June 22, 1945 to his death on march 3, 1946; 
68th — mW Brother Kilburn King reid, from his installation on march 3, 1946 to June 20, 1947; 
69th — mW Brother George roy Long, from his installation on June 20, 1947 to June 18, 1948; 
70th — mW Brother George Henry ellis, from his installation on June 18, 1948 to June 17, 1949; 
71st — mW Brother donald mcGugan, from his installation on June 17, 1949 to June 23, 1950; and the 
72nd— mW Brother John Hanna nicholls morgan, from his installation on June 23, 1950 to June 22, 1951.

Grand Master Dies in Office
on sunday, march 3, 1946, after a comparatively brief illness, the Gm, mW Brother William Henry Bland, passed
away in the royal Jubilee Hospital in victoria. as the proceedings for 1946 state:

“the unusual characteristics of our late Grand master can well be summed up in the following 
quotation: ‘a man who, without courting applause, is loved by all noble-minded men, respected
by his superiors and revered by his subordinates; a man who never proclaims what he has done,
will do, can do, but where need is will lay hold with dispassionate courage, curcumspect resolution,
indefatigable exertion and a rare power of mind, and who will not cease until he has accomplished
his work and who then without pretension, will retire into the multitude, because he did the good
act, not for himself, but for the cause of good.’ such a man was your Grand master,” 127

Masonic Historians
during the decade 1941 to 1950, two masonic Historians of note passed to their eternal reward. on october 4, 1943
Brother frederick W. Howay, the last of the charter members of King solomon Lodge no. 17 at new Westminster,
died. He was the original secretary of the Lodge and had been prominent in masonic
circles for many years. He was known as the “Historian of the north West pacific Coast
of north america par excellence,” which included many important articles of interest
to freemasonry.

not long thereafter, followed mW Brother robie Lewis reid, who died on febru-
ary 6, 1945, having served the office of Grand Historian from 1931 to 1945 and was the
author of the Historical Notes and Biographical Sketches—1848-1935—of the Grand Lodge
of British Columbia, which was published posthumously. this source book has been
used profusely in the preparation of this History of the Grand Lodge of British Co-
lumbia.

communications of Grand Lodge
during this decade of war and its aftermath, the regular Communications of the Grand
Lodge of British Columbia were confined to the three major-sized coast cities, with
new Westminster being the site for 3 in 1943, 1947 and 1950, along with vancouver
the same in 1941, 1944 and 1948; while victoria was the host city four times in 1942,
1945, 1946 and 1949, this period in the history of British Columbia also had a very
definite effect on the number of emergent Communications, of which there were a
mere 14, and half of these were held in one single year towards the end of the decade.
it was on June 19, 1946, in the city of its birth, that the Grand Lodge of British Columbia
celebrated its 75th anniversary with particular attention being paid to “the 50-year
Brethren”, of whom 41 out of the 108 then living were present. 128 of the other emer-
gent Communications, one was held for the last rites and ceremonies for a reigning Gm, mW Brother William H.
Bland, while 10 were held for the constitution and consecration of new Lodges, and one each for the laying of a cor-
nerstone for a new building and for the dedication of a new masonic Hall.

there were 7 emergent Communications held in 1948-49; 2 in 1945-46 and 1946-47; 1 each in 1940-41, 1947-48,
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128. for details of this Celebration, see Proceedings of Grand Lodge — 1946, p. 10 et seq.
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and 1949-50; while in the years 1941-42, 1942- 43, 1943-44, and 1944-45 there were none. in distribution geographi-
cally, vancouver island and victoria this time had 2; Lower mainland and fraser valley, 8; Kootenays and okanagan,
none; with 4 taking place in the northern parts and the West Coast.

New Lodges Warranted
during the decade 1941 to 1950 twelve new Lodges were warranted and added to the roll of the Grand Lodge of
British Columbia, so that by the end of 1950 there were 129 Lodges actually working under charter in the province,
with five Lodges operating ud. all of the new Lodges were warranted during the last four years of the period 
following the cessation of hostilities.

General procedures
in the case of each Lodge established and warranted during this period unless otherwise stated:
(1) the decision of Grand Lodge whether to continue the dispensation or to order the granting of the charter was

made on the recommendation of the Committee on Warranted Lodges;
(2) the constitution and consecration ceremony was carried out according to the usages and customs of freemasonry

and was followed by the installation of the officers; and
(3) the ceremony was performed at an emergent Communication of Grand Lodge called for that purpose. detailed

reports of these ceremonies are to be found at the beginning of the proceedings of Grand Lodge dated for the
June in which the ceremonies took place.

Landmark No. 128
the first Lodge to be established during the period was in the city of vancouver when
the Gm issued a dispensation dated march 28, 1946 for a Lodge to be known as “Land-
mark”, and on april 26, 1946 he instituted the Lodge. on June 20, 1946, Grand Lodge
ordered the granting of the charter to Landmark Lodge no. 128 on the recommenda-
tion of the Committee on Warranted Lodges, which had pointed out that it had “ex-
amined the books and other records . . . and recommended that a Warrant be now
granted to this Lodge. it is only after close enquiry and extremely favourable reports
on this Lodge which prompts .. . this recommendation and... would desire this recom-
mendation not to be a precedent for speedy granting of warrants.” mW Brother Harry
Holgate Watson, pGm, under a commission from the Gm duly constituted the Lodge
in the masonic temple at vancouver on september 21, 1946. the Lodge adopted the
Canadian work for its ritual and chose its name from many names submitted, which
were narrowed down to two that seemed to suit the locality chosen, “Jericho” and “an-
cient Landmark”—”Jericho” because of the beach nearby and “ancient Landmark”
because of its antiquity. it was discovered that the beach had derived its name from
Jerry’s Cove, so the name “Jericho” was dropped, after further discussion, the “an-
cient” was dropped in favour of the single word “Landmark”. rW Brother Gordon
dyness reported a suggestion made by rW Brother Karl p. Warwick, then secretary
of mount Hermon Lodge no. 7 at vancouver, that the Lodge use the Landmark crest
for the monthly summons and for the pm’s jewel a facsimile of the historic monument

situated on the north West marine drive in the West point Grey district, the Lodge thought this suggestion most
appropriate and it was readily accepted. 129

the monument, erected by the Historic site and monument Board of Canada, is made of granite stone—random
ashlar cut—and is located approximately 144 miles northwest of the masonic Hall.

King George No. 129
the next Lodge placed on the register of Grand Lodge of British Columbia was at vancouver, when on december
17, 1946 the Gm issued a dispensation for King George Lodge and he instituted the Lodge in person on the same
day. during World War ii, rW Brother H. e. freeman-smith of Burrard Lodge no, 50 had collected together a group
of freemasons who were then serving in vancouver with the royal Canadian air force. most of them hailed from
distant Lodges, and degree teams were selected from this group to confer degrees upon candidates at the invitation
of various Lodges. after the end of the war, a number of these brethren who had settled in vancouver, together with
other unafillated brethren, most of whom had served in the air forces of World Wars i and i, decided to apply for
permission to form a new Lodge. the first organizational meeting had taken place in the Georgia Hotel at vancouver
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Landmark Lodge no. 128.

image omitted: “vancouver’s meeting With Galiano and valdez”, Making of a Province, by Howay.  pen sketch by John innes. ryerson press.
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marine drive, vancouver.



on september 27, 1946, when the meeting was opened with an invocation to the Gaotu that:
“this Lodge is being formed for the sole purpose of extending thy Kingdom here on earth; and

from henceforth, for all time to come, we commit its keeping into thy Hands.”
on June 19, 1947, Grand Lodge granted a charter to King George Lodge no. 129 at vancouver. the Lodge was duly
constituted in the masonic temple at vancouver on august 8, 1947 with the Gm presiding. the Lodge uses the Cana-
dian work for its ritual, and the name was chosen as “honouring our beloved sovereign and most Worshipful Brother
King George vi of Great Britain, the former Grand master of the united Grand Lodge of england.” 130

Mount Elphinstone No. 130
for the next Lodge one must look to the “sunshine Coast” where the Gm issued a dispensation for a Lodge at 
Gibson’s Landing and which he instituted on January 11, 1947 in person. on June 19, 1947, the dispensation was
continued for another year.

the ddGm for district 17, north vancouver, reported visiting the Lodge on april 24, 1948 as mount elphinstone
Lodge ud at roberts Creek, and that “great credit was due the membership for the acquisition of its new quarters
at roberts Creek. the work thereon having been accomplished mostly by the individual members, who now possess
a Lodge room worthy of a Lodge having a much larger membership and an abundance of money.” Grand Lodge,
on June 19, 1948, ordered the granting of a charter to mount elphinstone Lodge no. 130 at roberts Creek. the Lodge
was constituted by the Gm on July 2, 1948 in the masonic Hall at roberts Creek. the Lodge uses the Canadian ritual
for its working, and took the name of the mountain close by, overlooking Howe sound, which “was presumably
named after Captain J. elphinstone, who commanded Hms Glory in Howe’s famous naval victory in 1794 known
as ‘the Glorious first of June’.” 130

fort St. John No. 131
once again the journey leads one to the former peace river Block in the northeastern part of the province, to the
town of fort st. John. early in august, 1946, the Gm had received a request from a number of brethren in fort st.
John for a dispensation to form a Lodge. Believing the time not opportune for the granting of a dispensation, the
Gm did, on september 17, 1946, issue a license to hold a Lodge of instruction under the auspices of peace Lodge
no. 126 at dawson Creek. this terminated on may 2, 1947, when a dispensation was issued and the Lodge instituted
by the Gm in person. on June 19, 1947, the dispensation was continued until the next regular Communication. the
ddGm for district 19, peace river, reported several visits to the Lodge while it was ud, when he found that the 
affairs and accounts of the Lodge were in a most satisfactory condition, which augured for a very bright future, on
June 17, 1948, Grand Lodge ordered the charter to fort st. John Lodge no. 131 at fort st. John. the Lodge was con-
stituted by the Gm in the masonic Hall at fort st. John on november 5, 1948. the Lodge adopted the Canadian
work for its ritual, and took its name from the town, a north-West Company post established in 1805 by simon
fraser, located on the alaska Highway north of dawson Creek, at the beginning of the sikanni trail. the first meet-
ing was held in november on a bitterly cold day, when the temperature inside the Lodge Hall was not much higher
than it was outside.

Kent No. 132
the next Lodge to be established was on the north bank of the fraser river in the town of agassiz, named after
Louis agassiz, an early settler and large landowner. it is situated on the main line of the Cpry some seventy miles
east from vancouver. it was sponsored by ionic Lodge no. 19 at Chilliwack on the south bank of the fraser river.
the Gm issued the dispensation, and he instituted the Lodge in person on June 5, 1947. on June 17, 1947, continuance
of the dispensation was ordered until the next regular Communication. the ddGm for district 18, fraser valley,
in 1948 reported favourably on a charter being granted, which was ordered by Grand Lodge on June 19, 1948. the
Lodge was constituted as Kent Lodge no. 132 at agassiz by the Gm on august 23, 1948 in the oddfellows’ Hall at
agassiz. the Lodge took its name from the municipality in which the town in situated and over which it originally
had sole jurisdiction, but now the boundaries have been extended and concurrent jurisdiction is held with ionic
Lodge no. 19 and mount Zion Lodge no. 120, both located in Chilliwack,

Westview No. 133 
on november 10, 1947, the Gm issued a dispensation for a Lodge at Westview, situated in the powell river area

on the west coast of British Columbia and which the Gm himself instituted on January 24, 1948. the ddGm for dis-
trict 17, north vanconver, stated in his report: 

“it was a great occasion for freemasonry in the powell river area and the forbearance and concilia-
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tory attitude of the members of triune Lodge are to be most highly commended, i am sure the
members of Westview Lodge, ud, will be forever grateful for the true masonic action of triune.”

He made no reference or other comment, but no doubt refers to what might be another instance of the old ritual
problem, because the new Lodge adopted the Canadian work for its ritual, while triune Lodge no. 81 used the
american work for its ritual. it may also refer to some difficulties that arose between the Lodge and the then Grs.
the Lodge now uses the “official” Canadian work of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia for its ritual. its name
was selected by secret ballot at the organization meeting on september 10, 1947 from those which had been sug-
gested: unity, Westview, memorial, Beacon, malaspina and Georgia. Grand Lodge ordered the charter on June 17,
1948 for Westview Lodge no, 133 at Westview. the Lodge was constituted by the Gm on July 16, 1948 in the dwight
Hall at powell river.

Emerald No. 134
it was a “graund aevenin” for the irish freemasons of vancouver when on July 17, 1948 the Gm constituted emerald
Lodge no. 134 in the oddfellows’ Hall at marpole in vancouver. the dispensation for this Lodge had been issued
by the Gm, and the Lodge had been instituted by the Gm in person on January 29, 1948. the charter had been 
ordered by Grand Lodge on June 17, 1948 to emerald Lodge no. 134 at (marpole) vancouver. the Lodge adopted
the american work for its ritual, and it naturally took its name from the “auld sod’ in honour of the irish within its
ranks.

Hollyburn No. 135
the next Lodge to be placed on the register of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia was situated at Hollyburn on
the north shore of Burrard inlet in the municipality of West vancouver. the dispensation was issued by the Gm,
and the Lodge was instituted by mW Brother Kilburn K. reid, pGm, at the request of the Gm and under his com-
mission on february 26, 1948. the ceremony took place before the greatest gathering of freemasons (265) to attend
a masonic meeting on the north shore. Grand Lodge ordered the charter for Hollyburn Lodge no. 135 at Hollyburn
on June 17, 1948. the Lodge was constituted in the masonic temple at Hollyburn on august 20, 1948, with the Gm
presiding. this Lodge took the american work for its ritual, When John Lawson, the first permanent white settler
in what was to become West vancouver, moved there, he brought with him some holly trees from his former home
in vancouver. ‘these hollies and the ‘burn’ running across his new property inspired him to coin the name “Holly-
burn”. 132 Brother Lawson was for many years a member of King david Lodge no. 93 at West vancouver.

caledonia No. 136
the seventh Lodge to be constituted in 1948 was established at vancouver. a dispensation for this Lodge had been
issued by the Gm on april 7, 1948, and the Lodge had been instituted by the Gm in person on april 17, 1948 as
Caledonia Lodge. Grand Lodge ordered the granting of the charter on June 17, 1948 to Caledonia Lodge no. 136 at
vancouver. the ceremony of constitution took place at the Grandview masonic temple, 1795 east first avenue,
vancouver, with the Gm presiding on august 24, 1948. this Lodge originally adopted the american work for its rit-
ual, but this was later replaced with the British Columbia “ancient” work, which was to be expected of a Lodge
with such a Gaelic name. the name “Caledonia” was suggested by W Brother angus aitchison, and its acceptance
was no doubt influenced by the scottish ancestry of several of the founding members, and its first Wm was rW
Brother murdo Cameron.

fellowship No. 137
the Gm granted a dispensation for a new Lodge in vancouver, and on february 12, 1949 he instituted fellowship
Lodge. on June 16, 1949, the continuation of the dispensation was ordered for another year. on June 22, 1950, Grand
Lodge ordered a charter for fellowship Lodge no. 137 at vancouver. the Lodge was constituted by the Gm in
freemasons’ Hall, Georgia and seymour streets, vancouver, on July 21, 1950. the Lodge adopted the Canadian
work of Cascade Lodge no. 12 for its ritual. * the Lodge chose its name in honour of fellowship Lodge no. 2535,
London, england, the mother Lodge of the father of the founding Wm, Brother W. morgan thomas. the words
“amicitas est viniculum”, meaning “friendship with Wine’, appear in the Lodge seal because in and around 1717
the majority of the Lodges were held above a tavern or public house, and were fostered in an atmosphere of friend-
ship and fellowship without excess “stiffness”. 

fellowship Lodge no. 137, BCr, an offspring of Cascade Lodge no. 12, BCr, was said to have had its genesis
on the roadside between vancouver and mount vernon, Washington, when, during a fraternal visit to mount Baker
Lodge no. 36, GrWash., the bus carrying certain members of Cascade became traffic bound and, despite the incon-
venience of the delay, the brethren found each other’s company ‘so congenial that when W Brother W. morgan
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thomas suggested they form a Lodge, all present approved and the normal constitutional action followed. it is also
whispered that the membership of Cascade Lodge at that time had become unwieldy.

Tuscan No. 138
the next Lodge was located at new Westminster, when the Gm issued a dispensation for a Lodge to assume the
name of the defunct Lodge which had been established originally at trout Lake. on february 12, 1949, the Gm com-
missioned mW Brother Kenneth K. reid, pGm, to institute tuscan Lodge. on June 16, 1949, continuation of the dis-
pensation was ordered until the next annual Communication. on June 22, 1950, Grand Lodge ordered a charter for
tuscan Lodge no. 138 at new Westminster. the Lodge was constituted by the Gm in the freemasons’ Hall at new
Westminster on July 8, 1950. the Lodge adopted the american work for its ritual like its namesake, tuscan Lodge
no. 39 at trout Lake, “tuscan”, being the first, is the most simple and solid of the five noble orders of architecture.
it was established by the italians in the 16th century as a tuscan order, a form of the simplified Greek doric, the
most ancient, in which its columns are never fluted and it does not allow any form of adornment on either the capital
or the entablatare. the Lodge was established because the founding brethren were of the opinion that the other
Lodges in new Westminster were getting too large. 133

Mount Hope No. 139
now for a journey up the mighty fraser to its junction with the Coquihalla river flowing in from the east to Hope,
named by sir James douglas, the Governor of vanconver island and British Columbia from 1851 to 1864. Here a
fort had been built in 1848-49 by Henry newsham peers, a clerk
in the service of the HBCo. now a flag station on the mainline
of the Cpry eighty-nine miles east of vancouver, it is situated
on the west bank of the fraser river, while the city proper on
the east bank of the fraser is the junction point of the trans-
Canada and the Hope-princeton Highways. the Gm issued a
dispensation for mount Hope Lodge, and it was instituted by
rW Brother J. H. n. morgan under the Gm’s commission on
may 7, 1949. on June 16, 1949, continuance of the dispensation
was ordered for another year. on June 16, 1950, Grand Lodge
ordered a charter for mount Hope Lodge no. 139 at Hope, and
the Lodge was constituted by the Gm in the masonic Hall at
Chilliwack on July 19, 1950. the Lodge took its name from the
mountain that overlooks the town, and adopted the american
work for its ritual. at an emergent meeting of the Lodge on april
15, 1950, the brethren of prince david Lodge no. 101 at Haney
visited mount Hope Lodge, ud, and presented the new Lodge
with a copy of the Holy Bible and an altar covering; Brother a.
mcfarlane of the same Lodge presented a set of walnut gavels
and striking blocks; and W Brother Hall of King solomon Lodge
no. 17 at new Westminster presented a beautiful ballot box, together with a cover for the Holy Writings. it was
ninety years previous that the freemasons had first met at Hope for the funeral of Brother edward B. Crowe; they
had waited a long time to achieve their ambition of establishing a masonic Lodge. 134

Lodges of Education and of Research
the victoria district Lodge of education and research continued to operate during the decade 1941-50, and during
the masonic year 1946-47 a second such Lodge was organized when the Committee on masonic education and 
research took steps to bring this about in the city of vancouver, under a license and authority which was issued
under date of december 6, 1946 by the Grand master, a number of brethren formed a Lodge of instruction, education
and research in the city of vancouver which was placed under the ddGm for district 13. in its first year this Lodge
held six meetings, each of which was marked by a large and enthusiastic attendance from vancouver and new West-
minster. the Lodge was organized under the able leadership of mW Brother J. G. Brown, and the chairman of the
Grand Lodge Committee of education and research, then rW Brother Laurance Healey, added very considerable
strength to the Lodge through his wide knowledge of masonic affairs and his willingness for service.

Amalgamation of Lodges
during this period two more Lodges were amalgamated when, on June 22, 1944, the Committee on Warranted
Lodges reported that north star Lodge no. 30 at fort steele had joined forces with Cranbrook Lodge no, 34 at Cran-
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REQUIESCAT IN PACE!

HERE LIES THE REMAINS OF

WILLIAM HENRY FITZGERALD

GOLD COMMISSIONER AND STIPEN-

DIARY MAGISTRATE FOR OMINECA

DISTRICT.

BORN IN IRELAND ABOUT 1835

DIED AT OMINECA 1873.

A MEMBER OF ALBION LODGE NO. 2, A.F. AND A.M.,

G.R.Q.

ALSO A CHARTER MEMBER OF CARIBOO LODGE,

NO. 469, G.R.S.

(LATER CARIBOO LODGE NO. 4, G.R.B.C., A.F. & A.M.)

ALWAYS REMEMBERED.

MORS NON SEPARABIT!

text of typed sheet sealed between glass sheets and believed to
have been placed at fitzgerald’s gravesite in 1949. 135



brook under the name and number of the latter Lodge. the ddGm for district 8 had reported an official visit to a
joint meeting of these two Lodges on may 20, 1943, pointing out that north star was no longer able to hold meetings
as so many of the members had moved out of the district and those left were considering the amalgamation with
Cranbrook Lodge.

The cairn at Manson creek
in 1949, a monument was placed near manson Creek, in the omineca country, to the memory of Brother William

H. fitzgerald, who was one of the charter members of Cariboo Lodge no.
469, sC. He had been a Constable and assistant Gold Commissioner in the
Cariboo district, and was evidently transferred from Barkerville to Ger-
mansen Creek—the official appointment notice, being dated april 12, 1872,
confirms him as Gold Commissioner and stipendiary magistrate. the
grave had been located by an indian Chief, Louis Billy prince, at the re-
quest of rW Brother John B. munro, deputy minister of agriculture for
British Columbia and past ddGm for district 1 at victoria.

on may 25, 1949, rW Brother munro went to manson Creek, about
170 miles to the north of the town of vanderhoof, and took with him about
150 pounds of cement and a piece of sandstone rock, to which was affixed
a plate with an inscription engraved by W Brother a. W. trevett, a pm of
st. andrew’s Lodge no. 49, victoria.

on a plot of cleared land by the side of the road which passes by the
manson Creek Hudson’s Bay store, Brother munro, with the assistance of
the Chief and others, built a cairn, about 3 feet by 3 feet and 6 stones high,

and to this the tablet was firmly affixed and cemented. the actual grave is several miles distance from any trail. 135

portrait of King George VI
at the request of the masonic temple association of victoria, the Gm, on January 2, 1941, took the occasion of the
annual installation of the officers of victoria-Columbia Lodge no, 1 to unveil a portrait in oils of His most Gracious
majesty King George vi in his masonic regalia as a Gm. it was the gift of Brother John Glew Cromack, a member of
Britannia Lodge no. 73, at victoria, who had received permission from His majesty to execute the work and present
it to the freemasons of the city of victoria. the Gm said: ‘this was the most pleasant duty of my masonic year; my
sincerest thanks are extended to Brother Cromack for his generous and timely presentation.”

on this occasion, the installation ceremonies were attended by mW Brother matthew W. Hill, Gm of the Grand
Lodge of Washington, who inspired the brethren present with one of his famous addresses at the banquet which
followed the ceremonial. 136

certificate of Service
on June 19, 1941, the Grand Lodge resolved that: “a form of certificate be prepared for presentation to retiring Grand
masters of this Jurisdiction as a record of their having served in that distinguished office.”

physical perfection
the special committee appointed to consider the advisability of extending the priviliges of freemasonry to returned
men maimed in World War ii reported to Grand Lodge on June 19, 1941 that grave doubts existed in the minds of
its members as to there being anything in the antient Charges, Landmarks or Constitutions sufficient to warrant 
rejection of an applicant from the privileges of freemasonry merely by reason of physical disability, and it recom-
mended that:

“an applicant for freemasonry be not debarred therefrom, merely by reason of physical disability
that is attributable to conditions that have caused him to be maimed during the present war.”

this report was received and adopted, but an amendment immediately put and also carried, laid the matter over
until the next annual Communication.

on June 18, 1942, after much heated discussion over the report of the same special committee, Grand Lodge
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“resolved that an applicant for freemasonry who has served during the present world war in the
armed forces of His majesty the King, or of the united states of america be not debarred therefrom
merely by reason of physical disability that is attributable to such service, and that on an application
being received by a constituent lodge from such an applicant, the said application be referred to
the most Worshipful Grand master and/or to such committee as he may appoint for enquiry as to
whether the applicant is capable of reasonably complying with the requisitions of the masonic
ritual and learning the art, and that no petition be acted upon by a constituent lodge without first
having secured the dispensation therefor from the most Worshipful Grand master.”

a motion that the matter be referred to the special committee for report at the next annual Communication
found no support, and the original motion being put to Grand Lodge, the Gm declared it Carried.

only one application for membership was received from a maimed veteran during the year 1944-45. it was made
by a discharged soldier, aged 39, who as a member of the seaforth Highlanders of Canada was wounded in sicily
in 1943, the wound had been received in the right shoulder, and prevented him from raising the right arm above
the head. all other movements of arm and hand could be made. Cariboo Lodge no. 4 at Barkerville was instructed
to receive the application and treat the applicant in the usual masonic manner,

Visit of HMS Warspite
on saturday evening, november 29, 1941, an emergent Communication of Burrard Lodge no. 50 of district 17 was
summoned in the Lodge room of the masonic temple, 692 seymour street, vancouver, at 4:45 p.m. “to receive our
Brethren from Hms Warspite.”’ the porch book showed an attendance of 35 members of Burrard Lodge and 322
visitors.

mW Brother George C. derby, on behalf of the mW Grand master, welcomed the brethren from the Warspite in
an eloquent and stirring speech and he was accorded a great ovation at the conclusion of his address. Brother (Lieut.)
v.C. Begg, dsC, graciously replied on behalf of the brethren of Hms Warspite, after which the brethren withdrew to
the Georgia Hotel, where a banquet was tendered by the masters, Wardens, and ipm’s association under the chair-
manship of W Brother “H. e.” freeman-smith and was enjoyed by a very large
attendance of brethren, numbering 465. the visiting brethren hailed from 12
Grand Jurisdictions and 19 different Lodges. the Warspite’s fighting career
started at the Battle of Jutland in 1916 and ended with the bombardment of
Walcheren island in the schelde estuary in november, 1944. on the above oc-
casion, she was undergoing repairs in Bremerton, Washington, after suffering
a direct hit in the battle for Crete in the mediterranean, when she limped the
15,000 miles to find shelter.

Volume of the Sacred Law
in Grand Lodge on June 18, 1942, an interesting ceremony of rededication took
place when a volume of the sacred Law, which had already been rededicated
in every jurisdiction in the united states of america and in several Grand 
Jurisdictions in Canada, was presented. it was ultimately returned to the
Grand Lodge of rhode island accompanied by a supplement containing the
signatures and seals of the various Grand Lodges in which it had been 
rededicated. 137

contributions to the War funds
on June 18, 1942, the finance Committee of Grand Lodge approved a recom-
mendation made to it by the Board of Benevolence that the sum of $10,000 be
taken from the Benevolent fund and used for war purposes, the allocation of
the amounts to be left in the hands of the finance Committee. in June, 1943, the correspondence relating thereto
was tabled in Grand Lodge and was printed in the proceedings, the distribution of the funds was as follows:   

Canadian red Cross, British Columbia division...........................$5,000
Canadian red Cross, vancouver Branch. .......................................$2,500
Canadian aid to russia fund...........................................................$2,500

While from the Gm’s War sacrifice fund (1942), the Grs cabled the 
united Grand Lodge of england-War distress fund .................$20,000 and to the 
Grand Lodge of scotland-War distress and relief fund .............$5,000
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on august 11, 1943, the Grs cabled the Grss of the united Grand Lodge of england and the Grand Lodge of
scotland: “Grand Lodge of British Columbia stands ready to forward funds relief War distress if needed. please
advise.” the reply from england read: “most grateful for suggestion. funds at present adequate.” and from scotland:
“Grateful thanks for cabled offer. funds not required meantime.” these cables were followed by suitably apprecia-
tive letters, given in the proceedings of Grand Lodge, 1944,

at the annual Communication on June 17, 1943, the following recommendation of the Board of Benevolence
was adopted:

“that the sum of $10,000, representing the income in excess of $25,000, be used for war purposes,
the manner in which this payment is to be made and the objects to which it is to be applied being
left to the finance Committee.”

accordingly on July 14, 1943, the Grs sent $500 as a donation to the very necessary work of the Greek War relief
fund in vancouver; on august 6, 1943, the sum of $1,000 as a donation to the Chinese War relief fund in vancouver;
on february 29, 1944, he sent to the Canadian red Cross society at vancouver the following cheques: (1) $10,000
payable to the international red Cross; (2) $3,500 payable to the international red Cross, with special attention to
the needs of norway; and (3) $2,500 to the red Cross as a donation to the current campaign; all of which were suit-
ably acknowledged by the recipients, 138 the additional $7,300 was paid out of the Benevolent fund revenue for
1943-44, for War relief purposes. in 1945 the only extraordinary expenditure was one for $2,500, being a donation
to the Canadian red Cross —this constituted a disbursement from the Gm’s special War fund.

in 1946, the funds for war relief, etc., were consolidated under one heading, styled “the veterans’ fund’, with
total assets amounting to $43,702.

The fifty-year Members
While recognizing that the matter of fifty-year veterans’ recognition was primarily one for the Constituent Lodges
concerned within the jurisdiction, a committee on the subject felt that the Lodges would welcome limited action by
Grand Lodge. the committee, in reporting to Grand Lodge on June 17, 1943, pointed out that to attain, the objective
desired, i.e., “expression in full manner of our respect, esteem and gratitude to the recipient for his steadfast loyalty
to the Craft-—there will be cases when the difficult question of merit for any reward will of necessity arise, thus
making safeguard suggestions imperative in this report.”

the committee recommended that Grand Lodge make recognition of brethren who had faithfully served freema-
sonry by continuing in active membership; and that it provide (a) a small parchment certificate to commemorate
the event, and (b) a suitable registry Book to record the information of each Brother’s masonic career, to be supplied
before the certificate was granted; that the presentation of a jewel or otherwise should remain the decision and con-
cern of the Lodge; presentation proceedings should be the sole concern of the Constituent Lodges, but that no form
of ceremony or ritual should be provided; that the Lodge notice calling the Communication at which the presentation
was to be made should place the recipient’s name on the notice; wherever possible a direct representative of the
Gm (ddGms generally speaking) should attend and include the Brother’s distinction in the annual report; and
that it did not have the figures from all the Lodges in the jurisdiction for the number of ages brethren qualified (re-
ported at close to 100).

in the discussion that followed, it was pointed out that membership in the Craft and service to freemasonry
were not the same thing. there would always be the question as to whether a Brother really deserved the honour
from the point of view of his contribution to freemasonry. a Brother who had purchased Life membership in eng-
Jand or scotland could long enjoy the privileges of freemasonry, yet give little or nothing in return. it was suggested
that a cheap and insignificant jewel would defeat the purpose of the recognition; whereas a hundred jewels at $50
apiece would cost $5,000, and this was not recommended. the committee had pointed to other complications, such
as, if Grand Lodge handled the matter entirely, a great deal of travelling would be required of members of Grand
Lodge, which would create an unnecessary burden.

His Royal Highness the Duke of Kent
at the annual Communication of Grand Lodge on June 17, 1943, the Gm reported that he had conveyed to the royal
family the sincere condolences of Grand Lodge, and had directed that each Lodge should observe a period of mourn-
ing for a gallant freemason. He said:

“the whole masonic world was shocked when it learned that His royal Highness had, on the 27th
day of august, 1942, lost his life while in the service of his King and Country. though of royal
blood, he answered the call to serve, and gave his life as so many of his fellow subjects have done
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and are doing. He loved freemasonry and was prominent in its leadership, having been the most
Worshipful Grand master of the Grand Lodge of england.”

A Special Invocation
the Gm further expressed an opinion that in those days of tribulation no one should ever meet in Lodge without
having in reverent remembrance before the almighty those who were charged with the serious responsibility of
leadership and government, those who were aiding the war effort; and, more particularly, those who at the risk of
their own lives, were fighting the battles for others. He then invited the Grand Chaplain to lead Grand Lodge in 
invocation:

“o thou Great architect of the universe, as is our wonted custom, we now turn to thee in prayer
and supplication.

“We supplicate thy richest blessing on our noble King George vi and our gracious Queen elizabeth;
and the British Commonwealth of nations; on franklin d. roosevelt, and the united states of amer-
ica, and the other united nations, our allies. Give grace and wisdom to those who guide the affairs
of state and direct our defence; protect and defend our sons and brothers who are in constant peril
by land and sea and air, enthuse and strengthen all those who by their labours, skill or gifts, serve,
sacrifice or minister unto them and to the advancement of our war effort; give comfort and surcease
to the wounded, the sick and the dying, solace to the bereaved, and a sustaining and soothing sense
of thy abiding presence with them always.

“o God, make us truly grateful to them and humbly thankful to thee for the priceless heritage of
democratic institutions which we enjoy, with freedom from want and freedom from fear, the fruits
of our way of life, which our forefathers have bequeathed to us. vouchsafe, o God, like liberty to
all peoples everywhere. Grant us peace in our time, with Brotherhood universal and thy rule
supreme and unchallenged throughout the world. amen.
so mote it Be,”

Grand Lodge Entertainment
on June 17, 1943, a resolution was proposed to increase the per capita per member in the Craft from $1 to $1.10, the
ten cents to be set aside in a separate Grand Lodge entertainment fund and used each year by the city where Grand
Lodge convened, all expenses of entertainment to be paid from the fund; the balance to be donated to a charity des-
ignated by the city; no funds to be carried from one year to the next; thus by the above system the cost of entertaining
Grand Lodge would be equally spread between the membership. the mover argued that one of the ideas behind
the resolution was that it was felt by some members of the Craft that it was inconsistent with the dignity of Grand
Lodge to seek entertainment and hospitality from
wealthy individuals. in the discussion that followed,
speakers against the resolution emphasized the fact
that outside the cities of new Westminster, vancou-
ver and victoria, Grand Lodge Communications
could only be held with difficulty on account of lack
of accommodation.

the Gm put the motion, which he declared Lost.
Mount Hermon No, 7 is Seventy-five

the Gm attended the observation of the seventy-fifth
anniversary of the birthday of mount Hermon Lodge
no. 7, BCr, on may 5, 1944. He reviewed the record
of this Lodge and referred to a very distinctive feature
of the programme. mW Brother frank s. mcKee, a
pm of the Lodge, then Grs, was called upon to place
in the hands of mW Brother Harry H. Watson, as
Chairman of the vancouver temple association, the sum of ten thousand dollars. this gift, in honour of its donor,
was to be known as the “mount Hermon Lodge Library trust fund’ and was a foundation trust for a masonic library
to be housed in a new temple structure when erected in the city. in the judgment of the Gm, the setting up of the
trust to promote a masonic library was one of the finest projects that had ever been initiated within the Craft; beyond
a doubt good library facilities would mean much to masonic education in future days. to the secretary of mount
Hermon, rW Brother Karl p. Warwick, the Gm gave chiefly the credit for the original idea, and he felt it could be
expected that in future days this generous action of mount Hermon Lodge would bring great benefit to the Craft.
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this trust fund was unfortunately terminated in 1954 through an escape clause in the original motion for a re-
vote, called for every five years, because Grand Lodge failed to establish the Library under the conditions of the
fund.

75th Anniversary of Grand Lodge
on Wednesday, June 19, 1946, an emergent Communication of Grand Lodge commemorating the seventy-fifth

anniversary of the Grand Lodge of antient, free and accepted masons of British Columbia was summoned in the
masonic temple, fisgard street, victoria. mW Brother W. C. ditmars unveiled a memorial plaque raised in honour
of those pioneers of freemasonry who brought the mW Grand Lodge into being seventy-five years before. their
labours at that time being now represented by almost 15,000 freemasons, holding in 118 Lodges in the jurisdiction.

Brother ditmars spoke in appreciation of mW Brother israel Wood powell, mW Brother robert Burnaby and
other early freemasons of British Columbia, together with the “fifty-year masons”, present (41) and absent (66),
whose collective labours had helped to establish the Craft in British Columbia.

“if younger members carry on the work during the next 75 years as it has been done in the past, we
have nothing to fear for the future of freemasonry in British Columbia.”

mW Brother frank Burd spoke for a few minutes, giving a brief resume of seventy-five years of freemasonry in
British Columbia, He spoke very appreciatively of the way in which the early pioneers had contributed financially
to the undertaking.

there were on display the “epergne” given to dr.
powell on his retirement from the office of Gm, and the
large silver salver given to mW Brother thomas
trounce at the time the masonic temple association
first took charge of the masonic temple in victoria.

the ceremony in the masonic temple was followed
by divine service at Christ Church Cathedral in 
victoria, where the Grand Chaplain gave the sermon
(printed) and was assisted by the rt. rev. Lord Bishop
of Columbia, Brother Harold e. sexton.

an anniversary dinner and Grand Concert fol-
lowed at the Bay street armoury, where the Grand
master responded to the “toast to Grand Lodge’
(printed). it is with deep regret that space limitations
forbid presenting in its entirety the most inspiring 
address given by that well-beloved friend and revered
Brother, matthew W. Hill, a pGm of the Grand Lodge

of the state of Washington (printed), entitled “the next 75 years”. as was his usual custom, he held his audience
spellbound during the entire delivery. it was judged a most fitting climax to a very impressive observance of the
75th anniversary Ceremonies. 139

Travelling Gavel
on June 20, 1946, the Gm exhibited a gavel which had been sent to him by Greensboro masonic museum of Greens-
boro, north Carolina, with a request that it be used in opening the annual Communication, which he was very
pleased to do. the gavel was made from poplar taken from a tree which grew on the Guilford Court House Battle
ground, near the city of Greensboro. the battle of Guilford Court House was one of the decisive battles of the rev-
olutionary War, and General nathan Green was in command. this battle was fought on march 15, 1781; the battle-
ground is now a national park, and is the most beloved place in that section of the state of north Carolina.

the gavel had been used by the Gm of north Carolina in opening that Grand Lodge in 1939, and it had been
used by a Gm in every Grand Lodge in the united states and by nine in Canada, newfoundland not having joined
the Confederation of Canada until the gavel had returned to Greensboro,

Travelling Expenses
on June 20, 1946, a notice of motion was considered in Grand Lodge, which proposed amendments to the constitu-
tion to permit during their terms of office:
(a) the Gm to be reimbursed from the funds of Grand Lodge for his out-of-pocket expenses;
(b) the dGm to be granted an allowance of ten cents per mile for the distance actually travelled, not to exceed $250;
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(c) the sGW and the JGW to be granted an allowance of ten cents per mile for the distance actually travelled, for
an amount not exceeding $150 and $100 respectively; and that an allowance be granted for one delegate from
each Constituent Lodge situated at a distance greater than 100 miles from the place of the annual Communica-
tion, the amount in each instance not to exceed the return first-class fare and lower standard pullman.
after considerable discussion, the Gm called for a standing vote, but it was moved with support of the consti-

tuted number of members and of Lodges that a ballot be taken, which failed to record a sufficient number of votes
in its favour, and the motion was declared to be Lost.

New Temple at peachland
on october 14, 1947, the ddGm for south okanagan district 10, accompanied by a large number of brethren, visited
the town of peachland, where trepanier Lodge no. 83 had succeeded in erecting and completing a very comfortable
Lodge Hall. the Lodge occupies the entire top floor,
and, being located on the main thoroughfare of the
town, the ground floor is rented to suitable tenants.

The flood contributions
reference was made in the Grand Lodge on June 17,
1948 to the enormous property loss that had been
caused by flood conditions throughout the fraser
river valley, and a contribution of $10,000 was made
to alleviate suffering in the stricken areas. Later in the
proceedings, it was reported that the jurisdiction had
been subjected to the most devastating flood condi-
tions in the history of the province. Hundreds of peo-
ple had been rendered homeless, crops had been
ruined, and there was a severe loss of livestock. the
Gm had caused a survey to be made to ascertain to
what extent the Lodges and the membership had
been affected, and it was gratifying to him to find that
no loss of life had been reported and that, with the
exception of an occasional basement flooded, no
damage was done to Lodge buildings.

Considerable distress among members of the Craft and their families had been experienced owing to their having
to be evacuated from their homes. Water and silt had caused considerable damage to houses, furniture and cloth-
ing.

a fund known as the British Columbia emergency flood relief fund had been established, and a sum far in 
excess of two million dollars had been raised through voluntary contributions for the relief of sufferers in the stricken
areas.

freemasonry was proud of the part it took in helping to raise the fund, the following concordant organizations
having contributed through the office of the Grs:

Grand Lodge of British Columbia.....................................................................$ 10,000
Grand Lodge of Canada (in the province of ontario)..................................... 5,000
Grand Lodge of alberta....................................................................................... 5,000
supreme Council, ancient and accepted scottish rite .................................. 1,000
ancient and accepted scottish rite, valley of vancouver.............................. 1,000
royal arch Chapter .............................................................................................. 500
mount Hermon Lodge no. 7............................................................................... 500
tyee Lodge no. 66 ................................................................................................ 200
Burrard Lodge no. 50 .......................................................................................... 100

$ 23,300
it was noted that other substantial contributions had been made by Lodges and individual members of the Craft 
directly to the flood relief fund.

past GM’s Jewel
on June 17, 1948, Grand Lodge considered a resolution, which was adopted, to continue the custom of presenting
a pGm’s jewel to an incumbent of the office on his retirement, as being worthy of perpetuation; that in many 
instances the practice entailed a cost beyond the financial ability of the Constituent Lodge of which he was a member;
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and resolved that such a jewel should be provided and presented to the retiring Gm by Grand Lodge. the matter
was referred to the finance Committee to provide sufficient funds in the estimates to defray the cost of such a jewel.

Dispensation Refused by GM
the Gm, on June 16, 1949, reported to Grand Lodge that he had refused to consider the granting of a dispensation
to a number of the brethren at Cloverdale because he felt that freemasonry was available to them at two Lodges
within a few miles, neither of which was a large Lodge. it was not until June 19, 1957 that a charter was finally 
ordered for Cloverdale Lodge no. 168. 140

christ church cathedral - Vancouver
on october 9, 1949, the annual masonic service of the freemasons of vancouver was held in Christ Church Cathe-
dral under the auspices of Western Gate Lodge no. 48 and mount Lebanon Lodge no. 72. the service was conducted
by the Grand Chaplain and dean of new Westminster, rt. rev. d. swanson, d,d.

fifty-five years previous the Grand Lodge of British Columbia had assembled at the site of the cathedral to lay
the cornerstone of the church with ancient masonic ceremony. at that time, only the figures “1894” were incised on

the stone. it seemed fitting that some further
mark of note should be made and, therefore,
Grand Lodge provided a bronze plaque to
commemorate the original ceremony. the
plaque, which was presented by the Gm, was
inscribed as follows:

“this corner stone was laid by the
Grand Lodge, af. & a.m., of B.C.,
Lacey r. Johnson, acting as Grand
master, and rev. L. norman
tucker, rector, July 28, 1894.”
a happy circumstance and pleasant priv-

ilege of the event was the presence of mrs.
evans, the gracious daughter of Brother
Lacey Johnson, who officiated as acting Gm
at the laying of the cornerstone fifty-five
years before, and who herself was present on
the occasion. mrs. evans kindly consented to
unveil the plaque. inclement weather pre-
vailed on both occasions.

shortly after that event, a cheque was received from mrs, evans in the munificent sum of $500 as a contribution
to the Grand Lodge Benevolent fund.

Manitoba floods
in may, 1950, the most devastating flood in the history of north america had taken place in the eastern prairie 
country of the continent. Hardest hit was the sister jurisdiction of the province of manitoba and, while deaths were
few, the monetary loss ran into several millions of dollars, a large amount was required to rehabilitate the unfortu-
nate victims of what was considered a national disaster. after correspondence with the Grand Lodge of manitoba,
which said it was not instituting a direct appeal but was itself contributing to the general fund set up for that purpose,
and consultation with the finance Committee of Grand Lodge, the Gm advised that a sum of $5,000 be sent to the
Grand Lodge of manitoba as a contribution to the manitoba flood relief fund.

To play the Game
Let us close this decade in the History of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia with a quotation from the address
of the Gm before the Banff Conference of 1949, with which he also closed his address to Grand Lodge in 1950:

“practical freemasonry is reflected by the faculty of being able to live up to its fundamental teach-
ings, the ability to fit those teachings into our daily lives, and to ‘play the game’ under all conditions
and in all circumstances, if we can do that, and it should not be too difficult, we shall practice those
principles which all of us have pledged ourselves to observe.”
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this plaque was presented by the Grand Lodge of British Columbia and unveiled on 
october sth, 1949, to commemorate the laying of the cornerstone of Christ Church 
Cathedral, vancouver, B.C., fifty-five years ago.



c H A p T E R  16
ONE HuNDRED yEARS Of fREEMASONRy IN BRITISH cOLuMBIA WITH STEADy INDuSTRIAL

pROGRESS AND cHANGING SOcIAL pATTERNS

1951 - 1960
“for every house is builded by some man; but the builder af all things is God ... whose house we

are.” HeBreWs iii:4
Rapid Expansion

By the beginning of this period (1951), the population of British Columbia was 1,165,210, and by June 1, 1961 it was
1,629,082; it had risen from 3.24 persons per square mile to 4.55. during this period the acceleration in the migration
from europe began to make itself felt in the West Coast communities, the post-World War i growth in the economy
generally was the greatest in the history of business and industry. Coupled with the advances in technology arising
out of the war developments, mineral exploration and development plans in all sectors of the economy spread from
coast to coast and into the arctic regions, a “big inch” pipeline snaked its way through the rocky mountains to
British Columbia, and explorations continued towards the expansion of the energy resources of the major rivers of
the province, such as the peace and the Columbia.

The Revolution in Transportation
the transportation environment by the end of the decade had changed from a monopolistic one, very much domi-
nated by the railways, into a highly competitive situation in which a number of modes of transportation were vying
for the available traffic, both of freight and passengers. air transportation began its great expansion, bringing the
eastern provinces within a few hours of British Columbia rather than the four or five days required by rail. Con-
struction of the trans-Canada Highway, with 552 miles in British Columbia, was already giving great impetus to
motor traffic as a means of passenger movement across the country. Highway no. 1 was officially opened as a com-
plete entity on september 3, 1962, and the fact that many sections of the road were in extensive use previous to that
time was another factor in the speed-up of transportation and spelt the beginning of the end for railways as major
passenger carriers,

the trans-mountain pipeline which extended from edmonton in alberta to vancouver, via Jasper, with a right-
of-way length of 780 miles including 57 miles in the state of Washington, was opened in 1957-58, a revolutionary
step in the transportation of bulk commodities such as gas and oil.

all these factors and many more wrought a drastic change in the social mores and habits of the people, and
these events began to have an equal impact upon the masonic Lodges. the attendance of the brethren at the meetings
was on the increase, in addition to the phenomenon of a rapid increase in the numbers being admitted.

An Increased Membership
during the decade 1951-60, the upward surge of the economic and social prosperity, combined with an equally dra-
matic upward surge in the combined membership of all the Constituent Lodges noted in the previous decade, con-
tinued at an even more rapid rate, in 1951 the names on the registers of the Lodges stood at 20,058, but by the same
date in 1960 there were 27,097 on the rolls of Grand Lodge. the number of the Lodges at those same points in time
stood at 134 and 165,

One Hundredth Anniversary of freemasonry celebration
the one Hundredth anniversary of the establishment of freemasonry in that part of Canada now known as the
province of British Columbia was celebrated at an emergent Communication of Grand Lodge called for that purpose
on June 17, 1959 in victoria, British Columbia. the main part of the celebration consisted of a divine service held in
Christ Church Cathedral to render thanks for the favours that had been bestowed upon the Craft since it was first
established one hundred years previously. a member of victoria-Columbia Lodge no. 1, Brother the rev. frederic
pike, delivered the address,

on the evening of June 18, 1959, a banquet was held in the Central Junior High school auditorium for the Grand
Lodge officers, members of Grand Lodge and the Craft generally and distinguished visitors who numbered over
750, and the feature of the evening was the address “the universality of masonry” by mW Brother Lloyd e. Wilson,
pGm, Grs of the Grand Lodge of the state of California. 141

Grand Masters 1951 to 1960 
the public avocations of the Gms  of British Columbia during the decade 1951 to 1960 again covered many walks
of life, with but two of them in an allied profession and, strange to say, following one another in office. they also
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provided a good geographical representation to that high office and included: a member of the legal profession; 4
Canadian Customs officer; a printer and publisher of the trail daily times; a proprietor of a large printing estab-
lishment; a member of the medical profession, active in community affairs; a supervisor of the Bank of montreal; a
painting and decorating contractor; a graduate in electrical engineering and Chief City electrical engineer; an ex-
banker and accountant of the vancouver parks Board; and a rancher, owner of the Boundary saw mills at midway,
and active in community affairs. the Grand masters who presided over the Grand Lodge of antient, free and 
accepted masons of British Columbia during the period 1951 to 1960 were: 
73rd — mW Brother Joel murray mitchell, from his installation on June 22, 1951 to June 20, 1952; 
74th — mW Brother Laurence Healey, from his installation on June 20, 1952 to June 19, 1953; 
75th — mW Brother William alexander Curran, from his installation on June 19, 1953 to June 18, 1954; 
76th — mW Brother Karl percival Warwick, from his installation on June 18, 1954 to June 24, 1955; 
77th — mW Brother richard Geddes Large, from his installation on June 24, 1955 to June 22, 1956; 
78th — mW Brother donald albert stewart, from his installation on June 22, 1956 to June 21, 1957; 
79th — mW Brother Claude alfred John Green, from his installation on June 21, 1957 to June 20, 1958; 
80th — mW Brother Kenneth reid, from his installation on June 20, 1958 to June 20, 1959; 
81st — mW Brother montague arthur rowntree Howard, from his installation on June 20, 1959 to June 24, 1960;
82nd — mW Brother Cecil Gordon mcmynn, from his installation on June 24, 1960 to June 23, 1961.

John J. Miller
freemasonry in all its branches throughout the Grand Jurisdiction of British Columbia learned with deep regret of
the passing of most Worshipful Brother John James miller, pGm, which occurred shortly before midnight on Christ-
mas eve, 1950. for several months he had been confined to his home through gradually declining health, and 
although in fine form, surrounded by his family and friends, he celebrated his 90th birthday on november 9, yet he

was unable to rally from a subsequent relapse and passed on into
the silent night as the world celebrated the birthday of the King of
Kings.

in the passing of mW Brother miller, affectionately known far
and wide as “JJ”, freemasonry in the pacific northwest lost one of
its most colourful figures and the city of vancouver one of its most
highly esteemed and well-known pioneer citizens, in the labours of
freemasonry he had poured out energy and enthusiasm beyond
measure, and up to the last his interests were bound up with the
Craft and its activities. He was initiated in Cootamundra st. John
Lodge no, 124, GrnsW, australia, in 1885, and served as Wm of
that Lodge in 1891. at the turn of the century, the gold rush to the
yukon and prospects in the young province of British Columbia 
attracted him to vancouver where, in 1906, he became one of the
founders and first Wm of Lodge southern Cross no, 44, BCr, which
he again served as the thirty-sixth Wm in 1941 during World War
ii. He served as ddGm for the Lower mainland in 1909, and in 1948
was created an Honorary member of Grand Lodge with the rank
and title of pGm.

in expressing his thanks and deep appreciation to the brethren
of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia for the rank and title of Gm,
he said his heart overflowed with affectionate gratitude and prayed
that God may bless the brethren of the Grand Lodge:

“and since i have no gold to give,
and love alone must make amends,
my only prayer is, while i live, —
God make me worthy of my friends!”*

in all his activities he exemplified the highest ideals of the Craft,
and at all times radiated the very essence of masonic friendship and

good fellowship. the example of his conduct and character was an inspiration to all who knew him to seek to em-
ulate his virtues and the high standards he maintained in all his undertakings. Beloved “JJ” passed on to his rich re-
ward, full of years, and enriched by many blessings from the most High, to Whom he never failed to give thanks
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and praise in testimony of his abiding faith in the eternal verities.
“a prince of good fellows and a truly great man has gone from amongst us. We shall not see his like

again in our times.” 142

communications of Grand Lodge
during the period 1951-60, there was an increase in the tempo of Grand Lodge Communications in British Columbia
for it saw the 100th anniversary of freemasonry in British Columbia celebrated in victoria on June 17, 1959, an
emergent Communication which was graced by the presence of the Gms of the Grand Lodge of Canada (in ontario),
of alberta, and of manitoba, together with the pGms from alberta (3) and manitoba, and the GrH of the Grand
Lodge of new Jersey. 143

during this decade, the annual Communications of Grand Lodge, due to the step-up in transportation facilities
throughout the province, became more widely distributed with victoria, penticton and vancouver being the host
cities on two occasions each—1954 and 1959; 1953 and 1960; and 1951 and 1956 respectively. new Westminster
seems to have declared some sort of truce, possibly because as the attendance grew the hotel accommodation, etc.,
became more and more difficult. there was one Communication in each of the following cities; nanaimo in 1952;
prince rupert in 1955; duncan in 1957 and trail in 1958,

the emergent Communications increased to 37 as the economy of British Columbia improved after the second
World War, this was due in many respects to the fact that a major recession had been avoided, as evidenced by the
fact that 34 new Lodges were constituted and consecrated, while there was one cornerstone laid for a new building
and one new masonic Hall dedicated. Geographically speaking, the distribution was well balanced throughout
British Columbia, with victoria and vancouver island being the site of 12, the Lower mainland and fraser valley of
13, the Kootenays and the okanagan of 7, and the northern parts and West Coast of the province of 4.

New Lodges Established
during the decade 1951 to 1960, the Grand Lodge of British Columbia warranted thirty-four new Lodges; one peti-
tion had been rejected; at June 30, 1956 there had been two Lodges actually waiting to complete their petitions for a
dispensation; and three Lodges had been continued under dispensation in June, 1960. fourteen Lodges adopted the
american work, now called the British Columbia “ancient” work, for their ritual; seventeen Lodges had adopted
the Canadian work for there ritual and some of these have now adopted the British Columbia version; one adopted
the australian work for its ritual; and two the emulation work,

General procedures
in the case of each Lodge established and warranted during this period unless otherwise stated:
(1) the decision of Grand Lodge whether to continue the dispensation or to order the granting of the charter was

made on the recommendation of the Committee on Warranted Lodges;
(2) the Constitution and Consecration Ceremony was carried out according to the usages and customs of 

freemasonry and was followed by the installation of the officers; and
(3) the ceremony was performed at an emergent Communication of Grand Lodge called for that purpose. detailed

reports of these ceremonies are to be found at the beginning of the proceedings of Grand Lodge for the June 
following the ceremonies,

Mount caro Marion No. 140
in march, 1949, the Gm was pleased to issue a license for a Lodge of instruction in the city of “abundant rainfall”,
ocean falls, under the jurisdiction of tyee Lodge no. 66 at prince rupert. this action was highly commended by
the Committee on Warranted Lodges on June 16, 1949, because of the “splendid work being done by the Brethren
there, and we are satisfied that they have every chance of establishing a fine Lodge in due course.” a number of
freemasons in ocean falls had formed a social club which they called the “High twelve social Club”, it was active
for several years prior to march 8, 1949, when the Club was dissolved to make way for the Lodge of instruction to
be formed under the sanction of tyee Lodge. on april 19, 1949, the ddGm for district 12, prince rupert, had visited
the Lodge and reported favourably on its activities and work. the Gm issued a dispensation for mount Caro marion
Lodge, which was instituted on april 7, 1950 by the ddGm for district 12 under a commission from the Gm. on
June 21, 1951, Grand Lodge ordered the granting of a charter to mount Caro marion Lodge no. 140 at ocean falls.
the Lodge was constituted on september 24, 1951 in the parish Hall, st. paul’s anglican Church, ocean falls, with
the Grs presiding under a commission from the Gm.

the Lodge adopted the Canadian work for its ritual, and its name was taken from the landmark and focal point
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of the community of ocean falls—mount Caro marion. ocean falls resident a. m. Harvey wrote “that name defi-
nitely established as Caro and marion after Caroline and marion, believed to be amongst the first women to climb
to the summit, and believed to be daughters of the early residents of ocean falls.” on may 2, 1950, the postmaster
wrote “that Caro-marion mountain was named after two sisters who climbed the peak in 1910 when they were vis-
iting their brother, who was surveying in the area at that time.” another, similar, account has it  that “Caro mountain,
4,200-foot-high member of the coast range, was named for Carol and marion smabie, the first white girls born in
ocean falls.” 144

Manoah No. 141
the story of establishing the last Lodge in the decade 1941 to 1950 belongs to the West Coast of vancouver island.
the Gm in 1950 issued a dispensation for a Lodge at tofino, situated at the entrance to Clayoquot sound on the
open pacific ocean. the Lodge was instituted as manoah Lodge on may 6, 1950, by the Gm, and as the ddGm for
district 5, nanaimo, reported, “this was the culmination of an ideal sought for some three years by the Brothers at
tofino and on the West Coast of vancouver island.” Grand Lodge on June 21, 1951, ordered a charter granted to
manoah Lodge no. 141 at tofino, and the Lodge was constituted on July 21, 1951 by the Gm in the masonic temple
at tofino. the Lodge adopted the american work for its ritual, and took its name not from the indian lore of the
area, as some have supposed, but from the Hebrew word meaning “a place of rest”. While a masonic Lodge is a
place where masonic work is being done, that work should be done in such an atmosphere of peace, unity and har-
mony. the sound of the word is pleasing. its soft vowels give the word a peaceful, restful sound, and sound in lit-
erature and language is always important. in Judges Xi, “”manoah” was a good and an upright man, who was
visited and chosen by God to be the father of samson, another man of great strength of character and faith, chosen
by God to deliver israel from the philistines. 145

Richmond No. 142 
the first Lodge in the area of richmond on Lulu island was established when the Gm issued a dispensation for a
new Lodge at steveston, a former post office and steamer landing on Lulu island at the mouth of the fraser river,
17 miles south of vancouver. named after W. H. stevens, the original owner of the townsite, it was the centre of a

large fishing and canning industry, backed by
rich delta farm lands. the Lodge was instituted
by the Gm on august 8, 1950, and Grand Lodge
on June 21, 1951 ordered a charter for richmond
Lodge no. 142. on July 18, 1951 the Gm consti-
tuted the Lodge in the Loyal orange Hall, on the
steveston Highway. this Lodge uses the ameri-
can work for its ritual and took its name from the
municipality in which the town of steveston is
situated.

Sidney No. 143
on august 11, 1950 the Gm issued a dispensation
for a new Lodge at sidney on vancouver island,
situated at the northern end of the saanich penin-
sula. at one time the terminus of the famous
“Cordwood Limited” of the victoria-sidney sec-
tion of the Gnry, it is eighteen miles from victo-

ria and had become an embryo bustling city due to the importance of its position in land and water transportation.
the Gm instituted the Lodge in person on august 11, 1950, and on June 21, 1951 Grand Lodge ordered a charter for
sidney Lodge no. 143 at sidney. the Gm on July 6, 1951 constituted the Lodge in the masonic temple at saanichton.
this Lodge adopted the emulation work for its ritual, while the town had taken its name from the island across
Haro strait, originally called “sallas island” by HBCo officers, circa 1850. it had been renamed by Captain richards
around 1859-60, possibly after frederick William sidney, rn, a surveyor and hydrographer of the British admiralty,
whom richards is said to have succeeded.
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silversides, “History of ocean falls Corporation”, march 1958, BC archives container 880059-1280.

145. see “manoah Lodge’, by W Brother B. stuart. Masonic Bulletin, (XXiv) no. 10, p. 77.



friendship No. 144
in 1951 the Gm issued a dispensation for the establishment of a new Lodge at trail, making the third in that town,
which, he said;

“is a reflection of the prosperity and growth of that Kootenay Community, and is also indicative of
the progress of freemasonry in this young city of almost 15,000 population. i am satisfied that this
new friendship Lodge will not only prove successful, but it will fully justify its name as an institu-
tion of friendship engaged in a worthwhile work in the community.”

the Gm instituted the Lodge in person on april 20, 1951, and on June 21, 1951 Grand Lodge ordered the continuation
of the dispensation. on June 19, 1952 Grand Lodge ordered a charter for friendship Lodge no. 144 at trail. the
Gm, on september 30, 1952, duly constituted the Lodge in the masonic temple at trail, With the Lodge adopting
the Canadian work for its ritual, trail was in the happy situation of being able to offer ritual in the three masonic
workings. preston said that:

“friendship is traced through the circle of private connections to the grand system of universal
benevolence, which no limits can circumscribe, as its influence extends to every branch of the
human race. on this general plan the universality of the system of masonry is established.” 146

the founding members were asked to submit a name for the new Lodge; the six most popular were selected and
considered for some time before “friendship” was chosen; and such is the reputation that the Lodge has established
in the opinion of its many visitors.

Dunbar No. 145
it was again the turn of vancouver for a new Lodge when in 1951 the Gm issued a dispensation for dunbar Lodge,
which he instituted personally on november 26, 1951, and on June 19, 1952 Grand Lodge ordered a charter for dun-
bar Lodge no. 145 at vancouver. on July 22, 1952 the Gm constituted the Lodge in freemasons’ Hall, Georgia and
seymour street, vancouver. the Lodge adopted the Canadian work as exemplified by Cascade Lodge no. 12 for its
ritual originally, but subsequently the “Canadian” working of British Columbia, as adopted by the Grand Lodge of
British Columbia in 1955, was brought into use. the name “dunbar” was chosen because W Brother William a.
Bain, chief among the founders of the Lodge, felt that a Lodge should be formed in dunbar district in the south-
western section of the city of vancouver for freemasons living in that area.

Sentinel No. 146
on august 20, 1947 a meeting was held in Castlegar, at the southeast end of the Lower arrow Lake, some eighteen
miles north of the city of trail, with a view to forming a masonic Lodge. there were nineteen mms present at the
meeting, but little progress was made until october 16, 1950, when twelve mms met in the offices of William Waldie
and sons. an organization meeting was held, and subsequently on march 27, 1951 the Gm confirmed the action
taken by emulation Lodge no. 125 at trail in giving its sanction, as set out in section 138 of the Book of Constitutions,
to a group of freemasons to hold under its charter a Lodge of instruction in Castlegar, which he visited on that date,
the Gm stated that the brethren at Castlegar, which is also situated some twenty-seven miles southwest of nelson
on Highway 3 “have a suitable, in fact splendid and well-furnished hall for their meetings and they conduct them-
selves correctly and properly.”

a dispensation was ordered by the Gm, and sentinel Lodge was instituted by the sGW on february 16, 1952,
on June 19, 1952 the dispensation was ordered to be continued, on June 18, 1953 Grand Lodge ordered the charter
for sentinel Lodge no. 146, and on september 19, 1953 in freemasons’ Hall at trail the Gm constituted the Lodge.
the Lodge adopted the Canadian work for its ritual, and took its name ‘sentinel” from the high mountain on the
outskirts of the town of Castlegar, on the suggestion of W Brother J. C. Waldie.

penticton No. 147
the Gm issued a dispensation for a second Lodge at penticton in the okanagan valley, and on march 15, 1952 
penticton Lodge was instituted by the ddGm for district 16, south okanagan. the Committee on Warranted Lodges,
on June 19, 1952, recommended continuation of the dispensation for another year, which was upheld by Grand
Lodge. the ddGm for the district in 1953 reported favourably on the affairs of the Lodge, and on June 18, 1953
Grand Lodge ordered the charter for penticton Lodge no. 147 at penticton, on June 19, 1953 the Gm constituted the
Lodge at the High school auditorium at penticton immediately prior to the closing of the annual Communication
of Grand Lodge. * this Lodge adopted the american work for its ritual, and adopted the town name which is of 
indian origin and is properly called “pente-hik-ton”.
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Evergreen No. 148
vancouver then claimed its thirty-seventh Lodge when the Gm issued a dispensation for evergreen Lodge, which
was instituted by him in person on march 28, 1952. on June 19, 1952 Grand Lodge ordered the continuation of the
dispensation, on June 18, 1953 Grand Lodge ordered a charter for evergreen Lodge no. 148 at vancouver, and at
the Kerrisdale masonic temple on July 28, 1953 the Gm constituted the Lodge. the Lodge adopted the Canadian
work for its ritual, and its name was presented at the second foundation meeting by then JW Brother e. m. Gunder-
son, because British Columbia had been renowned as the “evergreen province’.

Discovery No. 149
the Gm issued a dispensation for a Lodge at Campbell river on the east coast of vancouver island, thirty-six miles
to the north of Comox, a noted fishing and pleasure resort, which he instituted in person on may 3, 1952. on June
19, 1952 Grand Lodge ordered continuation of the dispensation for another year, and on June 18, 1953 Grand Lodge
ordered the charter for discovery Lodge no. 149 at Campbell river. on July 27, 1953 the Gm constituted the Lodge
in the masonic temple at Campbell river.

the Lodge adopted the american, now the British Columbia “ancient”, work for its ritual, and its name from
the sea passage (discovery) between vancouver island and Quadra island which the temple overlooks. Captain
vancouver was known to have landed in the area from his ship, the Discovery, in the late eighteenth century. the
founders also felt that the word itself had certain connotations which made it an appr oriate name for a masonic
Lodge.

Burnaby No. 150
the Gm issued a dispensation on august 12, 1952 for a new Lodge in Burnaby, immediately adjacent to the city of
vancouver, and on august 28, 1952 he personally instituted Burnaby Lodge at Central park. on June 18, 1953 Grand

Lodge ordered a charter for Burnaby Lodge no. 150 at Burnaby. on July 24, 1953 the
Gm, in freemasons’ Hall at new Westminster, constituted the Lodge. the Lodge
adopted the Canadian work for its ritual, which would no doubt have shocked its
namesake, robert Burnaby, the first immediate pGm of the Grand Lodge of British
Columbia.

coronation No. 151
the scene then shifts back to vancouver island, to Cowichan Lake, a logging and pop-
ular fishing area twenty miles to the west of the city of duncan. Here the Gm had on
december 8, 1952 instituted Coronation Lodge in accordance with a dispensation he
had issued on november 6, 1952. on June 19, 1953 Grand Lodge ordered a charter for
Coronation Lodge no. 151 at Cowichan Lake. on July 25, 1953 the Gm constituted the
Lodge in st. aiden’s Hall, Lake Cowichan. this Lodge adopted the american work
for its ritual, and took its name from the year, that of the Coronation of elizabeth ii of
Great Britain, which ceremony took place on June 2, 1953.

Tweedsmuir No. 152
the northern area of the province next appears in the story of the Lodges warranted
by the Grand Lodge of British Columbia, at Burns Lake on the mainline of the Cnry
some 133 miles to the west of prince George, the Gm issued a dispensation for a Lodge
to be known as tweedsmuir Lodge, which he personally instituted on march 13, 1653,

on June 18, 1953 Grand Lodge ordered continuance of the dispensation for another year. on June 19, 1954 Grand
Lodge ordered a Warrant of Constitution for tweedsmuir Lodge no. 152 at Burns Lake. on august 23, 1954 the Gm
constituted the Lodge in Brown Hall at Burns Lake.

this Lodge adopted the Canadian work for its ritual, and, like the provincial park to the south of Burns Lake,
took its name from John Buchan, 1st Baron tweedsmuir of elsfield, the 15th Governor-General of Canada from his
assumption of that high office on november 2, 1935 until his death in montreal on february 11, 1940.

prince charles No. 153
in 1953 the Gm issued a dispensation for a second Lodge at Kelowna, and on april 25, 1953 he personally instituted
prince Charles Lodge. Grand Lodge ordered the continuation of the dispensation for another year on June 18, 1953,
and on June 19, 1954 Grand Lodge ordered a Warrant of Constitution for prince Charles Lodge no, 153 at Kelowna.
on september 4, 1954 the Gm constituted the Lodge. this Lodge adopted the american work for its ritual. the
founding members felt during the early discussions on the formation that the Lodge should be named in honour of
the then very young prince Charles of Windsor, now HrH the prince of Wales. the then secretary of the Lodge
wrote to Her majesty Queen elizabeth ii and received her permission to use the prince’s name for the Lodge.
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Granite No. 154
once again the scene shifts back to the Kootenay area as nelson secured a dispensation from the Gm for its second
Lodge on april 21, 1953, and on april 29, 1953 he personally instituted Granite Lodge. this was the first institution
of a masonic Lodge in district 6 in approximately 41 years. on June 18, 1953 Grand Lodge ordered continuance of
the dispensation for another year, and Grand Lodge on June 19, 1954 ordered a Warrant of Constitution for Granite
Lodge no. 154 at nelson, on september 7, 1954 the Gm constituted the Lodge. this Lodge adopted the american
work for its ritual, and the name “Granite” was chosen from some twenty-five suggestions after they had been 
whittled down to four.

the original name selected had been “Coronation” with the name ‘Queen City” as an alternative, but “Corona-
tion” had been pinched about a year previously by the brethren at Lake Cowichan. a ballot was then taken, and
“Granite” received the most votes with “nasookin” a poor second. Close by nelson is a rather stately-appearing
mountain, of which one of the local names was “Granite”, and thus the Lodge adopted the name in its meaning of
“strength and stability’. rW Brother eugene J. Leveque commissioned one of the brethren to draw a picture of a
mountain to grace the letterhead and the summons of the Lodge, but these did not turn out in a satisfactory way.
the mountain actually depicted in this manner is mount Chephren.*

mount Chephren, elevation 10,715 feet, is located on the Banff-Jasper Highway no. 93 approximately 20 miles
north of Bow pass on the westerly side of the mistaya river in Banff national park, rW Brother e. J. Leveque no
doubt selected the picture of this mountain to adorn the monthly summons and letterhead of Granite Lodge to 
illustrate the strength and beauty of the Canadian landscape as well as Granite Lodge.

this particalar mountain was no doubt chosen because of its form, pyramidal, but more especially because of
its name, “Chephren” or “”Khafre’, circa 2800 B.C., was an egyptian king of the 4th (or memphite) dynasty; builder
of the second pyramid at el Gizeh, he was the brother of “Cheops” or “Khufu”, the first king of the memphite 
dynasty and builder of the “Great pyramid” at Gizeh (or Giza) near the present Cairo. some authorities also credit
“Khafre” with building the colossal image of “Harmachis”, the egyptian god of the rising sun-the Great sphinx at
Gizeh, while others claim that it may have been designed in image of “Khafre’’.

“nasookin’ was the name of the steamer that plied Kootenay Lake for more than thirty years. in the Kootenay
indian language the word means “Big Chief”.

West point No. 155
the Gm for 1953-54, and most of those that followed him, made it the prerogative of the ddGms concerned to pre-
side at the Ceremony of institution of the new Lodges as, he said, “this decision has many happy results.” the first
Lodge to which he issued a dispensation was in vancouver on november 20, 1953, and the ddGm of district 14 at
vancouver presided at the Ceremony of institution on november 25, 1953, and Grand Lodge ordered the Warrant
of Constitution on June 19, 1934 for West point Lodge no. 155. the Gm on July 28, 1954 formally constituted the
Lodge. this Lodge adopted the american work for its ritual, and the name “West point” was chosen because the
Lodge was situated on the point of land named point Grey, which made it one of the most westerly Lodges on the
Lower mainland. it had been difficult to come to a decision on the name of the Lodge because university Lodge
had been named after the university of Brtiish Columbia, it being the first Lodge in the area. the next Lodge, “Land-
mark”, had commemorated the stone cairn which marked the last meeting place of the spaniards with Captain
George vancouver, and the actual geographical name of the area, “West point Grey”, had been dropped as being
too long.

commonwealth Lodge No. 156
again in vancouver, a petition, containing forty-seven names, for a “”dispensation to form a Lodge” was dated
January 7, 1954, for which the Gm issued a dispensation, and the Lodge was instituted on march 11, 1954 as 
Commonwealth Lodge by the ddGm for district 15 at vancouver. on this occasion, greetings were received from
Commonwealth Lodge no. 186 at mirboo, Grvictoria in north australia; from Commonwealth Lodge no. 324,
GrQueensland at Brisbane, australia; and from the Grs of the united Grand Lodge of victoria at melbourne, 
australia. on June 19, 1954, the Committee on Warranted Lodges recommended continuance of the dispensation
until the next annual Communication, but on an appeal by one of the members of the new Lodge and upon a vote
being taken, Grand Lodge ordered the Warrant af Constitution for Commonwealth Lodge no. 156 at vancouver.
on July 30, 1954 the Gm constituted the Lodge. this Lodge was the second in British Columbia to adopt the aus-
tralian work, and it was decided that the name of the Lodge should have some connection with Canada’s “down
under” sister nation; the founders were asked to submit suggestions and “Commonwealth” was found to be the
choice of the majority. it is interesting to note that the night on which Commonwealth Lodge was constituted was
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also the night the empire Games in vancouver held their opening ceremonies. this was a prelude to the running of
the “miracle mile”, when Bannister of england defeated Landy of australia in the thrilling time of 3.58.8 minutes.

Northern Lights No. 157
up in the far north, in the territory of the yukon, a dispensation had been issued by the Gm for a new Lodge, the
third in the territory, at mayo, y.t., which he instituted in person on may 15, 1953, on June 18, 1953, the Committee
on Warranted Lodges had recommended that the dispensation be continued for another year and on the suggestion
of the ddGm for district 11, atlin-yukon, in accordance with the agreement of the officers, similar action was taken
on June 19, 1954 as being advisable and in the best interests of the Lodge. Grand Lodge, on June 23, 1955, ordered
the Warrant of Constitution for northern Lights Lodge no. 157 at mayo, y.t., and on august 30, 1955 the Gm con-
stituted the Lodge in the Wareham memorial Hall, mayo, y.t. this Lodge adopted the Canadian work for its ritual,
and for its name that glorious phenomenon of nature in the common name of the aurora borealis.

Euclid No. 158
the next Lodge to which the Gm issued a dispensation on february 1, 1954 was for a second Lodge at port alberni,
and on february 18, 1954 the ddGm for district no, 22, Comox-alberni, presided at the institution ceremony of
euclid Lodge at a very large meeting. on June 19, 1954, Grand Lodge ordered the continuation of the dispensation
for another year. Grand Lodge, on June 23, 1955, ordered the Warrant of Constitution for euclid Lodge no. 158 at
alberni, and the Gm on september 26, 1955 constituted the Lodge in the masonic temple at port alberni. this cer-
emony was saddened by the death of rW Brother s. Lance Wilson, the ddGm for district 1 at victoria, who passed
away in his car while driving from the temple to the Banquet Hall.

the Lodge adopted the Canadian work for its ritual and now uses the British Columbia “Canadian” work. the
name “euclid” was chosen to honour the Greek mathematician, famous for his Elements, which have been accepted
as a geometric text for over 2,000 years. this took place at one of the early practices held prior to the institution. the
altar of the Lodge was constructed by W Brother edwin a. Beck, the first sW; and the maple from which the corner
pillars were “turned” was packed down from the slopes of the Beaufort mountain range close by, with considerable
difficulty, by the first JW, Brother melvin W. Lamport.

Mount Shepherd No, 159
next the scene changes and we journey to the southwest coast of vancouver island to the town of sooke, from

the indian tribe named “soke’, twenty-five miles from victoria, the earliest settled district of British Columbia. the
Gm issued a dispensation for a new Lodge which
the ddGm for district 21 at victoria instituted as
mount shepherd Lodge on may 22, 1954. He re-
ported on the most friendly and cordial attitude
of the petitioners on several visits during the pe-
riod of the Lodge being ud. on June 19, 1954,
Grand Lodge ordered the continuance of the dis-
pensation until the next regular Communica-
tion, and on June 22, 1955 Grand Lodge ordered
a Warrant of Constitution for mount shepherd
Lodge no. 159 at sooke. on september 27, 1955,
the Gm constituted the Lodge. this Lodge, a
daughter of victoria-Columbia Lodge no. 1 at
victoria, adopted the emulation work for its rit-
ual, and the first meeting called to discuss the
formation of the Lodge was held in the home of

the local dentist, which had a splendid view of nearby mount shepherd, just off the highway between sooke and
victoria. at the organization meeting, the founding Wm, Brother Chris a. Helgeson, suggested mount shepherd
as the name because of the location of the Lodge and because “it reminded him of that most beautiful of all the
songs of King david, the twenty-third psalm: 

“the Lord is my shepherd, i shall not want.  / He maketh me to lie down in green pastures; he
leadeth me beside the still waters.  / He restoreth my soul: he leadeth me in the paths of righteous-
ness for his name’s sake,  / yea, though i walk through the valley of the shadow of death, i will fear
no evil: for thou art with me; thy rod and thy staff they comfort me.  / thou preparest a table before
me in the sight of mine enemies; thou anointest my head with oil: my cup runneth over.  / surely
goodness and mercy shall follow me all the days of my life; and i will dwell in the house of the
Lord for ever.”
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Kelamalka No. 160
a dispensation for a second Lodge in vernon was issued by the Gm, and on october 27, 1954 the ddGm for district
9, okanagan-revelstoke, presided at the institution ceremony before a “very large turnout of Brethren” and reported
very favourably on his official visit to the
Lodge. on June 23, 1955, Grand Lodge or-
dered the Warrant of Constitution for Kala-
malka Lodge no. 160 at vernon. the Gm,
on september 16, 1955, constituted the
Lodge. the Lodge adopted the american
work for its ritual. some eleven miles im-
mediately to the south of vernon lies Kala-
malka Lake on Highway 97. it is probably
one of the most beautiful lakes in all British
Columbia, it attracts thousands of visitors
every year. the name which was adopted
by Lodge no. 160, BCr, originates from an
indian word meaning “Lake of many
colours”, which truly describes the lake
and its surroundings when viewed from
any aspect. it has also been suggested that
the lake was named after Chief Kalamalka, the son of an indian woman and a Hawaiian islander brought to this
country by the HBC early in the last century. in this case, his mellifluous name may be of Hawaiian origin. 147

Goldstream No. 161
the ddGm for district 21 at victoria in 1954 stated that another Lodge was being organized at Langford, a few
miles west of the city of victoria, but it was yet in the preliminary stages. on november 8, 1954, the succeeding
ddGm for the district presided at the Ceremony of institution of Goldstream Lodge in accordance with a dispen-
sation issued by the Gm. Grand Lodge, on June 23, 1955, ordered a Warrant of Constitution for Goldstream Lodge
no. 161 at Langford, the Gm, in st. John’s Church at Colwood, on september 29, 1955, constituted the Lodge. the
Lodge adopted the Canadian work for its ritual, and its name from the lovely stream that meanders out of the sur-
rounding highlands and the Goldstream district in which the Lodge and its hall are situated,

Mosaic No, 162
Back in vancouver two more Lodges appeared om the register of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia, when on
october 17, 1954 a Lodge of instruction was held in the oddfellows’ Hall, at marpole in vancouver, where the ea
and the fC degrees were exemplified; and on october 24, 1954, when the mm degree was exemplified; following
which the Gm issued a dispensation. on november 17, 1954, the ddGm for district 13 at vancouver presided at
the Ceremony of institution of mosaic Lodge. He made three official visits to the Lodge ud and found the work
done in a very pleasing and satisfactory manner, Grand Lodge, on June 23, 1955, ordered the Warrant of Constitution
for mosaic Lodge no. 162 at vancouver, and on october 3, 1955 in the masonic temple at marpole, the Gm consti-
tuted the Lodge. this Lodge uses the american work, which has now been changed to the British Columbia “an-
cient” work, for its ritual, and it was finally decided on July 13, 1954, after many names had been suggested, to select
a name that had reference to the ritual—”mosaic”. the “mosaic pavement” so often alluded to in the rituals of
freemasonry as one of the “ornaments of the Lodge”; together with the “Blazing star—the Glory in the Centre”;
and surrounded by the “Beautiful tessellated Border” are symbolic of the manifold blessings and comforts which
constantly surround all freemasons. in the British Columbia “ancient” work, the mosaic pavement is emblematic
of human life, chequered with good and evil. “mosaic” is of or pertaining to moses or the writings, Jews and prin-
ciples attributed to him; while the “mosaic Law” was the ancient Law of the Hebrews.

crown No. 163
the second Lodge established in vancouver at this time was the forty-first in the city and received its dispensation
from the Gm on december 17, 1954, and on January 8, 1955 Crown Lodge was instituted, with sixty-one founding
members, at a ceremony presided over by the ddGm of district 14 at vancouver. Grand Lodge, on June 22, 1955,
ordered the Warrant of Constitution for Crown Lodge no. 163 at vancouver. on october 1, 1955, the Lodge was
constituted by the Gm in freemasons’ Hall, Georgia and seymour streets, at vancouver. this Lodge adopted the
american work for its ritual, and from the original masonic Home of the Lodge on the summit of dunbar Heights
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Grand Lodge at the Ceremony of the Laying of the Corner stone of the new 
masonic Hall of ymir Lodge no. 31 at salmo, B.C., on may 15th, 1954.

147. See 1001 British Columbia place names, by G. v. p. & Helen B. akrigg, p. 93.



there is a very impressive view of Crown mountain, north of Burrard inlet. this, together with the fact that the
“Crown” is the symbolic “rallying-object” of the members of the British Commonwealth, induced the founding
members to choose the name “Crown Lodge”. this Lodge was a “daughter” Lodge of Lions’ Gate Lodge no. 115.

capilano No. 164
once again a new Lodge was established on the north shore of Burrard inlet when the Gm issued a dispensation
and Capilano Lodge was instituted at a ceremony presided over by rW Brother Charles e. Brotherton. He was acting
under a commission of the Gm for the ddGm of district 17 at north vancouver, who was unable to attend, on 
January 12, 1955. the ddGm reported in glowing terms his visit to the Lodge ud on may 11, 1955, and trusted
“this Lodge will be numbered among the Constituent Lodges” of this Grand Jurisdiction at the annual Communi-

cation of Grand Lodge. on June 23, 1955, Grand
Lodge ordered the Warrant of Constitution for
Capilano Lodge no. 164 at north vancouver, and
on september 22, 1955, in the Hollyburn masonic
temple at West vancouver, the Gm constituted
the Lodge. this Lodge adopted the american
work for its ritual and took its name after the area
“Capilano”, which means “people of the Kiap” the
hereditary name of the Chief of the north 
vancouver indians.

Aurora No. 165
a group of freemasons, most of whom hailed
from Lodges east of the rocky mountains, having
banded together, were anxious to have a new
Lodge of their own. the Gm issued a dispensation

for another Lodge in the city of victoria, and on January 29, 1955 the ddGm for district 1 at victoria presided at the
ceremony of institution of  aurora Lodge. on June 22, 1955, Grand Lodge ordered the Warrant of Constitution for
aurora Lodge no. 165 at victoria, on september 28, 1955, the Gm constituted the Lodge in the masonic temple at
victoria, this Lodge adopted the Canadian work for its ritual, while “aurora” was’ the roman goddess of dawn
that gives the rosy tint to the sky to herald the rising sun. a great many of the founding members of the Lodge
hailed from prairie Lodges, and all were familiar with the phenomenon of the “northern Lights” which upon occa-
sion radiates Canada’s north-land with that same brilliant light, But that name had already been taken by another
Lodge in the yukon; so it was decided to shorten the Latin expression for the Lights, “aurora Borealis’, to “aurora”.

Haida No. 166
only one dispensation was issued by the Gm in 1956 for a new Lodge and this again in the city of victoria. the
Lodge was instituted by the ddGm of district 21 at victoria on January 18, 1956 as Haida Lodge, an offshoot of
Camosun Lodge no, 60 in victoria. it is noteworthy because all the founding members were members of Camosun
Lodge. Haida was formed “because the founders felt that many of the Lodges were getting so large that the feeling
of friendship was lacking and that by forming smaller Lodges the personal feeling could be retained. the Charter
members suggested that the membership should be kept to a minimum and not more than two new members should
be initiated in any one year. this the Lodge has done, and it appears to have resulted in a good attendance at each
meeting, as well as having friendly social evenings.” on June 21, 1956, Grand Lodge ordered the Warrant of Con-
stitution for Haida Lodge no. 166 at victoria, and on august 15, 1956, in the K. of p. Hall on Cormorant street, 
victoria, the Gm constituted the Lodge. this Lodge adopted the american work, as practised by “mother Camosun”,
for its ritual, and adopted its name from the indians of the Queen Charlotte islands, a tribe of very high caste and
very intelligent and hard-working people. most of the furniture for the lodge room was carved by a member of 
victoria-Columbia Lodge no. 1 at victoria in the Haida motif and was used by Grand Lodge for the annual 
Communication in victoria in June, 1969. 148

Kitimat and Whalley
the Gm noted in 1956 that in two other communities groups of brethren were in the process of organizing new
Lodges—at Kitimat and at Whalley—but in neither case were they quite ready to petition for a dispensation.

North Star No. 167
the Gm issued a dispensation for a new Lodge at north surrey, and north star Lodge was instituted at a ceremony
presided over by the ddGm of district 2, new Westminster, on december 11, 1956 in the Horticultural Hall at 
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Whalley. on June 20, 1957, Grand Lodge ordered the Warrant of Constitution for north star Lodge no. 167 at north
surrey. on august 9, 1957, in freemasons’ Hall at new Westminster, the Gm constituted the Lodge. this Lodge,
like its predecessor at fort steele, whose name it assumed at the suggestion of the Grs in order to perpetuate the
old historic name originally held by Lodge no. 30, in the famous mining and lumbering town in the east Kootenay
district, adopted the Canadian work for its ritual as authorized under a resolution of Grand Lodge on June 23, 1955.

cloverdale No. 168
on may 6, 1957, the Gm issued a dispensation for a Lodge to a number of brethren at Cloverdale, in the fraser
valley west of Langley, which was instituted on may 22, 1957 by the ddGm of district 2, new Westminster, as
Cloverdale Lodge. this Lodge had a period of considerable gestation, over seven years, having first applied for a
dispensation in June, 1949. on June 20, 1957, Grand Lodge ordered the continuation of the dispensation, and on
June 19, 1938 Grand Lodge ordered a Warrant of Constitution be granted for Cloverdale Lodge no. 168 at Cloverdale.
on July 30, 1958, in the masonic temple at Langley, the Gm constituted the Lodge. this Lodge adopted the american
work for its ritual, and took its name from the town in which it is situated, Cloverdale, a thriving distribution centre
for the agricultural area in the municipality of surrey, was originally named “Clover valley” by William shannon,
a pioneer settler, when he first looked out upon the luxuriant fields of wild clover which carpeted the valley.

Kitimat No, 169
the next Lodge to be established was in the prince rupert area, in the town of Kitimat, the site of the aluminum
Company of Canada smelter at the head of Kitimat arm of douglas Channel and opposite the mission of Kitimat,
which had long served a tribe of indians on the west coast of mainland British Columbia. “Kit” is said to signify “a
people” and “maat” an island—”an island people”, according to James deans, 149 but the akriggs give the meaning
as “people of the snow’.150 this Lodge had its genesis in the spring of 1952, when a fellowship Club was established.
it operated until 1955, when a Lodge of instruction was opened under the supervision of Kitselas Lodge no. 123 at
terrace. the fifty-five charter members hailed from twelve different Grand Lodges, and a good deal of practice was
required to bring the first officers into unity and proficiency, using the ontario version of the Canadian work, which
was the only one available to them at that time. the dispensation was issued by the Gm, and the Lodge was instituted
on July 20, 1957 at a ceremony presided over by mW Brother (dr.) r. Geddes Large, pGm. on June 19, 1958, Grand
Lodge ordered the Warrant of Constitution for Kitimat Lodge no. 169 at Kitimat. on august 9, 1958 the Gm consti-
tuted the Lodge. the Lodge now uses the Canadian work as adopted by the Grand Lodge of British Columbia.

Admiral No. 170
the story of the Lodges then turned to the town of Ganges on saltspring island, named from the existence of salt
springs there, when the Gm issued a dispensation for a Lodge, and the ceremony of institution on december 6, 1957
was presided over by the ddGm of district 5, nanaimo. Grand Lodge, on June 19, 1958, ordered the Warrant of
Constitution for admiral Lodge no. 170 at Ganges, saltspring island, on august 2, 1958, the Gm, in mahon Hall at
Ganges, constituted the Lodge. the Lodge adopted the Canadian work for its ritual, and took its name from the
original name of the island as it appeared on the early British admiralty charts. originally it was called “Chuan is-
land” on the plan to accompany a “report of a Canoe trip by James douglas, esq., Governor, 1854,” Captain
richards, while surveying there, evidently wished to associate the island with rear admiral Baynes, commanding
the pacific station, his flag ship, staff officers, etc., and he therefore named the highest mountain “Baynes’’ and the
island “admiral”. at the time the Lodge was established, the average age of the thirty-three founding members was
sixty-six and two-third years; the thirty-fourth member was only thirty-eight years old; the first members hailed
from thirty-four mother Lodges, five countries and four continents; they had lived 2,222 years and the oldest Brother,
William t. Lockhart, m.d., was eighty-nine.

centennial No. 171
the Grand Lodge of British Columbia celebrated the one Hundredth anniversary of the establishment of freema-
sonry in British Columbia on June 17, 1958, and the Gm issued a dispensation for a Lodge in richmond, near van-
couver, to be called Centennial Lodge in honour of that occasion, victoria Lodge no. 1085, er, having been
established in the fall of 1858. the Lodge was instituted at a ceremony presided over by the ddGm for district 20
at vancouver on august 14, 1958. fifty-seven brethren practising the Canadian work, who lived on Lulu island, had
signed the petition, this being the second Ladge established in richmond, the other being richmond Lodge no.
142, which practised the american work. Grand Lodge, on June 19, 1959, ordered the Warrant of Constitution for
Centennial Lodge no. 171 in richmond, and on august 27, 1959, in the masonic temple at richmond, constituted
the Lodge.
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prospect No. 172
once again the story of the Lodges takes one back to the north shore of Burrard inlet, to the municipality of West
vancouver, where the Gm issued a dispensation for a new Lodge which was instituted by the ddGm for district
no, 17, north vancouver, as prospect Lodge on January 17, 1959. the ddGm visited the Lodge frequently and rec-
ommended that it be granted a warrant. Grand Lodge, on June 19, 1959, ordered a Wacrant of Constitution for
prospect Lodge no. 172 at West vancouver. on august 28, 1959, in the masonic temple at West vancouver, the Gm
constituted the Lodge. the Lodge adopted the Canadian work for its ritual, and took its name from the promontory
of stanley park, “prospect point’, which lies immediately to the south of the “first narrows” entrance into Burrard
iniet.

cayoosh No. 173
the first application for a freemasons’ Lodge on the mainland of British Columbia had been prior to the establish-
ment of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia, when steps were actually taken on december 27, 1860 by thirteen
worthy master masons to petition victoria Lodge no. 1085, er, for assistance in forming a masonic Lodge at Cay-
oosh Creek under the united Grand Lodge of england. it was sometimes called “parsonville” after one of the charter
members of victoria Lodge who was later drowned with “sue” moody in the loss of the steamer pacific. it is located
near the junction of the fraser and thompson rivers, opposite the present town of Lillooet. the Lodge was never
formed due to the fact that the petitioners had left the area, before any action could be taken, as the gold ran out on
the creeks. 151

cayoosh—The Lodge That Might Have Been
But events were due to run full cycle, for one hundred years later, in 1959, the Gm issued a dispensation for a Lodge
at Lillooet, which was instituted by the ddGm for district 3, Kamloops, on april 3, 1959 as Cayoosh Lodge. the
ddGm had been extremely zealous in his efforts to have the Lodge established. on this occasion, a unique and
most interesting method of payment for the dispensation was witnessed. the treasurer of the Lodge placed a pair
of gold scales within sight of all the brethren and then poured $50 in gold nuggets on the scales. the nuggets were
then placed in a buckskin poke and presented to the Grs as payment for the dispensation. on June 19, 1959, Grand
Lodge ordered the continuance of the petition for one year, and on June 23, 1960 Grand Lodge ordered a Warrant
of Constitution for Cayoosh Lodge no. 173 at Lillooet. on september 24, 1960, the Gm, in st. andrew’s Church at
Lillooet, constituted the Lodge, this Lodge adopted the Canadian work for its ritual.

Summary of Lodges 
thus at december 31, 1960, there were 163 Constituent Lodges holding warrants and three under dispensation on
the rolls of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia.

Bluebell Lodge of Instruction
on november 4, 1954 a regular slate of officers was elected for a Lodge of instruction which was instituted at the
town of riondel, situated on the eastern shore of Kootenay Lake. it was named Bluebell Lodge of instruction and
operated under sanction of Kaslo Lodge no. 25 at Kaslo, pursuant to section 138 of the Book of Constitution of the
Grand Lodge of British Columbia. notwithstanding many problems that plagued the operation of the Lodge, which
included rats and vandalism, it survived in active operation for over 15 years. it appears to have contributed to
freemasonry considerably, particularly in the Kootenay Lake area. it is regretted that this Lodge of instruction had
to be dissolved at a meeting held on march 19, 1970. the riondel peninsula was the site of the Blue Bell silver-lead
mine discovered in 1882. 151a

Lodges of Education and of Research
the two Lodges of instruction, education and research at vancouver and victoria continued to have their licenses
renewed during the decade (1951-60). they were well attended, and provided the brethren involved with many en-
joyable and instructive evenings of masonic exploration, they proved beyond doubt the usefulness of such institu-
tions, particularly in areas where several Lodges are working under their individual warrants.

New Temple at penticton
on november 10, 1951, the Gm visited orion Lodge no. 51 at penticton and formally opened the new masonic
temple. He said that this was a magnificent building, modern in every respect, and reflecting the prosperity and
forward-looking spirit of the Lodge and the community in general. a block of flats was annexed, the rental from
which greatly aided in defraying the cost of the building.
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50-year Button
the Gm appointed a special committee in 1950 to consider advances made to him for some form of recognition for
fifty-year service or membership in freemasonry, preferably in the form of a jewel, as in some of the other Grand
Lodges, the committee reported on June 21, 1951 that
it had given the matter three primary considerations:
(1) type of jewel; (2) suitability; (3) cost.

it found that the Grand Lodge of Washington
presents its 50-year members with a lapel-type pin
consisting of the “square and Compasses” with the
letter “G’, having the words “50 year” across its lower
edge between the points of the compasses, the pin
being sterling with blue enamel. alberta issues a pen-
dant jewel which consists of a medallion on a ribbon
hanging from a pin. such a jewel had been presented
by a few Lodges to 50-year members in the Grand
Lodge of British Columbia.

the committee was of the opinion that a pendant-
type jewel was unsuitable because (1) it was too easily
confused with past officers’ jewels; (2) those which
had been presented rarely, if ever, appeared in
Lodge; (3) recipients had declared themselves 
embarrassed at wearing them; (4) it cannot be worn other than in Lodge and a great percentage of 50-year freema-
sons attend Lodge infrequently, if at all; and (5) some instances had been brought to the attention of the committee
where the families of deceased brethren had sold the jewel for the value of the gold content. the cost of the pendant
jewels was prohibitive, being upwards of $40 for 10K gold and $25 for sterling.

the lapel button, on the other hand, can be worn at any time without embarrassment, just as the familiar lapel
masonic emblem is worn by many freemasons. the cost of the lapel-type pin in 10K gold that does not tarnish was
$2.50 each in lots of 50, so that the 125 required for the initial presentation would be less than $300. this the com-
mittee recommended for every freemason who had completed 50 years membership in the Craft. the report was
received, and after some reference to the inappropriate use of the word “jewel” and the suggestion that the com-
mittee consider the use of the word “pin” or “emblem”, the motion was adopted,

in June, 1937, it was resolved that the Gm appoint a committee to consider the advisability of the issuance of a
30 or 40-year button, to report at the next annual Communication. on June 19, 1958, the special committee on the
“revision of the regulations requiring 50 years’ Continuous membership for the award of a Commemorative But-
ton” reported it had established that if a period of 35 years were to be given recognition, more than 30 per cent of
the members of some Lodges would be eligible immediately; if 40 years should be recognized, then the figure would
be 20 per cent.

the committee was of the opinion that a reduction in the 50-year requirement would result in the issuance of so
great a number of buttons as to render the decoration valueless to its recipient, as well as in the eyes of all members
of the fraternity. the report recommended that no change be made in the 50-year continuous membership require-
ment, and was adopted.

Method of Elections
a suggestion was advanced to Grand Lodge in June, 1952 that some different method for the election of Grand
Lodge officers should be found, either by permitting nominations from the floor of Grand Lodge, or by accepting
same through the medium of a nominating committee. the matter was finally left to the incoming Gm to appoint a
special committee to report at the next Communication.

the committee reported on June 18, 1953, recommending that the method of nominating be amended to provide
for the nomination of elective officers in advance of a Grand Lodge Communication and lodged with the Grs not
later than april 1 in each year.

the Committee on Constitution reported on June 17, 1954 that, after due consideration, it was of the opinion
that the method of election had, through the years, served Grand Lodge well, and favoured its retention. Grand
Lodge did not agree, and after considerable discussion the recommendation relating to the nomination of Grand
Lodge officers was referred back to the committee for further study. on June 21, 1956, the Committee on Constitution
reported that it could find no reason to vary its recommendation of June, 1954, pointing out that the present system
had been in operation for 85 years and it was considered competent and satisfactory.
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this report was challenged on the assumption that there existed a feeling that the establishment of advance
nominations, as previously discussed, was desired, on a standing vote, the motion to adopt the report of the Con-
stitution Committee was defeated and declared Lost. the chairman of the 1953 special committee then announced
he would take under advisement the filing of a notice of motion to amend the Constitutions in order to implement
the terms of the 1953 special committee’s report.

according to the notice of motion, the chairman of the 1953 committee submitted amendments to the Book of
Constitutions regarding the nomination of elective officers on June 21, 1957, which included a proposed nomination
form and a specimen ballot, which would have required a nomination to the Grs prior to noon on march 15 of each
year and his having the names printed and sent to the Lodges sixty days prior to the meeting of Grand Lodge. the
motion, after much discussion, was declared Lost.

Masonic capital Building funds
a resolution of trinity Lodge no. 98 at vancouver to establish a fund to assist Constituent Lodges in the building
of masonic temples in strategic locations was, upon motion, referred to a special committee to be appointed by the
Gm-elect on June 20, 1952, it reported on June 18, 1953 that (1) the investment income from the Benevolent fund is
barely adequate to meet present demands on that fund; at the same time, while the membership may have been in-
creasing, the number approaching and passing retirement age is also increasing and might create an added burden
on the future income from the fund; (2) the surplus funds referred to in the resolution, even if accumulated over a
number of years, would not be a factor; and (3) proposed Loans to Constituent Lodges from any Grand Lodge funds
which were “repayable with nominal vate of interest as revenues permit” might become frozen assets and very hard
to liquidate in an emergency.

on June 20, 1957, it was resolved that a special committee be appointed by the incoming Gm to investigate the
feasibility of establishing a fund from which loans could be made to assist Lodges in the construction of suitable
premises in which to house themselves; to report its findings at the next regular Communication and, if advisable,
to submit a notice of motion to provide the necessary legislation to implement such a plan.

the special committee reported again on June 19, 1958 that it had given the matter of “establishment of a fund
to assist Lodges to finance Construction of Lodge premises” careful consideration and, although sympathetic, was
of the opinion that the scheme proposed was neither practical nor advisable; and recommended against it for the
following reasons:
“1. to develop such an undertaking would require a fund with a capital of at least $100,000.00; which could only

be obtained through a specific assessment against all the Lodges or by way of an increase in the per capita tax.
“2. the scheme would place Grand Lodge in the mortgage and Loan business, which would be fraught with many

difficulties and involve Grand Lodge in extremely sensitive administrative problems.
“3. over the years it had been the accepted practice for the Constituent Lodges to provide their own accommodation

and at no time had Grand Lodge supplied financial assistance for that purpose and that a Lodge in need of new
premises should be able to promote and finance its undertakings on its own, as so many lodges had done in the
past by the exercise of their own initiative, ingenuity and enthusiasm.”

Masonic Home
on a motion duly adopted in Grand Lodge on June 19, 1953, it was resolved, on the recommendation of duke of
Connaught Lodge no. 64, to ask the Gm to appoint a special committee to investigate the feasibility of providing a
home or housing project for elderly, distressed freemasons.

the committee reported on June 15, 1954 that it had found it had to deal “with a difficult and complicated prob-
lem.” By means of a questionnaire circulated by the Grs to all Grand Lodges in Canada and the united states where
masonic Homes and similar institutions were known to exist, information had been obtained; various housing proj-
ects had been investigated; and a number of other schemes had been considered. the committee, recognizing the
importance of the task entrusted to it, felt that further study of the problem was needed; that other essential facts
should be obtained; that its life should be continued in its original personnel; that Grand Lodge instruct the com-
mittee to continue its investigations; and that it be asked to report at the next annual Communication.

the committee reported again on June 23, 1955, and because of the ever-continuing and ever-present interest
and discussion of the problem, it was thought the actual findings should be spelled out here, because the basic prob-
lems which surround such a proposal were at that time clearly stated to the Craft:
“1. on the question of the establishment of a masonic Home of the institution type, it is our opinion that such a

project is neither practical nor advisable and we recommend against it for the following reasons:
(a) the cost of building such a Home would be great, its financing difficult and possibly beyond

the present capacity of Grand Lodge.
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(b) its maintenance would also be costly and probably would necessitate the levy of per capita taxes of sub-
stantial amounts. the information which we have from Grand Lodges maintaining masonic Homes indicates
that these levies were as high as $6.00 in some cases.

(c) to transplant our elderly Brethren from the locality in which they have had their homes and away from
their friends and relations would be inadvisable.

“2. respecting a Housing project. We have been supplied with information to indicate that those low-rental schemes
now existing are proving satisfactory and operating with fair success. We consider such a project may hold some
merit and we recommend that a special committee be appointed by the Grand master to give further study to
it in keeping with the following terms:
(a) to circularize the Lodges to ascertain if a low-rental housing project for elderly freemasons on a non-profit

basis would have their support and to obtain an estimate of the number of Brethren in need of such accom-
modation.

(b) that any project which may be proposed should be regionally situated and administered by combinations
of Lodges in the respective districts of the Lower mainland, okanagan, Kootenay, vancouver island, etc.

(c) that the first of any such project should, for the purpose of experimentation, be situated in the lower main-
land and undertaken by the Lodges of the districts therein.

(d) that the financing of any proposed project be the concern of the interested Lodges and not of Grand Lodge.
(e) that consideration be given to the formation of a society incorporated under the societies act, for the pur-

pose of organizing and operating any proposed project.”
in conclusion, the committee expressed the view that a project of that or of a similar nature would provide the

members with a satisfying interest in which they could, by personal participation, give some tangible evidence of
the principles of freemasonry. the report was received and adopted.

Masonic Housing project
the special Committee on a masonic Housing project reported on June 21, 1956 that it had circularized the Lodges
with a questionnaire, to which 93 out of the 155 Lodges then on the Grand Lodge register replied, the questionnaire
asked:

1. if a housing project regionally situated and operated on a non-profit basis by groups of Lodges
were organized, would it have your support?

to this question the 93 Lodges replying reported: 
no .................................68 yes, in principle .........................14 interested ......................2 
yes...................................5 yes, conditionally ........................4
2. asked to supply the number of members in need of accommodation, the answers were:
none................................................86 Lodges 36 ............................................ from 7 Lodges

the committee felt that this information indicated, firstly, that the great majority of the Lodges were not
favourably disposed towards a housing project scheme, and secondly, and very importantly, that only a comparative
handful of members, 36 out of a total membership of well over 24,000, were in need of or likely to avail themselves
of the housing such a scheme would provide.

it felt also that a continuance of the study would serve no useful purpose at that time, and was of the opinion
that the establishment of a masonic Housing project was not then practical or advisable and recommended against
it. the report was received and adopted.

Resolution of Loyalty
a somewhat special resolution of Loyalty to Her Gracious majesty Queen elizabeth ii was unanimously adopted
in Grand Lodge in June, 1954, which was approved by a standing vote of all the brethren present:

resoLved that this most Worshipful Grand Lodge of antient, free and accepted masons of British Columbia
in its eighty-third annual Communication in the capital city of victoria, in the province of British Columbia,
on the 17th day of June, a.d. 1954, desires to place on record its undying loyalty to the Crown and unswerving
devotion and warm affection to the person of its well-beloved sovereign, Her most Gracious majesty, Queen
elizabeth 11.

We rejoice with Her most Gracious majesty and her beloved Consort prince philip, duke of edin-
burgh, in the very happy and triumphal consummation of their extended tour during this past year to various
portions of this far-flung line of the British Commonwealth of nations, We recall with much satisfaction the
visit made by Her majesty (then princess elizabeth) and prince philip, duke of edinburgh, to this dominion
of Canada, such visits have always warmed the affections and evoked earnest expression of whole-hearted
devotion to the person of our beloved sovercign as the head of our great Commonwealth and the one in whom
centres our never dying loyalty and devotion,

it is our hope and prayer that the atmosphere of dissension and discord among the nations will soon
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be dissipated and that under Her majesty’s wise counsel this British Commonwealth of nations may march
forward to a glorious era of World peace and the Brotherhood of man may become a reality ever dwelling
with the whole human race.

further, be it resolved that a copy of this resolution be forwarded to Her majesty, the Queen, through
the Honourable the secretary of state for Canada, under the seal of the most Worshipful, the Grand Lodge of
British Columbia.

centennial celebrations
the Gm, in June, 1954, drew the attention of Grand Lodge to the fact that July, 1958 would mark the 100th an-

niversary of the first recorded masonic meeting in the area now embraced in the Jurisdiction of British Columbia,
and he strongly urged the appointment of a special committee to consider and recommend a fitting observance of
the event in four years time. the terms of reference-to empower the committee to make suggestions for the advice
and benefit of the Constituent Lodges and that each of them be assisted in formulating plans for some fitting obser-
vance in each Lodge. He pointed out that in 1959 the brethren of victoria-Columbia Lodge no. 1 would com- mence
celebrating the 100th anniversary of their institution and Constitution, and felt that Grand Lodge should recognize
in some tangible way the historic significance to all freemasonry of that first meeting, which ultimately resulted in
the formation of the original victoria Lodge (1085, er). He said in conclusion:

“We have fallen heir to no mean heritage and it is my firm belief we should show our appreciation of the efforts
of these pioneer Brethren and at the same time encourage a wider interest in the history and romantic background
of freemasonry in British Columbia.”

the special committee on the “1959 Centennial Celebrations” reported on June 23, 1955 that a fitting observance
should be celebrated in two parts:
1. each Lodge to observe the occasion at its regular Communication in the month of march, 1959 by a uniform

ceremony to be formulated later,
2. a celebration to take place in victoria on the day preceding the annual Communication of Grand Lodge in 1959.
it recommended that the celebration in victoria in 1959 be approved in order to approve two meetings in the same
city in the same year; an outline for the celebration to be along the following lines:

(a) a church parade in regalia, 
(b) a ceremony portraying the first gathering of freemasons to form a Lodge. also an outstanding speaker for

this portion. 
(c) a grand banquet. 
(d) a grand ball.

the committee on the “1959 Centennial Celebration” on June 21, 1956 regretted the sudden passing of its chair-
man, rW Brother s. L. Wilson, and requested that the Gm appoint a new member from vancouver and Quadra
Lodge no, 2 to replace him. it requested that Grand Lodge be asked for a substantial contribution in 1957 to assist
the committee in carrying out the celebration, and reported progress in a tentative programme for consideration in
1957, the financial request was referred to the finance Committee,

the special committee on the “1959 Centennial Celebration” reported June 20, 1957 on the preparations being
made to celebrate the 100th anniversary of freemasonry in British Columbia. the programme closely followed that
outlined the previous year but, in addition, as a monument to the occasion, the publication of a condensed “His-
tory of freemasonry in British Columbia” of 158 pages, suitably bound, etc, to be distributed to all Lodges in the
province and available to private subscription. (unfortunately this project failed to materialize for some reason, and
a small 37-page pamphlet had to suffice.) the committee requested an advance of $500 for initial expenses on an es-
timated total budget of $6,100. the Committee on finance complied with this request.

on June 19, 1958, the Centennial Celebration Committee reported that it was “making plans for the reception
and entertainment of 1,500 delegates, members and visitors to victoria—the cradle of freemasonry in British Co-
lumbia” on the occasion of the annual Communication in June, 1959, it reported that the GrH had completed a con-
densed history of freemasonry in British Columbia “which is to be a feature of our Centenary”, consisting of about
175 pages, to “include a brief history of every Lodge in the Grand Jurisdiction; and requested the sum of $6,000 to-
wards the actual expenses of the celebration.

the finance Committee included only $3,000 in its estimates for the next year, but in 1959 it provided $5,000.
the actual expenditures as reported were: 1958, $500; 1959, nil; 1960, $4,948; the overall cost of the Centennial Cel-
ebration to Grand Lodge thus being $5,448. on June 19, 1959, the “1959 Centennial Celebration” special committee
reported on the arrangements for the celebration just then completed its final report. 152
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Limitation of candidates
it was moved in Grand Lodge on June 17, 1954 that no Constituent Lodge should confer degrees upon more than
five candidates at any one communication, and that no further communication could be held to confer degrees until
two days had elapsed. after considerable discussion, the proposal was amended to include the words “except under
dispensation of the Grand master” and was adopted.

a motion to prevent any Constituent Lodge from conferring the three degrees for less than one hundred dollars
was declared Lost.

Expenses of Delegates
it was resolved in Grand Lodge on June 22, 1955 to request the Gm to appoint a committee to investigate the feasi-
bility of establishing a system to subsidize the transportation expenses of delegates to Grand Lodge. the committee
reported on June 21, 1956 a considerable amount of research work and calculation in connection with this important
matter, but owing to the time required to examine all its phases, the diverse location of the members of the committee,
and the far-reaching and permanent effects any recommendation might have, it wished to report progress and 
request further time to bring in a report.

on June 20, 1957, the special Committee on transportation expenses of delegates reported to Grand Lodge in
considerable detail and after diligent investigation. it felt the time was not then ripe for the establishment of an over-
all plan for subsidizing the expenses of delegates to Grand Lodge. it did, however, recommend special treatment
be given to the four Lodges in or adjacent to the yukon territory: atlinto no. 42 at atlin, yukon no. 45 at dawson
City, Whitehorse no. 46 at Whitehorse, and northern Lights no. 157 at mayo, on account of their distance from
any possible Grand Lodge Communication Centre, by assisting the Lodges to send the Wm, sW or JW to Grand
Lodge by means of a grant from Grand Lodge funds of $100 to each Lodge in any one year. there was then a move
to have a new committee appointed to again study the matter and to outline a scheme for pooling expenses of del-
egates, but this move was defeated and the committee’s report was adopted. 153

New Masonic Hall at Marpole
on september 29, 1956 the Gm, assisted by the ddGms of districts 13 and 23, participated in the opening of a new
marpole masonic Hall for the Lodges in the latter district, He said that great credit was due to the Lodges involved
and particularly to rW Brother J. Gordon
Hogg and his associates for the construction
of the splendid building, which in accommo-
dation and appointments compared most
favourably with any similar building in the
jurisdiction. He stated, further, that it would
constitute a most comfortable and creditable
masonic home for the Lodges involved for
many years.

freemasons’ Hall, Dawson creek
on march 23, 1956 the Gm and the Grs at-
tended the opening of freemasons’ Hall at
dawson Creek as the home of peace river
Lodge no. 126. the officers and brethren
were congratulated on their new and spacious Lodge rooms, it was a memorable occasion and attended by large
representations from other Lodges.

Incorporation of Grand Lodge
the special committee appointed to consider the question of incorporation of Grand Lodge in 1955 reported to
Grand Lodge on June 21, 1956 that it did not deem it advisable at that time to recommend that Grand Lodge be in-
corporated, Whereupon mW Brother f. J. Burd offered by way of a motion the following resolution:

“WHereas Grand Lodge, not being a legally incorporated body, has no status as such;
“and WHereas many members have left legacies to the same and some others may wish to do

likewise:
“i BeG to move that the Grand master be requested to appoint a Committee to consider the ad-

visability of incorporating a body or a foundation under control of Grand Lodge, for the fulfillment
of such an object and the furthering of all charitable and patriotic purposes consistent with masonic
usage and tradition.”
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the motion was duly seconded and Carried and the appointment of the committee was deferred to the incoming
Gm. on June 20, 1957, the committee requested continuation for another year, the addition of two pGms to its mem-
bership, and authority to have the power to act and to proceed with incorporation as and when it deemed it advis-
able. the report was adopted.

British columbia Masonic foundation
the special committee appointed above reported on June 19, 1958 having incorporated under the societies act of
the province under this title. the membership and directors of the foundation being nine in number, namely: the
Gm, ipGm, dGm, s and JGWs, Grt, Grs, and the chairmen of the Board of Benevolence and finance Committee of
Grand Lodge, believing it the only organization of its kind among any of the Grand Lodges of Canada,

application was also made to the department of national revenue, taxation division, at ottawa, to be classified
as a “Charitable organization”. Being so classified, any gift to the foundation was deductible as a charitable gift in
computing the assessable value of the estate of any testator who had by his will made such a gift. the committee
took the opportunity of advising the brethren that their charitable impulses for the relief of the sick, aged, destitute
and helpless now had a charitable organization of their own legally authorized to receive their gifts and distribute
their bounty according to their wishes for charitable purposes.

Lists of Members
during consideration of the report of the printing Committee on June 20, 1957, it was moved in amendment to the
report that the names of all brethren in the jurisdiction be included in the proceedings of Grand Lodge. in the ensuing
discussion, it was pointed out that the printing of the names would require approximately 225 pages and would
add from $2,000 to $2,500 to the cost of the proceedings. the Gm pointed out that the tenders had been called for
the printing of the Book of proceedings to contain a specified number of pages, about 300, and the contract had been

awarded on that basis. it was then moved
that the list of members be included in the
1958 proceedings and every second year
thereafter. the motion on being put to Grand
Lodge was defeated.

W Brother Robert francis Blandy
a resolution was introduced in Grand Lodge
on June 20, 1958 in recognition of the meri-
torious service rendered by the late W
Brother robert francis Blandy, who had
served faithfully as chairman of the special
Committee on rituals. it authorized the
preparation of a suitable memorial scroll for
presentation to his widow, and on June 18,
1959 the Grs reported that such a memorial
had been prepared and presented to mrs.
Blandy. 154

The Navies pay a Visit
on the occasion of the visit of HrH princess margaret to Canada, a large number of naval vessels including Hms
Newcastle, uss Bennington, uss Wiltsie, uss Hamuer, uss Aspro and many vessels of Hm royal Canadian navy vis-
ited victoria. the brethren of victoria districts 1 and 21 undertook, on July 11, 1958, to entertain the brethren serving
on the visiting vessels, with victoria-Columbia Lodge no. 1 as the Host Lodge. on this occasion, a degree team,
composed of brethren serving in the navy under the able leadership of W Brother Laurence t. Kerridge of united
service Lodge no. 24, conferred the mm degree on a Captain of the royal Canadian navy in a most proficient man-
ner. the Gm was present to welcome the visiting brethren to the gathering, which was attended by some 336
brethren.

Grand Lodge Award of Merit
the Gm was requested by resolution to appoint a committee to consider the establishment of an award for merito-
rious service in the form of a medal, and if the establishment of such an award was found to be feasible, to report
as to its type and the conditions and regulations under which it should be awarded.

the special committee on the “Grand Lodge award of merit” reported on July 19, 1958 that after much consid-
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eration, including a review of the circumstances and conditions under which similar awards are made in other
Grand Jurisdictions, such as the united Grand Lodge of england, the Grand Lodge of Canada in the province of
ontario, and the Grand Lodge of new Zealand, it recommended: that an “order of meritorious service” be estab-
lished and (a) set out the rules for nomination for such an award; (b) sought the appointment of an awards Com-
mittee; (c) declared that precedent should not be taken into account but each nomination should be considered
entirely on its merits; (d) felt the award should not carry rank or order of precedence in Grand Lodge; (e) that no
posthumous awards should be made; and (f) that the order be limited to ten living brethren.

the insignia was to be a gold medal, circular in form, 1 3/4 inches in diameter, suspended from a ribbon of Grand
Lodge royal blue. one side to be engraved with the Compasses extended to 45°, with the points joined with the seg-
ment of a circle. the letters “o m s” in ornamental characters raised across the centre and within a circular inscription
on the outer edge “order of meritorious service Grand Lodge of B.C.” on the other side to be engraved the name,
rank and Lodge of the recipient, and the date of presentation.

the report was considered clause by clause, and assent being given to all clauses, the report was adopted. 155

Victoria-columbia No. 1, centennial
on march 19, 1959, victoria-Columbia Lodge no. 1 celebrated its one Hundredth Birthday as a member of the
united Grand Lodge of england when it was constituted as victoria Lodge no. 1085 er. precisely one hundred
years after the signing of the original charter by the earl of Zetland, Grand master of the united Grand Lodge of
england, for victoria Lodge no. 1085 er. on this occasion, mW Brother Kenneth reid, Gm, was received by the
Wm of the Lodge and invited to raise his son, ronald dunlop reid, to the sublime degree of a master mason on
this historic occasion. then followed the cutting of the birthday cake. the Gm of the Grand Lodge of the state of
Washington and other distinguished visitors were present for the celebration.

Bursaries or Scholarships
on June 19, 1959, a resolution was introduced in Grand Lodge and adopted by which the Gm was requested to
appoint a special committee to investigate the feasibility of creating a fund for the purpose of providing bursaries
for the education of sons and daughters of freemasons and to report its findings at the next annual Communication
of Grand Lodge.

the special committee re “fund to provide Bursaries or scholarships” reported to Grand Lodge on June 23, 1960
that the proposal was so important that the implications warranted an extensive investigation and the fullest possible
study. it requested continuance and power to add to its members, with instructions to report at the next annual
Communication.

Rejection of a petition
during 1959, the Gm, “after a careful and thorough investigation,” was compelled to reject a petition from a group
of brethren to form a new Lodge at Chase, a town some forty miles to the east of Kamloops on the trans-Canada
Highway. He “recommended that with a continuation of their interest and activity that such a happy event, when
justified, may eventually be brought to fruition.” so far the ambitions of these brethren have not been realized.
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c H A p T E R  17
A HIGH LEVEL IN THE EcONOMy, 

THE RISING TIDE Of INfLATION AND Of SOcIAL uNREST

1961 TO 1970
“‘ So many gods, so many creeds, 

So many paths, that turn and wind; 
But what our old world sadly needs, 
Is just the art of being kind.’*
Three words summarize the message of our ancient and noble
Craft — Seek! See! and Serve!”

G. roy LonG. 156

While the general trend of prosperity continued, it became quite apparent at the beginning of the decade that the
rising prices and the demand from labour for higher wages could only end in an inflated standard of living which
was evident throughout the north american continent.

all this change in economic and social values began to have its effect upon the Craft and became manifest in
falling membership and in an increase in lost membership through dimits and suspensions for the non-payment of
annual dues to the Lodges.

centennial celebrations
during this period three of the founding Lodges of freemasonry in the Colonies of vancouver island and of the
(separate) Colony of British Columbia celebrated their centenary of operations: i.e., Cariboo Lodge no. 4 (sr 469)
at Barkerville; mount Hermon no. 7 (sr 491) at Burrard inlet; and union Lodge no. 9 (er 1201, later 899) at new
Westminster. short notes on each of the celebrations will be found later in the chapter.

The canadian centennial
in 1967, Canada celebrated the first one hundred years of Confederation, and nowhere had time changed the in-
dustrial and social milieu more swiftly and more dramatically than in Canada during those one hundred years.

“in geographical area, this Confederation of the British north american provinces is even now large
— it may become one day second only in extent to the vast territories of russia . . .”

—earL of Carnarvon, 1867.
much less than a century later the nation had fulfilled the earl’s prophecy and British Columbia had been a full
partner in the process. during this century Canada had passed from a limited federation to a continental federation,
from a junior nation to one of the leading industrial powers of the world. Where there had been only four provinces
in 1867, there were ten in 1967, with two vast northern territories hovering on the brink of provincial status.

“an economy dependent on staple products in 1867 has been supplemented by a bustling manu-
facturing complex; social security measures undreamed of a century ago, have become the prerog-
ative of a nation; cities and towns have expanded into a multiplicity of metropolitan areas;
communication and transportation facilities have surmounted difficulties of terrain and distance
to provide most modern services; hydro and thermal electric power, nuclear installations, and vast
mineral discoveries have provided the sinews of immense industrial power. millions of dollars,
too, are being spent on the advancement of education in Canada and the arts are flourishing.” 157

British columbia centennials
British Columbia, spurred by the provincial Government, has celebrated three Centennials during the century: first,
the establishment of the separate Crown Colonies of vancouver island in 1949 and British Columbia in 1958; in 1966,
the union of the two Colonies into one (united) Colony of British Columbia; and, with the Grand Lodge of British
Columbia celebrating the one Hundredth anniversary of its establishment, the province will be celebrating her
one Hundredth anniversary of joining the federation of Canada, in the year 1971.

The Effect of World Affairs on freemasonry
in his address on June 20, 1963, the Gm, reporting on his term of office, reviewed the changes in and the stresses
upon the moral and social values, which were having such a profound effect upon freemasonry throughout the
world:
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“in addressing the Brethren, i have expressed concern with conditions that exist in the world today.
We are living in a society which seems to have a complete disregard for the fundamental principles
of our order. We are faced with a situation wherein the physical and purely material things of life
are more important than truth, character and love. Honesty and integrity are being pushed into
the background, even good manners and courtesy are hard to find. i have suggested that as freema-
sons we should endeavour to practise first of all, the small, simple, basic, but good things of life,
such as kindness, good manners, patience, courtesy and friendliness. make these attributes a part
of our very being and character so that we practise them every day of our lives, then the more diffi-
cult virtues which we are all bound to observe will somehow come to us a little easier. i have also
reminded the Brethren of the great heritage that has been given to man by the supreme Being—
the wonderful gift of nature. pointing out that nature is God’s Grand design for the good of
mankind and how dependent we are upon nature for our very existence.”

The challenge to freemasonry
Later, the Gm continued to stress the effects of the ever-occurring crises through which the entire world was passing
and the dangers of the apathy of the human race generally to the surrender of the fundamentals of survival. these,
he said, must be retained if the human race is to retain its place in the time that lies immediately ahead:

“the Great architect of the universe has again seen fit to spare us the ravages of war. in this period
of troubled times we live from one crisis to another. one of the greatest dangers we face today is
apathy—apathy which is reflected in a vast indifference to the responsibility of democratic citizen-
ship. through this apathy we can lose our freedom, today it seems that some of the shine and
glitter has disappeared from the world freedom. it used to be a bright and sparkling vision which
led men to foreign shores and new worlds. it used to be a white and glittering banner under which
men fought and died. perhaps the wars and confusion, the hates and persecutions of this century
have been responsible for the tarnish that now exists. With each crisis we have had to give up some-
thing of our freedom to preserve the rest, When the crisis was over we never seemed to get back as
much freedom as we had before. each test of our love of freedom has meant a diminution of that
freedom. the end result appears to be that freedom is being lost through erosion, with little appar-
ent concern on the part of the vast majority.

“as freemasons are we prepared to do the essential job of developing greater understanding and
appreciation of freedom? this, i believe, is the challenge to freemasonry today. Let us meet this
challenge with resolution and determination. Let us by virtue of our masonic teachings bring out
the strength of freemasonry. freemasonry, today as in the past, by virtue of its principles and his-
tory, stands for those ‘great freedoms of mind’ by which men arrive at the truth. our fraternity is
committed to the principle of freedom of thought, the right and also the duty of man to seek every-
where and in every way for the truth, by which no man is injured, but by which we have the only
basis for freedom and faith.” 157a

The Membership Begins to Decline
in 1961, the number of freemasons on the rolls of Grand Lodge and the Constituent Lodges stood at 27,356, while
the all-time peak in the membership of 27,708 was reached in 1962, and since that time there has been a small but
steady decrease in the membership. in 1961, the Lodges numbered 166; and in 1970 there were 168 Lodges and one
ud and 25,704 mms, 159 fCs and 325 eas.

A Low Rate of Mortality
the rolls of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia at the end of its first century showed 169 Warranted Lodges actually
at work within the jurisdiction. this means that with the nine Lodges she took in by adoption at her own birth, plus
the one hundred and seventy she brought into the world through the normal processes of masonic gestation, the
total mortality had been relatively low, with a loss of only ten Lodges: (a) by amalgamation, 7; (b) by voluntary sur-
render of the Warrant, 1; and (c) by suspension of the Warrant for cause, 2.

Grand Masters 1961 to 1970
the Gms during the decade 1961 to 1970 saw an educator in the Chair of royal solomon for two years, otherwise
the variety in community affairs activity and in the professions was quite pronounced. the geographical distribution
for this office was very poor, caused in part by the death of a dGm. only one Gm resided outside the metropolitan
areas of the lower fraser and the lower end of vancouver island. they included: an educator—High school principal;
a managing director of eastman Kodak; a retired Land surveyor of the British Columbia Government; a Chartered
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accountant and veteran of World War i; an educator—High school principal (two years); an okanagan valley fruit
Grower; a ships’ Chandler; a retired General Contractor; and a noted Criminal defense Lawyer.

the Gms who presided over the Grand Lodge of antient, free and accepted masons of British Columbia during
the period 1961 to 1970 were:
83rd — mW Brother James reid mitchell, from his installation on June 23, 1961 to June 22, 1962;
84th — mW Brother david monteith taylor, from his installation on June 22, 1962 to June 21, 1963;
85th — mW Brother Henry percival rutter, from his installation on June 21, 1963 to June 19, 1964;
86th — mW Brother James Harvey mcKergow, from his installation on June 19, 1964 to June 18, 1965;
87th — mW Brother James Herbert nordan, from his installation on June 18, 1965 to June 23, 1967;
88th — mW Brother Hamish Campbell macneill, from his installation on June 23, 1967 to June 21, 1968;
89th — mW Brother James simpson Hogg, from his installation on June 21, 1968 to June 20, 1969;
90th — mW Brother Wallace mcrae, from his installation on June 20, 1969 to June 19, 1970; and the
91st — mW Brother nicholas mussallem, from his installation on June 19, 1970 to June -, 1971.

passing of the Deputy Grand Master
on may 23, 1966, rW Brother eugene John Leveque, the dGm for the masonic year 1965-66, passed away suddenly
at his home in nelson at the age of 65 years. He was a man very active in the Halls of freemasonry. during his life-
time he was very interested in many civic activities in the local community in which he lived as well as in the
province of British Columbia, in his passing, freemasonry lost an efficient, warm- hearted and dignified leader; the
community of nelson lost a good and highly esteemed citizen, and his friends a comrade of rare charm and 
unselfishness.

communications of Grand Lodge
during the decade 1961 to 1970, the speed-up in transportation and increased availability of accommodations
brought about a distribution of the annual Communications of Grand Lodge on a very wide basis, so that each of
the Host Cities acted only once, as follows: 1961 in new Westminster; 1962 in West vancouver; 1963 in nelson; 1964
in esquimalt; 1965 in Kelowna; 1966 in vancouver; 1967 in Chilliwack; 1968 in vernon; 1969 in victoria; and 1970 in
prince George.

the number of emergent Communications reached a low of 9, which is due in some measure to the social unrest
in the world which also saw a decline in all sorts of religious and fraternal organizations, for in this decade even
with an apparent increased interest in freemasonry towards the close of the decade, the membership in British Co-
lumbia fell, in line with other masonic jurisdictions, from 26,729 master masons at december 31, 1960, to 25,704 at
december 31, 1969. another cause for the drop in emergent Communications is the apparent lack of interest on the
past of Grand Lodge in laying the cornerstones of important buildings, which in most jurisdictions is an important
function of the freemasons’ Grand Lodges. only 9 emergent Communications were called and all for the constitu-
tion and consecration of new Lodges except one, while in five years (1962-63; 1963-64; 1964-65; 1966-67 and 1967-
68) none were held. in geographical distribution, victoria and vancouver island held none; the Lower mainland
and the fraser valley held five; the Kootenays and okanagan held none; and there were four held in the northern
parts and on the West Coast of British Columbia. there were two emergent Communications in 1970, one for the
purpose of conferring the first award of the order of meritorious service upon mW Brother George Cleveland derby
in vancouver, and the other for the purpose of constituting and consecrating fort nelson Lodge no. 179 in northern
British Columbia.

The New Lodges
during the decade 1961 to 1970, only six Lodges were established by the Grand Lodge of British Columbia, which
while in some measure due to the fact that the province had been pretty well covered and that few brethren were
being denied the privilege of attending masonic gatherings, it also indicates in some measure the lack of interest
that is being manifested in matters masonic. this is not a phenomenon that is peculiar to the province of British Co-
lumbia, but is to be found in many jurisdictions. on June 18, 1964, the Committee on Warranted Lodges expressed:

“the opinion that the saturation point in the matter of lodges has been reached, and this situation
will prevail for some time to come. particularly is this so in what is termed the Lower mainland of
the province. development in the northern part... during the coming years may change our attitude
relative to the formation of new Lodges in that section, but we would suggest that a very compre-
hensive study of all relevant conditions be made before a dispensation is issued.”

Westminster No. 174
a sixth Lodge was established at new Westminster when the Gm issued a dispensation, and on february 25, 1960,
Westminster Lodge was instituted at a ceremony presided over by the ddGm of district 2. on June 23, 1960, the
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Committee on Warranted Lodges recommended the continuance of the dispensation for a year. on June 22, 1961,
Grand Lodge ordered the Warrant of Constitution for Westminster Lodge no. 174 at new Westminster, and on sep-
tember 14, 1961, the Gm constituted and consecrated the Lodge according to the usages and customs of freemasonry,
after which the officers of the Lodge were duly installed. this Lodge adopted the Canadian ritual for its work, so
that the city now has two Lodges operating with the Canadian ritual and four with the american ritual.

Aviation No. 175
early in 1960, a group of brethren, many of whom were associated with local commercial flying units and in most
instances not affiliated in the Jurisdiction of British Columbia, expressed a desire to form a new Lodge. after con-
siderable study and practice, they petitioned the Gm for a dispensation on march 16, 1960, and became the next
Lodge located in the city of vancouver to be granted such a dispensation by the Gm. the Ceremony of institution
took place on may 11, 1960, under the direction of the ddGm for district 16. on June 23, 1960, the Committee on
Warranted Lodges recommended the continuation of the dispensation for one year, and Grand Lodge on June 22,
1961, ordered a Warrant of Constitution for aviation Lodge no. 175 at vancouver. on september 13, 1961, the Gm
constituted and consecrated the Lodge according to the usages and customs of freemasonry, after which the officers
of the Lodge were duly installed. the Lodge adopted the Canadian work for its ritual,

East Gate No. 176
the last Lodge to be instituted in the decade 1951-60 was in the municipality of Burnaby, for which the Gm issued
a dispensation on december 30, 1960, and the Ceremony of institution took place in the masonic temple at vancou-
ver Heights on december 30, 1960, with the ddGm for district 17 presiding. on June 22, 1961, Grand Lodge ordered
a Warrant of Constitution for east Gate Lodge no. 176 at Burnaby, and on september 16, 1961, in the vancouver
Heights temple, the Gm constituted and consecrated the Lodge according to the usages and customs of freema-
sonry, after which he installed the officers of the Lodge. the Lodge uses the Canadian work for its ritual, and its
name was selected by ballot after each of the founding members had submitted a name. east Gate was selected be-
cause the Lodge Hall is situated at the very eastern entrance or “Gate” to the city of vancouver, being only one block
from the vancouver-Burnaby boundary.

crossroads No. 177
early in 1963, the Gm issued a dispensation for a new Lodge, the forty-third in the city of vancouver, and the Cer-
emony of institution was held in the south main masonic temple on may 31, 1963, under the direction of the ddGm
of district 23. on June 20, 1963, the Committee on Warranted Lodges recommended that the dispensation be con-
tinued until may 31, 1964. in his report to Grand Lodge on June 18, 1964, the ddGm for district 23 said it was “my
firm belief that the dispensation of Crossroads Lodge, ud, should be continued for another year,” which view was
concurred in by the Committee on Warranted Lodges “after an examination of the returns of Crossroads Lodge, ud
and an investigation of its activities during the year, and also after consultation with the ddGm of district 23.” the
ddGm for the following year recommended that the Lodge be now warranted, and on June 17, 1965, Grand Lodge
ordered the Warrant of Constitution for Crossroads Lodge no. 177 at vancouver, and on July 28, 1965, in the south
main masonic Hall at 49th avenue and main street, vancouver, the Gm constituted and consecrated the Lodge 
according to the usages and customs of freemasonry, after which the officers of the Lodge were duly installed. this
Lodge adopted the ancient (american) work for its ritual, and was named after Crossroads Lodge no. 696 of san
diego, Gr of California, after that Lodge has received a visit from the first Wm of the British Columbia Lodge—rW
Brother William a. Herron, ddGm for vancouver district 23 in 1960-61.

prince George No. 178
the Gm issued a dispensation for a second Lodge at prince George, and the Ceremony of institution of prince
George Lodge, under the direction of the ddGm of district 4, was held on august 11, 1967. on June 20, 1968, the
Committee on Warranted Lodges reported that: “this Lodge has progressed favourably since its institution and
this is reflected in the returns as submitted. it is particularly pleasing to note the harmony that exists between prince
George Lodge, ud and nechako Lodge, no. 86. the Brethren of nechako Lodge have assisted and encouraged the
formation of this new Lodge in the best masonic tradition” and Grand Lodge ordered a Warrant of Constitution for
prince George Lodge no. 178 at prince George. the Wm of nechako Lodge gave a very impressive and generous
speech in support of the application for a charter by prince George Lodge. on august 24, 1968, the Gm constituted
and consecrated the Lodge in accordance with the usages and customs of freemasonry, after which the officers of
the Lodge were duly installed. this Lodge adopted the ancient (american) work for its ritual, while nechako Lodge
uses the Canadian work. the Lodge took its name from the city that gave it its birth, generally known as the 
“metropolis of the north.”
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fort Nelson No. 179
it is fitting that the last, and one hundred and seventieth Lodge established under a Warrant of Constitution from
the Grand Lodge of British Columbia during its century of existence should have been established in one of the re-
motest spots left in the province and, in fact, one of the very last of her frontiers. this time, the safari for the estab-
lishment of the Lodges takes one to the far northeast corner of the province, to fort nelson, situated on the alaska
Highway some 300 miles to the north of “mile 0” at dawson Creek. fort nelson is the site of the original HBCo’s
post established in 1800, and which is still occupied, during the year 1967-68, fort st. John Lodge no. 131 was given
permission to hold under its charter a Lodge of instruction in fort nelson for the benefit of a group of brethren res-
ident in that community. the Gm issued a dispensation for the new Lodge, and the Ceremony of institution took
place on may 23, 1969, under the direction of the ddGm for peace river district 19, in the presence of the Grs. the
charter for fort nelson Lodge no. 179 was granted in Grand Lodge on June 19, 1970, and the Lodge was constituted
by the Gm on august 21, 1970. the Lodge chose the Canadian work for its ritual, fort nelson is said to have taken
its name from Horatio, Lord nelson (1758-1805), the hero of the Battle of trafalgar.

funeral Lodges
in Grand Lodge on June 19, 1959, an amendment to the constitution of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia (see
Clause 141a) provided that the Gm might by special license, or authority in writing, authorize the holding of a 
funeral Lodge in any area within the jurisdiction of the Grand Lodge for the sole purpose of arranging and con-
ducting a masonic funeral service for a duly entitled deceased sojourning freemason, provided that such services
were conducted in accordance with the rules and regulations.

funerals for the Sojourning Mason
for some years in the major cities, in an expression of “help, aid and assistance” to the family of a sojourning Brother,
the Lodges, in rotation, provided the masonic funeral service when expressly requested.

Changing conditions, which had been brought about by the rapid growth of the cities and the difficulty of se-
curing a sufficient number of brethren who could take time off from employment for this last sad duty to a departed
Brother, resulted in the abandonment of that system. there was a lengthy period during which many requests had
to be denied, resulting in no little criticism of the Craft for its failure to carry out a duty which was accepted and
performed as a responsibility of the Craft in many jurisdictions.

in 1959 in vancouver, a group of brethren, being alarmed at the situation, secured a license from the Gm to form
themselves into a “funeral Lodge” for the express purpose of providing the masonic funeral for the deceased so-
journer. the bylaws of the Lodge stipulate that this service is provided only when no other type of service is in-
volved. the funeral Lodges replace the volunteer corps of pallbearers which existed at one time but now provide
pallbearers only at a masonic funeral, their function, exclusively, is to provide the masonic funeral service in its
entirety. membership is open only to those who are members of the Lodges under the jurisdiction of the Grand
Lodge of British Columbia. attendance may be made at any funeral of which notice has been given in the local 
newspapers. 158

at the request of the Gm, the ddGm for district 15 delivered a license or dispensation and installed the officers
of vancouver funeral Lodge no. 1 when it was established on september 24, 1959. the ddGm reported that he had
since attended several funerals and was “much impressed with the quiet dignity and orderliness with which their
duties had been carried out” by the members. He pointed out that this Lodge should relieve the local vancouver
Lodges from being called on at very short notice to organize funerals for sojourning brethren,

the Gm, on may 31, 1961, signed a license to a group of brethren to organize a funeral Lodge to serve the
victoria masonic area. the Lodge, named victoria funeral Lodge no. 2, was inaugurated by the ddGm on July 15,
1961, and the following were among the original members: rW Brother C. m. parrott and W Brother d. G. Holmes
of victoria-Columbia no. 1; rW Brother Hugh C. f. reston of Britannia no. 73; W Brother J. a. mcLellan of mount
shepherd Lodge no. 159 at sooke; W Brother William may of malahat Lodge no. 107 at mill Bay; Brother C. H.
mcmillan of vancouver and Quadra Lodge no. 2.

on november 29, 1962, a license was issued by the Gm to a group of brethren to organize a funeral Lodge in
the town of White rock to be known as “White rock funeral Lodge no, 3.” the dispensation under which the 
funeral Lodge no, 3 at White rock had been operating since 1962 was returned and the Lodge disbanded in 1968.

Lodges of Education and Research
during the decade 1961 to 1970, the two Lodges of instruction, education and research continued to operate in the
cities of victoria and vancouver, and in 1962 were joined by a third on vancouver island. the Gm, in June, 1963, 
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reported to Grand Lodge that he had granted a license or dispensation to permit the establishment of a Lodge of 
education and research in nanaimo district 5. the ddGm also reported that he had instituted the Lodge on 
december 6, 1962, and had had the privilege and pleasure of installing the officers at Chemainus,

at the end of the decade. and the Century of Grand Lodge in British Columbia, the three Lodges of education
and research were still working in vancouver, victoria and Chemainus under the licenses from Grand Lodge which
had been renewed from time to time upon the advice of the Committee on masonic education and research.

union No. 9 centennial
the 100th anniversary of the founding of union Lodge no. 9 was celebrated on saturday, december 16, 1961, at
the Lester pearson High school, new Westminster, when the meeting was convened at the height of a wild, freak
storm that left a few of the invited guests stranded and unable to attend. invitations had been extended to the Grand
Lodge officers and to a representative, preferably the Wm, of all the Lodges in the Grand Jurisdiction. a special
programme and a concise history of the Lodge had been printed and a copy was presented to every Brother 
present.

a banquet preceding the meeting was held in the cafeteria of the High school; the tables were most beautifully
decorated; and some four hundred and twenty-five brethren rose to the “toast to the Queen.”

at the meeting which followed, the Gm, accompanied by many members of the Grand Lodge and forty Wms
of the Constituent Lodges of British Columbia, was received, as were the representatives of the Government of
British Columbia, the City of new Westminster, and the royal Columbia Hospital, with which the Lodges had an
early association, all taking part in the proceedings. among those present were representatives of yukon Lodge no.
45 and Whitehorse Lodge no. 46 of the yukon territory, and members of the Craft from ontario and other parts of
Canada and the united states, together with the Wm of Bellingham Bay Lodge no. 44, f & am, at Bellingham,
Washington, u.s.a.

a brief history of this the oldest masonic Lodge on the mainland of British Columbia was given by one of the
pms. it dwelt lightly with the early years when it sometimes seemed the Lodge might not survive. Born under the
united Grand Lodge of england as number 1201, the early brethren were loath to leave it, and at the formation of
the Grand Lodge of British Columbia held back. When they finally became a part of the latter, they found they
would have to pay one hundred and fifty dollars for the number 2 or pay nothing for number 9, under which. they
now appear on the BCr.

the celebration concluded with light refreshments and the Gm presiding at the cutting of the beautifully 
decorated birthday cake. 159

Vancouver and Quadra No. 2 centennial
a memorable occasion attended by the Gm, dGm, sGW, and JGW of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia and rW
Brother raymond L. peel, sGW of the Grand Lodge of the state of Washington, was the one Hundredth anniversary
of the founding of vancouver Lodge no. 421, sC by vancouver and Quadra Lodge no. 2, BCr on october 20, 1962.
the Gm had the privilege of presenting copies of the original charters of vancouver Lodge and Quadra Lodge no.
508, sC from the Grand Lodge of scotland. Later the original charters, duly “Cancelled” as in the case of the Lodges
formerly under the english Constitution, were presented to the Lodge by Brother alan L. orr-ewing, a member of
the Lodge, on behalf of his own brother in scotland, Brother major sir ronald orr-ewing, the most Worshipful
master mason of scotland. after the ceremonies in the Lodge room, the large assembly repaired to the auditorium
of the s. J. Willis (named after the former Gm) Junior High school, where a sumptuous banquet was served and the
usual masonic toasts duly honoured.

Ashlar No. 3 centennial
no evidence is forthcoming to show that ashlar Lodge no. 3, BCr ever celebrated the birthday of the two Lodges
from which she sprang: nanaimo Lodge no. 1090, eC or Caledonia(n) Lodge no. 478, sC. the former had been 
established on may 15, 1867, and the latter on november 18, 1867, but no doubt out of respect ashlar will celebrate
either her entry into the Grand Lodge of British Columbia or the amalgamation of the two Lodges in 1973. these
two Lodges were particularly vehement in their support for the independent Grand Lodge, due mainly to the fiery
scot, William stewart. on June 9, 1967, however, W Brother George Knight presented the original charter “Can-
celled” of Caledonia(n) Lodge no. 478, sC holding under the Grand Lodge of scotland, to ashlar Lodge no. 3 for
safekeeping among the archives of that Lodge, together with that of nanaimo Lodge no. 1090, eC which had been
returned with the other “Cancelled” english charters in 1872. the sGW and the GrH attended this function.
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cariboo No. 4 centennial
on august 4, 1967, a meeting of historic importance for Cariboo Lodge no. 4 was held in the masonic Hall at Bark-
erville. it was to celebrate the hundred years of life and activity of one of the oldest masonic Lodges in the province.
the original charter of this Lodge was issued in edinburgh, scotland, and arrived in Barkerville on december 7,
1867. it was named Cariboo Lodge no. 469, f & am, sC. the location was given as Barkerville, vancouver’s island.
the Lodge continued as such until march 2, 1872, when it was numbered 4 on the register of the Grand Lodge of
British Columbia. an interesting historical document now hanging in the Lodge room is the original charter (can-
celled) issued in 1867, which was obtained through the efforts of W Brother Harold turner, the Historian of Cariboo
Lodge.

the attendance at this meeting was unusually large, there being some twenty pms of the Lodge, fifteen visiting
pms, eight pddGms and one pGm, including brethren from alberta and american Lodges. altogether, ninety-nine
signed the porch Book, and a new member initiated that evening made the one Hundred. the following evening a
banquet and dance was held in Wells Community Hall, and on sunday, august 6, 1967, members and visiting

freemasons attended church service in the newly re-
stored methodist Church, the original having been
destroyed in the fire of 1868. so ended the celebration
of the Hundredth anniversary of Cariboo Lodge. 160

Mount Hermon No. 7 centennial
a memorable event in the history of mount Hermon
Lodge no. 7 took place on may 3 and 6, 1969, in the
city of vancouver, British Columbia. Lodge mount
Hermon no. 491, sC was instituted on January 15,
1869, at moodyville, by rW Brother israel Wood
powell, provincial Grand master of the Grand Lodge
of scotland, who also installed the officers. the war-
rant from the Grand Lodge of scotland dated may 3,
1869, was received the same year. this warrant was
later returned to the Lodge for its archives, duly 
cancelled.

the Lodge, at a regular meeting on february 6,
1871, approved the establishment of an independent

Grand Lodge for British Columbia, and in october, 1871, Lodge mount Hermon no. 491, sC became mount Hermon
Lodge no. 7 on the register of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia.

the celebration commenced with a banquet and a dance on may 3, 1969, at the Bayshore inn for the members
and their families and a most enjoyable evening ensued, renewing old acquaintances and making new friends. the
main Centenary Celebration was held in the pacific Ballroom of the vancouver Hotel on may 6, 1969, the ballroom
being packed to capacity with many distinguished members from all parts of British Columbia, alberta and Wash-
ington, when over 400 brethren sat down to a delightful banquet. 161

The Navy Visits Vancouver
on saturday, July 22, 1967, a reception and dinner were organized by King George Lodge no. 129, BCr in honour
of brethren serving on ships of the united states and Canadian navies. this was their official visit to the port of
vancouver, and the reception and banquet were held in the marpole masonic Hall. twenty-two Lodges were repre-
sented by the vancouver brethren and twelve by the guests from the navy. the “ships of Line” were: uss King,
uss Chevalier and uss Black from the united states navy, and HmCs Mackenzie, HmCs Qu’Appelle and HmCs
Yukon. among those present were the sGW, the Chairman of the Committee on education and research, and the
ddGm of district 15. several plaques and crests of the visiting ships were added to the “treasure house” of King
George Lodge. 162

Kamloops No. 10 is Seventy-five
a large number of brethren attended an emergent Communication of Kamloops Lodge no. 10 held in the masonic
temple, Kamloops, on april 22, 1961, this was to celebrate the seventy-fifth anniversary of the first Lodge to be
founded by the Grand Lodge of British Columbia. this celebration was attended by the Gm, accompanied by the
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ddGms for districts 3 and 9, 3 pGms, the Grand marshal and a large delegation of distinguished members of the
Grand Lodge. 163

Mountain No. 11 is Seventy-five
the second Lodge to be chartered by the Grand Lodge of British Columbia, mountain Lodge no. 11, BCr at Golden,
on february 21, 1962, paid fitting tribute to this memorable event with a well-attended banquet in the Big Bend
Hotel at Golden. the Gm and the ddGm were in attendance, as were representatives of Kamloops; revelstoke; 
invermere; Banff, alberta; Kimberley; Cranbrook; nelson and two Calgary, alberta Lodges. the reception and in-
troduction of honoured guests was followed by a short but interesting address by the Gm. 164

cascade No. 12 is Seventy-five
on may 11, 1963, the third Lodge to be established by the Grand Lodge of British Columbia, Cascade Lodge no. 12
at vancouver, celebrated its seventy-fifth anniversary at a most delightful evening. on this occasion, a short history
of the Lodge was presented, and mW Brother alexander m. manson, pGm, delivered an interesting address. the
Gm was presented with a specially bound copy of the history of Cascade Lodge.

Spallumcheen No. 13 is Seventy-five
on the evening of June 11, 1963, the fourth Lodge to be chartered by the Grand Lodge of British Columbia, 
spallumcheen Lodge no. 13 at Lansdowne,* celebrated the seventy-fifth anniversary of its establishment. the Gm
had found it impossible to attend, and he commissioned the sGW to represent him and to convey the congratula-
tions of Grand Lodge and himself to spallumcheen Lodge.

Hiram No. 14 is Seventy-five
in 1965, Hiram Lodge no. 14 at Courtenay passed its seventy-fifth anniversary of its founding under the Constitu-
tion under the Grand Lodge of British Columbia. the celebration did not take place until her seventy-sixth year,
and then very quietly, but the year 1967 was celebrated by the publication of The History of Hiram Lodge. the Lodge
has had a long and useful existence, and has been an influence and a silent force for good community leadership. 165

Kootenay No. 15 is Seventy-five
on september 30, 1966, Kootenay Lodge no. 15 at revelstoke celebrated the seventy-fifth anniversary of its insti-
tution as the sixth Lodge established by the Grand Lodge of British Columbia. the Gm attended and was accompa-
nied by the Grs and other Grand Lodge officers on this very happy occasion. some 259 officers, members and visitors
were entertained at a banquet and dance. the Gm delivered an inspiring address that recalled the accomplishments
of freemasonry during the seventy-five years and reviewed the progress of man during that same period. 166

pacific No. 16 is Seventy-five
on Wednesday evening, april 5, 1967, the seventh Lodge to be established by the Grand Lodge of British Columbia
celebrated its seventy-fifth anniversary when over 300 members of the fraternity attended a meeting of pacific Lodge
no. 16 at mission City. the brethren came from Lodges as far east as Hope and west to vancouver, and into the
state of Washington, to join in the celebration of the occasion, when one of the pms gave an address in the form of
a résumé of the Lodge’s history. at the closing banquet, an address was given by mW Brother Laurence Healey,
pGm, and each member present shared in a generous portion of the birthday cake. 167

King Solomon No. 17 is Seventy-five
the Gm attended the seventy-fifth anniversary of King solomon Lodge no. 17 at new Westminster on october 24,
1967. this was a rather unique and extremely happy occasion, which was attended by a large number of brethren
from both sides of the international boundary. Besides being the anniversary of King solomon, it was also the sixtieth
consecutive annual international night to be shared with Bellingham Bay Lodge no. 44, Gr Washington. this record
through the years must have been a valuable contribution towards cementing the friendly relations that have existed
between the two Grand Lodges and the two nations.

Doric No. 18 is Seventy-five
the seventy-fifth anniversary of the issuance of a dispensation for a Lodge was attained by doric Lodge no, 18 at
nanaimo on July 21, 1967, but apparently no noteworthy or special celebration was planned, the occasion was 
celebrated quietly by the Lodge and was recorded briefly in the minutes.
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lonic No. 19 is Seventy-five
an emergent Communication of ionic Lodge no. 19, BCr the tenth Lodge to be established by the Grand Lodge of
British Columbia, was held in the masonic temple at Chilliwack on saturday, april 27, 1968, for the purpose of 
observing the seventy- fifth anniversary of the Lodge. the Gm entered the Lodge accompanied by 4 pGms, the
JGW, the ddGm for district 14, the Grand sword Bearer, the Grand standard Bearer and many others. a rather
special visitor was mW Brother a. J. sawatsky, pGm of manitoba, a series of presentations was made to the Lodge,
such as a new altar Bible, square and compasses, a beautifully fashioned set of working tools and funds towards a
new joint masonic temple. 168

as part of this Lodge’s anniversary celebration, a special divine service was held in Cooke’s presbyterian Church
on the afternoon of april 28, 1968. it was in this church that the founder and first Wm of ionic Lodge, Brother the
rev. J. a. Logan, ministered in 1893, and the new modern church was filled to capacity by freemasons and friends.
the Gm read one of the scriptural Lessons at the service.

Miriam No. 20 is Seventy-five 
the Gm was present, as the installing master, on the night of January 11, 1968, at vernon, this being the year of
miriam Lodge’s seventy-fifth Birthday—the eleventh Lodge established by the Grand Lodge of British Columbia.
He was accompanied by many Grand Lodge officers, representing Lodges throughout the interior, to a total of 105
visitors. an excellent dinner preceded the formal ceremonial of the evening, which was conducted with dignity and
despatch to the instruction and enjoyment of the brethren, on this occasion, the apron and pm’s jewel of the first
pm, mW Brother ainsley megaw, were presented to the Lodge, and the master for 1968 was reinvested with this
historic apron by the Gm. 169

on thursday, october 24, 1968, miriam Lodge no. 20 appears to have celebrated the actual seventy-fifth 
anniversary, when another Gm, with an entourage of 110 notable brethren from near and far, attended and one
hundred and seventy-eight brethren signed the porch Book. the Wm of ionic Lodge no. 19 at Chilliwack presented
a set of three engraved gavels to miriam Lodge. the brethren from Kelowna performed the masonic play, “the
Hearts of the fathers’, in a very beautiful manner; the Gm gave a short address and the celebration closed with a
short social hour. 170

Saint John’s No. 21 is Seventy-five
on saturday, october 18, 1969, together with a large retinue of freemasons, the Gm with the ddGm for district 5
and officers of Grand Lodge attended the celebration of the seventy-fifth anniversary of the constitution of st. John’s
Lodge no. 21 at Ladysmith. on this occasion, there were 16 pms present; W Brother H. J. C. poore outlined briefly
the highlights of the Lodge’s history; the Gm’s address was inspiring and instructive, dealing principally with the
tenets of freemasonry; and the reminiscences from elder brethren drew both smiles and feelings of nostalgia. the
beautiful music provided at frequent intervals by W Brother W. a. nicholson on the Lodge organ added greatly to
the enjoyment of the, proceedings. a delicious repast served in the banquet hall of the Lodge terminated a 
“wonderfully happy evening”. 171

Acacia No. 22 is Seventy-five
acacia Lodge no. 22 at vancouver held a banquet at the marpole masonic Hall on september 27, 1969, the banquet
programme indicates that the Gm responded to the toast to Grand Lodge; that “daughter and Granddaughter”
Lodges—park Lodge no. 63, mount Lebanon Lodge no. 72 and richmond Lodge no. 142—were introduced; that
recognition was accorded three senior pms together with eight 50-year members. the programme also contained a
short history of the Lodge over the seventy- five years of its existence.  172

Nelson No. 23 is Seventy-five
on october 25, 1968, nelson Lodge no. 23 at nelson reached the seventy-fifth anniversary of receiving its dispen-
sation from the Grand Lodge of British Columbia. its charter was granted in Grand Lodge on June 22, 1894. tentative
arrangements had been made, but “due to the temporary absence of the Wm in eastern Canada and also due to the
fact that several members of the arrangement Committee had left the City, the anniversary date passed without it
being possible to make new arrangements for a special celebration of the event, which was deplored by many of the
Brethren as it was a highlight in the forming of one of the oldest Lodges in the Kootenays.”
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united Service No. 24 is Seventy-pive
on december 11, 1968, united service Lodge no. 24, BCr at esquimalt celebrated the seventy-fifth anniversary of
its institution in 1893. the Gm entered the Lodge accompanied by a large gathering of Grand Lodge officers and
members and, at his request, the 50-year members of the Lodge. the Gm was received at the request of the Wm by
W Brother Joe Wittcomb, who had become a member of the Lodge in 1905 and was the Wm in 1920, 1941 and 1942.
united service was the first Lodge chartered by the Grand Lodge of British Columbia in the victoria district, and
its members were mainly drawn from the royal naval service stationed in esquimalt, ashore and afloat, and later
from the army. the first members came mostly from english Lodges from all parts of the empire, the evening con-
cluded with a banquet and entertainment by the victoria masonic Choir. 173

Kaslo No. 25 is Seventy-five
at an emergent Communication held on october 11, 1969, Kaslo Lodge no. 25 celebrated its seventy-fifth anniver-
sary of continuous activity in freemasonry with a short business session, when the Wm opened the Lodge and wel-
comed the members and visitors to share in the special occasion. after short talks by the Wm and other brethren,
the Lodge was closed and “the brethren were joined by theie wives for a lovely lunch which was served by the JW.”

during an evening of talks and getting acquainted, rW Brother rex potter of trail gave an interesting talk on
his masonic activities while with the rCm police in southern alberta. on one occasion, while preparing to attend
Lodge on horseback, the horse persisted in bucking him off. it was discovered later that that particular horse would
not permit anyone other than a person in the police uniform to ride him. W Brother Geoffrey noden gave a talk on
the formation of Kaslo Lodge, visitors included one from California, two from alberta and one from trail, with
their wives.

Gold Trimming
on June 22, 1961, one Lodge having celebrated its 100th anniversary, certain members thereof gave notice of motion
to amend the constitution to permit a Lodge which had attained such status, as “a recognition of such service’, if
desired, to have the jewels of the officers made of gold or gold-plated, the collars and gauntlets ornamented in gold
and trimmed with gold braid, the aprons of officers and pms and the mms’ aprons also finished in gold, etc., but
the motion on being put to the vote of Grand Lodge
was defeated. a similar motion presented in
Grand Lodge on June 21, 1963 was again, on being put
to a vote, declared defeated.

New Temple for Hedley No. 43
on January 28, 1964, permission was granted to Hed-
ley Lodge no. 43 at Keremeos to move into its new
temple. the erection of this building was an outstand-
ing event in the community of Keremeos, and the
ddGm commended the brethren very highly “for the
wonderful masonic spirit which they had displayed
and their voluntary contributions of labour and fi-
nances” which “enabled them to erect a temple which
any Lodge would be proud to own.” He opened the
building officially on may 30, 1964. the old building
had been first used by Hedley Lodge in 1939. 174

conflict of Visits
a motion submitted to Grand Lodge on June 21, 1963, to the effect that the official visits of the ddGms should not
conflict with the official visits of the most Worshipful Grand master might make to their districts was Carried.

continuing Rank Vetoed
a motion submitted to Grand Lodge on June 21, 1963, to the effect that the rank of “very Worshipful” be granted
on a continuing basis to those officers of Grand Lodge who had served in an office carrying such rank for a period
of one year, on completion of their terms of office, was defeated, and was again defeated on June 19, 1964.

Nomination of Grand Lodge Officers
an amendment to the constitution approved on June 21, 1963, in Grand Lodge provided that the Gm, the dGm,
the Grt and the Grand tyler were to be elected without nomination; that the GrWs were to be elected after formal
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nominations had been made to the Grs not later than thirty days prior to the Grand Lodge Communication; and
that the Grs was to immediately notify all the Lodge secretaries and all nominees; and was to post a list of names
of the nominees at the meeting place before Grand Lodge convened. no Brother could be nominated for more than
one office and could withdraw his name, in writing, at any time before the vote was taken.

Election of the Grand Secretary
on June 18, 1965, a move was again made in Grand Lodge to have the Grs’s office made elective, but an amendment
to the motion referred the matter to a special committee for report at the next annual Communication, and upon
being put to vote was Carried. the mover then put another motion to amend the procedures for “nomination for
offices in Grand Lodge’ which was, after much discussion, defeated. the mover then explained that, in view of
the fact that his motion to amend section 33 was defeated, the motions which he intended to sumbit to amend sec-
tions 37, 40, 41, 42 and 17 of the Constitution, being of a procedural nature, were then nullified. 175

Date of Nominations
at the same time, another notice of motion changing the last day for receiving nominations to not later than “the ist
day of may prior to the meeting, etc.” and changing the “date of 31st day of may” to the “15th day of may” in the
case of distributing the names in nomination, on being put to a vote, was Carried.

the special committee appointed to “study proposal to amend Constitutions to provide for the election of the
Grand secretary” recommended  on June 23, 1966, that no change be made in the present procedure and that the
nomination of an appointee to the responsible office of Grs be left in the hands of the existing committee.

50-year Buttons
a resolution of Grand Lodge on June 21, 1963, pointed out that (1) the button presented to mms who had completed
fifty years as a member of the Craft was not easily recognized as such; (2) it would be more appropriate to have a
badge which would readily indicate that the wearer had been a mm for fifty or more years; and (3) resolved that

Grand Lodge give serious consideration to the replac-
ing of the fifty-year button with a suitable jewel, and
if approved authorize the recipient to wear it on all
occasions when the masters’ jewels were worn. an
amendment was offered that Grand Lodge present its
members with a jewel as well as a fifty-year button.
Both the amendment and the resolution, on a vote
being taken, were declared defeated.

Masonic Homes
a resolution presented to Grand Lodge on June 21,
1963, made in mount newton Lodge no. 89, asked
Grand Lodge to appoint a committee to study the fea-
sibility of establishing a senior freemasons’ Home,
and was Carried.

the special committee appointed to “study the
feasibility of establishing a senior freemasons’
Home” reported to Grand Lodge on June 18, 1964,
that it had found that it had to deal with a difficult

and complicated problem; investigation of various housing projects had been or were being made and a number of
schemes considered; because of the importance of the task entrusted to it, was of the opinion that further study was
essential: before a proper and constructive recommendation could be provided; and recommended continuance of
the committee and its investigation.

on June 17, 1965, the special committee presented a detailed report of its activities, it had investigated various
housing projects, and had discussed at some length vital aspects such as suitability, cost and need, keeping in mind
local situations and conditions. it was made fully aware of the importance and was vitally interested in anything
which would assist in bringing happiness and comfort to elderly brethren. many problems were investigated and
considered, such as (1) the need for an infirmary in a freemasons’ Home; (2) the question of cost capital expenditures
for the erection of a suitable building and funds for its upkeep and operation; (3) the complex nature of the social
Welfare and Government grants programmes, which would preclude any help in that direction; (4) the problems of
persuading freemasons to leave familiar surroundings and move into an institution, which in most cases would
entail movement to another community, and (5) that it was not feasible to establish a freemasons’ Home, not only
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from the financial problems entailed but more particularly on the basis of sympathetic human considerations,
the committee then made a studied and humanely logical recommendation that where an elderly Brother

freemason was desirous of entering a Home and was not able to meet the required financial obligations, an appli-
cation for assistance should be made through the Constituent Lodge for aid from the Grand Lodge Benevolent fund.
the committee stated that it felt that such assistance would fulfill the truly masonic obligations in a practical way
and in a satisfactory manner. it failed to point out that in this way many more cases could be handled without 
entailing the enormous costs of construction and operation, which could only be furnished by extremely high per
capita taxes on each individual member of Grand Lodge, or, that more important human fact, that the elderly Brother
would not need to be torn out of the community and away from his friends and the brethren of his own Lodge. the
committee did finally assure Grand Lodge that it had the welfare and interest of all freemasons at heart.

Occasional Lodge
an amendment to the constitution was presented in Grand Lodge on June 21, 1968, to permit the Gm, by special 
license and authority in writing, to authorize the holding of an occasional Lodge, to be known as “the masonic
Home Lodge,” for the purpose of providing home assistance to needy brethren of the jurisdiction, their wives or
their widows, but the Committee on Constitution had already disapproved of the wording of the amendment, and
its report had been adopted by Grand Lodge. the Gm, however, voiced the opinion that the amendment had not
been properly dealt with. it was then agreed that the amendment be laid on the table until the next annual Com-
munication so that the matter could be properly clarified by the proposer and the Constitution Committee.

on June 19, 1969, the proposal again appeared on the agenda of Grand Lodge in the following form:
“that the Grand master be empowered to authorize by granting a dispensation—or by special li-

cense in writing; or by any other form of written authority—the forming or holding of a new ma-
sonic Lodge to be known as the “masoniC Home LodGe’ for the prime purpose of providing
home assistance to needy Brethren and their wives or the widows of Brethren in the Grand 
Jurisdiction.”

When the Committee on Constitution reported to Grand Lodge that day, it stated that the proposer had 
“appeared before us and advised he has withdrawn his intended resolution to amend the Constitution to authorize
the forming of a masonic Home Lodge.”

When, on motion, the resolution was taken off the table, the proposer requested and was granted “permission
to state his position, respecting it and in particular to refute the impression that he had agreed to its withdrawal.”
for some reason, it was impossible for the Lodges to secure a clear-cut explanation as to what was really proposed:
how the “Home Lodge” would operate; where the money was to come from; who were to carry on the direction
and administration of the proposal. many of the members felt that until some “ex-Grand Lodge” statements of the
proposer and others regarding the funds of the older Lodges were cleared up, the scheme could not secure the sup-
port of the Lodges when in Grand Lodge convened. after considerable heated debate, the proposer withdrew the
resolution to amend on the understanding that his 1968 resolution would again be laid on the table until the new
annual Communication. a motion to that effect was adopted.

the following day another resolution was proposed by 2 pddGm of mount newton Lodge no. 89 to the effect:
“that the incoming mW Grand master be authorized to set up a Committee of Grand Lodge whose

terms of reference shall be to bring before the next annual Communication a definite plan for the
establishment of a home or homes for the care of aged brethren, their wives or their widows.”

this resolution failed to appear before Grand Lodge in 1970 and it is understood that the motion was withdrawn,
in the light of the report of the Committee on Home, or Homes, which appeared in the advance proceedings.

Resolution of 1970 Is Defeated
the proposer of the 1968 resolution relating to a masonic Home Lodge had withdrawn his proposal by letter. in
Grand Lodge on June 18, 1970, he made another resolution:

“that the following be added as 141 B. of the Constitutions: the most Worshipful Grand master
may, by special licence and authority in writing, authorize the formation, on terms satisfactory to
him, of a lodge to be known as ‘the masonic Home Lodge, for the purpose of incorporating under
the societies act of British Columbia, maintaining, and operating a society with the following 
objects:
(1) to assist needy Brethren, their wives and widows and other persons within British Columbia

to maintain themselves within their own homes; 
(2) to provide, maintain and operate a residence or residences within British Columbia for needy
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Brethren, their wives and widows and other persons who are unable to finance or operate their
own homes; 

(3) for any one or more of the purposes described in paragraphs (1) and (2): 
(a) to receive charitable donations whether in the form of cash, lands, properties, legacies, 

devises or otherwise; and 
(b) to apply for and receive all lawful and necessary grants in aid.”

this resolution had been referred to the Committee on Constitution which called to the attention of Grand Lodge:
“(1) that this resolution contemplates a lodge to be formed and a society to be formed. We would anticipate

that the Grand master would satisfy himself as to the appropriateness of: 
(a) the constitution and by-laws of the society, and 
(b) the by-laws of the lodge, before granting licence and authority for the formation of the lodge.

“(2) the resolution contemplates that the society may apply for and obtain financial assistance from non-
masonic sources.”

and found the resolution acceptable in form and not as conflicting with masonic usage, but expressed no opinion
as to the wisdom or otherwise of the policy it advanced. the motion for adoption of the resolution, duly seconded,
was defeated.

The committee on Masonic Home or Homes
the Gm, in his address in June, 1970, reported that early in his term of office, in conjunction with the dGm, he had
appointed a committee to “enquire into and report at the next annual Communication of Grand Lodge upon the
feasibility of establishment of a masonic Home or Homes,” and that he had suggested to the committee that it “con-
sider among other matters, the cost of such a proposal; the present and probable need for such a home; its location;
the services to be supplied by it; its probable per capita cost to the Brethren of the Craft, etc.”

the Committee on masonic Home or Homes presented a detailed and comprehensive report which indicated a
very thorough examination into the feasibility of the establishment of a masonic Home or Homes, the details of
which are given in the proceedings. 176 one section of the report which appears eminently important in this context
is that devoted to the question of feasibility.

“feasiBiLity—yes, if:
“1. the constitution of Grand Lodge will permit.
“2. the majority of the Lodges are in favour and will give support.
“3. Committees with zeal are set up.
“4. the necessary funds to cover all costs are obtained at the outset so that future members and generations will

not be saddled with debt.
“5. there is a sufficient number of persons wanting accommodation.
“6. it would be possible to dispose of the assets and get out of the ‘business’ in the event the enterprise is un-

successful and the necessary support to meet any deficit is not provided without pressure and without any
assessment.

“7. it is realized Ladies’ aids are essential to the operation of a ‘boarding home’.”
the report examined: present and anticipated need, Location, type of accommodation, Capital and operational

Cost, methods of financing, operating Costs, other Housing, environment, and presented its Conclusions.
the committee found unanimously and recommended that:
“1. ‘the establishment of a masonic Home or Homes’ is feasible, provided that all seven of the conditions 

specified in the closing sub-headings of section 5 of this report are fully met, and not otherwise.
“2. in preference, we strongly recommend a continuation of the present method of assistance as required, ini-

tiated by the Lodge concerned, and supported by Grand Lodge when necessary.”
the report of the committee was received and, upon motion, duly seconded, was adopted, with the suggestion
that the incoming Gm continue the committee for another year.

Order of DeMolay
on June 18, 1964, the incoming Grand master was requested to appoint a special committee to study the “procla-
mation and declaration of principles as promulgated by the annual Conference of the Grand masters of the Grand
Lodges of north america and the representatives of the Concordant masonic organizations, at Washington, d.C.,
on february 21, 1963” with a view to its adoption by the Grand Lodge of British Columbia, and to present a report
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to the next annual Communication together with its recommendations as to possible ways and means whereby
Grand Lodge and its Constituent Lodges might implement the provisions of the declaration.

the special Committee on “resolution re order of demolay” reported to Grand Lodge on June 18, 1965, that
while it could not recommend implementation of the declaration in British Columbia, because among other consid-
erations it would be tantamount to extending official fraternal recognition to the international order of demolay,
it did recommend that the brethren of the jurisdiction extend their assistance, counsel, advice and experience in
leadership to chapters of demolay in their communities in the operations and policies of the order of demolay.
thus they might discharge their masonic responsibilities “to practice outside the Lodge, those excellent precepts
which are ever inculcated in it.” 177

The International Order of DeMolay 
the following resolution was submitted by a pGm of southern Cross Lodge no. 44, but in view of the report of the
Committee on Constitution, which expressed the opinion that the expenditure of Grand Lodge funds for the use of
an organization not officially recognized by Grand Lodge would not be proper, was withdrawn by the proposer
with the consent of the seconder. 

“Whereas: 
this year, 1969, the international order of demolay is observing the 50th anniversary of its found-
ing, under masonic sponsorship, in Kansas City, missouri, in 1919, so that teen-age youths, 14 to
21 years, might acquire those ideals of life and conduct which would built them into well-adjusted
adults, and consequently better citizens. 

“Whereas: 
of the 3,000,000 members, who have passed through the order during the intervening years, up to
sixty percent of them later became freemasons. thousands have served as Worshipful masters of
their Lodges. more than 100 have served as Grand masters of their Grand Lodges. Hundreds more
became Leaders in the masonically related Concordant Bodies. 

“Whereas: 
the membership of demolay in British Columbia consists largely, though not exclusively, of the
sons and near relatives of the Brethren of this Grand Lodge, from that membership will come Lead-
ers of the World of tomorrow, and if that World is to be molded nearer to the masonic ideal, then
the support and co-operation of the freemasons of today is absolutely essential. 

“therefore: 
Be it resolved: that this Grand Lodge, as a gesture of Goodwill, and as an investment in its own
future Welfare, make a donation of the sum of five thousand dollars ($5,000) to the British 
Columbia demolay foundation, to be used for the promotion of the order of demolay within the
territorial Jurisdiction of this Grand Lodge.”

Resolution re DeMolay 
on the same day, the following resolution was moved, duly seconded, and on being put to the vote of Grand Lodge
was declared Lost: 

“that Grand Lodge go on record as a supporter of the youth organizations known as the interna-
tional order of demolay and the order of Job’s daughters.”

Initiation Restriction
on June 19, 1964, a notice of motion to amend the constitution to provide that no candidate should be initiated in a
Lodge other than that in which he was elected to become a member, and an amendment to provide that exemption
in the case of a member of the armed forces where there is urgent necessity and the Gm was to be the sole judge,
were both defeated on being put to a vote.

concerning God and Religion 
a notice of intention having been submitted to Grand Lodge on June 19, 1964, the following amendment was ordered
in “the Charges of a freemason,” Charge i, “Concerning God and religion”:

“a freemason is obliged, by his tenure, to obey the moral law; and if he rightly understands the art
he will never be a stupid atheist nor an irreligious libertine. He, of all men, should best understand
that God seeth not as man seeth; for man looketh at the outward appearance, but God looketh to
the heart, a freemason is, therefore, particularly bound never to act against the dictates of his 
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conscience. Let a man’s religion or mode of worship be what it may, he is not excluded from the
order, provided he believe in the glorious architect of heaven and earth, and practise the sacred
duties of morality. freemasons unite with the virtuous of every persuasion in the firm and pleasing
bond of fraternal love; they are taught to view the errors of mankind with compassion and to strive,
by the purity of their own conduct, to demonstrate the superior excellence of the faith they may
profess.”

the word “stupid” was deleted at the suggestion of the GrChaplain.
Tidal Wave

Grand Lodge received the thanks, on June 19, 1964, of the Wm of euclid Lodge no. 90 for the contribution of $10,000
made to the relief of those brethren who had suffered losses in the tidal wave which had taken place in the alberni
area on Good friday, 1964.

conference participation
it was suggested in Grand Lodge on June 19, 1964, that the time had arrived when the Grand Lodge of British 
Columbia should be an active participant in the Biennial Conference of Canadian Grand Lodges and in the Confer-
ence of the Gms of the Grand Lodges of north america held annually in Washington, d.C. and, on motion, it was
agreed that the Committee on finance be authorized to provide the necessary funds to cover the expenses involved.

Ritual and forms and ceremonies
it was moved in Grand Lodge on June 18, 1965, that there be added to the roster of standing Committees of Grand
Lodge a “Committee on ritual and forms and Ceremonies,”“ the duties thereof are set forth in the chapter on the
“organization of Grand Lodge.” this resolution, having been duly seconded and put to vote of Grand Lodge, was
Carried.

Restriction on the use of funds
on June 18, 1965, notice of motion was given that at the next regular Communication an amendment to the 
constitution would be presented as follows: 

“revenue derived from Lodge fees or dues shall be used only for the benefit of Lodge members.
“donations to recognized charities shall be disbursed by notice of motion approved by a two-thirds

majority of the members present, expressed by ballot.” 
on June 23, 1966, the motion, on being presented to Grand Lodge, was by an amendment adopted, and referred
to a special committee to be appointed by the Gm for report at the next annual Communication. it would appear
that the Gm failed to appoint such a committee, and the matter was dropped.

Meetings of Grand Lodge
a notice of motion to provide for the annual Communications of Grand Lodge being held in the months of July or
august, and that Grand Lodge then in session decide which month and what day in that month and to approve an
amendment to the constitution to designate such date, was on June 18, 1965, on being put to a vote, defeated.

Identification Before Admission
on June 23, 1966, a notice of motion was declared defeated on being put to a vote of Grand Lodge. it provided
that every member or visitor attending Grand Lodge must produce a current receipt or some other document to in-
dicate that his Lodge dues had been paid for that year and that Honorary or Life members of Lodges would submit
the necessary documents to support such memberships. the document was to be shown to the member of the 
Credentials Committee in charge of the porch book.

Honorary Membership
on June 23, 1966, an amendment to the constitution approved that if a freemason was already a member of a
Lodge it would require a two-thirds majority vote in his favour to make him an Honorary member of that Lodge;
and if he was not already a member of the Lodge a unanimous vote was required—both votes to be expressed by
ballot.

Our younger freemasons
on June 22, 1967, the attention of Grand Lodge was drawn to the fact that W Brother Charles israel Harris of van-
couver and Quadra Lodge no. 2 at victoria, a freemason for over seventy-five years, would celebrate his 100th
birthday on september 28, 1967, and that W Brother William Lewis of ashlar Lodge no. 3 at nanaimo would have
his 104th birthday on July 18, 1967, and it was resolved that letters of congratulations be sent to these elderly brethren
by the Gr.
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procedure for Re-Instatement
on June 22, 1967, an amendment to the constitution was approved by Grand Lodge which revised the procedure
to be used in re-instating a Brother who had been suspended for non-payment of dues, to include (a) payment of
all dues owing at the time of the suspension; (b) payment in full of dues for the current year; (c) notice to all members
of the application for re-instatement in the notice of a regular Communication; (d) the vote on the re-instatement
to be by ballot, requiring at least two-thirds of the members present to be in favour in order to restore the Brother.
the Wm is required to direct that a Committee of investigation of three members of the Lodge make an examination
as to the moral, mental and other proper qualifications of the Brother and to report thereon before the vote is taken.

Good citizens of Vancouver
during the period 1931-40, the members of the Craft who had received a “Good Citizen medal” from the native
sons of British Columbia post no. 2 were reviewed. this medal is awarded to a citizen of the city of vancouver who
has been selected from nominations made by the people of vancouver. the recipient is then chosen for his or her
sterling qualities of good citizenship. since that time, the following members of the Craft have been so honoured :
178

1941—Charles James Kay of mount Hermon Lodge no. 7 at vancouver;
1942—arthur William delamont of meridian (daylight) Lodge no. 108 at vancouver;
1948—John Bennett of mount Hermon Lodge no. 7 at vancouver and Grandview Lodge no. 96 at vancouver;
1951—elvin sidney Hilliard Winn of Corinthian Lodge no. 27 at rossland;
1952—albert morris sanford, m.a., d.d., of Lewis Lodge no. 57 at new Wesminster;
1955—John diamond of mount Lebanon Lodge no. 72 at vancouver;
1957—major James skitt matthews, vd, of Western Gate Lodge no. 48 at vancouver;
1961—John Henderson of Zenith Lodge no, 105 at north Burnaby;
1962—Bertram a. emery of southern Cross Lodge no. 44 at vancouver;
1966—frederick W. (Cyclone) taylor, formerly a member of plantagenet Lodge no. 65 at vancouver; and
1968—Harry duker of Grandview Lodge no. 96.

condition of freemasonry
on June 24, 1966, an extremely long and detailed resolution was introduced into Grand Lodge which requested the
Gm to appoint the masonic equivalent of a royal Commission, consisting of sufficient members to form necessary
sub-committees to conduct a survey and enquiry into the condition of freemasonry in the Grand Jurisdiction of
British Columbia. the proposal indicated a considerable amount of thought and dedicated work, and it suggested
that the “Commission” call for and consider briefs or suggestions from Consituent Lodges, from interested brethren
and such others as they may consider competent to advise, from the proceedings of Conferences where relevant
subjects were discussed and, where feasible, from sources outside the Craft, it was suggested that sub-committees
be set up to deal with such subjects as: (1) review of the Constitution; (2) formulation of plans for a department of
programme direction; (3) masonic education and research; (4) to consider the setting up of a department of public
relations; (5) to consider the creation of a Board of General purposes; and (6) to study the relations of freemasonry
with youth organizations.

the commission was to present a report to the next annual Communication of Grand Lodge with interim reports
to the Grand master on such recommendations as could be put into effect without constitutional changes. 179

on June 22, 1967, the special committee appointed to enquire into the “Condition of freemasonry in British Co-
lumbia’ which had been set up under the General Chairmanship of mW Brother david m. taylor, pGm, by the Gm
as suggested, but with the addition of a sub-committee on finance, reported to Grand Lodge. it pointed out that,
because of the importance of the study, with its many facets to be considered, the opinions of members in all the
districts throughout the jurisdiction had been solicited through the medium of a questionnaire, and it required more
time to consider the information that had been gathered and requested re-appointment by the incoming Gm. 180

on June 19, 1968, the committee reported in considerable. detail under each committee heading. several of the
sub-committees requested continuance, i.e., Constitution (with added members); masonic programme; masonic 
education (actually the standing Committee on “masonic education and research’’).

the General Committee recommended against the establishment of a Board of General purposes “at this time,”
and stated in general that:

(1) it had endeavoured to delve into the various facets of Grand Lodge; to evaluate the present laws,
ceremonies and activities; to attempt to make suggestions to stimulate interest, improve its opera-
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tions and thereby strengthen the basic principles of the fraternity, as well as the position of indi-
viduals as freemasons;

(2) it admitted that interest in freemasonry had somewhat dimmed in recent years and that losses in
membership had resulted;

(3) this was an experience not new to freemasonry; that its history is one of challenges which have al-
ways been met and conquered, because the members have never strayed from the precious teach-
ings of freemasonry and its philosophy and have refused to allow the institution to decay from
within;

(4) freemasonry is facing a serious challenge, and that “how best to face it is purely conjecture’;
(5) nearly every matter discussed had eventually resolved into the necessity of good local leadership

and planning; the fact that freemasons live in a new and materialistic age, where there are so many
demands on a man’s time, must be faced; this cannot be done with poorly planned and lengthy
meetings, poorly presented ritualistic work, and little or no enthusiasm or interest. 18

Masonic programming
the special Committee on “masonic programming” reported on June 19, 1969, that during its existence it had 
assembled a good deal of written material in the form of briefs and studies from both within and from without the
Grand Jurisdiction, much of which had yet to be examined and reviewed; that through the loss of its meeting place
in the temple on seymour street it had been unable to meet frequently, but hoped that its life could be extended for
another year, its work completed and a final presentation made, the report was received and adopted.

in its report to Grand Lodge on June 19, 1970, in the city of prince George, the Committee on masonic program-
ming noted:

“firstly, that there appeared to be a lack of proper understanding among many of the Lodge officers
as to their respective duties together with an obviously limited knowledge of masonic protocol and
Courtesies,

“secondly, that there was no source of clear and concise instructions available to them.”
the commitee then embarked upon an extensive investigation, during which a considerable amount of material
had been assembled, it was found that the problem was not new, and that other Grand Jurisdictions had been study-
ing the question which, in some instances, had produced guides for Lodge officers. the committee had directed its
efforts towards drafting a series of directives as a means of assisting and guiding officers and the members of the
Constituent Lodges. it visualized a booklet set up in sections or chapters, and recommended that the incoming Gm
authorize the continuance of the committee and its work during the next masonic year. the report was received
and adopted. 182

Naval Visitors to Southern cross
in october, 1967, Her majesty’s ship melbourne, of the royal australian navy, was visiting in the port of vancouver.
nine members of the Craft hailing from the Grand Lodge of Queensland and the united Grand Lodges of new
south Wales and victoria attended the annual members’ dinner of King George Lodge no. 129. four of the senior
officers were unable to attend due to an official function at HmCs discovery. two days later, the australian visitors
were received and royally entertained by Lodge southern Cross no. 44. there they were much at home, for the
Lodge has practised the australian ritual ever since it was founded 61 years previously. two of the first principal
officers were the father and uncle of the history-making australian airman, sit Charles Kingsford-smith, whose like-
ness was inscribed on the $20 bill of the new australian currency. (183)

New Temple for Whitehorse No. 46
on January 9, 1968, Whitehorse Lodge no. 46 at Whitehorse, y.t., was granted permission to move to the newly
completed masonic temple. it is a fine building as will be seen by the photograph. it was completed with a great
deal of volunteer labour as well as donations. “the members are proud of their new building, which they hope will
create more interest in attending meetings. the meetings start on time and move along at an interesting pace. the
downstairs of the temple is well designed for luncheons, small social gatherings and suitable for renting to organi-
zational meetings. the building is a great asset to Whitehorse Lodge no. 46 and to the city of Whitehorse,” 184
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centennial committee
the special committee set up by the Gm on January 11, 1968, to make arrangements for celebrating the one Hun-
dredth anniversary of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia reported to Grand Lodge on June 20, 1968, that it was
well aware of the magnitude of the undertaking con-
nected with making arrangements for the occasion
and was well aware of the many points it must at-
tempt to cover if the celebration was to achieve any
note of success. therefore, seven sub-committees had
been set up to deal with: finance, Guests, Housing
and Catering, entertainment, publicity, programme,
and History-the chairmen of each sub-committee
making up the composition of the Centennial Com-
mittee.

the committee submitted the following recom-
mendations:
“1. that the Centenary Celebration be held in 

conjunction with the one Hundredth annual
Communication of the Grand Lodge of British
Columbia.

“2. that the one Hundredth annual Communica-
tion of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia, 
together with the Centenary Celebrations, be
held in the City of victoria

“3. that the selection of suitable accommodation for the holding of the Centenary of this Grand Lodge be left in
the hands of your special Committee.

“4. that the finance Committee be asked to set aside each year for the next three years a certain sum of money to
be used to cover cost of our Centennial Celebrations. the Committee on finance to determine the amount to be
set aside.

“5. that a History of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia be produced.”
the report of the special committee was adopted, and the request for an appropriation was referred to the 

finance Committee, which noted in its report that the special committee was laying plans for a fitting and appro-
priate celebration, as well as the publishing of a history, which would involve a considerable expenditure “which,
judging from what we have learned of the costs to other Grand Lodges of similar events, could amount to $10,000
or $15,000.” the Committee on finance recommended that instead of attempting to absorb such an expenditure in
the one year of 1971, say by way of a special assessment, it be spread over the next two years and an amount of
$5,000 be included in the estimates for each of the next two years, and that the sums be placed in a special account
for the purpose. this proposal was approved by Grand Lodge.

on June 19, 1969, the special committee reported that it had held many meetings and had dealt with many 
aspects of the celebration and that while it could not report any final plans, such vital arrangements as accommo-
dation for members and visitors, place of holding Grand Lodge and the celebration, the history, and the programme
for the celebration of this important event were well under way.

on June 19, 1970, the special Centennial Committee reported that a number of meetings had been held and that
considerable progress had been made for the celebration in 1971. all the sub-committees were working very hard
toward the final stages of completion of the plans. it drew attention to the History of the Grand Lodge of British Co-
lumbia which would be on sale to members and the public alike in January, 1971.

a vice-chairman had been appointed who was resident in victoria, and rW Brother Hugh C. stubbs’ chief func-
tion was to co-ordinate and supervise all victoria sub-committees working on the Centennial Celebration arrange-
ments. the committee recommended “that the one Hundredth annual Communication of Grand Lodge open at
9:30 a.m., thursday, June 17th, 1971, and close on or about 12:00 o’clock noon, saturday, June 19th, 1971,” in the
city of victoria. the report was received and adopted.

British columbia Masonic foundation
the first report on the British Columbia masonic foundation, which had been incorporated in 1958 under the soci-
eties act of the province of British Columbia and classified by the department of national revenue, income tax di-
vision, was presented to Grand Lodge on June 20, 1968, by the Grs. it was classified as a charitable organization
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and was organized for the purpose of establishing a fund from which incomes could be used for general and char-
itable work not necessarily of a masonic nature.

since incorporation, the foundation had made donations totaling $28,420 (to 1970) to such organizations as the
salvation army, the red Cross, the Hospital for Crippled Children, the Canadian arthritis and rheumatism society
and others.

Contributions to the foundation are exempt from taxation and are deductible by the donor in calculating his
taxable income. Bequests or other gifts are free of gift taxes and succession duties, and are deductible from the value
of the donor’s estate for the purpose of reducing its value.

Masonic Attendance
in Grand Lodge on June 20, 1968, the following resolution, on being proposed and duly seconded, was referred to
the incoming Gm with a request that he appoint a special committee to deal with it:

“ .. for the purpose of studying and preparing methods to improve masonic attendance with 
particular attention to:
(a) methods of other organizations in providing perfect attendance awards;
(b) a requirement that good standing be maintained by a minimum attendance either a mother 

Lodge or other Lodges.”
Special committee on Masonic Attendance

in accordance with the resolution passed at the annual Communication of Grand Lodge in June, 1969, the Gm ap-
pointed a special Committee on masonic attendance, which reported to Grand Lodge on June 19, 1970, that:

(a) it had considered various methods employed in other organizations to reward attendance, while it
felt some of these might be used in the Constituent Lodges, it was of the opinion that there are
limits to which freemasons may go to promote attendance;

(b) the use of incentives and inducements are of questionable propriety and for- eign to the teachings
of freemasoncy;

(c) the requirement that a minimum attendance be prerequisite to good standing in a masonic Lodge
should not be entertained by Grand Lodge;

(d) a survey of Grand Lodges had shown that those under anglo influence are uniform in rejecting
any such mandatory infringements upon a freemason’s time.

the committee recommended that the Grand Lodge take no action regarding attendance at Constituent Lodge
meetings other than to urge each Constituent Lodge to make greater efforts to improve attendance suitable to their
own particular situation. the report was received and adopted. 185

Safekeeping of Old Lodge Records
in January, 1969, the secretary of united service Lodge no. 24 at esquimalt, W Brother Walter J. phillips, became
worried about the safety of the old minute Books, porch Books and other records of the Lodge which have a partic-
ular historical value, He felt that they should be placed in some place where they would be safe from fire and other
destructive effects and, at the same time, be available for research and other such purposes. an approach was made

to mr. Willard ireland, the provincial archivist, with
the result that arrangements were completed for the
records of the Lodges which had been established
prior to January 1, 1902, to be deposited in the new
archives Building in victoria. a Certificate of agree-
ment was drawn up which protects the rights of any
individuals, preserves the actions of the Lodges and
yet allows the search of the records for historical pur-
poses, both masonic and non-masonic. this proce-
dure was approved by the Grand Lodge, and the GrH
was authorized to draw up an “outline of the proce-
dure for depositing Historical records of the Con-
stituent Lodges and of Grand Lodge of British
Columbia—antient, free and accepted masons—as
agreed to by the Grand Lodge and the provincial
archivist.”
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the matter came before united service Lodge in april, 1969, and it was unanimously approved. as at June 30,
1970, the following Lodges had taken advantage of the arrangement and their minute Books, porch Books and other
records had been lodged in the archives of the province: 

victoria-Columbia Lodge no. 1 at victoria. 
vancouver and Quadra Lodge no. 2 at victoria. 
ionic Lodge no. 19 at Chilliwack. 
united service Lodge no. 24 at esquimalt. 
north star Lodge no. 30 at ft. steele. (amalgamated with Cranbrook Lodge no. 34.) 
tuscan Lodge no. 39 at trout Lake. (records surrendered to Grand Lodge)

Records of Grand Lodge
the Grs made arrangements whereby Grand Lodge could take advantage of this plan and, under the same condi-
tions, a considerable bulk of the old records of Grand Lodge are now in the provincial archives, and these include
such treasures as the minute Books and porch Books of the district Grand Lodge of British Columbia er and the
provincial Grand Lodge of British Columbia sr (records prior to 1871, which are in an excellent state of preservation)
and other records of Grand Lodge in the early days of its existence.

Service to the Records
access to these records may only be made through the secretaries of the Lodges concerned and the Grs, which au-
thority must be in writing and under proper seal. arrangements are being made in order that the Lodges outside
the area of victoria can be properly serviced from their own records. even officials of Grand Lodge, such as the
GrH, must have such authority before they may have access to the records.

certificate of Deposit
the Certificate of deposit must have been approved in open Lodge at a regular Communication, it must bear the
signature of the Wm and the secretary, and the Lodge seal.

Resolutions Defeated
a resolution introduced into Grand Lodge on June 18, 1970, which would have excluded unaffiliated freemasons
from the right of masonic burial, and have prevented them from taking part in any masonic ceremony, or have any
Lodge privileges whatever “other than the privilege of visiting any Lodge twice during the time they remained un-
affiliated” was found “acceptable in form and not as conflicting with masonic usage” by the Committee on Consti-
tution. on the motion being put and duly seconded, however, the motion was defeated.

another resolution which was designed to remove the need to “read and write in the english language” from
section 218 of the Constitution and to substitute therefor “at least one of the official languages of the country” was
defeated on motion duly seconded. the Committee on Constitution pointed out that the resolution was “not 
acceptable in form in that it was argumentative and ambiguous,” and it further felt that the intent of the resolution
was not in accord with masonic usage. the committee did not, however, find the amendment unconstitutional, but
felt that it should point out:

“ ... that a person who could not read and write english would perhaps have insuperable difficulties
in comprehending some of the ritual and the constitution of Grand Lodge and the By-Laws of the
Lodge and could not be held accountable in respect of statements made on his application or be
deemed to have received notices sent to him in writing...”

and consequently the committee recommended that the amendments be not made.
Three Members to Be a Quorum

a resolution proposed by the Committee on Constitution in June, 1970 was ian the form of an amendment to section
90 of the Constitution, the effect of which was to make three members of any of the standing committees of Grand
Lodge constitute a quorum even if they did not constitute a majority of the members. it had no effect where the
standing committee did not comprise more than six members. the Committee on Constitution found “the resolution
acceptable in form and not objectionable as conflicting with masonic usage and requests its passage.” Grand Lodge
aGreed.

change in the financial year
Because of the very short period of time permitted the Grs, the Grt and the auditors between the closing of the 
financial year (may 31) and the date of the annual Communications (from June 16 to 22), a motion was presented
and adopted setting the end of the financial year of Grand Lodge as april 30 in each year, starting in 1971.
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The Grand Master’s consulting committee 
in his address to Grand Lodge on June 18, 1970, the Gm stated that:

“after giving a great deal of thought and study to the responsibilities of the office of Grand master,
i felt it would be of help to me in discharging these responsibilities if i could make greater use of
the immediate past Grand master and the elected Grand Lodge officers than has been customary
in recent years.”

the Gm appointed the ipGm, the dGm, the sGW, the JGW, the Grt, and the Grs as members of the committee,
which met twice, and the advice and counsel had proved invaluable to him:

“By so doing i was able to gain assistance for myself and make the benefit of their knowledge and
ability available to the Craft, also to provide continuity in policy and to give future Grand masters
a fuller opportunity to acquaint themselves with the workings of Grand Lodge.”

first Award of the Order of Meritorious Service
empire Lodge no, 85, at vancouver, submitted a resolution to Grand Lodge in June, 1970 for the nomination of mW
Brother George Cleveland derby as a candidate for the award of meritorious service, which had been created in

1958. the Gm stated in his address that he had ap-
pointed mW Brother William Curran, rW Brother
Harry Killam, with rW Brother nicholas mussallem
as chairman of a special committee to present a report
on the matter to Grand Lodge as required. rW
Brother mussallem, on June 19, 1970, made the report
to Grand Lodge in which he reviewed the masonic
career of the then oldest living pGm and moved the
adoption of the resolution, which, being duly sec-
onded, was adopted unanimousLy amid a
standing ovation to this most worthy and eminent
freemason who has served freemasonry and the
Concordant orders so faithfully for over fifty years.

George Cleveland derby was a charter member
of empire Lodge at the formation of the Lodge in 
november, 1919; was elected the first JW, and two

years later was elected the second Wm of the Lodge, mW Brother derby had been raised to the sublime degree of
a master mason in Hiram Lodge no, 319 of the Grand Lodge of Canada in the province of ontario on february 21,
1918. He was appointed ddGm for district 13 at vancouver on June 20, 1924, He was elected JGW on June 24, 1932;
GsW on June 23, 1933; dGm on June 21, 1934, and Gm on June 20, 1935. He served on many special and ad hoc com-
mittees of Grand Lodge and on the standing Committees, the most notable being the Grand Lodge Benevolent fund,
on which he served as a member for five years, becoming the chairman in 1950. in June, 1951, he was first appointed
a member of the finance Committee to become the chairman from 1957 to ——. *

mW Brother derby received his 50-year button in 1969. it had been but the privilege of very few to have been
afforded the health and the fortitude to serve freemasonry in British Columbia with such zeal and love of the 
fraternity.

the order of meritorious service of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia was presented to mW Brother George
Cleveland derby by the Gm at an emergent Communication of Grand Lodge, held on august 31, 1970, in the dunbar
masonic temple, vancouver, before a large gathering of freemasons.

“Whither Directing your course”
in conclusion, while British Columbia was plagued with the problems of turmoil and unrest that beset the entire
world, the membership reached an all-time peak of 27,708 on the rolls of Grand Lodge in 1962, and since that time
the decline in the membership has been gradual and, as in other jurisdictions, efforts have been made to assess this
phenomenon in the light of the rapid growth in the general population. the world situation of general unrest, racial
intolerance and general revolt against the established customs and morals in all countries is reflected in the “net
losses” reported over several years by most Grand Jurisdictions. But these must be taken with the fact that there are
now strong indications that these “net losses’’ may become “net gains’ very shortly. the situation in the united
states from a moral, social, religious and economic point of view has been reflected in the decline of numbers during
the past several years in the number of freemasons. the loss was spearheaded by the number of brethren leaving
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the Craft by way of dimits and suspensions, which caused the most alarm,these “net losses”, as shown in the Grand
Lodge proceedings reviewed by the British Columbia reviewer in the year ended June, 1969, on the whole seemed
to be tapering off in the united states, and were recorded in 39 state jurisdictional reports, while 7 states showed
small gains, 5 of them being southern states.

the seven reports from australia all indicated ‘net losses’ in the membership; while China, india and Japan
showed small increases, along with mexico.

the eight reports from Grand Lodges in Canada (two from the Grand Lodge of Canada in ontario, 1966, 1967;
with alberta and newfoundland not reported) indicated “net losses” throughout, with British Columbia recording
the lowest percentage loss in 1968 with a figure of 211, and in 1969 the net loss was 348.

there can be little doubt, whatever, that the rapidly changing standards of moral behaviour and their impact
on the social, political, business and religious life of the communities, and the tendency to embark freemasonry on
a course not charted by its established traditions, customs, and landmarks, all have had their effect upon the 
membership, and no doubt were in some measure among the prime causes for the decline in the membership of the
Craft, for the diminishing numbers of material offering as candidates, and for increases in those who severed from
the Craft by dimit and suspension.

many members of the Craft became alarmed at the attitudes and attempts by those brethren who, unfortunately,
did not appear to understand just what is the aim and function of the Craft, and would tend to turn freemasonry
into another social entity. this is, of course, an invasion of an area where the proper vehicles for such activities really
belong to the well-established and highly respected service Clubs: rotary, Kinsmen, Gyro and like organizations.

freemasonry, however, must be extremely careful to face the changes and alterations in the economic, political,
commercial and social life of the communities in which she lives and apply them to the basic principles and tenets
of the order. in this way, she must demonstrate to the world around her that there may be no misgivings as to her
future course and development. this is the challenge that faces the Grand Lodge of British Columbia as she enters
the world of her 101st year.

The Abiding challenge
for the final word before this minute episode in the history of antient, free and accepted masons is closed, let the
reader journey to the inscrutable east, to the city of taipei on the island of taiwan, for the inaugural address of
mW Brother Hans C. p, Chun, who said in his conclusion:

“in this world of tremendous turmoil, with great sections of it becoming akin to an inferno where
atheism, tyranny and brutality are forced upon the great masses, it now becomes more urgent for
us masons to rededicate ourselves to the task of preserving the ideals of truth, freedom and broth-
erly love which are inculcated in our order. i therefore, earnestly entreat you, one and all, to pledge
yourselves to the sacred principles of free masonry that freedom, Justice and truth shall continue
to survive and give hope and life to those enslaved people who are denied or deprived of them,”
186

so mote it Be!!!
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c H A p T E R  18
THE ROLE Of THE DISTRIcT DEpuTy GRAND MASTERS

He profits most who serves best- sHeLdon.*
Appointments in 1887

it all began on June 23, 1888, when the Gm reported that he had named six skillful brethren as special deputies to
report to him on the condition and state of the Craft in their vicinity so that he might lay the same before Grand
Lodge, stating that these reports were then in the hands of the Grs. on monday, June 25, 1888, as a result of this 
action and the work of these special deputies, the following resolution was adopted in Grand Lodge:

“that recognizing the desirability of dividing this jurisdiction into districts, and the appointment
of district deputy Grand masters in the said districts for the better furtherance of the working of
the Craft in this province.

“Be it therefore resolved, that this jurisdiction be divided into four districts to be known and 
designated as follows:

no. 1 district ..............................................vancouver island 
no. 2 district .............................................new Westminster 
no. 3 district ...................................................yale-Kootenay 
no. 4 district...............................................................Cariboo

and that power and authority be given the mW the Grand master to make such appointments
from the Grand Lodge as may be necessary to the carrying out of this recommendation.”

Duties of the DDGMs
the office of ddGm is an important one in the organization of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia. it is particularly
important that its occupant should be a Brother of standing and ability, for he is, as far as his district is concerned,
for the time being, the eyes and ears of the Gm, it is his duty to visit every Lodge in his district at least once during
his term of office; to observe the conduct and efficiency of the officers; to give such advice to the brethren as he may
think advisable; and to report to the Grand Lodge at the next annual Communication the condition of masonic 
affairs in his jurisdiction.

to carry out these duties efficiently made considerable demands on the incumbent’s time and, in the early days
of freemasonry in British Columbia and even yet, upon his purse,

The Duties as prescribed in 1968
the Book of Constitutions of antient, free and accepted masons of British Columbia as revised and adopted in
1968 states in section 74 that it shall be the duty of each ddGm:

“(a) to exercise a general supervision over the Craft in his district.
(b) to visit all the Constituent Lodges in his district during his term of office, and to see that such Constituent

Lodges are working properly, and that returns have been regularly forwarded to the Grand secretary,
with all fees and dues.
such official visits shall not conflict with the official visits which the most Worshipful Grand master may
be making to his district.

(c) to satisfy himself that the member recommended in the petition for a new Lodge as the first Worshipful
master thereof is duly qualified to perform the duties of that office, and for that purpose is authorized to
summon that member to attend for examination, and to grant him a certificate of qualification.

(d) to ascertain whether or not a Lodge working under dispensation in his district and seeking a Warrant
of Constitution has provided itself with a suitable meeting place, furniture and clothing.

(e) to report to the Grand master immediately with a request for direction and advice, any matter of urgency
which would bring the good name of freemasonry into disrepute,

(f) to report at the annual Communication of Grand Lodge such duties as he may have performed during
his term of office. this report shall be forwarded to the Grand secretary at least three weeks previous to
the annual Communication of Grand Lodge.”

problems of Travel
many of the brethren holding this office have felt that it was somewhat unfair that the expenses should have to be
borne by the ddGm personally, but felt that they should be reimbursed, in whole or in part, by the Grand Lodge
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or by the Lodges in each district. the first formal complaint in this respect was laid before Grand Lodge at the 
annual Communication in 1902 by the ddGm for Kamloops district 3, which at that time extended from Kamloops
on the west to Golden on the east, and south far enough to take in vernon. it is evident that he was a zealous Brother
in the Craft, not too well furnished with this world’s goods, being an accountant and insurance agent in the then
litle town of Kamloops, which at that time could not have produced a very lucrative income.

in his report to Grand Lodge, he suggested that until the province became more densely populated, travelling
expenses at least should be voted to those well-skilled brethren who, as Grand representatives, were entrusted with
the care of the Craft. His suggestions were referred by Grand Lodge to the Committee on the ddGm’s reports for
consideration and report at the next annual Communication.

payment of Expenses
in 1903, the Gm in his address referred to the problem at some length. as a resident of the eastern part of the
province, where he had been a ddGm, he fully understood the difficulties of these officers in carrying out their du-
ties, considering the magnitude of the distances between the Lodges in that part of the country, and it was only nat-
ural that he should have a deep sympathy with the pleas of the ddGms for assistance. He advocated some plan
being adopted whereby the ddGms should be compensated by Grand Lodge to the extent, at least, of their travelling
expenses. the committee on his address did not agree with the Gm, being evidently of the opinion that the brethren
appointed were fully compensated for the expenses by the honour thus conferred upon them. the committee sug-
gested, as an alternative, that a Grand Lecturer should be appointed to visit and direct the working of each Lodge
throughout the whole jurisdiction and in accordance with the ritual practised by the respective Lodges. under the
circumstances, and with the diversity of rituals used, this appeared to be more of a pious wish than even a reasonable
possibility, it is doubtful if there was any member of the Craft in the province competent to carry out such a pro-
gramme. at any rate, no item for such an appointment was inserted in the estimates for the coming year, and the
matter was dropped. However, some of the Lodges in the interior recognized the “righteousness” of the position
taken by the ddGms, and voluntarily paid the travelling expenses of the ddGm appointed for their respective dis-
tricts on visiting the Lodge. it was so reported to Grand Lodge in 1904, and no objection to such action was taken to
such an expenditure by the Lodges.

Reprimand by the DDGM
the report of the Committee on reports of the ddGms for 1911 was very interesting. the ddGm for district 8 at
Cranbrook reported that it had been brought to his notice that in one of the Lodges in his district the affairs of the
Lodge “were sometimes discussed on the outside with ‘Cowans’ by some Brother or Brethren, seriously disturbing
the work of the committees on character; i laid strong emphasis upon the seriousness of such un-masonic conduct
and expressed the hope that complaints of this nature would never be heard of again.”

He had reported his action in Grand Lodge and had been upheld, and the committee stated “the discussion of
Lodge matters outside is, unfortunately, not confined to this particular Lodge or district, and the practice cannot be
too strongly condemned. We feel that the Brethren should be instructed in matters of this kind, and that any Brother
persisting in transgressing in his respect should be disciplined.”

Too Many candidates
the same committee observed that Kilwinning Lodge no. 59 at vancouver had conferred 78 degrees during the
year, and pointed out that:

“no Lodge can confer that number of degrees in that time with impressiveness, nor so that the 
Candidate will receive a just appreciation of the beautiful lessons the degrees teach.”

Limiting the Size of Lodges
the same committee endorsed the views of the ddGm for district 2a at vancouver with regard to the size of the
Lodges, and suggested that the Lodges should place some limit on the membership.

Improper pressure
in 1925, the Gm ruled that it was not proper for a Constituent Lodge to endeavour to secure the appoinment of any
Brother to the office of ddGm. this appointment was the prerogative of the Gm, and under no circumstances should
pressure be brought to influence his desires.

comparison of By-Laws
in 1943, the Committee on the reports regretted that insufficient time was allowed to give the reports of the ddGms
the study that is necessary, and again suggested that reports should be in the hands of the Grs not later than april
15 of each year in order to afford time to meet and discuss questions involved in the reports.
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it pointed out that:
“section 73 of the Book of Constitutions (1941) affords a good opportunity to the Worshipful masters

of the constituent Lodge to see that the By-laws and the books generally conform to the regulations
as laid in the new Constitutions. district deputy Grand masters are authorized under this section
to examine and compare the Lodge By-laws, and indeed it constitutes one of their duties to see that
By-laws are brought in line with the 1941 Book of Constitutions.”

Local committee Election
in 1917, mW Brother William Henderson submitted proposed amendments to the constitution which, in effect,
would provide that instead of being appointed by the Gm each ddGm should be— 

“elected by a Committee of each district composed of the immediate masters and Wardens, or their
proxies, of the particular district attending the regular Communication of Grand Lodge, repre-
senting in person or by proxy Lodges in that particular district for which the officer is to be chosen,
and by no others.” and to add a new section:

“that the right Worshipful district deputy Grand masters shall be elected by ballot at a regular
Communication of the members of each district, presided over by the retiring officer, or some one
appointed by the Grand master, and by voters set out in paragraph 49 hereof, and immediately
after an election shall have been held the names of the new officers shall be submitted to the regular
Communication for ratification.”

this proposal was referred to the Committee on Constitution for a report at the next annual Communication of
Grand Lodge, and a copy was ordered sent to every member of Grand Lodge together with the notice calling such
annual Communication. the Committee on Constitution reported on June 20, 1918, against the amendments because
the present system worked well, and:

“the duties of the district deputy Grand masters . . . are so intimately related to those of the Grand
master, that better results will obtain when the Grand master makes the appointment, as it is an
assurance that the officer will be in harmony with the Grand master who is ultimately responsi-
ble.”

and the committee did not-
“think that it is to the advantage of Grand Lodge to have Lodges say who their inspector shall be.”

and that—
“by our Constitution this appointment is the prerogative of the Grand master, and we do not think

he should be deprived of it.”
in Grand Lodge the report of the committee was upheld and adopted, but there were a number of the members
present who were in favour of the change.

in Grand Lodge, in 1920, the delegates from Corinthian Lodge no. 27 at rossland proposed that the constitution
be changed so that the ddGms be elected at each Grand Lodge convention by the delegates for each district present,
instead of being appointed by the Gm. the Committee on Constitution disapproved of the change and there the
matter ended.

the reviewer for new Hampshire (GLp 1929) said that trouble had been averted in that jurisdiction when Grand
Lodge had refused to adopt legislation which would require the ddGms to be elected by the several districts. He
said that new Hampshire looks upon these officers as being the eyes and ears of the Gm, and that he should not be
hampered as he would be if anyone else had the right to say who should hold the office of his deputy.

in 1931, the Gm expressed his opinion to Grand Lodge that the ddGms should be selected by the Lodges in
their respective districts, following the practice in the adjoining jurisdiction of alberta, and gave his reasons why
he thought British Columbia should do the same. He stated that it was impossible for any Gm to know the whole
juzisdiction sufficiently intimately to enable him to give the best satisfaction in selecting ddGms; that at best he
had only a few hours to make his choice, and frequently he was obliged to take the first one offered. in his opinion,
much better results could be obtained by permitting the Lodges of each district to make their own selection. He ac-
knowledged that it could be argued that the ddGms are in some way the personal representative of the Gm and
that he must, therefore, make his own selection; he thought there was very little evidence to warrant this view; they
are Grand Lodge officers under the constitution; no authority is given them in the constitution to represent the
Grand master except when on specific occasions he delegates to them that power, finally, he argued that a district
organization consisting of pms and sitting ms holding quarterly meetings could deal with this as well as many
other questions peculiar to each particular district.
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the Committee on the Gm’s address was very careful not to commit its members one way or the other on the
proposed change, but advised that the recommendation of the Gm should be carefully considered by every member
of Grand Lodge, and every assistance should be given in the solution of any difficulties which might exist in con-
nection with this problem. no further action appears to have been taken in the matter.

Reappointment Is urged
the Gm in 1932, following the recommendation of his predecessor in office, and having had a similar experience,
made the subject of the appointment of the ddGms a matter of much thought and considerable investigation, but
found that the advice of other authorities seemed to
favour the method then in use in British Columbia.
He stated that he thought that any change that should
be made was in the training of people appointed to
such important offices; that in the cities and larger
towns the brethren could in some measure fit them-
selves for the duties, but in the outlying districts they
had little opportunity to do so. He pointed out that
sister Jurisdictions did this, and that another im-
provement might be the reappointment for second
and even third terms of the brethren who had given
evidence of zeal and capability. He felt quite strongly
that until such a change was made there would be
much to deplore in the work and conduct of some of
the Lodges.

the Committee on the address was heartily in ac-
cord with the suggestion of reappointment for a sec-
ond and even a third term of the brethren who had
proven themselves, as the Gm suggested, but pointed
out that the ddGms were chosen as the direct represen-
tatives of the Gm, and as such they were chosen for their fitness rather than length of service or seniority; it also
concurred with the Gm as to the method of appointment then in vogue being the best.

DDGMs to Supervise the Districts
in 1934, the Gm stated in his address to Grand Lodge that:

“some years ago it was expressed by one of our esteemed most Worshipful Grand masters that the
‘vastness’ of this Jurisdiction—some 600,000 square miles—made almost unsurmountable the task
facing the busy Grand master, and it has been suggested that our district deputy Grand masters’
standing be more recognized, and their valuable services raised to a higher plane for which they
are so eminently qualified, and that the duties of the Grand master be confined to ceremonial func-
tions such as the laying of Corner stones, the dedication of temples, the consecration of Lodges,
and such visitations to sister Jurisdictions as he may decide upon. experimentally i have carried
out this idea, and no doubt it may have proved disappointing to many of the Constituent Lodges
which looked for a visit from their Grand master, who, on his side, was deprived of the pleasure
of meeting the Brethren. never-the-less it is a system which i would recommend to my successors
in office.”

the Committee on the Grand master’s address joined with him in this recommendation, urging that the ddGms
would be left with the supervision as to the ritualistic attainment, financial condition and observance of the consti-
tution by the Constituent Lodges.

in 1935, four former ddGms were again appointed to office to serve in their respective districts, two of them
from service in previous years and two of them were reappointed from 1934,

Interim Reports
the Committee on Warranted Lodges in 1942 felt that the Gm could more readily and effectively keep his finger on
the pulse of freemasonry in the jurisdiction if the ddGms were to send unofficial interim reports of the Lodges in
their districts at the end of december. in reviewing past reports of the ddGms, the committee was impressed by
the fact that they contained much valuable information, indicating tendencies requiring correction or activities wor-
thy of note and emulation by other Lodges.

in 1943, the same committee noted that the majority of the ddGms had generously adopted the idea of submit-
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ting interim reports to the Grs, and suggested that the practice be continued, but that they be confined to such mat-
ters affecting any of the Lodges that the ddGm felt should be brought to the attention of the Gm.

content of the Reports
in 1945, the Committee on the reports noted that some of the ddGms had submitted reports on a special form to
the Grand secretary. it pointed out to these officers that as the representatives of the Gm, they were expected to 
furnish a report briefly outlining their activities, which should emphasize the following points:

financial condition of each Lodge. 
Condition of outstanding dues. 
How business in each Lodge is conducted. 
Condition of the secretary’s books and records. 
Condition of the treasurer’s books. 
Condition of the porch Book. 
How ritualistic work is performed. 
average attendance at meetings. 
Lodge membership.

in 1946, the committee again repeated its recommendations.
Guidance and Instruction

in 1953, the Gm reported to Grand Lodge that he was continually receiving requests from newly appointed
ddGms for assistance, for guidance, for hints on speech making, for material for addresses, etc., and concluded that
some form of written instructions for guidance of these officers at the beginning of their terms of office was essential.
accordingly he—

“prepared and sent a letter of guidance and instruction for their duties to my district deputy Grand
masters after their appointment, a copy of this circular is included in these proceedings as a preface
to the reports of the district deputy Grand masters. it is suggested that possibly a perusal of it
may be of value to their successors in office, or that it might be prepared in booklet form for 
subsequent use,” 187

the following year a special committee appointed to consider this and other matters recommended that the 
suggestion of printing the document in booklet form be not entertained, because the committee had in mind that
future Gms, in the enjoyment of their prerogatives, might desire to issue their own personal instructions to their
appointees as ddGms.

Expenses of Travel
throughout the history of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia, the Gms, the Committees on Warranted Lodges,
and the reports of the ddGms have raised the question of the time necessarily consumed by the ddGms in carrying
out the duties of their office, and again in 1958 the Committee on reports pointed out that many of the ddGms
were incurring serious personal expense in meeting the travelling demands of their office, and it recommended that
the “out-of-pocket” expenses of these officers be met from the funds of the Grand Lodge. the Committee on finance
did not comment on the proposal, while the item appearing in the estimates still read:

“22. ddGm’s expenses (rural) ...............$500.00”.
on June 21, 1946, the following notice of motion had been received by Grand Lodge and, “a sufficient majority being
in favour thereof being recorded,” was adopted: “that the most Worshipful Grand Lodge of British Columbia pay
the right Worshipful the district deputy Grand masters of rural districts expenses incurred in carrying out their
official duties during their term of office” and an item of $1,000 for the purpose was placed in the estimates. in 1946-
47, the total expenditure under the item was $35; in 1947-48, the expenditure was $97.50; and in June, 1948, the item
in the estimates was dropped to $500, at which figure it remained until 1959, when it was increased to $600, and 
expenditures under the item increased during the masonic year 1958-59 to $404.69. the following table indicates
the variation in claims for reimbursement made by the ddGms since the budget item was established, and would
seem to indicate that whenever possible the ddGm has met the entire expenses of his office.

1946-47 ................ $ 35 1954-55 ............ $589 1962-63 ......................... nil 
1947-48 ................ $ 98 1955-56 ............ $174 1963-64 ...................... $ 68 
1948-49 ................ $100 1956-57 ............ $276 1964-65 ...................... $ 71 
1949-50 ................ $ 75 1957-58 ............ $ 50 1965-66 ...................... $119 
1950-51 ................ $ 75 1958-59 ............ $403 1966-67 ......................... nil 
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1951-52 ................ $148 1959-60 .............. nil 1967-68 ...................... $274 
1952-53..................$100 1960-61..............$245 1968-69........................$267 
1953-54................... nil 1961-62..............$ 75 1969-70........................$ 372

four Districts in 1888
the first appointment of a ddGm was made in 1888 when the jurisdiction was divided into four districts: no. 1
district, vancouver island; no. 2 district, new Westminster; no. 3 district, yale-Kootenay; and no. 4 district, 
Cariboo (the one Lodge at Barkerville), the reports of three of them appear in the Grand Lodge proceedings for
1889. in that year, the number was increased to five, with nanaimo and the Lodges in the surrounding country
being removed from district 1.

in 1891 the Gm recommended;
“that in future the delegates from the several masonic districts should elect, at the annual session

of Grand Lodge, their own district deputy Grand masters. By doing so the Grand master will be
relieved from a delicate task, and the various districts conferring the honour will naturally place a
greater value on the office. the majority of Grand Lodges adopt this method, and it meets with 
satisfaction.”

the suggestion made by the Gm was approved by the Committee on his address and by the Committee on regalia,
but was held unconstitutional, and no attempt was made to amend the constitution so as to make such a course of
action possible.

Seven Districts in 1896-1901
in 1896, the number of districts for the ddGms was increased by creating district 6 for that part of the yale and
Kootenay south of the 50th parallel. By 1900, the Lodges in that part of the province had so increased in numbers
that the district was divided into three: district 6 to cover rossland riding; district 7 to include the nelson and 
slocan ridings; and district 8 to include south-east Kootenay. When temple Lodge no. 33 was established at 
duncans * in 1901, a question was raised as to whether it should be placed in victoria district 1 or in nanaimo
district 5, it being equally distant from the two cities. it seems that the committee forgot that district 5, even at that
time, extended far to the north and to the west of nanaimo. However, it was finally decided to place the new Lodge
in district 1, because it made a better division of the Lodges.

To Ten Districts in 1902-1910
With the steady growth in the number of Lodges, it became necessary to increase the number of districts and to
vary the boundaries thereof. in 1905, the Gm in his address referred to the difficulties which had arisen owing to
the greater burden laid on these officers. He suggested that the constitution be so amended that district 3, which
was entirely too large to expect one man to travel over and inspect the Lodges, should be limited to the Lodges at
Kamloops, armstrong, vernon, enderby and Kelowna, and that a new district 9 should be formed to include the
Lodges at Golden, revelstoke, invermere and trout Lake City. He recommended that the suggestions be referred
to the Committee on Constitution for any necessary amendments, but the committee simply recommended that the
constitution be amended so that Grand Lodge could deal with the matter as it saw fit without having to amend the
constitution whenever it was necessary to alter the number and the boundaries of the districts. the Committee on
Constitution approved the proposed changes, which became Jaw on June 23, 1905. in 1906, the jurisdiction was duly
divided into nine districts as suggested.

the new arrangement appeared to be quite satisfactory at the time it was made and for some time thereafter,
but in 1910 it became necessary to vary the districts again. new Lodges were being established and a new field of
masonic activity was opening up in the far north. in that year a new Lodge, st. andrew’s 49, was added to victoria,
district 1. a great upheaval took place in new Westminster, district 2, when its three Lodges and the Lodges at
mission City and Chilliwack were left with the district, and the vancouver and north vancouver Lodges, together
with the Lodge at prince rupert, were included in a new district which, for the time being, was called district 2a.
district 3 took in the Lodges at arrowhead, salmon arm and nicola. district 4 still consisted solely of Cariboo Lodge
no. 4 at Barkerville; district 8 took in the Lodges at Creston and moyie, while to district 9 was added the Lodges at
penticton, summerland and princeton; an entirely new district 10 was created to include the Lodges at atlin, dawson
City and Whitehorse; while districts 5, 6 and 7 remained unchanged.

To Thirteen Districts in 1911-1920
the Committee on the ddGm’s reports in 1911 referred to the difficulty of getting a ddGm who would be able to
visit the Lodge in atlin and the two yukon Lodges at dawson City and Whitehorse, owing to the distance necessary
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to be travelled. it recommended that the district be divided, but this suggestion was not accepted in Grand Lodge.
in 1912, the ddGm for district 2a, which then included nine Lodges in vancouver and two in north vancouver,

together with the Lodge at prince rupert, suggested that a new district should be created at prince rupert, as he
felt that it was hardly fair to ask a ddGm to do the work which was required of him at home and also make the
500-mile boat trip to visit Lodges in the north. the Committee on the reports of the ddGms was not moved by his
plea, and brushed it aside. it felt that it was inadvisable at that time to create new districts for the one Lodge at
prince rupert, or those in the yukon alone.

in 1913, with a second Lodge being established in prince rupert, representations were made for a new district.
this was approved, and district 11 was born. in that same year, the district until then known as 2a was renumbered
as 12; the new Lodge at Quesnel was added to district 4; and the other new Lodges were distributed to the 
appropriate districts.

in 1916, district 13 was created by dividing the Lodges of the vancouver area, then contained in district 12, as
the Committee on the reports of the ddGms said: “by this division classifying the work followed by the Lodges in
the respective groups,” district 12 using the “american” ritual and district 13 using the ‘Canadian’ ritual. all Lodges
in both districts were given “concurrent jurisdiction, except that part of the district north of Burrard inlet.”

in 1920, the ddGm for district 13 suggested that districts 12 and 13 be re-subdivided and two additional
ddGms be appointed. the committee, however, said “that inasmuch as no similar recommendation was made by
his colleague for district 12, we hesitate to support any change at the present time.”

To Eighteen Districts in 1921-1930
With the increase in the number of Lodges in and around the city of vancouver, the work of the ddGms of districts
12 and 13 became onerous, and in 1922 the ddGm for district 13 reported to Grand Lodge that as there were now
16 Lodges in his district and more were liable to be added in the near future, he thought the district should be 
divided. this proposal was approved by the Committee on the reports of the ddGms, but the matter was laid over
until 1923 when the two districts were divided into four—nos. 12 to 15 inclusive, the first three consisting of the
Lodges in and around the city of vancouver, with concurrent jurisdiction, and district 15, for the Lodges on the
north shore of Burrard inlet.

in 1925, a further revision of the districts in the whole jurisdiction was to be considered by the finance Com-
mittee following a recommendation by the Committee on the reports of the ddGms that ‘a regrouping of the Lodges
in certain districts should have each and careful attention, as by so doing the work of district deputies would be
considerably lightened.”

on June 21, 1928, following the work of the special committee appointed to report on the advisability of naming
and numbering the districts of Grand Lodge, and of adjustment and of rearrangement, the province was divided
into 18 districts. With the exception of the interior of the province, little adjustment was necessary, the special com-
mittee believing that, as a general rule, districts should be confined to from six to eight Lodges in order that the
ddGm should not be overworked and be able to give better supervision to the Lodges of his district.

the special committee recommended that district 2 be divided into two districts and a rearrangement of districts
12, 13 and 14 to form four districts: nos. 13 and 14, each of seven Lodges practising the same work as mount Hermon
Lodge (“american” ritual), and no. 15 and 16 each of eight Lodges practising the same work as Cascade Lodge
(“Canadian” ritual), the committee believed the subdivision would leave room to add any newly-organized Lodges
to any of the districts without rendering them unwieldy. it was felt that, owing to the opening up of the highways
to automobile traffic, a better supervision could be obtained by a rearrangement of districts 3, 6, 7, 8 and 9 in the 
interior. the final arrangement of the districts, as approved by Grand Lodge on June 21, 1928, was:

victoria district .............................................. 1 south okanagan district ..............................10 
new Westminster district ............................ 2 atlin-yukon district......................................11
Kamloops distric ........................................... 3 prince rupert district ...................................12 
Cariboo district .............................................. 4 vancouver district.........................................13 
nanaimo district ........................................... 5 vancouver district.........................................14 
West Kootenay district ................................. 6 vancouver district ....................................... 15 
Boundary district .......................................... 7 vancouver district ....................................... 16 
east Kootenay district .................................. 8 north vancouver district ........................... 17 
okanagan-revelstoke district ..................... 9 fraser valley district ................................... 18

in 1929 spallumcheen Lodge no. 13 at armstrong, miriam Lodge no. 20 at vernon, and enderby Lodge no. 40 at
enderby requested that they be created a separate district, but the Committee on ddGm reports did not approve
the change, pointing out it would be a hardship on Kootenay Lodge no. 15 at revelstoke and tuscan Lodge no. 47
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at arrowhead, owing to their location, if they were placed in any other district, the committee felt it would not be
practicable to make a new district with only two lodges, and it advised that matters remain as they were, and this
was approved by Grand Lodge.

in 1930, the ddGm for district 2 suggested that it would be more convenient, owing to the improved trans-
portation which had come into existence, if the Lodge at Langley prairie were to be taken out of district 18—fraser
valley, and placed in district 2—new Westminster. evidently everyone was satisfied with this proposal, and the
change was ordered without objection.

To Nineteen Districts in 1931-1940
on June 17, 1937, on the recommendation of the Committee on Warranted Lodges, Grand Lodge created a new 
district to be known as “peace river district, no. 19,” which covered the area of the old peace river Block in British
Columbia and the area north thereof. in the first instance it was to contain only one Lodge by the same name estab-
lished at “peace river, B.C.,” actually in the town of dawson Creek, and now known simply as “peace Lodge”. this
district on several occasions was placed under the care of a ddGm from alberta, and on one occasion a pGm 
actually took on the duties of ddGm.

To Twenty Districts in 1941-1950
on June 19, 1947, the Committee on Warranted Lodges considered the matter of redistribution of vancouver districts
nos. 15 and 16, and recommended that a new district no. 20 be created in vancouver city and that it have concurrent
jurisdiction with the other districts in that city. this proposal gave the two older districts seven Lodges each and
district 20 six Lodges. the report was received and adopted in Grand Lodge. this action was taken following the
recommendation of the ddGms of districts nos. 15 and 16, supported by the Committee on reports.

at this point in the history of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia, World War ii being well in the past and
most of the participants being returned to their civil status, the upward trend in both the membership and new
Lodges being formed returned. With this trend, the masonic districts became overcrowded, and new ones had to
be created to reduce the heavy loads of responsibility placed upon the ddGms.

To Twenty-five Districts in 1951-1960
the Gm in 1951 suggested that consideration be given to the division of the vancouver island territory into three
districts instead of two, and recommended that a special committee of brethren resident on vancouver island be
appointed to consider the question, together with the Committee on Warranted Lodges, and to report at the next
Grand Lodge Communication. this special committee reported its findings on June 15, 1952, but owing to the steady
increase in the number of Lodges on vancouver island, suggested a division of four districts: districts 1 and 21 to
cover the island from malahat Beach to and including the metropolitan area on the south end of the island (the basis
of this division within the area is not clear, being neither ritualistic nor geographical); while district 5 covered the
mid-portion of the island, i.e. from duncan to nanaimo; and district 22, the Lodges in the towns from parksville
north to Campbell river and to port alberni and tofino on the West Coast. the Committee on Warranted Lodges
concurred in the report, and it was received and adopted in Grand Lodge.

District Twenty-Three
in 1954, the ddGm of north vancouver district 17, after travelling over two thousand miles on his official visits,
suggested that consideration be given to reducing the size of the district, and the Committee on the reports recom-
mended that the matter be submitted to the Committee on Warranted Lodges for consideration. that committee,
however, failed to reach agreement on the matter, and suggested that the incoming Gm should appoint a new com-
mittee to continue study of the question and to report its findings through the Committee on Warranted Lodges to
the next regular Communication of Grand Lodge. this the Gm did.

in 1955, the ddGms for vancouver City districts nos. 13 and 14 recommended that the Lodges therein be 
redistributed into three districts instead of the two then existing, and thus district 23 was created in the city of van-
couver. nothing was done about the request of north vancouver district 17.

District Twenty-four
again in 1957, the outgoing ddGm of north vancouver district 17 reported having travelled many hundreds of
miles in the discharge of his duty, and suggested that the district be reduced in size. once again the Committee on
the reports recommended that this matter be submitted to the Committee on Warranted Lodges for consideration,
and that committee recommended a division of the district into two—the new district being designated as north
vancouver district 24 and to contain the Lodges at powell river, roberts Creek, Westview, Hollyburn and at 
Capilano.
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District Twenty-five
the Committee on Warranted Lodges in 1958 reported that it had studied the boundaries of new Westminster 
district 2 together with the growth of population in the area defined by its boundaries at that time, and that it was
of the opinion that the district would have to be divided in the immediate future. it suggested that such a division
could be achieved by the Lodges located on the north side of the fraser river remaining in district 2 and those 
located on the south side of the fraser river being placed in a new district. on June 18, 1959, Grand Lodge approved
the recommendation of the committee and the new district was designated as “new Westminster district no. 25.”

To Twenty-Six Districts in 1961-1970
in 1967, the ddGms for vancouver City masonic districts nos. 15, 16 and 20 requested that the Committee on 
Warranted Lodges be asked to give consideration to decreasing the size of these three districts to a size more in
conformity with the other vancouver districts. the committee noted that the request expressed as well the opinion
of the Lodges in the districts and, in addition, that of the ddGms who had served the districts in previous years,
and therefore recommended the formation of a new district to be styled “vancouver district no. 26,” so that the
four districts contained seven Lodges in each. the committee realized that Lodges, generally speaking, do not wish
to be moved from a district in which they had enjoyed membership for many years, but pointed out that it was well
to remember that districts are essentially used for the administrative purposes of Grand Lodge and that, of necessity,
changes had to be made in the three older districts. therefore, in making the adjustments the changes had not been
extensive, and two of the considerations kept in mind had been:

“ (a) to make as few changes as possible within the terms of reference, and 
(b) to constitute the new district and reconstitute the older districts in such a manner as to avoid

two or more Lodges in the same district meeting on the same night.”
the committee then went on to say:

“While it is realized that Lodges within a district tend to cement fraternal associations through 
inclusion in a district, your Committee can not see that any of the changes made ought to affect
fraternal relations already existing. indeed, it is hoped that these fraternal relations will continue
unimpaired, and, as well, it is hoped, of enlarging the scope of fraternal relations by the very fact
of broadened horizons.”

the committee were apparently playing “a sticky wicket,” but history would tend to indicate that the game was
worth the effort. the report was received and adopted by Grand Lodge, without division.

Districts by Name and by Number
prior to the meeting of Grand Lodge in 1926, the masonic districts of the Grand Jurisdiction of British Columbia.
were indicated by numbers only. in that year, the ddGm of district 1 suggested that each district should have both
a name and a number, to illustrate his point, he said that many of the brethren did not know to what portions of
the province districts 4 and 5 referred, but if they were known as Cariboo district 4 and vancouver island north
district 5, a better acquaintance and closer knowledge would surely follow, He pointed out that Lodges were 
distinguished by both name and number (and location), and he thought the same should apply to the districts. the
matter was referred to the Committee on the reports of the ddGms, who, that year, were all pGms; they approved
the suggestion and recommended that a small committee of Grand Lodge be appointed to deal with the matter at
once. this action was taken by Grand Lodge and the report of the special committee was to have been made at that
same meeting of Grand Lodge on June 18, 1926, but the committee did not feel like giving an immediate decision,
and the matter stood over until the next regular Communication of Grand Lodge in June, 1927.

during the recess of Grand Lodge, the committee made diligent enquiry to ascertain the wishes of the Lodges
in the jurisdiction, both as to the desirability of naming as well as numbering the districts and as to the suitability
of the names proposed, and there were a number of matters which had to be considered in thus naming the districts.
for instance, what was to be done where there were several districts in one city, as in vancouver? in such cases, it
was decided to give each district the name of the city, but with a different number. the committee worked out the
distribution thus:

victoria district .......................1 West Kootenay district...........6 prince rupert district ..........11
Kamloops district ...................3 Kotenay-Boundary district ...7 vancouver district................12
new Westminster district......4 east Kootenay district............8 vancouver district................13
Cariboo district .......................4 okanagan district ...................9 vancouver district................14
nanaimo district .....................5 atlin-yukon district .............10 vancouver district................15 188
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the committee added that its members believed that the adoption of and use of the names would lead to a
greater knowledge and acquaintance by the members of the Craft of the different portions of the Grand Jurisdiction
and of the Lodges which were situate therein, and that such familiatity would promote the good fellowship and
harmony then presently existing. the report of the committee was received and adopted in that year by Grand
Lodge for the first time, and the names and the numbers of the districts were used in that part of the proceedings
of Grand Lodge that tabulates the names of the Lodges in their respective districts. it was not until 1942, however,
that Grand Lodge itself used the names and the numbers of the districts to introduce the individual reports of the
ddGms to Grand Lodge. since that time, the custom has been followed religiously.

District Meetings
in 1934-35, the Gm established a system of district meetings, which, though they entailed a great deal of effort,
proved invaluable in giving him the opportunity of personally meeting the brethren throughout the province. in
every case, these meetings were convened and arranged by each of the ddGms concerned, and the custom has been
followed consistently ever since.

in 1936, the Gm  stressed the value of the district meetings and the need to continue them if the brethren were
ever to meet their Gm. He gave grateful thanks to the several ddGms for their assistance in making the meetings
so enjoyable and so profitable, the Committee on the address commended “the well-planned district meetings
with the Wms and the ddGms . . . for their educational and fraternal value,”

By the nineteen-sixties, the system of district meetings for the visit of the Gm had become well established, 
although it was true the pattern varied, as it should do, according to the personality of the Gm himself, and to some
extent by the personality of the ddGm concerned. they have been voted very beneficial to the Craft, and for the
most part the attendance is excellent. a usual practice has been for the Gm to meet every freemason present 
personally, and to extend to him the right hand of fellowship and Brotherly affection.

Granting the Rank of Right Worshipful
the custom of conferring the rank of “right Worshipful” on brethren who have faithfully served the office of ddGm
for a year has not always been the custom in the Grand Lodge of British Columbia. in fact, even after the authority
was inserted into the constitution, it was several years before any positive action was taken to reward any of the
brethren in this way. in the early days of the office, it may have been due to the fact that many of the ddGms failed
to report on the activities in their respective districts, while others did very little about the appointment. there are
constant reminders appearing in the Grand Lodge proceedings where the Committee on the reports of the ddGms
deplored the negative attitude of some who accepted the appointment. a careful perusal of the proceedings from
1888 until 1903 fails to reveal any formal action by Grand Lodge for granting such rank, although some of the
brethren involved did use the title of past ddGm after their names, but not the title “right Worshipful.” in fact, in
many notable cases, such as that of W. a. deWolfe-smith, the simple title of “W Brother” was used long after they
had served the office of ddGm.

on June 19, 1896, Grand Lodge by resolution conferred the rank of rW past district deputy Grand master upon
W Bro. George Hickey of united service Lodge no, 24 at esquimalt “in token of his valuable services in founding
and managing that Lodge.”

it was not until June 19, 1903, that Grand Lodge considered a proposed new constitution with many additions
and amendments, which included a new section 63a:

“every district deputy Grand master who has filled the office for one year may be granted the rank
of right Worshipful”

and the constitution was so amended.
the Gm in 1904 said in his address to Grand Lodge:
“i also beg to recommend that the past Grand rank of d.d.Gm be conferred upon rW Bro. paul, d.d.Gm of no.

1 district in accordance with section 66 of the Constitution, for the able way in which he has discharged the duties
of his office. in recommending only one of the d,d.Gm’s i do not wish to imply that the other holders of this office
for the current year are not equally worthy, but the one recommended has come personally under my notice,”

the suggestion regarding rW Brother paul seems to have been missed or ignored by both the Committee on
the address and on the reports of the ddGms, and Grand Lodge took no action in granting the rank.

in 1912, the Gm called the attention of Grand Lodge to the fact that ddGms who had performed their duties to
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the satisfaction of Grand Lodge had not been granted the tide of “rW” since the provision was made in the Consti-
tution of 1903, and he thought that “to the labourer who is worthy of his hire let this due be paid, and that un-
grudgingly.”“ He then recommended that, in accordance with section 60 of the Constitutions, ddGms who had
faithfully, zealously, impartially and at much loss of time and money performed their duties as laid down in section
48 to 57 be granted the title of “rW”. the Committee on the address, without giving any reason for disagreeing
with the Gm, merely reported that in its opinion it was not expedient to confer past ranks on ddGms.

in 1913, the Committee on the reports of the ddGms was headed by pGm W. J. Bowser. anyone who knew
him well will be convinced that he either wrote the report or dictated it personally. the committee calls attention to
the fact that the reports from two districts had been late in reaching the Grs, and those from three other districts
had not been received at all. it pointed out that this was a lack of courtesy towards the Gm who had appointed
them, as well as a disregard of their duties. no Brother should accept the office unless he proposes to visit each
Lodge in his district and supervise once, if not twice, during his term of office, feeling that so much good can be
done to weak and struggling Lodges by the encouragement and advice which should be afforded them by the
ddGm.

in June, 1916, the Gm in his address strongly recommended that when in the opinion of the Committee of the
reports the ddGms had faithfully and zealously carried out the details of the work of their office, especially where
the district was a large one and covering, as some of them did, a very large area of country, they be granted the
rank of “rW” when their term of office expired. He pointed out that, in carrying out their duties, some of these
brethren were obliged to travel great distances and devote a great deal of time and energy to the work, and he felt
that in thus honouring them it was but an evidence of the appreciation of Grand Lodge and of an honour well
earned. the Committee on the address concurred with the Gm that the Committee on the reports might recommend
such rank when in its opinion the work done merited special recognition, but no action was taken in Grand Lodge.
it is worthy of note that the iowa reviewer (GLp 1916) did not approve of the continuance of the title passing on
after the term of office had expired, as it would lose its dignity by being granted to so many of the brethren.

again in 1917, the Committee on the reports drew the attention of Grand Lodge to delinquency on the part of
those representing three districts, and regretted that the conditions of the thirteen Lodges affected had not been 
reported to Grand Lodge.

past Rank Is Granted
in 1922, after a period of excellent reporting by the ddGms, which showed a zealous attachment to the responsibil-
ities of the office as required by the constitution, a breakthrough appeared when in Grand Lodge on June 22 a motion
was received:

“that the rank of right Worshipful be granted to the district deputy Grand masters for the year
1921-1922, and to every other past district deputy Grand master on whose behalf application shall
be made therefor by his constituent Lodge upon the approval of the Grand master signified in 
writing to the Grand secretary.”

on the following morning during the discussion, an amendment was proposed: 
“that the motion be retroactive and apply to district deputy Grand masters who, during their terms

of office, visited 75% of the Lodges within their districts, and whose records are recorded in the
printed proceedings of the Grand Lodge”

and an amendment to the amendment:
“that the motion be retroactive on the application of the constituent Lodge on behalf of the ddGm.

for past rank and upon the approval of the mW Grand master.”
the amendment to the amendment being Carried, the motion as amended was adopted. in his address to
Grand Lodge in June, 1923, the Gm reported that:

“at the request of various Lodges, and in consonance with the resolution of last Grand Lodge, i had
the pleasure of assenting to the conference of the title ‘right Worshipful’ upon the Brethren whose
names are given in the vW Bro. Grand secretary’s report.”

and this list contained the names of 77 brethren who were granted the rank of “rW” covering service rendered dur-
ing various years from 1890 to 1921. this action of the Gm received neither the commendation nor the damnation
from any of the committees.

the Gm for 1924 in his address reported in similar vein on a list of 27 brethren granted the rank of “rW” and at
the same time stated that very great care should be exercised in the selection of the ddGms, they being, as is well
known, the eyes and ears of the Gm. this time the Committee on the address stated that:
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“We cannot too strongly emphasize and concur in the suggestion of the Grand master that the great-
est care should be exercised in the appointment of the district deputy Grand masters, in view of
the rapidly increasing masonic population of the province, which must entail great responsibilities
on the occupants of that important office.”

the Gm in 1925 granted the rank of “rW” to 30 brethren who had filled the office of ddGm. in 1926, the Gm 
reported only one Brother as having received the rank of “right Worshipful’, but during the communication he
named a second one. in 1927, the Gm reported conferring the rank on three brethren.

Regularizing the procedure
in 1927, the Gm in his address to Grand Lodge reported granting the rank of “right Worshipful” to give brethren
who had filled the office of ddGm, and in reporting his action stated:

“in this connection i earnestly recommend that the resolution now on the books of this Grand Lodge,
regarding the conferring of these titles be reconsidered, and that the Committee appointed to review
the reports of the district deputy Grand masters be asked to recommend the conferring of the title
on those who by their services have merited the honour. it does not seem consistent with our prin-
ciples to ask a Worshipful Brother who has represented the Grand master, and has served his dis-
trict faithfully, to wait until his own Lodge passes a resolution, sometimes many years after he has
served, requesting that the honour be bestowed”

and later in Grand Lodge stated that he had conferred the rank on two more brethren.
the Committee on the address concurred with the Gm that the ddGms who faithfully perform their duties are

justly entitled to the continuation of their rank; also that the present rule should be reconsidered. the resolution
was presented and, upon motion, was referred to the Committee on the reports of the ddGms:

“resolved: that the resolution relative to the conferring the past rank on past district deputy Grand
masters, as found on pages 136-137 of the Grand Lodge proceedings for the year 1922, be rescinded
and the following enacted in its stead: “resolved:
1. that the rank of right Worshipful be granted to those district deputy Grand masters who may

be recommended for the honour by the Committee on the reports of the district deputy Grand
masters,

2. that the rank of right Worshipful may be conferred on Brethren who held the office of district
deputy Grand master prior to the year 1928 upon the application of their respective Lodges and
the recommendation of the same Committee.”

the Committee on the reports expressed approval of the resolution and recommended its adoption, and further
recommended that the rank of “rW” be conferred on each of the fifteen brethren who, during the past masonic
year, had so efficiently discharged the duties of the office. upon motion, the report of the committee was adopted,
and was resolved to adopt the aforementioned resolutions.

in Grand Lodge in June, 1929, petitions were read from various Lodges requesting that the rank of “rW” be
conferred upon 12 brethren who had served the office of ddGm in previous years, which were referred to the Com-
mittee on reports, who concurred in the petitions and recommended that the rank of “rW” be conferred upon those
brethren and an additional 18 brethren who were then reticing as ddGms.

the Committee on the reports of the ddGms in 1930 recommended 19 brethren for the continuing rank of
“rW”, including the 18 retiring ddGms, which was approved in Grand Lodge, in 1931, the Committee on reports
again recommended 17 out of the 18 retiring ddGms and 6 other brethren who had earlier filled the office of ddGm
for the rank of “rW”, and noted with sorrow the excellent work of the late lamented ddGm of district 7 who had
been called to the “Grand Lodge above” to complete a record of well-merited honour,

since 1931, the Committee on the reports of the ddGms has regularly recommended those brethren who were
thought worthy of having their rank of “rW” continued after completion of their duties, which was then confirmed
by Grand Lodge. the committee, however, did not recommend all the brethren who had been appointed to the
office; in some cases the ddGm died before completing his term of office or before he could receive the honour;
others failed to carry out the duties of the office; while others, who appear to have done the job very well indeed,
failed to report on their activities and the committee was not in a satisfactory position to make any recommenda-
tion.

Eulogy by the Grand Master
the Gm for 1920 in his address stated that when he had assumed office he had hoped to visit a considerable portion
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of the jurisdiction, but had been prevented from carrying out his plans by the absorbing engagements of a new 
position, nevertheless, he had kept in close touch by correspondence and otherwise with his deputies in almost all
the districts and had reason to feel

“. . . that good judgment has been displayed by them in the fulfillment of their trust and that their
genuine enthusiasm and love of our order have resulted in much benefit to the Lodges throughout
this Jurisdiction, in more than one instance, i know that small local differences, which might have
had serious developments, were adjusted to the satisfaction of both sides by the tact and good coun-
sel of these representatives.”

again in 1925, the Grand master in his address stated:
“the district deputy Grand masters who have served with me form a group of enthusiastic, untiring

freemasons, and have at all times most worthily maintained the high standard of service set them
by their predecessors in office. in many cases their duties have been onerous, but the response has
always been one of cheer and helpfulness to the Constituent Lodges as well as to the most 
Worshipful Grand Lodge itself.”

That Duty Has Been performed
during the last thirty years, the Gms and the several committees of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia have 
constantly referred to the splendid work of the ddGms, who for the most part have been men of quality, men who
have freemasonry at heart, and, above all, leaders in their communities. for example, in 1956 the Committee on the
reports of the ddGms reported with satisfaction that not only had the ddGms availed themselves of every oppor-
tunity to serve, but

“. . . they have carried out their duties with a zeal that is most commendable. undoubtedly splendid
results have been produced and time and travelling distances appear to have been of no hindrance
in the fulfillment of their important duties. the thanks of the Craft are due to them.”

while in his address to Grand Lodge in 1966, the Gm stated:
“to the rW district deputy Grand masters i offer my sincere appreciation and thanks. they have

performed their duties with the utmost fidelity, they have set a high standard of integrity, and 
deportment. they have given freely of their time and talents, and i am sure they will be long 
remembered by members of their respective districts who had the pleasure of being present on the
occasion of their official visits. your Grand master is indeed proud of his district deputy Grand
masters.”

“such service may not bear the reward of Gold. 
it is a reward that may only be found in the heart—
in the knowledge of their duty to the institution— 
and in the satisfaction of their Brethren for work well done: 
for that is the true reward of such service in freemasonry.” 

—J.t.m.
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c H A p T E R  19
THE puBLIc cEREMONIES Of fREEMASONRy

there are two masonic ceremonies which are performed in the presence of all who wish to attend them, whether
freemasons or non-masons. one is the laying of corner or foundation stones of certain classes of buildings, the other
is the funeral service over the body of a deceased Brother, at his own request or at the request of his family.

the first instance of the former ceremony in British Columbia was at a time when there were only a handful of
freemasons in victoria, the birthplace of freemasonry in the Colony. victoria Lodge was still no. 1085, er and 
vancouver Lodge was no. 421, sr when on may 20, 1863, an invitation was received by the latter inviting the Lodge
to assist in laying the “foundation stone” of the synagogue of the Congregational emanuel. on June 2, 1863, with
the collaboration of victoria Lodge, the stone was well and truly laid. this marked the first public appearance of
freemasonry in British Columbia.

a great number of authorities argue that this ceremony is, in actual fact, freemasonry’s prime responsibility to
the world at large. in many jurisdictions, none have been refused except for those requests that fall in the strictest
sense in the business world. it is generally accepted that the laying of cornerstones for masonic, religious, educa-
tional, charitable and governmental buildings is the duty and pleasure of the Craft.

a further ceremonial of Grand Lodge which is not public, but is similar in objective to the laying of a cornerstone,
which usually precedes it, is that of the dedication of masonic temples.

~ pART A ~
The Laying of foundation (corner) Stones

“`may the all-bounteous author of nature bless the people of this place with an abundance of the
necessities, conveniences and comforts of life, may He assist in the erection and completion of this
undertaking; protect the workmen from accident; long preserve the structure from decay and ruin,
and grant unto us and to all men an abundant supply of the corn of nourishment, the wine of re-
freshment, and the oil of joy.”—Forms of Ceremonies of Grand Lodge.

the laying of cornerstones (foundation stones as they are often called) is a function peculiar to freemasonry, due,
no doubt, to its traditions as a building fraternity.

Symbolism of the cornerstone
it was long practised as one of the ceremonials of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia and many of the province’s
public buildings will be found to have a cornerstone laid by Grand Lodge. mackey says of the symbolism and the
rites as practised by freemasonry :

“the corner-stone is the stone which lies at the corner of two walls, and forms the corner of the foun-
dation of an edifice. in masonic buildings it is now always placed in the north-east; but this rule
was not always formerly observed. as the foundation on which the entire structure is supposed to
rest, it is considered by operative masons as the most important stone in the edifice. it is laid with
impressive ceremonies; the assistance of speculative masons is often, and ought always to be, in-
vited to give dignity to the occasion; and for this purpose freemasonry has provided an especial
ritual which is to govern the proper performance of that duty.

“among the ancients the corner-stone of important edifices was laid with impressive ceremonies.
these are well described by tacitus in the history of the rebuilding of the Capitol... .

“the symbolism of the corner-stone when duly laid with masonic rites is full of significance, which
refers to its form, to its situation, to its permanence and to its consecration.

“as to its form, it must be perfectly square on its surfaces, and in its solid contents a cube. now the
square is a symbol of morality, and the cube of truth. in its situation it lies between the north, the
place of darkness, and the east, the place of light; and hence this position symbolizes the masonic
progress from darkness to light, and from ignorance to knowledge. the permanence and durability
of the corner-stone, which lasts long after the building in whose foundation it was placed has fallen
into decay, is intended to remind the mason that, when this earthly house of his tabernacle shall
have passed away, he has within him a sure foundation of eternal life—a corner-stone of immor-
tality—an emanation from that divine spirit which pervades all nature, and which, therefore, must
survive the tomb, and rise, teiumphant and eternal, above the decaying dust of death and the grave.

“the stone, when deposited in its appropriate place, is carefully examined with the necessary im-
plements of operative masonry—the square, the level, and the plumb, themselves all symbolic in
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meaning—and is then declared to be ‘well formed, true and trusty.’ thus the mason is taught that
his virtues are to be tested by temptation and trial, by suffering and adversity, before they can be
pronounced by the master Builder of souls to be materials of eternal life, fitted, ‘as living stones,
for that house not made with hands, eternal’ in the heavens.’

“and lastly, in the ceremony of depositing the corner-stone, the elements of masonic consecration
are produced and the stone is solemnly set apart by pouring corn, wine and oil upon the surface,
emblematic of the nourishment, refreshment, and Joy which are to be the rewards of a faithful
performance of duty.”

Synagogue of the congregational Emanuel
‘this first instance of the laying of a cornerstone of the Jewish synagogue in the city of victoria in 1863 is, in itself,
a memento of the days long since passed away, when our masonic ancestors were operative masons, skilled in the
actual construction of great buildings. even today, the freemasons will only take part in laying foundation stones
“in the cases of erection of structures of public utility and of stately, superb or sacred edifices.” sad to say, there are
reported instances when the Grand Lodge of British Columbia has refused to lay the cornerstones of schools and
public buildings.

there were few, if any, antisemites in victoria in those days. members of the Hebrew race were not only among
the outstanding businessmen, but they took their part in all matters relating to the community. some were members
of the City Council and of the local Legislature; and one, Henry nathan, Jr., represented the constituency of victoria
in the House of Commons at ottawa as soon as Confederation came into being. The Colonist of that day said of them:

“the israelites in victoria are a large and highly respected body. many of them have resided in the
city from the date of its earliest existence and their conduct and bearing has invariably been such
as to earn them the good wishes and esteem of their fellow citizens of other persuasions.”

needless to say, many of them were members of the masonic Lodges and very active members. they were 
acquainted with the masonic ceremony of laying corner-stones of, inter alia, churches. the Jewish congregation in

victoria were building a synagogue
(which still exists) at pandora and
Blanshard streets, and they wished
to have this ceremonial performed in
connection with the laying of its cor-
nerstone, there were two Lodges in
the city at that time, victoria Lodge
with a charter from the english
Grand Lodge and vancouver Lodge
with a charter from the Grand Lodge
of scotland, and both Lodges were
quite willing to do all they could to
assist in the ceremony. everyone
agreed, and the ceremony was set
for June 1, 1863, but on account of
heavy rain it was postponed until
the second. that day was fine and
warm, and everything was ready.
three platforms had been erected,
one for the freemasons, one for the
members of the congregation, and
the third for the accommodation of
the ladies, who were out in full force.

at 2:00 pm, things began to
move. the band of Hms Topaze was
met by the Congregation emanuel

and the Germania sing verein (Choral society) opposite that society’s rooms on yates street. from there they went
to the “star and Garter” Hotel, where they were joined by the Hebrew Benevolent, the french Benevolent, and st.
andrew’s societies. then the entire assemblage marched to the masonic Hall on Langley street, where they were
met by the members of victoria and vancouver masonic Lodges, and all marched to the site of the proposed 
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synagogue, reaching it about 3:00 pm. the masonic fraternity were placed on the platform at the northeast corner
and the other societies on the southern, leaving the third for the ladies.

When all were seated, the ceremony began. Brother John malowansky, a russian Jew who was prominent in
the victoria fire department and had been the first initiate of victoria Lodge, read a prayer in Hebrew. this was
followed by an address in english by s. Hoffman for the congregation, and this was followed by Brother J. p. davies
in english pointing out that it was then 2,675 years since King solomon’s temple had been built.

then the cornerstone of the synagogue was laid with all proper masonic rites and ceremonies by rW Brother
robert Burnaby of victoria Lodge. a vellum scroll in an hermetically sealed bottle was deposited in a hollow in the
stone made for that purpose. on the vellum scroll was a statement of the date of the ceremony, and the names of
the two Lodges and of those freemasons taking part in it, they were: W Brother robert Burnaby, Wm of victoria-
Columbia Lodge no. 1085, er; rW Brother israel W. powell, provincial Grand master of the provincial Grand Lodge
of scotland; W Brother J. J. southgate, the founding master of victoria Lodge; Brother H. aquilar of Hms Grappler;
Brother George Cruikshank, who filled the office of treasurer; Brother William Henry thain, secretary; Brother
richard Lewis, principal architect; Hon. Judge Cameron as Bible Bearer; rev. richard L. Lowe, Chaplain; Brother
James Curtis, inner Guard; James mcCrea, sword Bearer; Bearers of Corn, Wine and oil, Brothers William Jeffray,
George pearkes and W. B. naylor; Bearers of the Lesser Lights, Brothers n. J. neustadt, H. f. Heisterman and t. G.
Williams; Bearers of the Working tools, Brothers morris myers, Kady Gambitz and moses sporborg; Bearers of the
ashlars, Brothers a. f, main and Walter edwards; stewards, Brothers m, W. Waitt, L, franklin, e, marks and G.
Webster; outer Guard, Brother o. Creighton; d. of C, Louis J. shepard, and marshal, Brother John f. Couch. the
silver trowel was duly presented by Brother Kady Gambitz to rW Brother Burnaby and the ceremony was over,
The Colonist of June 3, 1863, devoted considerable space to a description of the proceedings of the day, and ended
with the following statement with which all can agree to even at this late date:

“thus terminated an eventful day in the history of the Jews on vancouver island, and it must ever
be a source of infinite gratification to that body, that the ceremonies of this day were participated
in by all classes of our community with a hearty good will and brotherly feeling evidencing the
high esteem in which they are held by fellow townsmen of the City of victoria.”

St. Andrew’s presbyterian church in Victoria
there was another cornerstone laid by the victoria Brethren during this period, that of st. andrew’s presbyterian
Church in victoria on august 20, 1869. this building stood at the corner of Gordon and Courtenay streets, and 
rW Brother powell, the provincial Gm sr officiated.
the reverend thomas somerville was its first pastor.
a devoted freemason, he was the first provincial
Grand Chaplain, sr. He returned to scotland in 1870.
the volunteer Band of victoria supplied the music,
for which the provincial Grand Lodge paid the sum
of $30. the building was used in later years for busi-
ness purposes. it was in this building the newspaper
“the province’, one of the great newspapers of van-
couver, saw the light of day as a weekly.

Grand Lodge Takes Over
during the period of 1871 to 1884, the Grand Lodge
of British Columbia became active in the work of lay-
ing cornerstones throughout the province, and indi-
vidual Lodges ceased to perform these ceremonials,
much to the regret of the population at large. there
had been the incident of laying the cornerstone of the
mortuary Chapel of the masonic Cemetery at sapper-
ton, near new Westminster, on July 30, 1872, which
did much to bring union Lodge no. 9 into the fold.
this story has already been told, but it not only constituted the laying of the first cornerstone by the Grand Lodge,
but likewise constituted the first special (emergent) Communication of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia.

Notes of Reference
the references in parenthesis at the end of each item refer to the year and page numbers of the proceedings of Grand
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Ladge which give the details of each ceremony. these are given for the use of those who wish to explore further, it
is with regret that due to space limitations the reproduction of the gems of oration and address which were delivered
at many of the ceremonies is not possible.

from 1871 to 1884
during this period, Grand Lodge was instrumental in laying four cornerstones for new buildings:
Nanaimo Masonic Temple—the second cornerstone was laid by the Grand Lodge of British Columbia was for the

new masonic temple in the city of nanaimo at a spe-
cial Communication on october 15, 1873, by the past
dGm, the Honourable J. f. mcCreight, at the request
of and under the authority of the Gm. 190

Masonic Temple at Victoria—the third cornerstone laid
by Grand Lodge was that of the masonic temple at
victoria, at a special Communication on July 22, 1878,
mW Brother eli Harrison, Gm, presiding. 191

Protestant Orphans’ Home at Victoria—on July 28,
1883, a special Communication of Grand Lodge was
summoned in the masonic temple at victoria for the
purpose of laying the foundation stone of the protes-
tant orphans’ Home in victoria. the Gm, mW
Brother edgar Crowe Baker, presided and the oration
was delivered by senator William J. mcdonald. (1884,
pp. 5-12; 36)
Episcopal Church at Surrey—on august 4, 1884, W
Brother John Buie, the Wm of union Lodge no. 9 at
new Westminster, under a commission from Gm

trounce, and assisted by W Brother J. C. Hughes and Brother the rt. rev. a. W. sillitoe, Bishop of new Westminster,
and many of the brethren, laid the cornerstone of the little episcopal Church still in use at surrey Centre, then the
site of the municipal Hall of the municipality of surrey, about two miles from the present town of Cloverdale, a
name that came into existence at the time of the construction of the new Westminster and southern railway through
the district. (1885, pp. 35-37)

1885 to 1894
during this period, the Grand Lodge of British Columbia was invited to lay the cornerstone of twelve religious,
charitable and masonic buildings in the province.
Masonic Temple (New) in the City of New Westminster—at a special Communication of Grand Lodge when the cor-
nerstone was laid by mW Brother alexander roland milne, Gm, on august 27, 1887. (1888, pp. 5-18; 55)

Saint Paul’s Episcopal Church at Kamloops—on may 22, 1888, the
Gm deputized the rt. rev. a. W. sillitoe, Bishop of new West-
minster and vW Grand Chaplain, to lay the cornerstone under
a commission as his special deputy. this was on application
having been received from Kamloops Lodge no. 10, because
“the occasion was one of much pleasure and gratification to the
Brethren of Kamloops Lodge no. 10.” in reporting the matter
to Grand Lodge the Gm extended his warmest thanks to the
revd. Brother on behalf of the Grand Lodge “for undertaking
the long journey and so successfully performing this important
duty and ceremony.” unfortunately, the report of vW Brother
sillitoe was simply “received and filed”. (1888, pp. 56; 70; 83)
Masonic Temple at Kamloops—on June 27, 1888, the Gm issued a

dispensation to W Brother J. o. Grahame of Kamloops Lodge no. 10 for the laying of the cornerstone of the new
masonic Hall about to be erected at that place. owing to the unavoidable absence of the Wm, the sW, Brother H. C.
m. ridley, was appointed to act for him. this he did on July 2, 1888, amid much pomp and circumstance and the
“stone was laid according to the ancient Customs of our art.” (1889, pp. 45, 56, 75; see also Sixty-five Years of Kamloops
Lodge No. 10, by G. Hollis slater and f.t. Wright.)
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191. see Proceedings of Grand Lodge — 1878, p. 34 et seq.

alexandra Hospital cornerstone.



St. Leonard’s Hall, New Westminster—at the request of and in the presence of mW Brother J. s. Clute, Gm, the cor-
nerstone was laid by W Brother alexander Charleson, Wm of union Lodge no. 9, on march 18, 1890, at a special
Communication of Grand Lodge. (1890, p. 12)
Young Men’s Christian Association in the City of Vancouver—at a special Communication of Grand Lodge, the 
cornerstone was laid by mW Brother angus mcKeown on July 24, 1890. (1891, pp. 5-17; 41)
Alexandra Hospital for Women and Children at Vancouver—at a special Communication of Grand Lodge, the 
cornerstone was laid by rW Brother William downie, acting as Gm under a commission on april 30, 1891, (1891,
pp. 19-30; 41)

up until this time most of the proceedings of the ceremonials of this nature had been printed in extenso, but at
the suggestion of the Gm in 1892 and in many of those that followed, except for one or two very special events, the
reports give merely an abstract minute of the persons who officiated and of the proceedings, thereby saving a 
considerable amount in the cost of printing the proceedings of Grand Lodge.
St. Alban’s Episcopal Church at Nanaimo—at a special Communication of Grand Lodge, the cornerstone was laid by
mW Brother marcus Wolfe, Gm, on June 22, 1891. (1892, pp. 5-16; 19)
St. Peter’s Episcopal Church at Comox—at a special Communication of Grand Lodge, the cornerstone was laid by mW
Brother marcus Wolfe, Gm, on July 23, 1891. (1892, pp. 7-9; 19)
First Presbyterian Church in the City of Vancouver—at a special Communication of Grand Lodge, the cornerstone was
laid by mW Brother William downie, Gm, on november 26, 1892. (1893, pp. 5-6; 15)
Protestant Orphans’ Home in the City of Victoria—as
part of the annual Communication of Grand Lodge,
another cornerstone was laid by mW Brother sibree
Clarke, md, Gm, on June 24, 1893. (1893, p. 7)
Saint Andrew’s Presbyterian Church in the City of
Nanaimo—at a special Communication of Grand
Lodge, the 
cornerstone was laid by mW Brother sibree Clarke,
m.d., Gm, on July 18, 1893. (1894, pp. 5-6)
Christ Church Episcopal in the City of Vancouver—at a
special Communication of Grand Lodge, the corner-
stone was laid by rW Brother Lacey r. Johnson, act-
ing as Gm under a commission, on July 28, 1894.
(1895, pp. 5-6)

1895 to 1901
during this period, Grand Lodge was invited to lay
only four cornerstones throughout the province.
Methodist Church in the Town of Wellington—at a special Communication of Grand Lodge, the cornerstone was laid
by mW Brother Lacey r. Johnson, Gm, on december 14, 1895. (1896, pp. 5-6)
St. Saviour’s Episcopal Church in the Town of Nelson—at a special Communication of Grand Lodge, the cornerstone
was laid by mW Brother david Wilson, Gm, on august 12, 1898. (1899, pp. 3-4)
Masonic Hall in the City of New Westminster—at a special Communication of Grand Lodge, the cornerstone was laid
by mW Brother david Wilson, Gm, on march 31, 1899. (1899, pp. 5-6; 14)

Not a cornerstone
it is interesting in this context to note that in 1899 the Gm of California was requested to lay the cornerstone of a
building being erected at Wheatland, California, by the masons and oddfellows Building association; but having
ascertained that the building had already been completed, with a niche left for what was called the “cornerstone”,
he declined to grant the request.
Victoria High School in the City of Victoria—at a special Communication of Grand Lodge, the cornerstone was laid by
mW Brother frederick mcB. young, Gm, on october 3, 1901. (1902, pp. 3-4; 22)

1902 to 1910
during this period, Grand Lodge was invited to lay the cornerstones of four important buildings and one masonic
temple in the province, and Gms were destined to make two important rulings in connection with laying such
stones.
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Carnegie Public Library in the City of Vancouver—at a
special Communication of Grand Lodge, the corner-
stone was laid by mW Brother frederick mcB. young,
Gm, on march 29, 1902. (1902, pp. 5-10; 22-23)

cornerstone Not Relaid
in 1902, in making repairs that year to the masonic
temple in Kamloops, it was found necessary to 
remove the foundation, including the cornerstone
which had been laid in July, 1888. a question then
arose as to whether it was necessary to relay the stone
as a new stone, or whether the old stone could be re-
placed in the new foundation. the Gm decided that
it would not be necessary to relay the stone, and that
it could be put back in its proper place in the new
foundation, but that a new document, under the seal
of the Lodge, should be added, setting forth the cir-
cumstances of the case and the condition in which the
original documents had been found.

Carnegie Public Library in the City of New Westminster—at a special Communication of Grand Lodge, the cornerstone
was laid by mW Brother elon ezra Chipman, Gm, on october 1, 1902. (1903, pp. 3-9; 16-17)
Saint John’s Anglican Church in the City of Duncan’s * —at a special Communication of Grand Lodge, the cornerstone
was laid by mW Brother thomas J. armstrong, Gm, on august 26, 1905. (1906, pp. 3-4; 8)

Restriction to Type of Building
there is a limit to the action of Grand Lodge as to the laying of cornerstones. in 1905, the Gm was asked by the man-
ager of the Crow’s nest pass Coal Company through elk river Lodge no. 35 to lay the cornerstone of a new office
building at fernie. the Gm declined, pointing out that freemasonry only takes part in laying cornerstones in cases
of structures of public utility, and of stately, superb and sacred edifices,

completed Walls prohibited
it is interesting to note that, in connection with the laying of cornerstones, the Gm of the Grand Lodge of mississippi
in 1907 refused to act in response to two requests to lay cornerstones where the wall had been run up and a hole

had been left in it for the cornerstone.
New Public School Building at Nelson—at a special
Communication of Grand Lodge, the cornerstone
was laid by mW Brother James Horace schofield, act-
ing as Gm under a commission, on september 7,
1908. (1909, pp. 5-6)
Masonic Hall in the Town of Cranbrook—at a special
Communication of Grand Lodge, the cornerstone
was laid by mW Brother James Horace schofield, act-
ing as Gm under a commission, on october 25, 1909.
(1910, pp. 3-4)

1911 to 1920
remembering the refusal of the Gm in 1905 to lay

the cornerstone of a building for business purposes
as not being among the class of buildings within the
scope of masonic activities, it is interesting to note the
action of some of the Gms in the united states as to

this activity. in 1910, the Gm of the Grand Lodge of florida refused to make a farce of the ceremony by laying the
cornerstone of a building of which the walls had already been built. in 1911, the Gm of mississippi followed this
precedent, as did also the Gm of arkansas in 1911 when, on coming to a town to lay the cornerstone of a High
school, he found that the building had been completed to the second storey, and that the “cornerstone” was only a
tablet with the names of the school Commissioners, the architect (not the Great architect of the universe) and the
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* see footnote, p. 272.
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contractors. the Gm of Louisiana in 1913 agreed with these decisions, but for some reason unknown also refused
to lay the cornerstone of churches. in 1913, the Gm of tennessee refused to lay a cornerstone on sunday. the date
was changed to Wednesday, when it was discovered that the walls of the structure were up and the roof was on. no
ceremony was performed. in Wyoming in 1913 the
Gm refused to participate in such a ceremony if other
societies were taking part, and this was approved by
the reviewer. in illinois, the Gm refused to lay the
cornerstone of a jail in 1913.

three other items appearing in the report of for-
eign Correspondence on this subject are interesting.
in iowa in 1917, the Gm said that they are laid for ma-
sonic, religious, educational, charitable and govern-
mental buildings, and are a part of the duty,
privilege, and pleasure of the Craft. He says that all
kinds and sizes of stones are met with, and that some-
times it is made of cement pressed in the form of
stone, and sometimes it is a “phony’’ made of boards
to be replaced afterwards by a real stone. He suggests
that the stone should be approved by the Grand mas-
ter as to quality, size and inscription before accepting
the request to lay it. the Gm of mississippi declined
to lay two cornerstones where the buildings were so
far advanced that the “cornerstones” would have to
be shoved through a hole. the Gm of texas in 1917 said that three applications were refused, one because the build-
ing was a private undertaking, as did the Gm of British Columbia in 1905, another because the ceremony was to be
held on sunday, and the third because the building was one of brick veneer construction.

during this period, the cornerstones of ten buildings in the province were laid by the Grand Lodge of British
Columbia.
Convalescent Home and Emergency Hospital in the Town of Duncan’s—at an emergent Communication of Grand Lodge,
the cornerstone was laid by mW Brother edward B. paul, Gm, on october 22, 1910. (1911, pp. 7-8; 17)
Saint Mary’s Anglican Church in the Municipality of Oak Bay—as a part of the annual Communication of Grand Lodge,
the cornerstone was laid by mW Brother edward B. paul, Gm, on June 23, 1911. (1911, p. 76)
Freemasons’ Hall in the City of New Westminster—at an emergent Communication of Grand Lodge, the cornerstone
was laid by mW Brother francis J. Burd, Gm, on october 6, 1911. on this occasion, rW Brother J. J. miller, the dean
of masonic orators, gave a masterly discourse. (1912, pp. 5-11; 53; 78)
New Presbyterian Church in the Town of Alberni—at an emergent Com-
munication of Grand Lodge, the cornerstone was laid by mW Brother
francis J. Burd, Gm, on october 20, 1911, (1912, pp, 14-15; 53; 83)
New Public School in the Town of Trail—at an emergent Communica-
tion of Grand Lodge, the cornerstone was laid by mW Brother James
Horace schofield, pGm, acting as Gm under commission, on october
30, 1911. (1912, pp. 16-17; 53)
Court House Building in the Town of Revelstoke—at an emergent Com-
munication of Grand Lodge, the cornerstone was laid by mW Brother
francis J. Burd, Gm, on may 2, 1912. (1912, pp. 28-29; 53)
Masonic Temple in the Village of Abbotsford—at an emergent Commu-
nication of Grand Lodge, the cornerstone was laid by mW Brother
francis J. Burd, Gm, on may 18, 1912. (1912, pp. 30-31; 53-54; 78)
New Masonic Temple in the Town of Duncans—at an emergent Communication of Grand Lodge, the cornerstone was
laid by mW Brother francis J. Burd, Gm, on June 15, 1912. (1912, pp. 32-33; 54)
Saint Columba Presbyterian Church in the Municipality of Oak Bay—at an emergent Communication of Grand Lodge,
the cornerstone was laid by mW Brother William Henderson, Gm, on June 13, 1914, (1914, pp. 13-14; 33)
Kootenay Lake General Hospital in the City of Nelson—at an emergent Communication of Grand Lodge, the cornerstone
being laid by mW Brother William astley, Gm, on october 21, 1916. (1917, pp. 5-6; 12)
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1921 to 1930
the Gm of Colorado (1925) refused to lay a cornerstone on sunday
on the ground that it was foreign to the traditions of the Craft to have
the work of operative masonry exemplified on that day, even though
the principal value of such exemplification is its religious symbolism.
during this decade, the Grand Lodge of British Columbia accepted
twelve invitations throughout the province to lay cornerstones, which
included West vancouver memorial arch at Hollyburn, and the unit
for Crippled Children at the Queen alexandra solarium at malahat
Beach for the ancient arabic order of nobles of the mystic shrine.
Memorial Hall in the City of Nelson—at an emergent Communication
of Grand Lodge, the cornerstone was laid by mW Brother James Ho-
race schofield, pGm, under a commission from the Gm, on June 8,
1922. (1923, pp. 3-4}
New Masonic Temple in the City of Kamloops—at an emergent Commu-
nication of Grand Lodge, the cornerstone was laid by mW Brother an-
drew mcC. Creery, Gm, on July 7, 1922, (1923, pp. 5-6; 26; 30; 84)
New Masonic Temple in the City of Nelson—at an emergent Communi-
cation of Grand Lodge, the cornerstone was laid by mW Brother James
florace schofield, pGm, under a commission at the request of the Gm
on october 3, 1923, (1924, pp. 15-16; 27)
Trafalgar Public School Building in the City of Nelson—at an emergent
Communication of Grand Lodge, when the cornerstone was laid by
mW Brother James Horace schofield, pGm, under a commission from
the Gm on July 15, 1924. (1925, pp. 3-4; 31)
New Masonic Temple (Grandview Lodge No. 96) in the City of Vancouver—

at an emergent Communication of Grand Lodge, when the cornerstone was laid by mW Brother stephen Jones,
Gm, on august 13, 1924. (1925, pp. 7-8; 31; 109; 112}
Saint Paul’s Anglican Church in the City of Kamloops—at an emergent Communication of Grand Lodge, when the cor-

nerstone was laid by mW Brother stephen Jones, Gm,
on october 15, 1924. (1925, pp. 13-14; 31; 88)
West Vancouver Memorial Arch at Hollyburn—at an
emergent Communication of Grand Lodge, when the
cornerstone was laid by mW Brother andrew mcC.
Creery, under a commission of the Gm on may 30,
1925. (1925, pp. 15-19; 31)
New Masonic Hall (Ionic Lodge No. 19) at Chilliwack—
at an emergent Communication of Grand Lodge,
when the cornerstone was laid by rW Brother robie
L. reid, dGm, under a commission from the Gm on
august 1, 1928. (1929, pp. 3-4; 30; 97)
New Masonic Temple (Mount Newton Lodge No. 89) in
the Village of Saanichton—at an emergent Communi-
cation of Grand Lodge, when the cornerstone was
laid by mW Brother robert Baird, Gm, on february
23, 1929. (1929, pp. 7-9; 30; 90)

Gizeh Shrine Temple in the City of Victoria—at an emergent Communication of Grand Lodge, when the cornerstone
was laid by mW Brother robert Baird, Gm, on may 24, 1929. (1929, pp. 19-20; 30; 91)
New Unit for Crippled Children at the Queen Alexandra Solarium at Malahat Beach—at an emergent Communication of
Grand Lodge when the cornerstone was laid by mW Brother robert Baird, acting as Gm under a commission, on
may 14, 1930. (1930 pp. 11-13; 23)
Saint George’s Anglican Church, in the Town of Port Haney—at an emergent Communication of Grand Lodge, when
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the cornerstone was laid by mW
Brother donald e. Kerr, Gm, on July
17, 1930. (1931, pp. 1-2; 26; 88)

1931 to 1940
during this decade, the Grand
Lodge of British Columbia laid the
cornerstone for four buildings, all of
them for masonic temples.
New Masonic Temple (Prince David
Lodge No. 101) in the Town of Port
Haney—at an emergent Communi-
cation of Grand Lodge, when the
cornerstone was laid by mW Brother
donald e. Kerr, Gm, on february 23,
1931. (1931, pp. 9-10; 26)
New Masonic Temple (Miriam Lodge
No. 20) in the City of Vernon—at an
emergent Communication of Grand
Lodge, when the cornerstone was
laid by mW Brother Henry B. mor-
ley, Gm, on may 20, 1932. (1932, pp.
7-9; 17; 55)
New Masonic Temple (Mountain Lodge
No. 11) in the Town of Golden—at an
emergent Communication of Grand
Lodge, when the cornerstone was
laid by mW Brother James e. Beck,
Gm, on august 20, 1932. (1933, pp. 1-3; 30; 31)
New Masonic Temple (Fidelity Lodge Ne. 32 and Emulation Lodge No. 125) in the City of Trail—at an emergent Commu-
nication of Grand Lodge, when the corner- stone was laid by mW Brother James s. Henderson, dd, Gm, on 
september 16, 1937, (1938, pp. 8-11; 27; 108-109)

1941 to 1950
in 1949, the Gm refused to consider a request to lay a cornerstone for a masonic building which had been completed,
and the Committee on the address recommended that his action be
approved by Grand Lodge. it was. there was one cornerstone laid by
Grand Lodge during this period.
New Masonic Hall (King David Lodge No. 93 and Hollyburn Lodge No.
135) in the Municipality of West Vanconver—at an emergent Commu-
nication of Grand Lodge, when the cornerstone was laid by mW
Brother donald mcGugan, Gm, on June 20, 1950. (1950, pp. 6-7; 10;
107)

1951 to 1970
during this 20-year period, the Grand Lodge of British Columbia was
called on only once to perform the ceremony of laying a cornerstone,
and this was to be the last occasion on which the ceremonial was to
appear in public during the century, the first one hundred years of the
history of Grand Lodge.
New Masonic Hall in Salmo—at an emergent Comoumnication of
Grand Lodge, when the cornerstone was laid by mW Brother William
a. Curran, Gm, on may 15, 1954. (1954, pp. 9-11; 20; 22; 80)

Death of a ceremonial
it would appear from the foregoing narrative that the practice of laying cornerstones on public buildings and stately
edifices is dead, and it began to wane at the close of the 1930’s. in the forty years from 1931 to 1970, the Grand Lodge
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laid only six cornerstones, and these were all for new masonic temples. Whether the Craft is wholly to blame for
this sad state of affairs is a moot point, and it is difficult to determine the real cause. there does not appear to be
any recorded decision in which the Gm, or Grand Lodge itself, acted to curtail the ancient practice, but there is little
doubt that the public interest and that of freemasonry have both suffered, and both have been the poorer. some
public bodies claim that their invitations have been refused; while others claim that there is a lack of interest on the
part of the public; while still others claim that it is just another sign of the change that is taking place in human
values and public responsibility. Whatever the cause, there appears a deep feeling of regret among most people that
this colourful public ceremonial of freemasonry has been allowed to die out in the Jurisdiction of British Columbia.

~ pART B ~
THE MASONIc fuNERAL AND THE BuRIAL SERVIcE

“ or ever the silver cord be loosed, 
or the golden bowl be broken. 
or the pitcher be broken at the fountain, 
or the wheel broken at the cistern.

“ then shall the dust return to the earth as it was; 
and the spirit shall return unto God who gave it.”

eCCLesiastes Xii:6 & 7
the second of the public Cerernonials of freemasonry involves the right of every master mason, in good standing,
to be conducted to the last resting-place on earth by his brethren, and to be committed to the grave with the cere-
monies of the fraternity. But this right belongs alone to the master mason. it does not include the entered apprentices
and the fellowcrafts.

Brother albert G. mackey, in his Encyclopedia of Freemasonry, 192 said that:
“the right to be buried with the ceremonies of the order is one that, under certain restrictions, be-

longs to every master mason. none of the ancient Constitutions contain any law upon the subject,
nor can the exact time be now determined when funeral processions and a burial service were first
admitted as regulations of the order.

“the celebrated caricature of a mock procession of the ‘scald miserable masons’, as it was called,
was published in 1742, and represented a funeral procession. this would seem to imply that ma-
sonic funeral processions must have been familiar at that time to the people; for a caricature, how-
ever distorted, must have an original for its foundation.

“the first official notice, however, that we have of funeral processions is in november, 1754. a reg-
ulation was then adopted that prohibited any mason from attending a funeral or other procession
clothed in any of the jewels or badges of the Craft, except by dispensation of the Grand master or
his deputy.

“there are no further regulations on this subject in any of the editions of the Book of Constitutions
previous to the modern code which is now in force in the Grand Lodge of england. But preston
gives the rules on this subject, which have now been adopted by general consent as the law of the
order, in the following words: ‘no mason can be interred with the formalities of the order unless
it be at his own special request communicated to the master of the Lodge of which he died a mem-
ber—foreigners and sojourners excepted; nor unless he has been advanced to the third degree of
masonry, from which restriction there can be no exception. fellow Crafts and apprentices are not
entitled to the funeral obsequies.”

“the only restrictions prescribed by preston are, it will be perceived, that the deceased must have
been a master mason, that he had himself made the request, and that he was affiliated, which is
implied by the expression that he must have made the request for burial of the master of the Lodge
of which he was a member. fellow Crafts and entered apprentices are not permitted to join in a
funeral procession; and, accordingly, we find that in the form of procession laid down by preston
no place is assigned to them, in which he has been followed by all subsequent monitorial writers.

“the regulation of 1754, which requires a dispensation from the Grand master for a funeral proces-
sion, is not considered of force in this country (usa), and accordingly, in america, masons have
generally been permitted to bury their dead without the necessity of such dispensation.”
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first Masonic funeral
as has been seen, the first masonic Lodge in British Columbia was first mooted in 1858, and it was not until 1860
that the charter finally arrived from england. in the meantime, what might be called an “occasional Lodge” had
been held. it did not come strictly within the meaning of that word as defined by mackey, for it was not called to-
gether by a Gm or by a Wm of a Lodge, there being no such person in the
Colony of vancouver island; but it came within the Century dictionary’s defi-
nition of “occasional” in that it was “called forth, produced or used on some
special occasion or event.” in this instance, the special occasion or event was
the funeral of a freemason in a place where there were freemasons but no
Lodge

Brother samuel James Hazeltine, a native of enfield in middlesex, england,
had been Chief engineer of the Hudson’s Bay steamer Labouchere, and had come
out in her to victoria from england in 1859. the steamer served first on the
route from victoria to the Company’s forts on the northwest coast. on may 7,
1859, Brother Hazeltine was appointed steamboat inspector by the Government
of vancouver island. on august 26, 1859, he was badly injured in an accident,
and died on september 7 in the royal Hospital in victoria, an institution which
had been established by the rev. edward (later Bishop) Cridge and other phil-
anthropic residents of the city. He was 43 years of age.

although there was then no masonic Lodge in victoria, there were many
freemasons in the little city, and they were all determined that Hazeltine
should be buried with masonic Honours. accordingly, a notice was inserted
in the British Colonist newspaper of september 7, 1859.

many freemasons attended the meeting at the royal Hotel, which stood at
the corner of Wharf and Johnson streets, freemasons from California vouched
for each other and formed committees for the examination of others. this hav-
ing been done, the brethren exercised their ancient prerogative, and opened a Lodge in due form, electing Brother
John f. damon as acting Wm, and Brother Benjamin franklin moses as acting secretary. unfortunately, the min-
utes, if there were any taken, have been lost, so we do not know all who were present on that occasion. the following
day the brethren again assembled, properly clothed in white gloves and white aprons, formed a procession, and
marched to the hospital, and from there to the cemetery beyond Christ Church, where the interment took place with
due masonic Honours. it is said that the white aprons and gloves were made for the occasion by a tent maker on
yates street. the Colonist on september 9, 1859, under the heading “masonic funeral’ says:

“the remains of mr. samuel Hazeltine, whose sudden death has been generally deplored, were fol-
lowed to the grave on Wednesday by many friends—and a large number of masons, of which order
he was a member, the funeral was conducted by the masonic fraternity.”

a letter written some years later by W Brother Henry Holbrook, a prominent citizen of new Westminster and later
one of the founders and first Wm of union Lodge in that city, states that he was one of a number of freemasons
who came from new Westminster to take part in the Hazeltine funeral, and that
his papers, showing his rank in the Craft, were examined and approved on that
occasion by ‘Brother William H. thain, one of the petitioners for a charter for
victoria Lodge. 

earlier in the year, the Victoria Gazette of february 3, 1859, under “trouble
aboard ship”, also relates that one samuel Hazeltine, Chief engineer of the
HBCo’s seamer Labouchere, was convicted of insubordination on the ship’s voy-
age from London to victoria. the same paper relates that he was convicted on
february 4, 1859, and ‘sentenced to ten days in the common jail.” the paper
called this a very “severe sentence’. the entire affair, as reported in the news,
seems to have been a very silly clash of personalities. even the accuser, Capt.
trevett, pleaded for leniency, saying that he had only wished “to teach Hazeltine
a little discipline.” the court remained firm in its sentence, and trevett then gave
notice of his intention to apply to the Governor to commute the sentence, but “the accused was taken to prison.”
there seems little doubt that public sympathy was all for Hazeltine, because when he was discharged by the Hud-
son’s Bay Company, he was appointed steamboat inspector for the Colony on may 7 of that same year. His 
popularity was evinced by the large crowd that appeared at his funeral service.
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first Appearance on the Mainland
the story of the first appearance of freemasonry in the mainland Colony of British Columbia has been told by
Brother f. W. Howay:

“the winter of 1861-62 was very severe; the snow in Hope and yale was from four to eight feet deep;
on front street in yale it was even with the tops of the houses. the thermometer fell to 16° below

zero. the fraser was frozen from below new Westminster to the
canyons, on January 28, 1862, mr. e. W. Crowe of Hope, with an
indian companion was travelling on the ice to new Westminster.
about two miles above Harrison river he stopped  ploitated into
the river head foremost, and immediately disappeared. the in-
dian, who was Billy Ballou’s express messenger, returned to Hope
with the sorrowful news. mr. Crowe had been one of the early
settlers at Hope and one of her most enterprising merchants. the
masonic fraternity in the village met on 31st January at Hope and
passed resolutions which are given verbatim because of their im-
portance in masonic History of the province. 193

apparently the brethren at Hope were not aware that Brother Crowe’s
Lodge (minnesota Lodge no, 67 in the town of that name in sierra County,
California) had ceased to exist.

A Third Masonic funeral follows
W Brother Kilborn, who signed these resolutions as Chairman, died about
nine months later, and a similar resolution was inserted in the British
Columbian for october 25, 1862, signed by donald Chisholm and C. op-
penheimer, secretary. of these two men, Brother Howay said in the same
article:
“ the names signed to the above are well known: donald  

Chisolm, commonly called ‘doc’, because of his having prac-
ticed medicine in the California mining camps and during the cholera epidemic there. He later
moved to new Westminster and became its representative in the House of Commons. no man ever

stood higher in the esteem of the people than ‘doc’ Chisolm. Charles
oppenheimer was one of the well-known oppenheimer Brothers. at
this time he had just returned, it would seem, from the section of the
Cariboo road (Lytton to spence’s Bridge) that he with Walter 
moberley and thomas B. Lewis had undertaken to build, but failed
to complete.”

first Masonic funeral in the far North
the first masonic funeral in northern British Columbia was for William Henry
fitzgerald, one of the charter members of Cariboo Lodge no. 469, sr who
had died on april 20, 1873, at Germansen Creek in the omineca district, on
april 26, 1873, with full masonic Honours by freemasons from manson’s
Creek—the grave being marked with a “headboard”. Brother fitzgerald had
been a Constable and assistant Gold Commissioner at Barkerville and was
evidently transferred to Germansen Creek—the official appointment notice
being dated april 12, 1872, confirms him as Gold Commissioner and stipen-
diary magistrate. J. C. [Johnnie] Bryant, formerly a miner in the Cariboo and
omineca districts, is said to have reported in part:
“as the late Gold Commissioner had been a member of the a.f. and

a.m., word went down to manson Creek, where there were a number of that Worthy order, and
they came up in a body and took charge of his funeral, consigning the body to the grave with full
masonic honors. His grave and coffin were made by me. He was interred within fifty feet of my
cabin. a neat head-board was placed over his grave, but i fear the elements have long since 
destroyed it. fitzgerald came from Kingston, ontario.” *
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the sequel to this episode in the History of Grand Lodge will be found in an earlier chapter. 194

Lodge of Sorrow
two Lodges of sorrow are known to have been convened in British Columbia during the life of the Grand Lodge,
one on sunday, october 2, 1892, and the other on may 20, 1910, both in the masonic temple in the city of victoria,
under the auspices of the two premier Lodges—victoria-Columbia no. 1 and vancouver and Quadra no. 2. details
will be found in the main chapters under the respective dates.

Masonic funerals of Grand Lodge
the Grand Lodge of British Columbia for the most part has concerned itself with the regulations to govern the actual
procedures followed by the Constituent Lodges in the masonic temple, in the church and at the graveside. in fact,
during the one hundred years of its existence only nine special or emergent Communications of Grand Lodge have
been called for the express purpose of conducting a masonic funeral.

the first masonic funeral performed by the mW Grand Lodge of British Columbia took place at a special Com-
munication of Grand Lodge, held in the masonic temple in the city of new Westminster in the year 1902; while the
last performed was in the year 1946, for a Grand master who died in office, at the masonic temple in the city of 
victoria, at an emergent Communication of Grand Lodge. it was thought of particular interest to present a list of
these few ceremonies; the figures in parenthesis indicate the year of the Grand Lodge proceedings together with
the page numbers in which full de-
tails of each ceremony may be
found.
1. RW Brother Peter Grant. past sen-

ior Grand Warden and represen-
tative of the Grand Lodge of nova
scotia, near the Grand Lodge of
British Columbia; by rW Brother
W. J. Bowser, acting as Grand
master under a commission; at the
masonic temple, new Westmin-
ster; on april 4, 1902; at a special
Communication. (1902, pp. 11-22;
123)

2. MW Brother Alexander Roland
Milne, CMG. past Grand master
and representative of the Grand
Lodge of scotland, near the Grand
Lodge of British Columbia; by
mW Brother C. ensor sharp, d.d.,
Grand master; at the masonic
temple in the city of victoria; on
february 20, 1904; at a special
Communication of Grand Lodge.
(1904, pp. 4-5; 8)

3. Brother Edward M. Hosker.Grand tyler; by rW Brother William J. Bowser, acting as Grand master under a com-
mission; at the masonic temple in the city of vancouver; on may 23, 1904; at a special Communication of Grand
Lodge. (1904, pp. 5-6; 13)

4. MW Brother Eli Harrison. senior, past Grand master and representative of the Grand Lodges of new Jersey,
West virginia and the district of Columbia, near the Grand Lodge of British Columbia; by mW Brother James
Horace schofield, Grand master; at the masonic temple in the city of victoria; on september 23, 1907; at a special
Communication of Grand Lodge. (1908, pp. 3-4; 8)

5. RW Brother Robert Benton Kelly. past senior Grand Warden; by mW Brother r. eden Walker, m.d., acting as
Grand master under a commission; at the masonic Hall, city of new Westminster; on July 16, 1908; at a special
Communication of Grand Lodge. (1909, pp. 3-4; 12)

6. VW Brother the Rev. H. G. Fiennes-Clinton. Grand Chaplain; by mW Brother francis J. Burd, Grand master; at
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194. see Chapter 15, ‘’the Cairn at manson Creek,”’ also Cariboo Gold—An Episode in the Annals of Freemasonry, by J. t. marshall, GrH, 
p. 36 et seq.

funeral cortege of Bro. malcolm B, maclennan, sW of vancouver Lodge no. 68 at vancouver on
march 23, 1917—Chief of police of the City of vancouver, shot on duty on march 20, 1917. Cortege
turning corner from Georgia to Granville street



the masonic temple, city of vancouver; on february 5, 1912; at an emergent Communication of Grand Lodge.
(1912, pp. 26-27; 39; 56-68; 108)

7. MW Brother Israel Wood Powell, M.D. the first Grand master; by mW Brother James stark, Grand master; at
the masonic temple, in the city of victoria; on march 1, 1915; at an emergent Communication of Grand Lodge,
(1915, pp. 19-21; 33)

8. MW Brother James Stark. past Grand master and representative of the Grand Lodge of north Carolina, near the
Grand Lodge of British Columbia;
by mW Brother John shaw, Grand
master; at the masonic temple, city
of vancouver; on november 28,
1918; at an emergent Communica-
tion of Grand Lodge. (1919, pp. 3-4;
18; 86; 96-97)
9. MW Brother William H. Bland.
the Grand master and representa-
tives of the Grand Lodge of Col-
orado, near the Grand Lodge of
British Columbia; by mW Brother K.
K. reid, Grand master; at the ma-
sonic temple, city of victoria; on
march 6, 1946; at an emergent Com-
munication of Grand Lodge. (1946,
pp. 89; 40; 43-44; etc.)

Masonic funerals by 
constituent Lodges

for the most part, then, masonic 
funerals in the masonic Jurisdiction
of Brtiish Columbia have been held
the responsibility of the Constituent

Lodges, at least until the establishment of the funeral Lodges at the end of the nineteen-fifties in the cities of van-
couver and victoria, and for a short time at White rock.

‘there is no single place of record for the thousands of masonic funeral ceremonies which have been conducted
by the Constituent Lodges, but there is little doubt that each and every one of such events have been faithfully
recorded in the minute Books of the Lodges concerned. the Constitution of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia
never having provided that a dispensation shall be secured for such happenings, there is no central record in the
Grand secretary’s office. Generally speaking, the Constitution has confined its activities to the procedural matters
and the form of the burial service.

chief of police of Vancouver
one funeral under masonic auspices of particular note was that accorded to the Chief of police of the City of van-
couver on march 23, 1917. Brother malcolm B. macLennan had been shot and killed in the performance of his duties
on march 20, 1917. after a religious service in saint andrew’s Church, which stood at the corner of Georgia and
richard streets (now torn down), the procession, with the freemasons in full regalia, proceeded to mountainview
Cemetery, where the concluding masonic burial service was conducted by W Brother peter Wright of vancouver
Lodge no. 68.

Burial Service 
it is evident that there had been various forms of the burial service used by the different Lodges in the jurisdiction.
in this state of affairs, it was agreed on several occasions that, regardless of the ritual used by the Lodges for its reg-
ular work, one form of burial service should be used by all the Lodges in the jurisdiction.

No Ritual for Burial Service
there appears to be no mention in the first Constitution of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia of the funeral or
burial service or any regulation concerning the conducting of such services. neither does there appear any mention
in any of the proceedings of Grand Lodge prior to 1887. the Gm in that year reported that he had received the fol-
lowing question:

“in what degree shall a Lodge be opened to conduct the Burial service?”
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to which he replied: “the third”.
this may have been the spark that lighted the fuse to action which followed almost immediately.

uniform Burial Service
in Grand Lodge on June 19, 1891, vW Brother the rt. rev. a. W. sillitoe, Grand Chaplain and Bishop of the anglican
diocese of new Westminster, moved and rW Brother r. K. Kelly seconded that: 

“Whereas it is desirable that a uniform burial service, authorized by Grand Lodge, be adopted in
this Jurisdiction, Be it resolved that a committee be appointed for the purposes of drafting a 
masonic bucial service to be submitted at the next annual communication.”

this motion was carried, and these two brethren, together with the dGm, rW Brother sibree Clarke, m.d., became
the committee.

Brother sillitoe then moved that the words “except a masonic fu-
neral’ be enclosed in a bracket in article 163 of the revised Constitu-
tion (1887), then being considered, which forbade the wearing of
regalia, jewels and badges of the Craft at any public procession or
gathering. this motion was adopted.

Report Is Delayed
on June 23, 1892, the committee appointed to revise and unify the rit-
ual of the burial service for use in the Constituent Lodges presented
its report in the form of a revised ritual, and “after the subject was dis-
cussed in an informal way,” it was resolved that consideration of the
report be Jaid over till the next annual Communication and that the
Grs be instructed to have copies of the revision printed and sent to
the members of Grand Lodge with the notices calling the Communi-
cation. 

clarification Is Required
in 1892, rW Brother William stewart of ashlar Lodge no. 3 having
resigned as the ddGm of masonic district 5, the Gm requested that
mW Brother marcus ‘Wolfe, pGm, report on the condition of masonry
in his district. Brother Wolfe reported:

“Considerable discussion has taken place, as also some friction,
as to ‘mixed funerals’, that is to say where other than ma-
sonic Bodies participate, and your ruling on the question gave
general satisfaction which i hope will be sustained by the
Grand Lodge, so that we may all know just what procedure
to follow, as it is unpleasant as well as unbecoming to act in
any other way than a universal Brotherly spirit, with any recognized, legitimate, fraternal or 
beneficiary organization.” the ruling referred to was given by the Gm in answer to a question,
viz.:

“Ques.: Can a masonic Lodge participate in funeral services joined by other societies?
“ans.: there is no objection to the masonic fraternity attending a funeral at which other societies

are present, provided the masons are allowed to make all arrangements for the funeral, and to have
full charge of the ceremony until the body has been laid in the grave according to the ancient 
customs of our order.”

Burial Service Ritual Approved 
the sillitoe Committee reported to Grand Lodge on June 22, 1893, as follows:

“. . . carefully compared the various services in use in this jurisdiction, and the service authorized
by the Grand Lodge of Canada in ontario. We have culled from these various services that which
we thought most edifying. We have excluded a number of passages which appeared to us to
lengthen, without adopting the service, and we have inserted the prayer ‘our father’, which we
deem to be one of universal acceptance, that any religious service whatever is incomplete without
it. We append, herewith, the result of our labour, which we dutifully and respectfully submit for
your consideration.” 195
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the burial service as amended was adopted and authorized as the Burial service for the Jurisdiction of the Grand
Lodge of British Columbia, and the Grs was instructed to have it printed and sent to all Constituent Lodges. the
thanks of Grand Lodge were tendered the committee for their efficient services, and they were discharged.

on november 22, 1894, an emergent Communication of Grand Lodge was summoned in the city of victoria for
the express purpose of considering and adopting a revised Constitution, at which session it was agreed:

“that the Burial service as adopted by Grand Lodge at the annual session in 1893 be hereby adopted
and incorporated.”

Regulation of procedure
in 1902, the Gm in his address to Grand Lodge suggested that regulations be prepared and adopted to be followed
by Constituent Lodges in the matter of masonic funerals at which other societies were present with the intention of
carrying out their own forms of burial service. at that time, much uncertainty still existed and unpleasant incidents
occurred. the Committee on the Gm’s address endorsed the view of the Gm, and thought there would be no loss
of dignity to the Craft to await the conclusion of any ceremonial of other lodges that might be in attendance during
the burial of a Brother, always provided that the Lodge of af & am have had charge of the funeral and have brought
the ceremony to a conclusion.

place of the church 
in 1903, the Gm stated that he has been asked the following question:

“Which service is conducted first at the grave of a deceased Brother who is being buried by the 
masonic fraternity, the masonic, or that of the Church?” 

to which he had replied: “that of the Church,” and he noted that:
“the old ceremonies say that ‘after the regalia is taken from the Coffin by the senior deacon, the

Clergyman concludes the funeral service of the Church to which the deceased belonged, after which
the Wm proceeds as follows: “my Brethren, we are again called upon, etc.” or “once more by
Brethren, etc.”’”

Burial on Request
in 1912, the Gm felt that the funeral ceremonial should be made more explicit by incorporating the rulings of the
Gms of 1887 and 1892, that in the matter of precedence and form there should be no chance for unseemly clash with
the church or other societies. that the Craft does not take charge of a funeral of a deceased Brother except on request,
but when it does, either at the residence of the deceased or at the church, no one must be allowed to come within
our Lodge, which is at labour until after the body is committed to the Grave. the Committee on the address were
in full accord that at all masonic funerals the rulings of 1887 and 1892 must be adhered to.

ceremony to Be completed 
in 1923, the Gm ruled that: 

“5. When a masonic Lodge takes charge of a body at a funeral, the masonic Burial service must be
completed without break. services prior or subsequent are not the concern of the Lodge; and that: 

“20. at a masonic funeral all the pall-bearers must be members of the Craft.”
presence of a Minister 

at the closing of Grand Lodge on June 22, 1923, the vW Brother Grand Chaplain moved:
“that a Committee be formed charged with the duty of considering a revision of the funeral service

and recognizing in such revision and providing for the possibility of the presence of a minister of
religion and the performance of his office.”

General Directions
the special committee presented its report to Grand Lodge on June 19, 1924, which for the most part covered 
“General directions’ for procedural matters rather than the form of the service itself. it must have clarified quite a
number of points for those brethren who, as masters of their Lodges, are bound to be called upon to lead the Lodge
in paying this last sad tribute to the departed Brother. 196

the report was adopted, when an amendment to omit the request of “the relatives after death” was Lost on
being put to the Grand Lodge.

in Grand Lodge on June 20, 1935, a “resolution re masonic funerals’:
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“that no masonic funeral service shall be conducted where any other public rite or ceremony, 
religious or otherwise, be held over the deceased.”

on being put to Grand Lodge, was declared Lost.
Master Should Be prepared

under the heading “masonic Burial service,’ the committee contented itself with pointing out that masonic funeral
ceremonies are performed as a token of respect and fraternal affection to the memory of a departed Brother. done
by competent officers, the effect is sublime. done in a careless, indifferent manner, all effect is lost. the committee
stressed the fact that it is all important, therefore, that the Worshipful master, as soon as installed, should memorize
the service or so familiarize himself with it as to not wholly depend on the book, and that the director of Ceremonies
should be thoroughly conversant with his duties.

Sojourning Brethren
on June 20, 1957, the following resolution was introduced in Grand Lodge: 

“1. re masonic funerals
WHereas it has been suggested that many Lodges, particularly those located in the City of van-
couver and other populous centres, have of late years been seriously concerned with the difficult
situations which from time to time have arisen in connection with the holding of masonic funerals,
and especially of funerals of deceased sojourners;

“and WHereas it is further suggested that these difficult situations could be circumvented by
the establishment by Grand Lodge, in Constitutional form, of an organization to be known as a
‘Lodge of sorrow’ (or some other similar name) which would operate under a special license from
the Grand master, with authority to arrange and conduct masonic funerals.

“i beg to move that the Grand master be requested to appoint a Committee to study this suggestion
and report at the next annual Communication on the advisability and feasibility of the establish-
ment of a special licensed organization to deal with masonic funerals.”

this resolution was adopted.
on June 19, 1958, the special Committee on masonic funerals presented its report which recommended that:

“ ... Grand Lodge make provision for legislation which will permit the most Worshipful Grand mas-
ter to grant a license to a group of qualified Brethren to form a ‘memorial’ Lodge, with authority
to convene in any convenient place, for the sole purpose of carrying out the masonic funeral service
for duly entitled deceased sojourning freemasons for whom a proper request has been received
that such service be provided.”

the commitee’s report was received and adopted.
funeral Lodges

on Jane 18, 1959, Grand Lodge ordered the following section 141(a) inserted in the Constitution:
“funeraL LodGe

the Grand master may by a special license and authority in writing authorize the holding in any
area within the jurisdiction of Grand Lodge a funeral Lodge for the sole purpose of arranging and
conducting a masonic funeral service for a duly entitled deceased sojourning freemason for whom
a proper request has been received for such service.

“the said license and authority shall name not less than seven Brethren who shall have agreed in
writing to accept responsibility for the proper conduct of such funeral Lodge, and shall set forth
the rules and regulations for its conduct.

“the Grand maser shall have power to withdraw and cancel the special license and authority at any
time and thereupon all properties, funds, books and records shall revert to, and be vested in, and
become the property of Grand Lodge.” 

the first funeral Lodge to be established under the license of the Gm was vancouver funeral Lodge no. 1 on
september 24, 1959; the second was victoria funeral Lodge no. 2 on July 15, 1961, and the third was White rock
funeral Lodge no. 3 on november 29, 1962, but this latter Lodge was disbanded in July, 1967 and the license was
withdrawn.

The Hand of Brotherhood
the Grand Lodge of British Columbia and freemasonry at large are extremely fortunate in having brethren who
willingly staff the funeral Lodges. they are due a deep expression of gratitude for their kindly direction of the last
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rites for the sojourning Brother. this relieves the regular Lodges in the suburban areas of the province, where these
brethren are mostly to be found, from the responsibility of conducting the service and also the decision as to which
of the local Lodges should conduct the service. it has been felt, and voiced on several occasions, that the brethren
who make up the funeral Lodges must be thanked for the excellent work they have been doing for freemasonry,
for the mason away from home in the cities of vancouver and victoria, and for the truly charitable manner in which
they have discharged their unsung responsibilities.

~ pART c ~
THE DEDIcATION Of MASONIc TEMpLES

“Great architect of the universe! maker and ruler of the world! deign from thy celesial temple,
from realms of light and glory, to bless us in all the purposes of our present assembly. We humbly
invoke thee to give us at this, and at all times, Wisdom in all our doings, strenGtH of mind in
all our difficulties, and the Beauty of Harmony in all our communications. permit us, o thou
author of Light and Life, Great source of love and happiness, to solemnly dedicate this Hall to the
honour of thy glory.”

Forms and Ceremonies of Grand Lodge.
Dedication of Lodges

the ritual instructs that “the universe is the temple of the deity whom we serve,” while the “york Lectures” state
that:

“from the building of the first temple at Jerusalem to the Babylonish captivity, the lodges of freema-
sons were dedicated to King solomon, from thence to the advent of Christ to Zerubbabel, who built
the second temple, and from that time till the final destruction of the temple by titus, they were
dedicated to st. John the Baptist. But owing to the losses which were sustained by that memorable
occurrence, freemasonry declined; many lodges were broken up, and the brethren were afraid to
meet without an acknowledged head. at a secret meeting of the Craft, holden in the city of Ben-
jamin, this circumstance was much regretted, and they deputed seven brethren to solicit st. John
the evangelist, who was at that time Bishop of ephesus, to accept the office of Grand master. He
replied to the deputation, that though well stricken in years, having been in his youth initiated into
masonry, he would acquiesce in their request, thus completing by his learning what the other st.
John had begun by his zeal; and thus drew what freemasons call a line-parallel; ever since which,
the lodges in all Christian countries have been dedicated to the two saint Johns.” 197

Dedication of Masonic Halls
in British Columbia, the dedication of a masonic Hall is the prerogative of the Gm himself in accordance with clause
44 of the Book of Constitutions (1968), and no other Brother may lawfully perform the ceremony unless under the
special written authority of the Gm, contained in a commission issued for that purpose. this commission must be
read when Grand Lodge has been opened before the ceremony may proceed. the officer to whom such a commission
has been issued must thereafter report in writing to the Grs the facts and circumstances surrounding the dedication
of the masonic Hall.
Geo. oliver, d.d., in “a dictionary of masonic symbolism”, says that:

“a masonic hall should be isolated, and, if possible, surrounded with lofty walls, so as to be included
in a court, and apart from any other buildings, to preclude the possibility of being overlooked by
cowans or eavesdroppers; for freemasonry being a secret society, the curiosity of mankind is ever
on the alert to pry into its mysteries, and to obtain by illicit means, that knowledge which is freely
communicated to all worthy applicants. as, however, such a situation in large towns, where ma-
sonry is usually practised, can seldom be obtained with convenience to the brethren, the lodge
should be formed in an upper storey; and if there be any contiguous building, the windows should
be either in the roof, or very high from the floor.” 198

this definition appears to encompass the entire building as a “masonic Hall”, while others claim the entire building
to be a masonic temple, and the actual “Hall” is the room within the building wherein the Lodge actually meets for
the business of freemasonry. others claim that this is what oliver meant to convey by his “high windows’ part of
the definition.
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Dedication ceremony
the dedication in British Columbia is governed by the Book of Constitutions, and must be performed according to
the ceremony for “dedication of a masonic Hall” laid down in the Book of forms and Ceremonies of Grand Lodge.

during the first century of its existence, the Grand Lodge of British Columbia performed the Ceremony of 
dedication a mere 32 times. this does not mean that there are now that many buildings dedicated in the province.
three ceremonies were held at new Westminster, two at victoria, two at alberni, all covering a building belonging
to the same Lodge or group of Lodges.

A Joint Masonic Hall in Nanaimo
in 1869 at the second annual Communication of the provincial Grand Lodge of scotland, the provincial Gm, dr. 
israel Wood powell, reported that in January of that year the Lodges of nanaimo no. 1090, er and Caledonia(n)
Lodge no. 478, sr had joined together in the dedication “of a commodious, secure and excellent room, recently
consecrated by the Worthy and right Worshipful Brother, who presides over the sister Craft of the Colony.” 199 †

from 1871 to 1884
during this period, Grand Lodge dedicated only two masonic temples or Halls, and the first was in the town of
nanaimo, where on october 21, 1874, the Gm, dr. israel Wood powell, “consecrated the new masonic Hall erected
in the main street of the town,” at a special Communication of Grand Lodge. the oration on the objects and nature
of freemasonry was delivered by rW fred’k Williams, the GdofC
acting as the Grand orator. (1875, pp. 65-70)
Victoria. the second dedication took place in victoria on october
28, 1878, aL 5878, when the Gm, eli Harrison, sr., presided over a
special Communication of Grand Lodge “for the purpose of con-
secrating the new masonic temple at the corner of douglas and
fisgard streets in the City of victoria and to take into consideration
proposed amendments to the Constitution ...” the Gm delivered
the dedicatory address. (1878, pp. 39-49) *

1885 to 1894
during this period, the Grand Lodge dedicated six masonic Halls
or temples, two of them being in the city of new Westminster due
to the first building having been destroyed by fire.
New Westminster.on June 23, 1888, a special Communication was
held at the Hall of union Lodge no. 9 at new Westminster “to ded-
icate the new temple, erected by union Lodge no. 9, to the pur-
poses of freemasonry.” the Gm, alexander roland milne,
presided and read the oration. (1888, pp. 33-43)
Kamloops. on december 19, 1888, at the request of the Gm, the
dGm, John s. Clute, visited the Kamloops Lodge no, 10 “for the
purpose of dedicating their new hall to free masonry.” He was as-
sisted by the brethren of Kamloops Lodge and visiting brethren,
and delivered the address. (1889, pp. 53-4)
City of Vancouver.on march 29, 1889, the Gm, alexander roland
milne, presided at a special Communication of Grand Lodge held
in the city of vancouver “for the purpose of dedicating the Hall of
mount vernon no. 7 and Cascade no. 12 to masonry. also to witness the exemplification of the first, second and
third degrees in masonry, as practised by the various Lodges in the Jurisdiction,” the Gm then briefly announced
the occasion of the assemblage and the general purpose of masonic dedication of Halls, and later gave the address
of dedication. (1889, pp. 6-33)
Comox.on July 22, 1891, the Gm, marcus Wolfe, presided at a special Communication of Grand Lodge in the town
of Comox, “for the purpose of laying the Corner stone of st. peter’s episcopal Church, dedicating the hall of Hiram
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199. see Provincial Grand Lodge of Free and Accepted Masons of British Columbia—Second Annual Communication, held at victoria, may 1, 1869. 
p. 6.

† dr. powell’s letter to robert Burnaby regarding the nanaimo hall can be found on page 418 of History of Grand Lodge British Columbia.
* the notes in parenthesis at the end of certain items refer to the year and page number of the proceedings of Grand Lodge which gives the

full details of each ceremony.

pacific Lodge no. 16, in 1891—the oddfellows’ Hall, mission.



Lodge no. 14 and installing the officers. the Hall was dedicated in a brief ceremony, according to the established
usage and customs. (1892, pp. 7-9; 19)

Mission City. on april 20, 1892, the Gm, accompa-
nied by the dGm, journeyed to mission City where
Grand Lodge “was convened for the purpose of in-
stituting pacific Lodge no. 16, dedicating their hall
and installing their officers.” (rpt. Gm, 1892, pp. 
19-20)
New Westminster. on st. John’s day, december 27,
1892, the Gm, William downie, convened a special
Communication of Grand Lodge in the new masonic
temple at new Westminster, where he was presented
with a very handsome gavel made from teak taken
from the s.s. Beaver, the first steamship to ply the pa-
cific ocean. He then “proceeded with the solemn and
impressive ceremony of dedicating the beautiful tem-
ple of new Westminster.” (1893, pp. 7-8; 15-16; 27)

1895 to 1901
the number of masonic Halls or temples dedicated
during this period of slow growth in the province
was only three, and one of these was the second
building in the city of new Westminster.
Chilliwack.on november 28, 1895, at a special Com-
munication of Grand Lodge held at the village of

Chilliwack, the Gm, Lacey r. Johnson, presided at “the dedication of the masonic Hall of ionic Lodge no. 19 at
Chilliwack.” a procession was formed and the ceremony performed according to due and ancient custom. the
Grand master gave a short ad- dress on masonry in general, (1896, pp. 3-4; 16)
Vancouver. on June 22, 1898, at a special Communication of Grand Lodge, the Gm, rev. e. d. mcLaren, presided

at the meeting called “for the purpose of dedicating, with ap-
propriate ceremonies, the new masonic temple in that city.” the
evening concluded with speeches compliment- ary to the
brethren for their zeal and expressing admiration of the beauti-
ful structure and its luxurious appoint- ments, by the Gm and
many others. (1898, pp. 3-4; 15)
New Westminster. on June 20, 1900, the Gm, dr. eden Walker,
presided at a special Communication of Grand Lodge, when he
“briefly referred to the object of the special, and the historical
import of the cere- mony of dedication, as well as a history of
masonry in the City of new Westminster.” the ceremony of
dedication and consecra- tion was then proceeded with accord-
ing to ancient custom, and the Gm expressed his pleasure and
that of Grand Lodge upon the beautiful temple that had been
erected, and complimented the brethren of union Lodge for the
zeal displayed. (1900, pp. 3-4; 19-20)

1902 to 1910
toward the end of this period in the history of the Grand Lodge
of British Columbia, the business of dedicating temples began
to look up, and four new ones were dedicated during the last
two of the years, fernie. on may 10, aL 5909, at 8 o’clock p.m.,
a special Communication of Grand Lodge was convened in the
town of fernie “for the purpose of dedicating the new masonic
Hall at that place.” the Gm, William Kyle Houston, presided

and the ceremony of dedication proceeded according to ancient custom. (1909, pp. 7-8; 20-21; 41; 43)
Victoria. on december 14, 1909, an emergent Communication of Grand Lodge was convened in the masonic Hall,
in the city of victoria, at 4 o’clock p.m. “for the purpose of dedicating the new Hall (as it still stands in 1970), and
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also celebrating the fiftieth anniversary of the introduction of freemasonry into this province. this was the occasion
of the new addition to the building built and previously dedicated in 1878, the Gm, Harry nelson rich, presided
and the ceremony of dedicating the Hall was proceeded with in accordance with ancient custom. addresses were
given by several pGms, and a letter was read from mW Brother israel Wood powell, the first Grand master of the
Grand Lodge (who was present at the dedication in the afternoon), regretting that owing to ill health he was unable
to be present in the evening. the address on the occasion of the celebration was delivered by mW Brother david
Wilson. (1910, pp. 5-11; 26; 29-30)
Vancouver. on march 15, aL 5910, an emergent Communication of Grand Lodge was convened in the masonic
Hall, corner of Hastings and Granville streets, in the city of vancouver, which was called “for the purpose of dedi-
cating the new masonic temple, at the corner of seymour and Georgia streets, vancouver (home of the Grand Lodge
offices until december 31, 1968). the Gm, Harry nelson rich, presided and he was assisted by a large gathering of
Grand Ladge officers and visitors, among whom was mW Brother mcKechnie, Gm of manitoba. an interesting and
scholarly address was delivered by rW Brother e. B. paul, dGm, and “an able speech, full of uplift to every brother
in the densely packed temple, from the mW the Grand master himself, closed the dedication service.” (1910, 
pp. 13-15; 27; 30)
Cranbrook. on June 22, 1910, a special Communication of Grand Lodge was held in the city of Cranbrook, “for the
purpose of dedicating the new masonic Hall at that place.” the Gm, Harry nelson rich, presided. the Gm stated
the object of the meeting, proceeded to the new Hall and the ceremony of dedication was completed. an interest-
ing and thoughtful address was delivered by the dGm, edward B. paul. (1910, pp. 17-18; 27)

1911 to 1920
during this decade, there was at first considerable activity in the work of Grand Lodge in dedicating Halls or tem-
ples, but once the War of 1914-18 got under way this activity ceased, and very few new temples were erected. ten
Halls were dedicated during the period, one of them twice.

alberni. on october 19, 1911, an emergent Communication of Grand Lodge was convened in the town of alberni
by the Gm, francis J. Burd, “for the purpose of instituting a new Lodge at that place.” assisted by his officers, the
Gm proceeded “to institute the new Lodge (arrowsmith no. 62), after which the dedication of the Hall was pro-
ceeded with.” (1912, pp. 12-13; 44; 52; 83)
Central Park.on november 13, 1911, an emergent Communication of Grand Grand Lodge was convened at Central
park in the municipality of Burnaby, with the Gm, francis J. Burd, presiding, “for the purpose of instituting park
Lodge no 63 and of dedicating its Hall.” (1912, pp. 18-19; 44-45; 77)
North Vancouver. the Gm, francis J. Burd, on november 28, 1911, convened an emergent Communication of Grand
Lodge in the city of north vancouver “to dedicate the new masonic Hall and to institute the duke of Connaught
Lodge no. 64.” the ceremony of dedication was followed by a splendid address by rW Brother J. J. miller, who
also acted as sGW for the occasion. (1912, pp. 20-25; 45; 53; 79-80)
Duncans. on october 26, 1912, the Gm, John m. rudd, presided at an emergent Communication of Grand Lodge
“for the purpose of dedicating the new masonic temple in the town of duncans, Where the Ceremony . . . was con-
ducted according to ancient form.” (1913, pp. 15-16; 22; 31)
Quesnel. at an emergent Communication of Grand Lodge held in the masonic Hall in the town of Quesnel on 
september 22, 1913, the Gm, William Henderson, opened Grand Lodge for “the purpose of constituting Quesnel
Lodge no 69 and installing its officers . . . after which the Hall of Quesnel Lodge was dedicated to the uses of free
masonry.” (1914, pp. 10; 20; 27)
Alberni. at an emergent Communication of Grand Lodge held on may 8, 1914, in the masonic temple in the town
of alberni, the Gm, William Henderson, “proceeded with the dedication of the Hall of arrowsmith Lodge no. 62
in the usual masonic manner.” (1914, pp. 12: 22)
South Vancouver. on July 7, 1914, an emergent Communication of Grand Lodge was held in the masonic Hall, 
victoria road, south vancouver, which is described in the proceedings as “being to constitute and consecrate 
Composite Lodge no. 76, and to install its officers.” the Gm, James stark, however, in his address to Grand Lodge,
also states that he dedicated certain Halls ‘for the purposes of free masonry: July 7th, 1914, Composite Lodge no.
76, south vancouver.” (1915, pp. 9-10; 26, 35; 39)
Central Park. on september 14, 1914, the Gm, James stark, presided at an emergent Communication of Grand
Lodge in the masonic Hall at Central park convened “for the purpose of dedicating the Hall of park Lodge no. 63
... where the ceremony was performed according to masonic custom.” (1915, pp. 14; 27; 35)
Kerrisdale. an emergent Communication was held in the masonic Hall at Kerrisdale on october 5, 1914, for “the
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purpose of dedicating the Hall of Zion Lodge no, 77.” the Gm, James stark, proceeded with the ceremony “in ac-
cordance with masonic custom.” (1915, pp. 15-16; 27; 35; 39; 68; 83)
Port Coquitlam. at an emergent Communication held in the city of port Coquitlam on July 12, 1915, the Gm, William
C. ditmars, after constituting and consecrating deWolf Lodge no. 78 and installing its officers, proceeded to dedicate
the Hall of deWolf Lodge “to the purposes of masonry according to ancient custom.” (1916, pp. 7-8; 14; 18; 21; 60)

1921 to 1930
there was no activity in the dedication of masonic buildings by Grand Lodge during the first years of the decade
1921 to 1930, due mainly to the after-effects of World War i and the fact that the building of Halls or temples had
been at a stand-still, during the period, only four buildings were dedicated.
Courtenay. at an emergent Communication of Grand Lodge held in the masonic Hall at Courtenay on april 19,
1923, mW Brother John m. rudd, under a commission from the Gm, andrew mcCreight Creery, “dedicated the
Hall of Hiram Lodge no. 14 according to masonic Custom.” (1923, pp. 15-16; 26; 35; 88)
Nanaimo. mW Brother John shaw, under a commission from the Gm, Charles e. tisdall, at an emergent Commu-
nication of Grand Lodge held in the masonic Hall in the city of nanaimo on thursday, december 27, 1923, presided
at the dedication of “the splendid new Hall recently erected by ashlar Lodge no. 3.” “agreeably to ancient form
and usage, the Hall was then dedicated to freemasonry, to virtue and to universal Benevolence.” (1924, pp. 17-18;
27; 82)
Prince George. the Gm, stephen Jones, convened an emergent Communication of Grand Lodge in the Hall at prince
George on friday, september 19, 1924, “for the purpose of dedicating the Hall of nechako Lodge no. 86... and the
Ceremony was performed according to masonic usage.” (1925, pp. 11-12; 31-32) .
Port Alberni. the Gm, robert Baird, presided at an emergent Communication of Grand Lodge in the masonic Hall
at the city of port alberni on friday, January 4, 1929, “for the purpose of dedicating the Lodge room in the masonic
temple recently erected by Barclay Lodge no. 90 . . . where the ceremony of dedicating the Hall was performed ac-
cording to antient masonic usage . . .” (1929, pp. 3-6; 26; 38)

1931 to 1970
during the last forty years in the history of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia, only four emergent Communica-
tions were called for the dedication of masonic temples, or the Halls therein, throughout the entire jurisdiction.
several factors appear to have caused this apparent lack of interest in one of the most important landmarks and cer-
emonials of Craft masonry. one is the apparent apathy of both the Grand Lodge and the Constituent Lodges to
have the places of meeting properly dedicated. another is the fact that many of the new buildings are not devoted
entirely to freemasonry, and while the Lodge room itself may be, the Lodges appear to be under the misapprehen-
sion that the entire building must be dedicated. in other cases, the Lodge rooms themselves may be used for other
purposes, such as meetings of the order of the eastern star, demolay, Job’s daughters, etc., and therefore cannot be
dedicated to use of the Craft alone. it should be noted that when the dedication took place in new Westminster in
1947, it was only the Lodge and Chapter rooms that were dedicated by Gm Kilburn K. reid.

the revised Book of Constitutions for 1968, however, appears to be quite clear on this point, of what has to be
and what may be dedicated, in section 168:

“no Lodge room once dedicated to freemasonry shall, while it continues to be used for masonic
purposes be used for any other purpose.”

Vernon. at an emergent Communication of Grand Lodge on thursday, october 13, 1932, the Gm, James e. Beck, in
the miriam temple in the city of vernon, presided at the dedication of the new masonic Hall of miriam Lodge no.
20, which ceremony was “performed in accordance with ancient masonic Custom,” and miriam Lodge was tendered
congratulations by the representatives of many of the Lodges in the interior of the province: Kamloops no. 10, spal-
lumcheen no. 13 at armstrong, Kootenay no. 15 at revelstoke, enderby no. 40, st. George’s no, 41 at Kelowna,
orion no. 51 at penticton, salmon arm no. 52, summerland no. 56, mount saint paul no. 109 at Kamloops, and of
Lodges in england, ireland and scotland, together with brethren from the yakima valley in the Jurisdiction of the
Grand Lodge of the state of Washington. (1933, pp. 8-9; 31; 71-72)
Dawson, Yukon Territory. at an emergent Communication of Grand Lodge held in the masonic temple at dawson,
y.t., on tuesday, august 29, 1933, the Gm, dr. andrew Henderson, presided at the dedication of the new masonic
temple of yukon Lodge no. 45. (1934, pp. 5-6, 24-25)
New Westminster. at an emergent Communication held in freemasons’ Hall in the city of new Westminster on
Wednesday, July 4, 1947, the Gm, Kilburn King reid, stated “that Grand Lodge had assembled to dediCate the
rooms known as the Craft room and the Chapter room in freemasons’ Hall, new Westminster, B.C.” rW Brother J.
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J. mahony, Chairman of the Westminster Holding
Company, addressed the Gm, stating that the Hall was
now for the first time free of debt and requested him to
burn the mortgage. this the Gm was pleased to do, and
he then proceeded with the ceremony of dedication ac-
cording to masonic usage. (1947, pp. 7-8; 23)
Courtenay. at an emergent Communication of Grand
Lodge held in the masonic temple in the town of
Courtenay on saturday, april 26, 1958, when the Gm,
Glaude a. Greene, announced that the meeting had
been “called for the purpose of dedicating the new
Lodge room of Hiram Lodge no. 14, af. & a.m.” the
ceremony of dedication “was conducted according to
antient masonic usages and customs,” and after the
ceremony was concluded the mWGm unveiled a bron-
fie plaque commemorating the occasion. (1958, pp. 5-6;
18; 23)
Whitehorse. the new temple of Whitehorse Lodge no.
46 was opened on september 28 , 1966 by the Gm, mW
Brother James s. Hogg at a joint meeting with atlinto
Lodge no. 42, then of atlin BC.

The Dedication
“ in the name of the supreme and eternal God, the great 

architect of heaven and earth, to whom be all honour and 
glory, i dedicate this Hall to freemasonry.
Bring with thee virtue, brightest maid; 
Bring Love, and truth, and friendship here. 
While kind relief will lend her aid 
to smooth the wrinkled brow of care.
in the name of the supreme and eternal God, the 
great architect of heaven and earth, to Whom he all honour and 
glory, i dedicate this Hall to virtue.
Come Charity, with goodness crowned, 
encircled in thy heavenly robe; 
diffuse thy blessings all around, 
in every corner of the globe.
in the name of the supreme and eternal God, the great 
architect of heaven and earth, to Whom be all honour and 
glory, i dedicate this Hall to universal Benevolence.
to heaven’s high architect all praise, 
Honour and gratitude be given! 
Who deigned the human soul to raise 
By mystic secrets sprung from heaven.”

Forms and Ceremonies of Grand Lodge, pp. 49-50
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c H A p T E R  20
THE BOOKKEEpERS Of THE GRAND LODGE Of BRITISH cOLuMBIA

“ Be ye charged with recording the happenings in Grand Lodge; 
keeping strict account of the transactions of the Institution; 
and preserving for posterity the story of Freemasonry.” —J. t. m.

~ pART A ~
THE GRAND SEcRETARIES

“an appointive office, as in the united Grand Lodge of england, where ‘the new Grand master,
upon his commencement, appoints the secretary, or continues him by returning him the books.’
the recording and corresponding officer of Grand Lodge, he is the custodian of the seal of the
Grand Lodge. the Jewel of office—a circle enclosing two pens crossed . . . formerly a bag.”

—maCKey.
the position of Grand secretary appears under many jurisdictions to be the most con-
troversial position in the entire structure of Grand Lodge officers.

Elective or Appointive
at the Convention of october, 1871, the Constitution of the united Grand Lodge of
england was adopted for British Columbia, pro tempore. therein it is required that the
Grs be appointed and invested at each annual Communication, and before the ques-
tion could be put for adoption, the old and ever new question was raised: should the
Grand secretary be elected or appointed?—a question which has been a living issue
to the end of the jurisdiction’s century of life. an amendment had been moved by
Brother Waitt and seconded by Brother dalby to the effect that that officer should be
elected, but the motion was defeated by a vote of 15 ayes to 19 noes, whereupon the
constitution was adopted under the original motion.

1871 to 1884
the Grand Lodge of British Columbia commenced its existence with an able, active
and experienced Grs, vW Brother H. f. Heisterman, who had occupied the same office
in the provincial Grand Lodge during its brief existence, and who was conversant with
all matters connected with freemasonry in the Jurisdiction of British Columbia, a 
native of Germany, he had resided in england for a number of years before he came
to British Columbia in 1862. there appears to be little
doubt that, no matter which way the vote on elective or

appointive, Brother Heisterman would have been preferred above all others, notwith-
standing the fact that he had been a rather controversial figure in both the annexation
movement and the independent movement for Grand Lodge, again possibly under
the ægis of the united states Craft.

in 1876, the question again arose in Grand Lodge, and it was decided that thereafter
the office should be an elective one. during those years, the salary of the Grs varied
from $100 to $150 per year.

so much were vW Brother Heisterman’s services to the Craft appreciated that in
1872 he was presented with a gold chronometer watch, suitably engraved, as a token
of gratitude to him for his eminent services to the Craft. this watch cost Grand Lodge
the sum of $170, a large expenditure considering the limited resources of Grand Lodge
at that time.

in 1875, vW Brother Heisterman retired from the office of Grs, and W Brother
Coote m. Chambers, a charter member of mount Hermon Lodge no. 7 at Burrard inlet,
but at that time a resident of victoria and a member of and secretary of vancouver
Lodge no. 2, was appointed to the office, and in 1876 he was duly elected to the same
position. He was succeeded in office in 1877 by W Brother eli Harrison, Jr., of the same
Lodge, who was re-elected in 1878, in 1879, W Brother edgar Crow Baker of victoria-
Columbia Lodge no. 1, was elected to the office and held it until 1883. during part of the last year in which he
served as Grs, he was absent in ottawa as member of the House of Commons for the constituency of victoria, and
W Brother robert Burns mcmicking of vancouver and Quadra Lodge no. 2 acted as Grs in his absence. in 1883, 
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W Brother alexander r. milne of the same Lodge was elected to the office, and in 1884 he was succeeded by W
Brother e. C. neufelder, also a member of vancouver and Quadra Lodge no. 2, which Lodge seemed to have almost
obtained a prescriptive right to the office of Grs. in 1882, the salary of the office of Grs was reduced to $120 with a
contingent allowance of $25, but later it was raised to the old level of $150.

1885 to 1894
there were three Grss during this period, W Brother e. C. neufelder was re-elected in 1885, 1886 and 1887, but de-
clined re-election in 1888 as he was leaving the jurisdiction. [relocated to seattle to later establish the people’s savings
Bank, died 31 may 1923. -ed.] the Gm thanked him for the prompt and efficient way in which he had performed all
the duties which were incumbent on him during his term of office. in 1888, mW Brother Henry Brown, pGm of vic-
toria-Columbia Lodge no. 1, was elected as Grs, and was re-elected until his death on may 15, 1891.

on the death of mW Brother Brown, W Brother Walter Jocelyne Quinlan of victoria-Columbia Lodge no. 1 took
up the work as acting Grs until the meeting of Grand Lodge, when he was elected to that office, and was re-elected
every year during the balance of the period.

1895 to 1901
as vW Brother Walter Jocelyne Quinlan occupied the office of Grs during this entire period under consideration in
a manner satisfactory to the Craft in the jurisdiction, there is nothing more that can be said on the subject. *

1902 to 1910
the Grs during this entire period was robert emmet Brett, a pm of victoria-Columbia Lodge no. 1 of victoria,
which he had joined in 1892 and had been Wm in 1899. at the time of his first election,
the salary of the Grs was $750 per year, His services were so much appreciated by
Grand Lodge that in 1908 his salary was raised to $1,200 per year.

1911 to 1920
at the meeting of Grand Lodge in 1911, it was advised by the Gm that the Grs for
many years, vW Brother robert emmet Brett, had resigned that office on account of
pressure of private business. the Gm spoke of his regret that one so well qualified for
the position should feel himself compelled to take this step. He called the attention of
the brethren to the splendid service to freemasonry rendered by Brother Brett during
his term of office, his consumate tact, his thorough understanding of the duties of the
office, his kindliness and amiability, and that his resignation was a great loss to Grand
Lodge. as a temporary officer, pending the meeting of Grand Lodge, he had appointed
W Brother Ben s. oddy of victoria-Columbia Lodge no. 1, who had been the secretary
of that Lodge, as acting Grs until a new one had been duly elected.

When the question of a successor to that important office came before Grand
Lodge, it was quite apparent that there was only one man in view, vW Brother W. a.
deWolf-smith, of union Lodge no. 9 at new Westminster, who at that time was the
GrH, Grand Librarian and Chairman of the Committee on foreign Correspondence,
and the work of these offices was, in itself, sufficient to tax the energies of one man.
the matter was discussed at length, and it was arranged that the office of GrH should pass to someone else, that
Brother deWolf-smith should take the office of Grs and Librarian, and at least for the time being, the Grs should
remain with the Committee on foreign Correspondence, his salary for these several offices to be $1,500 per year, as
against the salary of $1,200 paid to vW Brother Brett as Gr.s.

the change met with the approval of Grand Lodge and with that of the Gms for many years, and during the
balance of the period he continued to hold the office with satisfaction to all the Gms, and there is no doubt but that
no other member of Grand Lodge could have given such efficient service. He claimed to have been a full-blooded
“Bluenose” of united empire Loyalist stock on both sides of the house. Had he consulted eaton’s History of King’s
County, Nova Scotia, he would have found that the deWolf family at Wolfville, for whom the town was named, and
of which he was a descendant, was not Loyalist, but pre-Loyalist and arrived in nova scotia long before the revo-
lutionary War. He was a good Grs all the same. at the same time he was Grs he was also secretary of union Lodge
no. 9 at new Westminster, and on december 10, 1919, he was presented with a gold watch and chain as a token of
the appreciation of the Lodge for his services as secretary for 25 years.
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* “the combined efforts of victoria-Columbia Lodge no. 1; nelson Lodge no. 23; tsimpsean Lodge no. 58; the provincial archives and
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1 from amity Lodge no. 217 in manitoba in 1886, and died 22 april 1934. He served his lodge as treasurer in 1844, 1896 and 1897. Grand
Lodge records show his middle name as “Jocelyn”. they also report his suspension for non-payment of dues between 1912 and 1925 [ed.]
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1921 to 1930
there is very little reason for mentioning the Grs or his work during this period in the life of the Grand Lodge of
British Columbia. suffice it to say that, without exception, every Gm during the long term of office of vW Brother
W. a. deWolf-smith praised his work and thanked him for his assistance. that they meant it is proven by the fact
that in 1921 his allowance, salary or honorarium, whatever you like to call it, was fixed at $2,000 per year; in 1923
he was given much needed clerical assistance; and in 1925 he was made an allowance of $500 per year to enable him
to travel with the Grand master when the latter was making his official visits. *

in 1925, the Gm urged very strongly that it would be a great service to the Gm in
constituting Lodges, laying foundation stones, dedicating Lodge rooms, and insti-
tuting Lodges to have the valuable assistance of the Grs when performing these duties;
and that the expenses of the Grs whenever the mW Grand Lodge meets outside the
cities of vancouver and new Westminster should be provided by Grand Lodge. the
suggestion received the support of the Committee on the address and, on the adoption
of the committee’s report, Grand Lodge approved.

at the close of the period, one of his predecessors in the office of Grand secretary,
vW Brother robert emmet Brett, passed away on march 13, 1930.

1931 to 1940
in 1938, mW Brother W. a. deWolf-smith retired from the office of Grs on account

of ill health, on a well-deserved pension. even then, for some years he was retained as
Chairman of the Committee on foreign Correspondence, in fact until 1942. Gms for
many years had paid tribute regularly to the ability, courtesy and services of mW
Brother W. a. deWolf-smith, and in appreciation of his long and able service, on June
23, 1932, he received the rank of pGm for his work as Grs, Grand Librarian, GrH,
Chairman of the Committee on Correspondence, etc. in Grand Lodge on June 22, 1933,
he was again honoured when he received a pGm’s jewel from W Brother francis f.
fatt, secretary of vancouver and Quadra Lodge no. 2, on behalf of all the Lodge sec-
retaries. in Grand Lodge on June 18, 1936, mW Brother f, J. Burd, pGm, “in most flat-
tering language, presented the Grs (deWolf-smith) with a magnificent sterling tray,
suitably inscribed,” and recalled that he and the Grs had both been elected to office in

Grand Lodge upon the same date twenty-five years previous. and so ended the deWolf-smith era in the Grand
Lodge of British Columbia, and on march 1, 1937, mW Brother frank sumner mcKee was appointed to the office of
Grs on the recommendation of the Grand Lodge Committee by the Gm; he served in the office for the balance of
the period.

Appointment by committee
in 1935, the Gm suggested that if the Grs should ever feel disposed to relinquish his office, the appointment should
be made by the Gm and a committee of Grand Lodge. Being supported by the committee on his address that the 
office of Grs should be an appointive office rather than elective, the matter was referred to the Committee on Con-
stitution for consideration. this committee recommended that section 29 of the Constitution of Grand Lodge be
amended to provide that:

“the very Worshipful Grand secretary shall be appointed by the most Worshipful Grand master
and a Committee consisting of the right Worshipful deputy Grand master, the very Worshipful
Grand treasurer, and the Chairmen of the standing Committees on finance, Jurisprudence, and
Constitution.”

after some discussion, the amendment was adopted, and this provision has remained in the constitution ever since,
but now provides that any appointment made by the committee shall be reported to Grand Lodge, and that Grand
Lodge may confirm the appointment made by the committee or direct the matter back to the committee for further
consideration. the appointment is continued from year to year until a new appointment is made in a like manner.

1941 to 1950
mW Brother frank s. mcKee continued in the office of Grs until he passed away on august 24, 1944, to be succeeded
by mW Brother William r. simpson in accordance with the recommendation of the committee summoned in accor-
dance with then section 33 of the Book of Constitutions. the Chairman of the finance Committee objected quite ve-
hemently to the appointment for the reason that:
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* the 33% increase in his stipend did not completely offset the 70% inflation in the same period. [ed.]



“it cannot in my opinion from any standpoint be conceded that there was any compliance with the
Constitution in respect of the calling of the meeting mentioned”

and that the paragraph reading:
“rW Bro. John Cowan, Chairman, Committee on finance, being absent from the City was unable to

attend”
was an unwarranted assumption. the motion to adopt the committee’s report on being put to Grand Lodge, how-
ever, was declared Carried.

Elective by Ballot Defeated
on June 21, 1945, a resolution was introduced in Grand Lodge to amend the mode of selection and electing the top
officers of Grand Lodge, which in effect would have made the office of Grand secretary elective by ballot. the Gm
called upon the members to “vote in the usual masonic manner,” and declared the motion Lost. the mover of the
resolution objected and demanded a ballot; being supported by at least 10 members, representing not less than five
Constituent Lodges; and therefore in accordance with the Constitution, the Gm ordered a ballot to be taken. a 
member then raised the point whether a proxy had one or two votes in this proceeding; the Gm ruled that a proxy
had two votes. the result of the ballot was reported to be: for the resolution, 194; against, 380. thereupon, the Gm
again declared the resolution Lost.

frank Sumner McKee, GrS
mW Brother mcKee had an illustrious career as a freemason. He hailed from mount Hermon Lodge no. 7, where
he had been raised in 1906 and was twice Wm of the Lodge, in 1915 and 1918, He was the Gm of the mW Grand
Lodge of British Columbia, antient free and accepted masons, in 1927-28 and was an Honorary member of Western
Gate Lodge no. 48 and vancouver Lodge no. 68, both in vancouver, and had attained exalted rank in the Higher
degrees affliated with freemasonry. mW Brother the rev. James G. Brown, pGm, said of him that:

“few men have served with greater distinction or given more abundant evidence of being an expert
Craftsman. Careful of detail, he was more exacting upon himself than others, and to his efficient
conduct of the Grand secretary’s offices freemasonry in British Columbia owes much.”

1951 to 1960
during this period, mW Brother William r. simpson served as Grs for less than three months, having passed away
on march 31, 1951. during the rest of the period, mW Brother John Hanna nicholls morgan served as Grs, being
appointed to the vacancy immediately upon leaving the Chair of Gm on June 22, 1951. rW Brother J. russell oliver
of Zion Lodge no. 77 in vancouver was appointed acting Grs by the Gm on march 19, 1951, pending the selection
of a new appointee as Grs, for which service he was thanked by the Gm.

William R. Simpson, Grand Secretary
the twelfth Grs, mW Brother William r. simpson, hailed from acacia Lodge no. 22 in vancouver, where he was
made a freemason in 1910, and was the Wm in 1919, to become the Gm of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia in
1940-41, He, too, had given active leadership in the a&a scottish rite and other related masonic bodies. His was a
relatively short term of office by recent standards, 7 years, having passed away on march 31, 1951, in his 63rd year.
although he had not been enjoying the best of health, his passing was unexpected and came as a profound shock
to his brethren in the Grand Jurisdiction. of him, the Gm said:

“His masonic record is written in our official records, his private life is in the hearts and minds of
all those who had the good fortune to come in contact with him, and both are lasting memorials of
his worth, of his goodness, of his unselfishness, of a faithful man and a true freemason.”

the Gm who penned those words of eulogy was mW Brother J. H. n. morgan, destined in a few hours to be chosen
as the next Grs. He hailed from Lewis Lodge no. 57 of new Westminster as an affiliated freemason from richmond
Lodge no. 23 of richmond Hill, in the Grand Jurisdiction of the Grand Lodge of Canada in ontario, where he was
made a freemason in december, 1906. upon arrival in British Columbia, he had affiliated with Lewis Lodge on the
Grand registry of British Columbia on september 16, 1927. He started office in that Lodge in 1937, and in June, 1943
he was installed as Wm. Brother morgan had been installed as JGW immediately after leaving the Chair of Wm of
Lewis Lodge on June 20, 1947, in the Grand Lodge of British Columbia, and was installed as Gm of the Grand Lodge
of antient, free and accepted masons of British Columbia on June 23, 1950.

Reorganization of the Grand Secretary’s Office
in June, 1951, the Gm reported that he had been able to closely observe and acquaint himself with the machinery of
the Grs’s office; he said:
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“i want to tell you that the time has arrived, in fact, i think too long overdue, when serious and im-
mediate consideration should be given to the urgent need of a re-organization of the office, of an
increase of staff, and larger and more commodious quarters. only through the conscientious co-
operation of the present staff and by a lot of night work on the part of some of its members, has it
been possible in any reasonable degree to keep abreast of the increased pressure of business and
work, this Geand Lodge is now an important institution. its affairs are now big business, and you,
the representatives of its shareholders, should surely see that your head office is properly organized
and equipped and manned by a staff trained for efficiency and adequately remunerated in keeping
with the times.

“i recommend that the Grand master, the Grand secretary and the Chairman of the finance Com-
mittee be authorized to arrange for suitable premises with adequate staff and remuneration in keep-
ing with my report.”

the Committee on the address agreed with the need for increased accommodation and increase in the staff in the
Grs’s office, and recommended that consideration should be given by the finance Committee to adequate provision
being made for the said reorganization and staff.

Assistant Grand Secretary
the Gm, in 1953, recommended the appointment of a well-skilled and experienced Brother as asstGrs, to whom
could be delegated responsibility for a great deal of the administrative details of the office and for its supervision
during necessary periods, thus leaving the Grs free to attend to executive matters and travel either with the Gm or
independently to give advice and instruction to the many inexperienced Lodge secretaries and other brethren con-
cerned in the management of the Constituent Lodges.

the Committee on the address suggested that the matter be referred to a committee of pGms for consideration
and future report, but it added that:

“the Grand secretary ought not to be called upon to attend the Grand master on his visits, except
on special occasions.”

Left to the Grand Secretary
the Gm, in 1954, stated that he had been accompanied on most of his official visits by the Ges, and felt that it was
greatly in the interests of the Craft that the Grs be in direct contact at some time during the year with as many of
the Constituent Lodges of the jurisdiction as possible.

the special committee appointed to consider the several matters referred to by the previous Gm reported on
June 17, 1954:

“... of the reference to the Grand secretary and of the concern of Grand master Healey to see that
the Grand secretary is provided with sufficient executive assistance and your Committee has given
serious consideration to his suggestion of the appointment by Grand Lodge of a deputy Grand
secretary. your Committee is of the opinion that matters pertaining to the staff requirements of the
Grand secretary’s office should properly be left to the direction of the Grand secretary. your Com-
mittee feels that Grand Lodge will not fail to entertain and co-operate in any reasonable proposal
which the Grand secretary may advance having for its objective the maintenance of efficient ad-
ministration of his office. your Committee recommends that no action be taken in the matter of an
appointment by Grand Lodge of a deputy Grand secretary.”

the report was received and adopted.
Assistant Grand Secretary

on June 20, 1957, the Gm again drew the attention of the brethren to the fact that the Grs was very much overworked
and an underpaid officer, and he prayed Grand Lodge to:

“ . . . look at the matter realistically, disregarding the fact that the present incumbent is a man of pri-
vate means and is working for the love of the Craft, not for monetary reward. We should not take
advantage of this. the Grand secretary should be free to accompany the Grand master on his vis-
its—the outlying Lodges look forward to and expect this—and not have to come back and find a
backlog of work piled on his desk which he has to work nights in the office or at home to clean up.
He should be free while in the office to devote all time necessary to interviewing callers, of which
there are a great many daily, leaving much of the voluminous correspondence and sundry matters
to an assistant. furthermore, there should be satisfactory provision for continuity of policy in pro-
viding information and guidance to the Lodges when the time comes for the present incumbent to
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retire which i know we all pray may be long delayed. in 1947, when the present salary was estab-
lished, there were 118 Lodges with 15,000 members in the Jurisdiction, We now have 158 Lodges
with approximately 25,000 members, and the value of the dollar has depreciated very substantially.

“i therefore recommend for your consideration that the Grand secretary’s salary be increased by
25% and that provision be made in our estimates of an amount not to exceed $3,600 for the salary
of an assistant secretary and that the Grs be authorized to engage a suitably qualified Brother for
the post as soon as he can be found, i am satisfied he can be found, it would be understood that
this officer would not necessarily succeed to the senior post in the event of a vacancy, as it seems
to me important that that office should be occupied by a past Grand master if such a one is avail-
able.”

Increase in Salary
the Committee on the address fully endorsed the recommendation of the Gm in respect to the suggested increase
in the salary of the Grs and that he be empowered to engage an assistant capable of taking over many of the routine
duties of the office, but not to be considered an officer of Grand Lodge by reason of such appointment.

in the estimates of the finance Committee for that year, the Grs’s salary was placed at $5,000 per annum, as
against $4,000 for the previous year, and, mainly at the insistence of the Grs, it has remained at that level despite
several attempts to raise the amount.

Assistants’ Salaries
in 1958, the amount in the estimates of the finance Committee increased the item for “assistants to the Grand sec-
retary’ from $7,500 to $7,700, and in 1959 to $8,000, and in 1960 to $8,360, but this increase could not possibly be
even considered to have been commensurate with the increase in the cost of living alone during that period.

A Tribute to the Grand Secretary
in 1960, the Committee on the Gm’s address, in commenting on his tribute to the Grs, stated:

“mW Brother J. H. n. morgan is a man dedicated to freemasonry. a Grand secretary has to combine
the qualities of a Counsellor, a diplomat, and a peace-maker, and we feel that our Grand secretary
combines all these attributes, to the very great benefit of this Grand Lodge.”

1961 to 1970
during the portion of this period which had passed previous to this writing, mW Brother J. H. n. morgan had con-
tinued in his service to the Grand Lodge of British Columbia, unfortunately, because of illness at the beginning of
1961, his usual activities had necessarily to be restricted, and he was unable to attend the annual Communication
of Grand Lodge, but mW Brother donald a. stewart, the Grt, performed the duties of Grs for him on that occasion.

in 1964, the Gm said he was sure Grand Lodge would join with him in rejoicing that the Grs appeared to have
regained his former good health, and appreciated that Brother morgan had been a tower of strength to him during
his year of office.

Move for Election Is Defeated
in 1965, a notice of intention to amend the Constitution was submitted to amend section 31, “officers to be elected”,
and to insert the words “the right Worshipful Grand secretary”. in Grand Lodge in 1966, a “special Committee
appointed to study proposal to amend the Constitution for the election of the Grand secretary” reported and rec-
ommended that no change be made in the procedure in effect at that time, and that the nomination of an appointee
to the responsible office of Grs should be left in the hands of the committee as set out in section 33 of the Constitu-
tion.

the report was received and adopted.
Increased Assistance

By the end of 1968, there were 168 Chartered Lodges in the Grand Jurisdiction of British Columbia, with one still
under dispensation, composed of 26,157 mms, 306 eas and 158 fCs, to attend to the needs of this extensive organ-
ization, the Grs still received the “munificent” sum of $5,000 per annum. on the other hand, he had been given
some increases in the assistants allowed his office, as will be indicated in some measure by the following table
which had been constructed from the estimates of the finance Committee under the item “assistants to the Grand
secretary”:

1961 ...................$ 8,700 1964....................$ 9,650 1967....................$ 13,500 
1962 ...................$ 9,100 1965....................$ 13,975 1968....................$ 15,000 
1963 ...................$ 9,300 1966....................$ 13,000 1969....................$ 16,000
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60-year Button for the Grand Secretary
on January 5, 1967, the Gm, accompanied by his suite of Grand Lodge officers, presided over the annual installation
of the Wm and officers of victoria-Columbia Lodge no. 1 in victoria, in accordance with established custom, when
he surprised all the members present. the Grs, mW Brother J. H. n. morgan, had attained his sixtieth year as a
member of Craft masonry and had been a commuted Life member of his mother Lodge (richmond no. 23) in on-
tario since 1946, immediately the investiture of the officers had been completed, mW Brother nordan left the Chair
of royal solomon, descended to the floor of the Lodge, beckoned the Grs to him in true masonic manner, and then,
in that warm and gracious manner that had endeared him to the Craft in British Columbia, proceeded with dignity
and wit to present mW Brother morgan with the Grand Lodge of Canada in ontario 60-year button on behalf of
richmond Lodge no. 23 of richmond Hill, ontario.

Standing Ovation for the Grand Secretary
in Grand Lodge on June 22, 1967, the Gm, in expressing his thanks to the Grs, said his devotion to the cause of
freemasonry and Grand Lodge was well known, both in British Columbia and in many parts of the masonic World;
that he is possessed of three admirable virtues: integrity, courtesy and patience, for no matter who the person might
be entering his office seeking advice, or a solution to a problem, that person is assured of a courteous and patient
consideration, at this point, Grand Lodge stood with one accord in a most stirring ovation to the Grs.

centennial Medal for the Grand Secretary
on thursday, June 22, 1967, at the annual Communication of Grand Lodge held in the city of Chilliwack at the 
request of the Gm, and in behalf of the sGW, the ddGm of victoria district 1, the Wm of victoria-Columbia Lodge
no. 1, and the executive assistant to the Honourable provincial secretary, the GrH presented mW Brother morgan
with a Canadian Centennial pioneer medal, which presentation was received with great applause. Brother morgan
had always been active in community affairs which advance the public welfare, a sponsor of sports for the construc-
tive development of youth, and an energetic worker for the Canadian red Cross. He, too, was deeply involved in
the higher degrees that are related to Craft masonry. His motto for daily living, always—”do unto others as though
you were the others!”

at this time in the history of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia of antient, free and accepted masons, mW
Brother J. H. n. morgan was still serving as its 13th Grand secretary in his 20th year in that exacting post, second
only in point of years of service to mW Brother W. a. deWolf-smith, also of the Queen City. as one Gm said:

“they come Hail, Hearty and Husky from the City of new Westminster.”

~ pART B ~
THE GRAND TREASuRERS

“Put not your trust in money, but put your money in trust.”
—oLiver WendeLL HoLmes.

“Thy faithful hands are entrusted with the receipt, care and 
disbursement of the Funds of Grand Lodge.”—J. t. m.

“an elective office provided for by the regulations of 1722 and 1724, which stated that he should be
‘a brother of good worldly substance.’ the Jewel of office—a Circle enclosing two crossed keys or
in saltire.” —maCKey.

the original Constitution of the Grand Lodge of ancient, free and accepted masons of British Columbia 
provided that a Grt be elected and invested at the annual Communications, and the main conditions of this provi-
sion have never been altered; and he was required to execute a surety bond in such “penal sum” as Grand Lodge
might direct for the faithful discharge of his duties; the fee for such to be paid by Grand Lodge; and at the end of
his term he was to pay over to his successor in office all funds and properties of Grand Lodge. this condition has
always remained substantially the same, although the several revisions of the constitution from time to time may
have varied the actual wording.

from an examination of the proceedings of Grand Lodge since its inception, the office has never been contro-
versial, probably in some measure due to the fact that the conditions thereof follow accepted business and financial
practices, but in great measure because the brethren who have filled the office over the one hundred years have
been men of sterling qualities, strong integrity and competent ability, and who have given much of themselves in
the service of freemasonry in the province. during the entire existence of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia,
only nine such men have been called upon to serve as Grt.
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1871 to 1884
the first Grt to be elected was vW Brother marshall W. Waitt, at the october, 1871 Convention for an independent
Grand Lodge in victoria, He had been the first provincial JGW of the provincial Grand Lodge of scotland; was
elected sGW of the independent Grand Lodge of march, 1871 in victoria; was appointed to the Committee to draft
a Constitution for the independent Grand Lodge at the same convention; and had seconded the formal declaration
for the “mW the Grand Lodge of ancient, free and accepted masons of British Columbia” on october 21, 1871,
needless to say, he was a member of vancouver Lodge no. 421, sr, and no. 2, BCr, well beloved and highly re-
spected by all who knew him. He served until the close of the period, when he resigned from the office in 1884. He
died of smallpox in 1892. Brother Waitt was succeeded in office by mW Brother William dalby, who served for one
year and in 1885 was elected dGm and in 1886 as Grand master. He, too, hailed from vancouver Lodge, then amal-
gamated as vancouver and Quadra Lodge no, 2. He had been the Wm of vancouver Lodge no. 421, sr at the time
of the march and october, 1871 Conventions for an independent Grand Lodge; on January 22, 1916, he passed away
“full of years and honours”.

1885 to 1894
during this period, the Grand Lodge of British Columbia had one incumbent in the office of Grt, when in June,
1885 vW Brother H. f. Heisterman was again brought back into harness, as was to be
expected, he filled the office of Grt with his usual zealous attachment to the Craft.

1895 to 1901
at the beginning of this period, vW Brother H. f. Heisterman was to serve as Grt for
two more years, while for the balance of the period W Brother archibald Blair erskine
was elected as Grt. Brother Heisterman had become very ill, and passed away in the
year 1897. W Brother erskine served until June, 1902, when mW Brother Harry Holgate
Watson was elected to start his unbroken 47 years of service to the Grand Lodge of
British Columbia as its Gr.t

1902 to 1910 to 1920 to 1930 to 1940 to 1950
mW Brother Watson had just finished his term of office as the immediate pGm, and
the fact that he was retained in the office of Grt for such an extensive period of time
gives a most clear proof of his business ability and the confidence which the brethren
placed in his integrity and foresight in all affairs pertaining to Grand Lodge. Brother
Watson hailed from Cascade Lodge no. 12 at vancouver, where he was made a mm
on July 18, 1892; served as its secretary during 1893-94; and as Wm in 1897; three years
later he was elected Gm of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia. He served two terms
in the provincial Legislature, 1909-1916; was president of the vancouver masonic 
temple Company from its inception; and one who had attained the highest honour in
many of the concordant orders.

Legend of the Thunderbird and the Whale
in 1937 at the annual Communication of Grand Lodge, the dGm, James s. Henderson, d.d., presented Brother
Watson with a very handsome silver bowl carved in the motif of the Coast indian legend of the “thunderbird and
the Whale.” it was a replica of one presented to His late majesty, George v, on the occasion of his silver Jubilee. rW
Brother Henderson presented this piece of handsome carving not only as a tangible recognition of Brother Watson’s
valuable and unselfish services to freemasonry and his outstanding achievements in administering Grand Lodge
funds for a period of 35 years, but as a loving token of the esteem and regard in which he was held in all parts of
the province.

the silver Bowl is described by the maker as follows:
“ 1. the Bowl is of sterling silver wrought throughout—chased and engraved.

2. the actual Bowl and wings of the thunderbird are raised from one piece of silver. no joints or
seams.

3. the Bowl weighs 88 oz. 3 dwt. and is 14 inches in diameter—8 inches high.
in order that the Bowl should be outstanding and typically British Columbian, we have incorporated into the

design the Coast indian Legend of the “thunderbird and the Whale”. this is practically their story of creation and
is native to this province,” 200

mW Brother Henry Holgate Watson passed on to the Grand Lodge above in the early hours of the morning of
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January 19, 1949, bringing to a close the earthly career of one who had long before reached the very zenith of masonic
achievements in Craft masonry. so mote it Be!

during most of this period of 50 years, then, mW Brother Harry Holgate Watson
had reigned supreme as the Grt, par excellence. it is doubtful whether such a career
has ever been equalled, or that it will ever be again. for the balance of the period, he
was succeeded by another outstanding freemason and British Columbian, when rW
Brother donald a. stewart of duke of Connaught Lodge no. 64 at north vancouver
was appointed as acting Grt by the Gm on January 24, 1949, to fill the unexpired term
of Brother Watson, and he was elected Grt in June of that year.

1951 to 1960
rW Brother donald a. stewart filled the office of Grand treasurer during this 
period, with the exception of two years while he ruled Grand Lodge from the Chair of
royal solomon, after which he was again elected Grt.

in 1955, rW Brother H. f. p. Grafton, m.d., of Kamloops Lodge no. 10, the sGW,
decided not to go further in the offices of Grand Lodge, and rW Brother d. a. stewart
was elected in his stead as dGm. Why Brother Grafton made this decision is not indi-
cated in the proceedings of Grand Lodge, although the register indicates his atten-
dance, but it is understood it was due to the pressure of his medical practice in
Kamloops. there is nothing in the proceedings to show why Brother stewart was
elected as dGm, but it is believed that mW Brother Claude Green wished to complete
his year as sGW.

in 1955, rW Brother J. russell oliver was elected as Grt. He hailed from Zion
Lodge no. 77, which he had joined in 1929; he served her as treasurer in 1920 and

1921; he was secretary of the Lodge from 1923 to 1931; became senior Warden in 1932 and Wm in 1933; was re-
elected as secretary from 1938 until 1954. Brother oliver had been a charter member of Kerrisdale Lodge no. 117 at
vancouver; was the first secretary and served the Lodge in that capacity until 1946. He was appointed ddGm for
vancouver district 15 for 1942-43, and he passed away suddenly as the result of an accident on July 2, 1956, having

just started his second term as Grt.
Brother oliver made many contribu-
tions and performed many services in
the interest of freemasonry, while his
work as Chairman of the Committee on
foreign Correspondence over so many
years remains in the printed proceed-
ings of Grand Lodge as a tribute to his
memory. the Grand master appointed
mW Brother William C. ditmars fo fill
the vacancy until the next regular Co-
munication of Grand Lodge, when he
himself was re-elected to the office of
Grt. 

1961 to 1970
mW Brother donald a. stewart re-
mained Grt during this period until
1967, when he retired due to advancing
age and ill-health, to be succeeded by
rW Brother a. rout Harvey of duke of
Connaught Lodge no. 64. Brother
stewart had become a member of duke
of Connaught in 1914, and was elected
secretary of the Lodge in 1915 and
1916; he became JW in 1917; sW in
1918; Wm in 1919, and was re-elected
as secretary of the Lodge from 1921 to
1929 inclusive, and from 1950 to 1953
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the name of the thunderbird was “tututs.” He carried on his wings “Haietlik” the Lightning
snake, (this can be seen crawling along the top of the wings—the heads meeting on the bird’s
breast), the flapping of “tututs” wings caused the thunder. He carried a lake on his back, and as
he flew, the spilling water became rain. “tututs” was so large and powerful that he could lift a
whale (on whose back he is standing) in his talons, When he desired to kill “eakhatop,” the whale,
he hurled “Haietlik,” the Lightning snake, at him. “tututs” lived in a cave in the high mountains.



inclusive. in the offices of Grand Lodge, he became the ddGm for north vancouver district 15 in 1927-28; he was
a member of the Committee on Jurisprudence in 1940-41 and 1941-42; and served on the finance Committee from
1935-36 to 1936-37 and from 1942-43 to 1948-49 inclusive. in June, 1941, he was ap-
pointed the Grand representative of the state of delaware near to the Grand Lodge of
British Columbia until 1965. in Grand Lodge on June 23, 1967, at Chilliwack, the Grs
was requested to obtain a suitable token for presentation to mW Brother d. a. stewart
in recognition of his lengthy and valuable service to Grand Lodge.

rW Brother alexander rout Harvey became a member of duke of Connaught
Lodge no. 64 in 1951, and was elected secretary of the Lodge from 1954 to 1957 inclu-
sive; he was JW in 1957, sW in 1958, and Wm in 1960; and he was then re-elected as
secretary of the Lodge from 1961 to 1966 inclusive. He had been the helping hand of
Brother stewart for some time before Brother stewart resigned, so it was quite natural
that he should be elected as Grt in June, 1967 as the successor.

No Money to pay Him
in the early days of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia, the Grts received no mon-
etary recognition for their services; there was no money to pay it with and, in fact, what
the Grs got out of the pot was a mere pittance-$150 per annum, which he could not al-
ways be sure of collecting. in 1893 and 1894, an item appeared for the first time under
the heading “special Grants’ which resolved:

“that an appropriation of fifty dollars be made from current funds to the vW
Grand treasurer, in recognition of his services.—Carried.”

in 1895, under the heading ‘“’money Grants” appeared an item:
“3. fifty dollars to the Grand treasurer.”

in 1896, the Committee on finance presented for the first time its tabulated estimates of expenditures for the masonic
year, 1896-97, in which an item appeared “Grand treasurer’s salary (1/2).......... $25.00; in 1897 to 1900 the item ap-
peared as “Grand treasurer’s salary............ $25.00;” and from then until 1912 it appeared in the same amount but
with the “(half salary)”. from 1913 to 1914, the amount was increased as “salary” to $50, and from 1915 to 1919 it
was again increased to $100, and in 1920  to $250, and in 1922 to $500. in 1957, the expenditure table showed that
only $100 had been paid out under this item, but the estimates of the finance Committee for that year increased the
amount of the Grt’s honorarium to $1,000, and there it has remained.

~ pART c ~
THE GRAND HISTORIANS

“Our ignorance of history makes us libel our own times. People have always been like this.” 
—Gustave fLauBert.

“Any country worthy of a future should be interested in its past.”
—W. Kaye LamB (1937) *

“the very Worshipful Grand Historian, an appointive office at the will and the pleasure of the Gm—
the Jewel, a scroll.” 

—BooK of Constitutions

the Grand Lodge of ancient, free and accepted masons of British Columbia had its 30th birthday in 1901, and
there were some members who saw the years passing, but no attempt being made to place any of its history in per-
manent form. one of these was mW Brother Harry Holgate Watson, the then Gm, who in his address to Grand
Lodge said:

“as time goes along the difficulties of collecting the history of the formation of this Grand Lodge
becomes more and more manifest. i think an effort should be made to collect all the historical data
available. rW W. a. deWolf-smith already has a large amount of information, and if the Grand
Lodge would give him the necessary authority and title of Historian, i am sure it would result in a
very great deal of satisfaction and instruction to the whole jurisdiction, as well as securing an 
authentic record of the history of freemasonry in the province of British Columbia.”

Appointment of DeWolf-Smith
one of the members of the Committee on the address was rW Brother W. a. deWolf-smith himself, so he could
not take part in the approval of the appointment, but the other two members of that committee reported that:
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“We fully concur in the suggestion of the most Worshipful the Grand master that rW W. a. de-
Wolf-smith be appointed Historian for this Grand Lodge. the zeal and ability which Bro. smith
has displayed as Chairman of the foreign Correspondence Committee, and the fund of valuable
knowledge which he had already acquired regarding the history of masonry in this Grand Juris-
diction, makes it extremely desirable that we should not only appoint him Historian, but should
annually vote a sum of money for the efficient carrying out of this important work.”

the report, so far as the appointment was concerned, was approved by Grand Lodge, and the Committee on Con-
stitution reported advising an amendment as follows:
“that section 42 of the Constitution be amended by adding after the words
‘the right Worshipful dd Grand master’, the words ‘the right Worshipful
Grand Historian’;
“ that the Constitution be amended by adding after section 73 a new section
to read as follows:
‘ it shall be the duty of the Grand Historian to take charge of and report
upon any document or papers relating to the history of the Grand Lodge, and
generally to perform such duties as usually appertain to the office of Grand
Historian’.
the proceedings of the annual Communication are not at all clear as to the first ap-
pointment of a GrH, nor is he listed among the officers of Grand Lodge as GrH, al-
though present, attending the regular Communication of Grand Lodge in 1902. at the
conclusion of that Communication, Brother deWolf-smith was invested as the GrH.

after the report of the Constitution Committee had been adopted, there appears a
report of the committee which does not mention the GrH, but later mW Brother r.
eden Walker, m.d., made a motion to amend the constitution by inserting a section to
be numbered 73a. it was somewhat different in its terms to those suggested by the
committee:

“73a, Grand Historian. 
“that a Grand officer to be known as Grand Historian be appointed by this Grand Lodge, whose

duty it shall be to collect all data relative to the formation and progress of this Grand Lodge. that
he shall rank as a right Worshipful Brother and take precedence after ddG masters.”

the motion was referred to the Constitution Committee for report. there is nothing further in the proceedings for
1901 to show that the committee ever acted in the matter, or that any such amendment was ever passed by Grand
Lodge. it may be that the motion of Brother Walker came first, and that the proceedings recorded “the cart before
the horse, as it were” because the estimates of the Committee on finance passed on June 21, 1901, contained the
item: “Historian........ $100.00.”

1895 to 1901
it was only natural that rW Brother deWolf-smith should have been selected by the Gm for this office. He had
made his mark as a student of freemasonry, and as a fluent writer in his office as Chairman of the Committee on
foreign Correspondence.

1902 to 1910
the office of GrH, then, really dates from the annual Communication of 1902, at which an amendment was made
to the constitution providing for the appointment of such an officer, whose duty was to be to collect all related data
relative to the formation and progress of Grand Lodge, with rank and precedence as already discussed. rW Brother
deWolf-smith, who was already the Chairman of the Committee on foreign Correspondence, was appointed the
GrH. although the appointment was only authorized at that meeting, it is clear he must have understood that the
appointment would be made, for at the Communication the first report of the GrH was submitted to the brethren.

in the report, the GrH mentions a circular which had been sent by the Gm to the secretaries of all the Lodges,
containing a series of questions relative to their history.

most of the secretaries responded, but some, including the two oldest Lodges, did not take the trouble to reply.
He also reported that he had obtained much material by a search of the Grs’s office at victoria, and also from the
provincial Librarian, and that he had had the assistance of rW Brother William stewart of nanaimo, one of the
oldest masons in the province. so far, however, no attempt had been made to collate the information received into
a history, as there was some further information he was endeavouring to obtain.
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in 1903, the GrH reported that he had then in hand histories of victoria-Columbia Lodge no. 1 and vancouver
Lodge no. 2, up to the formation of Grand Lodge, and he had written the history of the district Grand Lodge, er.
the answers made by the secretaries of the various Lodges have never appeared in print, and it has been impos-
sible to find them among the records of Grand Lodge. Grand Historian robie L. reid has wondered “Why it was
necessary to print the full report of the Committee on foreign Correspondence, interesting and instructive as it was,
and not the information gathered by the GrH relative to the history of freemasonry in British Columbia, is difficult
to comprehend.”

in april, 1904, the GrH gave two lectures on the “History of freemasonry” to the vancouver brethren, which
they proposed to have printed for distribution, but as none have come to hand it is probable that the good intention
was never carried out. in his report of that year, he advised Grand Lodge that he had been able, by means of the
recollections of mW Brother J. s. Clute and rW Brother William stewart, a charter member, to replace the lost records
of union Lodge no. 9 at new Westminster, but as they were not printed they also have been lost. stewart also sup-
plied many interesting details concerning the formation of the two early Lodges at nanaimo, now combined to form
ashlar Lodge no. 3. this, alas, cannot be found.

in 1905, the GrH reported to Grand Lodge that he was proceeding with the compilation of the history of freema-
sonry in the province as fast as the time available for that purpose would permit; and that he had compiled the his-
tory of union Lodge no. 9, the second Lodge to be formed in the province, notwithstanding that its earlier records
had been destroyed by fire nineteen years before. this was never printed by Grand Lodge, and, like so many other
valuable records, cannot now be found,

in 1906, the GrH’s report tells of his work on the history of vancouver Lodge no. 421, sr; that he had discovered
the first minute Book, and that he had been working on the history of that Lodge and also on the history of union
Lodge no. 9; and that he had been busy arranging and filing the correspondence of the Grand secretary’s office. He
adds:

“When this is done it will afford much information on the doings of this Grand
Lodge during the first few years of its history.”

in the report for 1907, the only reference to work of benefit to the office of Historian is
the statement that he had completed the filing of the letters and documents in the Grs’s
office from 1871 to 1901; that they had been placed in “binding’’ cases and stored in
the vault belonging to the masonic Hall in vancouver. these could not be located, but
recently, in 1969, some of them at least have been found and they contain some de-
lightful “gems” of masonic lore of the province. they are now in the provincial
archives in victoria, in safekeeping for Grand Lodge.

for the balance of this period he seems to have confined his efforts to the job of Li-
brarian, which had been added to his list of offices since 1902 when the Grand Lodge
Library was placed in his care, except that in June, 1910 he informed Grand Lodge that
on december 14, 1909, he had made an address to the Lodges in victoria on the early
history of freemasonry in the province. this address was published by Grand Lodge
as appendix no. 2 to the proceedings for 1911 and is of great historical value. 201

1911 to 1920
GrH, Librarian and Chairman of the Committee on foreign Correspondence, rW
Brother W. a. deWolf-smith now became the Grs on June 23, 1911. the address he
had delivered in 1909 was the first historical sketch of value on the early days of
freemasonry in the province and the former Colonies. But all these offices were more
than one man, able as he might be, could properly manage. no doubt he felt so himself,
for at the annual Communication in 1912 he made no call on Grand Lodge for any
honorarium as GrH or for his work on the Committee on foreign Correspondence, but took his salary as Grand
secretary as sufficient for that year. in 1912, he dropped the office of Grand Historian, and W Brother the rev.
Charles Collins Hoyle, * then Chaplain of union Lodge at new Westminster, was appointed as GrH. His idea was
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that by sending circulars to the secretaries of the various Lodges he would be able to gather information relative to
the Craft in general and the various members in particular, to be tabulated and included among the archives of
British Columbia freemasonry. His first report was submitted to the annual Communication in 1913. it contained
a few personal items, but little that could be called history. in 1914, he made a further report, stating that he had
sent out the circulars to the officers of Grand Lodge for particulars of their masonic biography, which he had received
and was digesting and tabulating. He was anxious to get the same from the past Grand officers so that the records
would be complete on this work. it is needless to say that such information would be valuable, but unfortunately
they were not printed and are not now to be found.

His third report appeared in the Grand Lodge proceedings for 1915, dated from 12 Great sutton street, London,
eC, where he was resident on may 15, 1915. His collected material had been handed over to the Grs. to fill the va-
cancy, pro fem, the Gm appointed W Brother William Burns of the normal school at vancouver as acting GrH,
who continued the work begun by vW Brother Hoyle. He also made a report that year in which he stated that his
intention was to send a circular letter to each Lodge asking for historical information, with a request for a record to

be made out by the master or secretary of the foundation, successes and difficulties of
his Lodge, and sent to the GrH for his files. in that year, rW Brother Burns was con-
firmed in his office as GrH by Grand Lodge, in which capacity he acted far beyond
this particular period in the history of Grand Lodge.

in 1916, rW Brother William Burns submitted his first real report as the GrH. His
chief reliance for data relating to the history of the various Lodges was memoranda
sent to him by the secretaries of the Lodges, He says he applied to each Lodge for in-
formation as to their foundation and history, but only twenty secretaries had acceded
to his request. He published items relating to 16 Lodges ranging from vancouver and
Quadra Lodge no. 2 to Composite Lodge no. 76 covering five printed pages of the
Grand Lodge proceedings. neither of these can be called a history, with such a Lodge
as mount Hermon no. 7 receiving one-half a page. at the same time, these memoranda,
being so printed and preserved, are of considerable value, He also presented short
obituaries of two pGms, mW Brother William dalby and mW Brother robert Burns
mcmicking, of Brother theophilus michell, sr, and of rW Brother W, J. Chetwode
Crawley of ireland, who had been made an Honorary sGW in recognition of his serv-
ices to the Craft in general as a masonic Historian.

His report in 1917 showed that he had abandoned the secretaries and had been
appealing to the Wms for data relative to the Lodges, and had had some replies. He
gave thumb-nail sketches on the happenings which had taken place in 12 Lodges. in
one case, that of nicola Lodge no. 53 at merritt, he had received a detailed account of
the history of that Lodge written by rW Brother m, L. Grimmett, afterwards Gm, and
W Brothers s. J. solomon and a. r. Cartington. this was a real history, but it did not

appear to commend itself to the GrH. He cut it down to half a page and let it go at that. He may have been afraid of
the expense as he says “that it was impossible to insert this in its interesting fullness of detail,” but again our friend,
the next GrH, robie reid, says “but they could publish 114 pages in the report on foreign Correspondence.” Luckily,
he kept the original document in full in his files.

on June 19, 1919, the following question was submitted, which asked for the ruling of the Gm:
“the undersigned respectfully requests that the most Worshipful the Grand master rule as to

whether certain matter referring to certain degrees, and more especially to those degrees as 
masonic, not recognized by the Grand Lodge of B.C., or the royal arch Chapter, may properly be
admitted into the archives of Grand Lodge, as in this connection certain excellent memorials of de-
parted Grand Brethren now submitted by the Grand Historian to Grand Lodge.” the Gm ruled
that the GrH was quite in order.

in 1919, rW Brother Burns continued in the same way, when he published what he calls “abstracts” covering
five Lodges, and this term is also used in the motion adopting his report and ordering it to be printed. in 1920, he
gives notes on 20 Lodges, describing the welcome given the brethren of these Lodges on their return from the fighting
in europe, after the declaration of peace. these memorials are particularly valuable.

1921 to 1930
rW Brother William Burns continued in the office of GrH during most of this period, until his death in 1928, when
he was succeeded in office by mW Brother robie L. reid, pGm, in 1930. no one occupied the office of GrH during
1928 and 1929.
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Historical Sketch 1859 to 1921
at the fiftieth annual Communication of the Grand Lodge of antient, free and accepted masons of British Colum-
bia, held in victoria on June 23, 1921, rW Brother Luther Watts doney, the founding Wm of duke of Connaught
Lodge no, 64 at north vancouver, at the request of the Gm, presented an “Historical sketch of masonry in British
Columbia.” this sketch, covering some 43 pages, dealt with the history of freemasonry in British Columbia, from
the very beginning of the first organization in 1859 down to and including the
forty-ninth annual Communication of June 17-18, 1920, it will be found printed
in its entirety in the proceedings for 1921. 201a

in 1926, the GrH made his usual report. He was naturally somewhat annoyed
at the failure of the secretaries of the various Lodges to give him proper assistance
in his work, He made another appeal to each of them to send something to him to
show that work beyond that of ritual and benevolence had been accomplished
during the year and that the recital of this might urge others to go and do likewise.
He gave an account of the first meeting of Gothic Lodge no. 111 at vancouver,
and a very interesting account of the formation of Zarthan Lodge no. 105 at
ashcroft. the account of “the masonic meeting places in the City of victoria” is
an interesting and valuable article, and the report includes a short biography of
mW Brother alexander Charleson, Gm in 1896, who passed away on april 19,
1926. Brother Burns’ best report, according to Brother reid, was that for 1927 when
he was still pressing the secretaries of the Lodges for more information. early in
the year he had sent a circular to the secretary of every Lodge in the jurisdiction
requesting an account of the progress of the Lodge and a notice of any event wor-
thy of record, but only three Lodges responded. notwithstanding the apathy of
the secretaries and the lack of interest shown by them, he gave an interesting ac-
count of the early days of Zenith Lodge no. 104 at vancouver, and some valuable
notes on union Lodge no. 9 at new Westminster. He also published the minutes
of a Lodge meeting held in the sage Creek valley in the extreme southeast of the
province by a number of mining men who happened to be there on october 22,
1920. they were prospecting for oil, and they called the place “oileta”. this so intrigued Brother Burns’ successor
that he got some further information which he published in 1934. 202 all the members of Grand Lodge heard with
regret that rW Brother Burns, the GrH, was so ill that he could not attend Grand Lodge. from this illness he never
recovered, and he passed away on may 7, 1928, regretted by all who knew him, both within and without the Craft.

Brother deWolf-smith, who was the Grs for so many years and the first GrH, gave his opinion several times as
to the task confronting anyone who undertakes to write a Grand Lodge history. in his work as the Chairman of the
Committee on foreign relations in 1927, he discusses north Carolina (1926) and mentions a suggestion made by its
Grand master that, as the masonic history of north Carolina and tennessee were identical up to the year 1913, the
two Grand Lodges should join in preparing a record of their early days, and the Gm recommended that “a joint
committee of three be appointed from each Grand Lodge . . . to review the situation during the coming year in each
jurisdiction.” the reviewer’s comment is: “an excellent idea, but we do not envy the Committee its job.” in 1925,
the Gm of oregon suggested to his Grand Lodge that he thought the time had come when the preparation of a 
history of the Craft in oregon should be undertaken. the reviewer’s comment is: “We agree with him, but do not
envy the Brother appointed to the task.” in this instance, at least, the compiler (reid) of the British Columbia report
agreed with him. in 1928, the reviewer indirectly criticized the practice of rW Brother Burns in asking Lodge 
secretaries to supply the material for his work. speaking of a recommendation made by the Gm of Georgia in 1926
to the effect that all Lodges should furnish a Lodge history to the Grand Historian, he said: “which, we fear, is a
counsel of perfection.”

1931 to 1940
the first report made by mW Brother robie L. reid as GrH came before Grand Lodge in 1931. other than some
personal matters, it was a history of enoch Lodge no. 99 at anyox, a mining town on observatory inlet. the reason
this Lodge was given preference was due to the fact that the GrH in his personal capacity had business which called
him to prince rupert. it was a small matter, and he found that he could pass prince rupert and go to anyox, have
three days at least there, catch the boat on the return trip, go to prince rupert and do his work, and then go on
south. He had a very pleasant visit in anyox, and secured the material for the history of the Lodge. it was lucky
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that this was done when it was, for it was not long before anyox ceased to exist; the plant was taken away and the
Lodge, to keep its existence, was compelled to move to stewart, on portland Canal.

the report to Grand Lodge on June 23, 1932, indicated that the GrH had written a short account of freemasonry
in British Columbia for the new edition of Gould’s History of Freemasonry, and had spent a good deal of time in 
indexing and classifying the reports of previous historians and Grand Lodge proceedings of which he pleaded for
completion of the set for the use of the GrHs. He deplored the problems involved in writing an intelligent history
of any of the Lodges or Grand Lodges without a thorough knowledge of the annals of the Lodge and, equally im-
portant, of the story of the locality. He outlined the framework upon which a history must be woven, showing that
while the history of the Lodge itself is important, it is also an integral part of the community’s life, that merely a 
digest of the proceedings of the Lodge leaves it incomplete.

He presented (a) “memoranda Collected from the pages of the first Ledger of Quadra Lodge no. 408, Gr of
scotland and afterwards no. 8, GLr of British Columbia” by W Brother francis f. fatt; (b) “early masonry in
nanaimo, B.C.” by W Brother Joseph m. Brown; and (c) memoirs for mW Brothers William Henderson and daniel
Wilbur sutherland, pGms.

He reported histories in the course of preparation for victoria-Columbia no. 1; vancouver and Quadra no. 2;
Cariboo no. 4 at Barkerville; north star no. 30 at fort steele; Cranbrook no. 34; selkirk no. 55 at Kimberley; 
Columbia no. 38 at Windermere; Creston no. 54; yukon no. 45 at dawson City, by local freemasons, together with
another covering the Lodges in the Grand forks district. 203

in 1933, the GrH reported completion of the set of Grand Lodge proceedings to that date and that mW Brother
ditmars had provided the last three missing ones, probably from his own collection. one volume listed in the set
has never been located; it covers the years 1868 to 1884. (Located in 1970.)

mW Brother reid reviewed the question of the dual rituals and the uniformity of same, quoting masonic 
authorities at large, and gave a brief review of the early history of the Craft in British Columbia in its relation to the
questions of ritual.

He presented histories of the following Lodges:
(a) “mountain Lodge no. 11, Golden, B.C.” by Brothers C. H. parson and J. e. Griffith;
(b) “miriam Lodge no. 20, vernon, B.C.” by rW Brother J. a. Henderson;
(c) “Columbia Lodge no. 38, Windermere, B.C.” by Brother B. G. Hamilton;
(d) “victoria, B.C., in 1862, and the founding of vancouver Lodge f & am, no. 421, Gr scotland, etc.” by 

W Brother francis f. fatt; and
(e) “memoirs” to mW Brothers Harry nelson rich and Wallace samuel terry, pGms. 204

on June 21, 1934, the GrH presented Grand Lodge with several very interesting stories of local Lodges and pro-
vided the story on the “occasional Lodge” at oileta, B.C., together with the entire minutes and the story surrounding
this valuable document—it was another instance of a “Lodge that might Have Been.”

He presented “memoirs” to mW Brothers francis and William J. Bowser and stephen Jones, pGms, together
with:

(a) “some of the early History of Cariboo Lodge no, 469, Gr scotland; now no. 4, GrBC”’ by rW Brother
Louis LeBourdais;

(b) “alta Lodge no. 29, sandon, B.C.” by rW Brother surtees f. towgood; and
(c) “History of Creston Lodge no. 54, Creston, B.C.” by rW Brother Clarence f, Hayes. 205

on June 20, 1935, the GrH presented “memoirs” to two senior pGms, mW Brothers angus mcKeown and 
Wiiliam downie, together with a story of “the founding of victoria Lodge no. 1085, eC” taken from the manuscript
history of the Lodge by Brother J. Gordon smith, and a history of “ionic Lodge no. 19, BCr” (at Chilliwack) by 
W Brother J. Lockhart stark, 206

on June 18, 1936, the GrH presented “memoirs’’ for three of the pGms who had recently passed away: mW
Brothers david Wilson; Charles e. tisdall and dr. e. d. mcLaren; which had left the Grt, mW Brother Harry Holgate
Watson, as the senior pGm. the sketch of mW Brother dr. e. d. mcLaren was prepared at the request of the GrHl
by vW Brother J. sutherland Henderson, the Grand Chaplain. a story of “the early days of yukon Lodge no. 45,
BCt” (at dawson City) by rW Brother dr. alfred thompson completed “the budget” for that year. 207
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on June 17, 1937, the GrH reported the loss of the masonic temple at Barkerville by fire on december 29, 1936,
and reviewed its history. He also gave a brief history of a Brother Henry J. Gardiner, then living in england, who
had been made a mason in victoria and had been able to supply the story of the Wright-Burnaby candelabra which
graces the secretary’s desk at every installation of the officers of victoria-Columbia Lodge no. 1 whenever the Gm
presides at that ceremony. it included the story of; 

(a) “tuscan Lodge no. 39, BCr, trout Lake, B.C.; 
(b) a “memoir” to mW Brother robert Baird, pGm; 
(c) “notes on union Lodge no. 9, new Westminster,” by Brother Judge f. W, Howay; 
(d) a “memoir” to “mW Brother andrew Henderson, pGm” by W. Brother James a. Lundie; 
(e) a “memoir” to mW Brother sibree Clarke, m.d., by W Brother e. stuart Wood; and (
f) “vancouver Lodge no. 421, Gr of scotland (now vancouver and Quadra Lodge no. 2, GrBC). Historical

notes 1864-68” by W Brother francis f. fatt. 208

on June 23, 1938, the report of the GrH contained: 
(a) an account of “the formation of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia”; 
(b) “memoirs” to “John shaw, past Grand master” and “mW Brother edward Burness paul”; 
(c) the story of “Hon. israel Wood powell, m.d., pGm, our first Grand master” by Brother f. J. Bayfield; and
(d) “north star Lodge no, 30, fort steele, B.C.” by J. r. Blumenauer, pm. 209

on June 22, 1939, the report of the GrH contained:
(a) accounts of the lives of “mW Brother John stilwell Clute, sr.” and “mW Brother John rudd,” by mW Brother

frand Burd;
(b) the history of another of the lost Lodges of “King edward Lodge no. 36, phoenix, B.C.” with assistance

from rW Brothers t. a. Love and W. J. Cook; and of “Corinthian Lodge no. 27” (at rossland) by Brother
Judge John a, forin. 210

on June 20, 1940, the GrH reviewed some of the difficulties that beset the writing of a history, when the printed and
written words of the early days are few and shed little light on freemasonry or its devotees, He pointed out, in the
full force of truth, that no one person at any one time, even if that person was able to give his entire time, can carry
out the task effectively without the work of those who had gone before and without assistance and the work of
others in the present, and to all of them he paid rightful tribute. He presented in his “budget’ three very interesting
items:

“Kaslo Lodge no, 25, Kaslo, B.C. 
“mW Brother elon ezra Chipman”, and

excerpts from an address made by rW Brother J. B. munro, ddGm for district 1, december 13, 1939, given at a joint
meeting of Lodges nos. 1 and 2 at victoria. 211

1941 to 1950
at the beginning of this decade, mW Brother robie L. reid had reached the zenith of his great contribution to the
historical storehouse of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia. unfortunately, his reign was rapidly coming to a
close; he presented his last report to the Grand Lodge in June, 1944, and passed to his great reward on february 6,
1945, having served almost 14 years as one of the most productive of the Grand Historians. the office was vacant
until 1946-47, and rW Brother William G. Gamble presented his first report to Grand Lodge on June 19, 1947, a few
months after he had been appointed as the GrH. He was a freemason who was fated to work extremely hard at his
task, which the production failed to justify.

on June 19, 1941, the GrH (robie reid) presented his usual interesting report to Grand Lodge and acknowledged
the work of W Brother francis f. fatt, the secretary of vancouver and Quadra Lodge no. 2, who made his final con-
tribution in the story of the silver trowel; he provides the masonic genealogy of Jonathan nutt of Cariboo Lodge
no. 421, sr; the story of the “masonic shilling” and the masonic emblem found at “eight mile” Lake in alberta,
both relics now being kept in the archives of Grand Lodge. *
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He included in this “budget” the stories of:
(a) “slocan Lodge no. 71, new denver, B.C.”;
(b) “the silver masonic trowel in British Columbia,” by the late W Brother francis f. patt, “with a foreword

by the GrH”;
(c) “rW Brother John foster mcCreight, firsts dGm, GLBC”;
(d) “mW Brother James H. schofield (1866-1938), Grand master 1906” by W Brother William, a. Curran of 

emulation Lodge no. 125, trail, B.C;
(e) “His Honour frederick mcBain young, B,a., pGm,” by Brother f. J. Bayfield, JW, duke of Connaught Lodge

no. 64;
(f) “victoria masons and san Juan island,” by Brother G. Hollis slater of victoria-Columbia Lodge no. 1, GLBC;

and
(g) “mW Brother rev. dr. James sutherland Henderson,” by rW Brother James G. Brown, JGW. 212

When the report had been adopted in Grand Lodge, it was suggested that there was on record the address of
mW Brother deWolf-smith on the 50th anniversary of the introduction of freemasonry and of rW Brother Watts
doney for the 50th anniversary of the mW Grand Lodge of British Columbia, that it then being the 70th anniversary
of the latter, it would be a fitting occasion for a history of Grand Lodge since its inception to be prepared, and it was
resolved:

“that the Grand Historian be authorized to prepare a history of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia
since its inception, and that the finance Committee provide the necessary funds to arrange for the
preparation of this history,” and the grant to the GrH was increased from $100 to $500 in the 
estimates passed that year,

on June 18, 1942, the GrH brought “a budget of historical matters pertaining to the history of the Craft in this juris-
diction.” He stated that he had not given as much time to the task given him the year before, and had not laid aside
his other duties; being long past the three score and ten limit, his energy was not that of past years. He presented
the following items to Grand Lodge:

(a) “the making of ashlar Lodge no. 3, BCr,” with the assistance of several of the Lodge’s brethren;
(b) “salmon arm Lodge no. 52, BCr,” with the assistance of W Brother p. C. Campbell and a committee of the

Lodge;
(c) “mW Brother eli Harrison, sr.,” with assistance from the family;
(d) “the imperial navy as a factor in freemasonry in British Columbia,” by Brother George Hollis slater of

victoria-Columbia Lodge no. 1 BCr; and
(e) a “memoir” to “mW Brother andrew mcCreight Creery, pGm.”

He reported on his progress with the History of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia in that he had completed the
chapters up to the formation of the independent Grand Lodge which grew out of the nine old Lodges. the GrH
being unable to attend owing to the state of his health, it was moved that the report be accepted. the motion was
adopted by the Grand Lodge, and in the estimates the item for GrH was reduced to $100 again. 213

on June 17, 1943, the GrH reported that his “budget” was “not as long as has been my custom, but it is as long
as my health and the Grand Lodge funds will permit.” He said that some of the Craft seemed to have an idea that
the prepared history of Grand Lodge would embody all his previous reports that had been sent in and that to print
a new one would simply duplicate the printing bill, and he emphasized that, to be of any practical value, the essential
facts must be gathered and properly arranged before the work could be begun, and said:

“the History of Grand Lodge CAN be written now because the facts relating to that body are nearly
all contained in the seventy-odd volumes of the Grand Lodge reports. it is true that these facts are
scattered, an item here and another there, but they are in a form that is available. even during the
preliminary work necessary before writing is begun, and the matters of mere administration, is a
gigantic one, yet it is one that can be done”

and then he went on to emphasize:
“But a greater task is looming in the future, there will be a demand for another history, not of the Grand Lodge

alone, but of freemasonry in general in the province. it is that that i have had in mind ever since i was appointed
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Grand Historian, and my printed reports will show what success i have had . . . But do not forget that printing is
necessary to preservation for the future.” the report contained two very important items:

(a) the history of “spallumcheen Lodge no. 13, armstrong, B.C.,” with the assistance and co-operation of rW
Brother a. e. sage; and

(b) “victoria Lodge no. 1085, er,” “the work of my friend,” Brother G. Hollis slater, a member of victoria-
Columbia Lodge no. 1, as approved by the elder Brethren of the Lodge. 214

the Committee on finance included in its estimates “item 24. Continuation of the History of the Grand Lodge
of British Columbia........ $400.00.”

on June 22, 1944, the last and thirteenth report of robie L. reid, pGm and GrH, par excellence, was presented in
Grand Lodge, which because of a serious illness was not a long report; the illness and death of rW Brother f. W.
Howay, “my first acquaintance made in British Columbia, and my faithful friend for nearly sixty years,” no doubt
had taken its toll of the GrH. But he reported the history almost in shape for the printer, and presented some

(a) “verbal sketches” by Brother Howay on some of the early members of “King solomon Lodge no. 17 (at
new Westminster)”; and

(b) the story of “robert Burnaby, district Grand master, er, first past Grand master of British Columbia,’ by
Brother G. Hollis slater of victoria-Columbia Lodge no. 1, BCr.

in the absence of mW Brother reid, the report was received and adopted. the Grs was instructed to write to the
GrH expressing appropriate appreciation of his report, assuring him of the sympathy of Grand Lodge in his illness
and hope for a speedy recovery. it was reported that the GrH had collected all the material necessary for the history
upon which he was engaged, and that arrangements were being made to bring it to a conclusion, 235

on June 21, 1945, the Grs reported that no report had been received from the (late) GrH, but mW Brother f. J.
Burd reported that he was in possession of a completed history up to the year 1931, mainly the work of the late mW
Brother robie L. reid, and upon motion it was resolved that the matter of continuance of the masonic History be
referred to the finance Committee, with a view to recommending an appropriation for the multigraphing and preser-
vation of the work.

one item of historical interest was included in the proceedings:
“British Columbia Lodge no. 1187, er no. 5, BCr”

provided by Brother G. Hollis slater of victoria-Columbia Lodge no. 1, BCr.
the finance Committee continued the item of $400 in the estimates for 1945 for the “Continuation of the History

of Grand Lodge.” the office of GrH being vacant, there was no report presented to Grand Lodge in June, 1946.
on June 19, 1947, rW Brother William George Gamble presented his first report as the GrH. He had been chiefly

engaged in the preparatory work of reading of masonic literature, the making of notes thereon, and putting in order
for publication in book form a great amount of material that represented the diligent studies and careful research
of his predecessor in the office.

He had received contributions as follows:
(1) from Brother George Hollis slater, of victoria-Columbia Lodge no. 1 entitled “unrecorded proceedings of

an early Grand Lodge meeting,” which he recommended be filed; 216

also two other items from Brother slater, both of which were printed in the report: 
(2) “the first Grand representative near the Grand Lodge of oregon,” and 
(3) “Cayoosh—the first petition for a new Lodge”; and 
(4) from rW Brother J. B. munro, deputy minister of agriculture for British Columbia and pddGm for victoria

district 1, being “an account of the first masonic funeral in northern British Columbia.” 217

in his report for 1948, the GrH gave a short reference to rW Brother munro’s paper of the previous year, with some
additional notes on Brother fitzgerald’s funeral at Germansen Creek in the omineca, and acknowledged a paper
on the:

“masonic Career of rW Brother Henry Holbrook, the founder of union Lodge,” 
and another on the demolition of the building which was the first Lodge Home of the Craft in the province (filed
only) .218
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mW Brother f. J. Burd announced that the factual history of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia that had been
prepared by the late GrH (robie L. reid) should be mimeographed and a copy forwarded to all the Lodges in the
jurisdiction. the suggestion received the endorsation of Grand Lodge, and the finance Committee was asked to
provide sufficient funds for the next year to defray the cost.

the efforts of mW Brother robie reid finally bore fruit, and the publication of the “Historical Notes and Biogra-
phical Sketches-1848-1935, by Robie L. Reid, K.C., LL.D., Past Grand Master, Grand Historian, 1930-1940,” a volume of
closely printed historical masonic lore of British Columbia, contained in 391 pages, became a fact. it is one of the
most useful documents ever produced on the history of a segment of community life in the province. some errors
appear, these are mainly dates, which crept into the text at the editing stage, because the same data in the original
mss of the reid hand is correct. Confusion is very apt to arise between the year of Grand Lodge and the year of the
happening.

in June, 1948, also, mW Brother f. J. Burd announced that a history of Grand Lodge from its inception had been
prepared by rW Brother Gamble, the GrH, and suggested that a committee be appointed to edit the history for pub-
lication in book form, and that it be made available to the membership of the jurisdiction and other interested

brethren at a nominal cost. this was approved in Grand Lodge, and the finance Com-
mittee was asked to include a sufficient amount to defray the cost thereof in the esti-
mates, there was no mention of the committee in the proceedings for 1948 or 1949.

on June 16, 1949, the GrH continued the story of the “first masonic funeral in
northern British Columbia,” telling how the “fitzgerald” cairn was erected, etc, and
presented an
“Historical sketch of trepanier Lodge no. 83 (at peachland),”
the contribution of W Brother r. J. mcdougall. He reported that the History of freema-
sonry in British Columbia was being prepared, had undergone several revisions, and
was then being typewritten for the convenience of the reviewers. the request to the
finance Committee for sufficient money to defray the expenses of printing the history
was again repeated. 219

the report to Grand Lodge on June 22, 1950, presented little in the way of new his-
torical material, being mainly confined to the writing of the History of freemasonry
in British Columbia and included a reproduction of the preface. 220

1951 to 1960 
during the entire decade, rW Brother William George Gamble held the office of GrH;
he was a diligent worker, although not in the best of health. He had been a long-time
resident of the province and a public servant in the field of education (teacher, principal
and inspector) who had been interested in many community activities: Children’s aid
society, vancouver island pipers’ association, society of Knights and dames of thistle,
and a pGm of the Loyal orange order of British Columbia. the report to Grand Lodge

on June 21, 1951, was of prime historical interest, and it contained a paragraph of tribute to mW Brother William r.
simpson, the Grs who had passed away earlier in the year. He presented:

(1) a history of “King George Lodge no. 129 (at vancouver),” a contribution of W Brother H. e. freeman-smith,
the secretary;

(2) a story of “John f, damon”, the first Worshipful master to preside over provisional Lodge; called to conduct
the funeral of Brother samuel Hazeltine; and

(3) an historical sketch of “pacific Lodge no, 16 (at mission City),” of which the GrH was a pm and had repre-
sented that Lodge as the ddGm of district 2, new Westminster, in 1921. the Lodge had celebrated its 
sixtieth anniversary on march 2, 1951.

He also reported a third revision of the History of freemasonry in British Columbia, with a view of reducing
the size of the volume by about 100 pages. 221

the report of the GrH to Grand Lodge on June 19, 1952, was very short and was mainly composed of general 
remarks concerning the preparation of the history, and it appealed for assistance from the Lodge secretaries and
the Historians in supplying material suitable for inclusion in the history. the report was adopted with the sug-
gestion that estimates be secured as to the cost of printing the history and that such estimates be referred to the 
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finance Committee for consideration, still no names are given as to the composition of the revision Committee.
on June 18, 1953, the GrH submitted his report to Grand Lodge, and presented a revised copy of the History of

Grand Lodge complete to the end of the year 1951-52, which was not printed. also received and not printed was:
a history of “ionic Lodge no. 19 (at Chilliwack),” 

which had celebrated its sixtieth anniversary on april 27, 1953. a history was being prepared on rW Brother
robert Burnaby at the request of the secretary of frederick Lodge of unity no. 452 of Croydon holding under the
united Grand Lodge of england, a copy of which was being placed in the masonic Library in vancouver. the sug-
gestion passed at the previous annual Communication regarding securing estimates of the cost of printing the his-
tory was again recorded,

on June 17, 1954, a new typewritten History of the Craft in British Columbia was presented to Grand Lodge,
but no action was taken. the GrH also reported a desire to do some work in writing the biographies of pGms, and
a review of the addresses of the Grand Chaplains. He suggested that the history should not be published until at
least 800 freemasons in the jurisdiction had indicated a willingness to buy a copy, and suggested that the names of
such brethren should be sent to the Grs.

on June 23, 1955, the GrH presented two copies of the final revision of the history to be made available for ref-
erence in the Grand Lodge Library in vancouver, and reported that rW Brother frank t. Wright had prepared:

a history of “Kamloops Lodge no. 10 (at Kamloops)” which it was hoped would be published in
the proceedings, but it was not.

on June 21, 1956, the GrH presented “an improved typewritten copy of a History of freemasonry in British Colum-
bia, which it was intended be bound. again he mentioned a review of Gms’ addresses; of Grand Chaplains’ ad-
dresses and a concise review of the ddGms’ reports. on June 20, 1957, the GrH reported on the progress being
made on the “History of freemasonry in British Columbia,” making suggestions for publication, binding, etc, He
expected that the history would contain photographs of all the pGms and a few others, and he hoped the matter
which has “for so long remained in abeyance” would be duly considered at that Grand Lodge. again no action is
recorded.

on June 19, 1958, the GrH reported the history completely rewritten again, a reduction to 173 pages of type-
written material, about the size of the ordinary proceedings of Grand Lodge and very much less in size than that of
the robie L. reid “Notes, etc.”, which he hoped would be accepted as one of the projects for the Centennial year.
the proceedings indicate that about this time the special Committee of the 1959 Centennial Celebration took the
GrH and the production of the history under its maternal wing.

on June 19, 1959, the report presented by the GrH appears to be a welcome to the visitors to victoria to attend
Grand Lodge and the 100th anniversary of freemasonry in British Columbia. But it refers also to a short history of
the early period of freemasonry in book form which was presented to all the delegates and visitors. 222 He expressed
thanks to rW Brother Cecil m. parrott, the Chairman of the Centennial Committee, and to W Brother Henry C.
Gilliland for reviewing the work and having it printed.

the report of the GrH at the close of the decade to Grand Lodge on June 23, 1960, appeared as some general and
rather rambling remarks about the early days and some of the characters of those early times who had laid the foun-
dations of the masonic Craft, which he hoped would be of some value to the young students of the Craft. But it was
quite obvious to those attending Grand Lodge that their Historian was failing quite rapidly and would not be able
to carry on much longer. He was alone in British Columbia and was shortly to join his relatives in ottawa, 
rW Brother William George Gamble passed away in ottawa on october 29, 1966, in his 90th year.

in 1961, the report of the GrH was received and filed, but not printed; while that for 1962 could hardly be classed
with the historical records of Grand Lodge, being rather a summation of freemasonry and its great tenets, a belief
in the Brotherhood of man and the fatherhood of God and the constant duty of freemasons thereunder. 223 While
that for 1963 appeared as a farewell to British Columbia and the Craft, having been advised “by my doctors to go
to my former home,” and again about the spirit and challenges of freemasonry, quoting some of his precious mem-
ories from the words and thoughts of former Gms, i.e., K. K. reid, Charles e. tisdall, rev. J. G. Brown and other
most Worshipful Brethren. 224
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1961 to 1970
the office of GrH was held during the frst three years of this decade by rW Brother W. G. Gamble; the office was
vacant from June, 1963 until June 4, 1964, when W Brother John thornton marshall was invested as GrH. He had
been the Wm of victoria-Columbia Lodge no. 1 at victoria in 1940, and had been “exiled”, as he put it, the next
year to ottawa, and had returned to British Columbia just one year previous to his investiture on his retirement as
assistant dominion statistician for Canada. He did not present a report to Grand Lodge on June 18, 1964.

professional Record of the Grand Historian
Brother “Jack” marshall was appointed to the Government of the province of British Columbia on february 14, 1916, 
following the death of his father “in action” in Belgium on october 6, 1915. His father was a pm of Granville Lodge
no. 1787 of Buckingham, er whose jewel Brother marshall wears as a pm of victoria-Columbia Lodge no. 1, BCr.
in august, 1941 Brother marshall, who at that time held the position of director of vital statistics for British Colum-
bia, was transferred to the dominion Bureau of statistics in ottawa under an arrangement between premier thomas
dufferin pattulo and prime minister William Lyon mackenzie King, appointed by special order-in-Council, all fed-

eral Civil service positions being then frozen. W Brother marshall represented Canada
on many international organizations including the population Commission of the
united nations organization for 1947-49 and 1954-60. He was elected Chairman of
that Commission for the 8th and 9th sessions in 1955 and 1957 (two-year terms) re-
spectively. a member of many professional organizations, he gained a wide experience
in administrative, research and statistical endeavours on a world-wide basis. He was
awarded the Coronation medal in June, 1953, and is a Life member of several american
and Canadian public Health associations, and is an Honorary member of the united
states Bureau of the Census staff in Washington, district of Columbia.

on June 17, 1965, vW Brother marshall presented his first report as GrH to Grand
Lodge, which was, in reality a review of the situation in that office as he had found it.
He proposed the preparation of a card index for all the material of an historical nature
that could be located in the Grand Lodge proceedings, in mss form, and in other places
such as the provincial archives, etc. He requested assistance in trying to locate the
complete set of Grand Lodge proceedings that had been gathered so carefully by mW
Brother robie L. reid, which belonged to the office but were missing.

He acknowledged a complimentary copy of the History of the Grand Lodge of the
District of Columbia from 1811 to 1961, to be used with others in preparing an outline of
the proposed History of Grand Lodge in its first one hundred years of existence.

He pleaded for notes from the Lodges that had now reached the age of “historical
interest” and that could fill the many gaps in the historical records of the Constituent
Lodge, and, of course, Grand Lodge. as he was preparing his report, came word that
the Grs had received information as to the whereabouts of much of the material gath-

ered by rW Brother Gamble and that which he had received from mW Brother reid.
in the report of June 23, 1966, the GrH stated that he regretted a severe illness over the past five months had pre-

vented the development of the “outline” for the proposed history of Grand Lodge, but that during the year a great
deal of the material of an historical nature that had been in the possession of rW Brother Gamble had been recovered
from ottawa. this material was recovered mainly through the good offices of Brother a. e. Gardner, a friend of the
Gamble family in ottawa, but as it amounted to several cartons of loose mss, in no sort of order, it was taking many
months to sort out.

He reported the kind assistance of several government agencies in securing information concerning the meaning
and genesis of the town of “Kamloops”, with which to enable the brethren in that place to redesign the monthly
summons of Kamloops Lodge no. 10—a project of rW Brother frank t. Wright, the secretary of the Lodge.

the report recorded an event of great historical and personal interest in the annals of freemasonry in British
Columbia, particularly in vancouver and Quadra Lodge no. 2 at victoria, when on september 15, 1965, W Brother
Charles israel Harris celebrated the seventy-fifth anniversary of his initiation into the Lodge, and provides a short
sketch of this highly respected “master mariner’’. 225

on June 22, 1967, the GrH outlined the basic preparations for the centennial volume; the preparation up to that
time of a 3” x 5” card catalogue of masonic sources of information of an historical nature, and detailed an outline of
the areas covered; a table of Contents and an alphabetical index (mimeographed) to the “Historical Notes and 
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Biographical Sketches,” which was available from the office of the Grs to those brethren who made use of the “robie
L. reid publication.”

the report also provided several historical sketches, such as:
(1) the presentation of a “60-year Lapel Button for the Grand secretary”; 
(2) “the story of Cariboo Lodge from its inception,” prepared under the title of “Cariboo Gold” for the 

Canadian masonic research association at Halifax, nova scotia; 
(3) “vancouver and Quadra Lodge no. 2 receives Her original Charters’;
(4) to the former Grand Historian, an “in memorium— William George Gamble, Grand Historian”; and 
(5) a note on the preparation of material for a “request from aurora Lodge no, 165, victoria, B.C.”

finally, under the title
“Centennial of Grand Lodge — Historical publication”

a resume of the work that had been done on this important undertaking; a general outline of the areas to be explored
and covered; a review of other and similar publications received, and to offer five recommendations including the
appointment of a committee to advise and direct; and a request for an interim budget. the report was received and
adopted, but the only item included in the estimates was an item for “Grand Historian’s expenses......... $100.00”
to replace the former honorarium, which was seldom claimed. 226

the report of the GrH presented on June 20, 1968, brought Grand Lodge up to date on a busy time that was
being experienced in the “preparation for the Centennial volume”; the “Catalogue to sources of Historical data’;
the publication “Cariboo Gold” (sold out immediately upon publication); the index to the “Historical Notes and 
Biographical Sketches, 1848-1935”; and “special research projects” in the case of:

(a) “north star Lodge no. 30, fort steele, B.C.” 
(b) “Juda p. and Joshua davies-master masons.” 

it provided brief sketches on “Birthdays—100 years of freemasonry” in the case of : 
(a) “nanaimo Lodge no. 1090, er”; 
(b) “Cariboo Lodge no. 469, sr”; and
(c) “British Columbia Lodge no. 1187, er” and the “return of original Charters,” to ashlar Lodge no. 3 “in

the case of Caledonia(n) Lodge no. 478, sr”. 
it finally noted the Lodges that were about to celebrate their “seventy-fifth anniversaries in 1968” and it once

again gratefully acknowledged assistance and advice from many sources. 227

the report of the GrH for 1969, presented on June 19, once again reviewed the “preparations for the Centennial
volumes”; the “Catalogue of sources of Historical data’; “special research projects’; and noted a number of requests
received to complete the work of mW Brother robie L. reid and his associates by bringing the “Historical Notes and
Biographical Sketches, 1848-1935” up to date, short sketches of two Lodges that were to celebrate their “Birthdays-
seventy-fifth anniversaries in 1969”, i.e.,

(a) “Kaslo Lodge no, 25 at Kaslo”; and 
(b) “saint John’s Lodge no. 21 at Ladysmith.”

it presented an historical contribution by W Brother Walter J. phillips, secretary, on that most interesting of all
masonic Lodges in many lands:

“united service Lodge no, 24, BCr at esquimalt, B.C.” and the story on
“the furniture of Haida Lodge no. 166, af & am, BCr” 

which was used for the annual Communication of Grand Lodge in victoria at the empress Hotel, June 19-20, 1969.
this furniture had been carved for Haida Lodge by Brother edward s. Gilbert of victoria-Columbia Lodge no. 1,
who had also collaborated in the preparation of the article.

His final word was one of deep appreciation to mr. Willard ireland, the provincial archivist, and his most com-
petent and obliging senior staff officers: miss inez mitchell; miss Barbara mcLennan, miss frances Gundry; and
mr. d. B. mason, without whose aid none of these historical works would be possible of creation, 228

note: By this time the special Centennial Committee had been set up under the Chairmanship of mW Brother
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James Herbert nordan, pGm, with the GrH as the Chairman of the History sub-Committee on which he had been
joined by rW Brother frederick W. Coffin of mount Hermon Lodge no. 7 at vancouver, rW Brother donat r. 
mcmahon of Burrard Lodge no. 50 at north vancouver, W Brother (the Honourable mr. Justice) victor L. dryer of
mount Lebanon Lodge no. 72 at vancouver, W Brother richard L. Colby of victoria-Columbia Lodge no. 1 at 
victoria, W Brother John r. fawcus of aurora Lodge no. 165 at victoria, and Brother frederick fulton of vancouver
and Quadra Lodge no. 2 at victoria.

the report of the GrH for 1970, presented to Grand Lodge on June 18, included three very interesting contribu-
tions concerning the historical happenings in three of the Constituent Lodges written by members of the Lodges:

(a) “st. John’s Lodge no. 21, BCr, at Ladysmith, B.C.”, a contribution by W Brother Henry J. C. poore;
(b) “Whitehorse Lodge mo, 46, BCr, at Whitehorse, yukon territory”, a contribution by W Brother W. r. (Bob)

taylor, which was based on the 60 year Booklet compiled by the late Brother John Willis, then secretary of
Whitehorse Lodge;

(c) “melrose Lodge no. 46, BCr, at vancouver, B.C.”, a contribution by rW Brother Harold Crump.
a short sketch and salute to Cumberland Lodge no. 26, then about to celebrate the seventy-fifth anniversary of

its birth, and a note of appreciation to W Brother a. a. spowart of mountain Lodge no. 11 at Golden for assistance
in clearing up a number of points of doubt in the history of mountain Lodge.

the report outlined the preparations for the Centennial volume of Grand Lodge, and again expressed gratitude
to mr. Willard e. ireland and his staff in the provincial archives for their assistance in the preparation of the volume
and other material in the annual report and for other enquiries of a masonic nature.

finally, it presented Grand Lodge with a draft of the table of Contents to the History of the Grand Lodge of Antient,
Free and Accepted Masons of British Columbia. 229

The charge by the constitution
Clause 75 of the Book of Constitutions of the Grand Lodge af & am British Columbia 1968 charges:

“it is the duty of the Grand Historian to collect, record and report on all data relative to the formation
and progress of Grand Lodge and its Constituent Lodges.”

to those who have filled the office with enthusiasm there must be some applause; they have made a valiant effort
towards accomplishing this objective—their hope must surely have been that future Grand Historians, Lodge sec-
retaries, Lodge Historians and other “men of the Craft”, having a real and abiding interest in the Craft and its devel-
opment, will find the time and the will to continue the building of the superstructure,
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c H A p T E R  21
`THE RITuALS Of THE GRAND LODGE Of BRITISH cOLuMBIA*

“rituaL. the mode of opening and closing a Lodge, a conferring the degrees, of installation, and
other duties, constitute a system of ceremonies which are called the ritual . . . in each masonic 
jurisdiction it is required by the super-intending authority, that the ritual shall be the same; but it
more or less differs in the different rites and jurisdictions. But this does not affect the universality
of masonry. the ritual is only the external and extrinsic form. the doctrine of freemasonry is every-
where the same.” 230

1871 to 1884
it may seem strange that in a jurisdiction as small as British Columbia in the eighteen-seventies, so far as numbers
were concerned, there should exist two distinct rituals, one used by the Lodges which had been chartered by the
Grand Lodge of england, and the other by the Lodges which had been chartered by the Grand Lodge of scotland;
while, as a matter of fact, both of those Grand Lodges were, at that time, using what was practically the same ritual.
the english Lodges were, as a matter of course, using the form of the english ritual, commonly known as the ‘em-
ulation’ work. the scottish Lodges, following the rule of the scottish Grand Lodge which permitted her daughter
Lodges to use any recognized ritual, whether it agreed with that used in scotland or not, were using a ritual which
never came from scotland, but which had been brought by California freemasons to British Columbia at the time
of the formation of vancouver Lodge no. 421, sr. this ritual was used by all the scottish Lodges in British Columbia.
since all the Lodges in British Columbia using the work were chartered by the Grand Lodge of scotland, it came to
be known as the “scotch” or the “old scotch” work, and many still firmly believe that in some way there had come
to British Columbia from scotland some ritual which had at one time been used in scotland, though then 
abso- lutely forgotten in scotland. †

Scottish Rule Is Applied
But irrespective of origin, the fact that these two forms of ritual had been used during the existence of the two minor
Grand Lodges created a problem which had to be faced when all the Lodges had become Constituent Lodges under
the independent Grand Lodge of British Columbia. What was to be done about ritual? Was the scottish rule to be
followed and each Lodge allowed to use the form of ritual which appealed to its brethren, or was there to be one 
ritual for all? this was the burning question in British Columbia freemasonry for many years, and it resulted in the
scottish rule becoming law, and at the present time each Lodge may select one of the four workings under the 
approved rituals.

the question of ritual came up for discussion at the first meeting of Grand Lodge in 1871. the Gm himself was,
of course, in favour of the “american rite”, which he had learned in his mother Lodge, elgin no. 348, sr, now no.
7, Quer, in montreal, Quebec, when a student there. But while he favoured this work by reason of his early training
in freemasonry, he was no narrow sectarian, and had no wish to cause a cleavage in the ranks of freemasonry in
British Columbia which he had taken so much trouble to build up. if any changes were to be made, he felt that they
should come through persuasion and not by force. He asked the brethren to give the matter the most temperate and
careful consideration; that all would concede that it would be most desirable to have all the Lodges using the same
ritual, at the same time, it must be remembered that both the english and scottish Lodges had combined to form
the Grand Lodge of British Columbia, and that each division was “wedded and partial” to their own particular
work. under these circumstances, it was only right and proper that they should still have the right to use the form
of ritual which they desired. He would go further, and allow any Lodge which should be formed thereafter to choose
and adopt either form of ritual at that time practised in the province. these recommendations were approved by
Grand Lodge and became the law of the jurisdiction.

William Stewart Objects
the stand taken by the Gm did not please all the Lodges. Caledonia(n) Lodge no. 6 at nanaimo was particularly
suspicious. some of its members felt that the Gm was entirely wrong in making such a recommendation. a special
meeting was called to consider the matter as the members seemed to be afraid that that Lodge might be compelled
to use the “english” work. two prominent members of the Lodge, W Brother William stewart and W Brother s. d.
Levi, had been compelled by force of circumstance to become members of two english Lodges, union Lodge at new
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Westminster and later nanaimo Lodge at nanaimo, and they had not liked it a little bit. they had been instrumental
in founding Caledonia(n) Lodge in order that they might have the pleasure of seeing the work to which they had
been accustomed in their early years in freemasonry. the meeting directed the secretary to write the Grs and de-
mand a guarantee that their Lodge would never be compelled to change its work. He did as he was instructed, by
letter of January 11, 1872, and the reply was that the course advised by the Gm had been unanimously adopted by
Grand Lodge, and that it was therefore a part of the law and constitution of Grand Lodge, and that no stronger or
other guarantee could be given to any Lodge in British Columbia.

Moves for uniformity
there is little doubt that the question was debated in every Lodge in the jurisdiction during these early years of
Grand Lodge, but nothing appears on the record of Grand Lodge until 1875. in the meantime, nanaimo Lodge and
Caledonia(n) Lodge had amalgamated under the name of ashlar Lodge no. 3 and had accepted the “american rite”
as practised in Caledonia(n) Lodge. this left only three Lodges using the “english” work: victoria, British Columbia,
and union Lodges. in 1875, the Gm again brought the matter before the Grand Lodge and attributed the lack of en-
thusiasm and interest at the meetings of the Lodges and the fact that reciprocal visitations were less frequent than
they should be, to the use of different rituals. Lodges of instruction were less frequent, he said, and few members,
apart from the Wm, were proficient in the work. He felt that rivalry between Lodges in ritual work was beneficial,
and that this laudable rivalry could not exist unless the Lodges did the same work. He asked Grand Lodge to con-
sider again the possibility of adopting a uniform work, even if it were not made applicable to existing Lodges, but
only to those which might be established thereafter. the Committee on the address agreed with him on the desir-
ability of a uniform work and that if one were adopted it would be of advantage. Later, a resolution was passed re-
ferring the matter to the Board of General purposes for consideration, with instructions to communicate with the
several Lodges requesting a discussion of the subject, so that when it came up at the next meeting of Grand Lodge,
the views of all the brethren would be known. an amendment to the motion was moved and seconded by members
of vancouver Lodge no. 2 as follows:

“resolved, that it is in the interests of freemasonry that a uniform ritual be adopted for all future
Lodges formed in the province.”

and this motion was defeated.
A cautious Grand Master

the Gm who presided over Grand Lodge in 1876 was a member of vancouver Lodge no. 2, and it is quite evident
that some of the Lodges, probably the ones who were using the “english” work, were strongly against any movement
which would force them to change their ritual. they were a minority in the Craft; they knew that if a uniform ritual
was decided on, the ritual of the majority would be the one selected; and the sturdy englishmen of victoria Lodge
and British Columbia Lodge, with possibly a few from union Lodge (she was not to change her ritual until 1877),
would not agree to this. the Gm was probably in favour of a uniform ritual, so far as his own likes or dislikes were
concerned (he had been one of the earlier members of vancouver Lodge no. 421, sr), but he saw the danger of in-
ternal disputes if the course suggested was carried out against the wishes of an important part of the fraternity. in
his address to the brethren he stated that reports had been received from the Lodges on the question of ritual, and
from them he had come to the conclusion that the disadvantages of double ritual had not, as yet, been sufficiently
understood and appreciated by the brethren to induce them to make the necessary sacrifice on either side to accom-
plish so desirable an objective as that of uniformity of work throughout the jurisdiction, and that the time had not
yet come for its adaption. the committee regretted his conclusion, but found no fault with it and the matter was
dropped.

1885 to 1894
the controversy over the question of a uniformity of ritual was very much to the fore during this period; the chief
advocate of a uniform ritual being none other than our good friend, William stewart of ashlar Lodge no. 3 at
nanaimo.

New Lodges cause More Divergency in the Work
new Lodges were being established, and the first two had elected to use the “english” work or its variant, the “Cana-
dian” work, which made its appearance with mountain Lodge no. 11 at donald; Cascade no. 12 at vancouver;
spallumcheen no. 13 at armstrong; Kootenay no. 15 at revelstoke; miriam no. 20 at vernon; and nelson no. 23 at
nelson. five of the Lodges established during the period, Hiram no. 14 at Comox (now at Courtenay); King solomon
no. 17 at new Westminster; tonic no. 19 at Chilliwack; saint John’s no. 21 at Wellington (now at Ladysmith); and
acacia no. 22 at vancouver, had adopted the “american” ritual, while two, Kamloops no. 10 at Kamloops and
united service no, 24 at esquimalt, had adopted the “english” work. if the “american” ritual was to be uniform
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work of the jurisdiction, it must be decided while the Lodges using it were in the majority. something had to be
done right then. accordingly, at the meeting of Grand Lodge in 1888, W Brother William stewart introduced a 
motion, which was seconded by vW Brother Canon W. H. Cooper, a newcomer to Grand Lodge who knew nothing
whatever about the controversy which had been going on for a long time over the adoption of a uniform ritual. it is
significant because he was a member of a Lodge using the “english” ritual (Kamloops no. 10) and a founder of a
Lodge which has just adopted the “Canadian” ritual (spallumcheen no. 13). the resolution read as follows:

“that a uniform system of work and lectures be adopted by Grand Lodge for all subordinate Lodges
in this jurisdiction, with the exception of those Lodges which took part in the formation of the
Grand Lodge of British Columbia.”

this resolution was cunningly worded, for if it had passed the only Lodge which would have been able to use any-
thing but the “american” work would have been victoria-Columbia Lodge no. 1, since Kamloops Lodge no. 10
and mountain Lodge no, 11 would have been prevented from so doing and the predominance of the “american”
work would have been absolute. However, the resolution did not go unchallenged, and an amendment was moved
by W Brother sibree Clarke (also a member of Kamloops Lodge), seconded by W Brother angus mcKeown, that
the question be referred to a committee of three to take the matter of uniformity into consideration and report to
Grand Lodge. an amendment to the amendment was made and Carried “that a uniform system of work and 
lectures be adopted by Grand Lodge for all subordinate Lodges that may hereafter be chartered in the Jurisdiction,
and for those now holding charters, as the majority of the Lodge shall desire.”

Rituals to Be Exemplified
it was at this Communication that the Gm was requested to hold an emergent meeting of Grand Lodge to exemplify
the various rituals used in the jurisdiction, which has already been referred to. W Brother stewart was the mover of
this proposal, and if he had any hopes that this would cinch the uniformity of ritual in the “american” work, he
was again to be greatly disillusioned.

cariboo No. 4 Opposes Any change
in 1889, the ddGm for district 4 (Cariboo Lodge no. 4) informed Grand Lodge that his Lodge was unanimous in
opposition to any change of ritual from that used by Cariboo Lodge no. 4, and said:

“as we believe from our intercourse with freemasons from the neighbouring states, that it is nearly,
if not entirely similar to that in use in a great majority of the Lodges on this Continent.”

of course, he was absolutely right, for the ritual to which he referred was brought by Jonathan nutt from California,
where he had been made a freemason in tehama Lodge no. 3 at sacramento and later affiliated with Western star
Lodge no. 2 at shasta before he came to British Columbia, this in the same way as other California-made masons
had brought the same ritual to vancouver Lodge no. 421, sr in victoria.

The “Buie-Stewart’” Amendment
at the same Communication W Brother John Buie of union Lodge no. 9, seconded by W Brother William stewart,
moved the following resolution:

“all Lodges which shall hereafter be chartered in this jurisdiction, together with such of those now
holding charters as by a majority vote of the members present at a meeting called for that purpose
may desire it, shall open and close, initiate, pass and raise in conformity with the york rite of ma-
sonry, as is the practice in the Lodges under the jurisdiction of the Grand Lodge of nova scotia,
new Brunswick and prince edward island, and the several Grand Lodges throughout the united
states of america, and assimilate their work as closely as possible to the work as is now done in
Lodges 2, 3, 4, 7 and 9 in this jurisdiction.”

it never seems to have come to the mind of the mover and the seconder of this resolution that the members of any
Lodge could, by any possibility, contemplate changing from what the proposer called the “york” rite to any other
form of ritual; or that in the future the members of any new Lodge might be just as attached to some other form of
work as were the advocates of the “american” form,

it may be taken for granted that such a resolution could not be voted on without a very heated discussion. 
victoria-Columbia Lodge no. 1 with its english traditions no longer stood alone. W Brother downie of Cascade
Lodge no, 12, with his training and experience in the “Canadian” work in ontario, was as firm in his opposition to
any Lodge being forced to use a ritual of which the members of that rodge did not approve as were the members of
Lodge no. 1. the Wm of Lodge no. 1, Brother W. W. northcott, and Brother downie of Cascade moved an amend-
ment as “follows:
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“that the rituals now practised in this jurisdiction by the subordinate Lodges under the Grand Lodge
of British Columbia, viz., the english, the scottish or york rite, and the ritual of the Grand Lodge
of Canada, shall remain as at present in use by the Lodges, and that any new Lodges be permitted
to select one of the three as they may see fit; but that no other ritual shall be recognized in this 
jurisdiction,”

The “Russell Amendment”
a further amendment was then made that the whole matter be deferred until the next meeting of Grand Lodge. the
motion and the amendments, on being put to the vote, were all declared Lost. W Brother George s. russell of no.
1 Lodge then moved:

“that this Grand Lodge adopt the english ritual as the ritual of the Grand Lodge of British Colum-
bia, requiring all Lodges which may hereafter be chartered to work in conformity therewith; per-
mitting Lodges now holding charters to adopt the same, if by unanimous vote, at a regular meeting
called for the purpose the brethren shall so decide.”

the resolution must have been a shocker to the advocates of the “american” work, but those who had an appreci-
ation of the sense of humour of W Brother russell must have realized his purpose, because he soon asked leave to
withdraw the motion, and without delay the leave was granted.

a sidelight of the controversy over uniformity of ritual came from the Grand Lodge of Wyoming in 1890, when
its reviewer of foreign Correspondence for that year referred to the matter and called the British Columbia efforts
in regard to uniformity of ritual “tinkering”, and said “it was just as well they came to naught.”

committee for uniformity
nothing was heard about ritual in 1891, but it came before Grand Lodge again in 1892 when attention was called to
the fact that no action had been taken to implement the resolution passed in 1888 and Grand Lodge was asked to
consider the most advisable method which could be adopted to carry out the intent and spirit of the resolution.
after discussion, it was resolved that the Gm should appoint a committee of five to take the matter of a uniform
ritual into consideration, and to report at the next annual Communication. in 1893, the committee reported as 
follows:

“your Committee to whom was referred the question of uniformity of ritual in this jurisdiction, beg
to report, that, after due consideration of the question, they recommend that no change be made in
the Work as now practised by the existing Lodges. that all Lodges which shall hereunder be inau-
gurated be required to select and work one of the three rituals now practised in this Jurisdiction,
i.e.: ‘the english’ as practised by victoria-Columbia Lodge no. 1. ‘the scotch’ as practised by ashlar
Lodge no. 3. ‘the Canadian’ as practised by Cascade Lodge no. 12.”

Whether this report was so satisfactory to everyone that it did not require any expressed approval by Grand Lodge,
or whether it was equally unsatisfactory, cannot be determined, since no action was recorded in the proceedings of
Grand Lodge. However, there is very little doubt but that the report was adopted. mW Brother marcus Wolfe (who
was Chairman of the rituals Committee and that for the review of foreign Correspondence) and who according to
the proceedings for 1893 presented both reports to Grand Lodge together, in the proceedings for 1896 told the re-
viewer of the Grand Lodge of illinois, in replying to a question, that “i may state, Bro. robbins, that the Committee’s
report on ‘ritual’ (1893) was adopted.” 231

Ritual Instructor
While dealing with the question of ritual, it may be interesting to mention one of the troubles experienced by the
outlying Lodges in respect to its application. in 1893, the Gm pointed out to Grand Lodge that the Lodges at Bark-
erville and Comox were out of the line of travel and by reason thereof seldom enjoy visits from expert brethren from
other Lodges. He therefore suggested that some competent Brother should be asked to visit them once a year, or at
least once in two years, to exemplify the work and to give the officers and members full instructions as to the routine
working of a Lodge. He suggested that a sum of $200 be granted that year for the purpose, but no action was taken
in the matter by Grand Lodge.

1895 to 1901
there was little discussion about ritual during this period in the life of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia. the
subject only came before Grand Lodge once, and the Grand Lodge proceedings for 1899 and 1900 did not make
clear the nature of the problem.
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“canadian” Work Is under Review
at the Communication of Grand Lodge in 1899, the Wm of Cascade Lodge no. 12 stated that on investigation it had
been found that the Lodges using the “Canadian” ritual were in some respects at variance, but no particulars were
given. it was therefore resolved in Grand Lodge that a committee be appointed to unify the “Canadian” work as
practised, and to report at the next annual Communication. this committee, consisting of a member from Cascade
Lodge no. 12, nelson Lodge no. 23 and Kamloops Lodge no. 10, reported to Grand Lodge in 1900, but the report
in the proceedings appeared to have little to do with the complaint made by the Wm of Cascade Lodge. it read as
follows:

“your Committee appointed at the last Communication of Grand Lodge to re-arrange the opening
and closing ceremonies of the Canadian ritual beg to report:
that they have given the matter considerable attention and are of the opinion that no change be
made,”

the report was received, adopted, and the committee discharged.
pGM Watson clarifies

it not being at all clear from the proceedings just what was the problem at issue, the matter was referred by the
Grand Historian (reid) to mW Brother Harry Holgate Watson, who had been the representative of Cascade Lodge
on the committee. His statement in reply to the query clarified the matter:

“When Cascade Lodge began we did all our business at regular meetings in the first degree, as they
still do in ontario, so that at our monthly meetings the Lodge (unless degrees were to be conferred)
would never get higher than the ea degree. Grand master downie ruled that all business at regular
meetings must be transacted in the 3rd degree. this gave the Lodges working the Canadian ritual
a very long opening and closing, beginning at the ea, then fC and mm before getting down to
business, and Lodges began taking short cuts. the Committee, as you can see by their report, gave
the matter considerable thought, but could not recommend any tampering with an accepted work.
the Lodges after that began opening directly in the third degree, ignoring the ea and fC, except
when degrees were to be conferred. this is as near as my memory serves me.”

the reviewer for the Grand Lodge of virginia, as it appears in the proceedings for 1900, sets out the easy way to
uniformity in ritual. He said:

“Cannot we, the correspondents, by agitating this matter, induce Grand Jurisdictions not at present
under our rite to come under it, and thus make us the universal brotherhood we claim to be?”

one can imagine the freemasons of england or of ontario giving up their work for the ‘york’ rite, so-called.
one might as well have asked Brother William stewart to persuade ashlar Lodge to use the “Canadian” work.

1902 to 1910
the question of a uniform ritual was brought up in discussion several times ducing this period. at the annual Com-
munication in 1903 the ddGm for district 3 (okanagan-revelstoke) referred to it at some length in his report to
Grand Lodge, saying that of the five Lodges in his district, three did the “Canadian” work and two the “english”
work; that the small details in the floor work, which go so far in making the ceremony impressive, have become so
changed by the different Lodges as to make it often appear to the casual observer as though several rituals were in
use. He was of the opinion that the brethren in his district would be willing to adopt any ritual which Grand Lodge
would adopt as the standard, in order that uniform work might be had; and that if Grand Lodge would adopt a
form of ritual for all Lodges he thought the ritualistic part of the work would be improved. the committee on the
Gm’s address approved the suggestions made by the ddGm and recommended that steps should be taken to secure
greater uniformity, Grand Lodge received the report of the committee and adopted it, but nothing was done to
formulate any plan to carry it into effect. evidently everyone was in favour of a uniform ritual, so long as each Lodge
could use the one its members were familiar with.

The committee of pGMs
in 1909 the Gm in his address also referred to the need for a uniform ritual, He regretted the divergence that existed
in the working of the various Lodges; submitted to Grand Lodge that the time was at hand when the question of
uniformity should be taken up and discussed calmly, intelligently, and in a spirit of brotherly love; and suggested
that a Committee of pGms should be appointed to go into the matter, and submit a report at the next annual 
Communication.
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the Committee on the address were of the opinion, well founded as the history of earlier days makes certain,
that it would be impracticable to recommend the adoption of any particular work under the then existing conditions,
but recommended that all Lodges endeavour to follow the workings as practised by victoria-Columbia Lodge no.
1, ashlar Lodge no. 3 and Cascade Lodge no. 12, and that the ddGms be especially instructed in these matters;
and that the Gm appoint one skilled Brother in each of those works to be at the disposal of any Lodge sending for
him and paying his expenses. this plan was approved by Grand Lodge, but whether this scheme was carried out
or not does not appear in the proceedings of Grand Lodge for that year.

“Australian” Work of Southern cross
it is interesting to note that nothing was said in any of the proceedings of that time about the ritual of southern
Cross Lodge no. 44 which had been established in 1906 and had been permitted to use a slightly altered form of the
“australian” work. However, in 1910 the ddGm for district 2 (vancouver) expressed a pious hope that “some day
the beautiful ritual of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia will be an established fact, and that uniformity of work
will obtain throughout this Grand Jurisdiction.” one wonders if southern Cross Lodge members, including the rW
Brother himself, would then have been willing to accept the “american” work, if a majority of the Lodges decided
to establish that form of ritual for the entire jurisdiction.

Mackey on the “American” Rite
it is of interest here to note that many of the Lodges, indeed all of them in the then district 7 in the Kootenays, used
what mackey, said to be the highest authority in the united states, referred to in his Encyclopaedia of Freemasonry as:

“the system of work which, under the appropriate name of american rite (although often improp-
erly called the ‘york rite’), is practised in the united states.” 232

while in an earlier edition of the same publication he said:
“it has been proposed, and i think with propriety, to give this name (the ‘american rite’) to the series

of degrees conferred in the united states.”
and in a later edition of the Encyclopaedia 233 he contended that:

“ ... the ancient york rite, though no longer cultivated, must remain on the records of history as the
oldest and purest of all the rites.” 234

“Scotch” or “American” Ritual
it had been the fashion, and still is to a limited extent, among many of the freemasons in British Columbia to call
the form of work referred to by mackey “the scotch” or “the old scotch” work, but, as pointed out, there is no ev-
idence that it was ever used in scotland, and it is known that it was not used in that country during this period
(1902-1910). in the united states it is often called, whether or not with any historical basis, the “york” rite, the use
of the term “scotch” as applied to the “american” ritual used by some of the Lodges in British Columbia was a
puzzle to some reviewers of foreign Correspondence in the jurisdictions in the united states. they were skilled
students of freemasonry, and knew that there was no such thing as a special form of ritual in scotland and that the
ritual as used in scotland was practically the same as that used in england. all they could think of as a “scotch”
ritual was a ritual as practised in the ancient and accepted scottish rite, one of the many concordant orders, but
not in any way connected to or operated by the Grand Lodges of ancient, free and accepted masons. the florida
reviewer said that in British Columbia there were Lodges in which the so-called “scottish rite” ritual was author-
ized by the Grand Lodge. the British Columbia Committee on foreign Correspondence made confusion worse con-
founded by saying the ritual used was the “scotch” work, which in actual fact was a non-existent ritual. in reply to
the reviewer for the Grand Lodge of maine, the committee said that in British Columbia there are Lodges working
the “english”, “Canadian”, and “scotch” works. if it had been said that British Columbia used the “american” or
the “york” rite, it would probably have removed the misunderstanding by the brethren in the united states.

the reviewer for the district of Columbia, in the review for 1905, fell into the same error. He was under the 
impression that British Columbia used the “scottish rite” ritual. He evidently knew of no other ritual bearing that
name. the reviewer merely denied the allegation, but made no coherent explanation. in the report for 1906, the 
reviewer for Louisiana insisted that British Columbia was using the “scottish rite” ritual, but the reviewer again
only made denial, when it would no doubt have cleared the air if the terms “york” rite or “american” work had
been used in explanation.

robie L. reid says in his “Historical Notes, etc.” that “by 1907 our Committee on foreign Correspondence came
to earth” when the Chairman said:
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“it is true that all the Lodges of British america do not use the ‘american’ work, but none of them
use the ‘scottish rite’ work. many of them use the ‘english’ work . . . and many more use work
that is so like the work of the average Lodge in the united states that we think Brother Howard,
the reviewer for mississippi, would be puzzled to tell the difference.”

in other words, many of the Lodges were using the “american” work. British Columbians had been a long time say-
ing in plain words that many of the Lodges in the jurisdiction did use in fact what mackey, perhaps incorrectly,
called the “american” work,

1917 to 1920
there is little to say about the ritual during this period in the history of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia. each
Lodge had decided what form of ritual it would use, and everybody was satisfied, and this freedom of ritual has
continued ever since. the reviewer still persisted in calling the “american” work the “scotch” work, much to the
wonderment of the brethren in the united states, although he then put the word in quotation marks as above. He
said that it was general among the Lodges using this work in British Columbia to open only in the third degree
when there is no work to be done in the first and second degrees, while those doing the “Canadian” work open in
the first, second and third degrees regularly.

Monitor or Manual
in 1912, the Gm called the ritual used in the united states the “american” ritual. He advised Grand Lodge that, as
a basis for uniformity sometime in the far distant future, something he greatly desired but which then seemed no
nearer accomplishment than it was when vancouver Lodge was established in victoria in the early days of freema-
sonry, a monitor or manual, such as was in use in other jurisdictions, be prepared and adopted. it should contain
the lectures and such other knowledge as could properly be printed of the two works known as the “Canadian”
and the “american”. He was of the opinion that the brethren of “emulation”, “oxford”, “stability”, “australian”
and the “Canadian”, their differences being so small, would gladly welcome one standard, and those using the
“american” work could use the works of some of the jurisdictions of the united states. in making this suggestion,
he said he did not want to be understood as a disciple of the “letter perfect ritualists”, but rather as looking to some-
thing for the guidance of those who would follow later, that they might the more wholeheartedly enter into the
spirit of freemasonry, and not be harassed as to what was right and what was wrong. this manual could take the
place of the “forms of Ceremonies”, which would be included in it.

the Gm also suggested that at each session of Grand Lodge, especially when held in cities, some Lodge should
be requested to exemplify the ceremonial. it was suggested that that year acacia Lodge no. 22 at vancouver should
be requested to exemplify the “american” work (mm’s degree), and Cascade Lodge no. 12 at vancouver should
exemplify the same degree in the “Canadian” work.

Grand Lodge did not approve the preparation of such a monitor or manual as suggested by the Gm. in fact, the
Committee on the address was of the opinion that, owing to the diversity of ritual used in the Lodges and the small
number of Lodges in the jurisdiction, the time had not yet come for such a project. probably many were of the
opinion that it would be difficult to prepare any manuals that would be satisfactory to all members of the Craft.

uniformity of Ritual
Jurisdictions which only had one ritual deemed it a strange thing that others could get along harmoniously although
different Lodges used different rituals. the reviewer of the Grand Lodge of Canada in the province of ontario in
1912 said it was a pity that alberta permitted a choice of two rituals, and added sagely that “trouble is sure to come
from divergency of practice.” the reviewer asked, “Why?” He said that British Columbia had more than two and
had no trouble from that source, and that, after many years of what he called “free trade” in ritual, it would be a
brave man who would counsel any change from the system which had been in force since the formation of the
Grand Lodge of British Columbia.

as the decade wore on, the question of ritual in British Columbia had become a settled affair. there were then
four forms of work, and everybody was satisfied. in 1915, the reviewer for Canada in the province of ontario sug-
gested that “if uniformity of ritual is so important, Lodges in the united states which have adopted the ‘Webb’ ritual
(nearly all of them) should return to the beautiful and simple ritual of the mother Grand Lodge of the World. But it
was not absolutely certain that uniformity of ritual was essential.” the reviewer, a devotee of the “Webb” (‘amer-
ican’) work as used in union Lodge no. 9 at new Westminster, did not have so high an opinion of the “english” rit-
ual, He thought that the then present “english” work (“Hemming’s”) as adopted at the time of the union was
certainly inferior to the older ritual taught by preston, “and is certainly neither as impressive nor as dignified as the
the ‘Webb’ work.”
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plea for a Ritual for canada
then in June, 1920, a voice was heard from prince rupert. the ddGm of district no, 11, and a member of tyee
Lodge no. 66, which was using the “Canadian” work, in his report to Grand Lodge suggested:

“that in order to advance the welfare of masonry in the province, the work should be standardized,
and with any new dispensation granted, this point should be expressly stipulated.”

But the ddGm did not suggest, as did the reviewer for the Grand Lodge of Canada in the province of ontario, that
British Columbia return “to the ritual of the mother Grand Lodge of the World.” He was a member of a Lodge which
practised the “Canadian” work, and he said that “We being in Canada, the ‘Canadian’ work should be used.” as
had been often said before, he said: “British Columbia should have a common ritual in all Lodges.” Which ritual?
Why, of course, the one he knew best, that had been the cry in certain quarters in British Columbia from the days
when the freemasons from the united states insisted on having a Lodge of their own, vancouver Lodge, where
they could use the ritual they had learned in California and elsewhere on the american continent. it is worthy of
note, however, that during all the clamour for uniformity in ritual, never once does there appear to have been a
member of a Lodge using the “english” work who tried to impose that ritual upon other Lodges. W Brother russell
had made it quite clear in the first place what he intended to do in 1889. they appeared to be content with their
own work, which they protected to the last ditch and let the other Lodges use whatever ritual pleased them most.
after all, it was victoria Lodge no, 1085, er that had wanted the brethren from California to have their own ritual,
and supported the request for a petition to the Grand Lodge of scotland “which allows her daughter Lodges to
adopt the ritual of their choice and to make such minor changes as do not affect the usages, customs and landmarks
of the order.” it has been the “unwritten law” of the victoria Lodge never to interfere in the ritualistic work of the
other Lodges.

1921 to 1930
the question of ritual came up for discussion several times during this decade, but no changes of any moment were
made. the Gm for 1922 laid before Grand Lodge the desirability of adopting some course of action which would
result in greater uniformity in the three different workings permitted in the jurisdiction. While he approved the wis-
dom of the pioneer brethren in allowing the three rituals to be used, “the ‘emulation’ work as practised by victo-
ria-Columbia no. 1; the ‘american’ or ‘scotch’ rite as practised by ashlar no. 3; and the ‘Canadian’ work as practised
by Cascade no. 12 were not specific enough, nor are the patterns which the Lodges are supposed to follow available
for all the Lodges in different parts of the province who may desire to use either of the allowable forms.”

He also doubted if the Lodges above mentioned do the work as they did it ten or fifteen years before. minor in-
novations and changes, he said, must of necessity creep in, and he thought that some plan should be worked out
whereby “schools of instruction” could be held at stated periods, possibly at the annual Communications, and per-
haps once during the winter months, or that the authorizing of certain skilled ritualists as instructors would be of
great assistance to new Lodges and tend to bring about more uniform use of the three rituals. this was approved
by Grand Lodge, but no immediate action was taken.

Book of forms and ceremonies
at the same Communication (1922), a pm of mount Hermon Lodge no. 7 at vancouver drew attention to the fact
that in the “Book of forms and Ceremonies” the work done by certain Lodges, including his own, was described as
“american” work, whereas he said it had always been known as “scotch” work. after discussion it was moved, sec-
onded and resoLved “that in future the work referred to be known as the ‘scotch’ work.” for many years this
naming of the “american’’ work “scotch” had been an obsession without basis, and dated probably to the days of
William stewart of ashlar Lodge no. 3 at nanaimo, rW Brother Jonathan nutt of Cariboo Lodge no. 4 at Barkerville,
and others who brought the “american” work, as it was called by some, to British Columbia. stewart brought with
him the ritual which he called “scotch” from st. John’s Lodge no. 1 at Charlottetown, prince edward island, which,
like all the Lodges in the maritimes, stemmed from the athol Grand Lodge, a Grand Lodge in London which was
known as the “ancients”, the office of Grand master being held in the family of the duke of athol until 1813, when
the “ancients” and the “moderns” were permanently reconciled on the formation of the united Grand Lodge of
england, by two blood brothers who had been elected Gms of the two Grand bodies: the dukes of Kent and 
sussex.

The Work in Scotland
an evening in Canongate Kilwinning Lodge no. 2 in edinburgh with the mm’s degree being exemplified would
convince anyone that the ritual of scotland and that of england are, to all intents and purposes, the same. at any
rate, no such work as the ritual used by mount Hermon Lodge no. 7 at vancouver will be found in scotland at any
time. there is no doubt that the mover of the resolution, mW Brother Harry Holgate Watson, knew this because he
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had just paid an extended visit to both countries, but thought it of so little importance that if some of the brethren
wanted to call the “american” work the “scotch’’ work it made for peace and harmony and hurt no one,

in 1923, the Gm suggested that a committee of nine brethren prepare and submit to Grand Lodge at its next 
annual Communication standards for the three rituals authorized in the jurisdiction, and he referred to the work
of ashlar Lodge no. 3 as “scottish”, the term used often by William stewart in letters still extant in his handwriting.
the historic preamble of rituals found in the “Book of forms and Ceremonies” of 1942 has this change, referring to
the “scottish” as practised by ashlar Lodge no. 3 and is still to be found in the 1968 edition. this proposal, supported
by the Committees on the address and the reports of the ddGms, was approved, but the proceedings fail to record
the appointment of any such committee. the matter was again raised by the ddGm for district 8 (east Kootenay)
in his report to Grand Lodge in 1923, who said that the three rituals were used in his district, but that there were
differences between what were supposed to be the same. He suggested that one or more well-posted brethren should
be appointed by Grand Lodge to periodically visit the Lodges of the jurisdiction practising the particular ritual in
which he or they were expert, to exemplify the same and particularly to instruct the officers so that uniformity could
be established and maintained.

problems in Western Australia
it is interesting to note that in Western australia the same controversy as to the uniformity of ritual in the various
jurisdictions was taking place. there had been an australian masonic Conference in 1921 at which the question of
uniformity of ritual in all the australian Grand Lodges had come up, and the means of reaching such uniformity
had been attained. those brethren from Western australia did not agree with the majority and expressed themselves
as being astonished at the importance attached to uniformity of ritual, especially as it was admitted that the essentials
were identical, and that the only difference lay in the manner of communicating and demonstrating them.

Multiplicity of Rituals
in 1924, the Gm of British Columbia referred to the need of a more uniform form of ritual, pointing out that the pre-
vious Gms had brought the subject to the attention of Grand Lodge, but with no resultant action. He said that it
would be bad enough “if we had only the three authorized forms in use in the Jurisdiction, but the three are now
being rendered in three or more different ways,” but he failed to appoint the special committee of nine authorized
by Grand Lodge. the Committee on the address agreed with him, and repeated the suggestion made by the prior
committee that a special committee should be appointed to find a way out of the difficulty. While a direct reference
to the appointment of such a committee, or the names of its members, has not been found, it is evident that it was
appointed as there is a reference to it in the report of the ddGm for district 12 at vancouver. in his report for 1924
he speaks of the appointment, and expresses his hopes that it will be able to submit to Grand Lodge at the next an-
nual Communication a uniform ritual that will be acceptable to all the Lodges “doing the scottish or so-called amer-
ican work.” What he meant was, of course, the “american” or so-called “scotch” work.

the reviewer for the Grand Lodge of virginia (1923), speaking about uniformity of ritual in various jurisdictions,
got to the root of the matter when he said:

“uniformity of ritual would be satisfactory to none unless to the one whose ritual might be adopted
without change.”

the nomenclatute of the various rituals had a new variation in 1925 when the ddGm for district 2 at new West-
minster, in his report to Grand Lodge, said of prince david Lodge no. 101 at port Haney:

“Hitherto the work of this Lodge had been carried out under the ontario rite; but at this meeting
the change was made to carry on under the ‘scotch’ rite.”

The problem in Tasmania
the reviewer pointed out that in 1927 the question of a uniform ritual reached the point of controvery in far-off
tasmania as the result of a reference in the report of the Board of General purposes:

“at present the ‘emulation’, modified, is the standard, but certain parties want an ‘australian’ ritual,
and have been working to that end since 1921, or so. various Committees have laboured on the job;
inter-provincial conferences have been held; and as the Grand master said, ‘it is practically impos-
sible to get a uniform ritual for australia, as some Grand Lodges would not give way’... it had been
suggested that the victorian ritual be adopted, but that ‘frequent and numerous editions’ were is-
sued by Grand Lodge, and the president of the Board of General purposes amplified this somewhat
by the statement that the matter had been considered by the Board at various times and both em-
ulation and victorian rituals had been put forward for adoption. the difficulty with both was to
decide which edition should be chosen, ‘there are so many differences owing to the many editions
of emulation. the same applies to the victorian ritual’.”
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they both belonged to the “english” school, and the differences could not have been great, as there was no men-
tion of the rituals of the united states, which in British Columbia were called “scotch”, the difficulty with both was
which edition of the “emulation” work was to be preferred, the reviewer could not refrain from getting in his little
dig as a good “scotch” devotee, and said:

“We have always been led to believe that the emulation ritual, at least, resembled the laws of the
medes and persians, but in the face of the foregoing it would seem that uniformity is next to im-
possible if the standard is to be changed every-so-often,”

finally the matter went to the Board of General purposes, which recommended the “emulation” working, with ad-
ditions for tasmania, and that a committee be appointed to decide which of the numerous editions should be
adopted. it appears that British Columbia, as some people and reviewers have suggested, was not alone with the
problem of many rituals.

1931 to 1940
during this decade there was very little activity or discussion, if any, in Grand Lodge regarding the ritualistic work
of the Constituent Lodges. they were not busy days in terms of new members applying for admission in the estab-
lished Lodges, and few new Lodges were created. the entire membership sagged very sharply, due mainly to the
economic conditions caused by the depression, and this meant that the degree work suffered in like measure. 
uniformity of work in the Lodges practising the same ritual continued to be a subject of discussion, especially in
Greater vancouver, and a continuing need for masonic education and research was stressed by some Gms and
ddGms, resulting in the formation of a vancouver Library Board in 1931. in 1932, the Gm praised the Board for its
work in education, and under the heading of uniformity of work he noted a disposition to discuss the matter in a
reasonable and serious manner, and to him it seemed strange that sensible co-operation in such matters did not re-
ceive the lead from Grand Lodge,

Masonic Education and Research
By 1937, a special Committee on masonic education and research took over the work formerly conducted by the
vancouver Library Board. in 1939 the victoria district Lodge of education and research was licensed by the Gm.

during these years, numerous enquiries and appeals were made to the Committee on masonic education and
research for information regarding the variations in ritual, and an undercurrent of dissatisfaction with the lack of
definite standards, with everchanging forms becoming more prevalent even in Lodges supposedly practising the
same work, led to smaller groups in various districts forming internal research groups in an attempt to bring about
at least local uniformity in Lodges having basically common rituals.

1941 to 1950
the depression, followed by World War ii, overshadowed the efforts towards the development of masonic education
and research and the study of the rituals for uniformity. only after the cessation of hostilities did demands again
become insistent for some action. in the meantime, much of the earlier prejudices against published rituals had dis-
sipated.

Special committee on Rituals
on June 20, 1946, the Committee on masonic education and research once again strongly pressed for the appoint-
ment of a special committee by the Gm to study and investigate the whole matter of ritual and forms of work then
in use in the jurisdiction, with a view to the ultimate adoption of some form, or forms, of standard ritual. a committee
was duly appointed, but it failed in three years to produce any kind of a report, except in which to plead for more
time.

in 1949, Grand Lodge adopted the following resolution on the recommendation of the Committee on masonic
education and research:

“that the Grand master be requested to appoint a special Committee to investigate the matter of
ritual and forms of work now in use in the Grand Jurisdiction and to submit a report thereon to
Grand Lodge.”

the Gm, immediately upon assuming office, in pursuance of the above resolution appointed the following: W
Brother robert f, Blandy, Henderson Lodge no. 84, Chairman, W Brother Cecil m. parrott, victoria-Columbia Lodge
no. 1. rW Brother d. e. manson, ashlar Lodge no. 3. W Brother C. e. snead, mount Hermon Lodge no. 7. 
W Brother John irvine, Cascade Lodge no. 12. the committee thus appointed decided first to ascertain three things:

“1. What were the leading facts regarding the rituals being followed in the Lodges in the Jurisdiction; 
“2. How other Jurisdictions, more particularly in Canada, were dealing with the situation; 
“3. What Grand Lodge had done in the matter of rituals to be observed by the Lodges.”
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The New chairman
the incoming Gm had reconstructed the committee under a new and dynamic Chairman, who was mainly respon-
sible for the many searching and comprehensive reports that were to follow his appointment. as Gms have pointed
out, W Brother Blandy was a man of strong character, who tackled every assignment given him with zeal and 
assiduity, as will be evidenced in the reports of the committee to Grand Lodge.

Bibliography to the Reports
it is not the intention here to go into any detailed examination of these reports—they present a thorough exploration
of the rituals and the problems that had been encountered in British Columbia leading up to the adoption of, first,
a “British Columbia ‘Canadian’ Work,” followed by reviews and recommendations regarding the other three work-
ings. the words and actions of its ritual was of deep concern to every Lodge in the jurisdiction, and uncertainty had
prevailed over this matter in British Columbia even before the formation of the Grand Lodge, and from that period
when freemasonry first made its appearance in the two Colonies.

the bibliography * given below will direct the interested student of this important phase of freemasonry to
many hours of fascinating study of the reports of the committee. the research was excellent, thorough and the se-
lection of the material much to the point of the enquiry. many important references are given to historical material
regarding the practice of ritualistic work of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia, and also pertinent references to
the reports of other jurisdictions and masonic authorities.

the first such report of substance was that for 1950, presented to Grand Lodge on June 22-it began its task with
the following triple text:

“Let all things be done decently and in order.”
a famous Correspondent.

“all particular Lodges are to observe the same usage as much as possible.”
anderson’s Constitutions, 1723, regulation 11.

“i do not think that anything was ever gained by evading or shirking a troublesome question.”
Bro. albert pike, transactions supreme Council sJ, 1870.

it reviewed the consultations with the Constituent Lodges, and its sources of reference in Grand Lodge material,
practices in other jurisdictions, and many masonic authorities, but it only made two proposals:

“1. that the work of the Committee be continued, if necessary with additional personnel;
“2. that the Committee be definitely authorized to make recommendations.”

1951 to 1960
the first solid recommendation by the special Committee on rituals is in its report for June, 1951, which was made
after weighing a mass of evidence very carefully. it felt that the plan proposed would bring British Columbia into
line with other Canadian jurisdictions; that British Columbia should in a sense turn its very imperfections to good
account; and that the ritual policy of the jurisdiction would become one of conformity tempered with moderation,
and would be broadcast in north america; and therefore recommended as follows: 

“1. formal recognition be given to the use in this Jurisdiction of masonic ritual and working of the
general types and systems in use, (a) in ontario, Canada; (b) in england; and (c) in the united states
of america; 

“2. each Lodge be permitted to use any one of the said three types; 
“3. printed forms to be prepared for each type, and made standard—with due regard for flexibility,

and for secrecy; 
“4. provisions be made for propagating and maintaining these standards, including the setting up of

a standing committee or board to have charge of the ritual...”
British columbia “canadian” Work

in 1954, the committee presented a complete draft of a revised form of the “Canadian” or “ontario” work, or ritual,
which it proposed to distribute to each Lodge then doing the “Canadian” work for comment. in June, 1955, the
report of the special committee recommended that the revision of “the Work” be approved subject to certain amend-
ments (list attached); * that the work should be voluntary on the part of any Lodge existing on June 1, 1954, and be
required for those Lodges formed after June 1, 1954. it also suggested the machinery for effecting amendments and
finally recommended the printing of the revised ritual, under the control of Grand Lodge, and that all copies remain
the property of Grand Lodge.
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this report was adopted, with the Gm extending his personal thanks to W Brother Blandy and the members
of the committee for the excellent service rendered in the long and arduous task of preparing the ritual material. in
June, 1956, the committee reported progress in its work of completing the formulary for the “Canadian” working
approved the year before, and requested funds for the printing which had already been approved by Grand Lodge.
the finance Committee provided the sum of $3,000 as “extraordinary expenses for printing of new rituals as ap-
proved by Grand Lodge.” in 1957, owing to the printing not being completed, a re-vote of the item was required.

British columbia “American” Work
in 1956, the special committee reported some progress in the drafting of a ritual for the Lodges practising the “amer-
ican” work, “which ritual may serve as a guide or exemplar,” in 1957, the special Committee on rituals reported
some progress on various drafts of the “american”-type working and that the workings of some of the British 
Columbia Lodges had been studied. it pointed out that it had a “bewildering variety from which to select’ with “ac-
cess to some thirty-four versions of the ‘american’ working, no two being alike.” 235

Death of the chairman
on november 25, 1957, W Brother robert f. Blandy was called to the Grand Lodge above after a lengthy illness.
the Gm, in his address on June 19, 1958, regretted the passing of a “gentleman and scholar unsurpassed, (who) had
worked for years, and at times with little or no encouragement, on rewriting the various rituals of our Grand Lodge
. . . after a number of years of study and intensive research, had completed the ‘Canadian’ ritual and at the time of
his death was busily engaged and had made much progress on our ‘american ritual’ . . . Canadian ritual will stand
as a lasting memorial to his memory long after the majority of us will have been forgotten.” in 1958, Grand Lodge
approved a motion that a suitable memorial scroll be prepared for presentation to his widow; the full text may be
found in the proceedings of Grand Lodge for 1959, page 131, it reads in part:

“GreetinGs:
We hereby submit this testimonial to mrs. robert francis Blandy, in honour of our late worshipful
Brother roBert franCis BLandy, in appreciation of his diligent and painstaking efforts and
his erudite and scholarly achievements in the rewriting of the various rituals of Grand Lodge, part
of which labour is exemplified in our Canadian ritual which will stand as a lasting testimony to
his memory.”

in 1958, the Gm appointed W Brother frederick W. Coffin (a pm of mount Hermon Lodge no. 7 at vancouver, who
was ddGm for district 13 at vancouver in 1961-62), a member of the rituals Committee since 1954, as the new
Chairman.

“American” Ritual Name Questioned
the special committee reported progress on the “american” type of working, but regretted that its work had been
hampered and delayed by the sad passing of its Chairman, who had been supervising the preparation of the ritual.
in 1959, the recommendation of the special Committee on rituals was for the printing of the “american” ritual
under similar terms and conditions as those adopted for the “Canadian” ritual. after much heated discussion over
the use of the name “american”, the report was ordered tabled. the finance Committee’s estimates for that year
contained one item, i.e., “expenses for rituals Committee, $300” and a similar item was to be found in the finance
Committee’s estimates of June, 1960.

Innovations Not permitted
the committee also in 1959 called the attention of Grand Lodge to a resolution adopted by the Grand Lodge of 
england in 1723—

“that it is not in the power of any person, or body of men, to make any alteration or innovation in
the Body of freemasonry without the consent first obtained of the annual Grand Lodge.”

committee Is Enlarged
in June, 1960, the committee reported being enlarged by the addition of two members from vancouver island Lodges:
i.e., vancouver and Quadra Lodge no. 2 at victoria and ashlar Lodge no. 3 at nanaimo, and requested another
year in which to allow these brethren to acquaint themselves with the work already accomplished and to permit
the committee to prepare its final draft of the “american” work.

1961 to 1970
the Committee on rituals reported to Grand Lodge in June, 1961 that it was reviewing rituals received from several
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Lodges practising the “american or york rite” work, incliding that of ashlar Lodge no. 3, and stated that “we expect
to have a composite ritual ready for submission to the Lodges well in advance of the next regular Communication
of Grand Lodge in 1962.”

in 1962, the committee recommended:
“1. tHat this revised ritual as prepared by the special Committee on rituals in 1962, to be known as

the ‘British Columbia york rite’, be approved; *
“2. tHat the adoption of this form of work shall be voluntary on the part of the Lodges existing on

June 1, 1962;
“3. tHat Lodges formed after June 1, 1962 and practising the “york rite’ shall be required to adopt

this form of work;
“4. tHat consideration be given to the establishment of a Committee on rituals to which matters of

ritual could be referred;
“5. tHat control of the printing and distribution of the rituals shall be with Grand Lodge;
“6. tHat on application through the secretary of his Lodge this ritual shall be made available at cost

to every master mason in good standing in the Jurisdiction;
“7. tHat copies of the ritual shall be the property of Grand Lodge and that adequate provision shall

be made for the recording of such copies and for their return to Grand Lodge when the possessor
shall cease to be an active member of the fraternity.”

in spite of some objections to the use of the word “rite’’ in the title to the above report, the recommendations of the
committee were adopted by Grand Lodge.

British columbia “Ancient” Work Adopted
in 1963, the committee, in deference to the objections voiced in 1962 over the use of the word “rite” in the proposed
name of the ritual, suggested that the title “British Columbia ancient york” work might be suitable. during the dis-
cussion that followed the motion for adoption of the report, the title “British Columbia ancient york” work was
challenged and, as the result of an amendment, the word “york” was ordered deleted. the committee dropped the
word “york” as directed and recommended, as a compromise, the word ‘ancient’, unaccompanied, should meet
the desires of those who wished to show the origin of this ritual without offending others who, perhaps erroneously,
felt they claimed too much. the title of the ritual then became the “British Columbia ‘ancient’ work”. the word
“ancient” was placed in quotation marks since it is used not as indicating antiquity or priority, but because the work
was derived from the “ancient” (athol) Lodges. the “athol masons” were seceders from the Grand Lodge of 
england in 1739, having assumed the title of “ancient masons” and organized a Grand Lodge, elected the duke of
athol as Grand master. †  in 1813, the duke of Kent having been elected Grand master of the “ancients” while his
brother, the duke of sussex, was Grand master of the “moderns”, a permanent reconciliation was effected, and the
“united Grand Lodge of ancient freemasons of england” was established.

Standing committee on Ritual
following the several suggestions over a number of years, Grand Lodge in 1963 finally approved the establishment
of a standing Committee on rituals, but it was not until June, 1965 that the Constitution was finally amended to
provide ‘that there be added to the list of standing Committees a ‘Committee on ritual and forms and Cere-
monies’.” stating that “it shall be the duty of the Committee on ritual and forms and Ceremonies to supervise all
revisions of same; to observe the working of the rituals and Ceremonies as approved by Grand Lodge, and where
necessary to recommend amendments or adjustments to correct anomalies or defects as may become apparent in
the practical performance of the work; to undertake a thorough revision of the present Book of forms and Cere-
monies; and to report on such matters relating to ritual and Ceremonies as may be referred to them.”

Ritual Rulings
on June 17, 1965, the Gm reported to Grand Lodge that he had ordered the following “rulings” concerning the
practice of ritualistic work in the jurisdiction:

“in British Columbia we have four rituals: 
(1) the Canadian Work (old and new rituals). 
(2) the “american” ritual, or the British Columbia ancient Work. 
(3) the emulation ritual. 
(4) the australian ritual.
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“a. it is not proper for a Lodge practising one form of ritual to pay a fraternal visit to another Lodge
practising a different form of ritual, and to confer a degree on a Candidate belonging to the
Lodge being visited: e.g., for an american Work Lodge to confer degrees on candidates of a
Canadian Work Lodge which it is visiting.

“B. it is not proper for a ‘ritualistic team’ practising one form of ritual to visit a Lodge practising
another form of ritual and confer a degree on a candidate belonging to that Lodge.

“C. it is not proper for a British Columbia Lodge to transport a candidate into another Jurisdiction,
and have the Lodge it is visiting in that Jurisdiction confer a degree on a candidate belonging
to the Lodge in the Jurisdiction of British Columbia.

“d. it is in order for Lodges or ‘ritualistic teams’, regardless of the prohibition contained in above
Clauses a. B. or C., to visit other Lodges practising different work, and exemplify or demonstrate
a degree on a Brother who has already received that degree.

“e. in any circumstances where it is necessary, because of some emergency, for a British Columbia
Lodge to require a degree to be conferred by a Lodge in British Columbia practising a different
form of ritual, or for the degree to be conferred through the courtesy of another jurisdiction,
this can only be done by arrangements made through the office of the Grand secretary, or
through a dispensation from the Grand master, whichever is proper for the special 
circumstances.”“

the Gm went on to explain that under Clause C he was not:
“ . . . attempting to interfere with visitations of Lodges to other Jurisdictions so long as they only 

exemplify or demonstrate their degrees on candidates who have already received those degrees.
i consider these visitations are well worthwhile, being a useful and enjoyable part of our free-
masonry.”

in 1966 minor changes in “Canadian” and “ancient” rituals were studied, and in 1967 alterations of a minor nature
were approved and ordered printed for insertion in the existing manuals.

“Emulation” Ritual Is under Review
on June 20, 1968, the Committee on rituals reported that it had been asked to review the “emulation” ritual, and
further stated that:

“it is anticipated that as in the case of the Canadian and ancient rituals, the Committee will recom-
mend that the adoption of any ritual as approved shall be voluntary for those Lodges already 
practising this work and required for Lodges subsequently formed.”

in 1969, the committee reported that after consultation with the thirteen Lodges in the jurisdiction practising the
“emulation” work, it had found the majority of them in favour of using the published work known as “the perfect
Ceremonies of Craft masonry in strict conformity with the recognized system as taught in the ‘emulation Lodge of
improvement’, freemasons’ Hall, since 1823, for emulation workers.” in asking Grand Lodge for approval, it 
recommended that:

“(a) the ritual as set out in the named publication be referred to as the British Columbia emulation Work;
and

“(b)the adoption of this ritual shall be voluntary on the part of any Lodges practising emulation Work on
June 1, 1969; and

“(c) Lodges formed after June 1, 1969, wishing to practise emulation Work be required to follow this ritual.”
Grand Lodge approved such action on the adoption of the report.

Review of the “Australian” Working
on June 19, 1970, the Committee on ritual reported to the annual Communication held in the city of prince George
that:

1. it had under consideration an official ritual for Lodges using the “australian” work, which could be
adopted for the use of future Lodges;

2. it was studying the Burial service and some work was being done on the Book of forms and Ceremonies;
and

3. the corrections and amendments to the “Canadian” work had been printed and distributed to the Lodges
concerned,

the report was adopted upon motion duly seconded.
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Many Have Given Service
as this chapter in the History of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia comes to a close, honour is given to those
who laboured so effectively in the endeavour to make the ritualistic work of the Constituent Lodges worthy of the
institution of freemasonry. over the years from 1950, many distinguished and able brethren gave freely of their
time and knowledge in assisting in the production of the rituals, and while the names of those who officially served
on the committee can be found in the various proceedings, others whose name is legion should be gratefully 
remembered even though anonymous.
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c H A p T E R  22
MASONIc EDucATION AND RESEARcH - “THE MASONIc BuLLETIN”*

“By which means alone we are rendered fit members of regularly organized society.”
—tHe perfeCt Ceremonies of Craft masonry

Little Time, Little Money and No Action
prior to the period of 1898 to 1899, very little activity was seen in the area of masonic education and research. no
action was taken by Grand Lodge as a body towards establishing any sort of programme of masonic education and
research. as has been seen, most of the efforts of the brethren in the earlier years were directed towards organization,
financial problems, providing decent meeting quarters and just a plain struggle to survive.

the Gms made sporadic references to the need for education and instruction beyond the realm of what the sev-
eral degrees meant and the preparation for the examinations called for therein. for instance, several references were
made to the need for material for a Grand Lodge Library, and steps were taken to provide publications, and small
sums of money were voted for the purchase of shelving, etc., to house the Grand Lodge Library.

But for those interested in special reading in this area of masonic endeavour, let us commend the address of the
Gm in 1884, which presents an analysis of the challenges of the order to every student of masonic education. 236

the entire address reveals to the reader a deep attachment and understanding of the general rudiments of the Craft
again the next year he continued on his most thoughtful theme. 237

An Eddy Stirring
on June 23, 1891, the Gm stated that his observations during his visits among the brethren had led him to believe
that not sufficient interest and importance was “attached to these necessary adjuncts of our institution.” He felt it
should be the aim and the purpose of every Brother to familiarize himself with the vast amount of useful masonic
knowledge by reading the standard works, and by subscribing to one or more of the several valuable masonic pub-
lications, “which are replete with lectures, orations and subjects of both useful and practical importance. it is not
only sufficient to be well skilled in rendering our esoteric work and lectures, but it is essentially necessary to make
ourselves familiar with the ancient and modern history of our rise and progress, the teachings and use of our sym-
bolisms, and the rise to an education beyond the mere conferring of the degrees, which can only be done by study,
and hope each brother will make it a point to do more masonic reading.”

Some Action at Last
in 1899, however, mW Brother david Wilson ascended to the throne of royal solomon, to take up the challenge
which had been thrown to Grand Lodge in the year previous by one of the ddGms. the Gm, himself, was an integral
part of the educational system of the province. He was the first director of the free text Book Branch of the provincial
department of education. He also played an important part in the formation of the travelling Library service
throughout British Columbia.

it can be truly said that the first stirrings towards the realm of masonic education and research in the Grand
Lodge of British Columbia were born in the report of a ddGm. When rW Brother frederick mcBain young of dis-
trict 5 (later to be Gm) filed his report to Grand Lodge in June, 1898, he regretted:

“. . . to note that the masonry which has come under my observation is, in some instances, fast de-
generating into a mere mechanical routine. some of the Brethren had sunk into a lethargy. at times
they are a little roused, by the initiation, passing or raising of a candidate, but it is only momentary.
on the regular night of meeting a few of the faithful will assemble, read and adopt the minutes,
transact some routine business and close. this is varied from time to time by the introduction of
degree work. you will see many examples of the following: a newly-made mason, eager for truth
and light, will attend every meeting and participate in every ceremony, for, perhaps, six months.
you will then notice his occasional absence, and finally, he ceases to attend. the reason of this is
not far to seek. He imagines himself a mason, but knows nothing of its principles or teachings. He
tires of the routine. it has become monotonous. the novelty has worn off and with it, his interest,
which was created and sustained by that novelty, ceases. the remedy for this is masonic education.
the brethren must he taught to read, study and think for themselves, until such time as each and
every one can give a reason for the faith that is in him. a man’s interest in a subject can invariably
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be measured by his knowledge of it. increase the knowledge and you will have a proportionate 
increase of interest.

“i would like to see, connected with every Lodge in this province, a reading-room, fully equipped
with proper masonic literature. it would also, in my opinion, be a long step in the right direction,
if at every regular meeting of a Lodge, some part of the history, principles and teachings of freema-
sonry were debated and discussed—anything to increase knowledge and arouse interest. again,
there seems to be a growing tendency to shift the entire work on the shoulders of the officers. this
arises from lack of interest. in the words of an eminent divine: ‘We are all called to do something—
to carry stones or timber to the building, to dig stones out of the quarry, or to hew and square the
wood.’ * Let no brother’s masonic life be such as will compel him to admit, ‘i never did anything,
i never gave anything towards the carrying on of that glorious building, Which is the joy, the 
admiration of all’.” 238

the Gm for 1899, himself a scholar in many fields and one deeply steeped in masonic knowledge, trusted that the
admirable suggestion of the ddGm for district 5 would not be lost sight of by those who “have been casting about
for some means of keeping alive or arousing that interest on which the real success of a Lodge so much depends.”
He then suggested some general channels of exploration, such as masonic Journals and magazines, proceedings of
Grand Lodges, and said further “that every member should subscribe for a masonic paper of some kind, for if we
would keep up with the age, we must think, and in order to have a subject for thought, we must read.” He then
pointed out that many devoted brethren are given up to masonic research and then drew the attention of Grand
Lodge to the quality of the work of the “Quatuor Coronati Lodge no. 2076 of London, england” this Lodge was
warranted in 1884, in order chiefly to form a centre and bond of union for masonic students. it is not what we un-
derstand as “a Working Lodge”, for degrees are not conferred and the membership is limited to forty no members
are admitted without a high literary, artistic and scientific qualification.

the Gm also referred to the early minutes of Grand Lodge, which were independent for some time of the printed
proceedings of Grand Lodge, and raised the question as to why the keeping of this valuable record had been dropped
by earlier Grss. He then discussed the development of the Grand Lodge Library, which is dealt with elsewhere. the
Gm for 1900 followed in the same sort of vein, but with the most emphasis on the Library and the need for proper
preservation of the records of Grand Lodge, from time to time this question had been discussed in Grand Lodge,
recommendations were made, small items of cash were provided but little came of it, but some improvement in the
Library and the gathering together of a valuable collection of masonic proceedings, books, reports and other media
was effected. the ever-present problem was getting this excellent collection of masonic information and knowledge
into the hands of those brethren who most needed access to it. still at this time of writing (in 1970), the introduction
of a proper system of circulation outside the environs of vancouver and new Westminster is very pressing if the
Craft is to survive as a viable entity. and even at the centre of things, in the megalopolis of the fraser river and Br-
rard inlet, the brethren fail to make proper use of the Grand Lodge Library because of the lack of service it can give.
it has been the hope of the Gms, the ddGms, the Wms and the Craft generally, that when the new masonic Hall is
erected in vancouver the Library will be properly housed and placed under the control of a properly trained Li-
brarian. further, that some form of travelling units will he developed to ensure that the Library will be available to
all the Constituent Lodges and their members.

and so, Grand Librarian, vW Brother W. a. deWolf-smith reported regularly to the Grand Lodge, but his 
reports dealt mainly with accessions to the Library, listing titles, authors and sources of the publications and other
documents many of these “gems of masonic lore” are very valuable, being highly priced as well as highly prized.

“The Square”
a publication known as The Square, under the subtitle of “Western Canada’s masonic magazine,” was published in
vancouver from october, 1921 to may, 1925 inclusive. this was a private venture independent of the Grand Lodge
of British Columbia, with Brother r. J. templeton of Cascade Lodge no. 12 at vancouver as its editor. it was pub-
lished monthly and many contributions of articles, events, etc., were made by members of the Craft hailing from all
the Grand Lodges of Western Canada.†

Early Beginnings in Masonic Education
in June, 1927, the Gm spoke in his address of the increasing desire for masonic knowledge. He said that many of
the Lodges during the past year had featured lectures on masonic subjects. He had found the brethren seeking some-
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thing more than ritual, no matter how well performed. He hoped that some action would be taken in the furtherance
of this work.

in 1930, the Gm suggested that some medium of communication between the Lodges should be published 
similar to the Masonic Sun in ontario, but no such publication was attempted until september, 1937, when the first 
Masonic Bulletin appeared, destined for an amazingly successful life with the Grand Lodge of British Columbia, and
under the ægis of many competent and dedicated freemasons. the Gm, in June 19, 1930, quoted from the Gm of
the Grand Lodge of Canada in ontario:

“We lead the young enthusiast through the triple gates of our tiled and guarded courtyards into the
sacred inner temple, and we wonder, perhaps, as he surveys with eager eyes all the riches of our
treasure house, but when he seeks from us the answer to the thousand questions which spring from
the fullness of his desire to learn more about this great heritage which he new shares with us, we
discourage him and blunt the keenness of his longing by our lack of means to answer.

“What a wonderful field lies before the student of masonry! this great fraternity of ours, with all
its complexity of tradition and history, its ritualistic symbolism and peculiar system of jurispru-
dence and philosophy, its remarkable line of offices, the variety of its manifold activities, to say
nothing of its concordant organizations and ramifications, surely somewhere in all this wealth of
material must lie some one thing to attract each one of us.

“the history of the Craft during the ages is occupying the attention of some; others seek the deeper
meaning of its symbols; the history of the rituals, the development, and the reason for the variations,
is the task of others; all the different problems and aspects of freemasonry are being diligently
studied, and we must do our part in their work. the rank and file of the Brethren in the Lodges are
looking to their leaders for instruction. they are told that it is the duty of the elder Brethren to in-
struct the younger, and they are given to understand that they are in duty bound to improve them-
selves in masonry. Wherever i have gone, in city as well as in country, i have been asked the
questions: ‘What shall i read ?’ ‘Where can i get it?’ ‘What will it cost?’ “

the Gm then referred to what was being done in other Grand jurisdictions. the necessity for masonic Libraries 
circulating in the Lodges in the rural districts, as well as those in the larger centres of the cities, should have particular
attention. He pointed out: (1) that much has been done by the Craft to meet these needs, much still remained to be
done; (2) the necessity of having committees, including some of the Legal practitioners to make a specialty of masonic
law, not only for themselves alone, but for the Craft in general and so relieve the Gms as far as possible; (3) that the
more one knows on any subject the more interest one can take in it—ignorance never helped anyone to delight in
anything; (4) that this was a matter that could not be neglected any longer; and (5) that other provinces were taking
up the challenge and endeavouring to meet the demand for masonic knowledge. He then reviewed the “masonic
education and research Club of regina,” Which was doing good work by gathering masonic students for the pur-
pose of studying masonic problems in saskatchewan; and other media in general, with particular reference to the
publications of “Quatuor Coronati Lodge no. 2076, London, the famous english Lodge of research.” this Gm was,
of course, none other than the GrH-to-be, robie L. reid, who was already then working with the Lodges on matters
historical and exploratory. 239

Vancouver Library Board
the Gm for 1930-31 drew the attention of Grand Lodge to the activities of a committee (Library Board) which had
been recently formed at vancouver under the able chairmanship of W Brother f. J. Bayfield of Western Gate Lodge
no. 48 at vancouver. He quoted “some of the main objectives” from a report made by the Board. the following Gm,
in June, 1932, questioned why Grand Lodge had done so little to assist in providing a means whereby masonic
knowledge might be available to the Craft, and pointing to the useful work being done by the masonic Library
Board of vancouver; he was emphatic in stating that he thought Grand Lodge should assist the Board in extending
its work, or provide some other system of informing and instructing the members masonically. He then appended
to his address the report referred to by the Gm in 1931 and now addressed to him and signed by the Chairman of
the Board, and it appears in detail in the proceedings for that year. the Committee on the address had one succinct
sentence to offer, “the extension of the Library is largely a matter of suitable accommodation and management.” 240

Work of the Study Group
the members of Grand Lodge were beginning to warm up to the development of masonic education and research
in the jurisdiction, and the Gm for 1933 quoted freely from the report of the masonic Library Board and its association
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with a “study Group” which held meetings beginning in september, 1932 and ended in april, 1933, at which twelve
lecturers delivered over thirty lectures in thirty-two Lodges in the five vancouver districts (no. 13, 14, 15, 16 and
17). a Committee on the address was appointed, but it merely contented itself with the comment that “We commend
the interest taken by the Grand master in the Board of Benevolence, service Bureau, Boards of relief and study
Group.” 241

the Constituent Lodges began to take the matter into their own hands, and in victoria the premier Lodge, vic-
toria-Columbia no. 1, had taken a step forward in 1931 by establishing a Lodge of instruction solely for the purpose
of masonic education and research among its members, and several of the other Lodges had taken an interest in the
development of educational classes and addresses in the Lodge

Adoniram’s proposal
on June 21, 1934, adoniram Lodge no. 118 at vancouver presented a resolution to Grand Lodge:

“(a) suggesting the institution of an educational programme.” 
Grand Lodge referred the resolution to the finance Committee, which recommended that the incoming Gm appoint
a committee “with reference to a programme of educational addresses.” 242

the special committee which reported to Grand Lodge on June 20, 1935, and numbered among its members
mW Brother d. a. Kerr and rW Brother James s. Henderson, carried out a thorough job of exploration and exami-
nation of the proposal and the recommendations. the committee recommended the appointment of a standing
Committee of Grand Lodge to be known as “Grand Lodge masonic education and research Committee” with stated
responsibilities in certain areas and subject to the following conditions:
“1. that all such masonic education be under the direction and control of Grand Lodge through the standing Com-

mittee appointed for that purpose.
“2. that this Committee (of education) have charge of the preparation of a Curriculum, the selection of instructors,

the compilation of a list of suitable books, and all arrangements necessary for the conduct of classes.
“3. that the material presented be such as will not only supply information, but will also inspire the Brethren to

read and study sound masonic literature.
“4. that where classes are formed within districts, or groups of Lodges, they be under the general supervision of

the district deputy Grand master, the Chairman of the Committee of masonic education, or some other Brother
appointed by them with the approval of the Grand master.

“5. that individual Lodges be encouraged to promote education within themselves whenever the officers so desire,
but that such officers be urged to consult the Committee and use the material recommended by Grand Lodge.

“6. that the present vancouver Library Board and study Group be brought under the Grand Lodge educational
Committee, and their work be organized on a wider scale.

“7. that the Committee on masonic education be authorized to prepare the material to be used by instructors, and
any other material required; and that before it is printed, all such material be approved by the Grand master
and the Committee on masonic education

“8. that for the purpose of giving effect to the above suggestions Grand Lodge authorize a grant of at least two
hundred and fifty dollars.” 243

the report was adopted and vote 20 of the estimates of the finance Committee provided the amount requested.
The Standing committee on Masonic Education and Research

the Gm did not get around to setting up the standing committee recommended, but on June 19, 1936, rW Brother
rev. J. s. Henderson made a report on behalf of the special committee, which apparently was not disbanded, in
which he reviewed the further work of that committee in detail, exploring the aims of masonic education; discussing
some of the problems which must be faced; and stressing the needs of the members of the Craft for guidance and
stimulation in education and research of this nature. it was then moved and seconded:

“that a Central Committee of seven be appointed by the Grand master, with corresponding 
members in victoria, prince rupert, okanagan and prince George.
that the present vancouver Board be thanked for the splendid work they have been carrying on
for years—that their work be taken over by the Central Committee of Grand Lodge and continued
by that body.
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the Committee thanks Grand Lodge for the grant of $250.00. that amount is now in a trust account
for the educational work of Grand Lodge.” 244

on June 17, 1937, the Gm reported that he had appointed the Committee on masonic education and research,
which would present its report to Grand Lodge. He said he had caused it to be printed in the advance copy of the
proceedings. He praised the work of the Central Committee and the district corresponding members; had been im-
pressed by the keen interest shown in educational work; and was confident of the ready co-operation and support
the Lodges would give to any plan of educational work.

the committee which had been set up as recommended under the chairmanship of rW Brother rev. J. G. Brown
reported the same day. the report contained many useful suggestions for planning a programme of education and
research; an outline of “the entered apprentice degree Course of Lectures”; a short list of helpful masonic readings;
and closed with a number of short suggestive addresses prepared by five members of the committee, titled; “What
is freemasonry?”, “mental preparation of the Candidate”, “Key Words”, “the north east Corner”, and “freema-
sonry and Citizenship.” the report of the Committee on education and research was adopted and ordered
printed in the proceedings. 245

The Masonic Bulletin
on June 23, 1938, the Committee on masonic education and research again reported to Grand Lodge on what is
called “a pioneer year”, and such it truly turned out to be. the committee had met monthly, and its chief business
had been the preparation for and the publication of a masonic Bulletin for British Columbia. it stressed the need for

the active co-operation of every member of the Craft, as well as the
body of expert brethren it had discovered who were able to write ap-
preciatively upon the principles and tenets of the Craft. the experi-
ence of the first year made the committee members confident that the
Bulletin could be published regularly every month, and that contri-
butions could be drawn from all parts of the jurisdiction. it was sure
this would make the Bulletin “our own production and will stimulate
to the utmost the study of freemasonry and interest in the workings
of the Craft.”

it stressed the necessity for Committees on education in all the
Constituent Lodges if the work was to succeed, and it had received
notification from all but thirty-five Lodges that such action had been
taken. the committee also hoped that the Grand Lodge Library would
be further improved through the building up of an adequate collec-
tion of books on masonic subjects, cataloguing the same and making
them available for the use of the Craft generally. it recommended the
fellowcraft degree for study during the ensuing year.

the first issue of the masonic Bulletin appeared in september,
1937 as planned, and regular publication (usually for ten months in
each year—september to June) has continued ever since, and so pop-
ular has the publication become that almost every active member of
the Craft in British Columbia is an avid reader. its articles have been
stimulating, informative, historical and, at times, provocative. it pro-
vides, among other matters, the medium for an interchange of current
happenings in the Lodges of the jurisdiction and in other jurisdictions
a source of eulogistic appreciation to the departed brethren who have
served the Craft with great zeal and assiduity during their lifetimes.
it has become a source of great interest to the brethren, both in the

province and outside, and it was on one occasion discovered in the office of an eye specialist in Geneva, switzerland,
many years before the Grand Lodges alpina of switzerland and British Columbia had established fraternal 
relations

One for Every Member
publication of the Grand Lodge masonic Bulletin for British Columbia commenced with a printing of 1,000 copies,
and that number has risen steadily over the years to 19,500 in 1950, to 27,000 in 1960; so that, with a membership of
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just over 26,000 brethren in the province, it would appear almost certain that every member receives his copy on a
regular basis.

in the GrH’s travels, seeking information of an historical nature, he has listened to many “pæans of praise” for
the Bulletin, for its several editors, for the Committee on masonic education and research, and in particular for the
interesting contributions the Bulletin contains. as one of the secretaries of a large Constituent Lodge says, “Just
leave it out of the summons one month and see what happens!”

in the proceedings of Grand Lodge for the year 1938, the committee finally took its place among the standing
Committees of Grand Lodge as the “Committee on education and research.”

Solid progress
in June, 1939, the Committee on masonic education and research reported to Grand Lodge that the masonic Bulletin
had been published for eight successive issues and distributed throughout the jurisdiction. the fellowctaft degree
had been the subject of study during the year, and many study Groups and Lodges had found it helpful to follow
the course as outlined in the Bulletin. many Lodges reported they had found very able speakers among their younger
brethren and that nearly all the articles had been contributed by members from within the jurisdiction. during the
year, the Committee had been able to publish a list of books in the Library, and reported that a number of Lodges
had set up their own Libraries. the committee commended the work of the district Lodge of education and research
in victoria, and recommended the mm degree for study during the year ahead. the report was adopted, and the
finance Committee increased the grant for the year to $500.

in 1940, the Grand Lodge proceedings contained what appeared to be two reports: ( 1) a review of the work on
the masonic Bulletin; of Committees on education and research in the Constituent Lodges; several study Groups;
the victoria Lodge of education and research; and recommended the Course of study for the year ahead be “the
Landmarks and the History of freemasonry”; 246 while (2) is a reproduction of the report of the Central Committee
of June 17, 1937. 247 these are then followed by a reproduction of the entire masonic Bulletin from september, 1937
to may, 1940 inclusive. 248

Supervisors of Masonic Education
the report of the committee for 1941 reviewed the work of the committee and other bodies in masonic education
and suggested that each ddGm appoint a well-skilled representative in his district to be known as the “supervisor
of masonic education”, and recommended that the present “order of Business” of the Grand Lodge be amended
by adding to the existing items, or as a substantive item, one entitled “masonic education”. it was probably consid-
ered an unnecessary amendment in view of the establishment of the standing committee. When presenting its annual
report, all matters relating to masonic education and research are discussed. appended to the report was the “ma-
sonic Bulletin”, vol. iv, from september, 1940 to may, 1941. 249

1941 to 1950
in its report of June 18, 1942, the Committee on masonic education and research recommended that the nine issues
of the monthly Bulletin be reprinted in the proceedings and an increase in the annual grant to permit the insertion
of an additional page for the use of the Gm and to record outstanding events in the Constituent Lodges. twenty-
nine Lodges had contributed forty-two articles to the Bulletin during the year. 250

the report of June 19, 1943, dealt with a suggestion that had emanated from the conference of the four Western
Grand Jurisdictions at Banff, alberta, in august, 1942, for the joint publication of one masonic magazine for Western
Canada the committee pointed out that:

“While the suggestion undoubtedly represents a farseeing and progressive move for the benefit of
our Craft and for the advancement of masonic education, yet so long as present conditions prevail
it would still be necessary, in addition to such a joint magazine, to issue some sort of monthly
newsletter or bulletin for local use, and the present seems hardly an opportune time to launch a
new masonic publication.”

the committee also deemed it advisable to make the monthly Bulletin a direct medium of communication between
Grand Lodge and the Lodges and brethren of the jurisdiction. By that time, the production figure had reached 3,500
copies monthly, “enough to supply approximately 25% of our membership.” 251
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in its report of June 22, 1944, the committee dealt with matters of general interest. it commended the work of
the ddGms, Lodge education Committees, and noted the generous action of the brethren of mount Hermon Lodge
no. 7 in establishing a trust fund of $10,000 for the purchase of books for the Grand Lodge Library. the committee
reported an increase in circulation for the year of 130% in the monthly Bulletin and at that time set its objective of a
BuLLetin for every memBer. 252

in 1945, the committee commended the work being done in the Constituent Lodges; recorded its appreciation
of the valuable services of the supervisors in the several districts; said it was encouraging to note the number of
Lodges that had established their own Libraries; requested that the terms of the gift of the mount Hermon Lodge
trust fund be brought to the attention of the vancouver masonic temple association; and requested a “raise in
pay” to $1,000. the circulation of the Bulletin had increased during the year from 8,000 to 12,500 copies. 253

Special committee for Review of Ritual
the report for 1946 was an excellent one, reviewing the work of the committee; the circulation of the masonic Bulletin
had reached 15,000 copies; and noted that the victoria district Lodge of education and research had reported on
another good year. the committee referred to the report of a special Committee on ritual in 1893, and recommended
that a special committee be then appointed by the Gm to study and investigate the whole matter of ritual and forms
of work in the Grand Jurisdiction. 254

Lodge of Instruction, Education and Research in the city of Vancouver
the report of the Committee on education and research to Grand Lodge on June 19, 1947, stated that a twelve-page
circular of instructions and outlines of educational programmes for Lodge use had been sent to all Wms, together
with detailed instructions on the appointment of Lodge Committees; how to form and operate a study Group, etc.
the committee reported having organized a Lodge of instruction, education and research for the City of vancouver,
and recommended that the licence and authority be continued for another year, noting that the brethren journeyed
from new Westminster to attend the meetings. the masonic Bulletin circulation had reached 16,000 copies. 255

the report presented to Grand Lodge on June 17, 1948, by the Committee on masonic education and research
told of another busy year, and again pointed to the need to provide authentic rituals or instructions in the various
workings for the guidance of the officers and brethren in the Constituent Lodges. it indicated that the masonic 
Bulletin had 100% support of the Lodges; an index had been provided to volumes i to X; and requested an increase
of 50% in the allowance of the committee to $1,500 per annum. 256

in 1949, the committee reported on the large influx of members following the close of world hostilities, which
had placed a heavy responsibility upon the Wm and officers of the Constituent Lodges, and that the committee had
been privileged to render considerable assistance in planning and carrying out educational programmes. it again
:equested the Gm to appoint a special committee to investigate the matter of ritual and forms of work. this report
carried an appendix, which was a financial statement of the committee’s operations during the year, and the com-
mittee requested an appropriation of $2,000 and provided a detailed review of the committee’s work. 257

On a firm foundation 
in 1949 came the first short report of the Committee on masonic education and research. the year had been a very
busy one, and it pointed out that:

“research in any line is not easy and is only made possible by the combined efforts of great minds.
our aim is to make every freemason a masonic student, each and everyone to contribute to the
great cause; namely, the building of character, to promote self respect and love of fellow man.”

the committee reported that the “masonic Bulletin” had approximately 100% support from the Constituent Lodges,
with a circulation of 19,500 copies which had covered all the Canadian and united states Lodges, as well as to 
Kimberley and durban, south africa; Christchurch, new Zealand; Croydon, new south Wales; and Great Britain.
it offered its thanks to all the brethren of the Craft in the jurisdiction who had supported its efforts in so very many
ways. 258

it must have been very gratifying to the members of the committee when the special Committee on rituals pre-
sented its interim report to Grand Lodge on June 22, 1950.
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1951 to 1960
during this period the reports of the Committees on masonic education and research became much abbreviated,
and this indicated that the groundwork on the educational programme of the Grand Lodge had been well laid. the
committee was kept just as busy, but it was rather a programme of administration and development rather than the
creational task which had gone on before. the masonic Bulletin was well established, and in 1951 the circulation
was reported at 20,000 copies to a membership of nearly 19,500 members, and by 1960 these same figures stood at
27,000 copies to 26,500 members. the main task had now become one of securing a steady flow of interesting items
regarding masonic happenings both within and without the jurisdiction. the years of activity continued on a basis
of great co-operation by all parties concerned, and the membership benefitted from the work of the committee.

in its report to Grand Lodge on June 18, 1953, the Committee on masonic education and research made an ap-
peal for short articles for the Bulletin from all the brethren. the victoria district Lodge of education and research
and the vancouver Lodge of instruction, education and research continued to render their valuable services to the
Craft in their areas. 

The Booklets for the Degrees
in 1953, the Gm said in his address to Grand Lodge that, as the result of the work of the committee and the pressures
of the other forces, there had been a notable increase in the number of educational programmes throughout the ju-
risdiction, as judged from the monthly notices of the Constituent Lodges, and that educational programmes on
regular meeting nights were then the rule rather than the exception. He recommended that a series of instructional
booklets be prepared for candidates to read and study between the degrees, and one for the “approved” Candidate
for initiation, so that he “might be prepared in his mind as well as in his clothing for the ceremony,” 259

this recommendation was referred to the Committee on masonic education and research, which reported to
Grand Lodge on June 17, 1954, that it had studied the recommendation of the former Gm and

“heartily concurs in his recommendation that such instructional booklets be prepared for the Can-
didates to read and study previous to and during the intervals between degrees.” 260

in december, 1954, the committee was requested to continue its interest in the matter of masonic instructional Book-
lets and to take upon itself the task of arranging suitable material for such a booklet for presentation in June (1955),
when it reported considerable work had been accomplished but that a great deal more time was required to bring
the matter to a conclusion. 261 on June 21, 1956, the committee reported that, after considerable study and work, it
was given to understand that Grand Lodge was not anxious to issue elaborate booklets, but desired rather to follow
the pamphlet style and, with this in mind, it has prepared “a wording covering the three degrees arranged to con-
form to the rulings of Grand Lodge.” the wording of the pamphlets was appended to the report. 262 in 1957, the
committee reported that the pamphlets had been printed and supplies forwarded to the secretaries of all Lodges in
the jurisdiction in 1958, the committee recommended a more extensive use of the instructional pamphlets for study
by the candidates, both prior to the first degree and between the other degrees.

References to Royal Arch Masonry
on June 19, 1953, a resolution was presented in Grand Lodge seeking the appointment of a committee to explore
the possibility of including in the masonic Bulletin reference to royal arch masonry, but an amendment Carried
referred the matter to the Committee on masonic education, which on June 17, 1954, stated that it had explored the
possibility of including royal arch masonry material in the Craft “Bulletin”, but failed “to see the advantage of
such an inclusion” as suggested.

1961 to 1970 
during this period, a third Lodge of education and research received its license. in his address to Grand Lodge on
June 22, 1961, the Gm commended the Committee on education and research at length on its promotion of masonic
education in the province and the brethren for their contributions, and made especial reference to the mentor plan
of other jurisdictions, but this matter was referred to a special committee and is dealt with elsewhere.

District 5 Masonic Education and Research
in 1958, the Gm complimented the Chairman and members of the Committee on masonic education and research
on their untiring efforts in behalf of their brethren in the jurisdiction, and reported that the brethren of district 5
were showing an interest in the good work of victoria Lodge of education and research and the vancouver Lodge
of instruction, education and research, and “so perhaps we shall see yet another Lodge of education and research
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formed.” the Gm on June 20, 1963, reported that “a License or dispensation was granted to permit the establishment
of a Lodge of education and research in nanaimo district 5’” the Grs reported the date of the dispensation as de-
cember 5, 1962, but neither of them gave the point of location within the district. the Committee on masonic edu-
cation gave the location of the Lodge as Chemainus.

the committee also reported a wealth of material for and the continued full support of the masonic Bulletin by
all the Lodges.

Mentor plan
at the annual Communication of Grand Lodge in June, 1961, the Gm in his address drew attention to a mentor
plan which had been adopted in several Grand Lodge jurisdictions, which “is the individual instruction of the 
petitioner and candidate in the same manner in which freemasonry has been handed down through the genera-
tions, i.e., from man to man, from mouth to ear. the duties of the mentor are to give further instruction in those
things which are not fully explained or mentioned in the ritual. to teach the practical application of freemasonry
in the Lodge, and out of the Lodge.” He recommended that his successor appoint a committee to study the plan
and report to Grand Lodge.

on June 21, 1962, the committee reported that it had given much thought and consideration to the mentor plan,
pointing out—mentor meaning a wise and faithful counselor, a friend and tutor—that facilities for acquiring a 
masonic education were greater than at any period in the history of the Craft; books, magazines being available,
lectures and addresses were being given by competent freemasons; and that only the careless and indifferent does
not know the why and wherefor of freemasonry. the committee was of the opinion that a mentor plan was not
warranted in the jurisdiction because of the widespread programme of the masonic education and research Com-
mittee and that the appointment of another committee to carry out a mentor plan could not be of any greater assis-
tance to the candidate.

Status of Masonic Education
the committee reported on June 17, 1965, that the sGW was conducting a survey on the status of masonic education
in the province for a report to the Banff Conference, urging all secretaries to make an effort to reply to the question-
naire. on June 23, 1966, the committee referred to the minutes of the proceedings of the 1965 Banff Conference and
the contribution by rW Brother e. J. Leveque on the conditions of masonic education in British Columbia as worthy
of examination and real study. 263

Dearth of candidates Is a factor
in 1965, the Committee on masonic education and research reported that the dearth of candidate material in the
Constituent Lodges had persuaded the Wms and educational Committee Chairmen (Lodge and district) “to take
a positive and serious view towards the promotion ‘within the Lodge’ presentations of topics and activities of an
educational nature,” and that the efforts within all levels of the Craft structure had advanced the cause of masonic
education.

The francis J. Burd Library
on June 22, 1967, the Committee on education and research was hopeful that the new building plans of Grand
Lodge would incorporate a room or rooms that might be set aside for use as library facilities, and stated “there is a
hope that the wonderful collection of masonic books given to Grand Lodge by the late mW Bro. f. J. Burd will be
open for the perusal of the interested members.”

file of Addresses
the Committee on masonic education and research in 1967 also pointed out the need to keep an indexed file of ad-
dresses that had been developed in various situations. research subjects and inspirational topics have been lost
sight of. it reported that there had been:

“requests from certain Lodges that a series of articles might be made available for Worshipful mas-
ters and Chairmen and members of Lodge education Committees. Consideration will be given to
the possibility of providing certain mimeographed addresses for Lodges that would use them.
methods of reproducing such articles will be investigated.”

the committee further reported to Grand Lodge on June 20, 1968, that it had embarked upon a service of providing
a series of articles, at the outset to a few ddGms on an experimental basis. the demand for the articles had become
so widespread, however, that more than 20 ddGms had received the material.
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Death of the chairman
in its report to Grand Lodge on June 19, 1970, the Committee on masonic education and research noted an increase
in the membership of three new brethren and paid tribute to the former Chairman, the late mW Brother James reid
mitchell by:

“ . . . first paying tribute to the memory of so able and energetic a Brother, whose warm personality
and ready wit endeared him to all who knew him. Both in his capacity as Chairman of this Grand
Lodge Committee, and as editor of the masonic Bulletin, his contribution to freemasonry was 
unquestionably great, and made him one of the best known and best loved Brethren in our Grand
Jurisdiction. perhaps nowhere is his passing more keenly felt than among the members of this 
Committee, who, through their close association with him during a number of years, acquired an
afiectation for him which they will always treasure.”

the report indicated that the new Chairman would not assume the duties involved in editing the Bulletin; that it
had assisted the GrH by reviewing the chapter for the “History of Grand Lodge” on masonic education and research;
that there should be a closer liaison between the committee and all the Lodges of instruction, education and 
research; and finally stressed the urgent need for a suitable meeting place in vancouver for all committees of Grand
Lodge. on motion duly seconded, the report was adopted.

The New Editor
in his address to Grand Lodge on June 18, 1970, at prince George, the Gm stated that, after due consultation with
the dGm, rW Brother n. Gordon mcQuarrie of Caledonia Lodge no. 136 at vancouver had been appointed the
new editor of the masonic Bulletin.

Reports of Hard Work
the remaining reports of the Committee on masonic education and research during the period dealt with admin-
istrative matters, the furtherance and continuance of active programmes in the districts and in the individual Lodges.

The Editors of the Masonic Bulletin
the first editor of the masonic Bulletin and Chairman of the Committee on masonic education and research was
rW Brother (the rev.) J. G Brown (Gm in 1943), from June, 1936 to June, 1940, when he was succeeded by W Brother
G. roy Long (Gm in 1947), from June, 1940 to June, 1945; rW Brother Laurence Healey (Gm in 1952), from June,
1943 to June, 1949; rW Brother monty a. r. Howard (Gm in 1959), from June, 1949 to June, 1959; rW Brother James
H. mcKergow (Gm in 1964), from June, 1959 to June, 1962; and mW Brother James r. mitchell (Gm in 1961), from
June, 1962 to his death on october 19, 1969, at Gresham, oregon, while paying a fraternal visit to Gresham Lodge
no. 152, GLore as a member of King david Lodge no. 93 at West vancouver.

these brethren all gave devoted service to the Craft in many ways, but the masonic Bulletin will always remain
as a living memorial to their united efforts in the service of their brethren in British Columbia to provide the Craft
with useful and meaningful masonic education and research.

Their Labours Were Not in Vain
during the life of the Grand Lodge, unquestionably very noticeable progress was made in the development of the
instructional, educational and research programmes in British Columbia. it is beyond doubt that the spirit of broth-
erhood has been sustained and the membership refreshed thereby, the Bulletin has attained to a very high state of
excellence. the ready participation of the Constituent Lodges and the members bears ample proof of the importance
of this publication to every mason in the jurisdiction. down through the years since 1898, through many adversities,
there have been splendid and notable achievements, which must have accomplished far more than those earlier
originators of the work ever anticipated.

To the committee on Masonic Education and Research
therefore, we cannot close this chapter in the History of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia without a eulogy to
those eminent brethren who have served the Craft as members of the Committee on masonic education and 
research. the great effects which they have produced are established by the heritage they have left to those who
labour yet. the fruits of their labour is plain for all to see, for:

“Honest Labour bears a lovely face.” —deKKer.*
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c H A p T E R  23
fRATERNAL VISITATIONS WITH OTHER GRAND LODGES

“. . . that every Mason receive and cherish strange fellowes when they come over the countrie, and sett them
on worke, if they will worke, as the manner is; that is to say, if the mason have any mould-stone in his place,
he shall give him a mould-stone and sett him on worke; and if he have none, the Mason shall refresh him with
money unto the next Lodge.” —tHe stone mss.

Right of Visiting
thus directed the “stone manuscript”, which preston (ed. 1755, p. 190) described as “an old manuscript, which was
destroyed with many others in 1720, said to have been in the possession of nicholas stone, a curious sculptor under
inigo Jones.” a similar regulation is found in all the other manuscripts of the operative masons; and from them the
usage descended to their speculative successors.

every member when received from abroad or from any other Lodge, when he visits a Lodge, must be received
with hospitality. He must be clothed, that is to say, furnished with an apron, and, if the Lodge uses them (as every
Lodge should), with gloves, and, if a past master, with the jewel of his office.

The Toast
if a banquet is held, it is of obligation that a toast shall be drunk “to the visiting brethren”.

these rules of masonic decorum apply in equal measure in the Grand Lodge of British Columbia to visits: 
between the Constituent Lodges; between Lodges on the register of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia and other
Grand Jurisdictions; and between the neighbouring Grand Lodges themselves.

it is usual when Canadian and united states Grand Lodges are involved to toast both “the Queen” and “the
president of the united states”, each followed by the appropriate national anthems and the hymn “two Countries
by the sea”.

constituent Lodges fraternal Visits
many of the Constituent Lodges have carried on “masonic Love affairs” with their sister Lodges operating under
the Grand Lodges of Washington and oregon. many of these fraternal gatherings go back a good many years. in
many cases the place of meeting alternates, as in the Case of victoria-Columbia no, 1, BCr at victoria and port 
angeles Lodge no. 69, GrW at port angeles; saint andrew’s Lodge no. 49, BCr and daniel Bagley no. 258, GrW
at seattle; southern Cross no. 44, BCr at vancouver with fern Hill Lodge no. 80, GrW at tacoma; Burrard Lodge
no. 50, BCr at north vancouver with Greenwood Lodge no. 255, GrW at seattle; King solomon Lodge no 17, BCr
at new Westminster with Bellingham Bay no, 44, GrW (over 60 years) at Bellingham; mount newton Lodge no.
89, BCr at saanichton with fidalgo no. 77, GrW at anacortes; King david Lodge no. 93, BCr at West vancouver
with Gresham Lodge no. 152, Grore at Gresham, oregon; st John’s Lodge no. 21, BCr at Ladysmith with West
seattle Lodge no. 287, GrW at seattle; miriam Lodge no. 20, BCr at vernon with ashlar Lodge no. 28, Gralta at
Calgary, alberta; orion Lodge no. 51, BCr at penticton with Grand Coulee dam Lodge no. 120, GrW at Grand
Coulee; vancouver and Quadra Lodge no. 2, BCr at victoria with ravenna Lodge no. 257, GrW at seattle; 
Goldstream Lodge no. 161, BCr at Langford with san Juan Lodge no. 175, GrW at friday Harbour; eureka Lodge
no. 103, BCr at Langley with Langley Lodge no. 218, GrW at Langley on Whidbey island; Joppa Lodge no. 112,
BCr at White rock with alpha Lodge no. 212, GrW at everett; dunbar Lodge no. 145, BCr at vancouver with
robert Burns Lodge no. 243, GrW at alderwood manor; Lynn valley Lodge no. 122, BCr at north vancouver with
Crystal Lodge no. 122, GrW at marysville; university Lodge no. 91, BCr at vancouver with university Lodge no.
141, GrW at seattle; orion Lodge no. 51, BCr at penticton with tonasket Lodge no. 220, GrW at tonasket; mount
Garibaldi Lodge no, 127, BCr at squamish with Burlington Lodge no. 254, GrW at Burlington; Centennial Lodge
n. 171, BCr at richmond with Centennial no. 25 GrW at snohomish, and east Gate Lodge no. 176, BCr at north
Burnaby with Halter Lodge no. 296, GrW at seattle, which is an example of visitations between younger Lodges.

Ties with Alaska
a number of members of tsimpsean Lodge no. 58 and tyee Lodge no, 66, both BCr and located at prince rupert,
journeyed to Ketchikan, alaska, on february 21, 1964, to observe “George Washington night” with Ketchikan Lodge
no. 159, GrW. there was an attendance of 104 at this international visit when the mm degree was performed by a
team of pms which “was a pleasure to watch”. it is understood this visitation is also perennial in nature

these may be but a few of the Lodges visiting across the borders of British Columbia—there are probably others
but this is all that have reported.
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caribou No. 4 to Ashlar No. 3
one interchange of annual visits, although not international in character, has been between the two old “scotch”
Lodges of William stewart and Jonathan nutt—ashlar no. 3 at nanaimo and Cariboo no. 4 at Barkerville. in this
visit the brethren must travel some 500 miles by road and 53 miles by water, each way, each year, to continue their
brotherly fraternization.

problems of Travel
during the early days of freemasonry in the pacific northwest, visiting between the “nearby” Grand Lodges was
extremely difficult. travel was anything but easy, and to get from one point to another often meant much discomfort,
while the “time loss” factor played an important part. still the Gms and other members of the Craft Lodges managed
to “get around”. the visitations, particularly of the Grand Lodge officers, while not as frequent as obtains under
the present (1970) situation of rapid transportation, were nevertheless never lacking in enthusiasm and the true
spirit of the fraternity.

Economic problems
during the early days of the Grand Lodge there was always the “fight to survive”, money was scarce, there was al-
ways the problem of the destitute mason and his immediate relatives to be taken care of, and thus money for travel
just did not exist. most of the visiting before the turn of the century was carried on between the individual Lodges
on either side of the border, and in close proximity to each other. one Gm in trying to visit all the Lodges in his 
jurisdiction had to travel 3,050 miles, 600 miles of which was by stagecoach.

clash of Dates
several Gms have deplored their inability to be present and to represent the Grand Lodge of British Columbia at
the annual and special Communications of the immediate neighbouring Grand Lodges because of the frequent
clash of dates. even with the speedier means of travel available, it has not been possible to solve this problem 
satisfactorily. on several occasions, suggestions have been made for a plan to be worked out which would avoid
this “clash of dates a month” of the Grand Lodges—but so far little has been achieved.

first Visitors
the first visitor of masonic importance was, of course, mW Brother elwood evans, pGm of Washington, who played
important parts in the petition for annexetion and in the formation of the independent Grand Lodge at the march,
1871 Convention in victoria.

Later at the december, 1871 first Grand Communication of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia, an invitation
had been sent to mW Brother Granville o. Halter, the Gm of masons in the Washington territory, to attend the 
formation meeting held in victoria on december 26-27, 1871. owing to a previous commitment in his own jurisdic-
tion, the Gm was unable to attend, but sent a cordial letter of welcome to its circle of Grand Lodges.

in 1876, following the Grand masonic reunion, the Committee on the address of the Gm noted the visitation
of the Grand Lodges of oregon, idaho and Washington territory to the Grand Lodge of British Columbia in august,
1875, hoping that this might be merely the forerunner of an annual series of fraternal masonic courtesies with the
neighbouring Grand Lodges.

Grand Lodge of New york
an invitation was received from the Grand Lodge of the state of new york to witness the dedication ceremonies of
the new masonic temple (dedicated June 2, 1875) in new york City, but it was a matter of regret that owing to the
great distance none of the members of Grand Lodge could avail themselves of the fraternal invitation.

Brother Hon. Thomas White
on July 13, 1886, the Gm and several Grand Lodge oficers waited on the Honourable thomas White, and presented
a congratulatory address to him, as mW Brother thomas White, one of the most prominent masons in eastern
Canada, who for years took a very active part in the affairs of the Craft. the next Gm had the sad task of reporting
the death of the Hon. thomas White, pGm of Canada and minister of the interior department in ottawa, on april
21, 1888. He reported that Brother White had served for many years in the principal offices of his Grand Lodge; that
his eminent services to the Craft entitled him to the distinction that was conferred upon him; he was an able writer
and an eloquent speaker, of great ability and energy; and to the people of the pacific province his elevation to the
dignity of a minister of the Crown was especially hailed as a fitting testimony to his many accomplishments.

Sir John A. Macdonald, MM
on august 4, 1886, the Gm, accompanied by officers of Grand Lodge, called upon and presented an address to the
rt. Hon. sir John a. macdonald, prime minister and representative from the united Grand Lodge of england to
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the Grand Lodge of Canada. the Gm in 1891 requested that GL place a
“memorial page” in the annual proceedings of the Grand Lodge of
British Columbia to the memory of our late distinguished Brother, the
rt Hon. sir John alexander macdonald, who had died at ottawa on June
5, 1891; the v Gm pointed out that:

“We, not alone as masons, but as loyal citizens of the 
dominion, acknowledge the great loss which his death
entails, for by his skill as a legislator, integrity as a 
citizen, and his ability as a diplomat, he has advanced
the dominion of Canada in a marked degree.”

Grand Lodge approved the recommendation without dissent.
Death of George Washington, MM

the Gm received an invitation from the mW Grand Lodge of virginia
in 1899 to be present at ceremonies commemorating the one Hundredth
anniversary of the death of a distinguished member of the Craft—W
Brother George Washington, General and president. various circum-
stances prevented his acceptance of the invitation, but he wrote to the
mW the Gm of virginia conveying appreciation of the courtesy extended
and assuring him that as masons all differences of race and nationality
vanished, and that British Columbia joined with virginia in honouring
the memory of the deceased Brother for his inherent virtues as a man
and a worthy mason.

lt afforded the Gm much pleasure, in response to an invitation from
W Brother George a. ellesperman of international City Lodge no. 79,
GrWash (name changed to Blaine Lodge no. 79 in 1904—charter sur-
rendered on June 22, 1910) at Blaine, Washington, to be present at the
service held by that Lodge on december 14, 1899, in commemoration of
the one Hundredth anniversary of the death of W Brother George
Washington. He was accompanied by a number of brethren from van-
couver and new Westminster, and the services conducted by interna-
tional City Lodge “were peculiarly interesting and appropriate.”

the friendly and brotherly greeting, the arrangement and decoration of the Lodge room, in which the union
Jack received equal prominence with the stars and stripes, the singing of the national anthem “Canadian”, and
the general desire to convince the British Columbia visitors that masonry is the universal science claimed for it, suc-
ceeded beyond their wildest dreams, so that all left “better masons with a better understanding of a patriotic nation
mourning a dead Chieftain.” subsequently, a number of brethren and the Wm of the Lodge at Blaine visited mount
Hermon Lodge no. 9 and Cascade Lodge no. 12, BCr in an effort “to encourage these international visits and to
emulate the example of that noble mason, George Washington.”

these brethren must have been among the first and the best of that breed of men we know today as “promoters
of public relations,” as wilt be borne out as the story of this chapter unfolds.

Grand Lodge of pennsylvania
in october, 1902, the Gm was invited by the Gm of masons of pennsylvania, rW Brother edgar a. tennie, to attend
on november 5, 1902, the celebration of the one Hundred and fiftieth anniversary of the initiation of Brother George
Washington into the mysteries of freemasonry, to be held at the masonic temple, philadelphia. much to his regret,
the Gm was unable to attend this interesting function, which he felt was the most important gathering of masons
0n the continent that year. the Gm was under an obligation to the memorial Committee for an elegantly bound and
beautifully printed memorial volume, containing a full report of the interesting proceedings of the occasion.

cornerstone at Tacoma
the Gm was also invited by mW Brother John a. arthur, Gm of masons of Washington, to attend the laying of the
cornerstone of the new masonic temple at tacoma, Washington, on may 22, 1903, by Brother theodore roosevelt,
president of the united states. time did not permit his attendance, and he could only send his profound regrets

Arcana No. 87, GRWash—Seattle
on the occasion of the visit of the vancouver Lodges to arcana Lodge no. 87, Gr Washington at seattle on July 27,
1903, the Gm attended and witnessed the third degree exemplified “in a manner that left nothing to be desired, and
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also that left very little room for competition.” the reception of the representatives from British Columbia was a
most courteous and cordial one, and all were convinced that these gatherings across the border cannot but tend to
the best interests of masonry. time has shown that this prayer of arcana Lodge has been most fruitful in its accept-
ance by the Craft and the mighty architect.

on october 24, 1903, arcana Lodge returned the compliment and paid a fraternal visit to Cascade Lodge no.
12, BCr when the mW Brother a. H. Hankerson, Gm, accompanied the Lodge.  returning on the “mainlander”,
arcana passed a set of resolutions which were engrossed and forwarded to Cascade Lodge. they have been framed,
and one of special prominence is:

“the true masonic spirit so zealously manifested by our late host in our entertainment has demon-
strated their devotion to that great tenet of a mason’s profession, Brotherly Love, which knows no
boundary line.”

corinthian No. 27, BcR—Rossland
on the Gm’s visit to Corinthian Lodge no. 27, BCr at rossland on august 10, 1903, there was a good attendance
and very good work demonstrated. Here, too, evidence was apparent of the excellent and kindly feeling existing
between the masons on both sides of the border, as the meeting was attended by brethren from northport and other
united states districts.

The Silver Masonic Trowel
on august 7, 1908, an extremely interesting and instructive ceremony took place in victoria, when Lebanon Lodge
no. 104, tacoma, Washington, presented on behalf of Justice Lodge no. 755 of the Grand Jurisdiction of the state of
new york, the now celebrated silver masonic trowel to vancouver and
Quadra Lodge no. 2 at victoria. W Brother e. Howard russell asked the
Gm to preside on the occasion, and a large and highly esteemed depu-
tation conveyed the trowel from tacoma. the mW Grand master of
Washington, royal a. Grove, very graciously accompanied the brethren
from tacoma. the ceremony was (and is) a beautiful one, and the lessons
conveyed highly instructive and useful. the manner in which the Wm,
sW, JW and the deacon of Lebanon Lodge “presented the beautiful
trowel was in itself an interesting lesson, and their words of wisdom and
love still linger in the hearts of all who heard them.” the Gm had the
pleasure of welcoming mW Brother Grove and seating him in the place
of honour.

Justice Lodge No. 753, GRNy
the idea of sending out a silver trowel to travel amongst the masonic
Lodges of the north american continent, spreading the cement of broth-
erly love and affection, was conceived by W Brother C. fred Crosby in
1905, who at that time was senior master of Ceremonies of Justice Lodge
no. 755, Grnew york. the plan was enthusiastically received by the
brethren of Justice Lodge, and the following resolution was immediately
adopted:

“as the trowel teaches all master masons that it is their duty to
spread the cement of Brotherly Love and affection among the
Craft, wherever and whenever opportunity ofiers; Justice Lodge
no. 753, of the eighth masonic district, proposes to increase
such opportunities by sending forth a siLver troWeL to jour-
ney among the brethren throughout the length and breadth of
the land.

“it has been planned that a delegation from Justice Lodge shall
visit some lodge, to be hereafter determined upon, and formally present this trowel, with the un-
derstanding that within thirty days, that Lodge shall present the trowel to some other lodge upon
the same understanding and so on, and on, through a series of years. the trowel eventually to be
returned to Justice Lodge, and be presented by it to the Grand Lodge of the state of new york, to
be deposited among the archives in the temple;
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“the trowel is to be accompanied upon its travels by a suitably engrossed book, in which will be
recorded the history of its journeyings from Lodge to Lodge.”

The Sequel to Oakland No. 188
it was decided by vancouver and Quadra no. 2 that four should accompany the trowel on the next part of its journey,
and on september 22, 1908, the delegation, consisting of the Wm, W Brother Howard russell; rW Brother arthur

Currie (later General sir arthur); rW Brother James munroe miller; and Brother James C. mc-
neil, sd, arrived in oakland, California, and presented the trowel to oakland Lodge no. 188,
GrCal. the story of this journey has been recited many times and is worth reproduction, but
space does not permit that luxury here; however, Brother f. f. fatt, secretary of vancouver and
Quadra no. 2 tells the story.264 Copies of the beautiful folder prepared for the 
“Ceremony of the presentation of the silver masonic trowel” are still available and this contains
the explanation of “the idea of the travelling trowel.”
the Gm, in his concluding remarks, congratulated:

“vancouver and Quadra on their splendid achievement in thus furthering the
noble aim of the travelling trowel, whose symbolic mission and admonition is to
spread the cement of brotherly love throughout the world, and whose motto is:
‘Who best can work and best agree’.”

the travelling silver trowel travelled over 20,000 miles, almost all of it in the first ten years; it
was used at the laying of the cornerstone of the Washington memorial at alexandria, virginia,
on november 1, 1923; while the first Canadian Lodge to receive the trowel was Barton Lodge
no. 6 at Hamilton, ontario, and by that Lodge was delivered to detroit Lodge no. 2, Grmich.

While in the custody of southern California Lodge no. 278, Los angeles, the trowel travelled
1,059 miles visiting fifty-two different Lodges, and during this journey it rested on mount Lowe
on february 20, 1909, during a snow storm and at the salton sea, which is 274 feet below sea
level. so the trowel while in California reached the “Highest Hills” and the “Lowest vales”. the
same Lodge transmitted the trowel to anahuac Lodge no. 141, City of mexico, fd and while it
was en route an informal reception was held at aquascalientes Lodge no. 251. a beautifully en-
grossed page in the album witnessed the visit of the trowel to mexico.

the “homecoming of the traveling silver trowel” was held by Justice Lodge on december
4, 1923, but it was not to stay at rest for a while yet, because on January 30, 1924, it started on another journey, this
time mainly confined to the Lodges in the megalopolis of the atlantic states. through the courtesy of Justice Lodge,
the trowel and the album now occupy an honoured place in the museum of the Grand Lodge of the state of new
york.

GL of Washington Semi-centennial 
on december 7-8, 1903, the Gm had the pleasure of paying a visit to the Grand Lodge of Washington at the celebra-
tion of the fiftieth anniversary of its organization, at olympia, accompanied by rW Brother f. J. Burd, JGW, and
rW Brother W. a. deWolf-smith, GrH. a right royal welcome was accorded them by all the brethren at olympia;
nothing was too good for the representatives of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia, who conveyed to the Grand
Lodge of Washington their sincere good wishes and congratulations at reaching the fiftieth anniversary, being, as
one Brother then aptly termed it, “fifty years young”. the representatives from British Columbia were called upon
to respond to the following toasts: 
“the Grand Lodge of British Columbia” by mW Brother W. K. Houston; 
“our Brethren across the Line” by rW Brother f. J. Burd; and 
“our Brethren of the round table” by rW Brother W. a. deWolf-smith. 

the Gm recorded: 
“. . . sincere thanks ‘to mW Brother royal a. Grove and other members of the Grand Lodge of Washington for

their extreme courtesy and attention to myself and the brethren who accompanied me on that auspicious occasion.”
Arcana No. 87, GRW—Seattle

the Gm accepted an invitation for himself and a number of members of Grand Lodge to visit arcana Lodge
no. 87, GrW, seattle on June 13, 1910, where they were most hospitably received and entertained. the meeting was
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attended by several officers of the Grand Lodge of the state of Washington, and it afforded great pleasure to all
present to become better acquainted. the mm degree was exemplified by the ddGm of the district, assisted by the
regular officers of the Lodge in a manner worthy of emulation. the Gm (of B.C.) was particularly taken by the con-
sideration shown to the visitors, by the altar being covered by a draped union Jack, “out of respect to the memory
of His most Gracious majesty King edward the seventh, our and their Brother.” He had passed to the Grand Lodge
above on may 7, 1910.

this Lodge was visited again on may 24, 1911, by the next Gm when he accepted the invitation of W Brother
ralph s. stacey to visit the Lodge and witness the exemplification of the mm degree. the Gm was accompanied by
several members of Grand Lodge; he thanked them for accompanying him and arcana Lodge for the kindness and
consideration shown to them all. He was received, in the absence of the Gm of Washington, by rW Brother Han-
kerson, JGW, who alluded to the visit as tending to draw closer the bonds between the two neighbouring and always
friendly jurisdictions of Washington and British Columbia. on his return to vancouver, the Gm sent a letter to mW
Brother neterer, the Gm of Washington, thanking him in the name of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia for the
great kindness shown the representatives from British Columbia. some seven hundred brethren attended the 
reception that followed

perfection No. 9, GRAlta—calgary
Having received an invitation from perfection Lodge no. 9 at Calgary, Gralta to attend an emergent Communica-
tion on June 20, 1910, and being accompanied by several officers of Grand Lodge, the Gm paid the brethren of that
Lodge a fraternal visit. the delegation was received with alberta Grand Honours and the ea degree was exempli-
fied by W Brother H. i. robie (a former member of doric Lodge no. 18, GrBC), assisted by the officers of perfection
Lodge “in the most impressive manner it had ever been my pleasure to witness; the Brethren are to be congratulated
on the beauty and completeness of their masonic Home.” the Gm was requested to install the ddGm of district 1
in alberta, and extended greetings through the brethren present to all brethren of the Grand Lodge of alberta, 
assuring them of the pleasure it would give their brethren in British Columbia to have any of them visit the Lodges
in his jurisdiction. 

Arcana No. 87 Visited Again
on match 25, 1912, the Gm, accompanied by four pGms, other officers of Grand Lodge and some 25 brethren from
new Westminster, vancouver and victoria, paid a fraternal visit once again to arcana Lodge no. 87, GrWash in
seattle. this was the occasion of the official visit of the mW the Gm of the Grand Lodge of the state of Washington
and his Grand Lodge officers to that Lodge. once again the mm degree was conferred, this time by the Gm of Wash-
ington, mW Brother david s. prescott, assisted by the officers of arcana Lodge “in a manner that was an education
to us. i have not words at my command to adequately thank my confrere and his officers. . .  and the members of 
arcana Lodge for their whole-souled welcome and hospitality.”

cascade No. 12, BcR—Vancouver
on march 30, 1912, the Gm attended a meeting of Cascade Lodge no. 12, BCr when the degree of a mm was ex-
emplified by W Brother W. C. ditmars. the pleasure of the occasion was increased by the presence of mW Brother
david s. prescott and rW Brother frank mcCandless, Gm and dGm respectively of the Grand Lodge of the state
of Washington; and W Brother William mcClure, the Wm of arcana Lodge no. 87, GrW together with the officers
and about 40 members of that Lodge. the Gm of British Columbia informed Grand Lodge in June, 1911 that:

“such fraternal visits between members of different Jurisdictions are very conducive towards 
extending the kingdom of the Brotherhood of man,”

Victoria-columbia No. l—Installation
invariably, when the Gm, in accordance with long-established custom, accepts the invitation of victoria-Columbia
Lodge no. 1, BCr at victoria, to preside at the installation of its Wm and the investiture of its officers, invitations
are also sent to the Gms of the nearby jurisdictions a usual visitor on this annual occasion is the mW the Gm of the
Grand Lodge of Washington, and at least one or more of his senior officers. this dual custom has been in effect
almost without let during the entire lifetime of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia. on these occasions, many
warmhearted relationships have been established which have lasted many years. may we be forgiven by those we
miss if mention is made of a few members of the Grand Lodge of Washington who have remained faithful friends
of their British Columbia brethren throughout life’s span: mW Brothers James H. Begg, matthew W. Hill, Lester e.
Hitt, ralph sewell stacey, and George H. Bovingdon, who are but symbols of this continuing fraternal Comradeship.
others, too, have attended this ceremonial from other Grand Jurisdictions, but not with the same degree of regularity,
although two, alberta and oregon, have established a good attendance record.
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San Juan No. 175, GRWash—friday Harbour
on saturday, september 23, 1916, the Gm accompanied the officers and members of victoria-Columbia Lodge no.
1, BCr on a visit to san Juan Lodge no. 175, GrW located at friday Harbour on san Juan island, on one of the then
exchange visits between the two Lodges. they were met by prominent members of the fraternity in the vicinity,
when a degree was conferred for the benefit of the visitors. the hospitality on this occasion was delightful, and a
goodly sum was subscribed by the members and the visitors for the Gm’s “one-Cent-a-day-fund”. victoria-
Columbia’s place in this annual event has since been surrendered to one of the younger Lodges on the island.

Lodges of Whatcom county, Washington
on april 14, 1917, at the invitation of the Lodges of Whatcom County, Bellingham Bay no. 44, Lynden no. 56,
fairhaven Lodge no. 73, Blaine Lodge no. 79, fidelity Lodge no. 105, Whatcom Lodge no. 151, Kulshan Lodge
no. 136, and nooksack Lodge no. 192, GrWash the Gm visited Bellingham accompanied by one hundred and
fifteen members of the Craft from British Columbia. Here they were received by the dGm, rW Brother George
Lawler, in the absence of the Gm of the Grand Lodge of Washington. after dinner, the assembly attended Whatcom
Lodge no. 151, and witnessed the officers conferring the mm degree on one of the newest recruits of the american
army, fully five hundred members attended the meeting, and after the work was over the meeting adjourned to
the masonic Club, where a most sumptuous banquet had been prepared, with four hundred members sitting down
to the repast. this visit remained long in the memory of the members of the Craft from British Columbia.

Bi-centennial of the united Grand Lodge of England
on June 8, 1917, the Constituent Lodges of district 1 at victoria celebrated the founding of the Grand Lodge of 
england on June 24, 1717. a few years previously the united Grand Lodge of england had made arrangements in 
London for the bi-centennial celebration of the founding of the first masonic Grand Lodge. the suggestion is said
to have first come from the united states, and, in order that the event should not pass unnoticed, the ddGm 
recommended to the ruling masters of the district that the important historical event be observed by an appropriate
celebration, which was accepted with pleasure and enthusiasm.

much arduous labour—and successful organization on the part of the masters and Wardens was responsible
for the arrangement of a highly interesting programme, and all the Lodges met in a joint Communication, with the
Wm of st. andrew’s Lodge no. 49 in the Chair. after receiving the Grand Lodge officers, he surrendered the gavel
to rW Brother stephen Jones, ddGm for the district, who delivered a very fine address of welcome to all the visitors,
some of whom had journeyed in special delegations from san Juan island, port angeles and seattle in the state of
Washington. as evidence of the extraordinary interest taken in this communication, there assembled the (at that
time) unprecedented number of 480 members representing 65 Lodges from all over the world—25 of the Lodges
were under the British Columbia registry.

two principal features of the evening were the addresses of mW Brother edward B. paul, pGm, and mW Brother
William astley, Gm of British Columbia. the former dealt with freemasonry prior to the revival of 1717. He ex-
plained the antiquity of the Craft and told of its evolution from the remote ages. during his masterful address, he
took his hearers back to the days of King solomon, and traced the progress of the Craft down to the historical gath-
ering in the “Goose and Gridiron” tavern in saint paul’s churchyard on June 24, 1717.

the Gm took up the theme from this point and related in detail the expansion of the order down to the (then)
present day. He illustrated the sound principles of freemasonry. He proved that it is one of the greatest factors for
democracy, and he pointed to the fact that although, with the exception of the first four, all the Gms of the Grand
Lodge of england had been of noble birth, yet throughout the two centuries they had relied upon the commoners
for their guidance and support, and had laboured in perfect harmony. it was to that gathering in the “Goose and
Gridiron” tavern that speculative freemasonry owed its present-day influence.

the ddGm paid tribute to the Wms for the gathering, which reflected the greatest possible credit, as follows:
victoria-Columbia no. 1, W. a. Belbeck, Wm; vancouver and Quadra no. 2, W. r marchant, Wm; united service
no. 24, W. e. mcintyre, Wm; temple Lodge no. 33, James Greig, Wm; st. andrew’s Lodge no. 49, e. J. Hearn, Wm;
Camosun no, 60, ernest fairey, Wm; and Britannia Lodge no. 73, J. W. edwards, Wm.

and so, even in a time of world conflict did the brethren of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia in the district
of victoria, honour the birth of one of her mother Grand Lodges—the united Grand Lodge of england—with great
pride, and in the presence of an august assemblage. But, at the same time, regretting that had it not been for the
great world crisis, possibly one of the most wonderful gatherings of members of the masonic order would have
taken place in the empire’s metropolis.

Lafayette No. 241, GRW—Seattle
the Gms, usually accompanied by other Grand Lodge officers, have established the custom since 1921 of regularly
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attending the annual international night of Lafayette Lodge no. 241, f&am, Grand Lodge of the state of Wash-
ington at seattle. this Lodge took its name from the french aristocrat, marie Jean paul yves roch Gilbert du motier,
marquis de Lafayette, who was born in auvergne in the year 1757. Lafayette went to the united states in april, 1777,
when he and his companions offered their services in the War of Liberation, but were at first refused. Later, he was
appointed major general by the Congress and joined the army of General George Washington. at first, he was 
humiliated by the lack of confidence the general placed in him, until in his own words:

“. . . after i was made a mason, General Washington seemed to have received a new light. i never
had from that moment any cause to doubt his entire confidence.”

While there has been considerable controversy where he took that step, it has now been pretty well established that
he was made a mason while wintering with Washington and his army at valley forge.

it seems very fitting that a masonic Lodge named after such an illustrious patriot should be the host to such an
annual masonic gathering. the Lodge now dedicates this meeting to the continuance of the historic friendship for
the good of mankind between the peoples and the Governments of the united states and Canada.

insofar as the records reveal, it seems that it all began in december, 1921 When the Gm received an invitation
from Lafayette Lodge no. 241 to pay a fraternal visit
to the Lodge, the object being an opportunity for the
officers and members of the Grand Lodge of British
Columbia to meet with those of the Grand Lodge of
the state of Washington, and he accepted the date of
January 28, 1922. this appears as the first recorded
meeting which later developed into an annual inter-
national night of great interest and value to both
Grand Lodges. 265

in october, 1938, the “annual international
night”, which had latterly been extended to include
oregon, idaho, montana and California, was the start
of the three-programmed affair. on the 20th there
was the usual meeting at Lafayette Lodge no. 241 in
seattle. on the following night “the national so-
journers of seattle,” a masonic body drawn from the
national militia, the navy and the Constabulary, in-
vited the Gm and his company to their “international
night” which then regularly followed the Lafayette
function. on saturday, october 22, 1938, the Wms
and the pms of Greater vancouver entertained the
Gm, together with the distinguished Grand Lodge of-
ficers from the five participating state Grand Lodges, to a banquet held at the Georgia Hotel. the eager expressions
of brotherly love and friendship heard on every side attested to the bond of friendship existing between the brethren
of all these jurisdictions and reflect in a large measure the strong ties obtaining between the two democracies.

concord No. 124, GRAlta—calgary
on september 6,1925,the Gm had the very great pleasure of visiting in Concord Lodge no 124, Gralta at the city
of Calgary. He was the honoured guest of mW Brother n e. Carruthers, Gm of alberta, and the officers and members
of Concord Lodge, and he was accompanied by several Grand Lodge officers from British Columbia. nothing could
have excelled the warmth of the welcome given the British Columbia delegation by the brethren of Calgary.

cascade No. 12, International Night
on september 29, 1930, the Gm attended Cascade Lodge no. 12, BCr in vancouver, on the occasion of “international
night”, when Lieutenant-Governor randolph Bruce and representatives of the Grand Lodges of alberta,
saskatchewan and the state of Washington were present.

pennsylvania Bi-centennial 
in october, 1931, the Gm attended the two Hundredth anniversary celebration of the Grand Lodge of pennsylvania
held in philadelphia, at which all the sister Jurisdictions in the united states; four from Canada; from the united
Grand Lodge of england; and other parts of the world were represented. He had been unable to attend the opening
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of the great memorial Building, erected at alexandria, virginia, in honour of George Washington, but in his letter
of regret pointed out that it had been his good fortune to visit and inspect the building in the previous october and
closed with:

“it is to visualize what a strengthening bond such a magnificent work must be, drawing closer 
together, not only the Grand Bodies, but the individual members of masonry, throughout the whole
of your great country.

“and in tribute to Washington, the mason, we your Brethren of British Columbia. would fain join
with heartiest goodwill; offering you the sincere tokens of our friendship and fraternal love.” 266

A Visit to the GL of Oregon
the Gm accepted an invitation from the mW the Gm of the state of oregon to visit that Grand Lodge on august 4,
1932, in portland, oregon. He was attended by fifteen Grand Lodge officers, and they received a most hearty 
welcome from mW Brother d. rufus Cheney and his Grand Lodge officers. the shrine temple was packed “to the
roof” and the meeting voted most successful and beneficial to all the brethren present.

femhill No. 80, GRWash—Tacoma
on april 14, 1953, the Gm with his Grand Lodge officers and the Wm of southern Cross Lodge no. 44, BCr of 
vancouver, attended as guests of femhill Lodge no. 80, GrWash of tacoma, together with the Gms of the states of
oregon and Washington. the scottish rite temple was crowded and some five hundred brethren were turned away.
the mm degree was very ably exemplified by W Brother Laurence Healey, the Wm of southern Cross Lodge and
his officers; he also gave an explanation of the “symbolism” which was well received. the visitors were entertained
in a splendid manner, and the Gm was afforded an opportunity on inspecting the masonic Homes of the Grand
Lodge of Washington, “which are beautifully conceived and well conducted.”

Special communication
in order to reciprocate for the many fraternal visits, the Gm invited the Gms and officers of the Grand Lodges of
the state of Washington and alberta to visit British Columbia on may 30, 1933, at vancouver. a special meeting of
Grand Lodge convened at 5:00 pm, when official greetings were extended to the distinguished guests; at 6.30 pm.
dinner was served in the Hotel vancouver, when over 400 were present. at 8:00 pm a meeting was held in the Crystal
Ballroom of the Hotel at which over 1,200 freemasons were present, and the evening closed with a most delightful
and instructive address by W Brother Harold Brown of duke of Connaught Lodge no. 64 at north vancouver, 
followed by addresses by the visiting Gms, G. m. Blackstock, KC. of alberta, and John m. roberts of Washington.

Ketchikan No. 159, GRWash—Alaska
on august 23, 1935, the Gm reached Ketchikan, alaska, after a most enjoyable sail northward, where he was enter-
tained at dinner by the brethren of Ketchikan Lodge no. 159, under the Grand Lodge of Washington, in “the sump-
tuous manner for which our Brethren in the state of Washington are so justly noted” following this pleasant
interlude, he proceeded on his official visits to yukon Lodge no. 45 on august 29; to Whitehorse Lodge no. 46 on
august 30; and to atlinto no. 42 on august 31, 1933.

Greater Vancouver
on october 26, 1935, the thirty-six Wms of Greater vancouver tendered the Gm a banquet to which all the pms of
the city were invited. the Gm was accompanied by mW Brothers Walter H. steffey, Gm of the mW Grand Lodge
of the state of Washington; H. Wayne stanard, Gm of the mW Grand Lodge of the state of oregon; and mW Brother
dr. r. si thornton, pGm of the mW Grand Lodge of manitoba, who were received by the thirty-six Wms and some
250 pms of the jurisdiction. the two Gms spoke on behalf of their respective jurisdictions, while mW Brother dr.
thornton spoke on behalf of the prairie jurisdictions.

Bi-centennial of Scotland
an event of more than usual interest which took place in edinburgh, scotland, was the two Hundredth anniversary
of the most Worshipful Grand Lodge of scotland, one of the two Grand Lodges under which freemasonry was 
established in British Columbia, on november 30, 1936. at this celebration the Grand Lodge was represented, at the
request of the Gm by mW Brother Harry Holgate Watson, who was accompanied by mW Brother francis J. Burd.

Brother Watson conveyed the fraternal Greetings of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia in the form of an 
illuminated address in the following text:

“the Grand Lodge, antient, free and accepted masons of British Columbia, on the two Hundredth
anniversary of the formation of the most Worshipful, the Grand Lodge of scotland, offers its most
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cordial felicitations on this most auspicious occasion to the most Worshipful Grand Lodge of 
scotland, one of its mother Grand Lodges

“We extend our hearty congratulations to the Grand Lodge of scotland upon the acceptance by a
member of the royal family of the high office of Grand master mason.

“We invoke the blessing of the most High upon the Grand Lodge of scotland, and pray that its 
beneficent and masonic influence may continue in ever increasing amount until the end of times”

mW Brother Burd visited the officers of the united Grand Lodge of england on behalf of the Gm and conveyed
through them the greetings of Grand Lodge to the mother Grand Lodge of the World.  267

Bi-centenary of freemasonry in canada
the Gm journeyed to Halifax to attend the Bi-Centennial of the planting of freemasonry in Canada—July 10 to 13,
1938. an outstanding event had taken place in nova scotia two hundred years before, and the mW the Grand Lodge
of nova scotia bethought themselves to undertake a celebration in keeping with such an epoch-making occurrence,
and had invited the other Grand Lodges to assist in the celebration.

the first masonic Lodge in Canada was established under authority of the Grand Lodge of massachusetts. that
was before the american revolutionary War. Consequently, the Grand Lodge of massachusetts had craved permis-
sion to take part in such a notable celebration. permission was cheerfully granted, and pursuant thereto the Grand
Lodge of massachusetts erected an imposing monument to the memory of one erasmus James phillips, first master
of a masonic Lodge in Canada as well as first Gm of a provincial Grand Lodge in Canada. this beautiful monument,
which stands in old st. paul’s Cemetery, Halifax, was unveiled and dedicated by the donor Grand Lodge, opened
in ample form.

the dedication was followed by an address of presentation by the Gm of massachusetts, followed in turn by an
address of acceptance and thankfulness by the Gm, of nova scotia. to the Gm “this memorial ceremony was, 
perhaps, the outstanding event of the four-day celebration. it emphasized and symbolized in a unique and prac-
tical way the warm friendship obtaining between Canadian and american freemasons.”

the delegates came from every Grand Jurisdiction in Canada, from newfoundland, from twenty-one out of the
forty-eight Grand Jurisdictions in the united states of america, and a large British delegation.

the Gm said further:
“it is difficult to find words to express one’s appreciation of the completeness of the plans to make

the event fittingly commemorative, the perfect manner in which the plans were executed as well
as the unstinted welcome and hospitality accorded all the delegates, something that will cling to
our memories as long as time for us shall last.” 

at the close of the celebrations the British delegation wished to avail themselves of their opportunity to visit every
Grand Jurisdiction in Canada. they received a cordial invitation from each Grand Lodge. in due course, they reached
vancouver under the guidance of mW Brother Burd, who had escorted them across Canada. these eminent brethren
were entertained in vancouver at several functions in their honour and then in victoria which included a luncheon
with the Lieutenant Governor and mrs. Hamber and a visit to that charming host and hostess, mr. and mrs. Butchart,
at their famous Gardens. * the party included four officers of the united Grand Lodge of england; three from the
Grand Lodge of ireland; and two from the Grand Lodge of scotland. the personnel of the distinguished party was:

england: 
Lieut.-General st. francis J. davies, dGm, united Grand Lodge of england. 
rev. thomas t. Blockley, m.a., prov. Gm, oxfordshire, england. 
rt. Hon. viscount de vesci, sGW, united Grand Lodge of england. 
major robert L. Loyd, pdG director of Ceremonies, united Grand Lodge of england. 

ireland: 
raymond f. Brooke. dGm, Grand Lodge of ireland. 
Lieut.-Colonel Lord farnham, prov. Gm of meath, and Lady farnham. 
dr. William e. thrift, provost of trinity College, dublin, and mrs. thrift.

scotland: 
Brigadier-General sir norman a. orr ewing, d.s.o., Gm mason, Grand Lodge of scotland. 
t. G. Winning, J.p., Grs of the Grand Lodge of scotland 268
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Grand Lodge Washington
the Gm attended, on the solicitation of mW Brother Gale W. matthews of the Grand Lodge of Washington, the
laying of the cornerstone for a new temple of Justice at Colville, Washington, in september, 1938.

Rhode Island Sesquicentennial
the Gm for 1940-41 was forced to decline an invitation from the Grand Lodge of the state of rhode island to attend
their one Hundred and fiftieth anniversary ceremonies with deep regret as time would not permit making the
journey—he sent felicitations and good wishes from the Grand Lodge of British Columbia

The Banff conference
a Conference of the four Western Grand Jurisdictions af & am of manitoba, saskatchewan, alberta and British
Columbia was inaugurated in 1941 and is now usually convened at the end of the first week in september in every
year. it provides for the Grand Lodge officers of the four jurisdictions an opportunity to become better acquainted,
to discuss their many problems, and to make united plans for the betterment of the Craft.

the first Banff Conference was held as an informal meeting in the alberta pleasure resort on september 14, 1940,
when the representatives of the Grand Lodges of alberta and British Columbia discussed matters of inter-provincial
importance, but because the meeting was strictly informal, no recommendations were adopted. at a meeting 
convened in Banff on september 27, 1941, the principal Grand Lodge officers of manitoba and saskatchewan joined
those of the two most western Grand Lodges. the meeting was not called as, or to form, a constituted body, but to
discuss problems which arise within the jurisdictions—some of the items on the agenda were: “youth Guidance”,
“rehabilitation”, “Care of the returned man”, and such purely masonic topics as “dues”, “dimits”, “publications”,
“masonic education”, etc.

By 1943, the Conference had been established as an annual affair, and in that year many topics were dealt with,
and as an illustration of their importance and value, the Gm in his address to Grand Lodge in June, 1944 cited:

“the problems of the individual member.” 
“the practical appeal of masonic education.” 
“freemasonry and adult education.” 
“masonic War relief funds.”
“the appeal of the Craft to youth.”

since that time, the Conference has been held regularly in the early fall of each year and has been well attended,
British Columbia. being usually represented by the top Grand Lodge officers. summaries of the meetings are to be
found in the various annual proceedings of Grand Lodge and in the masonic Bulletin. so important has this 
Conference become that mimeographed copies of the proceedings are now available for distribution.

in september, 1955, the Gm, pGms and the Grs attended the Banff Conference when mW Brother Karl p. 
Warwick, GrBC presided and mW Brother G. roy Long gave an inspiring address, which, together with his 
contributions to the discussions, were responsible for:

“. .  . making this one of the most successful of the fifteen Banff Conferences . . .
while in 1957 the Gm was honoured by election as president of the 1958 Banff Conference.

A Banquet for the Grand Master
the Gm for 1945-44 was tendered a banquet by the masters’ and Wardens’ association of vancouver, which, in
spite of the handicaps that beset all their endeavours in those war days and the pressure of other events at the time,
was attended by mW Brother don f. Kizer, Gm of Washington, and mW Brother Charles e. Coe, Gm of montana.
the former was accompanied by several Grand Lodge officers, among them mW Brother John emeigh, pGm; rW
Brother ford Q. elvidge, dGm; rW Brother G. H. shultz, JGW; and rW Brother Gale Huhn, Grand marshal. Both
the Gms gave inspiring addresses, and the presence of these visiting brethren from the other side of the border, as
always, contributed greatly to the fellowship and fraternal feeling which marked this event. the meeting was under
the chairmanship of W Brother thomas Woodcock, which the Gm said “made this event a singular one.” the Gm
reported with deep regret the passing of mW Brother Kizer shortly after this event, on february 23, 1944.

a second banquet for the Gm was held on october 7, 1944, when the following distinguished brethren were
present: mW Brothers f. Q. elvidge, Gm of Washington; G. moyes, Gm of idaho; W. flachsenhar, Gm of montana;
m. W. Galbraith, pGm of alberta, and rW Brother fred W. Hartman, dGm of oregon. those present listened to
most inspiring addresses by these distinguished brethren.

the next recorded banquet of masters and Wardens of Lodges in the city of vancouver was on october 4, 1947,
when the gathering was honoured by the presence of mW Brothers s. G. perry, Gm of Washington; H. i. monks,
Gm of idaho; s. a. Holt, Gm of montana; and fred W. Hartman, representing the Gm of oregon, whose addresses
to the meeting were heard with great interest and pleasure.
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Addresses to Grand Lodge
two eminent freemasons from sister Jurisdictions addressed Grand Lodge at the annual Communication on June
21, 1945, in the persons of mW Brothers p. t. pilkey, Gm of manitoba, and G. f. ellis, pGm of alberta, for which
Grand Lodge put on record its appreciation of their
presence and their addresses to the brethren. 269

on June 20, 1946, several very distinguished vis-
itors to Grand Lodge were invited to address the
Communication: mW Brothers W. J. smith, pGm of
saskatchewan; p. t. pilkey, ipGm and Grs of mani-
toba; George moore, Grs of alberta; samuel Harris,
pGm of alberta; marcus J. Ware, Gm of idaho; Lloyd
e. Wilson, Gs of California; and matthew Wt Hill,
pGm of Washington. the Gm thanked the distin-
guished visitors for their inspiring addresses and for
their expressions of good will and for the kindly fra-
ternal interest displayed between the respective
Grand Lodges by their presence on that day on the
occasion of the seventy-fifth anniversary of the birth
of Grand Lodge. the addresses were ordered printed
in the proceeding. 270

Grand Lodge of Idaho
the Gm on september 20, 1950, attended the annual
Communication of the Grand Lodge of idaho at
Boise, where he was deeply touched by the friendly
atmosphere and fine hospitality. “as a climactic
touch,” the Gm was honoured by being elected an Honorary pGm of the Grand Lodge of idaho.

Grand Lodge of california
on october 8, 1950, the Gm represented the Grand Lodge of British Columbia at the Centennial Celebration of the
Grand Lodge of California in san francisco, and, in his report to Grand Lodge, said that “to see such a thrilling ex-
hibition of freemasonry in action was a great inspiration.” California, with a total membership of close to 200,000
members in 605 Lodges, was represented by some 5,000 delegates and mms. thirty-six Grand Lodges of the united
states; five of Canada; and three of foreign countries were represented by 33 Gms; 4 dGms; 22 Grss, and, many
other pGms and Grand Lodge officers. the Gm was one of the six Gms called upon to address the assembly.

All canada conference
in february, 1951, the Gm could not attend the all Canada Conference in Winnipeg, but he commissioned the dGm
to represent British Columbia, and while questioning the usefulness of this gathering other than to provide a forum
in which the leaders of the Canadian Grand Lodges could meet, debate, and become acquainted with one another,
he felt called upon to ask Grand Lodge to support continued attendance at the Conference. on the other hand, the
Banff Conference, which he attended in person, he felt was “in a class of its own,” and he had “no hesitation in
attesting to its worth,” and he therefore recommended that the finance Committee make provision in the budget
for the usual amount to cover attendance at both Conferences.

the Committee on the address concurred in both his recommendations that the finance Committee make 
provision for a financial grant for the Banff and all Canada Conferences, the latter to be held in montreal, Quebec,
in 1953’ the Biennial Conference was held as planned on february 19-21, 1953, when the dGm was elected deputy
Chairman of the gathering.

Grand Lodge of Alberta
on June 13, 1951, the Gm attended the annual Communication of the Grand Lodge of alberta, where he was again
accorded a very warm welcome and, to climax the visit, he was elected an Honorary pGm of alberta.

Visit of the Earl of Derby
on september 28, 1951, the Gm presided at a banquet tendered by Grand Lodge to the rW Brother the earl of derby,
dGm of the united Grand Lodge of england, and said in his address to Grand Lodge that:
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“His Lordship is a surprisingly young man to have attained the high office he now holds, but, in his
brief remarks, gave evidence of his ability to discharge its duties very creditably. the Banquet . . .
was arranged by mW Bro. f. J. Burd, who is the representative of the united Grand Lodge of 
england to our Grand Lodge, with his customary thoroughness and good taste.”

Washington conference
the all Canada Conference had been formed as a counterpart to the Washington Conference of Gms of north 
america, but in 1952 the Gm supported his predecessor in office, recommending that the Grand lodge of British
Columbia do not participate in the Washington Conferences but that she continue membership in the all Canada
Conference as being a much smaller organization. this, he felt, gave those attending a greater opportunity for meet-
ing each other and hearing the points of view of the eastern Grand Lodges of Canada. Costs of travel also entered
into the decision, as well as the fact that a considerable portion of the agenda for the larger Conference was not 
germane to Canadian ways and practices.

in 1953, the dGm attended the Biennial Conference in montreal, Quebec, on february 19-21, 1953, on behalf of
the Gm, to fulfil his obligation, having been elected as deputy Chairman at the previous Conference of the gathering.
He also represented the Gm with other Grand Lodge officers at the Banff Conference on september 4 to 6, 1952.

Olympia Lodge No. l, GRWash-centennial 
december 6, 1952, was the one Hundredth anniversary of olympia Lodge no. 1, GrW an outstanding event in the
pacific northwest annals of freemasonry. on december 11, 1852, a small group of freemasons assembled in a room
amidst the stumps of the pioneer settlement of olympia and formed a Lodge under dispensation from the then
newly formed Grand Lodge of the oregon territory the Gm attended this celebration as the representative of the
Grand Lodge of British Columbia, and said in his address to Grand Lodge in June, 1953 that: 

“its jurisdiction extended from the Columbia river to the arctic Circle and from the rocky moun-
tains to China.”

which seems in our present-day understanding of a Lodge’s jurisdiction to be pretty wide territory for one little
Lodge, but then at that time there were very few people, other than the native indians, floating around in the entire
expanse.

this event is one of particular importance and interest to freemasons in British Columbia because when the
HBCo was forced to move its post in 1860 from fort vancouver on the Columbia river to establish the new fort at
victoria, on vancouver’s island, the factor, James a. Grahame, was also forced to move to victoria. at that time he
was the dGm of the Washington territory, and the move to victoria meant that he was to complete his masonic
destiny, that of playing a most important leading role in the formation of the independent Grand Lodge of British
Columbia.

the Gm for British Columbia met many outstanding members of the Craft on this occasion and was one of the
principal speakers at the Centenary

The canada in Ontario celebration
the Gm and the Grs on July 17-19, 1955 represented the Grand Lodge of British Columbia at the Centennial 
Celebration of the Grand Lodge of Canada in ontario. the proceedings began with a service of thanksgiving on
sunday at the Cne park, when over 29,000 freemasons, their families and friends were in attendance the service,
conducted by the archbishop of algoma, dr. W. L. Wright, also the dGm, was an impressive and solemn experience.
the official opening of Grand Lodge took place on monday morning in the Coliseum, when representatives were
received from the Grand Lodges of england (united), scotland, ireland, and south and West australia, as well as
from all the provinces of Canada and most of the united states.

A Grand Master Raises His Son
on september 3, 1957, the Gm, mW Brother Claude Green, was invited by W Brother d. freed of manyberries
Lodge no.135, Gralta to visit the Lodge and requested to raise his only son Cst C. r. a Green, who was in charge
of the manyberries detachment of the rCmpolice, to the sublime degree of a mm. it was indeed a big night for the
little Lodge and the Grand master, because the Gm of alberta, mW Brother s. Barman, accompanied by the dGm;
the Grs; and several ddGms also paid the Lodge an official visit. the Gm of British Columbia was also accompanied
by the dGm, the JGW, 2 Gsteward, and others. the good brethren of manyberries Lodge soon demonstrated that
they were expert ritualists and certainly knew how to perform a most dignified degree despite the fact that they
had never before received a visit from a senior Grand Lodge officer. to commemorate the occasion, the officers of
the two Grand Jurisdictions purchased a new volume of the sacred Law suitably inscribed on the flyleaf with the
names of all the Grand Lodge officers who had attended this historic event. thus the bond of goodwill and friendship
that has always existed between the two Grand Lodges was further strengthened.
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Washington conference
on february 19-22, 1958, the Gm attended the Conference of Grand masters of north america, which he said was
well attended not only by the united states Gms but also by the Gms and Grss of practically all the Canadian Grand
Lodges; it was a great pleasure and a privilege to meet so many masonic leaders of north america; he felt that he
had gained much useful knowledge and information from the Conference. the Committee on the address was silent
on the attendance of the Gm at the Conference, probably because he combined it with other business, and the 
expense thereof was not charged to Grand Lodge.

on february 24-25, 1959, the Gm went to Washington in the district of Columbia to attend the Conference of
Gms of north america, which is now held annually immediately following the birthday of General George 
Washington, the first president of the united states. He said it was his pleasure to meet again many distinguished
freemasons and:

“. . . to listen to the many learned discussions and problems affecting our neighbouring Jurisdictions
in the united states.”

Grand Lodge of california
the Gm in 1958 attended the 109th annual Communication of the Grand Lodge of the state of California and the
dedication of the California masonic memorial temple in san francisco, from september 29 to october 5. the meet-
ing was attended by many eminent brethren from all parts of the world, including the Gm, the asstGm, and the
Grs of the united Grand Lodge of england; the senior pGm of scotland, the Lord of elgin and Kincardine; and the
Gms and Grss of nearly every jurisdiction in north america.

Washington centennial
on december 7-8, 1958, the Gm attended the one Hundredth anniversary of the Grand Lodge of the territory of
Washington, which had been established on december 8, 1858, on which occasion the founding fathers adopted a
Constitution; resolved that a Grand Lodge should be formed; elected, appointed and installed its first Grand Lodge
officers. the event was well attended, and at an evening service of thanksgiving conducted by the GrC the sermon
was preached by mW Brother the most reverend William t. Wright, dd, dCL, archbishop of algoma, metropolitan
of ontario, and pGm of the Grand Lodge of Canada in ontario, who spoke on the “relevance of freemasonry
today.”

the Gm for British Columbia had the honour of proposing the toast to the president of the united states and
of congratulating the Grand Lodge of Washington on its one hundred years of solid accomplishment in 
freemasonry.

All canada conference
on february 19-21, 1959, the Gm attended the sixth Biennial Conference of Grand and district Gmnd Lodges of
Canada in the city of montreal. not being an official delegate, he still found attendance at the Conference to be most
valuable; to meet the Gms and other distinguished freemasons from across Canada on a common ground and under
such pleasant and fraternal circumstances. He said it was his opinion that the greatest benefit would be derived
were the dGm and the Gm of British Columbia to attend these biennial Conference.

again the Committee on the address remained silent as to his attendance and remarks on both the all Canada
and the Washington Conferences, but it supported his recommendation that the Grand Lodge of British Columbia
continue to support the Banff Conference, both financially and with the usual quota of delegates.

District of columbia Sesquicentennial
on february 22, 1961, the Gm attended the sesquicentennial celebration of the Grand Lodge of free and accepted
masons of the district of Columbia, held in Constitution Hall, Washington, d.C. the ceremonial began with an open
session, with families present, when the principal speaker was mW Brother the reverend thomas s. roy, pGm of
the Grand Lodge of massachusetts, whose address had a profound effect upon the gathering. the reviewer claims
that:

“the whole address is worthy of being read in every Craft Lodge and Lodge of education.” 271

Oregon city
on may 18-20, 1962, the Gm accompanied Kilwinning Lodge no. 59, BCr on a visit to multnomah Lodge no. 1 at
oregon City (formerly of the oregon territory). the Communication was held in the auditorium of the Gardiner
High school, and the Gm was received by the mW Gm af&am of the state of oregon. on saturday morning, the
visitors were taken to the shriners’ Crippled Children’s Hospital to visit the youngsters in the various wards.
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Bellingham Bay No. 44 
the Gm attended the “international night” at Bellingham Bay Lodge no. 44, GrW at Bellingham, Washington, on
march 11, 1966, where he was received by mW Brother George H. Bovingdon, the Gm of the Grand Lodge f&am
of the state of Washington, on the occasion of the 59th annual visitation of King solomon Lodge no. 17, BCr at
new Westminster. it was an outstanding and inspiring event in the history of these two masonic Lodges, with over
400 members of the Craft in attendance. on october 14, 1966, the same Gm paid a second visit to the Lodge when
he was made an Honorary member of Bellingham Bay Lodge no. 44, GrW.

Nova Scotia centennial
the Gm in June, 1967 reported to Grand Lodge attendance at the Centenary celebrations marking the one Hun-
dredth annual Communication of the Grand Lodge of nova scotia, held in Halifax on July 15-17, 1966. He cited it
as one of the rare occasions when all nine Canadian Grand Lodges and the two district Grand Lodges (newfound-
land) were together at one place an interesting item in this connection, which is of particular interest to every
freemason in British Columbia, can be found in the proceedings of the Grand Lodge of nova scotia for 1966:

“most Worshipful J. Herbert nordan, Grand master of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia, was
escorted to the Grand east by Wor. Bro. everett moseley, Q.C. where he was presented with a 
special Centennial medallion named the ‘erasmus James phillips medallion’. Congratulations mW
Bro. nordan.”

New Brunswick centennial
the Gm attended the one Hundredth annual Communication of the Grand Lodge of new Brunswick, held at saint
John, n.B., on may 12-13, 1967. many distinguished guests were present for this celebration when the gathering
was inspired by the devotional address of mW Brother the reverend K. Legassick, “our Heritage”, in which he
stressed independence and pointed out that:

“this points to a Grand masonic ideal, that independence is not divorced from interdependence
upon each other.”

united Grand Lodge of England
the Gm and the Grs attended the especial meeting held on June 25 to 29, 1967, in the royal albert Hall, London,
england, to commemorate the two Hundred and fiftieth anniversary of the founding of the united Grand Lodge
of england, the premier Grand Lodge of the World. on this occasion, HrH the duke of Kent was installed as the
Grand master of the mother Grand Lodge. the Gm stated in his report to Grand Lodge that the meeting:

”. . . was a truly magnificent spectacle performed with immaculate precision; there was engendered
at it a great atmosphere of good will, the memory of which every visitor from overseas carried
home with him and cherished and even, i believe, endeavoured to reflect among his own Brethren
on his return to the humdrum of every day life.”

there were present the representatives of some 70 Grand Lodges from all over the world to join with the 6,500 mem-
bers of that Grand Lodge. the fine words of HrH supplied to us by the Grs bear repeating in this context:

“Brotherly love, relief and truth are our basic principles. if we as individuals can uphold these stan-
dards and if our united Grand Lodge can maintain them, we shall make a great contribution to that
Grand design which does not only consist of being happy and communicating happiness, but of mak-
ing the world in which we live a better place for our own as well as for succeeding generations.” 272

Holler Lake Lodge No. 296, GRWash
on august 3, 1968, an open-air meeting of Haller Lake Lodge no. 296, GrWash at seattle, Washington, was held at
the snohomish island County park in the majestic mountains on turbulent Canyon Creek, 5 miles northeast of 
Granite falls, where the freemasons of two counties have hewn a park and an amphitheater from the surrounding
virgin timber. the weather was ideal, with a mild overcast to temper the heat, under this canopy of Heaven where
750 freemasons gathered to view the mm’s degree, in a rustic outdoor temple constructed in its entirety from native
materials.

many Canadians attended the ceremony in a special bus, and before the programme had ended 130 Canadian
freemasons registered from 31 British Columbia Lodges, two from nova scotia and one from the Grand Lodge of
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Canada (in the province of ontario). others in attendance hailed from Belfast, ireland; anaheim, Germany; port of
spain, trinidad; and manila, philippine islands, while 108 Washington Lodges were represented as well as 38 Lodges
from other states.

one Canadian group travelled by plane from port alberni to the wrong san Juan island and were unable to
clear u.s. Customs, so were shunted to Bellingham. proceeding to Granite falls, they discovered that they could
not land at that airfield. therefore, they had to land at arlington and take a taxi to the park, arriving in time to view
only the last portion of the drama and the closing.

there were present 38 Grand Lodge officers and pGms from the Washington Jurisdiction; three Canadian pGms
and other Canadian dignitaries. the ceremony was both instructional and impressive, while the refreshment and
fellowship topped off a pleasant and inspirational day before the travellers turned homeward.” 273

McMillin Mausoleum of Roche Harbour
on may 3, 1969, hundreds of freemasons from the state of Washington, British Columbia and far-away places, jour-
neyed by boat, ferry and aircraft to attend the second annual outdoor degree at the mcmillin mausoleum at roche
Harbour on san Juan island.

at the turn of the century, John s mcmillin, pioneer industrialist, lawyer, builder and businessman, wished to
leave to posterity a memorial to the dreams and aspirations of the things his generation believed in and, as a conse-
quence, he paid his hire according to their worth and no man was forgotten. “John s.” and his sons fred and paul
were ardent freemasons, and, in the manner of the times, built a seven-pillared mausoleum.

Because of their love and respect for the masonic order, they turned to its teachings for overall design. freema-
sons may quickly recognize these symbolic signs of God, country and mankind. in the construction of the mau-
soleum they exemplified the brazen pillars; the flight of winding stairs as a means of teaching the middle chamber
by the teachings of the 3, 5 and 7 steps. the steps are situated on the east side of the structure, but W Brother James
Kenmuir, of trinity Lodge no. 98, BCr tells the story, for those interested, in the masonic Bulletin for november,
1969.

one other incident is worthy of record here. the second degree was the responsibility of san Juan Lodge 
no. 150 and the exemplification was most commendable. truly the highhght of the degree was the lecture given by
W Brother robbie Buddington. in his very early years, even before he attended school, “robbie” found that suddenly
darkness had closed about him, despite his tragic handicap, this Brother worked ever so much harder and finally
took his place in the legal field. “robbie” joined the masonic order and finally enjoyed the highest honour a Craft
Lodge can bestow upon one of its members. He became Wm of his Lodge.

What a challenge to our mms to have a blind Brother to master the various lectures and astonish the brethren
from far and near by giving a 25-minute lecture in a voice that held everyone spellbound. strange as it may seem,
the deacons may lead the candidate, but in this instance the candidate led the lecturer.

the Gm of the Grand Lodge of the state of Washington was present with many of his officers and district
deputies. 274

A Schedule of International Visits
during his year of office, a Gm receives many invitations asking that the Grand Lodge of British Columbia be rep-
resented at annual Communications; special Celebrations; Conferences; visits of “old established Custom”; and
so forth. the following summary of the “out-Jurisdictional” visits indicates how arduous the visiting activities of
the Brother who serves as the Gm have become. to this schedule must also be added his official visits to the district
meetings, individual Constituent Lodges, and other “special occasions” within the jurisdiction. this example was
selected at random.

in 1960 the Gm attended outside the province of British Columbia:
(a) on July 20-21, the one Hundred and fifth annual Communication of the Grand Lodge of Canada in 

ontario;
(b) on september 8-10, the twentieth annual inter-provincial Conference of the officers of the four Western

masonic jurisdictions at Banff, alberta;
(c) on september 20-22, the annual Communication of the Grand Lodge of idaho;
(d) on november 4, the Communication of delta Lodge no. 172, seattle, Washington;

and in 1961:
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(e) on february 16-18, the seventh Biennial Conference of the Grand and district Grand Lodges, af&am,
Canada, at the royal york Hotel, toronto;

(f) on february 20-21, the Conference of Grand masters of masons in north america, at the statler Hotel, 
Washington, dC;

(g) on february 21, a luncheon at the House of the temple by the illustrious sovereign Grand Commander 
of the supreme Council of the ancient accepted scottish rite of the southern Jurisdiction, for those 
attending the Gms Conference, in Washington, dC; 

(h) on february 22, the fifteenth annual Convention of the George Washington masonic national memorial
association, at alexandria, virginia; 

(i) on June 14-15, the fifty-sixth annual Communication of the Grand Lodge of alberta, at Calgary, alberta; 
(j) on June 20-21, the one Hundred and fourth annual Communication of the Grand Lodge of the state of

Washington at spokane, Washington; 
and on special request: 

on april 15, the dGm had attended an emergent Communication of the Grand Lodge of Washington at ferndale,
Washington, in behalf of the Gm, called for the purpose of laying the cornerstone of the new masonic temple for
femdale Lodge by mW Brother a. J. ring.

once again the Committee on the address to Grand Lodge in June, 1961 ignored all reference to Conferences,
etc, other than that at Banff and to concur in his plea for continuing support to the Banff Conference “financially
and otherwise”.

Examples of Other Visits and courtesies
on may 5, 1896, the Gm, accompanied by several brethren from vancouver, nelson and spokane, Washington, 
visited Kaslo Lodge no. 25, BCr.

on July 18, 1911, the Gm had the pleasure of meeting, and entertaining in his home in vancouver, the Gm of the
mW Grand Lodge of saskatchewan, mW Brother W. Hopkins.

on april 7, 1912, the Gm, on his way to the Lodges in the West Kootenay, had the pleasure of being entertained
in spokane, Washington, by mW Brother david s. prescott, Gm of the state of Washington, and several spokane
brethren, to dinner and a drive around their beautiful city.

A unique Affair
on april 25, 1970, san Juan Lodge no. 175, GLWash made its eleventh annual visit to Goldstream Lodge no. 161,
BCr at Langford, which was a unique occasion in district 21. the Lodge was opened at 7:30 pm, and during the
degree work all the offices were filled by and the various portions of the work carried out entirely by brethren with
the rank of a pddGm 0r higherl

among the three candidates raised to the sublime degree of a master mason was a “Lewis”, who was raised by
his father, a pddGm for district 21. the Wm of san Juan Lodge, Brother William murphy, presented the “travelling
trowel” to W Brother J. Cam porteous, the Wm of Goldstream Lodge, which was accepted with the promise that it
would be returned on the occasion of the visit to san Juan Lodge in october.

The Mystic Tie of Masonic Love 
for to survive the human race, one must believe, whether he or she be black, white, yellow or golden red, that none
is more tender, none more responsive to the Light, than the mystical tie of masonic love, for as Brother Joseph fort
newton says: 

“truth will triumph. Justice will yet reign from sun to sun, victorious over cruelty and evil. finally
Love Will rule the race, casting out fear, hatred and all unkindness, and pity will heal the old hurt
and heartache of humanity. there is nothing in history, dark as much of it is, against the ultimate
fulfilment of the prophetic vision of robert Burns—poet Laureate of masonry:

“then let us pray, that come it may
(as come it will, for a’ that)
that man to man; the world o’er
shall brothers be for a’ that’.” 275
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c H A p T E R  24
fOREIGN REcOGNITION AND RELATIONS WITH OTHER GRAND LODGES*

“the grand object of masonry is to promote the happiness of the human race.”
—GeorGe WasHinGton.

“freemasonry is an institution calculated to benefit all mankind.” 
—andreW JaCKson.

“masonry is one of the most sublime and perfect institutions that ever was formed for the advance-
ment of happiness and the general good of mankind, creating, in all its varieties, universal benev-
olence and brotherly love.”

—auGust frederiCK, duKe of susseX.†

these ideals, if they are to be attained, cannot be confined within a particular country, but must be
universal as between the countries. it is these ideals that have lead in the masonic sense to the de-
velopment of fraternal relations as between those Grand Lodges that practice and maintain the
true precepts of the Craft.

—J.t.m.
“God hath made mankind one 

mighty brotherhood, 
Himself their master, and the 

World his Lodge.” 
—dr. James Burnes.‡

Establishment of the Grand Lodges
the birth of the Grand Lodges, as they are seen throughout the world today, dates from the organization of the
Grand Lodge of england in 1717. the first Lodge on foreign soil was founded by the duke of Wharton at madrid
in 1728, while the following year Lodges appeared in Bengal and Gibraltar. the Grand Lodge of ireland was created
in 1729 and of scotland in 1736; they were self-constituted, without assistance or intervention from the Grand Lodge
of england in any form. in france the Grand Lodge was created in 1756; a Lodge at Hamburg in 1737; the unity
Lodge at frankfort-on-the-main in 1742 and another at vienna the same year; the Grand Lodge of the three Globes
at Berlin in 1744; and so on, until the order appeared in sweden, switzerland, russia, italy, spain and portugal.

mackey says:
“from east to west, and from north to south, over the whole habitable globe are our Lodges dissem-

inated. Wherever the wandering steps of man have left their footprints, there have our temples
been established.” 276

as the Lodges spread over the face of the globe, so the institution of the Grand Lodges, as dogmatic and adminis-
trative authorities of the ancient Craft masonry, or the three symbolic degrees, spread in like manner. usually this
was by countries as in england, Germany, india, China and the like; or by political units within countries such as
the united states of america; the states of the Commonwealth of australia; and the provinces of Canada. each
Grand Lodge being a power unto itself, the entire system required some form of communication, one Grand Lodge
with the other, because, in fact, the government of every Grand Lodge is completely despotic.

System of Recognition
the system devised for this purpose is generally known as that of foreign relations or foreign recognition. Gen-
erally speaking, when a new Grand Lodge is being formed, it will seek to establish cordial relations with all the
Grand Lodges then in existence. to do this, it must first establish its beliefs and concepts of the fraternity of freema-
sonry. it must subject itself only to the laws of the order, the acknowledged constitutions and the ancient Land-
marks.

in the earlier days, this was usually accomplished through the establishment of “Committees on foreign Corre-
spondence,” while other Grand Lodges used the vehicle of the “Committee on Jurisprudence” and still later, as in
British Columbia, through the establishment of a standing Committee charged with the preservation of fraternal
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relations with other Grand Lodges. the committee was charged with the utmost caution in examining the petitions
for recognition to ensure that only those organizations which comply with the standard or principles for recognition
as laid down by Grand Lodge were allowed admission to the Grand Lodge of British Columbia fraternal family.

Representative of a Grand Lodge
the system of representatives in Grand Lodges is said to have originated in the united states, with the Grand Lodge
of new york. the system has now become almost universal. the representative is generally, although not necessarily,
a member of the Grand Lodge to whom he is accredited, and receives his appointment on its nomination, but he is
supposed to wear the clothing of the Grand Lodge he represents. the representative is required to attend the Grand
Lodge to which he is accredited, and to communicate an abstract of the proceedings to the Grand Lodge he repre-
sents. mackey claimed “that the office of representative appeared to be rather one of honor than of service and it is
doubtful whether these duties are generally performed.” many authorities have, however, claimed that much good
has been accomplished from its influence, as producing a closer union between the various masonic bodies thus
represented.

Recognition Of or By foreign Lodges
it was a matter of pride and gratification to the members of the Craft in British Columbia that there was no delay in
the recognition of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia by all the then existing other Grand Lodges of the dominion
of Canada and almost all the Grand Lodges in the united states of america. the first to grant recognition were, of
course, the Grand Lodges to the south, the Grand Lodges of Washington territory, oregon, and California, the offi-
cers of which had strongly advised that a Grand Lodge of British Columbia should be formed.

Indiana
the only Grand Lodge of importance that deferred recognition was that of the state of indiana, which did not refuse,
but deferred recognition until it could ascertain what position the Grand Lodge of england would take in the matter.
as soon as the mother Grand Lodge had given recognition to her daughter striking out on her own, the Grand
Lodge of indiana followed suit.

Scotland
the silence of the Grand Lodge of scotland was a matter which greatly disappointed the Gm. in his address to
Grand Lodge in 1871, he referred to his service as provincial Gm of the provincial Grand Lodge, and the difficulties
he had from time to time experienced in communicating with it. He said that for two years before he resigned his
office, he had had no word from its officers; and although it had been a year and a half since he had forwarded his
resignation to it, he had received no reply. matters continued in the same condition, but without any comment until
1877, when the Gm refers to the strange silence observed by that Grand Lodge, broken only by a circular which had
just been received from it, requesting the Grand Lodge of British Columbia, whose existence it had not previously
recognized, not to recognize a Grand Lodge which had just been established in new south Wales, australia.

in 1876 the Gm stated:
“another source of regret is that the mW Grand Lodge of scotland has not as yet been pleased to

recognize our Grand Lodge. i trust, however, that the day is not far distant when our venerable
mother Grand Lodge will break the silence, which has been her peculiar chatacteristic, and extend
to us cordial and fraternal recognition.”

it was not until 1880 that the Grand Lodge of scotland awoke from its long sleep and made some steps towards
recognition of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia. even then, it was not ready to give full recognition of its exclu-
sive rights within its boundaries. it expressed itself as being willing to acknowledge the fact of the existence of the
Grand Lodge of British Columbia by that name, but such acknowledgment was to be subject to the right of the
Grand Lodge of scotland to “protect” any Lodge in that jurisdiction which might wish to continue its adherence to
it, notwithstanding the fact of the existence of a local Grand Lodge; and also the right to “protect” any Lodge or
Lodges which might hereafter choose to adhere to it; in other words, to establish Lodges in the province in the future
if it thought advisable. the first condition was of little importance, for there had only been one Lodge in the province
which had hesitated about joining the Grand Lodge of British Columbia, and that Lodge had operated under an
english charter, not a scottish one. the other condition was of much greater importance. to consent to it would
mean that, notwithstanding the existence of a Grand Lodge of British Columbia, the Grand Lodge of scotland would
have the right to establish scottish Lodges in the province, and to permit a divided allegiance, such as had caused
all the trouble before. to this the Grand Lodge of British Columbia would not agree, and the Grand Lodge of scot-
land was told in no uncertain terms, pointing out that such a right by any outside Grand Lodge would be “mischie-
vous and at variance with the established principles of the order.” a formal resolution to that effect was drawn up,
passed by Grand Lodge, and forwarded to the authorities of the Grand Lodge of scotland at edinburgh. it was not
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until 1883, twelve years after the establishment of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia, that the Grand Lodge of
scotland formally recognized the Grand Lodge of British Columbia without conditions, and Brother edward savage,
provincial Gm of the provincial Grand Lodge of the City of aberdeen was appointed as the representative of the
Grand Lodge of British Columbia near the Grand Lodge of scotland. since that time, the relations between the two
Grand Lodges have been on a very happy basis and satisfactory to all concerned.” 277

England
the united Grand Lodge of england made no unreasonable objections to the recognition of the Grand Lodge of
British Columbia. it waited only to see that the new Grand Lodge was established on a firm foundation and then it
acted. it recognized the Grand Lodge of British Columbia in a letter dated april 14, 1874, from the Grs, John Hervey,
and recommended as the representative of British Columbia near the united Grand Lodge of england, mr. John
Braddick manckton, past senior Grand deacon and president of the Colonial Board. a further letter dated september
9, 1874, reported that the united Grand Lodge of england had appointed Bro. Hon. J. f. mcCreight as its represen-
tative near the Grand Lodge of British Columbia.*

Recognition of Hungary
as early as 1873 the Grand orient of Hungary applied for recognition, it having seceded from the Grand orient of
france, which, while not yet repudiated was, apparently, under suspicion. after investigation, W Brother Henry
nathan was appointed its representative near the Grand Lodge of British Columbia, with Brother Lewis rosen-
berg, dCL, advocate, Grand orator near the Grand orient in Hungary. about the same time, a letter was received
from the Gm of Groß Lodge, Zur sonne, the head of the German Grand Lodge League, offering to recognize the
Grand Lodge of British Columbia, and to enter into masonic intercourse with it. the offer was accepted and Brother
H. f. Heisterman was recommended as its representative, and his credentials as such were in hand in time for him
to be received at the Communication of Grand Lodge in 1879. this Grand Lodge continued its connection with the
Grand Lodge of British Columbia until World War i, when all masonic communications with Lodges on the Conti-
nent of europe ceased. 278

Recognition of Manitoba, Wyoming, prince Edward Island, Dakota and The Indian Territory
in 1877 the Gm reported to Grand Lodge that: “our foreign relations remain undisturbed, and in all respects amity
and good feeling are maintained between the Jurisdiction and all others in the masonic world.”

the Grand Lodges of manitoba, Wyoming, prince edward island, dakota and indian territory were formally
recognized, as recommended by the Board of General purposes at the annual Communication in 1876.

Recognition of cuba
in 1878 the Gm reported that the Grand Lodge of Cuba had applied for recognition, and in 1879 the Grand Lodge
of Colon, also claiming jurisdiction in Cuba, made similar advances. Both Lodges were advised that if they were
united there was little doubt that the Grand Lodge of British Columbia would be glad to grant the request. in 1880
word came that the two Grand Lodges had united under the name of the united Grand Lodge of Colon and Cuba,
and on July 23, 1880, it was officially recognized, and so it appears in the Grand Lodge proceedings for 1887 and
1888. after that time the “Colon” was dropped and it appears as “Cuba”. it has remained on the list of Grand Lodges
recognized by the Grand Lodge of British Columbia until 1962, when the Grand Lodge of Cuba went into exile. 279

Grand Lodge of canada
there were troubles in eastern Canada in the middle seventies. there was a Grand Lodge of Canada, covering the
two provinces of ontario and Quebec, duly recognized by the Grand Lodge of British Columbia. in 1878 an attempt
was made to form a Grand Lodge of ontario, and an application was made to the Grand Lodge of British Columbia
for recognition, but it appeared, according to the information laid before Grand Lodge by the Grand master, that
no such regularly constituted Grand Lodge existed, but that the brethren who attempted it, forty-two in number,
had been expelled from freemasonry by the Grand Lodge of Canada, and the Grand Lodge of British Columbia 
refused to enter into fraternal relations with the group. 280
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Grand Orient of france—Relations Severed
in 1879 all relations with the Grand orient of france were broken off, a severance that has never been healed. in
that year came word from the united Grand Lodge of england that, at a regular Communication of the Grand
orient in 1877, it had removed from its Constitution one of the most vital principles of freemasonry, viz: requiring
candidates to express a belief in the Great architect of the universe, the chief cornerstone of the institution. under
these circumstances, the Gm said that it would be the proper course to require any of the members of the Grand
orient of france to declare their belief in God before admitting them to Lodges in British Columbia. even if they 
refused, while they could not be recognized as members of the Craft, if destitute, they should be relieved as fellow-
men in their hour of need, hoping that the Grand orient would, in time, recognize the ancient landmarks of the
order and that fraternal relations would be re-established.

Grand Lodge went even further and severed all connections between the two organizations, and the following
resolution was passed by Grand Lodge and forwarded to the Grand orient of france:

“resoLved, that the Grand Lodge of British Columbia deeply regrets that the Grand orient of
france has departed from the ancient landmarks of our order, by erasing from her Constitution,
in ignoring the name of God, and not requiring a belief in diety as a prerequisite for initiation, and
does further express its indignation at the course pursued by the Grand orient, and now severs all
relations that have heretofore existed between this Grand Lodge and said Grand orient until such
time as she shall acknowledge the supreme ruler of the universe, and otherwise act and abide by
the ancient usages of our Honorable fraternity to the satisfaction of the Grand Lodge of england
and other Grand Lodges.” 281

the Grand orient of france has never complied with the conditions of this resolution, and has remained a
stranger to all regular organizations of freemasons, but at the annual Communication of the Grand Lodge of British
Columbia on June 20, 1963, fraternal relations were established with the Grande Loge nationale francaise, a uni-
versally recognized french Grand Lodge which celebrated its 50th anniversary in 1963.

Recognition of New South Wales
in 1879 the matter of recognition of the Grand Lodge of new south Wales came before the Grand Lodge of British
Columbia, when the Gm advised that he had read the proceedings of the Grand Lodge of nsW and a number of
letters relating thereto, and subject to the decision of Grand Lodge, it was his opinion that the Craft in new south
Wales would do much better if they had control of their own affairs. the condition of freemasonry there, with the
Lodges divided between various Grand Jurisdictions, greatly resembled masonic affairs in British Columbia prior
to the establishment of the Grand Lodge in 1871. the Committee on the Gm’s address approved and the Grand
Lodge of new south Wales was duly recognized.

utah and the Mormons
on January 16, 1872, the Grand Lodge of utah was formed, and soon after, it applied to the Grand Lodge of British
Columbia for recognition, which was granted in december of that year. prior to the formation of that Grand Lodge,
the three Lodges then existing there had refused to admit persons who professed the tenets of the mormon Church,
which then included as one of them, a belief in the righteousness of polygamy. the new Grand Lodge followed the
same course, and in 1879 there arose a bitter controversy on the matter arising from the expulsion from the Craft of
a mormon who had been admitted by one of the Lodges, which had its repercussions in British Columbia. a circular
letter had been prepared by the Grand Lodge of utah explaining the situation, and their representative thought it
advisable to lay this before the Grand Lodge of British Columbia. it showed, inter alia, that while the fraternity in
utah believed and upheld the universality of masonic institutions, and recognized the right of every craftsman to
join any church, and embrace any creed he chose, and demanded of him only that he should admit the theological
belief taught at the threshold of our sacred temple, and that he must at all times be loyal to the Government under
which he lives, and yield a willing obedience to all its laws; and that as a united states statute had declared polygamy
to be a crime, therefore a man who has been a member of a church which made it one of its principal doctrines that
polygamy was a righteous mode of life, is not a proper person to become a freemason. a committee appointed to
consider the matter approved the course taken by the Grand Lodge of utah, and the matter was dropped. 282

Recognition of peru, South Australia, New South Wales, Victoria, Tasmania and New Zealand
Between the years 1885 and 1894 there is little to add to what has already been said on this subject. most of the
Grand Lodges had already been recognized by the Grand Lodge of British Columbia and vice versa. it may be 
interesting to note that in 1885 the Grand Lodge of British Columbia recognized the Grand Lodge of peru, but
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refused recognition to the Grand Lodge symbolica mexicana. in the same year the Grand Lodge of south australia
was placed on the visiting list; the united Grand Lodge of new south Wales and the united Grand Lodge of victoria,
both of australia, in 1889; the Grand Lodge of tasmania in 1891; and the Grand Lodge of new Zealand in 1892.

in June, 1899, the Gm reported to the Grand Lodge that in June, 1897 the Grand Lodge of peru had given its
sanction to a decree issued by the then Gm, Christian dam, ordering the Lodges under his jurisdiction to remove
the Bible from their altars and to substitute therefor a copy of the Constitution of the order of freemasonry, and
also directing the word Bible to be struck out of all rituals and the words Constitution of the Grand Lodge of peru
put in its place.

as soon as this suicidal act became known abroad, it was followed by a general declaration of non-intercourse
by other Grand Lodges. the hierarchy of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia does not seem to have been aware
of the radical change in the landmarks which had been taken by peru, but it may have been decided to await later
events. in any case, no action was taken by Grand Lodge. the successor in office to Brother dam, promptly repudi-
ated the decree, and the Grand Lodge of peru revoked its former decision, thus restoring the Great Lights in the
Lodges. on receipt of a letter from the Gm of the Grand Lodge of peru detailing all the circumstances, the relations
between the two Grand Lodges went on as before and the same Grand representatives were continued in office.

Recognition of Western Australia
in 1901 the Grand Lodge of Western australia applied for recognition. the Committee on foreign Correspondence
reported that thirty-three out of thirty-four of the Lodges holding under the english Constitution in that jurisdiction,
and all but one holding under the scottish Constitution, had concurred in its foundation, two Lodges holding under
the irish Constitution holding aloof for some reason. it had been recognized by the Grand Lodges of england, 
ireland, and most of the australian Colonies, and by many in the united states of america, and recommended im-
mediate recognition, which Grand Lodge approved. 283

Egypt Refused
in the same year, an application from the national Grand orient of egypt requested recognition, but this did not
receive approval from the Committee on foreign Correspondence. apparently it was a scottish rite Body, intimately
connected with the scottish rite supreme Council, the seals of both the Grand orient and supreme Council being
appended to the document. as it was not a supreme governing body with exclusive control over the symbolic 
degrees, the committee could not recommend that the Grand Lodge of British Columbia have any relations with it
and the request was denied by Grand Lodge. 284

Recognition of costa Rica
a third application that year was from the Grand Lodge of Costa rica, Central america, and it was more successful
than the last. the committee reported that it had complete control over the Craft degrees, and had no connection
with the Grand orient. several of the Grand Lodges in the united states had recognized it as a sovereign independ-
ent Grand Lodge, and the committee recommended that it be recognized, and the recommendation was approved
by Grand Lodge. 285

State of Ohio
a fourth application that year for recognition of a second Grand Lodge in the state of ohio, formed by three Lodges
in that state, received no countenance either from the committee or from Grand Lodge. 286

International constitution
in 1901, the Gm received a circular from ernesto nathan, Gm of the Grand orient of italy, protesting against a per-
manent international Constitution, adopted at a so-called international masonic Congress, held at paris, france, in
september, 1900. the Committee on foreign Correspondence, or more strictly speaking rW Brother W. a. deWolf-
smith, reviewed the situation for Grand Lodge pointing out that the Congress had been called on the initiative of
the Grand orient of france, delegates from some of the minor european Lodges (switzerland, Belgium, Luxemburg
and spain), egypt, and some of the Grand Lodges of south america being present. He did not foresee any such evil
effects arising out of the matter such as the Gm of the Grande oriente d’italia set forth in his circular, and recom-
mended that:

“no action be taken in the matter further than to courteously acknowledge the receipt of the Com-
munication.” the suggestion of the Chairman was adopted by Grand Lodge. 287
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Switzerland International Masonic Office
in 1902, an application was made to the Grand Lodge of British Columbia to join with the Grand Lodge alpina of
switzerland and other foreign Grand Lodges in the establishment of an “international masonic office” at Geneva.
it was referred to the Committee on foreign Correspondence, which recommended that no action be taken at that
time, as the objects of the proposed “office” were somewhat indefinite, as outlined in the circular received, and that
the benefits of such an organization were fairly well attained in the english-speaking countries by the system of ex-
changing Grand Lodge proceedings and reports. Grand Lodge accepted the report of the committee and approved
the action recommended.

Mexico Declined
about the same time, there were applications from Grand Lodges in mexico for recognition, which were also referred
to the committee, but in view of the “chaotic condition” of freemasonry in that country at that time, the committee
advised that the question of recognition be laid over to await further developments. this advice was also accepted
and acted upon by Grand Lodge.

Brazil postponed; Western Australia Denied
in 1904 an application came to Grand Lodge for recognition from the Grand Lodge of Brazil, and the Gm recom-
mended recognition be accorded as it had already been recognized by the united Grand Lodge of england. there
was also a similar request from a Grand Lodge of Western australia. Both of these were referred to the Committee
on foreign Correspondence for consideration. the committee reported to Grand Lodge in June, 1905, recommending
that for the present no action be taken by Grand Lodge on the application for recognition from the Grand orient of
Brazil, and that the application from a so-called Grand Lodge of Western australia be denied as in their opinion this
Grand Lodge was irregularly formed.

Grand Orient of Italy
in 1905 the Grand orient of italy, with which the Grand Lodge of British Columbia was in correspondence, wrote
pointing out that a distinguished Brother had been expelled, and warning against a clandestine Grand orient at
milan. this, of course, was referred to the Committee on foreign Correspondence, which reported that, as the Grand
orient had not given the name of the person expelled, there was little that could be done and that we had not had
any communication with the clandestine body named.

Queensland Deferred
in June, 1905, the Committee on foreign Correspondence reported on an application for recognition of the Grand
Lodge of Queensland:

“at the time of the formation of this Grand Lodge there were one hundred and fifty-two Lodges in
Queensland, viz., sixty-two under english Constitution, twenty-six irish, and sixty-four scotch. the
movement was inaugurated by the irish Lodges, of which twenty-five decided to form the new
Grand Lodge, and these were joined by fourteen of the scotch Lodges. none of the english Lodges
participated, because they could only discuss the matter under certain restrictions with which none
of them apparently cared to comply.

“it is generally accepted by all masonic writers that at least three Lodges must be concerned in the
formation of a new Grand Lodge, and it is also conceded that these three must constitute a majority
of the Lodges working in the territory some—we think only scotch authorities—contend that where
there are Lodges belonging to two or more Constitutions, there must be a majority of the Lodges
of each Constitution. We do not go to that length, but we think that a new Grand Lodge should
have the support of at least a majority of all the Lodges in the territory. in the present instance the
Grand Lodge was formed by barely a fourth of the Lodges in the province, and without expressing
any opinion as to the regularity of its formation, we recommend that recognition of the Grand
Lodge of Queensland be deferred for the present.”

Western Australia irregularly formed
the Chairman further reported on a letter received from an alleged “Grand Lodge of Western australia” asking for
recognition, stating:

“this body was formed in 1898; not by any Lodges whatever, but by a number of Brethren who may
or may not have been members of Lodges elsewhere. Certainly they were not members of any
Lodges in Western australia. Whatever opinion may be held as to the number of Lodges necessary
for the formation of a Grand Lodge, there is no authority which we know of, other than the persons
who formed this alleged Grand Lodge, who holds that a Grand Lodge may be formed independ-
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ently of the action of any Lodges whatever. in our opinion this ‘Grand Lodge’ was irregularly
formed, and we recommend that recognition be denied.”

and it was by Grand Lodge.
porto Rico Laid Over

the Chairman of the committee also stated that he had been endeavouring to obtain information as to an application
for recognition from the Grand Lodge of porto rico [sic], but had not been able to get any, and therefore recom-
mended that this application also should lie over for the present.

Recognition of Alberta; Massachusetts Refused
in 1906, these was an application for recognition from the newly-formed Grand Lodge of alberta, and as usual it
was referred to the committee, but this was a mere matter of form, as everyone in British Columbia was delighted
to welcome the new Grand Lodge to the rosters of freemasonry. an application from an alleged Grand Lodge of
massachusetts got short shrift; first, because that jurisdiction had already a Grand Lodge, full of years and honours;
and secondly, because the application emanated from persons connected with a spurious Grand Lodge in ohio,
and this, in itself, was enough to warrant a refusal by any self-respecting Grand Lodge. 288

Guatemala postponed
in 1907, there was an application before Grand Lodge from a body claiming to be the Grand Lodge of Guatemala
asking for recognition. the Committee on foreign relations advised Grand Lodge that it had written to the secretary
of the applicant asking for certain information and, not having been favored by a reply, recommended that action
in the matter be indefinitely postponed. this course of action was approved by Grand Lodge.

Recognition of Saskatchewan; “cosmos”, Mexico
in 1908, Grand Lodge received an application for recognition from the newly-formed Grand Lodge of saskatchewan,
which was granted with every good wish, the Lodges in the province of saskatchewan being all regular Lodges and
a considerable majority of them, if not all, had joined in the formation of the new Grand Lodge. another application
from Gran Logia “Cosmos”, of Chihuahua, mexico, which had been pending for some time could not receive the
recognition of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia. from the information which had been received it appeared
that it was in fraternal relation with the Grand orient of france, and with the various supreme Councils of the 
ancient and accepted scottish rite.

Grand Orient of portugal
in 1911, a communication was received from the united Grand orient of portugal announcing the establishment of
a portuguese republic and asking the assistance of “all the masonic powers of the universe” in propagating the
progressive and humanitarian aims of that republic. it was referred to the Committee on foreign Correspondence,
which recommended that, as its aims were purely political, no action be taken. Grand Lodge approved the report.

Masonic congress at Rome
in the early part of the same year, there came a communication from the Grand orient of italy asking the Grand
Lodge of British Columbia to appoint a representative to attend a masonic congress at rome in september of that
year. the communication assured that “only the legitimate delegates of regular and recognized bodies will be 
allowed to take part in the discussions”; but as the general european idea of what constituted a “regular and recog-
nizable” masonic body differs materially from that prevalent among anglo-saxon masons, the Committee on 
foreign Correspondence turned the invitation down, and Grand Lodge approved its decision.

california and Grand Orient of Spain
in 1910, a committee of the Grand Lodge of California recommended that it request certain other Grand Lodges, of
which the Grand Lodge of British Columbia was one, to discontinue fraternal relations with the Grand orient of
spain, “or at our next annual Communication of the Grand Lodge of California give their reasons” why they do
not do so. the British Columbia reviewer said:

“We dread to think what will happen to the Grand Lodges of scotland, ireland, et al., if they neglect
to appear at the next annual communication of the Grand Lodge of California, and show cause
why they should not be put out of business. for British Columbia we hasten to say ‘don’t shoot,
colonel, we’ll come down,’ for so far this Jurisdiction has not recognized any masonic body in spain.”

evidently some members of the Grand Lodge of California saw the humorous side of the proposal, and refused to
pass the resolution. as a matter of fact, the Grand Lodge of British Columbia did not, at that time, recognize any
masonic body in spain.
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florida, Grand Representative of
the reviewer of foreign Correspondence for florida in 1910 commented on the absence of the representative of
that jurisdiction from the meetings of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia:

“florida’s Grand representative must live in the remote portions of the province for he is never
recorded as present.”

the reply by the British Columbia reviewer is characteristic of vW Brother W. a. deWolf-smith, the then GrH:
“true; he lives in victoria.”

Recognition of philippines
the only application for recognition during the war period, 1914-1918, was from the Grand Lodge of the philippine
islands in 1916. the application was referred to the Committee on foreign Correspondence, which reported that in
1913 a similar request had been received from this Grand Lodge. at that time, there were five Lodges in the islands,
three warranted by the Grand Lodge of California, and two by the Grand Lodge of scotland. the representatives of
California had organized a Grand Lodge in which the scottish Lodges were not represented, and applied to the
Grand Lodge of British Columbia for recognition, having a majority of the Lodges in the philippines. at that time,
the committee hesitated to recognize it as the european population was small and the Lodges few. since that time,
the Grand Lodge had prospered, two new Lodges had been organized, and the membership had increased. it there-
fore recommended recognition by the Grand Lodge of British Columbia, and that the necessary steps be taken.
Grand Lodge approved the committee’s report.

Beyrouth and Hungary Withdrawn
in 1918, the Grand Lodge of British Columbia resolved that fraternal recognition of, and exchange of representatives
with, the Grand Lodges “Zur sonne” of Beyrouth, and of Hungary, be withdrawn, and that the other Grand Lodges
in the dominion of Canada be informed in this respect.

1918 to 1929 - No Recognitions
Between 1918 and 1929 not a single application was received from a foreign Grand Lodge by the Grand Lodge of
British Columbia. in fact, a full twenty years was to elapse before any applications were received. this may have
been due to a general apathy on the part of many of the masonic bodies and the feeling from abroad that it was use-
less to apply to the Grand Lodge of British Columbia. its reputation was ultra-conservative.

England, Basic principles for Recognition
the reviewer in 1930 referred to the principles laid down by the united Grand Lodge of engiand to apply when
any Grand Lodge asks for recognition by that Grand Lodge, and he prints the document in full. He thought it of
sufficient value, not only as a memento of the past, but as a guide to the future, because:

“i feel that this Grand Lodge should realize that it has a grave responsibility resting upon it, that its
duty is not only to keep the organization going as a business concern, but that it has a higher re-
sponsibility, to bring the Brethren something of the real meaning, purposes, and mission of freema-
sonry among men.” 289

Basic principles for Grand Lodge Recognition
“adopted by the united Grand Lodge of england, september, 1929.

“1. regularity of origin; i.e., each Grand Lodge shall have been established lawfully by a duly recog-
nized Grand Lodge or by three or more regularly constituted Lodges.

“2. that a belief in the G.a.o.t.u. and His revealed will shall be an essential qualification for mem-
bership.

“3. that all initiates shall take their obligations on or in full view of the open volume of the sacred
Law, by which is meant the revelation from above which is binding on the conscience of the par-
ticular individual who is being initiated.

“4. that the membership of the Grand Lodge and individual Lodges shall be composed exclusively of
men; and that such Grand Lodge shall have no masonic intercourse of any kind with mixed Lodges
or bodies which admit women to membership.

“5. that the Grand Lodge shall have sovereign jurisdiction over the Lodges under its control; i.e., that
it shall be a responsible, independent, self-governing organization, with sole and undisputed au-
thority over the Craft or symbolic degrees (entered apprentice, fellow Craft and master mason)
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within its Jurisdiction; and shall not in any way be subject to or divide such authority with a
supreme Council or other power claiming any control or supervision over those degrees.

“6. that the three Great Lights of freemasonry (namely, the volume of the sacred Law, the square,
and the Compasses) shall always be exhibited when the Grand Lodge or its subordinate Lodges
are at work, the chief of these being the volume of the sacred Law.

“7. that the discussion of religion and politics within the Lodge shall be strictly prohibited.
“8. that the principles of the ancient Landmarks, customs, and usages of the Craft shalt be strictty ob-

served.” 290

colombia, Denmark, Netherlands, Norway, palestine, Sweden, Switzerland, york of Mexico, Deferred
in 1929 and the early part of the 1930’s, the whole of the civilized world experienced the effects of a severe economic
depression and the masonic fraternity was no exception. during this period, there is no record of any requests being
made to the Grand Lodge of British Columbia for recognition from any Grand Lodge, and it was not until 1938 that
the Committee on foreign Correspondence reported such requests from the Grand Lodges of Colombia, denmark,
netherlands, norway, palestine, sweden, switzerland, and the york Grand Lodge of mexico. all of these requests
were referred by the Gm to the Committee on Jurisprudence which reported at that Communication that owing to
the absence of the Chairman of the Committee on foreign Correspondence, mW Brother dr. W. a. deWolf-smith,
who had special knowledge on the question, it was requested that Grand Lodge defer until the 1939 Communica-
tion recognition or otherwise of the several Grand Bodies making application so that the committee might have
ample time to obtain full particulars and give sound advice, and the request was granted by Grand Lodge.

However in 1939, the Committee on Jurisprudence again asked for further time in the matter re recognition re-
ferred to it at the last meeting of Grand Lodge, this time on account of the death of mW Brother J. m. rudd, a member
of the committee, and consideration of these many, and some of them old, Grand Lodges was again deferred to the
1940 Communication.

on the recommendation of the Committee on Jurisprudence in 1940, all the requests were reported “against
them all and severally,” the reasons hinting on an apathetic attitude towards foreign Grand Lodges generally. it ap-
pears that no “formal” request was made from either norway or sweden; that denmark’s request was but a printed
circular, unsigned; and that netherland’s request originated with the Consul of that country resident in vancouver.

philippines in Darkness
the Gm, in his address in 1942, reported that since the Grand Lodge of the philippine islands had fallen into the
hands of the enemy (Japan) in the 2nd World War, no appointment had yet been made to represent this 
jurisdiction.

Duties of Representatives
the Gm, in his address to Grand Lodge in 1943, took the occasion to call attention to the duties of Grand represen-
tatives, pointing out the opportunity to strengthen the friendly relationships that exist between fraternally recognized
jurisdictions, by keeping in close contact with them through the interchange of fraternal correspondence, stating
that if the brethren who have been appointed are unable to discharge those duties it might possibly be better to
resign and allow others to take their place.

Standard of Recognition for British columbia
an interesting departure from the standards customary in recent years was presented by the Committee on Ju-
risprudence in its report to Grand Lodge in June of 1945, when it reported on a resolution submitted by vanderhoof
Lodge no. 119, reading as follows:

“that for the purpose of expanding the Brotherhood of freemasonry over the whole of the earth’s
habitable surface, we earnestly request that a committee be appointed to go thoroughly into the
matter of the recognition of the Grand Lodges that are recognized by the Grand Lodges of the
British isles, which are the parent stems from which we derive our masonic life, in order that we
may enjoy the fraternal fellowship of freemasons, whom at present we are not privileged even to
recognize, such as the Grand Lodges of norway, sweden, the argentine republic and other Grand
Jurisdictions; and to report at the seventy-fourth Communication of the most Worshipful Grand
Lodge of British Columbia.”

the committee recommended that a resolution be passed by Grand Lodge that the Grand Lodge of British Columbia
would recognize all Grand Lodges which were recognized by the Grand Lodge of england. But Grand Lodge 
objected. in its place it adopted the follow resolution:
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“. . . that the matter of recognition of foreign Jurisdictions be referred to the Committee on Jurispru-
dence for the ensuing year, and that the Committee be instructed to prepare a ‘standard of recog-
nition’ for the guidance of Grand Lodge before any foreign Jurisdictions are recognized.”

in discussing the resolution, it was stated by the Grt that the Grand Lodge of scotland would give no definite news
on the condition of freemasonry in europe in its present disturbed state, and he claimed that there were not sufficient
freemasons in any continental european country to warrant their asking that their Grand Lodges be recognized at
the present time.

Belief in the G.A.O.T.u.
in 1946, as promised, the Committee on Jurisprudence reported as follows:

“in accordance with a resolution adopted by Grand Lodge at its 1945 annual Communication
whereby the Committee on jurisprudence was instructed to prepare a standard of recognition for
the guidance of Grand Lodge before any foreign Jurisdictions are recognized, your Committee
herewith submit the following:

“Basic principles for Grand Lodge Recognition. 
adopted by the Grand Lodge of British Columbia, June 20th, 1946.”

the basic principles adopted by the Grand Lodge of British Columbia followed those adopted by the united Grand
Lodge of england in september, 1929 (see page 375), except for paragraph 2, which was amended to read:

“2.that there be no debarment from membership because of nationality, of race, of colour, of sectarian
or political belief; that a belief in the G.a.o.t.u. and His revealed will shall be an essential 
qualification for membership.” 291

Grand Lodges of Brazil and Guatemala Refused
the application of the principles embodied in the “standard of recognition” adopted in 1946 by Grand Lodge 
became evident when the Gm in 1948 referred to the Jurisprudence Committee communications seeking recognition
from sao paulo, Brazil, minas Gerais, par o estado do Ceara sul, rio Grande do sol, and the Grand Lodge of
Guatemala. in all cases, the committee recommended that recognition be deferred and pointed out that the chairman
of the Committee on foreign Correspondence in his last report had suggested in regard to south america that great
care should be observed. With regard to an application from the york Grand Lodge of mexico, the committee asked
for further and fuller investigation, and to that of the Grand east of the netherlands reported that this body does
not conform to the “standards of recognition” adopted by this Grand Lodge.

china, Germany, Italy, Netherlands, and Brazil
in 1950, the Gm had referred to the Committee on Jurisprudence requests from the Grand Lodges of China, Germany
and italy; again from the Grand Lodge of the netherlands and the Grand Lodge de minas Gerais; and from the
Grand Lodge of rio de Janeiro. While the new Grand Lodge of China had evidently been formed in accordance
with the basic principles of recognition used by Grant Lodge, it was suggested that action be deferred owing to the
uncertain conditions in that country. Consideration of Germany and italy was also deferred, and it was again 
reported that the Grand Lodge of the netherlands did not conform to the basic requirements. the Committee on 
jurisprudence reported itself in accord with the Committee on foreign Correspondence regarding caution and 
recommended that the requests of minas Gerais and rio de Janeiro be again held over.

National Lodge of Research
in 1950, an invitation had come to Grand Lodge from the Council of Grand masters of north america to participate
in a national Lodge of research, but after due consideration the committee recommended against British Columbia
joining in any such national Lodge.

china Again Deferred
in 1951, a further letter was received from the Grand Lodge of China referring to difficulties experienced by them,
and action was again deferred. it was recommended that correspondence with the york Grand Lodge of mexico be
continued towards a further understanding of relationship; and that all other applications from Grand Lodges in
europe and south america he further deferred. the recommendations were approved by Grand Lodge.

china, france, Mexico, central and South America, convention at Montevideo
it is noted that following the cessation of hostilities of World War ii in 1945 a considerable increase of interest in the
subject of recognition of foreign Grand Lodges was experienced by the Grand Lodge of British Columbia. in its 
report to Grand Lodge in 1952, the Committee on Jurisprudence reported that China was still in an unsettled state;
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it recommended that a request from the nationale Grand Loge française be tabled for further consideration; reported
that requests for further specific information from the york Grand Lodge of mexico regarding “interlocking relations
with other nineteen unrecognized bodies in mexico had not been replied to”; and that a convention of Central and
south american Grand Lodges held at montevideo, uruguay, in 1947, recommended a change in “Basic principles”
to “a belief in a superior and ideal principle designated as the G.a.o.t.u.,” thereby affecting applications received
by Grand Lodge from the Grand Lodge of Chile, sao paulo, rio de Janeiro, Brazil and venezuela. the Grand Lodges
of england, ireland and scotland had cut off recognition and therefore extreme caution was necessary.

continental Europe
the Gm, in his address to Grand Lodge in 1953, speaking on international relations, mentioned the most cordial
relations which continued to exist with the other Grand Jurisdictions with which the Grand Lodge of British 
Columbia was in fraternal accord. He stated that many representations had been directed to him early in his term
of office concerning the matter of fraternal relationships of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia with other styled
Grand Lodges of freemasons, especially those in various countries of Western europe, and mentioned the anomalous
situation created by the fact that the Grand Lodge of British Columbia does not extend fraternal recognition to these
european bodies, while some of our neighbouring Grand Lodges do so. He referred the matter to the standing Com-
mittee on Jurisprudence for consideration and report later in the Communication. the committee replied as 
follows:

“immediately upon the formation of this Grand Lodge in 1871, application for fraternal recognition
was made to all of the then recognized Grand Lodges of the World, including Continental europe.
there were but four of these latter who accorded us recognition, namely Hungary, Beyrouth, ru-
mania and Zur Zon. a second application was made to those who had not previously responded,
but still no reply. it was felt then and your Committee feels now that the standard of freemasonry
in this Jurisdiction is such that we should not have to beg for it. the four above have ceased oper-
ation.

“as to the Grand Lodges which have been formed, or newly constituted, since 1871 and have written
for recognition, each case has been considered on its merits, not because some other Grand Lodges
have recognized them, but in accordance with the basic principles for Grand Lodge recognition
unanimously adopted by you: Grand Lodge in 1946. the most recent one is still under considera-
tion. it has been held over because in their declaration, they use the word “ought” instead of the
word “shall” as in our clause three.

“some of the Grand Lodges mentioned by the Grand master have not applied, others do so merely
by printed circulars.”

france, Berlin, Denmark, Israel, Brazil, Venezuela
applications were received in 1954 from the Grand Lodge of france, the national Grand Lodge of france, the Grand
Lodge of Berlin, the Grand Lodge of denmark and the Grand Lodge of israel, and were reported on by the Com-
mittee on Jurisprudence as still under consideration. at least one of these reportedly would not admit members of
the unitarian religion. as to the applications of the Latin american Grand Lodges of Bahia, Brazil; Lodge simbolica
of Brazil; paraiba; sao paulo and venezuela; the committee required assurance that they were not participants in
the Conference at montevideo, uruguay.

Europe, Israel, South America, Mexico, china, and Japan Still Studied
again in 1955, the committee reported that correspondence was in hand from a number of styled Grand Lodges in
Continental europe and with a recently organized one in israel pertaining to requests for the establishment of 
fraternal relations, and that studies in all these cases were continuing, also that a number of applications for recog-
nition from named Grand Lodges in the countries of south america and mexico had been set aside for further 
investigation. no mention of recognition was made in the 1956 report, and in 1957, in addition, national China and
Japan were added to cases, studies of which were still continuing,

Ecuador, colombia, panama
it was not until the year 1961 that any further reports on recognition were made by the Committee on Jurisprudence,
when applications for recognition were acknowledged from the Gran Logia del ecuador, the Gran Logia occidental
de Colombia, and the Gran Logia de panama. the committee reported that action was being deferred awaiting study
of the report of the “Commission on information for recognition” of the Conference of Gms of freemasons in north
america.

conservative procrastination
readers of this chapter of the History of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia will have noted the continuing 
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procrastination of the Committee on Jurisprudence and other committees in the matter of the recognition of foreign
Jurisdictions throughout the world, particularly those of Continental europe and of the Latin countries of Central
and south america. the repetitious reports of the committees responsible for fraternal relations making use of such
terms as “deferred”, “studies continuing”, “again held over”, “extreme caution”, “no action to be taken at this time”,
“indefinitely post- poned”, etc., were being received with mixed feelings by the members of Grand Lodge, and 
undoubtedly there was growing concern and impatience, particularly since so many of the sister Jurisdictions of
both Canada and the united states of america, together with the parent Grand Lodges of england, scotland, and
ireland had already recognized a large number of them. a recent Gm, in speaking of the subject of recognition at a
district meeting in victoria, remarked that up to the advent of the 1960’s the Grand Lodge of British Columbia had
gained the questionable reputation of being one of the most conservative Grand Lodges in north america.

Serviceman Masons of Overseas Lodges
following World War ii, many servicemen stationed with the forces of occupation in Continental europe and else-
where became masons in Lodges that had been revived after hostilities ceased in those countries, and many had
proceeded through the Chairs to become officers and pms. But upon returning to their home lands after completion
of their terms of service, they found to their dismay that they could not be recognized and were denied membership
in British Columbia Lodges, because the Grand Lodge of British Columbia did not recognize those Grand Lodges
under which they had become members. When visiting in europe in 1960, the present Chairman met many such
masons, members of european Lodges, and was besieged with requests and implored that their Grand Lodge be
recognized by the Grand Lodge of British Cotumbiai. the Grs of the united Grand Lodge of england personally
asked him why the Grand Lodge of British Columbia did not recognize such regularly constituted Grand Lodges,
all of which points up the state of apathetic attitude into which the Grand Lodge of British Columbia had declined
in this regard.

passing of the Grand Old Man
it is a matter of record that the “Grand old man of freemasonry,” as he was so affectionately known, Chairman of
the Jurisprudence Committee, and who had laboured so faithfully in the Grand Lodge of British Columbia for so
many years, mW Bro. francis James Burd, died on January 6, 1962, beloved and respected by all who knew him in
spite of his autocratic character. He was succeeded as Chairman of the Committee on Jurisprudence by mW Bro. 
K. K. reid, a pGm of Grand Lodge, residing in new Westminster.

colombia, Guatemala, Mexico; Germany Recommended for Recognition
the Jurisprudence Committee in 1962, under its new Chairman, reported requests for recognition received from
the Grand Lodge national of Colombia; the Grand Lodge of Guatemala; and the Grand Lodge of tamaulipas, 
mexico; and recommended that, owing to the unstable nature of the political and economic situations in some of
the Latin american countries, further study should be given to these cases, and Grand Lodge adopted the report.
However, Grand Lodge was not completely satisfied and adopted another motion that recognition be granted the
united Grand Lodges of Germany at the discretion of the Gm and the Committee on Jurisprudence, without waiting
for the next Communication of Grand Lodge, and arranged for an exchange of representatives.

Standing committee on fraternal Relations; Recognition of India, france, Germany and Japan
the Gm of 1962-1963 made an important change in the standing Committees of Grand Lodge by placing the 
responsibility for foreign relations under a new committee named the Committee on fraternal relations, with six
members, rW Bro. J. a. Grimmett as the Chairman. the old title foreign relations was dropped and the more ap-
propriate title of fraternal relations used instead. this new committee presented its first report to Grand Lodge in
June of 1963, in which, after full and conscientious deliberations, it recommended to Grand Lodge that fraternal 
relationship agreements be arranged with the recently constituted Grand Lodge of india; the Grand Loge nationale
française, the united Grand Lodges of Germany; and the Grand Lodge of Japan, and stated in its report that further
consideration was being given to other masonic bodies such as the Grand Lodge of israel; the Grand Lodge of 
finland; the Grand Lodge of norway; other Grand Lodges located in Continental europe, in mexico, and in Central
and south america, and that it was hopeful that in the future it would be able to find a way to bring about a situation
of amity with them.  292

peru Revived; Recognition of finland
With the establishment of this new standing Committee of Grand Lodge commenced a new era in the fraternal 
relations of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia with other Grand Lodges of the world not hitherto recognized by
this Grand Lodge. in each of the succeeding years, the Committee on fraternal relations successfully recommended
to Grand Lodge the recognition of several Grand Lodges considered to be regular, and worthy in accordance with
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the Basic principles laid down by this Grand Lodge in 1946, much to the satisfaction of sister Jurisdictions and the
membership generally. in 1964, the committee recommended that a fraternal relationship agreement with the Grand
Lodge of peru, which existed between it and the Grand Lodge of British Columbia from about 1886 to 1945 and
which was discontinued in the latter year, be re-established, and also that recognition be established by means of a
fraternal relationship agreement with the Grand Lodge of finland. it also reported continuing correspondence with
several of the Grand Lodges of Central and south america; the Grand Lodge of argentina; the Grand Lodge of
Colombia; the Grand Lodge of ecuador; the Grand Lodge of venezuela; the Grand Lodge of sao paulo, Brazil; the
york Grand Lodge of mexico; the Grand Lodge of China; the Grand Lodge of israel; the Grand Lodge of the nether-
lands; and the Grand Lodge of norway. 293

Recognition of Denmark, Netherlands, Norway, and Israel
in its report of 1965, the Committee on fraternal relations reported that Grand Lodge had established fraternal 
relations with the national Grand Lodge of denmark and had arranged an exchange of representatives, and asked
for approval of its action. it also reported that a petition for recognition had been transmitted to the Grand east of
the netherlands and was hopeful that favourable approval would be received and a fraternal relationship agreement
would shortly become effective. it recommended the recognition of the Grand Lodges of norway and of israel; it
reported on requests for recognition from the Grand Lodge of southern africa; the Grand Lodge of Belgium; the
Grand Lodge of Chile; and continuing correspondence with argentina, China, and the york Grand Lodge of mexico.
the report was unanimously approved by Grand Lodge. 294

Recognition of Belgium and york of Mexico
the 1966 report of the committee recommended the recognition of the Grand Lodge of Belgium and the york Grand
Lodge of mexico, and was pleased to report that the petition for recognition to the Grand east of the netherlands
had been accepted by that Grand Lodge, and that an exchange of representatives had been arranged. it reported
that negotiations had been initiated to ascertain if the Grand Lodge of sweden would be interested in entering into
a fraternal relationship agreement with the Grand Lodge of British Columbia, and hoped for a definite report on
the Grand Lodge of argentina at the next annual Communication. a new area had been heard from and correspon-
dence with the Grand Lodge of turkey had been established. Grand Lodge again gave its approval. 295

Recognition by Sweden
after reporting that negotiations pertaining to the establishment of a fraternal relationship agreement with the
Grand Lodge of sweden had been completed and an exchange of representatives had been arranged, in its report
of 1967, the committee presented a summary of the progress it had made in the first five years of its operation, during
which the following twelve Grand Lodges had been added to the fraternal family:
Grand Lodge of india Grand Lodge of Japan Grande Loge nationale française
Grand Lodge of finland united Grand Lodges of Germany Grand Lodge of the netherlands
national Grand Lodge of denmark york Grand Lodge of méxico Grand Lodge of norway
Grand Lodge of sweden Grand Lodge of isræl Grand Lodge of peru (revived) 296

Grand Lodge of Belgium
Recognition of china, Argentina, and chile

following the annual Communication of Grand Lodge in June of 1967 and the resignation of rW Bro. J. a. Grimmett
from the committee, the incoming Gm for 1967-68 was pleased to appoint mW Bro. Kenneth reid, Chairman of the
Committee on fraternal relations, as successor. in the report of the committee to Grand Lodge in 1968, the committee
recommended the recognition of several additional Grand Lodges: the Grand Lodge of China; the Grand Lodge of
the argentine; the Grand Lodge of Chile; and recommended further consideration of the Gran Logia “Benito Jaurez”
of mexico and the Grand Lodge of turkey. it reported continued correspondence and consideration of a number of
Central and south american Grand Lodges, including Grand Lodge of mato Grosso; Grand Lodge of sao paulo;
Grand Lodge of para; Grand Lodge of rio Grande do sul; and the Grand Lodge of Brasilia, all of the states of Brazil;
and the Grand Lodge of republica dominicana; Grand Lodge of Colombia; Grand Lodge of ecuador; Grand Lodge
of Guatemala; and Grand Lodge of venezuela. it also reported that correspondence had been commenced with the
Grand Lodge of ireland with a view to further study. the Grand Lodge was pleased to adopt the report. 297
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Recognition of Benito Jaurez of Mexico, Venezuela, South Africa, and Switzerland
the committee in 1969 recommended to Grand Lodge four additional Grand Lodges for recognition by the Grand
Lodge of British Columbia. these were: the Gran Logia “Benito Jaurez” of mexico; the Gran Logia de la republica
de venezuela; and the Grand Lodge of southern africa, all of which had been under study by the committee for
several years; and the Grand Lodge alpina of switzerland. it also reported continuing correspondence with the
Grand Lodge of iceland in an endeavour to interest it in the establishment of a fraternal arrangement, and with 
several styled Grand Lodges in south america, in particular with those Grand Lodges which operate in the country
of Brazil, considered to be regular and worthy, but with which correspondence was tedious and difficult. Grand
Lodge was again happy to adopt the recommendations of its committee, and in due course entered into an exchange
of representatives with these Grand Lodges.  298

Iceland, Iran, Turkey, Luxemburg
in June, 1970 the Committee on fraternal relations reported no developments in the case of the Grand Lodge of
iceland; that it was satisfied that while a somewhat confused masonic situation was to be found in turkey, it was
satisfied that the Grand Lodge of turkey was worthy of recognition but preferred to await clarification of the situ-
ation; that the Grand Lodge of iran had been organized and instituted under the sponsorship of the Grand Lodge
of scotland, the french national Grand Lodge and the united Grand Lodges of Germany and that the committee
will shortly recommend a state of fraternal relations; and that the Grand Lodge of Luxemburg had an excellent rep-
utation in the masonic circles in amity with the Grand Lodge of British Columbia, but that it was awaiting acceptance
of the terms of recognition set forth by the Grand Lodge of British Columbia. finally, the committee recommended
that the incoming Gm be authorized to consummate a fraternal agreement immediately such terms are accepted by
the Grand Lodge of Luxemburg. 299

Summary of Grand Lodges
in concluding this chapter of the history of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia in its first 100 years, it seems most
appropriate to list those Grand Lodges recognized by the Grand Lodge of British Columbia at the time of its 100th
birthday. of the 154 Grand Lodges of the world recognized by at least some, and in many cases most of the Grand
Lodges of Canada and the united states, those recognized by the Grand Lodge of British Columbia are 90 in all,
and a list of those recognized at June 19, 1970, will be found in Chapter 30, part “G”, “organization of the most
Worshipful Grand Lodge of antient, free and accepted masons of British Columbia,” together with:

(a) the representatives near to the other Grand Lodges; and 
(b) the representatives near to the Grand Lodge of British Columbia.

thus there remains 64 styled Grand Lodges of the world not at present recognized by the Grand Lodge of British
Columbia, 50 of which are within the Latin countries of Central and south america and the West indies, the remain-
ing 14 for the most part are located in Continental europe, asia and africa. undoubtedly some of these Grand
Lodges may be considered to be regular, and worthy of recognition, and will, it is hoped, in due course be so rec-
ognized by Grand Lodge in the near future. However, there yet remains a lot of fertile ground to be cultivated before
the fraternal family circle is complete.

“this Chapter of the History of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia is presented as an expression
of the desire of the members of the Committee on fraternal relations to create a greater masonic
unity throughout the World, that regular and Legitimate freemasonry may present a united front,
and so promote unity, peace, and universal Brotherhood among all mankind.”

the beliefs and teachings of freemasonry, embracing as they do the basic principles of “fraternity”, “equality”,
and “peace”, should ever strive for a wider understanding, as between the nations of the world.

freemasonry should be one of the vehicles that spread the cement of “Brotherly Love”, “relief” and “truth”
among all men, of all races and of all creeds. it is said to have been with this thought in mind that the system of fra-
ternal recognition between the Grand Lodges was developed, and to promote the system of masonry, with its ten-
dency to unite all men into one Brotherhood, as being antagonistic to war.

Hence Brother alfred pike said:
“masonry is the greatest peace society of the world wherever it exists, it struggles to prevent 

international difficulties and disputes, and to bind republics, kingdoms and empires together in
one bond of peace and amity.” 299a
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c H A p T E R  25
THE REVIEWS Of fOREIGN cORRESpONDENcE*

“When we build, let us think we build forever. Let it not be for the present delight nor for present
use alone. Let it be such work as our descendants will thank us for; and let us think, as we lay stone
on stone, that a time is to come when these stones will be held sacred.” —JoHn rusKin. 300

Early Efforts
in his report to Grand Lodge in 1877, the Grs suggested the advisability of publishing a “report on foreign Corre-
spondence” and that the question be taken up at that session for consideration. He pointed out that:

“this Grand Lodge is yearly in receipt of voluminous reports of sister Grand Lodges, in many of which the
Grand Lodge of British Columbia is spoken of in terms of great respect, and highly complimented, although 
numerically small we have amongst us brethren who can wield a graceful pen and who can perform this pleasurable
task with credit.”

But no action was taken until 1879-80 when the Board of General purposes appointed a committee of three to
be the “Committee on foreign Correspondence”, which reported to Grand Lodge on June 19, 1880. this report con-
sisted of a listing of the proceedings that had been received together with the dates of the Communications, and 
reported that owing to the lateness of the hour at which they were received only a cursory glance was possible and
time insufficient to do justice to the task imposed upon the committee. the committee suggested that on any pro-
ceedings being received they should be immediately turned over to the Chairman of the committee for review. the
report was received and filed. in 1881 the report was of a similar nature, but without any comment whatever.

The first Real Effort
the report to Grand Lodge in June, 1882 was a more ambitious effort. it gave the proceedings of the Grand Lodges
that had been received, statistics of the membership of each Grand Lodge, and GrH reid says “then reviews the
proceedings of them all, twenty-three in all,” but they do not appear in the printed proceedings of Grand Lodge for
that year. there was no report in 1883, and in 1884 the only reference to the other Grand Lodges was a list of the
proceedings received, given by the Grs.

1885 to 1894
in this period of the history of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia, very little appears to have been done in com-
piling a report on foreign Correspondence, and nothing appears in the proceedings in the years 1885 to 1888. in
1889 a short review of the other Grand Lodges was laid before Grand Lodge by the Chairman of the committee. it
was received and by order was printed as an appendix to the proceedings of that year. 301 there was no report for
1890, 1891 or 1892.

first of the present Series
in 1893 the Committee on foreign Correspondence consisted of pGms marcus Wolfe and alexander r. milne, and
vW Brother (rev.) e. d. mcLaren, and it produced the first of that series of reports which have been recognized as
an honour to the Grand Lodge of British Columbia. there were many interesting selections from the proceedings
of other Grand Lodges which might well be quoted, but space forbids their reproduction here. those interested
may find them set out in detail each year in the reports of foreign Correspondence in the proceedings of the Grand
Lodge of British Columbia. 302

the report on foreign Correspondence for 1894 was a voluminous one consisting of some 129 pages as an ap-
pendix to the proceedings and was signed by marcus Wolfe, pGm, alone. 303

1895 to 1901
the same committee carried on its good work for 1895, but it was signed by only two of them, pGm Wolfe and sGW
mcLaren. one of the matters referred to in the report was the question of jurisdiction over rejected material. the
Grand Lodge of Canada in the province of ontario had always refused to accept the claim of perpetual jurisdiction,
and this was the decision of the Gm of British Columbia, much to the disgust of W Brother William stewart of ashlar
Lodge no. 5 at nanaimo, who resigned his office as ddGm on account of the Gm’s decision. indiana was of the
same opinion as the Gm for British Columbia, as was the reviewer for Kentucky. But maryland held firm by the
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doctrine of perpetual jurisdiction, holding that a candidate could not be a member of another Lodge without the
consent of the rejecting Lodge. this matter was argued pro and con in 1896, but it is too long to go into further. the
nebraska reviewer “got jocose”, and suggested that when pGm Wolfe writes of “sister” Lodges, it was “probably
because the apron is the tie that binds.” 304 the report for 1895 also contained statistical tables of considerable interest.

passing of Marcus Wolfe
in the latter part of the year 1896, the untimely death of mW Brother marcus Wolfe came as a great shock to his
fellow reviewers in other jurisdictions, and many complimentary remarks as to his ability were found along with
their expressions of regret at his passing. at the close of his stewardship in the work of reviewing the annual pro-
ceedings, almost all the other jurisdictions made reference to the death of mW Brother marcus Wolfe “who had be-
come so well and favourably known to the other reviewers.” the report for 1896 contains a useful table giving the
date of formation of each Grand Lodge together with the date of each Communication. the report for 1896 was
signed by mW Brother marcus Wolfe and W Brother (dr.) W. a. deWolf-smith.

DeWolf-Smith Takes Over
in 1897, the name of W. a. deWolf-smith appears as Chairman of the Committee on foreign Correspondence, the
first of that long series of reports, down through the years, ending only with the report for 1942, which have done
credit to the jurisdiction among the Craft in all the americas and beyond. His knowledge of freemasonry in general,
and his genial, but sometimes biting, wit made it a pleasure to read the reports. in a preface to the reviews the name
“alexander r. milne” appears along with that of “W. a. deWolf-smith”. in 1898, W Brother (dr.) deWolf- smith
was again Chairman of the Committee on foreign Correspondence, and there is little doubt that the office of the
other members was more or less of a sinecure. 305

A High Note of compliment
in 1899, the Gm went out of his way to compliment the Chairman on his work on the report handed in that year;
and anyone who had the pleasure of close acquaintance with the Gm will know that praise from him was praise 
indeed. it was probably due to the Gm’s scottish descent that his only word of criticism of the report was that it was
a little too long and so increased the printer’s bill. He thought that 150 pages should be sufficient for a small 
jurisdiction such as British Columbia.

Economic Effects
in 1900, the Gm spoke of the approval of the work of the Chairman of the Committee on foreign Correspondence
by members of Grand Lodge, and also by the reviewers in other Grand jurisdictions. He was not of the opinion
that the report should be curtailed, but pointed out that in the interest of economy smaller type might be used. this,
he said, would in no way detract from its appearance and usefulness, but would materially reduce the cost. the
type then used was “long primer with brevier quotations,” and this was changed in 1901 to “brevier and nonpariel,”
which to some extent lessened the expense of printing. at the end of the period, proceedings from sixty-one Grand
Lodges were under review, together with that of the masonic veterans’ association of illinois. the Chairman 
regretted the absence of reports from the Grand Lodges of arizona, Connecticut, idaho, rhode island, scotland and
Wyoming, “but the printer could not wait.” 306

1902 to 1910
rW Brother W. a. deWolf-smith continued as the Chairman of the Committee on foreign Correspondence during
this entire period and there was no possible doubt that by that time he wrote most, if not all, of the reports. they
make excellent reading for anyone who is interested in all aspects of freemasonry. nor was this the committee’s
only job—to it were referred all claims for recognition by other Grand Lodges not theretofore in correspondence
with the Grand Lodge of British Columbia.

praise for the chairman
in 1903, the Gm had some very nice words of praise for the Chairman of the committee. He said that vW Brother
deWolf-smith was recognized in other jurisdictions as one of the brightest and best of reviewers, and that the Grand
Lodge of British Coiumbia might well be proud of him. GrH robie L. reid said: “praise well deserved.”

The Reviews on the Increase
the report of the committee for 1902 contained a review of sixty-six proceedings in all, with only four missing, i.e.,
arkansas, Colorado, Kansas and Queensland; while that for 1903 contained the reviews for sixty-four Grand Lodges
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with Belgium, Costa rica, Cuba, new Jersey, new york and tasmania missing. in 1904, the proceedings of sixty-
five Grand Lodges were reviewed, with Georgia, Louisiana, south africa and vermont missing. 307

in 1905, only sixty proceedings of other Grand Lodges were reviewed by the Committee on foreign Correspon-
dence, with Louisiana, michigan, new Jersey, oklahoma, south Carolina, victoria and Wyoming missing. the 10th
report by this particular committee for 1906 had only three missing Grand Lodges—arkansas, Belgium and vir-
ginia—and it dealt with the proceedings of seventy-three Grand Lodges and caught up on those from Louisiana 
(2 years), new Brunswick, oklahoma, south Carolina and Wyoming for previous years. in 1907, the reviews covered
the proceedings of fifty-nine Grand Lodges and caught up on two for the previous years, arkansas and new Jersey,
while Queensland was covered as a district Grand Lodge er and as a Grand Lodge.

in 1908, the introduction to the report said:
“from reading the reports from other Jurisdictions one cannot avoid the conclusion that the Craft

throughout the world is enjoying a season of prosperity the like of which has never been known.
some Grand masters have expressed the opinion that the Craft is too popular, and that not sufficient
care is being exercised in the selection of material. these ideas prevailed, however, a hundred years
or more ago, and it is not probable that the institution is in any greater danger now than it was
then. at the same time it can do no harm to call attention to the necessity of a careful selection of
the candidates who present themselves. there are enough good men seeking admission to our
Lodges to ensure that the Craft will not suffer from a paucity of members.”

the list of proceedings reviewed included the transactions of seventy-one Lodges, nine being for two years,
making a total of eighty volumes that required very careful perusal, “the only english speaking Grand Lodge miss-
ing, we believe is oklahoma.” 308

in 1909, following an example set by mW Brother Cunningham of ohio, the Committee on foreign Correspon-
dence reproduced two articles by Brother a. G. pitts which had been published in the Tyler-Keystone, one on “practice
vs. precept” and the other on “the office of the Grand master”. the Chairman rightly pointed out that these articles
are well worth the perusal of every mason. every member no doubt agreed with him, and many have wondered
why more such articles have not been brought to the notice of the brethren in the later reports.

the proceedings reviewed covered the transactions of sixty-seven Grand Lodges, two being for two years, and
in the case of Queensland, as a district Grand Lodge er and a provincial Grand Lodge sr; making a total of 
seventy-one volumes reviewed. in 1910, the report on foreign Correspondence was cut down considerably, but a
useful innovation was “a subject index to foreign Correspondence.” the report embraced “all those proceedings
which have reached us up to the time of writing.” the Chairman wondered whether the Grand Lodges which were
not reviewed (eighteen in number) “have gone out of business or have simply discontinued publishing their pro-
ceedings,” and the report ends in the manner typical of the Chairman with:

“it is the wittiest we have written so far, if there is any truth in the old adage, but we disclaim any
merit on that score.” 309

1911 to 1920 
the report of the review of foreign Correspondence for 1911 states: “it is somewhat larger than usual because we
have endeavoured to atone for some of our sins of omission last year; we trust its length will not discourage our
Brethren from attempting to read it.” the reviews covered the current proceedings of sixty-five Grand Lodges; it
caught up on twenty-two proceedings from the previous years; and included the report of the union of the Grand
Lodge of the indian territory (36th annual Communication) and the Grand Lodge of oklahoma territory (17th 
annual Communication) as the Grand Lodge of the state of oklahoma in 1909; making a total of eighty-eight vol-
umes reviewed. 310

the report for 1912 reviewed the transactions of fifty-nine Grand Lodges and the district Grand Lodge of
Queensland er. the report for 1913 covered the proceedings for forty-four Grand Lodges and a pamphlet containing
the proceedings of what was called the fifty-second annual Communication of the “york Grand Lodge of mexico.”
the review of the “york Grand Lodge of mexico” proceedings continued until 1920. once again, a first-class subject
index was included in the report (appendix 2, pages 125 to 135).
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the report for 1914 covered the current proceedings of fifty-nine Grand Lodges and three back numbers. in 
conclusion, the Chairman said:

“the year has been devoid of startling occurrences, the chief feature, perhaps, being the tendency of
some Grand Lodges to interfere with the prerogatives of their Lodges. this is most noticeable in
the republic to the south of as, although the same influences are at work in some of our Canadian
jurisdictions. it is to be hoped that the advice of mW Brother Gorrell, of saskatchewan, will be taken
to heart, ‘Let us stick to the old ways’, although his Grand Lodge is one of those which is much
taken up with some of the new ideas.”

it is a good thing that our beloved Brother deWolf-smith was not around in the fifties and sixties.
in 1915, the report of the Committee on foreign Correspondence dealt with the transactions of sixty Grand

Lodges, and in 1916 the current proceedings of sixty-five Grand Lodges were reviewed, together with four from the
previous year. in this report the Chairman said:

“it is with a feeling of gratification that we read in different proceedings of the active part taken in
the war by members of the Craft in the British possessions, and it is satisfactory to remember that
the masons of British Columbia have come forward so freely in defence of the empire on which
the sun never sets, and of which we are proud to be citizens.” 311

in 1917, the Committee on foreign Correspondence reviewed the current transactions of sixty-eight Grand
Lodges; four earlier years; the district Grand Lodge er of Queensland; and again the “york Grand Lodge of mexico”,
which had still not been granted recognition by British Columbia; or seventy-four volumes in all. in 1918, the count
was sixty-nine current proceedings of Grand Lodges and two for previous years; in 1919, the proceedings of only
fifty-two Grand Lodges were reviewed; and in 1920, the report contained a review of the proceedings of sixty-two
Grand Lodges, with five delayed reviews and the “york Grand Lodge of mexico”, for the last time, to a total of sixty-
eight volumes being examined. it must have been with some regret that the Chairman of the Committee on foreign
Correspondence had to drop his interesting reviews of that unrecognized body (finally given recognition by the
Grand Lodge of British Columbia in 1967), the “york Grand Lodge of mexico” after 1920.

on this occasion, his introduction to the report of the Committee was probably the most biting of all time, when
he reported that:

“What probably strikes one most in this year’s survey of the masonic field is the fact that the Grand
Lodges of the country which won the war have ceased falling over one another in their haste to
recognize french masonry, co-called. more, some Grand Lodges which gave recognition—not be-
cause they knew or cared anything about french masonry, but simply because they felt they had
to be in the procession—have now withdrawn it, and no doubt others will do likewise so soon as
they decently can.

“the return of some degree of sanity is also shown by the withdrawal of some Grand Lodges in the
united states from the ‘masonic service association’, another product of the desire to ‘do some-
thing, or as some think, a manoeuvre to bring about the establishment of a General Grand Lodge’.”

on the other hand, he was gratified in being able to report that the differences which had been rampant among
the Craft in Queensland, australia, were in a fair way of being settled in the establishment of the “united Grand
Lodge of Queensland.” 312

1921 to 1930
in 1921, the report of the Committee on foreign Correspondence contained reviews covering the proceedings of
sixty-three Grand Lodges on a current basis, with six from the previous year, for a total of sixty-nine volumes ex-
amined; in 1922, the count was sixty-four with four late comers; in 1923, the count was fifty-three reviews of the
transactions of Grand Lodges; and in 1924, only the proceedings of forty-six Grand Lodges were reviewed.

concordant Bodies
in 1925, the Chairman of the Committee on foreign Correspondence once again took up his worthy and protest-

ing pen to point out that:
“it is scarcely necessary to remind our readers that in the past few years new societies, or associations,

or orders based upon or claiming connections with masonry have been established in the republic
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to the south of us with a prodigality rivalling france in the eighteenth century.
“it is gratifying to note that many Grand masters, as well as writers of these reports, apparently 

realize that it is time to call a halt, and more or less practicable suggestions are offered to remedy
this state of things. Just how effective these remedies may be remains to be seen, but we fear none
of them strikes at the root of the evil.

“the efforts by certain bodies derived from the ancient and accepted rite to secure recognition by
regular and legitimate masonry still continue, and we regret to report that many Grand Lodges are
yielding to the pressure—some in a follow-my-leader game, and other more or less honestly in
pursuit of the will-o- the-wisp known as ‘universal masonry’.”

in this year the committee reviewed the proceedings of forty-three Grand Lodges, while in 1926 the Chairman
was busy reviewing the transactions of fifty-six Grand Lodges. 313

in 1927, a drastic curtailment took place in the report of the Committee on foreign Correspondence, both in the
number of proceedings reviewed, forty-three, and in the contents of each review. But in 1928, the number of Grand
Lodge proceedings reviewed increased to fifty-six with one delayed report. it is apparent here that some sort of 
selection criterion was used in an effort to reduce the size of the report, because the Chairman reported that “(most
of) those Grand Lodges with which we maintain fraternal relations” had been included. in 1929, there appears to
have been some catching up in progress because of the fifty-seven Grand Lodge proceedings reviewed forty-four
were for the then current year and thirteen were from the previous year; and in 1930, out of fifty-five volumes 
reviewed, fifty-three were for the current year and only two for the previous year. 314

1931 to 1940
in the report for the year 1931, the Chairman of the Committee on foreign Correspondence began his report with:

“masonically the year has been quiet and uneventful. the topic which is at present occupying the
attention of many Jurisdictions to the south of us is ‘dual’ or ‘multiple’ membership. until quite
recently this has been prohibited by most of the Grand Lodges in the united states, but they are
gradually coming to see the advantages of the plan. Judging, however, by the amount of legislation
it requires, the adoption of the new system appears to be fraught with difficulties which we had
never suspected.”

in 1932, the Chairman reported that:
“no masonic event of general outstanding importance transpired during the year. dual, or multiple,

membership continues to gain adherence among the Grand Lodges. ‘depression’ is a theme touched
upon by nearly every Grand master, the best advice any of them can offer in respect to it being, in
the words of the late mr. asquith, ‘wait and see’.”

the report for 1931 was considerably larger and the proceedings of sixty-three Grand Lodges were given a broad
review. in 1932, the proceedings of sixty-three Grand Lodges were reviewed at length; while in 1933, the proceedings
of only fifty-two Grand Lodges were reviewed by the committed. 315

in 1934, the Committee on foreign Correspondence pointed out that:
“some of our Brethren appear to have a rather hazy idea of the scope of the Benevolent fund, and

for the benefit of all concerned we transcribe by kind permission of the masonic relief association,
a paper delivered at its recent meeting by most Worshipful Brother Charles H. Johnson, pGm, and
present Grand secretary of the Grand Lodge of new york.”

there were fifty-three reviews of the proceedings of other Grand Lodges.
in 1935, there were fifty-six reviews of other Grand Lodges in the report; in 1936 the number was forty-four;

while in 1937 the Chairman of the Committee on foreign Correspondence said:
“the year has been a quiet and, with one exception, an uneventful one. the exception is, of course,

the celebration of the two Hundredth anniversary of the Grand Lodge of scotland, which was
held in edinburgh, on the 30th november, 1936. 

“British Columbia was ably represented at the function by mW Brother Harry H. Watson, who 
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represents the Grand Lodge of scotland near the Grand Lodge of British Columbia, and who was
supported by mW Brother francis J. Burd, who is the official representative in the Grand Lodge of
British Columbia of the united Grand Lodge of england, British Columbia was indeed happy in
being represented on this important occasion by the illustrious Brethren, who so effciently repre-
sented the two venerable Grand Lodges from which we derive our origin.”

and then went on to review the “happenings” in fifty-three Grand Lodges. 316

in 1938, there were fifty-one volumes of proceedings of other Grand Lodges reviewed, with forty-five for the
current year and six for the previous year; in 1939, fifty-two volumes were received, fifty current and two delayed;
while in 1940, there were sixty-four volumes reviewed with sixty-one current and three delayed for the previous
year.

The committee Takes Over
during this decade other members of the Committee on foreign Correspondence began gradually to take a part in
the reviews of the proceedings of other Grand Lodges. in 1937, the name of W Brother Karl p. Warwick of mount
Hermon Lodge no. 7 at vancouver was added to the committee with the result that the initials “K.p.W.” appeared
on twelve reviews in 1937; on twenty in 1938; on twenty-two in 1939; and on five in 1940, but in the latter year he
carried out the duties of ddGm of district 13 at vancouver at the same time. 3l7

1941 to 1950
during this decade many changes were destined to take place in the Committee on foreign Correspondence. in
1942, mW Brother deWolf-smith was to write his last report; in 1943, rW Brother Karl p. Warwick was to become
Chairman of the committee.

in 1941, the initials “K.p.W.” appeared on twenty-eight of the reviews and the rest were blank; while in 1942,
they only appeared on four reviews. it is known that because of the failing health of the Chairman, rW Brother
Warwick had to take over. in 1943, every review bore the initials of the actual Brother who did the work, and this
practice has continued without let ever since.

in 1941, the committee reviewed the proceedings of sixty-one Grand Lodges for the current year and two for
the year previous; in 1942, the count was fifty-seven current and two delayed reports.

in 1945, the axe fell upon the Committee on foreign Correspondence, when the report was cut to 75 pages, and
a meagre review of the individual proceedings, only thirty-seven current and two earlier volumes of the Grand
Lodges, were dealt with and much of the delightful flavour was gone from the reviews. But this should not detract
from the efforts at the hardworking brethren, in some cases we are sure that the need to economize placed a much
heavier burden on the members of the committees. they were rW Brother Karl p. Warwick and rW Brother J.
russell oliver of Kerrisdale no. 117 and W Brother r. W, ashworth. the initials appeared on the reviews as follows:
“K.p.W.” on eight reviews; “].r.o.” on seventeen reviews; and “rWa.” on fourteen. 318

in 1944, the report signed by Brother Warwick as Chairman said:
“it has been my pleasure, and it has been a privilege to labour under the guiding hand of my pred-

ecessor, mW Brother W. a. deWolf-smith. i have enjoyed my short term as Chairman of this Com-
mittee with my associates.”

which brings to mind the enormous contribution made to the Craft before he was elected as Gm in 1954, and, indeed,
the contribution made by many others like him both before and after their all too short sojourn in the Chair of royal
solomon. others, it must be admitted on the other hand, got there with very little by way of real contribution on
their put. at that Communication (1944), rW Brother oliver took over as Chairman of the committee with six other
brethren as members. the initials at the foot of each individual review indicate who made the individual contribution
for that year. for 1944, the count was “K.p.W.” on fifteen reviews; “J.r.o.” on twenty-six reviews; and “r.W.a.” on
eighteen reviews. a total of fifty-nine volumes was examined covering the transactions of forty-eight Grand Lodges
on a current basis and eleven for the previous year. 319

in 1945, the enlarged committee reviewed the proceedings of fifty-three Grand Lodges; for 1946, the Committee
on foreign Correspondence was cut to four members and it reviewed fifty-one volumes containing the proceedings
of fifty Grand Lodges. this year all members of the committee initialled their reviews in the report. in 1947, the 
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proceedings of sixty Grand Lodges of other jurisdictions were reviewed by the committee. 320

in 1948, the Committee on foreign Correspondence reviewed sixty-four volumes of the proceedings of sixty-
three Grand Lodges; in 1949, it reviewed sixty-nine volumes of the proceedings and transactions of sixty-four Grand
Lodges, the review for the Grand Lodge of scotland covered the period 1947-49 quarterly Communications; and in
1950, the committee reviewed sixty-eight volumes of proceedings of the transactions of sixty-two Grand Lodges. 321

at the end of the decade 1941-1950, the Committee on foreign Correspondence was still under the Chairmanship
of rW Brother J. russell oliver; with W Brother r. W. ashworth, and rW Brother alan B. ford of united service
no. 24 at esquimalt and W Brother r. a. Graves of Western Gate no. 48 at vancouver, who had all served on the
committee for a period of four years.

in its report to Grand Lodge in 1948, the Committee on foreign Correspondence recommended to the brethren
of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia the following lines of stephen Grellet (a Quaker) which are said to have
been accepted as a motto by King George v of Great Britain, for study and daily practice:

“i expect to pass through this world but once. any good, therefore, that i can do or any kindness i
can show to any fellow creature, let me do it now. Let me not defer or neglect it for i shall not pass
this way again.” 322

1951 to 1960
at the beginning of this decade the same four members constituted the Committee on foreign Correspondence and
they continued to serve until 1955, when W Brother Williams of Lions’ Gate Lodge no. 115 at vancouver replaced
W Brother Graves, who passed away in 1957. in 1956, rW Brother oliver, who had served as the Grt at the same
time, died as the result of an accident and W Brother ashworth became the Chairman. in 1957, W Brother Henry C.
Gilliland of vancouver and Quadra no. 2 at victoria replaced Brother Williams, and the committee continued with
these three members for the balance of the decade. in 1956 Grand Lodge, on a motion by rW Brother oliver, changed
the name of the committee to that “of fraternal Correspondence”.

the number of proceedings reviewed remained fairly consistent during the decade with sixty-five current and
five delayed volumes in 1951; fifty-nine current and one delayed volume in 1952; sixty-three current and two delayed
in 1953; sixty-one current and four delayed in 1954; sixty-seven current and two delayed in 1955; sixty-four current
and one delayed in 1956; sixty-four current and two delayed in 1957; sixty-five current and three delayed in 1958;
sixty-one current and one delayed in 1939 and sixty-three current and four delayed in 1960.

an added interest in this decade was the detailed analysis provided in the report itself to Grand Lodge, which
provided a summation of the important events, problems experienced in other Grand Lodges, pressures from within
and from without the Craft, which were gleaned from the reviews. many are the “gems” of masonic history, 
tribulations, “jottings from the poets”, and “words of wisdom” from the Gms and other masonic scholars, but we
must heed the budget and leave it to the reader to delve into this wealth of masonic lore—the key thereto is provided
below. Heretofore, this part of the report had been in the form of a letter of transmittal, with a motion for adoption. 323

But we must steal the space for one truly challenging passage taken from an address by mW Brother s. H. 
middleton of the Grand Lodge of alberta:

“the plain truth which stares us in the face today is that man’s development in the field of character
has failed to keep up with the development of his power and skill, and therein lies the tragedy of
our present world. mr. H. G. Wells, in his latest book, speaks of the amazing achievements of our
mechanized age, and as he does so his thoughts turn back to a pure high-minded lovely girl whose
story is told on the pages of the old testament, and with that thought in mind he writes a sentence
which reads something like this: ‘doubtless, in our mechanical age we have improved on the sickle
that ruth held in her hand when she reaped the grain in the corner of Boaz’s field, but by George,
we haven’t much improved on ruth’.” 324

1961 to 1970
the Committee on fraternal Correspondence, as we must now call it, started the decade with Brother ashworth as
its Chairman, and Brothers ford and Gilliland, but in 1962 when the Chairman passed away, he was replaced by
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rW Brother H. B. smith of adoniram no. 118 at vancouver. on may 30, 1964, the “Grim reaper” struck again with
suddenness when Brother ford passed away at his home in esquimalt, after serving seventeen years on the com-
mittee. He was replaced by rW Brother mcmichael of Confederation no. 116 at victoria. in 1967, W Brother smith
retired and rW Brother B. W. taylor of adoniram Lodge no. 118 was added to the committee along with rW Brother
G. L. Baal of sidney Lodge no. 143 at sidney.

in 1962, the two remaining members on the fraternal Correspondence Committee (Brothers ford and Gilliland)
presented two reports to Grand Lodge, one of which, in among the other committee reports, requested the appoint-
ment of a new Chairman. the reviews were placed at the back of the proceedings with a detailed introduction
thereto, and this system continued throughout the remainder of the decade. in 1963, the committee said in its re-
port:

“though we have read some excellent reviews prepared upon the topical plan, we feel that the di-
vision of our assigned task among three members makes our system more adaptable. unless re-
views are read there is no warrant for writing them, therefore our object has been to present the
minimum amounts of statistics which are necessary for the purpose of information, such quotations
from addresses and reports as appear to us to convey matter for thoughtful consideration, some
comments thereupon which appear to us justifiable, and generally to make the product of our
painstaking efforts informative and interesting.”

in 1961, the committee reviewed the proceedings of some sixty sister jurisdictions, all for the year 1960, but that
for massachusetts which was for 1959. in 1962, the number dealt with was sixty-one current and two for two years;
in 1963, sixty-three Grand Lodges were covered with one for two years; in 1964, fifty-five Grand Lodges with one
for two years; in 1965, forty-six Grand Lodges with three for two years; in 1966, sixty-two Grand Lodges with six
for two years and one for three years; in 1967, fifty-three Grand Lodges with three for two years; in 1968, sixty-one
Grand Lodges with two for two years; in 1969, fifty-four Grand Lodges, with five for two years, one for three years
and one for five years; and in 1970, sixty-one Grand Lodges, with three for two years, and two for three years.

in its foreword for 1964, the committee regretted the passing of its Chairman, rW Brother alan B. ford, which
had resulted in a few proceedings, which had been received, not being included in the review. it summarized the
general trend in the proceedings under the following headings:

1. Gains and Losses in membership; 
2. Homes for the aged; 
3. troubles of a Grand master; 
4. Boards of General purposes.

under the first heading, it said:
“it may be that the Western Gate is now being more closely guarded. We find a variety of ideas 

advanced by Grand masters and our Brother reviewers to account for the present general trend,
among them, the hectic pace of modern life, diversions which occupy leisure time, and the very
large number of bodies drawing upon the Craft for membership, although this is more closely 
related to attendance than to membership.

“it is also noted that the heaviest losses because of npd occur in the great industrial cities, where Lodges with
a very large membership lose the personal touch, and the distance between home and the Lodge hall makes atten-
dance more difficult. rural and residential areas having a number of small Lodges make the better showing.” 325

The Importance of Officers
in its foreword to the reviews for the year 1965, the committee reported that it was noticeable that there had not
been so much “viewing with alarm”; a more philosophical attitude had been taken, but said:

“perhaps we did not guard the Western Gate sufficiently well; perhaps we gained too many members
who never truly became freemasons. in many Grand Lodges they are looking for the causes of the
decline in membership and attendance, rather than merely depleting the situation. oftentimes a
solution to the problem is sought in a consideration of the fundamental principles of freemasonry,
namely, Brotherly Love, relief and truth.

“the importance of the Worshipful master in the well-ruling and governing of the Lodge is empha-
sized by many Grand masters. if the Lodge meetings are not well-prepared, the ritualistic work
not well done, and the business not carried on with efficiency and despatch, and so on, lack of 
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interest is bound to result. the meetings must be interesting and meaningful, or the Brethren will
not attend.”

Wise words, indeed, which should be impressed upon all Lodge officers. this is then followed by suggestions
to Wms by the Grand orator of Washington and words of counsel by mW Brother John a irvine, Gm of the Grand
Lodge of Canada in the province of ontario, on the benefits to be derived from smaller Lodges, coupled with good
leadership. 326

in the 1966 foreword, the committee stated the following matters were more frequently mentioned: 
(a) attendance at Lodge; 
(b) the physical condition of the Lodge Hall; 
(c) the planning of interesting meetings; 
(d) adequate instruction of the new member; 
(e) the problems that arise when a good freemason is also a Good Citizen; and 
(f) there were many signs to indicate an increased interest in masonic education and research.

in 1967, the committee pointed out in its foreword that:
“Loss of members, the care of elderly freemasons and their families, our influence with the younger

generation, the need for more knowledge of the basic principles of our institution and the lack of
interest and attendance at regular Lodge meetings would appear to be the main problems in all 
Jurisdictions.

“the reviews contain many suggestions as to the cause and cure for the above troubles. the main
theme of these suggestions seems to be ‘freemasonry is not at fault—it is the fault of freemasons’.
it is not our duty to change freemasonry, rather it is our sacred trust to make the best and constant
use of the priceless heritage which has been handed down to us.”

in 1968, the committee quoted from the addresses of Gms, Grand orators, distinguished Guests, etc., and pointed
out that many excellent ideas are suggested in the reviews, such as:

a. Creating more interest in regular meetings; 
b. decreasing the number of demits and npds; 
c. Keeping up interest of the newly raised mms; 
d. more fraternal visitations; 
e. increasing the number of Lodges in the outlying districts; 
f. Greater interest in community affairs; and 
g. more masonic education.

in 1969, the committee reported the following topics under discussion in the reviews:
1. district Workshops.
2. roman Catholicism and freemasonry—many prominent freemasons advocated caution in 

interpreting recent papal decrees. 
3. non-attendance and npd members—many felt that such brethren should be visited by Lodge 

officers to ascertain why they are not interested. 
4. publicity—the awarding of scholarships, laying of cornerstones, social activities, etc. 
5. formation of suburban Lodges—it was suggested that some of the large urban Lodges could

start smaller Lodges by using a nucleus of their members and a monetary grant.
6. Laxity in admitting a petitioner without a thorough investigation into his character and his 

motives for applying for membership. 
7. the increase in cost of the operation of masonic Homes—some jurisdictions reported a rise of 10

to 15 percent in the previous year.
in 1970, the committee stated in its foreword that it hoped the reviews will be used by many “Lodge education

Committees” to create an interest in a variety of important masonic topics; that the reviews followed a pattern
similar to that of the previous year; the general “theme” of most of them being to explore:

What one can do to—
1. Create more interest in the Lodges; 
2. Continue the operation of masonic Homes in the face of the tremendous rise in operating costs; 
3. Create a better public image of freemasonry; 
4. improve the ritualistic work of the officers, so as to properly impress the candidates; 
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5. increase the attendance at Workshops and sectional meetings; 
6. improve the ritual without destroying the ancient Landmarks; 
7. Convince the brethren that it is their duty to attend the Craft Lodges as well as the appendant 

orders; 
8. increase contributions to masonic Charities; and 
9. increase the masonic Loyalty of the brethren. 327

procedure for the Reviews
the footnote which appears on page 382 of this chapter lists the members of the present committee who were first
appointed in 1967 with rW Brother taylor as the Chairman. under the present plan, the proceedings of the many
Grand Jurisdictions received are distributed among the four members of the committee and the foreword is pre-
pared by the Chairman, who receives reports on trends from the other members.

reviews, it is hoped, prove of sufficient interest to the brethren to induce reading and study. they are prepared
with a view to informing the brethren of what transpires in other jurisdictions, of problems and the resulting plans
to solve them, and in general to emphasize the world-wide contribution of freemasonry.

in this era of change, which is often change for the sake of change, dedicated masons have been adamant in 
opposing introduction of schemes which in any way are in contradiction to what is traditional in relation to the an-
cient Landmarks of the order.

Questions which have given rise to controversy during this period, 1961 to 1970, may be cited as follows:
membership and attendance; 
youth programmes; 
the “image” of freemasonry with its attendant proposals for publicity and public relations; 
revision and alteration of ritual; 
fraternization with the Knights of Columbus; 

while emphasis has been placed on other subjects, such as: 
the Wm and administration, particularly with respect to programming meetings; 
the need for suburban Lodges; 
Care of the elderly; 
masonic education-workshops, etc.

RW Brother Alan B. ford
it is the personal opinion of one 328 who worked with him on the review of fraternal Correspondence that the work
of rW Brother alan B. ford of united service Lodge no. 24 at esquimalt on the committee “is deserving of special
recognition in this record,” an opinion that is held by all who came into contact with this dedicated freemason.
the Grs in 1962 spoke highly of the work of the committee and particularly of that of rW Brother alan ford, “who
willingly and without hesitation took over the work of the Chairman of the Committee following the death of W
Brother r. W. ashworth.”

His admirable qualities are reflected in his writing of the reviews which have given both profit and pleasure to
the brethren of British Columbia as well as to those of many other jurisdictions.

He was a weil-informed Brother, both masonically and otherwise. He had a rare sense of humour and his chuckle
was most infectious. He was always outspoken, even when he disagreed with Grand orators from other jurisdictions.
in his review of alabama for 1961 he said:

“the Grand orator put the Grand Lodge into politics with a vengeance. after dealing with 
Communism, he launched into a diatribe against the federal Courts:

‘ today i say that we have a judicial dictatorship and a judicial tyranny unlike anything this
nation has ever seen.’

“His address aroused great enthusiasm, and resolutions were passed that the address be printed,
and that copies be sent to all the alabama Lodges, to each member of the alabama delegation in
the Congress, each representative and senator; and to the Chief Justice and each associate Justice
of the supreme Court of the united states.

“Leaving aside the antient Charges, such intemperate language as ‘this lousy supreme Court’,
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broadcast as above, would seem to invite consequences of a painful nature, besides being a blot on
the Craft.” 329

While in his review of the proceedings for the Grand Lodge of the state of idaho for 1961 he again took issue
with the Grand orator:

“the Grand orator appears to think that the Craft should embark, as a body, upon various enter-
prises, touching upon politics, religion, government, etc. He said that

‘ i know men in our own Grand Lodge who frown upon anyone mentioning any of our 
national or wordly problems in the Lodge room and they would be horrified at the thought
of our doing anything as a masonic group. either they or i need some education.’

“Would it help to take a look at the antient Charges of 1723?
‘ We are . . . resolved against politics, as what never yet conduced to the welfare of the Lodge

nor ever will’.” 330

He was always so apt in his phrasing when paying tribute, as was evidenced in the last paragraph of his review of
the united Grand Lodge of england of the Quarterly Communication for march, June and september, 1961:

“We cannot conclude this review without mention of the lamentable loss sustained by the Craft on
the 5th January, 1962, when mW Bro. francis J. Burd passed to his reward. He represented england
in our Grand Lodge, and no matter how eminent the Brother may be who is appointed in the vacant
place, he cannot be more worthy of the honour of representing the premier Grand Lodge than the
one whom we mourn.” 331

rW Brother ford is particularly remembered in our Lodges for his many amusing anecdotes. His reviews contained
their fair share of these, as is instanced in his review of the proceedings of the Grand Lodge of the state of indiana
for 1961:

“one sentence from the address of the incoming Grand master:
‘Let us not kid ourselves—if it were not with the approval and co-operation of our ladies,
a masonic Lodge could not exist.’

“rather a broad statement. there are many parts of the world where it does not apply, notably india.
and it brings to mind what we are told by one of our past Grand masters, now gone to his reward,
of the time when vancouver was far from being the place it is now. as a young man, it was his cus-
tom to walk homeward from Lodge with a Brother whose route was the same. this Brother 
remarked on one of these walks: ‘my wife has told me that if i do not quit attending Lodge she will
leave me.’ nothing more was said until this Brother passed through his own gate, when he turned
and added: ‘i am going to miss the wife.’

“solomon did not have that problem.” 332

A Worthy Achievement
since the first detailed review of the proceedings of other Grand Lodges appeared in the proceedings of the

Grand Lodge of British Columbia for June 22-23, 1889, many eminent freemasons have contributed to the knowledge
and pleasure of their brethren in the Jurisdiction of British Columbia. in that first major effort under the Chairman-
ship of Jno. s. Clute, who was installed as Gm at that same Communication, the proceedings of thirty-four Grand
Lodges were reviewed very briefly, but they were the base for the present most interesting and informative pages
in the proceedings. the task of writing the reviews must at times have been quite laborious, but the labours have
been well and truly carried out. often the biting wit and the enlightening literary contests have brought enjoyment
and pleasurable hours to the readers. the reviews have become a source of masonic history and fine debate and
have greatly added to the storehouse of masonic knowledge.

these brethren deserve a full measure of thanks and appreciation from the Craft in British Columbia for the ef-
forts they have put forth in the interests of their brethren. in all probability their reward has not been worthy of
their labours:

“But great achievements raise a monument 
Which shall endure until the sun grows old.”

—GeorG faBriCius.
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c H A p T E R  26
THE WEARING Of MASONIc cLOTHING - “THE REGALIA”

“No Mason is permitted to enter a Lodge or join in its labours 
unless he is properly clothed.” 333

the actual clothing of a master mason was said to be a full suit of black, with white neckcloth, apron, gloves and
stockings; the buckles being of silver, and the jewels being suspended from a white ribbon by way of a collar. today
this clothing is more generally referred to as “regalia”, and this is the word more commonly used by the Grand
Lodge of British Columbia and the Constituent Lodges. strictly speaking, the word “regalia”, stemming from the
Latin word “regalia”, royal things, signifies the ornaments of a king or queen, and is applied to the apparatus used
at a coronation, such as a crown, sceptre, cross, mound, etc. But it has in modern times been loosely employed to
signify almost any kind of ornaments. Hence the collar and jewel, and sometimes even the apron are called by many
masons the “regalia”. the word is said to have the early authority of preston. the word is used in one of the chapters
of the modern Constitutions of the Grand Lodge of england. But in the text the more correct words “clothing and
jewels” are employed. mackey says, “there is, however, so great an error in the use of the word ‘regalia’ to denote
masonic clothing that it would be better to avoid it.” 334

While most of the other authorities agree in general terms to the above, it is not expected that use of the word
“regalia” will ever disappear from use by the Grand Lodge of British Columbia, even though the word does not
appear in the Book of Constitutions, except once in the index.

Wearing Regalia in public
it was a sore point with the members of victoria Lodge no. 1085 er that they had not been allowed to wear their
regalia at masonic functions carried on outside of the Lodge room, while the scottish Lodges, under the milder
rule of rW Brother i. W. powell, had been given the privilege. there was considerable discussion outside of the
Lodge on this matter; and at the december meeting of the Lodge in 1865, the question was brought before the Lodge.
authority was cited from masonic publications to prove that this privilege was permitted, and yet it seems that 
W Brother Burnaby had been severely reprimanded by the officers of Grand Lodge of england in London for laying
the cornerstone of the Jewish synagogue in 1863 without having first obtained the authority for such action. His at-
tention had been drawn to the fact that he had no power to grant any dispensations, as in doing so he was taking
unto himself the power of district Gm, which he had not been at that time, there being no district Grand Lodge in
existence in the jurisdiction.

at a meeting of the Lodge on february 1, 1866, it was moved that a committee be appointed to draw up a me-
morial to be presented to the united Grand Lodge in London, asking that the members of the Craft in victoria be
authorized to wear regalia at masonic funerals, laying of foundation stones, etc. such a committee was duly ap-
pointed. at a meeting on march 1, 1866, the committee reported at length, with a form of petition to be signed asking
for the right to wear regalia as above and such as were being enjoyed by the members of the sister Lodges under
the scottish Grand Lodge, and in some way had been given to union Lodge at new Westminster, a Lodge with a
charter from the united Grand Lodge of england, the same as victoria Lodge.

While this matter was being discussed, W Brother Burnaby sat listening attentively to the discussion but said
nothing. it was the first time he had been in Lodge for a considerable time, owing to his absence from the Colony,
and had not yet made any report of his sayings or his doings while absent. of course he knew that the brethren
were anxious to have the same right to wear regalia in public as the scottish brethren had, but he had said nothing
in the Lodge about it. When all the others had had their say, he rose and addressed the Lodge. He told the brethren
that he had just returned from england, and that he had taken the matter up with the authorities there. He had been
severely criticized by them for having laid the cornerstone of the Jewish synagogue and told that he had no right to
authorize the wearing of regalia outside the Lodge room without a dispensation, and that such a dispensation could
only be granted by a Gm or a district Gm, and that he was neither. at the same time, he had not forgotten that the
brethren of victoria Lodge very seriously desired such privileges and that he had taken the necessary steps to give
them this right. He then drew from his coat a document and handed it to the secretary of the Lodge, who unfolded
it and read it to the Lodge. it was a dispensation in proper form, signed by the proper officers of Grand Lodge,
giving the brethren of victoria Lodge the rights they were seeking. this was duly entered verbatim as part of the
minutes of the Lodge. the petition was dropped there and then. it is believed that Brother Holbrook had taken a
similar action with regard to union Lodge.
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Wearing Regalia at Divine Services
the Gm for 1911-12 made a ruling that was the subject of considerable comment. He was of the opinion that the
wearing of masonic regalia while attending divine service was wrong, as the Lodge would not be at labour at the
time, but he granted dispensations for that purpose following the precedent set by his predecessors, and because
the Constitution, by imposing a fee for these dispensations, had tacitly authorized them. the practice since then has
been in accordance with his opinion, and the brethren attend such services, but not in masonic regalia, He absolutely
refused to grant dispensations for wearing masonic clothing at dances, and there is not a doubt but that his ruling
was correct.

Regalia of Lodge canongate Kilwinning
many people enquire why the regalia worn by the brethren of ashlar Lodge no. 3 at nanaimo is so very different
from that worn by the other Constituent Lodges in British Columbia, and in fact the rest of Canada. When the charter

arrived from scotland for Caledonia(n) Lodge no. 478, W
Brother William stewart had the Lodge copy the regalia of
Lodge Canongate Kilwinning no. 2 sC at edinburgh scot-
land. it was one of the rights given by the Grand Lodge of
British Columbia at its formation, and was one of the condi-
tions allowed when nanaimo Lodge and Caledonia(n) Lodge
amalgamated as ashlar Lodge no. 3 BCr in 1873,

public procession
under the present Constitution of the Grand Lodge of British
Columbia, no Constituent Lodge may form any public pro-
cession without permission of the Gm, and no Lodge may
walk in procession for other than masonic purposes. the fee
for a dispensation for a public procession is $5.

Masonic funerals Excepted
in the case of a masonic funeral which is conducted by a Con-
stituent Lodge, no dispensation is required either to hold the
service in public or for the wearing of regalia for such a pur-
pose, and therefore no dispensation fee is required. at such
funerals the Wm may invite other Lodges to attend in form,
but the whole ceremony must be under the absolute control
of the Wm of the Lodge to which the deceased Brother be-
longed, or in the case of a sojourning Brother, the Wm of the
Lodge assuming the control of the ceremonies. in such cases,
the full regalia is worn by all the officers of the Lodge.

Balls, concerts, picnics or Steamboat Excursions
in his address to the Grand Lodge of Canada (in ontario) in
1892 the Gm, Brother John ross robertson, referred to certain
practices he deplored, and among other things he said:
“there is no more reason why at a ball or concert, at
a picnic or steamboat excursion, the Craft clothing
should be worn, and that a man should carry a ther-
mometer around his neck to grade his earnestness in

our work, or as evidence of the number of degrees he has, through merit and ability, received 
during his masonic career,”

clothing of Grand Lodge Officers
on all occasions where the officers of Grand Lodge are required to appear in public and in Grand Lodge duly 
convened, they are required to wear the following clothing and regalia:

the Gm — a gold chain with nine stars over a blue collar, gauntlets, apron and jewel.
the dGm
the sGW
the JGW and
the ddGms
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the Gr stewards — apron, crimson collar and jewel.
all other Grand Lodge officers — apron, blue collar and jewel.

Insignia of Office
the jewels worn by the officers of Grand Lodge are required to be of gold, except for those worn by the Gr stewards,
which must be of silver:
the Gm — the Compasses extended to 45 degrees with the segment of a circle of 60

degrees at the points, and a gold plate included, on which must be 
represented an eye irradiated within a triangle, also irradiated. 

the dGm — the Compasses and square united with a five-pointed star in the centre. 
the sGW — the Level. 
the JGW — the plumb. 
the Grt — a Chased Key.
the Grs — Crossed pens. 
the ddGms — the square, surrounded by a circle on which has been engraved the num-

ber of the district he represents 
the Gr deacons — a dove with an olive Branch.
the Gr superintendent of Works — a protractor.
the Gr director of Ceremonies — the arms of Grand Lodge with sword and Baton crossed.
the Gr marshal — Crossed rods with a tie.
the Gr sword Bearer — Crossed swords.
the Gr standard Bearer — Crossed standards with a tie.
the Gr pursuivant — a Crossed Baton and sword.
the Gr stewards — a Cornucopia between the legs of a pair of Compasses, extended upon an

irradiated plate (silver).
the Gr Chaplain — a Book in a triangle.
the Gr organist — a Grecian Lyre.
the Gr tyler — a sword.
these jewels, except for those of the Gm and the Gr stewards, are placed within a circle of gold bearing the inscrip-
tion: “the Grand Lodge of British Columbia.” the only jewel permitted to be worn in Grand Lodge which does not
appertain to the three degrees and has been recognized by Grand Lodge is that of the “order of the Holy royal
arch”. the clothing of royal arch is not permitted to be worn.

Visitors Must Be clothed
a Brother from a recognized jurisdiction
may appear, as a visitor to the Grand Lodge
of British Columbia, in the clothing and
wearing the jewels recognized by the Grand
Lodge to which he belongs. 335

“properly clothed”
every member of the Constituent Lodges
must be properly clothed, wearing an apron
of his rank in the Craft and such jewels or
other insignia as his standing in freemasonry
permits before he may be permitted to enter
a Constituent Lodge, either as a member of
that Lodge or as a visitor.

The Aprons of the constituent Lodges
except in ashlar Lodge no. 3 at nanaimo,
which is permitted by the Book of Constitu-
tions to wear collars of royal blue and aprons
trimmed with the same colour (section 217),
the officers of all the Constituent Lodges are
required to wear collars of light blue ribbon, four inches broad; if silver braid is used it must be placed over the
blue. Wms and ipms may wear a silver chain in lieu of the broad collars. Gauntlets to match are permitted and are
usually worn by the ipm, the Wm and the Wardens.
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The Entered Apprentice
the ea apron must be of plain white lambskin, from fourteen to sixteen inches wide and from twelve to fourteen
inches deep, square at the bottom, with a triangular fall; without any ornament and with white strings.

The fellow craft
the fC apron must be similar to that of the ea in all respects except that it must bear a sky-blue rosette at each 
bottom corner.

The Master Mason
the mm apron must be similar in all respects to that of the fC. in addition, it must be lined with sky-blue and edged
with sky-blue ribbon not more than two inches in width, and a third rosette at the peak of the fall and with silver
tassels.

The past Masters
the pms’ aprons must be similar to that of the mm except that in place of each of the rosettes there shall be a right
angle, formed by perpendicular lines (a “tau Cross”). * the length of the horizontal lines must be two inches and
one-half each and of the perpendicular lines one inch each. these emblems must be of silver or ribbon half an inch
broad, of the same colour as the edging and lining.

Insignia in the constituent Lodges
the jewels of the officers of the Constituent Lodges follow quite closely those used for similar offices in Grand Lodge:

pms—the square, and the diagram of the 47th problem of euclid engraved on a silver plate pendant within it. 
the Wm—the square. the dir. of Ceremonies—Crossed rods. 
the sW—the Level. the stewards—a Cornucopia. 
the JW—the plumb. the inner Guard—Crossed Baton and sword. 
the treas.—the Key. the secy—Crossed pens.
the Chaplain—a Book on a triangle. the sr. deacon—a dove or mallet.     
the organist—a Lyre. the Jr. deacon—a dove or trowel.     
the tyler—a sword. 336

Gold for One Hundred years
it was moved in Grand Lodge on June 22,
1962, following notice of intention regularly
submitted, to amend the Constitution by the
addition thereto of the following: 
“ a Lodge which has attained its
one hundredth year of continuous
and active service in the Craft shall
be permitted as a recognition of
such service to have, if desired, the
jewels of its officers made of gold or
gold plated. the collars and
gauntlets of its officers ornamented
in gold and trimmed with gold
braid, the aprons of its officers and
those of its Worshipful master and
past masters to have the ornamenta-
tions and edgings in gold, and the
trimmings of its master masons
aprons also finished in gold. if chain
collars are used by the Worshipful

master and immediate past master, the same shall be made of gold or gold plated. in all other 
respects the regalia shall conform with the requirements above stated.”
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during the discussion, an amendment was offered to delete that portion of the resolution that referred to the trim-
mings of the master mason aprons. the amendment, on being put to the vote, was Carried. after further discus-
sion, the original motion, on being put to vote, faiLed to receive the required two-thirds majority.

on June 21, 1963, the resolution in the amended form above again faiLed to secure the two-thirds majority of
the votes cast.

The Sporran as a Masonic Apron
one of the traditions of mount newton Lodge no. 89 at saanichton has been to have every eminent visitor to their
Communications, especially the Gms, brought into the Lodge with “pipes a’skirling”—the piper usually being
Brother Captain Charles r. Wilson, a member of the Lodge. in true scottish tradition, Brother Wilson is never vested
with masonic clothing—the apron.

on one occasion, while piping in mW Brother W. percival merchant, this lack of an apron was questioned by
one of the brethren, the Gm ruled that being a scottish Highlander, and in particular a piper, seeing that he was
properly clad in the full dress of his trade, with kilts and sporran, he did not require to don a masonic apron while
working in a British Columbia masonic Lodge—the “sporran” being the “apron of his office”. an examination of
Brother Wilson’s sporran reveals that it is lined with white lambskin.
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c H A p T E R  27
THE fuNDS Of THE GRAND LODGE Of BRITISH cOLuMBIA*

~ pART A ~
THE BENEVOLENT fuND

“To pity distress is human, to relieve it is Godlike.” —HoraCe mann

Cogan, in his work On the Passions, thus defines benevolence:
“When our love or desire of good goes forth to others, it is termed goodwill or benevolence. Benev-

olence embraces all beings capable of enjoying any portion of good; thus it becomes universal
benevolence, which manifests itself by being pleased with the share of good every creature enjoys,
in a disposition to increase it, in feeling an uneasiness at their sufferings, and in abhorrence of 
cruelty under even guise or pretext.” †

While mackey adds:
“this spirit should pervade the hearts of all masons, who are taught to look upon mankind as formed

by the Great architect of the universe for the mutual assistance, instruction and support of each
other.” 337

it has been said that freemasonry is a charitable, benevolent, educational and religious society. “religious”, but
not theological in that it teaches “monotheism” - a belief in one God. “educational” in that it teaches relief of the
sick and distressed brethren and by caring for the widows and orphans of the brethren; and “Charitable” in that
none of its income inures to the benefit of any individual but all is devoted to the improvement and promotion of
the happiness of mankind. this chapter in the history of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia will relate the story
of the “funds” that were established from time to time in the Craft’s endeavour to fulfil its important mission of
“Benevolence”.

The Early Desires
there was one precept of freemasonry that occupied the attention of the Craft in British Columbia from an early
date, that of having a stable fund, which in cases of emergency could be drawn upon for relief. this was not neces-
sarily for freemasons alone, who, of course, would naturally have preference, but for the relief of misery and want,
wherever found. as early as 1869, and possibly at earlier dates, there was considerable discussion about the forma-
tion of a Benevolent fund for the benefit of all freemasons on both vancouver island and on mainland British 
Columbia.

Action by Victoria 1085
the first recorded action appears to have been in victoria Lodge at its meeting in september, 1869, when Brother e.
Graham alston moved:

“that one-half of any balance remaining to the credit of the Lodge at the end of each year, be set
aside in a separate account, entitled the Benevolent fund account, and that this fund be 
permanently invested.”

this motion Carried.
District Grand Lodge ER

the establishment and organization of a joint fund was first suggested at the Quarterly meeting of the dist. Grand
Lodge on march 11, 1869, when it was moved by Brother eli Harrison, sr., and seconded by Henry nathan, Jr.:

“that this district Grand Lodge invite the co-operation of our sister provincial Grand Lodge, sC in
forming a fund of Benevolence for the relief of the fraternity in the Colony, and of travelling
Brethren. such fund to be under the management of a united Board of relief consisting of three
members to be appointed by each Grand Lodge; the fund to be raised by a per capita tax on each
Lodge in the Colony of not less than fifty cents per annum for each member on its roll; the Board
to formulate rules for the management of the fund, such rules to be approved by each of the Grand
Lodges.”
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some of the members were doubtful as to the wisdom of this proposal. one doubted if it was worth while to create
the machinery for the distribution of so small a fund, but did not object to the principle. some of the smaller Lodges
feared that it would be too heavy an impost on their membership, and thought it would be better to keep matters
as they were and that the views of the Lodges should be ascertained. Burnaby’s view was that however jurisdictions
might differ, they could surely unite on the fundamentat principle of Brotherly Love and relief. the motion then
Carried,

The provincial Grand Lodge
the next step was to communicate with the prov Gm, sC in order, if possible, to get the Lodges with a scottish 
charter to combine with the Lodges holding an english charter in making a joint venture for the benefit of all freema-
sons on vancouver island and in British Columbia.

a copy of the resolution of the dist. Grand Lodge was immediately forwarded to the secretary of the prov.
Grand Lodge for the information of the prov. Gm, who brought it before his Grand Lodge for consideration at the
second annual Communication on may 1, 1869. in his address, rW Brother powell, in part, referred to the matter
in these words:

“. . . this proposition is worthy of our earnest consideration, as being not only quite practical, but
as binding us in the common claim of Brotherhood, with respect to the foundation of our order,
Charity. at present Worshipful masters of the Lodges are subject to much trouble and annoyance
through appeals for charity, and in some instances i am aware, have been grossly imposed upon.
the formation of the projected Board, will, in my opinion, relieve them of the responsibility, and
at the same time refer claims for charity to greater or more secure scrutiny, while the time of the
Lodges will not be taken up in discussing them.”

the matter then was laid before the prov. Grand Lodge, which heartily concurred in the suggestion of the dist.
Grand Lodge for the formation of a joint Benevolent fund, and on motion the matter was referred to a committee
of three. the action of the prov. Grand Lodge was duly reported to the dist. Grand Lodge, which at its meeting in
nanaimo in June appointed a similar committee to unite with the committee of the prov. Grand Lodge and arrange
for the formation of the joint Board of relief.

the committee duly met and formulated a plan of action. a united fund of Benevolence was to be raised by a
per capita tax on the Lodges of both jurisdictions, and there was to be a Board of relief independent of either Grand
Lodge but composed of members of them both. it was recommended that the yearly assessment should be two 
dollars per head for each member of each Lodge, to be devoted solely to masonic charity.

Burnaby’s Action
in order that the members of the english Lodges should all clearly understand what was intended, the dist. Gm
sent to each of the Lodges under his control a detailed statement of the proposal. He pointed out that it was not a
matter for the dist. Grand Lodge alone, but one which concerned the whole fraternity of the Colony; it was a 
co-operative movement by the Craft to carry out one of the fundamental principles of freemasonry; the proposed
Board of relief would not be under the control of either Grand Lodge but would be independent of either, although
the members of the Board would be members of one or other of the Lodges; each Lodge would contribute according
to its individual numerical strength, and all monies received would be disbursed by the Board for the purpose for
which it had been given.

the dist. Gm said he would be willing at any time to discuss the proposal with any member of any of his Lodges
who wished for any further information, and he hoped that the plan would have the cordial support of all the
brethren.

Objections of Henry Holbrook
When the matter came before the dist. Grand Lodge in september, 1869, there was considerable discussion of the
proposal. the original objector still was of the opinion that the Lodges should be consulted, while rW Brother Henry
Holbrook was opposed to the whole plan. He thought the $2 per member was too excessive and that the distance
would preclude his Lodge (union no. 899, er at new Westminster) from being represented on the Board. once
again Henry nathan did not agree with him, and pointed out that it would throw the onus on all the Lodges and
so ease the burden on the individual Lodges and give more speedy relief to the recipients. eli Harrison, sr. thought
some of the speakers did not fully comprehend the beneficial effects of the proposed plan, and pointed out that it
would assist the smaller Lodges by concentrating the efforts of all the brethren in the Colony. He pointed out that
at present the Lodges were divided and their efforts thereby weakened, but by concentration the Lodges would
help each other. the poor Lodges would be relieved and their burdens lightened. the motion approving the report
was Carried.
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postponement
By that time, the dist. Grand Lodge er had been fully organized and on motion of Brother montague W. tyrwhitt-
drake (afterwards a Judge of the supreme Court of British Columbia) the matter was laid over for a year, and in
1870 it was laid over for another year on the motion of rW Brother John f. mcCreight (also later a Judge of the
supreme Court).

no further steps seem to have been taken in the matter. the question of the formation of an independent Grand
Lodge, which would unite all members of the Craft in the Colony in one organization, then under discussion, pushed
all questions of co-operation into the background.

progressive Reports
in this chapter the growth of the Charity or Benevolent funds will be dealt with in the respective time periods. the
amounts are expressed to the nearest whole dollar. only fundamental changes in the Constitution as they affect the
fund will be dealt with, and those who seek the detailed story will have to resort to the proceedings of Grand Lodge
and the Book of Constitutions.

The Grand Lodge of British columbia
in his address to Grand Lodge on december 26, 1871, at the first annual Communication, mW Brother powell said
he hoped the difficulties experienced respecting the formation of a Benevolent fund in British Columbia would
then happily have an end, and he recommended the appointment of a Committee or Board of relief, to whom all
appeals for charity might be made. He spoke of the difficulties which had arisen under the old regime, and expressed
a hope that under the changed conditions, and with unity among the brethren, the plan could now be carried out
to the satisfaction of all. He pointed out that such action would relieve the Wms of the Lodges of the burdensome
responsibility, claims for assistance could be dealt with promptly, and all claims could be more carefully scrutinized
than they could possibly be on the floor of the respective Lodges.

His suggestions were approved by Grand Lodge, which coupled its approval with the condition that no expense
should be incurred until the Benevolent fund plan was actually in operation. it must be remembered that Grand
Lodge funds were very limited in those days, and every possible economy was absolutely essential. no further
action was taken at that meeting.

Regulations Are Drafted
at the Communication of Grand Lodge in december, 1872, the Gm in his address again referred to the proposed
Benevolent fund. He regretted that up to that time it had been impossible to establish it on a permanent basis. But
the matter had not been neglected. during the interval, the Grs, vW Brother H. f. Heisterman, no doubt with the
concurrence of the Gm, had paid considerable attention to the matter, and had drafted certain regulations which he
proposed to lay before Grand Lodge for consideration. the Gm in referring to the matter spoke of him as “our 
worthy and active Grand secretary,” and said that:

“i have no doubt that any scheme which commends itself to your notice in regard to one of the great
principles of our order, ‘the greatest of the three’, will merit and have your highest 
consideration.”

the Committee on the address concurred with him on the importance of the matter and hoped that it could be 
inaugurated without delay.

the regulations as drafted by the Grs had been embodied in a circular dated october 21, 1872, and this had been
forwarded to all the Lodges for consideration so that the matter could be intelligently discussed at Grand Lodge. a
synopsis of his suggestions were: the fund was to be called “the Benevolent and Widows’ and orphans’ fund.”
every freemason who was a member of a Lodge in the province was to pay forthwith $1 to start the fund; that
upon the death of any member one dollar should be levied in the same manner and remitted to the secretary of the
fund. each Lodge was to pay the fund $10, or such other sum as might be agreed upon, on the initiation of a 
candidate. one hundred dollars was to be paid to the relatives or legal representatives of any member on his death.
each member while incapacitated by illness was to receive $10 per week. thirty-five cents of every dollar collected
was to be allocated to a separate “Widows’ and orphans’ fund”. the Wm and secy of each Lodge were to make
half-yearly reports on behalf of their Lodge. if the Benevolent fund should at any time become exhausted, a levy,
not exceeding $2 per member, was to be made by the trustees of the fund.

the regulations as drafted by the Grs were referred to a special Committee, consisting of the Wms of all the
Lodges represented at the Communication. Where the Wms were not present, their proxies acted in their behalf.
there was little left of the Grs’s draft when the committee had finished, and no attempt was made to put the rec-
ommendations of the Committee into force; but the whole matter was referred to the Board of General purposes to
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frame such laws as they should deem expedient, and it was ordered that the same were to be submitted to the Gm
for his approval, and if so approved to become law. this was done, approval was duly given (subject to the omission
of Cariboo Lodge no. 4 from the plan), and the regulations as revised by the Board of General purposes became the
law of the Craft. revenue began to come in, and by the time that Grand Lodge met in december, 1875 there had
been paid into the Benevolent fund the sum of $935 from all the Lodges, except Cariboo Lodge, which had at all
times refused to have anything whatever to do with it. union Lodge had, at that time, made no returns respecting
it. Cariboo Lodge no. 4, far away in the mountains of the interior, was going to attend to its own charities without
any long-range correspondence, and union Lodge no. 9 just had not got around to it.

Regulations of the Benevolent fund
the final form of the regulations applicable to the Benevolent fund as finally approved and passed by Grand Lodge
on december 6, 1873, was as follows:

“1. that the Lodges in this Jurisdiction shall pay two dollars for each subscribing member on their
roll, also for every Candidate raised or affiliated hereafter from a Lodge without the province, the
aforesaid sum of two dollars, in order to start the said fund.

“2. each Lodge in this jurisdiction shall pay seventy-five cents quarterly, in advance, for every member
in good standing.

“3. all monies collected as aforesaid, shall be remitted to the Grand secretary, who should keep proper
accounts of all monies so received and pay the same over to the Grand treasurer in the following
proportions, to wit: 3/4ths to the fund of Benevolence. 1/4th to the Widows’ and orphans’ fund.

“4. the Worshipful master and Wardens of every Lodge in the province shall constitute the Board of
relief for each Lodge and shall have power to relieve any sick or distressed Brother, being a member
in good standing in the province, to the extent of ten dollars per week, or temporary relief to the
Widows and orphans of any Brother as aforesaid, not exceeding one Hundred dollars, but that
no relief be afforded to any Brother whose illness was caused by his immoral conduct, and shall
have power to draw on the Grand treasurer, whenever sums so paid shall amount to $40.00, but
at the end of every masonic year, in november, any amount disbursed by the Lodge, if less than
$40.00, shall be drawn as aforesaid, so that a statement of all transactions had may be submitted to
the Grand Lodge at the annual Communication; provided not more than one-fourth of the amount
in the treasurer’s hands at the end of any year shall be at the disposal of any Lodge during the 
ensuing term, without the express permission of the Board of General purposes.

“5. the Worshipful master of each Lodge shall have power in case of the decease of any master mason
as aforesaid, dying in needy circumstances, to draw upon the Grand treasurer to the extent of 
seventy-five dollars in order to bury him with all honours due a freemason.

“6. all monies belonging to the Benevolent fund and Widows’ and orphans’ fund shall be lodged in
a joint stock Bank or Government savings Bank, or invested in such manner as the Board of General
purposes shall direct.

“7. the Board of General purposes shall be the trustees of the aforesaid funds.
“8. the Widows’ and orphans’ fund shall be allowed to accumulate at the pleasure of the Grand

Lodge.”
Action by Board of General purposes

there was no annual Communication of Grand Lodge in 1874. at the Communication in december, 1873, it was
decided that the date of the next annual Communication of Grand Lodge should be left to the Board of General
purposes, in its discretion, to fix the date on which Grand Lodge should meet, and this was fixed by the Board for
february 20, 1875. at that meeting it was reported by the Board that the working of the Benevolent fund has been
attended by marked success. However, the Grs suggested certain amendments to the regulations referring to the
local Boards of relief, which were passed on to the Board of General purposes to take such action as it might see fit.
under those proposed amendments, inter alia, was a prevision that any relief amounting to a sum larger than $10
could only be made by the outside Lodges after the proposed grant had been approved by the Board of relief for
victoria. this, and other suggested amendments, did not receive the approval of the Board, which made some
changes in practice, reduced the fees to be paid by the Lodges, and made other changes of small importance, these
amendments were approved in Grand Lodge in 1876.

in 1877, the Grs reported that the alterations made in the regulations at the last session appeared to have worked
satisfactorily, and that, notwithstanding a great reduction in the receipts, the system under which charities were
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then dispensed had worked so admirably that the fund showed a steady increase. in this year the invested funds
of the Benevolent fund and the Widows’ and orphans’ fund together amounted to $1,810.

in 1878, a further clause was added to the regulations providing that only the income of the fund during the
previous year, together with the interest on invested funds, could be used in charity during any year, except pursuant
to a vote of Grand Lodge.

Lodges Take Exception
But popular as the Benevolent fund was in victoria, it was not so on the mainland. mount Hermon Lodge no. 7 at
Burrard inlet was faithful to her victoria friends, but in that she stood alone, Cariboo Lodge no. 4 “never would
come into the scheme,” preferring to take care of its own benevolence, and when the regulations were adopted by
the Board of General purposes, its plan, when approved by the Gm, specifically exempted Cariboo Lodge from the
provisions. the two Lodges at new Westminster and at nanaimo, after a time, declined to go on with the plan and
withdrew, it would appear as though these Lodges did not approve of victoria’s dominance, and correspondence
still extant in W Brother stewart’s handwriting showed that the nanaimo masons were not at all pleased with the
brethren who “operated victoria’s frog pond” at any rate, in 1879 ashlar Lodge no. 3 at nanaimo gave notice of
her withdrawal from the fund and that in the future she would attend to her own charities in her own way; and in
1880, union Lodge no. 9 at new Westminster followed her example. this left only the two “big” Lodges in victoria
and the “Little” Lodge at Burrard inlet the only ones contributing to the Benevolent fund. in 1877, the receipts of
the fund are given in the Grand Lodge proceedings as $744, but there are some doubts as to the accuracy of this
entry. in 1880, the receipts were $596; in 1881, they were $182; in 1882, they were $182; in 1883, they were given as
$224; and in 1884, as $228.

Recipients’ Names Not published
one further item has some interest as it shows the care with which the Craft protected the feelings of brethren in
distress. in 1880, it was ordered that the names of the brethren receiving assistance should not be published in the
printed proceedings, but that the Grs should number such cases, giving only the name and number of the Lodge to
which the Brother receiving aid belonged.

1885 to 1894
as has been pointed out, the great majority of the members of the Craft in and around victoria made them the 
predominant influence in Grand Lodge; they had the power and they willingly accepted the responsibilities which
that power involved. the existence of the Benevolent fund had been their work, and with help from mount Hermon
they carried it on without complaint. in 1885, the Gm himself a member of one of the victoria Lodges, spoke of its
usefulness in assisting transient brethren and in relieving widows and orphans in the jurisdiction. up to this time,
there had been no complaints about the unwillingness of the outside Lodges to bear their share of the burden. in
1885, the receipts of the fund amounted to $207; and in 1886, to $258.

charity committee is Established
in 1886, the condition of things was changing owing to the coming of the Cpry. at the meeting of Grand Lodge in
that year, a charter for a new Lodge, Kamloops no. 10, was ordered by Grand Lodge, and more Lodges were 
expected to be established in the immediate future. there was then a feeling among the victoria brethren that some
change should be made, and that the cost of masonic charity, which was sure to increase with the growth of 
population and, consequently, the number of Lodges in the jurisdiction, should be borne not by a part but by the
whole fraternity. the first sign of this appeared at Grand Lodge in 1886 when the Constitution was amended by
adding a Charity Committee to the number of other committees, and the release of the Board of General purposes
from its duties in this regard.

All Lodges Represented
in order to make the decision that all Lodges should take a hand in Grand Lodge charity and not have it confined
to victoria and Burrard inlet, the Gm appointed as the first members of the Charity Committee, brethren from ashlar
Lodge no. 3 at nanaimo; victoria-Columbia no. 1 and vancouver & Quadra Lodge no. 2 at victoria; Cariboo Lodge
no. 4 at Barkerville; and union Lodge no. 9 from the mainland.

the matter came up for final consideration at the Grand Lodge Communication in 1887. in the meantime, another
Lodge, mountain no. 11 at donald, had come into existence. in his address, the Gm referred to the matter at some
length. He pointed out that the Benevolent fund was a Grand Lodge fund, but that as only three Lodges contributed
to its maintenance, they were the only ones entitled to draw from it, and that really it belonged to those three Lodges.
He thought the time had come to put it on a proper basis, and asked the brethren to mature a plan whereby a worthy
Brother would be able to receive the assistance which, as a freemason, he had the right to expect, and the unworthy
would be debarred from reciving what he was not entitled to.
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Rules for a General charity fund
accordingly, after discussion it was agreed that the laws governing the Benevolent fund should be rescinded and
abolished. all contributions and dues paid by the Constituent Lodges to the fund prior to december 31, 1879 (when
ashlar Lodge no. 3 refused to be a party to the fund) with interest at 5 per cent per annum to date, and all sums
willed by deceased Brothers, and all donations to the fund with interest at the same rate since receipt thereof after
deducting the amount of disbursements for charity or otherwise to december 31, 1879, should remain in the hands
of Grand Lodge and be a General Charity fund for the fraternity. the residue was to be equitably divided between
the two victoria Lodges which had been the sole contributors to the fund since 1879, viz., victoria-Columbia Lodge
no. 1; vancouver & Quadra Lodge no. 2, and mount Hermon Lodge no. 7, pro rata according to their contributions
to the said fund since 1879, to be devoted by the said Lodges solely to charity. the Gm was to appoint a committee
to formulate rules for the government of the Charity fund, and when those rules were approved by him they were
to be embodied and printed as part of the Constitution. mW Brother Henry Brown of Lodge no. 1, W Brother
William stewart of Lodge no. 3 and rW Brother H. Hoy of Lodge no. 9 were appointed as such committee.

the directions given by Grand Lodge were carried out, and when Grand Lodge met in 1888, the Charity fund
was the possessor of 200 shares in the masonic temple Company valued at $4,000 and $352 in cash in the bank. in
1889, one-fourth of the revenue of Grand Lodge, amounting to $251, a dividend of 5.75% on the shares of $230, and
a donation of $100 from Cariboo Lodge no. 4 had been received with a small amount of interest from the bank of
$9, less a donation to union Lodge no. 9 of $264, left the balance of assets of the Charity fund at $4,679. in 1889, the
masonic Lodges in the city of victoria purchased the masonic temple shares from the Charity fund. in 1891, Grand
Lodge paid into the Charity fund one-quarter of its income; later it was reduced to 10 per cent.

1895 to 1901
the condition of the Charity fund in 1895 was brought to the attention of Grand Lodge in a report made by the 
finance Committee. from it the brethren learned that the total assets of the fund at that time amounted to the sum
of $6,552. this consisted of loans to the Lodges and to Columbia royal arch Chapter of $3,700 in all, bearing interest
at 6%; loans to private individuals amounting to $2,000, bearing interest at rates varying from 8.5% to 10%; cash in
hand of $527; with interest to the date of the report of $125. at that date, is was the practice to refund to the Lodges
yearly the amount of the charity given by them to transients during the year, and there was a charge against the
Charity fund in this respect, at the time of the report, of $207.

in 1896, the amount of the Charity fund was $6,389. it had been administered by the Grt (Heisterman) up to
this time, but he was getting on in years and was very ill, and his report had to be completed by the committee. He
died late in august of that year, and was buried september 1, 1896. under those circumstances, it was considered
advisable to relieve the trustees of the fund of the responsibility of administering it, and to vest it in the Gm and
GrWs for the time being and their successors in office, as trustees, who would also act as an advisory body to assist
the Grt in investing the assets. it was also decided that the Grt should be bonded in the sum of $5,000, the premium
on the bond to be paid by Grand Lodge.

Rules Are at Variance
the amount of the Charity fund in 1897 was $6,289, and in 1898 it was $6,220. in 1899, it had further decreased to
$5,500. in that year, the Grand Lodge authorities became alarmed at the steady decrease of the fund, and the Gm
very forcibly impressed upon the brethren the necessity for a change. He drew attention to the fact that “our Book
of Constitutions is, without undue praise, the best code this Jurisdiction has ever had,” but he pointed to some 
deficiencies in section 135 - “the Charity fund”, particularly in sub-section (a) which

“sets forth that this fund is under the control of the Charity Committee, who are required to dispose
of it according to certain rules, six in number. the second rule states that the secretaries of the
Lodges shall forward to the Grand secretary with the Grand Lodge returns a list of relief granted
to its members, as well as to transient brethren, during the year, which shall be referred to the Char-
ity Committee, who shall order such sums as they may deem proper to be refunded to the Lodge
the fourth rule certainly contradicts the second, for the former declares that the Grand treasurer
shall, immediately after the annual session of Grand Lodge, pay to the secretary of each subordi-
nate Lodge all sums expended by these Lodges in relief of transient brethren, and all such sums as
may be ordered by the Charity Committee. the practice of the Grand treasurer, however, has been
to pay only such sums as refunds, either on account of relief to transient brethren or members as
have been recommended by the Charity Committee to Grand Lodge. unfortunately, too, it has been
the practice of the Charity Committee to be guided by the fourth, instead of the second rule, viz.,
to recommend as refunds all sums expended in relief of transient brethren, instead of exercising
their judgement (according to the instructions contained in the second rule) as to whether or not
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the financial condition of the particular Lodge or Lodges is such as to entitle it or them to such 
refunds. in fact, a Lodge should not expect or ask for a refund of charity, if it is financially able to
give relief without looking for a return of it from Grand Lodge. the income from the Charity fund
should only be drawn upon when the aid granted becomes a burden upon the Lodge. it has also
come to my attention that all our Lodges do not make returns of relief granted to transient brethren.
Consequently refunds are annually made to those who have asked and who have been liberal 
(judiciously or injudiciously, i am not prepared to say) at the expense of the Grand Lodge Charity
fund.”

Demands Are Heavy
it is needless to say that at that period in the history of Grand Lodge, when the mountains and valleys of British Co-
lumbia were overrun by prospectors from the outside, that the cost of transient relief was considerable. the Gm
also pointed out that a Lodge should not expect or ask for a refund of charity if it was in a financial condition to pay
it out of its own funds. the limit of demands on the Charity fund for any one year was the income for that year.
the Gm did not consider that the 10% of Grand Lodge revenues paid yearly into the Charity fund was in any sense
income, but should be considered as an addition to the principal. “for years,” he said, “the Charity fund proper
has not been swelled to the extent of a single dollar.”

Rules Are Amended
the Committee on the address agreed with the Gm, and steps were taken to amend the Constitution so that the 
allowance to the Lodges from the Charity fund should be at the discretion of the committee, to be made only when
the circumstances in which some particular Lodge needed financial assistance. the amendments came into force in
1901.

Investments Are checked
in 1900, the Gm made an investigation into the investments of Grand Lodge charity funds, and was not satisfied
with some of them. He suggested that the whole system of investing the funds should be looked into, and that the
trustees be instructed to invest the funds of Grand Lodge in such securities as would be practically safe and at the
same time readily realizable, such as municipal debentures and Government securities, and that the moneys on
hand be kept in the savings department of some chartered bank until suitable investment offered. the Committee
on the address approved the suggestion as to the investment of Grand Lodge funds and recommended it to the
careful consideration of the finance Committee and the trustees of Grand Lodge property

1902 to 1910
the Charity fund grew rapidly during this decade. in 1902, the securities had grown to $7,288. By June, 1905, these
securities amounted to $13,269. in 1908, the money in the bank and securities amounted to $19,672; and in 1910, the
Charity fund was $22,266. the growth was made notwithstanding assistance to small Lodges and gifts to elk river
Lodge no. 35 at the time of the explosion in the mines at fernie when $500 was sent to it to be expended in relief;
the payment of $500 in 1907 to the anti-tuberculosis society; and of $250 in 1910 to the sanatorium at tranquille.

1911 to 1920
notwithstanding considerable payments being made from the Charity fund during the period 1911 to 1920, both
payments for masonic purposes and those not strictly of a masonic nature, the fund grew enormously. the amount
of investments credited to the fund in 1911 is not at hand, but the bank balance as reported in that year, after a grant
of $500 to the sanatorium at tranquille and various other donations, was $4,920. the donation to the sanatorium
was not made until after correspondence with the sGW, a member of Kamloops Lodge no. 10, who was one of the
promoters of the institution. He pointed out that, in spite of grants made by the provincial Government, funds were
urgently needed for further equipment. the Gm agreed with him and recommended a grant from the fund. in this
year, the struggling Lodge at trout Lake, tuscan Lodge no. 39, was in trouble. a member of the Lodge was ill in
spokane, Washington, u.s.a., and without funds. He had been relieved by the Lodge as far as its funds would allow,
and by private subscriptions, but there was need for more, the Gm ordered a donation of $50 from the Charity
fund, and this was approved by Grand Lodge. the donation of $500 to the tranquille sanatorium was repeated
every year during the period.

in 1912, the securities held by the Charity fund amounted to $26,000 and the cash in the bank amounted to
$2,991. the sum of $4,000 was added to the fund from general revenue of Grand Lodge. in 1913, $2,500 was added
from general revenue, and the investments then amounted to $34,469. in 1914, the securities amounted to $32,469.
in 1915, the War had come. Besides the usual 10% of revenue yearly, the sum of $4,000 was transferred from general
revenue to the Charity fund. While Grand Lodge kept up its usual yearly grant to the tranquille sanatorium, the
sum of $1,000 was sent to the united Grand Lodge of england for the “Belgian relief fund”, to be administered
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through the representative of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia in London, rW Brother the right Honourable
t. f. Halsey, and $2,500 was donated to the Canadian red Cross society. the securities at that time amounted to
$46,909.

Tranquille Sanitarium
for some years there had been paid yearly the sum of $500 to the sanatorium at tranquille. as soon as the Gm was
elected to office in 1915, he made a personal investigation of the institution and was convinced that it was doing a
noble work for suffering humanity and was well worthy of generous support. in his address in 1916 he recom-
mended that the grant be continued, and this was approved by Grand Lodge. in that year, doric Lodge no. 18 at
nanaimo was assisted by a grant of $500 and nicola Lodge no. 53 at merritt by a grant of $151. the investments of
the fund, including cash in hand, at that time amounted to $50,758. the trustees also made a donation of $2,500 to
the Canadian red Cross society, and of $500 to the relief fund for the sufferers from the explosion in Halifax 
Harbour, nova scotia. an investment of $2,906 was made in dominion War Bonds.

in 1917, the sanatorium received its annual donation of $500, and $10,000 was invested in War Bonds. there
were no other payments from the fund during that year. the whole investments of the Charity fund at that time
amounted to $55,220, which included real estate valued at $6,098 which had been taken over as the mortgagees were
unable to keep up their payments under the mortgages. in 1918, the investments amounted to $57,241. in 1919, the
sum of $2,000 went from the general revenue account to the Charity fund. By that time, more mortgaged property
had to be taken over, but rentals were coming in. after 1917, no reference was made to the sanatorium at tranquille;
and in 1919, the assets of the Charity fund were reported at $62,150

in 1920, the Charity fund amounted to $70,476. more mortgages were falling in arrears owing to loan conditions
during wartime, and by then amounted to $33,077. However the properties were good for the amounts against them.
the fund held dominion War Bonds for $21,000, and there was $4,350 cash in the savings bank.

1921 to 1930
in 1921, considerable attention was paid to the Charity fund. some of the securities, mortgages on real estate, had
got in arrears and had to be taken over, probably due to the depression in business caused by the War. in that year,
the Grt had been able to dispose of them. at that time, the investments of the Charity fund had grown to $77,254,
and there was a balance in the savings department of the royal Bank of Canada amounting to $3,571. these particular
investments had nothing to do with the War relief fund at that time.

Widows’ and Orphans’ fund
at the 1921 Communication of Grand Lodge, rW Brother J. munroe miller of vancouver & Quadra Lodge no. 2
and W Brother (rev.) f. a. p. Chadwick of victoria-Columbia Lodge no. 1 laid before Grand Lodge a motion that
$5,000 be voted for the formation of a separate fund to be known as the Widows’ and orphans’ fund, and that this
amount be invested in Government bonds bearing not less than 5.5% so long as such bonds are available. as long
as the higher rate could be obtained, $2,000 was to be invested annually for this fund, but when a smaller rate of in-
terest was all that could be obtained, then the amount placed annually to its credit was to be increased to $2,500.
the motion was laid over until the next annual Communication.

When the annual Communication convened in 1922, the Gm referred at length to the Charity fund. He said
that it was the opinion of many that the Charity fund was not receiving the attention or active interest that it should,
and he suggesed that Grand Lodge should actively and earnestly take up the matter of increasing its usefulness. in
his opinion, the Charity Committee, or some other committee to be specially appointed, should take under advise-
ment ways and means of increasing the Charity fund to a sufficient one to meet the needs of the Constituent Lodges.
the finance Committee strongly recommended that the funds of Grand Lodge be kept as they were. the matter of
the Widows’ and orphans’ fund was then, at the request of rW Brother miller, laid over to the next annual Com-
munication.

Britannia Beach flood
during the masonic year 1921-22, the sum of $500 was given from the Charity fund to the relief Committee of 
Britannia Beach disaster, which mining town had been inundated by the rampaging waters of Britannia Creek on
october 28, 1921, when 37 men died almost instantly and 15 were left with badly mangled bodies. on this same
day, many rivers in British Columbia “ran wild” following very heavy rains over a long period. above Britannia
Beach, a lake had built up without anyone’s knowledge behind a natural dam, which suddenly released the pent-
up waters into the Creek, the mine shaft and the town. this action was approved by Grand Lodge.

the investments in the fund in 1922, including the cash in the savings account, amounted to $82,427. in 1923,
the investment had increased to $91,640, and the balance in the savings account was $5,501, a total of $97,141.
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Back to the Benevolent fund
in 1923, the whole Charity fund was abolished as of July 1, and the Benevolent fund established to take over the
administration of the fund and also the masonic War relief fund. a Board of trustees, five in number, three of
whom were to be resident in either of districts 2, 12 or 13, i.e., new Westminster and the fraser valley, and the city
of vancouver so that a quorum could easily be got together, and business done without delay. rW Brother J. munroe
miller endeavoured to get this provision amended so that there should be a separate fund for orphans, but it was
voted down. the trustees were to be appointed by the Gm so that one should hold office until the annual Commu-
nication in 1928, another until 1927, and so on in 1926, 1925 and 1924. all others were to hold office for 5 years. 
reports were to be made yearly to Grand Lodge provisions to increase the Benevolent fund were made, 10% of
Grand Lodge revenue in each year to be added to the Capital fund and $4 for each initiate. every mm was to be 
requested to pay into the fund as a voluntary offering the sum of $10 during the following five years. the full text
of the Benevolent fund’s charter will be found in the proceedings for 1923. 338

notwithstanding the new arrangement, the “Charity fund” appears in the proceedings for 1924. the investments
of Grand Lodge amounted, in face value, to $130,152. only two mortgages were left. However the Benevolent fund
had taken form and substance. a circular had been sent out by the trustees, addressed to the officers and members
of all the Constituent Lodges, giving an outline of what they proposed to do and what they expected from the Craft
in general. they wanted to be able to receive from the freemasons of the jurisdiction sufficient funds so that the 
interest on the invested funds would be sufficient to meet the probable demands upon it. up to June 10, 1924, there
were donations from the members of some 72 Lodges in the sum of $6,933, and the Board was not at all satisfied.
payments had been made to the Lodges amounting to $2,805, and this had been deducted from the sum of $5,000
which appeared in the estimates of 1923 as to be paid to the fund, and a further sum of $715 still remained to be
paid, leaving to be returned to the fund the sum of $1,480. in 1925, the donations amounted to $13,821, against
which grants had been made of $5,034 to Lodges, together with funeral Grants of $509. the words “Charity fund”
appeared no more. the two items of real estate still appeared on the books yielding a small revenue, but nothing
proportionate to the amount invested.

in 1925, the Gm made a report on the status of the Benevolent fund. He said that from his conversation with
the brethren while travelling through the province he was convinced that all approved the action of Grand Lodge.
they appreciated the need for it, and the support being given it was a source of satisfaction to the members every
Lodge was supposed to pay during the period of five years a total of $10 for each of its members. up to June 6, 1925,
the receipts amounted to $13,821; and between that date and the opening of Grand Lodge a further sum of $1,269
had been received. out of this fund there had been paid to various Lodges the sum of $5,034, which was only a
trifle more than the interest on the invested funds.

Ten Dollars per Member for five years
the Gm for 1925-26 was particularly interested in the work of establishing the Benevolent fund on a sound financial
basis. He said in the address to the brethren at the annual Communication in June, 1926 that there had not been the
response to the call of Grand Lodge that there should have been, and that he had undertaken, with the assistance
of the officers of Grand Lodge, and more especially the ddGms, to press the matter on the attention of the Craft
generally. He had felt from the outset that all that was necessary was to bring home to each individual freemason
the reasons for the existence of the fund. He pointed out that the five-year period for the payment of the $10 volun-
tary contribution was only intended for those whose heart was willing but whose purse was lean; that the Board
could not dispense benevolence in keeping with the dignity of the Craft or the necessities of the cases presented to
it unless the revenue available was increased by building up the capital of the fund,

By that time, six Lodges, Zenith no. 104 and Kilwinning no. 59, both of vancouver; triune no. 81 at powell
river; enoch no. 99 at anyox; Joppa ud at White rock and Centre ud at Williams Lake had each contributed 100%
of their quota. thirty other Lodges had passed the halfway mark.

NOT Responsible for funeral Expenses
in this connection it is interesting to note an item that the Grand Lodge of alberta in 1925 copied from the report of
the Grand Lodge of Quebec relative to such a Benevolent fund, and which was copied by the reviewer:

“the fact that so many applications to pay the whole or part of the funeral expenses of deceased
Brethren having been received from daughter Lodges, has caused the Board to reflect seriously on
this class of claims upon the Benevolent fund. it should be dearly remembered and well under-
stood:

“(a) that freemasonry is not a friendly Benefit society.
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“(b) that the Benevolent fund is under no direct liability to pay funeral expenses.
“(c) that Lodges and Brethren who guarantee such funeral expenses do so entirely at their own risk.

the Board cannot accept any responsibility for such guarantees. special cases of distress in this 
regard will receive consideration on their merits.”

GrH robie L. reid observed: “it seems peculiar to speak of a body into which a woman cannot come or of which
she cannot be a member, should be called a ‘daughter’ Lodge?” But the present GrH often wonders about the use
of the words “sister” Lodges and “mother” Lodges so commonly used in the Grand Jurisdiction of British 
Columbia.

fund Objective $150,000
to raise a fund of approximately $150,000 from a membership at that time of less than 15,000 members was no
small task, especially when the great majority of the members hailed from “the respectable middle class.” the Gm
in June, 1927 voiced his regrets that the fund had not received the support it deserved. yet in that year the sums
subscribed for the purpose, over and above the ordinary expenses, amounted to $16,279, making the total amount
subscribed to June of that year $68,813, a large amount in itself, but nowhere near the amount which had been hoped
for. four Lodges: mountain no. 11 at Golden; plantagenet no. 65; unity no. 106 and Lion’s Gate ud at vancouver
reached their 100%. the largest subscription, $866, was made by Cascade no. 12 at vancouver. to see if it would ac-
celerate the subscriptions from those who could, the members of the Constituent (not “daughter” or “sister”) Lodges
were asked to increase their contributions sufficiently to make up for those who could not. at the same time, the
Gm refused to approve a By-law of a Lodge which provided that a donation of $10 should be prerequisite to initi-
ation.

in 1927, the Gm referred to the Benevolent fund, which had then been going on for five years and had only
reached two-thirds of its objective. many had not contributed, probably from inability to do so. many had exceeded
their proper quota. the Gm pointed out that the revenue from the fund was not inexhaustible, and it was never 
intended to relieve the Constituent Lodges of all their works of charity and benevolence.

in 1928, at the end of the five-year period, it appeared that the largest amount contributed was by Cascade Lodge
no. 12 at vancouver, the members of which had given $4,405. twenty-seven Lodges had contributed over $1,000
each; sixteen had sent in their quota of $10 for every member in the Lodge. the report for 1929 shows that the in-
vestments of the Benevolent fund had a face value of $285,156; the cost of them was $260,789; and the annual return
by way of interest on its securities of $12,576. a very good backlog to keep the Home fires burning. in 1930, the
report showed that although the five-year period had elapsed, subscriptions from various Lodges were still coming
in. in that year, the addition to the fund amounted to $5,477; twenty-four Lodges had reached their quotas.

1931 to 1941
in 1931, small amounts were still coming in from the Lodges. the report of the trustees for that year had an item
showing that the receipts from the Lodges for the Benevolent account as $4,136, but the revenue to the Benevolent
fund from this source during the decade gradually decreased; the transfers from the General account of Grand
Lodge likewise diminished; while the unexpended balances of revenue from the fund for the most part showed 
increases, particularly so as the decade moved away from the period of depression and World War ii began to have
its effect on the Craft.

during the decade 1931-40, the Gms and the ddGms continued to press the campaign urging the mms to com-
ply with the wishes of the Board of trustees in an endeavour to secure 100% coverage on “the voluntary contribution
basis,” and where in some instances certain Lodges indicated their intention to subscribe sufficient moneys out of
Lodge funds with that objective in mind, the trustees, while highly complimenting this spirit, “are anxious to retain
the voluntary spirit of the fund.”

A Short History
during this period, the reports of the Board of trustees were long and detailed and dealt with every aspect of the
fund’s operations; and in 1931, the Board prepared a “short History” of the Benevolent fund. this was printed and
distributed to the various Lodges—the idea being that every member would receive a copy, which would give him
a full knowledge of the Board’s activities and incidentally point out his responsibility towards others who may be
sick or in distressed circumstances.

in 1934, the Board of trustees again stressed the necessity for giving each member the opportunity of subscribing
$10 to the fund, saying: “the responsibility is on the Worshipful master and secretary of each Lodge.”

the following table shows the sources of funds and the amounts collected thereunder in each year during this
“the build-up” decade, together with the amounts of assistance ordered by the trustees during the same years:
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10% of the Sections 83 Voluntary Transfers Unexpended Miscellaneous Relief by
Revenue of and 99(9) Contributions from General Balance for Order of

Grand Lodge Account the Year the Trustees
1931 $ 1,913 $ 2,016 $ 4,136 $ 7,500 $ 2,209 $ nil $ 11,602
1932 1,832 1,460 4,082 7,600 2,346 19 12,245
1933 1,689 995 3,950 6,500 2,189 nil 12,309
1934 1,639 764 1,674 5,000 2,587 4,505 12,234
1935 1,574 856 1,250 6,000 2,626 23,811 13,520
1936 1,538 1,012 2s056 2,000 3,482 9,445 11,081
1937 1,532 1,040 2,157 2,500 6,670 nil 8,757
1938 1,574 1,312 1,968 4,000 11,022 nil 7,927
1939 1,555 1,464 2,397 1,083 10,531 234 8,091
1940 1,539 1,384 1,754 nil 9,877 5,411 8,829
Totals $ 16,385 $ 12,303 $ 25,424 $ 42,183 $ 53,539 $ 43,425 $106,595
note: the amounts shown under “miscellaneous” for 1934, 1935, 1936, 1939, and 1940 were profits from the sale of Bonds.

at may 31, 1940, the Benevolent fund Capital account stood at $467,716, with investments at $452,445 and cash in
bank at $15,275, as against $97,141 at July 1, 1923, while the total disbursements during that time, pursuant to the
orders of the trustees, stood at $157,212 on the same date.

Summary from 1923 to 1942
after the amendments were made to the sections of the Constitution of 1923 as they relate to the Benevolent fund,
considerable progress was made in stabilizing the fund, and improvements were effected in its operations from an
administrative point of view.

during the years following the establishment of the Benevolent fund in 1923 up to 1942, the capital of the fund
was increased by the following operations:

(a) under section 83 of the Constitution: by an annual appropriation at the rate of 10 per cent of all
money paid by the Lodges under authority of section 99 of the Constitution (which prescribes all
fees);

(b) under section 99 (9) of the Constitution: by the sum of $4 out of the $5 payable for every person
initiated into a Lodge;

(c) By voluntary contributions of mms;
(d) By the transfer of funds from the General account of Grand Lodge;
(e) By the unexpended balance of the unexpended income of the fund;
(f) and by other miscellaneous means.

during this period, the contributions under (a) produced $28,284, and under (b) $122,818, while all the operations
above produced a total during the same period of $384,080, which resulted in the building up of the Capital account
to an amount of $481,221 at the end of the fiscal year 1942.

1941 to 1950
in June, 1941, a revised Book of Constitutions was ordered by Grand Lodge, which affected the Benevolent fund
considerably. it abolished the provisions of (a) and (b) above, so that from that time on the Capital account of the
fund could only be increased under operations of (c) to (f) above, plus the interest from the investments of the fund
itself. this change, however, with some sweetening from the Grand Lodge General account, donations, etc., appears
to have produced enough revenue to meet the demands made upon the fund for relief and distress purposes. Later
on, it also had ample revenue to provide assistance to the Bursary fund.

during this period, the voluntary Contributions by individual mms, after a low point of $1,721 in 1943 at the
height of hostilities, rose steadily to a peak of $8,861 in 1948, and closed in 1950 at $8,406. there were only three
transfers from the Grand Lodge General account during the period to a total of $14,000, but one sale of Bonds netted
the munificent sum of $27,542 in 1945. the relief ordered by the Board of trustees started to climb perceptibly in
1947, while Grand Lodge ordered contributions from the fund totalling $35,507 for war and other such relief pur-
poses in the decade.

1951 to 1960 
during the decade 1951 to 1960, the voluntary Contributions to the Benevolent fund reached a peak in 1955, when
the amount received was $10,300, but it started to decline and was only $7,777 by 1959. the surplus in the income
account of the fund reached $21,999 by 1960 from $6,683 at the beginning of the period. relief ordered by the Board
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of trustees fluctuated between $20,099 in 1952 and $10,235 in 1957, but no definite trend could be observed. in ac-
cordance with a resolution of Grand Lodge on June 21, 1955, and on the recommendation of the finance Committee,
the sum of $10,000 annually was transferred from the Grand Lodge income account to the Benevolent fund, to a
total of $50,000 in the decade. this encompassed the contributions to the Benevolent fund, outside the interest
earned by the securities and bank balances in the Capital account of the fund. the Capital account of the Benevolent
fund, which stood at $611,806 on may 31, 1951, had reached the sum of $768,010 at may 31, 1960.

Voluntary Transfers Surplus Miscellaneous Relief by
Contributions from Grand Lodge on the Income Order of

General  Account Account the Trustees
1941 $ 2,538 nil $ 3,468 nil $ 8,670 1

1942 2,411 $ 3,500 deficit $ 1,600* 9,450 2

1943 1,721 nil 214 nil 8,74 3

1944 3,352 2,500 1,144 6,918 7,792 4

1945 5,522 8,000 10,180 27,542 7,203
1946 5,188 nil 12,819 5,861 7,360
1947 7,836 nil 5,133 1,075 11,841
1948 8,861 nil 4,160 nil 18,563
1949 7,266 nil 5,093 170 16,911
1950 8,406 nil 7,777 1,975 15,170
Totals $ 53,101 $ 14,000 $ 49,988 $ 45,141 $ 111,702

* in 1942—refund duke of Connaught Lodge; in 1944-from estate of stuart m. manuel , $1,000; Walter James trust fund, $268; and profit
on sale of Bonds, $5,649; in 1945 and 1946—profit on sale of Bonds; in 1947—Bequest per orion Lodge, $701 and profit on sale of Bonds,
$374; in 1949—Gifts, $100, and profit on sales of Bonds, $70; and in 1950—Gifts, $500, and profit on sale of Bonds, $1,475 .

1. plus $7,500 in donations by order of Grand Lodge: dominion Government relief fund, $5,000, and Canadian red Cross society, $2,500.
2. plus $11,007 by order of Grand Lodge—Canadian red Cross society, $6,000, and Grand Lodge of england, $5,007.
3. plus $10 ,000 by order of Grand Lodge—Canadian red Cross society, $7 ,500, and Canadian aid to russia, $2,500.
4. plus s7,500 by order of Grand Lodge—Greek War relief, $500; Chinese War relief, $1,000; norway (international red Cross), $3,500, and

Canadian red Cross society, $2,500.
Report of the Benevolent Board’s Activities

in 1951, the Gm reported that rW Brother robert smith had suggested that a condensed report of the Benevolent
Board’s activities should be sent to every Brother with his Lodge notice - a report “simple enough for anyone to
understand and which will tell the story of what your trustees are doing for the unfortunate, and in the interests of
the Craft as a whole.” one good thing seems to have come out of this suggestion, because in its report to Grand
Lodge for 1953 the Board of trustees reported that a special Committe had completed and published a revision of
the brochure giving the aims and objects of the Board.

in 1954, the Grs reported that although every member or affiliate was expected to donate at least $10 to the
Benevolent fund, during the period 1943 to 1953 there were 8,654 new members and 3,703 affiliates, a potential 
contribution of $123,570, yet only $75,000 was contributed to the Grand Lodge Benevolent fund.

Voluntary Transfers Surplus Miscellaneous Relief
Contributions from Grand Lodge on the Ordered by

Income Account Income Account the Trustees
1951 $ 8,436 $ nil $ 6,683 $ nil $ 19,105
1952 9,079 nil 4,830 28* 20,099
1953 10,300 nil 11,090 nil 12,283
1954 10,118 nil 18,418 nil 12,740
1955 10,259 nil 14,287 18,320 11,303
1956 8,649 10,000 13,962 75 11,485
1957 8,794 10,000 15,660 nil 10,235
1958 8,123 10,000 16,883 nil 11,511
1959 7,777 10,000 19,580 920 11,999
1960 9,863 10,000 21,999 300 15,157
Totals $ 91,398 $ 50,000 $ 143,392 $ 22,343 $ 135,917
* in 1952—anonymous, $28; in 1955—anonymous, $137; profit on sale of Bonds, $16,010; and refund on Benevolence paid, $2,173; in

1956—profit on Bonds maturity, $75; in 1959—Bond Conversion, $920; and in 1960—Bonds maturity, $300.

1961 to 1970
during this decade, the Grand Lodge Benevolent fund received only one transfer of funds from the Grand Lodge
income account, $10,000 in 1961, but during the decade it transferred from its own surplus income account, under
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a resolution of Grand Lodge, the sum of $137,000 to augment the Bursary fund, which was not collecting the amount
in contributions that had been expected. the voluntary Contributions to the Benevolent fund began to decline
sharply in 1964 to a low point of only $1,687 in 1970; the surplus in the fund’s income account reached its peak of
$48,987 in 1964, but it too had declined to $20,138 by 1968, and rose to $27,137 by 1970; the relief authorized by the
Board of trustees, on the other hand, had increased from $12,484 in 1961 to $26,960 by 1970. the following table
gives the details of both:

Voluntary Transfers Surplus Miscellaneous Relief
Contributions from Grand Lodge on the Ordered by

Income Account Income Account the Trustees
1961 $ 6,603 $ 28,756 $ nil $ 12,484 $ 7,000
1962 5,509 37,307 nil 14,228 10,000
1963 7,193 42,591 350* 15,100 10,000
1964 4,085 4 8,987 383* 14,645 15,000
1965 3,316 46,611 nil 18,752 15,000
1966 3,161 38,179 20* 19,354 20,000
1967 3,074 30,662 nil 19,334 20,000
1968 3,058 20,138 629† 22,154 20,000
1969 2,117 2,977 275* 23,884‡ 5,000
1970 1,687 27,137 626 26,960 15,000
Totals $ 39,803 $ 343,345 $ 2,283 $ 186,895 $ 137,000
* Gains on Bonds redeemed at maturity. † Bequests.
‡ plus $1 ,000 to the trail (flood) disaster fund, as recommended by the Board of Benevolence.

the Capital account of the Benevolent fund, which stood at $784,614 at may 31, 1961, had reached $809,994 by the
same date in 1970.

Resolution of 1960
on June 23, 1960, two resolutions were introduced into Grand Lodge in an effort (1) to liberalize the terms of refer-
ence of the Board of trustees, and (2) to abolish the voluntary contribution being collected by the Constituent Lodges
for every new candidate, since the balance in the Capital fund appeared to be in excess of three-quarters of a million
dollars. the resolution asked for a special Committee to investigate these matters.

accordingly, on June 22, 1961, “the special Committee appointed to consider resolutions presented to Grand
Lodge regarding the Grand Lodge Benevolent fund,” reviewed:

“1. the possibility of liberalizing the regulations under which the Board of Benevolence now operates,
including increasing the scope of the fund.

“2. the desirability of abolishing the present $10 or more voluntary contributions asked of new 
members.”

the committee believed that the Board had interpreted the regulations as liberally as could be done consistent
with the limitations put on them by the legislation governing the social Welfare, and any improvement in that
respect could come only by using whatever influence any of the members had in getting the Government social
services to increase the maximum amount allowable to the beneficiaries. it was in agreement with the proposal to
use the surplus of the Benevolent fund’s income as a contribution to the Bursary fund. it was not in favour of abol-
ishing the voluntary contribution made by every new mm, which is usually $10 or more, because it felt that the
new Brother should not be deprived of the opportunity and the privilege of practising that virtue which he and all
of the members profess to admire and which always has a good effect on enhancing the good opinion preconceived
of the institution

the committee was of the opinion that a certain lack of information regarding the operation of the fund existed
among the brethren, and requested that the Chairman of the Board of trustees prepare an article for issue to the
membership. after considerable discussion in the committee, a resolution was adopted, asking that sufficient
time be set aside at the 1961 session of Grand Lodge to allow a full discussion in the true masonic spirit of matters
relating to the Grand Lodge Benevolent fund. the report of the special Committee was received and adopted by
Grand Lodge. Grand Lodge then proceeded to consideration of a number of amendments to the Constitution con-
cerning the Benevolent fund and the Bursary, which promoted an extended discussion of the two funds. these
discussions dealt mainly with the establishment of the Bursary fund and the transfer of moneys thereto, which are
covered elsewhere in this history. 339
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Aid to the Bursary fund
on June 22, 1961, the Board of trustees recommended that the sum of $5,000 of the surplus in the income account
of the Benevolent fund be transferred to the masonic Bursary fund Capital account and $2,000 to the income 
account of the same fund. in 1962, the amounts were $10,000 and $5,000 respectively.

Educational fund Not Approved
in 1962, a resolution calling for the establishment of an educational fund, in addition to the Bursary fund, by the
transfer of $100,000 from the Benevolent fund was received and laid over on the table until the next regular Com-
munication of Grand Lodge. a special Committee of finance reported on June 18, 1963, that after consulting many
legal authorities, whose opinions were not unanimous but indicated that a preponderance of opinion was that mon-
eys cannot be transferred from the Benevolent (Capital account) fund for the purposes set out in the resolution.
again in 1964, the committee having explored the suggestion further repeated its previous opinion. in 1963, the
transfers of funds from the Benevolent fund income account to the masonic Bursary fund amounted to $10,000
and $5,000; and in 1964, the amounts were increased to $15,000 and $5,000 respectively; and the Bursary fund
trustees added educational Grants to their considerations in that year.

pamphlet Revised
in march, 1969, the Board of trustees of the Benevolent fund of Grand Lodge issued a new pamphlet for distribution
by the Lodge secretaries to all newly raised or affiliated masons in the province of British Columbia. it reviewed
the Capital account; the careful investment under this account; the need for a Constant replenishment of the fund
by voluntary contributions and bequests; who are eligible for assistance; and the ever increasing demands upon the
resources of the fund. it is worthy of note that the business of the Board is conducted in a most efficient and eco-
nomical manner. its members give their services voluntarily and all the costs of administration, bookkeeping, 
stationery, postage, etc., are provided by Grand Lodge, so that practically every dollar of revenue is spent for the
use of the Craft and the dependents of the membership. in addition, special grants may be made from time to time
in cases of suffering as the result of disasters.

Ten year Summary
during the last ten years (1961 to 1970), the Board of Benevolence distributed approximately $186,895 in relief and
had assisted the Bursary fund of Grand Lodge to the tune of $137,000; and in the year ending may 31, 1970, had as-
sisted the Lodges in providing aid to 66 beneficiaries and for 3 funer-
als; while the number assisted during the decade (1961-70) was 143
beneficiaries and for 22 funerals.

present Status of the Benevolent fund
it may well be that before this chapter is ended consideration will be
given to some of the present concepts that govern the Benevolent
fund and its place in the overall structure of public and private 
assistance.

Not a Benefit Society
the Grand Lodge of British Columbia through its Board of Benevo-
lence does not attempt to compete with societies and associations
founded to give pecuniary relief, or to interfere in the work of social
Welfare services, but rather it endeavours to be of invaluable assis-
tance to the several Lodges in supplementing their Benevolent and
relief programmes and also whereby the smaller, the weaker and less
prosperous Lodges will be assisted by the larger and wealthier Lodges
out of a common fund and thereby dutifully helping those “who,
from circumstances of unforeseen misfortune and calamity, have been
reduced to a state of poverty and distress.”

it should be remembered that freemasonry is not a Benefit society, the mm does not subscribe so much a year
to entitle him to draw sick pay or other benefits, or to make provision for those he leaves behind. there are other
excellent societies founded and approved for that purpose. a mistaken idea that is quite prevalent in the jurisdic-
tion is that if a family request a masonic funeral for a deceased Brother the Craft will pay for it without question.
Whether or not a masonic funeral is requested has no bearing on who will pay the costs thereof; if the family is in
desperate need then no doubt the Lodge involved and the Benevolence Board will give sympathetic consideration
to paying at least a fair share of the costs.
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Year  Capital  Year  Capital 
1873  $ 936 1928  $ 247,210
1877   1,810 1932   319,660
1889   4,679 1937   420,703
1896   6,389 1942   481,221
1902  7,288 1947  581,924
1910  22,265 1953   631,213
1915  46,909 1958   530,570
1917  55,219 1962   790,648
1920  70,476 1966   809,157
1923  97,141 1970   809,994

schedule showing the growth of the Capital account of the
Benevolent fund of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia
during the past 100 years. the figures are taken from the
proceedings of Grand Lodge for the year shown, and are
usually those at may 31:



The capital Account
the Capital account of the Benevolent fund of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia is under the joint control and
custody of the Grs and the Grt acting with the advice and direction of the Grand Lodge Committee on finance,

the funds in the Capital account are kept invested in the highest grade of securities, in securities authorized by
law for the investment of “trust funds”. with the exception that investments in mortgages are prohibited. details
of these investments are to be found each year in the proceedings of Grand Lodge. the task of investing or reinvest-
ing the funds is in the hands of the Grt and Grs acting with the advice and direction of the Committee on finance.

no portion of the Capital account in excess of $1,000 can be expended except by resolution of Grand Lodge,
and then only by way of notice of motion of which all the Lodges must be given proper notice and after a report
on the proposed expenditure has been received from the Committee on finance

Board of Trustees
the revenue of the fund is administered by a Board of trustees, consisting of five members, one of whom retires in
each year, the vacancy being filled by the Gm of the day. the Board elects its own Chairman, and meets at regular
intervals, at least once every three months, and the Grs acts as its secy. it is empowered to expend in relief of mem-
bers and the widows, orphans and dependents of members of the Lodges in the jurisdiction. primarily its expendi-
tures are used for purposes of permanent relief, continuing assistance, temporary assistance and for funerals.

Application Through Lodges
all applications for assistance must be made through the Lodge of which the applicant is a member. special forms
are provided, one in which the applicant recites his financial circumstances, the need and reasons for assistance,
and the other from the Lodge wherein a report on the case is made and recommendations submitted.

Voluntary contributions
the provision whereby every member, every new mm and every affiliate would have an opportunity to contribute
voluntarily a sum of at least $10 to the fund continued in force. from time to time the officers of Grand Lodge, the
ddGms and the trustees endeavoured to keep the idea of such contributions well before the Lodges and their mem-
bers. in this way, they hoped that all the brethren would avail themselves of the privilege of doing their part in con-
tributing to the Benevolent fund and thereby giving a practical demonstration of their attachment to this important
principle of freemasonry.

it was gratefully acknowledged that many Lodges had been performing a good work in collecting the voluntary
contributions, but not all could claim to the giving of their best efforts. in the last ten years, 1961-70, approximately
$39,805 was received from the Lodges covering voluntary contributions, but in those years 7,966 new members were
raised and 3,153 affiliates joined the Lodges. if all those brethren had contributed at least $10 each, the total would
have reached $111,190, while included in the amount actually received were the contributions of many brethren
who were already members of the Craft in British Columbia.

towards the end of the nineteen-sixties, the Board was calling attention to the fact that demands for assistance
were gradually increasing, and that if such trends continued the time may not be far distant when the surplus, which
had annually accumulated in the income account of the Benevolent fund, would be fully required.

in June, 1970, the Board of Benevolence called attention to a diminution of the voluntary contributions, pointing
out that the demands for relief exceeded those of the previous year by over $2,000 and that if the Capital account
is to be maintained at a figure to produce sufficient income it requested a renewal of interest in the affairs of the
fund; and, further, that had every new mm contributed a minimum of $10, the sum of $4,800 would have been 
realized, instead of only $1,687.

~ pART B ~
THE BuRSARy fuND

the charge was “to investigate the feasibility of creating a fund for the purpose of providing 
bursaries for the education of sons and daughters of members (freemasons) . . .” —resolution of
Grand Lodge, June, 1959.

a special Committee was appointed for that purpose by the Gm, which on June 23, 1960, requested that study of
the question be continued and permission to add to its members, if necessary, adopted.

Bursaries and Scholarships
the report of the special Committee re “fund to provide Bursaries and scholarships” for the needy sons and daugh-
ters of freemasons of June 22, 1961, told Grand Lodge that after careful study, and the co-operation and advice of
university authorities had been obtained, it was of the opinion that the scheme was quite feasible, and if set up and
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“operated on sound business lines should prove a useful, practical and enduring form of masonic Benevolence.” it
recommended:

(a) that a Capital fund be set up by transferring $20,000 from the Contingency account together with
$10,000 from the General funds, or a lesser amount, if the surplus does not amount to that figure.
the Capital fund to be augmented by any donations and such portions of the annual general 
revenue that shall be determined.

(b) that the revenue, income, and donations be designated for current use for the purpose of assisting
by way of bursaries the advanced education of promising children of members in good standing
or of deceased members, who otherwise would not be able to continue their education through
university. the fund to be administered by a Board of trustees, five in number.

(c) that each year’s commitment must be finalized some time before the annual Communication, and
that, therefore, if Grand Lodge was going to be in a position to commence operations in 1962 when
the first revenue of $1,200 to $1,500 should become available, it stressed the importance of 
immediate decision. this was necessary in order that the Book of Constitutions could be amended.

Bursary fund is Established
the report of the special Committee was received and adopted, and the proposed amendments to the Constitution
were considered clause by clause, and after considerable discussion Grand Lodge accepted the principle of the 
establishment of a Bursary fund. the original resolution was reworded and amendments to the Constitution were
approved for a “masonic Bursary fund”. the basic principles of the committees recommendations were retained,
but the operational conditions were spelt out in considerable detail. 340

university is Advised
the masonic Bursary fund trustees reported on June 21, 1962, the constitution of the Board, and pursuant to

section 110 (e) of the Constitution advised the dean of the inter-faculty arts of the university of British Columbia
of the Board’s wishes in regard to the award of the bursaries, and accordingly the university authorities set out in
the academic calendar for the year 1962-63 the following notice:

“the Grand Lodge masonic Bursaries. the Grand Lodge of antient, free and accepted masons of British 
Columbia annually offers bursaries in the range of $200 to $300 each with preference to the sons, daughters, and
legal wards of active members of masonic Lodges in British Columbia, or of deceased members who at the time of
death were active members of these Lodges. the purpose of these Bursaries is to give assistance to students who,
without financial aid, would find it impossible or difficult to continue their education. selection of winners will be
made by the university from applicants with satis- factory academic standing who are beginning or continuing
under- graduate studies at the university of British Columbia or victoria College in a full programme leading to a
degree in any field. first preference will be given to applicants entering the university or College from Grades Xii
and Xiii, then to undergraduates who were assisted in a previous year, and finally, to others. in order to be consid-
ered, a candidate must obtain from the office of the dean of inter-faculty affairs, university of British Columbia,
vancouver 8, B.C., a special Bursary application form. the completed application must be received by the university
not later than august 1st. if the applicant is the son, daughter, or legal ward of a member of the Lodge, the application
must be accompanied by a letter giving the name and address and details of the Lodge with which the applicant’s
immediate family is or has been associated.”

the dean was advised that the amount available for the academic year was $3,400.
Selection problems

the masonic Bursary fund trustees reported on June 20, 1963, and pointed out that the selection of candidates in
the first year had been a difficult task and undoubtedly several worthy young men and women were disappointed;
that the sum of not less than $10,000 per annum was needed for the Bursary fund. that to provide such an amount
a Capital fund of $200,000 was necessary; and that in order to augment the fund, then at $40,000, the Grs had
written the Constituent Lodges asking for their co-operation by making an annual contribution, for five years, of
the sum of fifty cents per capita for each member on their rolls. Grand Lodge supported this request, and. hoped the
Lodges would enthusiastically respond until the $200,000 objective for the fund had been attained.

fifty cents per Member contribution
the masonic Bursary fund trustees reported on June 18, 1964, that it had distributed $7,000 among twenty-four
students selected from seventy-eight applicants, and, again, that the task of selection had been difficuit and it had
endeavoured to make the awards to cases where the greatest need existed, consistent with the prospect of the 
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probable success of the candidate at a university. the trustees again pointed up the need for a Capital fund to 
produce at least $10,000 per annum, and reported that the fund stood at $48,000 as of may 31, 1963. the committee
emphasized the need for the per capita contribution of fifty cents per member, with a matching contribution from
Grand Lodge, and reported that 45 Lodges had sent in contributions amounting to $4,571 and that in some cases
Lodges had sent in more than fifty cents per member. they again solicited donations and bequests from individual
members of the Craft for this most important work, and again acknowledged the assistance of dean Walter H. Gage
of the university of British Columbia and of the Board of Benevolence in allotting $5,000 from their income account
for the provision of bursaries.

Educational Grants
a resolution duly Carried by the requisite majority removed from section 110 (c) of the Constitution the stipulation
that the education provided must be continued “through university”, thus opening the way for educational grants
through vocational schools, etc.

the masonic Bursary fund trustees reported on June 17, 1965, that the revenue available to it during the year
1964-65 had been $7,500, which had been apportioned into thirty-three bursaries to candidates selected from eighty-
eight applicants, and pointed out that the amendment made to the Constitution in the previous year had made bur-
saries available to young people who wished to advance their education at an educational institution beyond the
High school. the trustees again reiterated their pleas for for increased funds; that the Capital account then stood
at $60,000; recorded their disappointment at the response by the Constituent Lodges to the per capita request of
fifty cents per member; and pointed out that were it not for the assistance they received from the Board of Benevo-
lence the bursaries awarded would have to be curtailed greatly.

Benevolent fund contributions
the report was received and adopted. the Board of Benevolence, in its repert to Grand Lodge on June 18, 1965,
recommended that the sum of $20,000 of the surplus in the income account be transferred to the masonic Bursary
fund - $15,000 to the Capital account, and $5,000 to the income account. the motion was recieved with aCCLaim.

the masonic Bursary fund trustees reported on June 23, 1966, that the sum of $7,500 had been apportioned
into a number of bursaries and distributed among thirty- three students selected from ninety-six applicants and one
educational grant was awarded in the sum of $250. By that time, the Capital account of the fund had reached
$80,704, and during that year thirty-seven Lodges had contributed only $2,719 on the fifty-cents per member basis.
once again, the trustees gratefully acknowledged the sum of $5,000 allotted from the Board of Benevolence.

on June 22, 1967, the trustees of the masonic Bursary fund reported that the revenue amounting to $9,050 had
been apportioned into a number of bursaries, and at that time the total amount in the Capital account of the Bursary
fund was approximately $98,000 during the year, thirty-three Lodges had contributed $2,120, and contributions by
individuals amounted to $230, which included $112 made in lieu of flowers in memory of a deceased Brother and
an individual donation of $78 from a non-member who heard of the work of the bursaries and, deeming it a worthy
cause, subscribed regularly.

Transfer of the Veterans’ fund
on June 20, 1968, the sub-Committee on finance of the special Committee on the “Condition of freemasonry in
British Columbia” recommended the transfer of the veterans’ fund to the Capital account of the Bursary fund,
and the trustees of the Bursary fund reported that the revenue available to it, namely $10,250, had been apportioned
into forty-one bursaries and four educational grants, to totals of $9,300 and $950 respectively there had been one
hundred and fifteen applications, and every effort was made to assist the students who appeared to have the greatest
need and where there was evidence of the applicant’s ability to complete the proposed academic programmes 
successfully. the Capital account had reached a total of $115,000 and the Board of Benevolence had again allotted
the sum of $5,000 to the income account of the Bursary fund, without which aid the trustees would have been able
to assist only a very few worthy young applicants.

the trustees of the masonic Bursary fund reported to Grand Lodge on June 19, 1969, that the revenue available
to the Board of $12,200 had been apportioned into sixty-one bursaries and four educational grants. there had been
ninety-five applicants, and the same efforts as in previous years had been made to secure the best results for the
money. the trustees urged the Lodges to continue their contributions of $.50 per member until the objective of the
Capital fund of $200,000 was achieved. on may 31, 1969, the transfer of the veterans’ fund took place, amounting
to $56,983.

the trustees of the masonic Bursary fund reported to Grand Lodge on June 19, 1970, that the revenue available
to the Board of $15,900 had been apportioned into fifty-eight bursaries and six educational grants. there had been
one hundred and twelve applications, and the same efforts as in previous years had been made to secure the best
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results for the money. the trustees again acknowledged a deep debt of gratitude to president Walter Gage of the
university of British Columbia. during the year, memorial funds were established in memory of: mW Brother
James r. mitchell, mW Brother donald a. stewart and W Brother archie mcKie—these memorial funds had reached
$324. these funds were still open at may 31, 1970.

the committee again urged the Constituent Lodges to endeavour to reach the goal of fifty cents contribution
per member per year for five years, pointing out that the original goal of $10,000 per annum was not adequate to
meet the demand for bursaries.

the father of a student who had received a bursary of $300 found that his financial position had improved, and
he sent a $350 contribution to the fund “in the hope that it may help along the good work and be of assistance to
some other young person.”

in all, voluntary contributions amounted to $2,471 during the year.

~ pART c ~
SERVIcES fOR THE SOJOuRNING BROTHER AND HIS fAMILy*

“With malice toward none; with charity for all; with firmness in the right, as God gives us to see the right, let
us strive on to finish the work we are in; to bind up the nation’s wounds; to care for him who shall have borne
the battle, and for his widow and for his orphan . . . to do all which may achieve and cherish a just and lasting
peace amoung ourselves and with all nations.” —aBraHam LinCoLn, 1865

Sojourning Brethren
a sojourning freemason is said to be one who is residing within one masonic Grand Jurisdiction while still retaining
his membership in a Lodge in another jurisdiction; or he may be residing in one place in the same jurisdiction, but
still be in good standing in a Lodge in another place. this Brother may wish to remain a loyal member of the Lodge
that gave him “masonic Light”. He should not be confused with the Brother who had dimitted; been expelled; or
been suspended for cause from one Lodge and has failed to secure reinstatement in that or any other Lodge, either
in that or any other jurisdiction.

the earliest use of the term “sojourners” that has been located takes one back to the Building of the second 
temple at Jerusalem:

“While preparations were in progress for building the second temple sojourners and pilgrims from
Babylon, incited by the admonitions of the prophets, occasionally added to the number of those
who engaged with enthusiasm in these laborious duties; and their example afforded great encour-
agement to the workmen.” 341

in the three major cities of the province will be found three local organizations committed to the welfare of the
sojourning freemason, his wife and his children, i.e., the vancouver masonic service Bureau, the victoria masonic
service Guild and the new Westminster masonic Board of relief. these organizations are commended for their
splendid work in the interest of those freemasons who are far removed from the orbit of the Lodges in which they
became members of the Craft. they are supported financially by the Constituent Lodges in their spheres of activity
by a per capita assessment, and by voluntary contributions and bequests. they are not supported by Grand Lodge
funds; in fact, efforts to obtain assistance in that quarter have always been turned down, although in some cases
they are reimbursed by Grand Lodge for services rendered. in many cases these organizations do recover specific
costs from the Lodges to which they supply service in the welfare of the Lodge members. in most cases, for instance,
where necessity is established the costs or funerals and other costs are recovered from a Brother’s own Lodge.

Early History
the earliest record of masonic relief work insofar as funerals are concerned, on the pacific Coast of British north
america, dates back to september 7, 1859, and the funeral of samuel J. Hazeltine. in victoria, a memo under date of
october 31, 1897, states:

“it having been deemed advisable by the masonic fraternity of victoria that a Board of relief should
be established to deal with the cases of distressed transient brethren in good standing, Committees,
consisting of the principal officers, were appointed by victoria-Columbia, vancouver-Quadra and
united service Lodges to confer on the subject.

“a meeting of these representatives was accordingly held on the 31st day of october, 1897, and it
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was then arranged that a proposition should be laid before the three Lodges regarding the forma-
tion of the Board.

“this proposition was accordingly sent to each of the Lodges with the result that victoria-Columbia
and vancouver-Quadra adopted it, the former Lodge deciding that the Wm and two members 
appointed by him should represent it and the latter Lodge that the three principal officers should
be its representatives.

“united service Lodge decided that it would not take part in the formation of the Board and the
same as now constituted consists of representatives from victoria-Columbia no. 1 and vancouver-
Quadra no. 2.”

the first meeting of this pioneer Board was held in the masonic temple at victoria on January 16, 1898, when
officers were appointed and it is noted that actual practical relief was performed at that very first meeting. the 
balance sheet for that year showed a total of $379 expended by the Board.

Victoria Masonic Board of Relief
this Board of relief functioned until 1949, and naturally its work grew in volume as the relief demands grew with
the expansion of Grand Lodge and its affiliation with other jurisdictions. By 1940, there were eight Lodges repre-
sented on the Board, and the annual disbursements were running between three and four thousand dollars. the
Board was formed for the sole purpose of helping and assisting sojourning brethren from other Grand Jurisdictions.
its main work consisting of visiting these brethren who became confined to hospital, nursing homes, etc., to assisting
the widows and orphans of such brethren, and generally assisting the sojourning masonic families in time of need
and reporting on conditions, etc., to Constituent Lodge or Grand Lodge concerned.

Victoria Masonic Service Guild
for some time there had been some criticism of the Board and its operations, which was thought to be generated in
great measure by its name; in fact, the ddGm for district 1, in his report to Grand Lodge in June, 1941, pointed out:

“there is necessarily some financial expense in connection with this Board but i do not know of any
similar body whose funds are expended to better purpose. if this Board were to change its name to
that of masonic service Bureau it would dispel an idea that prevails that the Board disburses its
own funds by way of direct relief. its main function is that of service.”

in 1946, W Brother frederick Butterfield retired, after many years of faithful service to the Board, from the post
of secretary-treasurer. in 1949, the victoria masonic Board of relief ceased to exist, and the organization became
known as the victoria masonic service Guild, under which title it has operated successfully to the present time
(1970).

Membership of the Service Guild
the masonic service Guild consists of two or more members of the Constituent Lodges operating in districts no. 1
and no. 21, both of victoria, plus temple Lodge no. 33 at duncan, which although previously in district 1 was
transferred to district 5 in 1952. this Lodge decided to remain a member of the masonic service Guild. the Guild
is financed by a per capita grant from each member Lodge as funds are required. it has a very excellent visiting com-
mittee, which attends brethren or their dependents in the hospitals, nursing homes, etc., at least once a week to dis-
burse comforts and cheer up those sick, which reports to the secretary, who in turn makes a report on each individual
to the Lodge or jurisdiction concerned. When a Brother or a widow applies for assistance, application forms are sent
to the secretary of the Guild, who conducts an enquiry concerning the Brother or the widow and reports the findings
to the Grand Lodge concerned. if the report receives favourable attention and cheques are received for the benefi-
ciaries, the money is placed in a trust account for disbursement to the beneficiary at the proper time.

christmas cheer fund
all brethren or widows confined to institutions are remembered from the Christmas Cheer fund, which has been
comprised of donations from the Lodges on the north of duncan on vancouver island: Concord no. 79 at parksville;
nanaimo no. 110 at nanaimo; Coronation no. 151 at Lake Cowichan; Hiram no. 14 at Courtenay; and Cumberland
no. 26 at Cumberland

clearing House
the Guild has served as a clearing house for all kinds of enquiries and investigations for Grand Lodges throughout
Canada, the united states, Great Britain, australia and other jurisdictions in all parts of the world. it has received
many expressions of appreciation of its service to the sojourner.
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A Note of Appreciation
the brethren who have laboured so faithfully over the years to enable this organization to provide its service to the
transient freemason are to be congratulated and tendered the grateful thanks of the entire fraternity: chief among
them are W Brother frederick Butterfield of vancouver and Quadra Lodge no. 2; rW Brother robert smith of 
Henderson Lodge no. 84 at oak Bay; and rW Brother Cecil m. patrott of victoria-Columbia Lodge no 1, to mention
but the three who have directed the work of the Board and the Guild over the last 50 years or so.

Vancouver Masonic Service Bureau
in an endeavour to centralize and carry out the obligations of the masonic bodies and the brethren thereof more
efficiently to needy and distressed sojourning brethren, an organization known as the masonic Board of relief of
vancouver was formed in the year 1897.

the first meeting was held in the office of a Brother stanley Henderson on april 15 of that year. present at that
meeting were: Brothers William downie, pGm, and p. mcnaughton, pm, representing the royal arch Chapter;
Brothers G. thomas and a. e. Lees, pms, representing mount Hermon Lodge no. 7; and Brothers miller, pm, and
stanley Henderson, mm, of Cascade Lodge no. 12. a year later, acacia Lodge no. 22 became a member of the Board,
represented by Brothers W. d. Brydone-Jack, m.d., pm, and a. C. stewart, mm. this group carried on until the year
1908 when other City Lodges became members as they were constituted.

this Board of relief operated very efficiently for many years, but, as the scope of the work expanded from actual
relief to general service work and advice to sojourning brethren and to the Lodges in other jurisdictions to which
they belonged, the name of the Board was changed on march 29, 1926, to its present name of the vancouver masonic
service Bureau.

Request for Assistance
Before the meeting of Grand Lodge in 1928, the Bureau made a request that a meeting be arranged between a special
Committee of Grand Lodge and a Committee of the Bureau, to place before them certain matters concerning the
work that had been done and was being done, with the hoped-for result that a grant be given the vancouver masonic
service Bureau to assist that body to further carry out its useful work. the Gm, in his address, referred to the work
being carried on by the three organizations, with a strong plea for the vancouver body as having the heavier task.
the Gm pointed out that:

“timely aid and advice to the transient Brother, the visiting of the sick, the care of widows and chil-
dren, and last but not least, the arranging of funerals in these cities, has now become a heavy duty.
Generous support and words of encouragement are due to the Brethren who labour unceasingly
in this most difficult work.”

the special Committee reported to Grand Lodge on June 21, 1928, that-
“after hearing the able explanations of the members of the Committee of the vancouver masonic

service Bureau, and a statement of their receipts and expenditures, and the able manner in which
the relief work of the City of vancouver has been administered by this body, we would be derelict
in our duty if we did not congratulate them on the zeal and ability and true masonic spirit in which
all masonic relief cases have been treated, considering the small amount of money they have at
their disposal.

“after careful consideration, we do not find that there is any fund in Grand Lodge which would
permit of the allocation of any sums of money to service Bureaux or Boards of relief.”

Resolution of 1936
a resolution was introduced into Grand Lodge on June 16, 1936, which stated that whereas (1) the vancouver ma-
sonic service Bureau is doing an important work in alleviating distress among the brethren and their dependents
from outside the jurisdiction; (2) a large part of this work would devolve upon Grand Lodge were the Bureau not
operating; (3) the entire financial burden of this work is borne by the brethren of vancouver; and (4) the work has
increased to such an extent that it has been found necessary to resort to commercial activities in order to assist the
finances of the Bureau:

“Be it tHerefore 
Resolved: that the most Worshipful the Grand Lodge of British Columbia extend official recognition

to the vancouver masonic service Bureau and include it as a branch of the Grand Lodge Benevolent
work, and that a standing committee of three members resident in Greater vancouver be appointed
to supervise the work of said Bureau in collaboration with its excutive Committee.”

the matter was referred to the Committee on Jurisprudence, which did not appear to consider the matter, because
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at the concluding session of Grand Lodge on June 17, 1936, the resolution was taken from the table, gave rise to con-
siderable discussion, and upon being put to the vote the motion was Lost.

The Masonic Relief Association
in april, 1940, the Bureau became affiliated with the masonic relief association of the united states and Canada
and has continued as an active member of this association since that time. Being part of a large international organ-
ization made up of many service stations of the Craft, has been of inestimable value to the Bureau. the exchange of
ideas and methods as well as the contacts made between various officers and members of the many bureaux and
Grand Lodge bodies affiliated with this organization greatly assisted in the efficiency with which the Bureau was
able to deal with cases referred to it from Lodges all over the united states and Canada, and from many other parts
of the world. a highlight in the history of the Bureau was in september, 1951, when the association held its biennial
meeting in vancouver with the vancouver masonic service Bureau as host.

The Aims and Objects
a review of the minutes of past years disclosed that the basic problems of sojourners have changed little, the greatest
change was the volume of cases handled in keeping with the rapid growth of the population. the aims and objects
of the Bureau may be summarized as follows:

•to provide a centralized service where the efforts of the various Lodges in assisting sojourning
brethren may be pooled.

•to relieve Lodges and individuals of the responsibilities involved in evaluating the needs of 
distressed sojourners and their widows and orphans.

•to act on behalf of distant Lodges in distributing relief.
•to arrange and co-ordinate the visiting of sick sojourning brethren.
•to assist in the funeral arrangements of deceased sojoumers and to render service to their loved

ones.
•to dispense information and be of general assistance to visiting brethren.
•to detect imposters.
•to assist brethren to put into practice the lesson taught in the north-east corner.

to meet its masonic obligations and to maintain a standard established in the larger cities on the continent, the Bu-
reau maintains a full-time staff, well-skilled in social work and capable of carrying out the duties as required in
serving sojourning members and their families.

thousands of cases have been handled since the Bureau was first established over seventy-four years ago, 
providing service to the Craft without the problem of either duplication of effort or of neglect. in effect, the Bureau
has acted on behalf of the brethren of the vancouver area in all matters connected with the welfare of the sojourner
or his family.

The Evergreen Haven
By means of funds made available through bequests to the vancouver masonic service Bureau, the evergreen Haven
was established as a permanent project in 1959. it consists of an area set aside in the vancouver masonic Cemetery
for the interment of the remains of those less fortunate brethren whose circumstances were such that funds were
not available for the purchase of a last resting place.

the area is landscaped and a memorial stone of swedish black granite centres the site, each plot, when occupied,
heads a bronze plaque indicating the name of the Brother and the dates of birth and death. eligibility for interment
therein is based on the merits of each case which comes to the attention of the Bureau. the plots are not for sale, and
the entire cost of administration is borne by the Bequest fund.

The New Westminster Masonic Board of Relief
a masonic Board of relief existed in new Westminster for several years, but the functions and responsibilities of
the Board in later years were carried out by mW Brother K. K. reid. in 1970, the transients in need of assistance
were administered by the individual Lodges in new Westminster, with some assistance from the vancouver masonic
service Bureau.

Masonic Relief Association of the united States and canada
the Grand Lodge of British Columbia and, especially, the Lodges of the Lower mainland which comprise the van-
couver masonic service Bureau were happy to have the honour and privilege of being host to officers and delegates
attending the twenty- ninth Biennial Convention of the masonic relief assosiation of the united states and Canada
held in the city of vancouver on september 10 and 11, 1951.

this was the first occasion for this assembly to be held in the pacific northwest and it was a signal honour due
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in no small measure to the reputation of the vancouver Bureau. the Convention opened in the Hotel vancouver
with rW Brother Joseph a. Hearn, president and deputy Grand master of the Grand Lodge of Canada, in the
province of ontario, presiding. mW Brother Kilborn K. reid represented the Gm, and greetings were extended on
behalf of the City of vancouver by His Worship mayor Brother fred Hume, with a response by a representative of
one of the most distant points, rW Brother p. Laguens, Grand secretary, Grand Lodge of Louisiana.

the agenda provided an opportunity to discuss many of the problems arising in this great masonic work and
to exchange ideas for increased service to the Craft. the sessions were open to all master masons and visitors under
the usual masonic requirements, who listened to the distinguished representatives expound the great ideal of ma-
sonic service—freemasonry in action. the assembly closed with a banquet in the Hotel vancouver. 342
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c H A p T E R  28
fORMER fuNDS fOR RELIEf AND WAR puRpOSES

in this chapter certain “funds” which were established to meet special problems arising out of the conditions of
war are reviewed. they are now defunct. they did not last very long in terms of the history of Grand Lodge, but
they did serve a useful and humane purpose.

five funds covered 
the review covers five distinct and separate funds, which were established from time to time to meet the needs
caused by war conditions throughout the world. they were: 

a. the “one Cent a day fund”; 
b. the “masonic War relief fund”; 
c. the “Grand master’s fund for War and patriotic purposes”; 
d. the work of the “rehabilitation Committee”; and 
e. the work of the “veterans’ Committee”.

the residues of these funds, both from investments and cash balances gradually found their way into the “veterans’
account”, which was finally destined to provide a substantial portion of the capital account of the “Bursary fund”.

~ pART A ~
THE “ONE cENT A DAy fuND”

during the term of the Gm for 1916-17, the chief business of Grand Lodge was concerning the war and matters 
arising out of it. the Gm commenced his address by referring to it at length and ended with an account of his “one
Cent a day fund” for the benefit of returned soldiers who were members of the Craft and their dependents. the
members of Grand Lodge, at the previous Communication, had hoped that before another year had elapsed peace
would have come to the world. But the war was still going on.

One cent per Day
realizing that there would be many broken, wounded and permanently maimed brethren returning to the Lodges,
the Gm on July 18, 1916, issued a circular letter to the Lodges asking the brethren of the jurisdiction to set aside
“one Cent per day” for the purpose of aiding them. While this request did not realize as much as he had hoped,
yet a goodly sum had been collected. He sincerely hoped the brethren would continue to add to this fund, as every
cent would be required. He closed the address with another reference to this fund, making a strong appeal to the
brethren for more and larger donations to it. He said that the money was being held in a savings account which had
been opened in august, 1916 in the merchants Bank (now long defunct), and had been added to every few days as
the donations came along. the report itself purports to show the amount paid in, up to the meeting of Grand Lodge,
but an error in printing leaves the amount vague, being in these words “able to state that $---- is now available.” 343

the Committee on the address commended the feelings which prompted the Gm to establish the fund, and
noted with satisfaction that his action had received the support of a large number of the brethren throughout the 
jurisdiction, and recommended the incoming and successive Gms undertake the future general administration of
the fund.

the Gm in June, 1918 also spoke of the “one Cent a day fund” and its growth, and suggested that the amount
collected be put in the custody of the Grt, in a separate account, and that the incoming Gm appoint a strong com-
mittee to carry on the work of collection, and generally to manage the fund. the Committee on the address, in its
report, wished it to be clear that the donations to it were entirely voluntary, as some of the numerically smaller
Lodges had been paying direct to their members at the front, or to their families, not as charity, but as a fraternal
duty; and also that some of these smaller Lodges have not been contributing anything like in the same proportion.
this was approved by Grand Lodge.

at the time the Grand Lodge met in June, 1919, the “one Cent a day fund” had grown to $10,000 in dominion
Government War Bonds and $7,311 in the bank. in 1919, some confusion seems to be present in the proceedings of
Grand Lodge: the address of the Grand master said that he had appointed a committee of six members of Grand
Lodge to handle the “one Cent a day fund”, but

“as the committee was not a unit in the interpretation of the purpose of which this fund was raised,
it refrained from making any grants. a resolution will be presented to this Grand Lodge specifying
the exact purpose of the fund, and how it should be handled.”

mW Brother William astley, the founder of the fund, was the Chairman. no such resolution can be found in the
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proceedings, but a “masonic War relief fund” suddenly appears in the report of the Committee on finance with
exactly the same assets as above for the “one Cent a day fund”. the Committee on the address said:

“(5) With respect to the Grand master’s one Cent fund, we note a resolution will be presented at
the Communication specifying the exact purpose of the fund.”

while on the last page appears above the signature of the Grs:
“to manage the masonic War relief fund the Grand master appointed the following Committee:

(List of names then follows, again with mW Brother astley as Chairman, and only one change in
the composition of the Committee, than that named by the previous Gm to handle the ‘one Cent
a day fund’).”

~ pART B ~
THE “MASONIc WAR RELIEf fuND”

so it would appear that without any authority of Grand Lodge the “one Cent a day fund” became the “masonic
War relief fund”, because on June 17, 1920, under such heading the Committee on finance reported the balance on
hand at last annual meeting as Bonds $10,000; cash in savings bank as $7,511 plus the amount received from the
Lodges since last year, $1,874; interest on War Bonds $743 and interest on savings account $119, making a total of
the assets of the fund as $20,048. the 1921 report of the finance Committee shows further collections for the fund
of $2,080 and an expenditure, the first, of $1,621 which had been authorized by the committee in charge of the fund.

in 1922, the Gm noted the heavy calls on the fund and the assistance given in many worthy cases. He urged the
brethren to continue their donations. in that year there had been paid out in gifts to deserving brethren and their
dependents $4,463. a few voluntarily repaid the advances (a total of $350) as soon as they were able, but such were
few and far between. the income totalled $2,248, of which $910 was received from the Lodges, while the total assets
of the fund then stood at $17,807. the committee urged further donations and pointed out that the demands upon
the fund would no doubt increase as time went on.

Board of Benevolence to Administer fund 
in June, 1923, the “masonic War relief fund” was placed under the Board of Benevolence for purposes of ad-

ministration. in 1923, the fund had reached a total of $19,775, out of which had been paid by order of the committee
the sum of $1,755, leaving a balance in dominion Government Bonds and in the savings bank account of $18,042.
the sum of $538 was received in repayments by the brethren, while $481 was received from the Lodges during the
year. 

in 1924, one of the beneficiaries under this fund who had received the sum of $500 repaid it in full, while the 
investments remained about the same. the Lodges contributed a further $289 towards the fund. the grants ordered
by the committee amounted to $1,768, while interest amounted to $977.

in 1925, one Brother repaid a loan of $100, but there were no further contributions received from the Lodges
and the total assets remained slightly over $18,000. the committee ordered grants up to $1,085. in 1926, loans were
made amounting to $750 and repayments were received on two loans amounting to $683. the cash balance at the
bank stood at $1,989 and there were dominion Government Guaranteed Bonds amounting to $18,500. in 1927, the
Board made grants amounting to $3,275; the repayment on loans amounted to $135 while the assets stood at $17,372.
in 1928, the figures were: grants $950; loan repayments $705 and assets $17,946; in 1929, loans were $1,201; loan re-
payments $451 and assets $17,620; while at the close of the decade in 1930, loans totalled $1,008; loan repayments
$644 and the assets of the fund stood at $18,077.

1931 to 1940 
during this decade, the need for the “masonic War relief fund” began to diminish perceptibly and the number of
repayments during the ten years amounted to three, but the capital of the fund continued to increase due to the 
interest on wise investments. some felt the fund should have been consolidated with the Benevolent fund.

the following table indicates the progress of the “masonic War relief fund” during this decade:
year  Loans   Assets   year  Loans  Assets 
1931  $  875 $ 18,170 1936 $ 765 $ 20,354
1932  600 18,502 1937 590 20,712
1933  1,125 18,333 1938 300 21,150
1934  875 18,279 1939 500 22,400
1935   280 20,192 1940 500 23,223

repayments were: 1931, $133; 1932, $50; and 1939, $1,000.
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1941 to 1946 
during this period in the history of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia, the affairs of the “masonic War relief
fund” were destined to be wound up. the capital investment of the fund during this six-year period increased
from $23,298 to $26,820 due entirely to the interest receipts. there were no repayments on account of loans.

the following table summarizes the fund’s activities:
year  Loans Assets year Loans Assets 
1941   $305 $23,298 1944 $330 $25,028 
1942    320 23,829 1945 332 25,504 
1943    330 24,442 1946 332 26,821

War Relief fund Is Abolished
in 1946, the finance Committee on Consolidation of funds recommended that the funds known as “War relief
fund”, “Grand master’s fund” and “rehabilitation fund” be fused under one heading to be styled the “veterans’
fund”, to be administered by a committee to be appointed by the Gm. its report provided that any one individual
or any one purpose requiring an amount in excess of five Hundred dollars was to be referred to the finance Com-
mittee with power to act. 344

thus closed one of the war episodes of the history of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia, which started out
as a cent a day contribution by the members of the Craft towards the war effort, and was to end up as a part of the
Bursary fund for the assistance of young people in completing their education.

capital Transferred
according to the financial statements for may 31, 1947, the amounts transferred from the “masonic War relief fund”
to the “veterans fund” capital account were investments $25,502 and a cash balance of $987.

~ pART c ~
THE “GRAND MASTER’S fuND fOR WAR AND pATRIOTIc puRpOSES”

shortly after his installation, the Gm for 1940-41 asked the members of the Lodges in the jurisdiction for “the modest
sum of one dollar per member to create a fund for war and patriotic purposes, such fund to be dispersed previous
to my term of office expiring.”

He reported to Grand Lodge that he had received $5,150, which he had cabled to sidney White, Grand secretary
of the united Grand Lodge of england, “to be used for alleviation of distress, mentioning particularly freemasons,
their widows and orphans.” the financial statement in the Grt’s account shows the sum of $4,536 had been collected
between november 1, 1940, and may 31, 1941.

in 1942, the Gm referred to the fund as the “Gm’s War sacrifice fund” and reported that $24,857 had been raised
on an objective of $25,000. the financial statement for the “Gm’s fund for War distress purposes in england” indi-
cated that, with a balance on hand of $4,423 at may 31, 1941, the sum of $25,893 had been gathered into this fund
by June 4, 1942, the disbursements totalled $5,150, leaving a balance on hand of $20,743. Just before Grand Lodge
closed, mW Brother francis J. Burd, who had looked after the fund for the Gm, reported that the sum of $26,294
had been reached and it was moved that the fund be continued into the next masonic year.

the Grt’s account of the fund in June, 1943 showed that the total receipts had reached $40,740, from which
$20,800 had been remitted to the united Grand Lodge of england and $5,000 to the Grand Lodge of scotland. 345

the statement for the “Gm’s fund” in June, 1944 indicated that the receipts during the year had been $8,912; a
donation had been made to the Canadian red Cross society of $10,000, and there was a balance of $23,000 dominion
of Canada Bonds and $593 cash in the savings bank.

the financial statement for the “Gm’s fund” for 1945 showed a donation of $2,500 to the Canadian red Cross
society, while the cash balance had dropped to $543; while in 1946, there had been a donation of $750 to the Canadian
red Cross society and the cash balance stood at $199.

under the consolidation of the three funds, the amounts received by the “veterans’ fund Capital account” from
the “Gm’s fund”, as shown in the financial statement at may 31, 1947, was from investments $13,000 and a cash
balance of $199.
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~ pART D ~
THE WORK Of THE “REHABILITATION cOMMITTEE”

committee on Rehabilitation
this committee was commissioned by the Gm in 1944 to formulate a plan to supplement the plans already au-

thorized by governmental statutes and regulations to apply to freemasons, their sons and daughters who had served
in the army, navy, air force or merchant navy; to raise by voluntary contribution the funds necessary to ensure
the success of the plan; etc.

the committee gave warm and grateful appreciation to the assistance it had received from the committee 
responsible for the masonic Bulletin, in keeping the brethren up to date with the work on rehabilitation. several
members had used every available opportunity to address Lodges on the need for a rehabilitation fund and how
it should work. all Lodges had been asked to appoint their own rehabilitation Committees and blank application
cards had been distributed to each Lodge.

on June 21, 1945, the committee recommended that:
a. a committee of seven be appointed to administer the business and finances of rehabilitation;
B. the committee be empowered to assist all freemasons and the sons and daughters of freemasons

who had served in the army, navy, air force or merchant navy, by supplementing, when neces-
sary, governmental assistance;

C. the rehabilitation Committee of the Constituent Lodges investigate their local cases and submit
recommendations to the Central Committee for action;

d. that freemasons, who are employers of labour, be urged to co-operate by employing discharged
members of the four arms of the services who were freemasons, or sons or daughters of freema-
sons.

this fund did not last very long, only one year, for in 1946 it was consolidated in the “veterans’ fund”, but dur-
ing its existence the “rehabilitation fund” had collected assets totalling $3,744 in the form of contributions from
the Lodges of $3,753 and interest of $22.

the financial statement of may 31, 1947, shows that the “rehabilitation fund” transferred $3,000 in the form of
investments and a cash balance of $744 to the “veterans’ fund Capital account”.

~ pART-E ~
THE WORK Of THE “VETERANS’ cOMMITTEE”

the veterans’ Committee thus started its career with assets consisting of, at may 31, 1946, the sum of $41,502 in the
form of investments, $1,930 in cash balances, and a surplus from income account of $270, totalling $43,702 at 
may 31, 1947.

The Veterans’ fund Report
this fund was established in 1946 by an amendment to the Constitution, which authorized the consolidation of the
“masonic War relief fund”, the “Gm’s fund” and the “rehabilitation fund” as recorded in the statements of Grand
Lodge at may 31, 1946, to be administered by a committee to be appointed by the Gm with full authority to expend
any amount up to and including five Hundred dollars on any one individual or for any one purpose. Cases requir-
ing any amount in excess of the figure were to be referred to the finance Committee, with power to act. the term
“veteran” was interpreted to include those of the members of the Craft in British Columbia who had served in His
majesty’s forces or the merchant navy during the World Wars.

the committee reported to the Grand Lodge on June 19, 1947, that five cases had been assisted and pleaded with
the members of Grand Lodge to report all needy cases for action, the fund having been created so that all masonic
veterans might face the future with hope and confidence.

the committee reported that it had established regulations to provide (1) that all assistance be an outright gift;
(2) that requests for assistance should come through the secretary of the local Lodge, in writing, but that individual
application could be made direct; and (3) the committee reserved the right to accept gifts and donations.

on June 17, 1948, the veterans’ Committee reported that during the previous year it had dealt with 12 cases and
that 10 were passed on favourably and assistance granted to the amount of $5,855. the two cases refused did not
come within the regulations set by Grand Lodge. one of these, that of a dimitted veteran of the first World War,
gave the committee grave distress and caused them to question the wisdom of such narrow regulations rather than
having each case dealt with on its merits. it craved the attention of Grand Lodge to this problem. it also recom-
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mended that greater publicity be given to its work throughout the jurisdiction, pointing out that each Lodge and
each member is a field agent and that it was only with their whole-hearted co-operation that adequate assistance
could be rendered. the committee said further that at the end of the year it should be able to report that every
Brother who needed assistance had received it.

the committee made two recommendations (1) that the restriction of $500 be lifted, and that it be made master
in its own house with full power over the funds assigned to it for administration; (2) that it be granted the right to
take cases of dimitted brethren who had served in the first Warld War, who together with their wives and families
were in very straightened circumstances, under advisement and to render assistance where deemed worthy. the
report, with the exception of the recommendations, was received and adopted. each recommendation was then
put separately and adopted.

on June 16, 1948, the Committee on veterans’ assistance reported six cases it had considered favourably had
received a total expenditure of $2,552, and, in addition, one Brother receiving assistance of $25 monthly. two appli-
cations were refused as not coming within the jurisdiction of the committee. it pointed out that four years had passed
since the cessation of hostilities, but that while the number of applications had in consequence tapered off, it would
be a mistake to assume that need no longer existed. it again sought the active co-operarion of all the brethren in its
work.

in 1950, the veterans’ Committee reported that the downward trend in requests still continued, and only three
cases were considered involving the expenditure of $902. all of them were urgent cases and were dealt with strictly
on their merits. in addition, assistance was continued on a monthly basis to one Brother who was totally incapaci-
tated. “it speaks well for the spirit of the veterans in the fraternity that no trivial or unwarranted demands have
been made on this fund” it reported, and replied to a comment made in the 1949 proceedings by the finance Com-
mittee in the following terms:

“. . . to the effect that total expenditures exceeded total revenue by about 100%, with consequent 
reduction in Capital. We are well aware of the situation, and we would point out that it was foreseen
when the veterans’ fund was created. it was the intention of Grand Lodge, explicitly expressed,
that if there war real distress, your Committee should distribute the fund and not merely the in-
terest therefrom. Had your Committee, during the past several years, restricted its distribution to
the income from the fund, the assistance granted would have been niggardly indeed.

“since those veterans most in need of assistance are usually the most reticent, we again urge the
members of Lodges to report to this Committee any cases where there is genuine distress.”

the report of the committee was received and adopted, but, as usual, the Committee on finance had the last
word-

“We note that the veterans’ fund Committee have this year kept their disbursements well within
their income, for which they are to be commended.”

1951 to 1960 the veterans’ Committee reported to Grand Lodge on June 21, 1951, that the demand for assistance
from the fund “continues in the doldrums”. four applications for assistance had been received during the year and
one totally incapacitated Brother had been on a monthly basis. one application, not coming within the jurisdiction
of the committee, was regretfully refused. the total expenditure was $1,022, and once again the committee pleaded
with the brethren to report any cases of genuine distress.

on June 19, 1952, the veterans’ Committee reported only four cases having been brought before it. one was the
case of the continued monthly allowance receiving a total of $295 for an incapacitated Brother. the other cases were
new, to whom grants totalling $567 were made, to a total disbursement of $862.

on June 18, 1953, the veterans’ Committee reported one new case where a grant of $300 was made, mainly to
cover medical expenses and the continuing assistance to the incapacitated brother amounting to $185.

on June 17, 1954, the veterans’ Committee reported that it had only one case brought to its attention during the
year, which had been assisted in the amount of $500 to cover medical expenses and unemployment.

on June 23, 1955, the veterans’ Committee reported assisting four war veteran brethren to a total amount of
$1,150.

on June 21, 1956, the veterans’ Committee reported a grant of $500 to assist a member whose wife and youngest
son had been killed and himself seriously injured in an automobile accident, in the payment of hospital and medical
expenses of a very large amount.

on June 20, 1957, the veterans’ Committee reported making five grants to veterans totalling $1,600 during the
year.
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on June 19, 1958, the veterans’ Committee reported a grant of $500 was made to mount Hermon Lodge no. 7
to supplement assistance which the Lodge had extended to one of its members in distressed circumstances.

on June 18, 1959, the veterans’ Committee reported a grant of $200 was made to Lions’ Gate Lodge no. 115 to
assist the Lodge to provide a measure of relief to one of its elderly members who was found to be in distressed 
circumstances.

on June 23, 1960, the veterans’ Committee reported two grants totalling $850, one of $350 to mount Hermon
Lodge no. 7 to supplement assistance which the Lodge had provided to one of its members, and the other of $500
to Kilwinning Lodge no. 59 to provide a measure of relief to one of its members who had been found in distressed
circumstances.

1961 to 1970
the veterans’ Committee reported to Grand Lodge on June 22, 1961, that it had made what turned out to be its last
grant of $500 to King George Lodge no. 129 to assist in providing relief for one of its members. in 1962, the committee
reported on June 21 that there were no requests for assistance, while in the following years there was no report from
the committee.

on June 18, 1965, it was suggested that, owing to the fact that its funds were not being used, a special Committee
be appointed to study the “veterans fund” and to make recommendations pertaining to its disposition.

the veterans’ Committee reported to Grand Lodge on June 23, 1966, in response to the suggestion made the
previous year, that it had given much thought to the future of the fund. it reviewed the history of the fund; the
uses made of it and pointed out that even if a case did appear in the future it could be satisfactorily dealt with by
the Benevolent fund.

the committee recommended that the funds in the “veterans’ fund” account totalling $57,759 as of may 31,
1966, be transferred to the Bursary fund for the purpose of augmenting the Capital account, so that the trustees of
the “masonic Bursary fund” would have available a larger income for use in providing bursaries for worthy students
who desire to obtain advanced education; and that the veterans’ fund Committee be disbanded.

a suggestion made during the discussion of the report was to the effect that consideration be given to making
use of the funds for the support of older members in retirement homes. the Gm pointed out that only the income
from the fund would be available for use, while the Grs pointed out that the Board of Benevolence was always
ready to assist members in financing their occupancy in senior Citizens’ Homes. the report was then adopted
subject to the approval of the finance Committee, but the status quo had to obtain until the action was taken by the
finance Committee.

the finance Committee reported on June 12, 1967, that the Gm had appointed a  committee to review the various
funds of Grand Lodge, but he had directed that it was to be integrated as a sub-Committee of the finance Commit-
tee, but that more time was required in its study.

Veterans’ Account Is Transferred
in the meantime, the special Committee had been set up “to review the condition of freemasonry in the Jurisdiction
of British Columbia,” and a sub-committee had been charged with the task of examining the various funds of Grand
Lodge. on June 20, 1968, the finance Committee, in accordance with the recommendations of that sub-committee,
requested authority to transfer the capital and income accounts of the “veterans’ fund” to the capital account of the
“Bursary fund”. the authority was Granted by Grand Lodge. the total assets transferred to the “Bursary fund”
amounted to $61,272, of which amount $56,982 was in investments and $4,289 was cash in the bank.
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c H A p T E R  29
THE MEMBERSHIp AND THE REVENuE fROM THE cONSTITuENT LODGES

THE RIGHT OF MEMBERSHIP, “The true Mason considers, as one of his most sacred duties, the exact
fulfilment of the engagements which bind him to his rite, the lodge from whence he first received the light
and the Masonic body from which he received his powers. He cannot be relieved from his obligations, except
by the Masonic power with which he made his engagements and according to the Masonic laws which he has
sworn to observe and respect. A Mason may withdraw from his Lodge, but the membership remains invio-
lable.” —Geo. oLiver, d.d.

Membership
the membership figures have been made comparable throughout the century, because in some years it was impos-
sible to find the figures for other comparative breakdowns. therefore, they include in every case the number of mas-
ter masons, the number of fellow Crafts, and the number of entered apprentices on the rolls of the Lodges and of
Grand Lodge at the end of each year (now december 31).

finances
the financial figures given in this chapter refer to the revenue accruing to the Grand Lodge of British Columbia
from the Constituent Lodges, and they too have been made consistent throughout. revenue includes: (a) the per
capita Levy fees at $1.75; (b) initiations at $5; (c) passings at $1; (d) raisings at $1; (3) affiliations from outside the
jurisdiction at $1; (f) entered apprentice or fellow Craft from outside the jurisdiction at $2; (g) past master Certificate
at $2; (h) dispensations for a public procession (funerals and attending divine service excepted) at $5; (i) for a new
Warrant (in case of loss) at $5; (j) for every dispensation not provided for at $5; (k) for granting a dispensation for
a new Lodge at $50; (l) for granting a Warrant for a new Lodge (including a set of Lodge books, seal and stationery)
at $75; (m) for a Grand Lodge Certificate at $2; (n) for a Grand Lodge Certificate to replace one formerly issued at
$1; (o) for each Life membership granted by a Lodge to one of its members at $5; etc.

the figures may or may not include sundry items, such as the sale of (i) copies of the Book of Constitutions; (ii)
copies of the Book of forms and Ceremonies of Grand Lodge; (iii) “Canadian” rituals; (iv) “ancient” (american)
work rituals; (v) proceedings of Grand Lodge; etc., the sale prices of which are set by the finance Committee from
time to time.

the figures given herein do not include transactions under the general funds of Grand Lodge; the Grand Lodge
Benevolent fund; the Grand Lodge Bursary fund; the Contingency fund; etc.. special levies and other financial op-
erations of Grand Lodge are not included.

Annual Dues 
the annual per capita dues to be paid by the Constituent Lodges as their contribution to the support and mainte-
nance of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia were: 

—in 1871 established at $1.75 per member; [$35 in 2020]
—in the Constitution of 1878 set at $1.50 for each member; 
—in the Constitution of 1887 set at $1.25 per annum for every member; 
—in 1889 (an attempt to raise the per capita fees for every member to $1.50 failed and the motion was

withdrawn); 
—in 1894 reduced from $1.25 to $1 on recommendation of the finance Committee in Grand Lodge

on June 21; which action was confirmed on november 22, 1894 at a special Communication of
Grand Lodge;

—in 1952 increased from $1 to $1.25 and  [$12 in 2020]
—1969 raised from $1.25 to $1.75. [$12 in 2020]

1871 to 1884
a subject such as this is always difficult reading, but it shows facts worthy of remembrance as they make clear the
trials and tribulations of the elder Brethren in the days long gone by. With a small membership which was not 
increasing and with meagre revenues, their task was no light one, but they did the best they could considering the
resources they had to work with.

at the time of the formation of Grand Lodge, the scottish Lodges owed the Grand Lodge of scotland dues
amounting to $61; and to the provincial Grand Lodge, $347. these sums were paid by the new Grand Lodge of
British Columbia which took over the regalia, etc., and settled with the Grand Lodge of scotland. the provincial
Grand Lodge had no other indebtedness.
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Debts to the District Grand Lodges, Ec
another condition had to be taken into account in dealing with the district Grand Lodge. it had, of course, its regalia,
etc., as in the other case, but there was also an outstanding debt against it, large for those days. in order to finance
its work it had been necessary in 1868 to borrow $600 from British Columbia Lodge, and this loan bore an interest
rate of one per cent per month, a reasonable rate at that time. By 1871, this debt had been reduced to $430. the Grand
Lodge agreed to take over this indebtedness on the understanding that the Lodge dues which would have been
paid to the district Grand Lodge, had it been in existence, would be paid to Grand Lodge and in consideration of
receiving the regalia of the district Grand Lodge, seal, etc.. this indebtedness was finally liquidated in 1875. When
union Lodge came into Grand Lodge, it could not, or would not, pay the dues it owed to the district Grand Lodge,
and therefore it was compelled to take its place as no. 9. if it had paid those does it would have been entitled to no.
2 as being the second Lodge established in the jurisdiction.

in 1872, the revenue from the Constituent Lodges was $523 and the membership reported that year was 301; in
1873, the revenue increased to $765, principally by reason of an item for “registration of intrants, etc.” amounting
to $72 but the membership had dropped to 282; in 1874, the revenue increased to $627, but the membership decreased
to 275; no report in 1875; in 1876, the revenue was $585, the members 300; in 1877, the revenue was $579 and the
members 312; in 1878, the revenue was $503.37 1/2, the members 317, the highest in the period; in 1879, the revenue
was $575.87 1/2, the membership 295; in 1880, the figures were $764 (16 months), membership 306; in 1881, the rev-
enue was $395 and the membership was 287; in 1882, the revenue was $513 and the membership was 295; in 1883,
it was $484 and there were 293 members; while the period closed with a revenue of $463 and 301 members.

it speaks well for the freemasons of the day that they were able to keep their membership at such a level during
the difficult times through which the province and every activity, social, economic, etc., were passing at that time.

1885 to 1894
during this period the membership in the Lodges steadily increased, and with the increase in membership there
was naturally an increase in the revenue of Grand Lodge. not only were there new Lodges added to the roll, but,
with one exception, there was an increase of membership in all Lodges, old and new. victoria-Columbia no. 1 rose
from 107 to 165 (449); vancouver and Quadra no. 2 from 91 to 124 (291); ashlar no. 3 from 67 to 98 (382); mount
Hermon no. 7 from 50 to 98 (258); union no. 9 from 68 to 83 (228). of the old Lodges only Cariboo no. 4 remained
as it was with 21 (120) members at the beginning of the period, and the same number at the end. of the new Lodges
Kamloops no. 10 had increased from 25 to 35 (271); mountain Lodge no. 11 from 36 to 51 (107); Cascade Lodge no.
12 from 29 to 139 (209); spallumcheen no. 13 from 19 to 28 (76); Hiram no. 14 from 11 to 36 (315); Kootenay no. 15
from 7 to 17 (157) and pacific no. 16 from 25 to 66 (123). the total membership in 1885 was 312, and in 1894 it was
1,076 (26,052). the figures in parentheses are for the year ending december 31, 1969.

as the membership increased the revenue of Grand Lodge also increased, from $470 in 1885, to $1,253 in 1890
and to $1,999 in 1894 ($49,275). the figures given in parentheses are those for January 1, 1970.

so prosperous was Grand Lodge in 1894 that the finance Committee recommended that the dues per capita be
reduced from $1.25 to $1 and that the proportion of the income carried from General revenue account to the credit
of the Charity fund be reduced from 10 per cent to 5 per cent. this recommendation was laid over for consideration,
under the revision of the Constitution, and the Committee on Jurisprudence asked for further time to report on the
matter.

1895 to 1901
in 1895, the membership as shown on the roll of Grand Lodge had reached 1,269, a gain of 193 over the previous
year. it showed a substantial gain in 1896 with a total of 1,330. there was a slight decrease in 1897, the number being
1,288, but that was with two Lodges not heard from. in 1898, the number had risen to 1,367 and in 1901 it was 2,089.

the revenue naturally followed the membership, with the exception of 1897 when it was slightly less. in 1895,
it totalled $2,067; in 1898, it was $2,166; and in 1901, it reached $3,422.

1902 to 1910
this period was a prosperous one for Grand Lodge in line with the economic growth throughout the province 
generally. this was both in the membership of the Grand Lodge and in its revenue derived from the levies upon
the Lodges. in 1902, the membership stood at 2,480; and in 1910, it had risen to 4,766. new Lodges were springing
up in all parts of the province. With the increase in membership, increases in the funds of Grand Lodge followed as
a matter of course. in 1902, the revenue of Grand Lodge was $3,720; in 1906, it was $4,729; and by 1910, it had risen
to $6,415.
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Some problems of Investment
investment of the charitable funds held by Grand Lodge came before the annual Communication in 1902. there
was some dissatisfaction with investments which had theretofore been made; loans to Lodges, loans to private in-
dividuals, not gilt-edged securities. on motion it was resolved that the whole question of the investment and
guardianship of the Grand Lodge funds be referred to the Committee of finance to report at that meeting. the com-
mittee reported that all available funds should be transferred to the Grt, as trustee for the Grand Lodge, to be in-
vested by him in such securities as would be approved by the supreme Court of British Columbia for the investment
of trust funds, and that the securities now held by Grand Lodge be transferred to such trustee, to realize the amounts
due thereon and reinvest such amounts in Government or municipal Bonds. this resolution was adopted by
Grand Lodge, and so the entire matter was placed in the hands of the Grt.

British consols
the task assigned to him by Grand Lodge was carried out by the Grt with neatness and dispatch, and the funds in-
vested in British Consols,* the safest securities in the world, but, of course, bearing a very low rate of interest, aver-
aging about 2 1/2 percent. this course was not approved by the Gm in 1908, who in his address to Grand Lodge
pointed out that if the funds, then amounting in value to $19,400, were invested in first-class securities in the
province, the returns would be much greater. He suggested that the Grand treasurer, with the finance Committee
as an advisory Board, should be instructed to realize on the Consols then held by him at the most favourable time,
and that the proceeds be invested by him in first mortgages in British Columbia, on revenue-producing property
only. the finance Committee, to which the matter was referred, reported that it was of the opinion that it was in the
interest of the Grand Lodge that the funds should continue to be invested in Consols, or in such other securities as
the Grt and the finance Committee may from time to time consider advisable, and this report was adopted.

in 1909, the Gm reported to Grand Lodge that, with his consent, a loan had been made on first mortgage on rev-
enue-producing property in vancouver of $20,000 bearing interest at the rate of 6% per annum, and that this would
considerably increase the revenue of Grand Lodge. the only fly in the ointment was that on the sale of the Consols
a loss was made of $1,512, but this was soon made up by the increased interest being paid on the new loan.

1911 to 1920
as has been said, this period was one of steady growth both in membership and revenue until the outbreak of war
when the rapid increases were arrested somewhat. in one year (1917) there was an apparent decrease, however one
Lodge had failed to report and if that Lodge had complied with the regulations the decrease, if any, would have
been very small. in 1911, the membership stood at 5,266; it rose to 8,009 in 1916; dropped to 7,897 in 1917; and rose
again to 8,167 in 1918; and in 1920 the number of members on the rolls stood at 9,344.

during this period the revenue increased, and reached a peak in 1914 when it stood at $11,005, but in 1920 the
period closed with the highest revenue ever attained up to that time of $13,742. in 1911, the revenue via the Lodges
stood at $7,777; it increased in 1914 at $11,005; in 1915, it dropped to $10,522; in 1919, it rose to $8,740; and in 1920,
it surged to $13,742. during most of this period the effects of World War i were being felt by the Craft in every way
but, as both figures for 1920 indicate, the recovery in the immediate post-war period quickly had its effect for the
number on the rolls increased by 1,150 members, the fifth highest increase ever recorded in a single year, and the
revenue increased in like manner.

per capita Rebated
in its report to Grand Lodge on June 22, 1916, the finance Committee recommended for the year 1916

“. . . that fifty per cent of the per capita tax as provided in 14, section 14, of the Constitution be 
rebated.”

and the report was received and adopted.
at the same Communication of Grand Lodge a motion was put:

“that the per capita tax payable to Grand Lodge be reduced from one dollar to fifty cents per annum,
such reduction to take place forthwith,”

and after considerable discussion and upon being put to the vote the motion was declared Lost. the Committee
on finance continued its recommendation in 1917; while in 1918, the recommendation was:

“ . . . that the per capita tax . . . be not rebated,”
and this apparently to become effective in 1919. this recommendation was later struck out of the report by Grand
Lodge, and two motions for the extension of the rebate were withdrawn after considerable discussion, while a third
motion was introduced:
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“that the Grand Lodge remit the per capita assessment of soldiers and sailors or other masons en-
gaged on naval or military service, where the dues of such masons are remitted by the Lodges of
which they are members.”

and Carried.
the war having ended in november, 1918, there is no reference to the rebate in the report of the finance 

Committee, in fact no further reference to the matter appears in the proceedings of Grand Lodge, while the revenue
for 1920 indicates that everything in this regard had returned to normal and that the full per capita assessment had
been restored.

this action, the effects of which are clearly seen in the revenue figures from 1916 to 1919, was taken to relieve
the strain on the Lodges that had remitted the annual dues of the brethren sewing in the armed forces.

1921 to 1930
this period in the history of Grand Lodge was one of relative progress. World War i had come to an end, which is
reflected in the figures at the beginning of the decade. the economy was fairly stable until the fall of 1929. the rev-
enue of Grand Lodge via the Constituent Lodges as reported in 1921 amounted to $15,317, which amount increased
to $21,513 in 1927; in 1928, the revenue dropped to $20,739; it rose slightly to $20,879 in 1929, and dropped again in
1930 to $20,492. so that during the decade the revenue from this source varied very little; the peak was reached in
1927 and the decreases accounted for very little loss.

the membership on the rolls of the Lodges amounted to 10,570 in 1921; rising to 14,232 in 1926; reaching an all-
time high of 15,701 in 1930. in 1925 no report was received from ymir Lodge, but as that was a small Lodge it would
have made very little difference in the actual figures. thus the membership had steadily increased during the period.
the increase in numbers of 1,226 in 1921 over 1920 was the second highest increase experienced during the century.

Increase in Annual Dues of Lodges
in 1922, the Gm commented on the fact that in several by-laws submitted to him for approval an increase in the 
annual dues had been called for and that he had approved of them. in the case of many Lodges he pointed out that
the amount set for dues had been determined many years before, when the purchasing power of the dollar was
much greater. He pointed out that, as a general rule, the dues should be at a sum at least commensurate with the
fixed charges of conducting the affairs of the Lodges.

1931 to 1940
during this decade the membership of Grand Lodge fell quite steadily, due in the main to the effects of the depres-
sion years, so that by 1940 there had been a loss of some 2,185 brethren from the rolls of Grand Lodge, while the
total revenue had fallen by $4,233. this was the period immediately following the financial crash around the begin-
ning of the decade, and following the “dirty thirties”, as the earlier years were called, came the beginning of World
War ii. Generally speaking, it was a period of considerable unrest and instability, which, of course, had its effect
upon the Craft and many other organizations on the entire continent.

the number of members on the rolls of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia in 1931 stood at 15,764, which was
to be the highest point in the decade; from 1932 it fell to 13,766 in 1937; in 1938, it rose very slightly to 13,786; but in
1939 and 1940, it fell back again to 15,748 and 13,579 respectively.

at the same time, the revenue which started the period at $20,604 had dropped to $15,700 by 1937; rose slightly
in 1938 and 1939 to $16,336 and $16,667 respectively; but dropped back again in 1940 to $16,371.

the number of dimits and suspensions (npd) rose somewhat during the decade, as is always the way when a
country is in an economic bind, but the real factor causing the decline in members was to be found in the heavy
drop in the number of men seeking admission to the Craft. the loss of those people from the ranks of the Craft was
to be felt for a number of years.

Remission of the capitation
in 1934, a resolution was proposed to approve the principle of the remission of the capitation fee in respect of each
and every member whose dues had been remitted by his Lodge. the resolution was not to apply to Honorary mem-
bers. Grand Lodge referred the resolution to the finance Committee, which made no reference to the matter in its
report for that year. on June 25, 1935, the committee reported that it was of the opinion that such a move was not in
the interests of either the Grand Lodge or the Constituent Lodges. the report of the committee was adopted and
the motion declared Lost. the instigators then presented a detailed counter resolution, which pointed out that
Whereas:

(1) “ . . . at powell river (the year before), it was decided to remit one-half of the per capita fee to Grand
Lodge in respect to members of Constituent Lodges whose dues were remitted by their respective
Lodges on account of inability of the said Brethren to pay them;”
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(2) “ . . . this remission was granted by Grand Lodge for the period of one year,”
(3) “ . . . it is considered to be unfair to require Constituent Lodges to pay fees where same have been

remitted by them,”
and resolved that:

(1) “ . . . in the case of Brethren whose dues have been so remitted by Constituent Lodges, there shall
be no per capita fee payable to Grand Lodge for a period of one year provided however that
should any Brother pay up his dues which have been so remitted then the per capita fee shall be at
once payable to Grand Lodge.”

(2) “ . . . this resolution be referred to the committee on Constitutions for such amendment as may be
necessary to give effect to this resolution.”

it was then moved in amendment:
“that the arrangement prevailing in 1934 be continued during 1935.”

on being put to the vote, the amendment was declared Lost and the main motion was declared Carried.
on June 18, 1936, the Committee on Constitution reported on the above resolution, stating that its implications

had been carefully examined. it noted that the terms of the resolution made the provisions thereof operative for a
period of one year only. it pointed out that it was the practice in the Grand Lodge of British Columbia that changes
in the constitutional law of a temporary nature were provided by resolution and not by any change in the Consti-
tution. it, therefore, was of the opinion that it was unnecessary to make any changes for a matter that had already
been accomplished.

the Committee on Constitution did suggest, however, that a special Committee be appointed to consider “the
whole question of fees paid by the Constituent Lodges to Grand Lodge and that this Committee report at our next
annual Communication.”

When the matter was again brought before Grand Lodge, upon motion that the suggestion of the Committee of
Constitution be adopted, on the motion being put it was declared Lost.

Remission of Dues and per capita
not to be outdone, the pm who was the main force in this engagement immediately moved an addition to section
99, Clause 14, of the “Book of Constitutions” which provided that:

“when any Lodge shall see fit to remit the annual dues of any Brother who is unable to pay same,
then the aforesaid fee shall not be payable to Grand Lodge in respect to that Brother.
note: should any dues thus remitted by Constituent Lodges be paid at a future date then the per
capita fee payable to Grand Lodge shall be at once due and payable.”

this motion on being put to the vote of Grand Lodge was Carried, and this provision still appears in section
125 of the “Book of Constitutions” (1968 edition), with the exception that “afore” had been dropped from “aforesaid”
and the word “Brother” had been changed to “member”. the “note” had been made a “proviso” and “per capita”
had been changed to “annual dues”. so that persistence finally won out and carried with it a lasting effect.

1941 to 1950
When this period started World War ii was building to the height of its fury and devastation, but almost before the
war was completely over and “peace” declared, the phenomenal acceleration in the growth of freemasonry was to
set in, and before the end of the decade the second (1,259), the fourth (1,154), and the ninth (1,030) highest annual
increases in the membership during the century were to be recorded.

in 1941, the membership stood at 13,439, and dropped slightly in 1942 and 1945; in 1944, a small increase was
noted, when the figure rose to 13,451; and then began the rapid growth in 1945 until by 1950 it had reached a total
membership of 18,997.

in the early years in the decade the number of dimits and suspensions (npd) began to drop off as money became
more plentiful, so that by the time the flow of new material began to hit the Lodges, the upsurge of new members
and new Lodges reached its flood, which was to continue with relatively little abatement during the next decade.

the revenue figures during this period of 1941 to 1950 bounced about quite a bit, starting out with $15,635 in
1941; it dropped to $15,432 in 1942; rose to $19,717 in 1943; dropped again in 1944 to $16,919, and then began to rise
steadily, in line with the increase in the membership, from $20,356 in 1945 until it had reached $28,266 by 1950.

1951 to 1960
the entire period of 1951 to 1960 was one of steady growth in both membership and rising revenues; in fact the
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membership reached its highest point of increase with 1,512 in 1958 over 1957, and the period also recorded the
sixth highest (1,159 in 1954 over 1955) and the seventh highest (1,061 in 1951 over 1950) increases in the membership
during the century. the revenues which started the decade at $29,966 in 1951 closed in 1960 at $41,695, or a percent-
age increase of some 38%. this was to be the highest revenue due to increased membership of the century.

the number of freemasons on the rolls of the Lodges in 1951 was 20,058; and it increased to 25,084 in 1956; and
reached 27,097 in 1960.

the revenue from the Lodges stood at $29,966 in 1951; it rose to $40,257 in 1956; to $41,830 in 1959, and in 1960
the revenue dropped slightly to $41,695, or what was to he the third highest revenue figure in the century prior to
the increase of the per capita levy in Grand Lodge on June 19, 1969.

on June 19, 1952, the Committee on finance recommended that: “the per capita dues . . . from the Constituent
Lodges be increased from one dollar ($1.00) to one dollar and twenty-five cents ($1.25). this will bring the revenue
to nearly the present cost of operating.”

this action on the part of Grand Lodge, when it approved the committee’s report, is the main reason for the
jump of some $7,000 in the 1953 revenue from the Lodges.

the committee also pointed out that the main criticism of the Grs’s office was the lack of proper accommodation
and proper staff to assist the Grs.

1961 to 1970
at the beginning of this last decade, the numbers of freemasons on the rolls of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia
started a downward trend. a similar trend was noted in many jurisdictions, particularly in north america and the
antipodes. the Grand Lodge proceedings reviewed in the year ending June, 1968 showed that out of the 48 Grand
Lodges in Canada and the united states which were reviewed membership decreased in 44 of them, against 4 with
gains. the latter were arizona (140); florida (1,084); north Carolina (595) and tennessee (584). the four Grand
Lodges holding under “the southern Cross of the pacific” whose proceedings were reviewed showed quite sub-
stantial net losses. all of this failing interest in the Craft was evidanced in other moral, social and religious pursuits.
it is in tune with the general world aura of unrest and protest that accompanied a general breakdown in the traditions
and values of world communities. this so-called liberty and freedom had as its creed an utter disregard for all law
and order and it ignored all the moral and spiritual ethics upon which freemasonry is based. so once again the
order passed through the valley of darkness for the time being or until a new morality takes over.

the number of freemasons on the rolls of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia in 1961 stood at 27,356, and it
increased in 1962 to the highest point in the century at 27,708; in 1963, the decrease began but was very small (24)
and the figure stood at 27,684; in 1964 and 1965, there were further decreases to 27,310 in 1966; and in 1970, it stood
at 26,188.

the revenue from the Constituent Lodges stood at $42,102 in 1961, and it sagged to $41,361 in 1962; and to
$38,367 in 1967. in 1968, the revenue rose ever so slightly to $38,439 and then dropped again in 1969 to $37,684. in
1970, the revenue rose to $49,275 due to an increase in the amount of the per capita rate.

per capita Increased to $1.75
on friday, June 20, 1968, at the annual Communication of Grand Lodge in vernon, the Committee on finance
pointed out that steps must be taken without undue delay to balance the budget if the ever increasing costs of 
operation of the Grand Lodge were to be contained, and said:

“it is 16 years since the present per capita fee of $1.25, our principal source of revenue, was 
established and it should be obvious that the increased costs have now far outdistanced that levy
and we recommend that steps be taken in due course to amend the Constitution to increase the
fees to not less than $2.”

out of a confusion of considerable dimensions during the discussion which followed the presentation of the report,
the recommendation to increase the per capita levy from $1.25 to $2 was deleted from the report on motion, which
then being put to the vote was Carried. this was very unfortunate because the financial statements presented at
that time showed quite clearly the need for an increase in the per capita levy.

in Grand Lodge on June 19, 1969, in victoria, the Grt, by regular notice of motion given, moved an amendment
to the Constitution of Grand Lodge whereby section 124 be altered in the following manner:

“that the figure of $1.25 in Clause “o” of that section be changed to the figure of $1.75.”
during the discussion that followed, the Grt explained the situation, pointed out the need for the increase and upon
being put to the vote the motion was declared Carried.
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schedule showing the growth of freemasonry in British Columbia during the past 100 years, in (a) members of
the Constituent Lodges; (b) revenue from the Constituent Lodges to the Grand Lodge (in even dollars); and the
number of Constituent Lodges:

yEAR MEMBERS REVENuE LODGES yEAR MEMBERS REVENuE LODGES

1871 295 8 1921 10,570 315,317 93 
1872 301 $523 9 1922 11,433 16,416 95 
1873 282 765 8 1923 12,472 17,068 102 
1874 275 627 8 1924 13,122 17,297 103 
1875 Not reported 1925 13,696 20,801 105 
1876 300 584 8 1926 14,232 20,847 107 
1877 312 579 8 1927 14,797 21,513 109 
1878 317 503 6 1928 15,140 20,739 110 
1879 295 576 6 1929 15,398 20,879 112 
1880* 306 764 6 1930* 15,701 20,492 114 
1881 287 395 6 1931 15,764 20,604 115 
1882 295 513 7 1932 15,698 19,229 116 
1883 293 484 6 1933 15,384 17,911 116 
1884 301 463 6 1934 14,827 16,576 116 
1885 312 470 6 1935 14,435 16,243 116 
1886 333 577 7 1936 14,130 15,973 118 
1887 393 840 8 1937 13,766 15,790 119 
1888 496 978 9 1938 13,786 16,336 119 
1889 587 1,233 10 1939* 13,748 16,667 118 
1890 678 1,253 10 1940 13,579 16,371 118 
1891 726 1,353 13 1941 13,439 15,635 118 
1892 860 1,647 13 1942 13,335 15,432 118 
1893 968 1,992 14 1943 13,305 19,719 118 
1894 1,076 2,000 17 1944 13,451 16,919 117 
1895 1,269 2,067 21 1945* 14,063 20,356 117 
1896 1,330 2,100 22 1946 14,831 21,812 118 
1897 1,288 1,833 24 1947 15,761 25,077 122 
1898 1,367 2,166 24 1948 16,915 25,903 126 
1899 1,639 2,428 27 1949 18,172 27,890 129 
1900 2,020 3,390 31 1950 18,997 28,266 131 
1901 2,089 3,422 32 1951 20,058 29,966 134 
1902 2,480 3,720 36 1952 21,056 30,969 139 
1903 2,586 3,876 36 1953 22,081 37,695 145 
1904 2,740 4,894 36 1954 23,220 39,110 149 
1905 3,000 4,619 39 1955 24,124 39,786 155 
1906 3,178 4,729 41 1956 25,084 40,257 156 
1907 3,551 4,673 42 1957 25,705 40,985 158 
1908 3,934 6,164 48 1958 26,183 41,548 160 
1909 4,358 6,627 55 1959 26,798 41,830 163 
1910 4,766 6,415 56 1960 27,097 41,695 165 
1911 5,266 7,777 56 1961 27,356 42,102 166 
1912 6,054 8,913 65 1962 27,708 41,361 166 
1913 6,620 9,547 69 1963 27,684 41,159 167 
1914* 7,439 11,005 77 1964 27,533 40,682 167 
1915 7,902 10,522 79 1965 27,435 39,819 167 
1916 8,009 9,832 88 1966 27,310 38,931 167 
1917 7,897 6,041 80 1967 27,003 38,368 167 
1918* 8,167 6,087 80 1968 26,864 38,440 168 
1919 8,194 8,740 80 1969 26,621 37,684 169 
1920 9,344 13,742 87 1970 26,188 49,275 169

* 1880, 16 months; 1914, World War i Began; 1918, World War i ended; 1930, depression started; 1939. World War ii Began: 1945, World
War ii ended.
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c H A p T E R  30
THE ORGANIZATION Of THE MOST WORSHIpfuL GRAND LODGE Of

ANTIENT fREE AND AccEpTED MASONS Of BRITISH cOLuMBIA

“may the Great architect of the universe preside over our temple and cement our order by adorning
it with every moral and social virtue. 

With faith our Guide, and humble Hope, 
Warm Charity and Love; 
may all at last be raised to share 
the light of Him above.” i.W. poWeLL, C. 1870

~ pART A ~
THE DEcLARATION

“Whereas, freemasonry was in the year, 1859 ad, inaugurated in the Colony of vancouver
island, and in the year 1861, ad, in the Colony of British Columbia, by the mW the Grand
Lodge of england;

“and whereas, the said Colonies were united as one Colony with the name of British 
Columbia and such act of union was proclaimed on the 17th day of november, ad, 1866;

“and whereas, on the 20th day of July, ad, 1871, the Colony of British Columbia was 
admitted into and became part of the dominion of Canada, as the province of British Co-
lumbia;

“and whereas, freemasonry from the time of its inauguration was perpetuated and 
practised by the establishment from time to time of Lodges in the said Colonies, and after
the Confederation of British Columbia with the dominion of Canada, by the establishment,
from time to time, of Lodges in the province of British Columbia, under warrants from
the Grand Lodges of england and scotland;

“and whereas, by virtue of a Commission from the mW the Grand master mason of scot-
land, dated the 20th day of december, ad, 1866, authority was granted for a provincial
Grand Lodge over Lodges in British Columbia under the jurisdiction of the mW Grand
Lodge of scotland;

“and whereas, by virtue of a patent from the mW Grand master of the united Grand Lodge
of england, dated the 10th day of september, ad, 1867, authority was granted for a district
Grand Lodge over Lodges in British Columbia under the jurisdiction of the mW the united
Grand Lodge of england:

“and whereas the Craft in British Columbia, by the almost unanimous vote of the Brethren
taken per capita in each of the Lodges holding under those Jurisdictions, avowed itself in
favour of the formation of an independent Grand Lodge:

“and whereas, at a joint convention of the representatives from Lodges on the registers of
the Grand Lodges of england and scotland in British Columbia, held on the 21st day of
october, ad, 1871, in the City of victoria, in consequence of such vote and called by the
consent and authority of the rW the provincial and district Grand masters to take such
action as might be deemed necessary for the formation of an independent Grand Lodge
of freemasons in British Columbia:

“it was unanimously resolved that in order to establish perfect fraternal harmony and to
promote the lasting welfare of the masonic fraternity in British Columbia, it was expedient
to form a Grand Lodge in and for the province of British Columbia:

“and the representatives in such convention assembled, on behalf of their Lodges, declared
themselves to be, and proceeded to organize the Grand Lodge of antient, free and ac-
cepted masons of British Columbia:

“and mW Brother israel Wood powell (rW provincial Grand master) was unanimously
elected Grand master and mW Brother robert Burnaby (rW district Grand master) was
unanimously elected past Grand master thereof:

“and in accordance with such resolution and declaration, the said Grand Lodge, on the
26th day of december, 1871, at the masonic Hall in the City of victoria, was duly 
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organized, the Grand master elect and the Grand officers elect and appointed thereof,
were invested, installed and proclaimed, and the said Grand Lodge was declared to be in-
stalled:

“and thereupon the mW the Grand Lodge of antient, free and accepted masons of British
Columbia was opened in ample form and duly consecrated, dedicated and proclaimed.”

this seal adopted by the Grand Lodge of British Columbia is required to be affixed to all instruments issued by
and under its authority.

~ pART B ~
THE OffIcERS Of GRAND LODGE

the Grand Lodge of British Columbia consists of the following officers who are entitled to rank and take their prece-
dence in the order as listed:

* the most Worshipful Grand master, 
* the right Worshipful deputy Grand master, 
* the right Worshipful senior Grand Warden, 
* the right Worshipful Junior Grand Warden, 
* the right Worshipful Grand treasurer,   

the right Worshipful Grand secretary, 
† the right Worshipful district deputy Grand masters, 
† the very Worshipful Grand Historian, 
† the very Worshipful senior Grand deacon, 
† the very Worshipful Junior Grand deacon, 
† the very Worshipful Grand superintendent of Works,
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† the very Worshipful Grand director of Ceremonies, 
† the very Worshipful Grand marshal, 
† the very Worshipful Grand sword Bearer, 
† the very Worshipful Grand standard Bearer, 
† the very Worshipful Grand pursuivant, 
† the very Worshipful Grand stewards, 
† the Grand Chaplain, † the Grand organist, * the Grand tyler.

the offices which are qualified with an * are elective offices and the incumbents each year are chosen by ballot.
those qualified with an † are appointive offices by the Grand master, each year. the office of the Grand secretary
is appointive each year by a committee consisting of the Grand master, the deputy Grand master, the Grand treas-
urer and the Chairmen of the standing Committees on finance, Jurisprudence and Constitution.

Worshipful Masters
no one is eligible for any elective office, except the office of Grand tyler, or for any appointment as district deputy
Grand master unless he shall have been regularly installed as the Worshipful master of a Constituent Lodge, but a
Worshipful master (in the Chair) is not eligible for the three top elective offices or for any appointment as a district
deputy Grand master.

the Grand Chaplain, the Grand organist and the Grand tyler need not necessarily be members of the Grand
Lodge.

Jurisdiction of Grand Lodge
the Jurisdiction of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia includes all the masonic Lodges and freemasons who have
been initiated therein or affiliated thereto within the province of British Columbia and the yukon territory and also
includes all masonic Lodges and freemasons acting under its authority outside the province and the territory.

pART c 
THE BOOK Of cONSTITuTIONS

the Book of Constitutions of the Grand Lodge of antient, free and accepted masons of British Columbia—as
adopted at the annual Communication held in the City of vancouver on the 20th day of June, ad, 1941, aL 5941
with amendments adopted since that date as reprinted and issued under the seal of Grand Lodge and the official
signature of the Grand secretary—governs freemasonry in the province of British Columbia.

the Grand Lodge of British Columbia has had five Constitutions, and there were two major revisions.
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constitution of 1871
the first was the Constitution of 1871 adopted at the Convention in 1871. the Convention, in proceeding to form
and organize the Grand Lodge, adopted the Constitution of the mW Grand Lodge of england “as far as may be 
applicable to existing circumstances except nevertheless that the following officers shall be elected by Grand Lodge,
viz.: Grand master, deputy Grand master, Grand Chaplain, Grand treasurer, and the Grand tyler, the remaining
officers to be appointed by the mW the Grand master and by resolution appointed a Committee to frame a 
Constitution and General regulation.”

Revisions of 1878 and 1887
the Constitution was revised and the revised Constitution and General regulations adopted by Grand Lodge on
october 28, 1878, and it was revised again and with the antient Charges adopted June 18, 1887.

constitution of 1894
on november 22, 1894, the Constitution of 1894 was adopted and republished with the additions and alterations
up to the date of republication July 4, 1901.

constitution of 1903 
on June 18, 1903, the Constitutions of the year 1903 were adopted.

constitution of 1910
on the 5th day of october, 1910, the Constitution of 1910 was adopted, and on the 20th day of June, 1912, the Code
was adopted by the Grand Lodge. revisions were printed in 1920 and 1928.

constitution of 1941
in 1939, the Grand master appointed a committee of three past Grand masters and three past district deputy Grand
masters to draft a new Constitution for Grand Lodge, and on June 20, 1941, it was enacted as follows:

“Be it now therefor enacted by the aforesaid Grand Lodge, that the following be the Constitutions
and Laws for the good government of Grand Lodge itself and for all the Lodges holding under it
as and from July ist, 1941” 346

since that time, the Book of Constitutions has been reprinted twice, in 1962 and 1968, and included the amend-
ments made thereto from time to time in Grand Lodge.

powers of the Grand Master
under the Constitutions the Gm has prerogatives and powers, among other matters usually reserved to the head of
like institutions, to:

a. decide any question of usage, order and masonic law, not clearly defined in the Book of Constitu-
tions;

b. suspend the warrant of any Lodge, any officer of a Lodge, and any member of a Lodge for good
reasons shown, subject to later consideration by Grand Lodge;

c. Grant dispensations in accordance with the laws of Grand Lodge and the antient usages and 
established customs of freemasonry;

d. approve or refuse to approve the by-laws, revisions and amendments to the by-laws of a Warranted
Lodge;

e. appoint by warrant any Brother of eminence and skill to represent Grand Lodge near other Grand
Lodges and to receive and accredit representatives from other Grand Lodges;

f. send any of his Grand Lodge officers to visit or inspect any Constituent Lodge; and may himself
g. preside in any Constituent Lodge and perform the following ceremonies: 

(i) Consecrate and dedicate masonic Halls; 
(ii) Constitute new Lodges; 

(iii) Lay cornerstones of masonic Halls and public Buildings; 
(iv) install the Grand Lodge officers; 

and no one may perform any of these ceremonies unless authorized to do so by him; and is
h. a member, by courtesy, of each Lodge in the jurisdiction, but this courtesy does not confer on him the right

of voting.
powers of the Senior Officers

in the absence of the Grand master from the jurisdiction for any reason, or in the event of his death, the assumption
and possession of the powers and functions of the office of Grand master fall:
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first—upon the deputy Grand master; 
second—on the senior Grand Warden; 
third—on the Junior Grand Warden; 

and in the normal operations of the Craft these officers are required to perform the duties assigned to them by the
Grand master.

pART D 
THE STANDING cOMMITTEE Of GRAND LODGE

the standing Committees of Grand Lodge, provided for by the Book of Constitutions, at the present time (1969)
number eleven and each must consist of three or more members. their duties may be summarized as follows:

constitution
to examine all proposed amendments to the Constitution and to see that they are in accordance with strict masonic
usage; to supervise all revisions of the Constitution and to make recommendations;

Education and Research
to promote the study of history, ceremonies, symbolism and teachings of freemasonry by members of the Con-
stituent Lodges, encourage the establishment and use of masonic Libraries, circulate masonic literature, provide
lectures and lecturers; prepare courses of study and arrange for the establishment of Lodges of instruction and study
groups; and, above all, to edit and publish that most important and popular “masonic Bulletin”, which is held in
such high esteem both within the jurisdiction and without. the Chairman of this committee, mW Brother James
reid mitchell, was the editor of the masonic Bulletin until his death in 1969;

finance
to recommend the appointment of auditors and to advise and make recommendations arising out of their report;
to examine all accounts and financial arrangements; to advise upon and direct the safekeeping of the financial assets
of Grand Lodge; and, generally, to recommend and advise upon all financial transactions;

fraternal correspondence
to examine and review all written and printed proceedings and documents emanating from other Grand Lodges
and to prepare a report thereon for inclusion in the annual proceedings of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia;

Jurisprudence
to consider and report on such questions, documents, papers and decisions relating to masonic law and usage;

petitions and Grievances
to report on all petitions and appeals; upon all papers and documents relating to any matter of complaint or griev-
ance pertaining to masonic discipline; including proceedings and decisions of any Constituent Lodge; and to make
such recommendations on these matters as they may deem proper;

printing 
to receive and open all tenders for printing and award the contracts for same to the lowest responsible tenderer;

Warranted Lodges and Lodges under Dispensotion
to examine the returns of the proceedings and work of all Warranted Lodges, as well as those under dispensation
each year; to recommend changes or alterations in such proceedings and work, and what action should be taken in
the cases of the Lodges still under dispensation; to recommend the boundaries of the respective districts, the names
and numbers of the districts and the Lodges to be included in each; and to recommend the jurisdiction, concurrent
or otherwise, to be held by each Constituent Lodge;

On the District Deputy Grand Masters’ Reports
to examine the reports of the district deputy Grand master of each district and report on matters of membership,
dues, returns to the Grand secretary, Lodges under dispensation, and other matters relating to the affairs of the
Constituent Lodges and the work of the district deputy Grand masters;

fraternal Relations with Other Grand Lodges
to review the foreign Grand Lodges’ applications for recognition by the Grand Lodge of British Columbia; establish
basic principles and requirements for such recognition and to ensure that the ancient Charges, Customs and usages
of the Craft are strictly observed and to make the necessary recommendations to Grand Lodge; 347
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Rituals and 
forms and ceremonies

to supervise all revisions of the four
ritualistic workings: “British Colum-
bia Canadian”; “British Columbia
antient”, formerly the “american”;
“British Columbia emulation”; and
the “australian”, and of the forms
and ceremonies of Grand Lodge; to
observe the workings of the rituals
and the ceremonies as approved by
Grand Lodge; to recommend
amendments or adjustments to cor-
rect anomalies and defects that be-
come apparent in the work; to
undertake thorough revisions of the
Book of forms and Ceremonies and
to report on these matters to Grand
Lodge.

The Benevolent fund
in British Columbia is administered
by a Board of trustees, five in num-
ber, three to form a quorum for the
transaction of business. one trustee
is appointed by the Grand master at
each annual Communication of
Grand Lodge, to hold office for five
years; all the trustees hold office
until their successors are appointed.
the Grand master may fill any va-
cancies that occur for any reason for
the unexpired term of the vacancy.
three members must be resident in
vancouver or new Westminster and
one on vancouver island. it is the
duty of the Board to administer the
Benevolent fund; to examine and re-
port on all documents and matters
relating thereto; to examine all 
reports of the secretaries of the
Lodges relating to relief and to 

report on all applications for relief; and to make rules and regulations governing procedure and to report the 
transactions of the Board.

The Bursary fund
this fund is separate from the ordinary funds of Grand Lodge and is in the custody, for financial transactions, of
the Grand treasurer, the Grand secretary, and the finance Committee, and for the control of the funds, etc.. the
Grand master appointed five trustees to the original Board to serve for one, two, three, four and five years, and
thereafter one trustee was appointed by the Grand master at each annual Communication, and under similar con-
ditions to the Benevolent fund trustees; to apportion the revenue available each year into a number of bursaries;
to determine in consultation with the appropriate educational authorities 348 the conditions for the award of such
bursaries; to promote interest in the masonic Bursary fund and devise methods for increasing its support; and to
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report all its transactions, in writing, to Grand Lodge. the fund is to be used strictly for the purpose of assisting, by
way of bursaries, the advanced education of boys and girls who would otherwise not be able to continue their 
education.

The Address of the Grand Master
one other committee, that is “not kept standing”, is that appointed each year immediately following the conclusion
of the Grand master’s address to the Brethren and members of Grand Lodge. it is required to review the address,
report critically thereon, support his recommendations or condemn them; to bring points of divergence between
the Grand master and the committee to Grand Lodge, and generally to provide Grand Lodge with a critical 
assessment of the activities of the Grand master during his term of office.

Limited Service
no member of Grand Lodge is required to serve on more than one of the standing Committees. the first named
member is automatically the Chairman and Convener and a majority of its members constitutes a quorum for the
transaction of business. in June, 1970, with the recommendation of the Committee on Constitution, Grand Lodge
approved a resolution which, in effect, made three members of any of the standing Committees a quorum, even
though they might not constitute a majority of such members. in actual operation, this amendment only affected
the Committee on Constitution.

the Grand secretary is required to direct all communications received by him concerning the work of the stand-
ing Committees to the appropriate Chairman, so that the committee may proceed to investigate the matters referred
to them in time to report at the next annual Communication or at any emergent one called for that purpose.

credentials committee
there is another important committee provided for by the Constitution, which must be appointed “at a convenient
time before the opening of a Communication of Grand Lodge,” and which must contain sufficient number of mem-
bers to examine the credentials and qualifications of everyone attending Grand Lodge. it must determine their en-
titlement to sit and vote in Grand Lodge; the validity of every proxy produced to them and cause the names of such
members and proxies to be entered on a register and distribute to them their respective ballot papers.

the committee is required, before the election of Grand officers takes place, to report: (a) the number of Lodges
on the register; (b) the number of Lodges represented at the Communication; (c) the number of Lodges not repre-
sented; (d) the representatives present and entitled to vote; (e) the representatives by proxy and entitled to vote; (f)
the number of visitors in attendance; and (g) the total attendance at the Communication.

after its report has been received and adopted and prior to the election of the Grand Lodge officers, it usually
continues as the election Committee, when its members are required to act as scrutineers, to collect the ballots cast,
to count the ballots and report the result to the Grand master. the election is required to be by secret ballot, and
once the election has commenced no member of Grand Lodge is allowed to enter or retire until the election is com-
pleted. the first named is the Chairman of each of these two committees, usually the same man.

Board of General purposes
the Grand Lodge of British Columbia has never been partial to the system known in many jurisdictions as the Board
of General purposes for the administration and government of Grand Lodge. many have opposed the present system
as putting too much power in the hands of the Grand secretary but, after trial over the first 16 years of its life, re-
peated attempts have failed to restore such a body within the structure of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia.
the first Constitution of Grand Lodge of december 27, 1871, provided for a Board of General purposes consisting
of the Grand master, the deputy Grand master (who was ex officio the president), the Grand Wardens, the Grand
secretary and six other members to be elected, it also defined the responsibilities and duties of the Board 349 but it
was abolished on June 21, 1886, by amendments to the Constitution which provided for the organization and 
appointment of standing Committees. 350

1911
on June 18, 1915, rW Brother L. Watts doney gave notice of motion that he would move for the appointment of a
Board of General purposes at the next annual Communication, which on June 23, 1916, he begged leave to 
withdraw.
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1949-1950
on June 16, 1949, the Grand master suggested that Grand Lodge must face realities; the death of the beloved Grand
treasurer; the illness of the Grand secretary; and the indisposition and advancing age of some of the past Grand
masters who had been the guiding lights of Grand Lodge and source of inspiration to the Craft forced him to 
recommend that immediate steps be taken to set up a Board of General purposes, the composition and definition of
the duties of which would require some study and would necessitate a constitutional amendment. He pointed out
that the jurisdiction was growing rapidly and with it the duties and responsibilities of a Grand master were bound
to increase also. He recommended that a committee be appointed to consider the matter of instituting a Board of
General purposes for Grand Lodge.

the Committee on the address recommended the appointment of a committee of five or more to make the 
necessary investigation as to:

“a. the advisability of the appointment or election of such a board, 
“b. the duties and functions of such a board should it be found advisable that same be created, 
“c. to draft the necessary constitutional amendments and, in collaboration with any other necessary

Committees, give notice to the Grand secretary of the proposed amendments in order that same
may be acted upon at the next annual Communication.”

the incoming Grand master duly appointed such a committee, which was composed of nine past Grand masters,
the deputy Grand master, the Junior Grand Warden and the Grand treasurer. it met in freemasons’ Hall in 
vancouver, on february 21, 1950, and reported to Grand Lodge on June 22, 1950, that:

“after considerable discussion, it was moved . . . that this Committee having carefully considered
mW Bro. ellis’ recommendation, is agreed that this is not the proper time to institute a Board of
General purposes in the Grand Lodge of British Columbia, and that no action be taken. motion 
carried.”

the report was adopted without comment by Grand Lodge.
1961

on June 22, 1961, the Grand master observed that, as Grand Lodge now consisted of 163 Constituent Lodges and 3
Lodges under dispensation, freemasonry has shown a steady growth and had graduated from a small business to
become big business; that many Grand Lodges have a Board of General purposes whose responsibility was to assist
by giving guidance and direction in the affairs of Grand Lodge; that British Columbia had arrived at the time when
thought should be given to having a Board of General purposes for the Grand Lodge. He recommended that a com-
mittee be appointed to consider the feasibility of a Board of General purposes for the Grand Lodge of British Co-
lumbia, the report thereof to be submitted to the next annual Communication of Grand Lodge. the Committee on
the address ignored the suggestion, but the incoming Grand master appointed such a committee. it consisted of
twelve members, nine of them past Grand masters, the deputy Grand master, and the Grand Wardens. the Grand
master himself was also present at the meeting of this committee when, after considerable discussion, it was resolved
on motion:

“that this Committee having carefully considered mW Bro. mcmynn’s recommendation, is agreed
that a Board of General purposes in this Grand Lodge of British Columbia is not required and that
no action be taken to implement the recommendation.”

it reported accordingly to Grand Lodge on June 21, 1962, and the report of the special Committee was received and
adopted.

1966 to 1968
When in Grand Lodge on June 24, 1966, the “enquiry into Condition of freemasonry in British Columbia” was 
proposed, one of the areas to be explored was the necessity to streamline Grand Lodge administration by setting up
a Board of General purposes. accordingly, one of the sub-committees appointed by the Grand master was assigned
this proposal to consider. this sub-committee reported along with several of the others on June 21, 1968, that it 
accepted as sound the standing Committee method of procedure by which Grand Lodge had been and still was 
operated, and was of the opinion that it should be continued. it did not recommend the establishment of a Board of
General purposes at that time.

the main report of the special Committee being adopted, the jurisdiction was still without a Board of General
purposes at the end of 1970
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~ pART E ~
THE BOOK Of fORMS AND cEREMONIES Of GRAND LODGE

no mention can be found in the proceedings of Grand Lodge regarding the adoption of a Book of forms and 
Ceremonies for the Grand Lodge of British Columbia until 1894.

Manitoba forms and ceremonies Adopted
during the emergent Communication of Grand Lodge called in victoria on november 22, 1894, for the purpose of
considering and adopting a revised Constitution, it was ordered, on motion, that the “forms” as found in the 
Constitution of the Grand Lodge of manitoba (subject to any necessary alterations) be included. these apparently
sufficed in British Columbia until 1904, when the first Book of forms and Ceremonies was ordered printed.

Revision of 1904
on June 19, 1903, Grand Lodge ordered a new Constitution (which it first amended) which contained a section on
forms and Ceremonies which was judged to be outdated and entirely inadequate to the conditions in the Craft at
that time. on June 22, 1905, the Grand master stated that:

“as i found our old forms, which were approved by Grand Lodge in 1903, were in many cases 
antiquated and totally unsuited to the new Constitution and to cover the cases for which they were
intended, i called to my assistance the printing Committee and we set to work to revise and issue
a complete set of forms and ceremonies, which we have done, and had distributed among all the
Lodges, and it will be necessary for the Grand Lodge at this Communication to approve of same
and rescind the resolution passed in 1903. i must take this occasion to state to Grand Lodge that it
was to the untiring work of rW Bro. deWolf-smith, our Grand Historian, more than to myself or
the other members of the printing Committee, that such a splendid compilation has been issued,”

on the same day, under the heading “forms and Ceremonies”, Grand Lodge:
“Resolved—that the resolution of this Grand Lodge, passed at the thirty- second annual Commu-

nication, retaining the forms and Ceremonies as set forth in the Constitution of 1894, be rescinded,
and that the new forms and Ceremonies printed in 1904, be used in this Jurisdiction until otherwise
ordered by this Grand Lodge.”

Resolution of 1920
in Grand Lodge on June 17, 1920, the following motion was duly presented and seconded:

“resolved, that this Grand Lodge, recognizing the necessity that Constituent Lodges, especially
those in isolated districts, be competently instructed in the work and in masonic knowledge, 
requests that the Grand master appoint a special committee to consider carefully the matter and to
bring in such recommendations as to the best and most feasible means by which such instruction
and knowledge may be imparted under the authority of Grand Lodge.”

the motion was Carried.
the Grand master appears to have ignored the request or the matter was dealt with in a different manner.

Whether the resolution referred to the rituals work of the Lodges or the Ceremonials of the Grand Lodge is not
clear. What is clear, however, is the established fact that an edition of the Book of forms and Ceremonies did appear
at that time, dated “1921” and with the imprimature of the “Colonist printing and publishing Company” of victoria.
this same publication appeared ten years later, still dated “1921”, but under the imprimature of the “Wrigley print-
ing Company Ltd.” of vancouver and the date of printing as “1931”. a close examination of both editions reveals
no change whatever in the two texts.

there does not appear to have been any action taken on the rituals used by the Lodges at that time.
1921 to 1940

on June 19, 1924, Grand Lodge gave approval to a number of changes being made in the funeral service, but these
are given a detailed examination in Chapter no. 19 dealing with the public Ceremonies of Grand Lodge.

the Grand master on June 17, 1926, recommended that Grand Lodge give consideration to amendments to the
Constitution for provision to be made for the filing of proceedings in masonic trials, where expulsion has been rec-
ommended, forthwith with the Grand secretary, and for reference of the same to the Committee on petitions and
Grievances, with power to recommend to the Grand master that a summons issue to the Brother recommended for
expulsion, that he shall attend the next meeting of Grand Lodge to show cause why he should not be expelled. the
Constitution was amended in considerable detail, in which the procedure for masonic trials was amended in many
aspects. the Book of forms and Ceremonies was amended in the forms section accordingly.
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in 1929, the Committee on Constitution recommended changes in the forms of Grand Lodge which were 
rendered necessary by changes in the Constitution.

on June 18, 1931, a motion was offered requesting the Committee on Jurisprudence to consider the suitability
of providing amongst the forms and Ceremonies a fitting Ceremony to commemorate the completion of fifty years
membership in freemasonry in the Grand Jurisdiction of British Columbia, and to report thereon at the next regular
Communication of Grand Lodge. the motion was so referred, but the Committee on Jurisprudence failed to report
on the matter in 1932 or 1933.

Revision of 1942
on June 20, 1940, the Grand master informed Grand Lodge that he had appointed a special Committee to draft a
proposed Constitution for submission to Grand Lodge, and in Grand Lodge that same day the special Committee
reported and recommended:

“that the special Committee be continued with instructions to revise the forms and Ceremonies as
well, bringing them in keeping with the Constitution.”

in Grand Lodge on June 20, 1941, it was
“resolved that the special Committee on revision of the Constitution to whom was committed the

revision of forms and Ceremonies of Grand Lodge, beg to submit herewith the result of their
labours and beg to move that the same be printed in book form together with the ancient Charges.
Carried.”

on June 17, 1943, the Grand master reported to Grand Lodge that he had, pursuant to section 61 (c) of the Book of
Constitutions, issued a special Warrant to the Grand treasurer in the total
amount of $3,621, of which the sum of $1,419 was for printing forms and Cer-
emonies as authorized by Grand Lodge in 1941.

in 1946, an attempt was made to amend the Book of forms and Cere-
monies so that the wearing of the apron, etc., would be confined to the outside
of a freemason’s clothing at all masonic funerals this proposal was 
defeated.

No Honours for the District Deputy Grand Masters
on June 19, 1958, a regularly submitted notice of motion sought to delete the
words “district deputy Grand master” from those entitled to receive Grand
Honours as a visitor. no reason was given for this strange action and the mo-
tion was defeated without discussion.

Revision of 1963
from 1943 until 1963 the Book of forms and Ceremonies does not appear to
have been reprinted, because an extensive examination of the report of the fi-
nance, printing, rituals and other Committees fails to reveal that any appro-
priation, even for a reprinting, was provided during the period.

in June, 1962, the Committee on finance provided the sum of $3,250 in its
estimates for “printing Constitutions and forms and Ceremonies” and re-
ported an expenditure in June, 1963 of $3,019 under that item. it would appear
that this was merely a reprinting as nothing appears to have been authorized
by way of a revision or amendment in Grand Lodge.

1966 to 1968
on June 24, 1966, the Committee on rituals reported that it was the intention during the ensuing year to review the
Book of forms and Ceremonies of Grand Lodge to determine if there was need for any changes in it. on June 22,
1967, the committee reported that study of the Book of forms and Ceremonies was to be continued with the idea of
eliminating various anomalies and expanding the detailed instructions for procedure in some Ceremonies. no men-
tion of the Book of forms and Ceremonies is to be found in the report of the committee for 1968 or 1969, but a new
edition of the forms and Ceremonies went on sale at the office of the Grand secretary at the end of 1968. (date 1965
changed to 1968 in ink.) no report on the matter was ever made to Grand Lodge.

charges to candidates
the 1968 edition of the Book of forms and Ceremonies of Grand Lodge also contains the Charges (in two versions)
which are required to be given to the Candidate at (1) His initiation (the entered apprentice degree), (2) His passing
(the fellow Craft degree), and (3) His raising (the master mason degree), of which one of those, to the initiate, is
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a very old Charge. mackey says it was written by Hutchinson and published in his Spirit of Freemasonry in 1774, but
it appears, substantially as given in the 1968 edition of the Book of forms and Ceremonies, in Scott’s Pocket Companion
published in 1754.

Rules of Trial
the 1968 edition of the Book of forms and Ceremonies concluded its valuable glossary of masonic regulations and
Charges, and forms of Ceremony with the “rules for masonic trials”

The ceremonies of Grand Lodge
the Ceremonies of Grand Lodge as they were amended in the 1968 edition of the Book of forms and Ceremonies
still retained the general character of the 1921 edition, and covered:  
(1) the Ceremony of (a) opening, (b) Calling off and Calling on, and (c) Closing of Grand Lodge; 
(2) the Ceremony of installation of Grand Lodge officers; 
(3) institution of a Lodge under dispensation;  
(4) Constitution and Consecration of a new Lodge and installation of its officers;  
(5) dedication of a masonic Hall;  
(6) Laying the foundation stones of public Buildings;  
(7) reception of visitors —(a) the Grand Lodge (b) the Grand master  (c)  the proxy Grand master, the deputy

Grand master, the Grand Wardens, district deputy Grand master, and (d) other Brethren;  
(8) installation of the officers of a Lodge according to the “english” or “Canadian” Work;  
(9) installation of the officers of a Lodge according to “the British Columbia ‘ancient’ Work”; 
(10) masonic funeral service— (a) General regulations, (b) service in the Lodge room; 
(11) service at House, Chapel or Church; 
(12) Concluding service; 
(13) short form of funeral service.

The forms of Grand Lodge
the book Forms and Ceremonies for use in the jurisdiction of the Grand Lodge, AF & AM of British Columbia, 1921 (reprinted
in 1931 without change) set forth the forms to be used in Grand Lodge in a variety of situations which may be en-
countered in the operation of such an institution. it also prescribed the details of the Ceremonials of the Grand
Lodge.

The Revision of 1968
the forms, as they appear in the new 1968 printing of the Book of forms and Ceremonies, are 44 in number and
deal generally with the formation of the Constituent Lodges, masonic trials (complaint, summons, expulsion and
restoration), the tyler’s oath, candidate pamphlets, etc.. they are given in full detail in the Book of forms and Cer-
emonies of the Grand Lodge. 351

there are, in addition, 18 forms which are used in the routine operations of the Grand secretary’s office, which
include the Certificates for all purposes (master masons, past masters, etc.), Commissions, Warrants, dispensations,
etc. these are not printed in the Book of forms and Ceremonies but the originals have been settled, approved, and
are on record in the Grand secretary’s office.
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351. see Forms and Ceremonies for Use in the Jurisdiction of the Grand Lodge, AF & AM of British Columbia —1968, pp. 149-190. 



~ pART f ~
THE fOuR pRINcIpAL OffIcERS Of GRAND LODGE SINcE ITS ORGANIZATION*
GRAND MASTER DEPUTY G.M. SENIOR GR.WARDEN JUNIOR GR. WARDEN GR. TREASURER GR. SECRETARY

1871 i.W. powell J.f. mcCreight s. duck H. nathan m.W. Waitt H.f. Heisterman
1872 i.W. powell J.a. Graham s. duck W.r. Clarke m.W. Waitt H.f. Heisterman
1873 i.W. powell J.f. mcCreight W. dalby e. Harrison, sr. m.W. Waitt H.f. Heisterman
1874- s. duck f. Williams e. Harrison H. Brown m.W. Waitt C.m. Chambers
1875 s. duck f. Williams e. Harrison H. Brown m.W. Waitt C.m. Chambers
1876 f. Williams e. Harrison, Jr. C. thorne J.G. vinter m.W. Waitt C.m. Chambers
1877 f. Williams e. Harrison, Jr. J.G. vinter C.m. Chambers m.W. Waitt e. Harrison, Jr.
1878 e. Harrison, Jr. J.G. vinter C.m. Chambers H. Brown m.W. Waitt e. Harrison, Jr.
1879 e. Harrison, Jr. C.m. Chambers H. Brown e. Harrison, Jr. m.W. Waitt e. Crow Baker
1880 e. Harrison, Jr. C.m. Chambers H. Brown e. Harrison, Jr. m.W. Waitt e. Crow Baker
1881 C.m. Chambers H. Brown W.t. Livock e. Harrison, Jr. m.W. Waitt e. Crow Baker
1882 H. Brown m. Bate t. trounce r.B. Kelly m.W. Waitt e. Crow Baker
1883 e. Crow Baker t. trounce r.B. Kelly r. Beaven m.W. Waitt a.r. milne
1884 e. Crow Baker t. trounce r. Beaven a.r. milne W. dalby e.C. neufelder
1885 t. trounce W. dalby a.r. milne J.C. Hughes H.f. Heisterman e.C. neufelder
1886 W. dalby a.r. milne J.C. Hughes W. stewart H.f. Heisterman e.C. neufelder
1887 a.r. milne J.s. Clute, sr. d.H. ross H. Hoy H.f. Heisterman e.C. neufelder
1888 a.r. milne J.s. Clute, sr. H. Hoy a. mcKeown H.f. Heisterman H. Brown
1889 J.s. Clute, sr. a. mcKeown m. Wolfe W. downie H.f. Heisterman H. Brown
1890 a. mcKeown m. Wolfe W. downie s. Clarke H.f. Heisterman H. Brown
1891 m. Wolfe W. downie s. Clarke p. Grant H.f. Heisterman W.J. Quinlan
1892 W. downie s. Clarke p. Grant r.B. mcmicking H.f. Heisterman W.J. Quinlan
1893 s. Clarke r.B. mcmicking L.r. Johnson a. Charleson H.f. Heisterman W.J. Quinlan
1894 r.B. mcmicking L.r. Johnson a. Charleson e.d. mcLaren H.f. Heisterman W.J. Quinlan
1895 L.r. Johnson a. Charleson e.d. mcLaren a.e. Lees H.f. Heisterman W.J. Quinlan
1896 a. Charleson e.d. mcLaren B. Williams J.W. Coburn H.f. Heisterman W.J. Quinlan
1897 e.d. mcLaren d. Wilson J.W. Coburn r.e. Walker a.B. erskine W.J. Quinlan
1898 d. Wilson r.e. Walker f.m. young H.H. Watson a.B. erskine W.J. Quinlan
1899 r.e. Walker H.H. Watson f.m. young a.e. Goodeye a.B. erskine W.J. Quinlan
1900 H.H. Watson f.m. young e.e. Chipman C.e. sharp a.B. erskine W.J. Quinlan
1901 f.m. young e.e. Chipman C.e. sharp W.J. Bowser a.B. erskine W.J. Quinlan
1902 e.e. Chipman C.e. sharp W.J. Bowser t.J. armstrong H.H. Watson r.e. Brett
1903 C.e. sharp W.J. Bowser t.J. armstrong G. Johnstone H.H. Watson r.e. Brett
1904 W.J. Bowser t.J. armstrong G. Johnstone J.H. schofield H.H. Watson r.e. Brett
1905 t.J. armstrong J.H. schofield f. Bowser W.K. Houston H.H. Watson r.e. Brett
1906 J.H. schofield f. Bowser W.K. Houston H.n. rich H.H. Watson r.e. Brett
1907 f. Bowser W.K. Houston H.n. rich e.B. paul H.H. Watson r.e. Brett
1908 W.K. Houston H.n. rich e.B. paul f.J. Burd H.H. Watson r.e. Brett
1909 H.n. rich e.B. paul f.J. Burd a.H. skey H.H. Watson r.e. Brett
1910 e.B. paul f.J. Burd a.H. skey J.m. rudd H.H. Watson r.e. Brett
1911 f.J. Burd a.H. skey J.m. rudd W. Henderson H.H. Watson W.a. deWolf-smith
1912 J.m. rudd a.H. skey W. Henderson J. stark H.H. Watson W.a. deWolf-smith
1913 W. Henderson J. stark W.C. ditmars W. astley H.H. Watson W.a. deWolf-smith
1914 J. stark W.C. ditmars W. astley d. Corsan H.H. Watson W.a. deWolf-smith
1915 W.C. ditmars W. astley d. Corsan J. shaw H.H. Watson W.a. deWolf-smith
1916 W. astley d. Corsan J. shaw J. shaw H.H. Watson W.a. deWolf-smith
1917 d. Corsan J. shaw s.J. Willis C.a. Welsh H.H. Watson W.a. deWolf-smith
1918 J. shaw s.J. Willis m.L. Grimmett W.s. terry H.H. Watson W.a. deWolf-smith
1919 s.J. Willis m.L. Grimmett W.s. terry a.mcC. Creery H.H. Watson W.a. deWolf-smith
1920 m.L. Grimmett W.s. terry a.mcC. Creery C.e. tisdall H.H. Watson W.a. deWolf-smith
1921 W.s. terry a.mcC. Creery C.e. tisdall s. Jones H.H. Watson W.a. deWolf-smith
1922 a.mcC. Creery C.e. tisdall s. Jones a.m. manson H.H. Watson W.a. deWolf-smith
1923 C.e. tisdall s. Jones a.m. manson f.s. mcKee H.H. Watson W.a. deWolf-smith
1924 s. Jones a.m. manson f.s. mcKee d.W. sutherland H.H. Watson W.a. deWolf-smith
1925 a.m. manson d.W. sutherland r. Baird a.u. depencier H.H. Watson W.a. deWolf-smith
1926 dW. sutherland f.s. mcKee r. Baird r.L. reid H.H. Watson W.a. deWolf-smith
1927 f.s. mcKee r. Baird r.L. reid d.e. Kerr H.H. Watson W.a. deWolf-smith
1928 r. Baird r.L. reid d.e. Kerr H.B. morley H.H. Watson W.a. deWolf-smith
1929 r.L. reid d.e. Kerr H.B. morley J.e. Beck H.H. Watson W.a. deWolf-smith
1930 d.e. Kerr H.B. morley J.e. Beck a. Henderson H.H. Watson W.a. deWolf-smith
1931 H.B. morley J.e. Beck a. Henderson G.L. Cassady H.H. Watson W.a. deWolf-smith
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1932 J.e. Beck a. Henderson G.L. Cassady C.G. derby H.H. Watson W.a. deWolf-smith
1933 a. Henderson G.L. Cassady C.G. derby s. mcClure H.H. Watson W.a. deWolf-smith
1934 G.L. Cassady C.G. derby s. mcClure t. sanderson H.H. Watson W.a. deWolf-smith
1935 C.G. derby s. mcClure t. sanderson C.m. Kingston H.H. Watson W.a. deWolf-smith
1936 s. mcClure J.s. Henderson C.m. Kingston G.a.B. Hall H.H. Watson W.a. deWolf-smith
1937 J.s. Henderson C.m. Kingston G.a.B. Hall W.r. simpson H.H. Watson W.a. deWolf-smith
1938 C.m. Kingston G.a.B. Hall W.r. simpson B.a. stimmel H.H. Watson f.s. mcKee
1939 G.a.B. Hall W.r. simpson B.a. stimmel W.p. marchant H.H. Watson f.s. mcKee
1940 W.r. simpson B.a. stimmel W.p. marchant J.G Brown H.H. Watson f.s. mcKee
1941 B.a. stimmel W.p. marchant J.G Brown W. menzies H.H. Watson f.s. mcKee
1942 W.p. marchant J.G Brown W. menzies W.H. Bland H.H. Watson f.s. mcKee
1943 J.G Brown W. menzies W.H. Bland K.K. reid H.H. Watson f.s. mcKee
1944 W. menzies W.H. Bland K.K. reid G. roy Long H.H. Watson W.r. simpson
1945 W.H. Bland K.K. reid G. roy Long G.H. ellis H.H. Watson W.r. simpson
1946 K.K. reid G. roy Long G.H. ellis d. mcGugan H.H. Watson W.r. simpson
1947 G. roy Long G.H. ellis d. mcGugan J.H.n. morgan H.H. Watson W.r. simpson
1948 G.H. ellis d. mcGugan J.H.n. morgan J.m. mitchell H.H. Watson W.r. simpson
1949 d. mcGugan J.H.n. morgan J.m. mitchell L. Healey d.a. stewart W.r. simpson
1950 J.H.n. morgan J.m. mitchell L. Healey W.a. Curran d.a. stewart W.r. simpson
1951 J.m. mitchell L. Healey W.a. Curran K.p. Warwick d.a. stewart J.H.n. morgan
1952 L. Healey W.a. Curran K.p. Warwick r.G. Large d.a. stewart J.H.n. morgan
1953 W.a. Curran K.p. Warwick r.G. Large H.f.p. Grafton d.a. stewart J.H.n. morgan
1954 K.p. Warwick r.G. Large H.e.p. Grafton C.a.J. Green d.a. stewart J.H.n. morgan
1955 r.G. Large d.a. stewart C.a.J. Green K. reid J.r. oliver J.H.n. morgan
1956 d.a. stewart C.a.J. Green K. reid m.a.r. Howard J.r. oliver J.H.n. morgan
1957 C.a.J. Green K. reid m.a.r. Howard C.G. mcmynn d.a. stewart J.H.n. morgan
1958 K. reid m.a.r. Howard C.G. mcmynn J.r. mitchell d.a. stewart J.H.n. morgan
1959 m.a.r. Howard C.G. mcmynn J.r. mitchell d.m. taylor d.a. stewart J.H.n. morgan
1960 C.G. mcmynn J.r. mitchell d.m. taylor H.p. rutter d.a. stewart J.H.n. morgan
1961 J.r. mitchell d.m. taylor H.p. rutter J.H. mcKergow d.a. stewart J.H.n. morgan
1962 d.m. taylor H.p. rutter J.H. mcKergow J.H. nordan d.a. stewart J.H.n. morgan
1963 H.p. rutter J.H. mcKergow J.H. nordan e.J. Levesque d.a. stewart J.H.n. morgan
1964 J.H. mcKergow J.H. nordan e.J. Levesque H.C. macneill d.a. stewart J.H.n. morgan
1965 J.H. nordan e.J. Levesque H.C. macneill J.s. Hogg d.a. stewart J.H.n. morgan
1966 J.H. nordan H.C. macneill J.s. Hogg W. mcræ d.a. stewart J.H.n. morgan
1967 H.C. macneill J.s. Hogg W. mcræ n. mussallem a.r. Harvey J.H.n. morgan
1968 J.s. Hogg W. mcræ n. mussallem f.B. maxfield a.r. Harvey J.H.n. morgan
1969 W. mcræ n. mussallem f.B. maxfield H.p. Baikie a.r. Harvey J.H.n. morgan
1970 n. mussallem f.B. maxfield H.p. Baikie W.H. rogers a.r. Harvey J.H.n. morgan

pART G
REpRESENTATIVES NEAR OTHER GRAND LODGES

AND NEAR THE GRAND LODGE Of BRITISH cOLuMBIA*
Grand Lodge Near Other Grand Lodge Near British columbia
alabama ........................................ W Wm. C. Kirkpatrick rW John rowland
alberta ........................................... mW david Little mW Wallace mcrae
argentina ...................................... W e. r. vibart W Leslie Lyon
arizona .......................................... W arnold eastridge rW a. rout Harvey
arkansas ....................................... W Quinn H. Glover mW donald mcGugan
Belgium ......................................... rW K. s. n. shepherd
Benito Juarez (mexico) ................ We. de La fuente Chapoy rW Hector G. Jure
California ...................................... W francis v. Herz rW r. L. Williams
Canada (in ontario) .................... mW r. W. treleavan mW J. H. n. morgan
Chile .............................................. W H. arancibia-Lira rW J. aucterlonie
China ............................................. W Lindsey B. Herd rW B. W. taylor
Colorado ....................................... W George L. powell rW fred topham, Jr.
Connecticut ................................... W albert C. snyder rW Walter thompson
Costa rica ..................................... W Cadis G. ingram rW L.a. Bell
Cuba (in exile) ..............................
delaware ....................................... rW a. v. Jeuell rW W. s. Western
denmark ....................................... vW a. nyvang rW e. G. mcdougall
district of Columbia .................... W J. K. alexander rW J. r. Gittins
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england (united) ......................... rW the rt. Hon. the earl of derby mW G. C. derby
finland .......................................... rW r. Jarvelainen rW a. a. piercy
florida ........................................... rW W. f. Greene rW s. a. macdonald
france (national) ......................... vW s. J. L. Humbert mW Kenneth reid
Georgia .......................................... W m. e. Bassett rW W. m. Walker
Germany (united) ....................... W B. p. Jackson rW Carl C. schmidt
idaho .............................................. mW m. J. Ware rW m. Kirkpatrick-Crockett
illinois  ........................................... rW Carl f. rank rW J. L. stark
india ............................................... rW mul Chand Gagerna rW G. a. v. sandercombe
indiana .......................................... W G. s. eads rW J. B. mcminn
iowa ............................................... W d. a. nicholson rW J. a. Grimmett
ireland ........................................... rW d. s. Gillespie mW W. a. Curran
israel .............................................. vW a. Kavitsky r W meyer potter
Japan .............................................. W m. C. Cooke mW G. roy Long
Kansas ........................................... mW W. e. montgomery rW f. tomlinson
Kentucky ....................................... e. p. White, Jr. rW m. Lyle Barr
Louisiana ....................................... W philip J. pons rW n. G. mcQuarrie
maine ............................................. W H. K. mcintosh rW J. W. Cornett
manitoba ....................................... W C. m. Wilson mW James s. Hogg
maryland ...................................... rW Harvey t. Hopkins rW B. r. dodds
massachusetts .............................. rW a. m. simons rW s. H. okell
mexico (york) ............................... mW a. G. Wygard W e. a. Bleathman
michigan ....................................... rW alfred C. Lipphart rW m. K. macfadyen
minnesota ..................................... W C. e. skoglund rW d. W. davis
mississippi .................................... mW Joe L. smith rW e. r. Bell
missouri ........................................ rW H. mcLaughlin rW William sinclair
montana ........................................ W C. W. peterson rW f. t. Wright
nebraska ....................................... mW thomas J. aron mW nicholas mussallem
netherlands (Grand east) .......... W G. f. e. Lowensteijn rW a. f. Hanson
nevada .......................................... W a. L. Bails W e. e. Chamberlain
new Brunswick  .......................... rW Curtis p. Wills mW K. K. reid
new Hampshire .......................... rW m. J. Creeger rW s. e. needham
new Jersey .................................... rW J. donald mandeville W a. J. duggan
new mexico ................................. W Leroy Howe rW J. st. C. moffitt
new south Wales (united) ......... rW r. G. Connon r W mark macartney
new york ...................................... rW m. m. Krauss W J. r. stewart
new Zealand ................................ mW francis prideaux rW d. r. mcmahon
north Carolina ............................. rW neill W. freeman rW Harper p. Baikie
north dakota ............................... W Leland W. Jones rW William tyre
norway ......................................... W t. W. edwin W H. a. Borgerson
nova scotia ................................... mW W. everett moseley mW m. a. r. Howard
ohio ............................................... mW r. a. younger r W robert C. Clerke
oklahoma ..................................... rW John moren rW Cecil m. parrott
oregon ........................................... W teunis Wyers mW J. murray mitchell
peru ................................................ J. denegri G. rW m. e. tunnacliffe
philippines .................................... mW raymond e. Wilmarth rW H. J. macey
prince edward island .................. rW J. r. murphy W v. L dryer
Quebec ........................................... rW r. m. mcCarrell rW John edge
Queensland ................................... rW f. J. morgan rW e. t. Kenny
rhode island ................................ W dr. n. a. estes, Jr. rW e. e. Burr
saskatchewan ............................... rW n. e. Wilson mW H. C macneil
scotland ......................................... mW the rt. Hon. Lord macdonald mW david m. taylor
south australia ............................. rW H. J. emslie rW e. J. C Browne-Cave
s::mth Carolina ............................ mW H. f. Collins mW r. Geddes Large
south dakota ................................ mW dr. George d. Wells W r. J. Wride
southern africa ............................ rW dr. H. m. daleboudt rW r. C m. robertson
sweden .......................................... W C v. r. sandstrom W martin G. Carlson
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switzerland (alpina) ................... W ernest a. Burger vW J. t. marshall
tasmania ....................................... rW a. m. marshall rW p. y. porter
tennessee  ..................................... mW Wiley o. may rW f. W. Coffin
texas .............................................. rW Grover L daniels rW e. J. Lockhart
utah ............................................... W L C Bane W miller H. mason
venezuela  ..................................... W o. J. Jensen rW J. r. paton
vermont ........................................ W dr. L W. Jacobs rW C e. Brotherton
victoria (united) .......................... rW p. Wheeler rW f. B. maxfield
virginia ......................................... W H. maynard pettit W e. s. Gropp
Washington ................................... mW G. H. Bovington mW C a. J. Greene
Western australia ........................ rW W. L dingle mW J. Herbert nordan
West virginia ................................ W o. a. Wilson rW denton r. fraine
Wisconsin ...................................... mW Herbert L mount rW William mcfaul

pART H
cONSTITuENT LODGES AccORDING TO THEIR LOcATION IN BRITISH cOLuMBIA*
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* for the Constituent Lodges according to the order in which they were constituted (numerical), see the index “Constitution of Lodges”.

abbotsford .................................... abbotsford 70
agassiz ...................................................... Kent 132 
alberni .................................................... euclid 158
armstrong ................................ spallumcheen 13
ashcroft ............................................... Zarthan 105
atlin ........................................................ atlinto 42
Barkerville ........................................... Cariboo 4
Burns Lake .................................. tweedsmuir 152
Campbell river ............................... discovery 149
Castlegar .............................................. sentinel 146
Central park ....................................... Burnaby 150
Central park .............................................. park 63
Chemainus .................................... Chemainus 114
Chilliwack ................................................. ionic 19
Chilliwack .................................... mount Zion 120
Cloverdale ...................................... Cloverdale 168 
Courtenay .............................................. Hiram 14
Cranbrook ...................................... Cranbrook 34
Creston ................................................. Creston 54
Cumberland ................................ Cumberland 26
dawson, y.t. ......................................... yukon 45
dawson Creek ......................................... peace 126
duncan ................................................. temple 33
enderby .............................................. enderby 40
fernie ................................................. elk river 35
fort nelson ................................... fort nelson 179
fort st. John ................................. fort st. John 131
Ganges ................................................ admiral 170
Golden .............................................. mountain 11
Grand forks ..................................... Harmony 37
Greenwood ................................ King edward 28
Haney .......................................... prince david 101
Hope ............................................ mount Hope 139
invermere ......................................... Columbia 38
Kamloops ........................................ Kamloops 10
Kamloops ................................ mount st. paul 109
Kaslo ......................................................... Kaslo 25
Kelowna ........................................ st. George’s 41

Kelowna ................................... prince Charles 153
Kimberley .............................................. selkirk 55
Kitimat .................................................. Kitimat 169
Ladner  ....................................... ancient Light 88
Ladysmith ......................................... st. John’s 21
Lake Cowichan ............................. Coronation 151
Langford ....................................... Goldstream 161
Langley .................................................. eureka 103
Lillooet ................................................ Cayoosh 173
Lynn valley .................................. Lynn valley 122
mayo ...................................... northern Lights 157
merritt .................................................... nicola 53
mill Bay ............................................... malahat 107
mission City ........................................... pacific 16
nakusp ................................... star of the West 61
nanaimo ................................................ ashlar 3
nanaimo .................................................. doric 18
nanaimo ........................................... nanaimo 110
nelson ................................................... nelson 23
nelson ................................................... Granite 154
new denver .......................................... slocan 29
new Westminster .................................. union 9
new Westminster ................... King solomon 17
new Westminster .................................. Lewis 57
new Westminster ........................... perfection 75
new Westminster ................................ tuscan 138
new Westminster ....................... Westminster 174
north Burnaby ...................................... Zenith 104
north Burnaby ................................. east Gate 176
north vancouver ................................ Burrard 50
north vancouver ........... duke of Connaught 64
north vancouver .............................. Capilano 164
north surrey .................................. north star 167
ocean falls .................... mount Caro marion 140
oliver ........................................ southern Gate 124
parksville ............................................ Concord 79
peachland ......................................... trepanier 83
penticton .................................................. orion 51
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penticton ........................................... penticton 147
port alberni .......................................... Barclay 90
port Coquitlam .................................... deWolf 78
powell river .......................................... triune 81
powell river ..................................... Westview 133
prince George .................................... nechako 86
prince George .......................... prince George 178
prince rupert ................................. tsimpsean 58
prince rupert  ........................................... tyee 66
princeton .................................... similkameen 95
Quesnel ............................................... Quesnel 69
revelstoke ........................................ Kootenay 15
richmond ........................................ richmond 142
richmond ....................................... Centennial 171
roberts Creek ................. mount elphinstone 130
rossland ......................................... Corinthian 27
saanichton .............................. mount newton 89
salmo ......................................................... ymir 31
salmon arm ................................ salmon arm 52
sidney .................................................... sidney 143
smithers ............................................. omineca 92
sooke .................................... mount shepherd 159
squamish ............................. mount Garibaldi 127
stewart .................................................... enoch 99
terrace .................................................. Kitselas 123
tofino .................................................. manoah 141
trail ....................................................... fidelity 32
trail .................................................. emulation 125
trail ................................................. friendship 144
vancouver .............................. mount Hermon 7
vancouver ........................................... Cascade 12
vancouver .............................................. acacia 22
vancouver .............................. southern Cross 44
vancouver .................................. Western Gate 48
vancouver ..................................... Kilwinning 59
vancouver ..................................... plantagenet 65
vancouver ........................................... melrose 67
vancouver ....................................... vancouver 68
vancouver ............................. mount Lebanon 72
vancouver ...................................... maple Leaf 74
vancouver ...................................... Composite 76
vancouver ................................................. Zion 77
vancouver ......................................... st. James’ 80
vancouver ................................. prince arthur 82
vancouver ............................................. empire 85
vancouver .......................................... progress 87

vancouver ....................................... university 91
vancouver ............................................. victory 94
vancouver ..................................... Grandview 96
vancouver ................................................ vimy 97
vancouver ............................................. trinity 98
vancouver .............................. prince of Wales 100
vancouver ................................ mount moriah 102
vancouver ............................................... unity 106
vancouver ......................................... meridian 108
vancouver ..................................... Lions’ Gate 115
vancouver ....................................... Kerrisdale 117
vancouver ....................................... adoniram 118
vancouver ......................................... Keystone 121
vancouver ....................................... Landmark 128
vancouver ................................... King George 129
vancouver .......................................... emerald 134
vancouver ........................................ Caledonia 136
vancouver ...................................... fellowship 137
vancouver ............................................ dunbar 145
vancouver ....................................... evergreen 148
vancouver ....................................... West point 155
vancouver ............................. Commonwealth 156
vancouver ............................................. mosaic 162
vancouver ............................................. Crown 163
vancouver .......................................... aviation 175
vancouver ...................................... Crossroads 177
vanderhoof ................................... vanderhoof 119
vernon .................................................. miriam 20
vernon ............................................. Kalamalka 160
victoria .............................. victoria-Columbia 1
victoria ..................... vancouver and Quadra 2
victoria ..................................... united service 24
victoria ........................................ st. andrew’s 49
victoria .............................................. Camosun 60
victoria .............................................. Britannia 73
victoria ........................................... Henderson 84
victoria ..................................... Confederation 116 
victoria .................................................. aurora 165 
victoria .................................................... Haida 166
West summerland ..................... summerland 56
West vancouver ........................... King david 93
West vancouver ............................. Hollyburn 135
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THE EpILOGuE
message of His Worship, mayor Hugh r. stephen of victoria — politics and freemasons - again the north-

West passage in 1969 — Caledonia Lodge no. 478 sC — officers of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia elected
and appointed to office on June 19, 1970 — standing Committees of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia on June
19, 1970 — When is a man a freemason?

*  *  *
“the moving finger writes; and, having writ, 

moves on: nor all thy piety nor wit 
shall lure it back to cancel half a line, 
nor all thy tears wash out a word of it.”

—omar KHayyám.
Message of His Worship Mayor Hugh R. Stephen of the city of Victoria

a non-mason, to the annual Communication of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia held at the empress Hotel at
victoria, on June 19, 1969, with his kind permission:

“it is, quite understandably, a source of pride to me that victoria, which has contributed so greatly
to the past of this province, should have witnessed also the formation of the first masonic Lodge in
British Columbia in 1859, three years before this city itself was incorporated; and twelve years later,
the joining together here of the seven Lodges then existing in the province into the governing body
for British Columbia, it was not unnatural that this important step should have been taken in the
same year that the province itself cast adrift from the ties which bound it to the mother Country.

“from that modest beginning, sustained by great faith and nurtured in the timeless and accumulated
wisdom of your Craft, have sprung the 167 Lodges and 27,000 members represented here this morn-
ing in this annual Communication. may i say also, mW Grand master, i am doubly proud to note
that, 98 years after this significant event, the Grand Lodge should once again have turned to a native
son of victoria to preside over its affairs.

“as we look back this morning at those who brought the masonic Craft to British Columbia, citizens
of the stature and calibre of amor deCosmos and robert Burnaby, of israel Wood powell and of
my own first predecessor in office, thomas Harris, we cannot but be struck that these also were
men whose names are forever honoured in the chronicles of their times; men whose lives were a
running commitment to the well-being and progress of their society, their community and their
country.

“for them, as for you, masonry was no idle nor casual business, to be undertaken weekly or monthly
behind closed doors, and then comfortably discarded. rather was it a constant fortification of the
spirit and the will against the many challenges, both moral and physical, which as individuals they
encountered outside, in the pioneer society around them. and we today, whether members of the
Craft or not, are the fortunate beneficiaries of that sturdy and simple faith which set no limits to its
horizons or recoiled in dismay from the most arduous of tasks. as we look back at them now, we
must be filled, i think, with wonder, admiration and gratitude at how greatly and daringly they
accomplished, with so few resources at their disposal.

“today, the challenges of physical growth, which consumed the attention and energies of these our
predecessors, have been replaced by others of a subtler and less manageable kind.

“While the ability of man to control the growth and direction of his physical environment has in-
creased a millionfold, he is at the same time beset by a spiritual indecision and poverty unknown
to those who stood here 98 years ago. the simple and seemingly timeless assumptions, which sus-
tained them as they wrestled with their world, are now daily being called to account by the young
men and women on whom, of necessity the resolution of the problems of our world depends. We
can no longer necessarily rely upon the past to validate the moral or spiritual tightness and efficacy
of our beliefs. not only must they now be held by tradition, to be trustworthy—they must also be
seen to be so.

“Certainly no man can sit, as i do, at the centre of a growing urban community, and fail to realize
how tinder dry is the climate of public opinion; nor how illusive will be any security based solely
upon the repetition of ancient phrases and formulas. this is not to say we must now abandon, in
precipitate panic, all that vast storehouse of wisdom which we have inherited from our past. rather
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must we re-examine and think through our positions on the great central issues of our time, with
frankness and honesty, committing gratefully to the past those things which, having served as well,
have now outlived their usefulness; but grappling to our present and future service those few
strong, simple and immutable truths which can stand the clear-eyed challenge and enquiry of
young people, and thus be felt to be valid for them as they face the infinite complexities of 
tomorrow’s world.

“in this context, gentlemen, there faces you as masons, as there does the membership of every other
body committed to the resolution of today’s imperatives, an exercise in self-examination and 
appraisal which will test your faith in the constant fire of events.

“But looking back this morning to the contribution made by so many of your predecessors to the
achievements of their times, i have little doubt that the teachings of the Craft will be found to stand
you and your sons in excellent stead, as they did your forefathers before you; and that 98 years
from now, in a world whose complexities will be unimaginable in terms of our present reference
points, the influence of Grand Lodge upon the society around will be equally as significant as since
its foundation in this city in 1871.

“therefore, let me bid you a most warm welcome to your membership and visitors this morning,
both in grateful recognition of your past achievements and perhaps more especially for the ongoing
commitment which i know you make to the greater challenges that lie ahead.”

politics and freemasons
ever since the earliest migrations to the western slope of the north american Continent in the 19th century, the
freemasons had played an important part in the political and social development of the territory. space does not
permit this history to record all those who have played the role of (a) a member of the Legislative assembly of
British Columbia; (b) a member of the House of Commons at ottawa representing the province; or (c) a participant
in the municipal and other local governmental organizations.

But it would be amiss were it to neglect the mention of a few of the outstanding figures in the drama of the past
one hundred years, in particular the premiers who have been leaders of the political party in power; and the 
Lieutenant-Governors who have represented the ruling monarch at the time of their “incumbency of office”.

Legislators freemasons
in the social Credit Government of William andrew Cecil Bennett, which first took office on august 1, 1952, and
was re-elected six times thereafter during the life of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia, have been many members
of the Craft. the Bennett Cabinet was born out of the 23rd Legislative assembly elected on June 12, 1952, and this
Government was returned to office for the 24th on June 9, 1953; the 25th on september 19, 1956; the 26th on septem-
ber 12, 1960; the 27th on september 30, 1963; the 28th on september 12, 1966, and the 29th on august 27, 1969—a
truly remarkable record said to have been unequalled in the history of any province. the premier himself was 
initiated into saint George’s Lodge no, 41 BCr at Kelowna in 1932 and was the Wm of that Lodge in 1944.

during this period, the premier himself held the following portfolios in the Governments: president of the Coun-
cil, august 1, 1952, to [1972]; minister of finance, february 15, 1954, to ———*; minister of agriculture, april 15, 1957,
to september 12, 1957; and minister of Highways, march 21, 1938, to april 24, 1965.

The 1970 cabinet
other freemasons who have graced the Bennett Cabinets during the nineteen years it was in power were:

Wesley drewett Black, a pm of victoria-Columbia. Lodge no. 1 BCr at victoria — provincial secretary, august
1, 1952, to [1972]; minister of Health services and Hospital insurance, december 12, 1966, to april 24, 1968;
minister of Highways, april 23, 1968, to ———*; minister of municipal affairs, august 1, 1952, to march 19,
1964; and minister of social Welfare, march 20, 1959, to december 11, 1966.

robert William Bonner, a member of Goldstream Lodge no. 161 BCr at Langford — attorney General, august
1, 1952, to may 26, 1968; minister of education, october 19, 1953, to april 13, 1954; minister of industrial
development, trade and Commerce, march 28, 1957, to march 19, 1964; and minister of Commercial 
transport, march 20, 1964 to march 26, 1968.

donald Leslie Brothers, a member of emulation Lodge no. 125 BCr at trail —  minister of education, march
7, 1968, to———*; and minister of mines and petroleum resources, march 20, 1964, to march 26, 1968.

einar maynard Gunderson, a member of evergreen Lodge no. 148 BCr at vancouver — minister of finance,
august 1, 1952, to february 14, 1954.

eric fitzgerald Charles martin, a member of victoria-Columbia Lodge no. 1 at victoria — minister of Health
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and education, august 1, 1952, to march 19, 1959; and minister of Health services and Hospital insurance,
march 20, 1959, to december 11, 1966.

Leslie raymond peterson, a member of maple Leaf Lodge no. 74 BCr at vancouver — minister of education,
september 27, 1956, to may 26, 1968; minister of Labour, november 28, 1960, to [1972]; and attorney-Gen-
eral, may 27, 1968, to ———*.

Waldo mctavish skillings, a member of victoria-Columbia Lodge no. 1 BCr at victoria — minister of industrial
development, trade and Commerce, april 25, 1968, to ———*.

newton phillip steamy, a pm of nanaimo Lodge no. 110 BCr at nanaimo and pddGm of district no, 5 at
nanaimo — minister of agriculture, september 13, 1957, to november 27, 1960.

earl Gathers Westwood, a member of doric Lodge no. 18 BCr at nanaimo — minister of trade and industry,
september 27, 1956, to march 28, 1957; minister of Commercial transport, november 28, 1960, to december
3, 1963; and minister of recreation and Conservation, march 28, 1957, to december 3, 1963.

Lyle Wicks, a member of st. andrew’s Lodge no. 49 BCr at victoria — minister of Labour, august 1, 1952, to
november 27, 1960; and minister of railways, september 27, 1956, to march 19, 1959,

ray Gillis Williston, a member of victoria-Columbia Lodge no, 1 BCr at victoria — minister of education,
april 14, 1954, to september 26, 1956; minister of Lands and forests, february 28, 1956, to march 29, 1962;
and minister of Lands, forests and Water resources, march 30, 1962, to ———*.

Members of the Legislature
other members of the Craft of antient, free and accepted masons who were elected to the 29th Legislative assembly
on august 27, 1969, were:

dennis Geoffrey Cocke, new democrat, a member of prince arthur Lodge no. 82 BCr at vancouver.
William Harvey murray, social Credit, a pm of tsimpsean Lodge no. 58 BCr at prince rupert, who was elected

speaker of the Legislative assembly on January 23, 1964 to ———*.
George mussallem, social Credit, a pm of prince david Lodge no. 101 at Haney.
dean edward smith, social Credit, a member of fort st. John Lodge no. 131 BCr at fort st. John.
rubert martin strachan, new democrat, a member of st. John’s Lodge no. 21 BCr at Ladysmith, who was

Leader of Her majesty’s Loyal opposition from april, 1956, to april, 1969
Hunter Bertram vogel, social Credit, a member of eureka Lodge no. 103 BCr at Langley.
these are all the Legislators of the 29th Legislative assembly of the province of British Columbia that appear on

the register of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia af & am. some of the others are said to have been members
of the Craft prior to their arrival in British Columbia—if so, it would appear that they remained unaffiliated.

premiers of British columbia
during the one hundred years of life of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia, the people of British Columbia elected
twenty-five premiers, with twenty-four incumbents. thirteen of them (one was an incumbent of the office on two
occasions) were initiates of or affiliates with masonic Lodges in British Columbia, and one was elected to membership
but failed to take his degrees.

1st - Honourable John foster mcCreight, from november 13, 1871, to december 20, 1872 - of victoria Lodge no.
783 er in 1866 by initiation, who became the dGm of British Columbia;

2nd - Honourable amor de Cosmos, from december 23, 1872, to february 9, 1874 - of victoria Lodge no. 1085
er, a charter member in 1860 by affiliation from oroville Lodge no. 103 at oroville, California, the first
masonic secretary in British Columbia;

3rd - Honourable George anthony Walkem, from february 11, 1874, to January 27, 1876 - of Kamloops Lodge
no. 10 BCr in 1886 by affiliation from King solomon’s Lodge no. 22 at toronto;

5th - ditto.
6th - Honourable robert Beaven, from June 13, 1882, to January 27, 1883 - of Quadra Lodge no. 8 BCr;
8th - Honourable alexander edmund Batson davie, from may 15, 1887, to august 1, 1889 - his name first appears

in the returns of Cariboo Lodge no. 4 BCr for november 30, 1874—he apparently affiliated. His name did
not appear in the returns for 1878 and 1879, while the returns for 1880 show him as “suspended” as an
mm. the returns for 1882 show “alex d. B. davie” as “restored” and as “demitted”. His name does not
appear on the register of any other Constituent Lodge, but in 1882 both he and his wife joined the roman
Catholic Church.
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11th — Honourable John Herbert turner, from march 4, 1895, to august 8, 1898 — first agent General from
British Columbia in London in 1901 — of vancouver Lodge no. 421 sr at victoria in 1868 as a charter mem-
ber from victoria Lodge no. 2 at Charlottetown, prince edward island;

15th — Honourable edward Gawlor prior, from november 21, 1902, to June 1, 1903 (see also 
Lieutenant Governors) — of victoria Columbia Lodge no. 1 BCr at victoria in 1891 by initiation;

16th — Honourable sir richard mcBride, from June 1, 1903, to december 15, 1915, later agent General in London
— of union Lodge no 9 BCr at new Westminster in 1899 by affiliation;

17th — Honourable William John Bowser, from december 15, 1915, to november 23, 1916 - of mount Hermon
Lodge no. 7 BCr at vancouver in 1895 by degrees in one month;

18th — Honourable Harlan Carey Brewster, from november 23, 1916, to march 1, 1918 - of vancouver and
Quadra Lodge no. 2 BCr at victoria in 1909 by initiation;

20th — Honourable John duncan macLean, from august 20, 1927, to august 20, 1928, later Chairman of the
Canada farm Loan Board at ottawa — of pacific Lodge no. 16 BCr at mission City in 1896 by initiation;
demitted in 1901 and re-affiliated in 1909 as a pm;

21st — Honourable simon fraser tolmie, from august 21, 1928, to november 15, 1933 - was elected a member
of victoria-Columbia Lodge no. 1 on march 6, 1902, but withdrew his application “for family reasons”;

24th — Honourable Byron ingemar Johnson, from december 29, 1947, to august 1, 1952 - of saint andrew’s
Lodge no. 49 BCr at victoria in 1929 by initiation;

25th — Honourable William andrew Cecil Bennett, from august 1, 1952, to ———* — of saint George’s Lodge
no. 41 BCr at Kelowna in 1932 by initiation, elected Wm for 1945-46.

Non-Affiliates in Question
Claims for membership in the Craft were made for other premiers who failed to affiliate in British Columbia, but
this was never established. “dame rumour hath it that the seventh — William smythe,” January 29, 1883, to march
28, 1887, “was made a freemason before coming to Canada.” But in actual fact, premier smythe was born at matfen,
northumberland, in 1842 and had arrived at Cowichan, vancouver island, by 1862. so it is hardly likely that he was
a “Lewis mason” in england before the age of 20.

The Lieutenant Governors
twenty-one Lieutenant Governors of British Columbia have been appointed during the one hundred years since
British Columbia had joined the Confederation of Canada and which had elapsed from the time sir Joseph William
trutch first assumed that office on July 5, 1871. of these, eight were known to have been members of the Craft in
British Columbia, while several of the earlier ones were thought to have become freemasons prior to their arrival
in the province, but it has not been possible to trace the Lodges or the jurisdictions in which they might have been
raised to the sublime degree of a master mason.

6th — Honourable thomas robert mcinnes, m.d., from november 15, 1897, to June 21, 1900 — of union Lodge
no. 9 BCr at new Westminster in 1874 by affiliation (?);

10th — sir frank stillman Barnard, from december 5, 1914, to december 9, 1919 — of victoria-Columbia Lodge
no. 1 BCr at victoria in 1882 by initiation — he was a son of francis Jones Barnard who in 1865 operated
the “Barnard express” from yale on the lower fraser river to richfield, Barkerville and Cameronton in the
Caribou; who had been initiated on december 4, 1872; passed on January 16, 1874, and raised on october
18, 1877, in Quadra Lodge no. 8 BCr.

11th — Col. the Honourable edward Gawlor prior, from december 9, 1919, to december 12, 1920 — of 
victoria-Columbia Lodge no. 1 BCr at victoria in 1881 by initiation;

12th — Honourable Walter Cameron nichol, from december 24, 1920, to february 24, 1926 — of Cascade Lodge
no. 12 BCr at vancouver in 1899 by initiation, of which Lodge he was still a member at his death in 1928;

13th — Honourable robert randolph Bruce, from february 24, 1926, to august 1, 1931 — of Columbia Lodge
no. 38 BCr at invermere in 1902 as a charter member by affiliation;

16th — Col. the Honourable William Cultham Woodward, from august 29, 1941, to october 1, 1946 — of acacia
Lodge no. 22 BCr at vancouver, in 1901 by initiation;

18th — Col. the Honourable Clarence Wallace, from october 1, 1950, to october 3, 1955 — of saint andrew’s
Lodge no. 49 BCr at victoria, in 1951 by initiation on July 31, 1951, being passed on april 11, 1952, and
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raised on may 23, 1952, while holding the office of Lieutenant-Governor;
21st — Col. the Honourable John robert nicholson, from July 2, 1968, to [1973] — of adoniram Lodge no. 118

BCr at vancouver in 1928 as the first JW by affiliation, and its Wm in 1931.
several other premiers and Lieutenant-Governors were thought to be members of the Craft, two are said to have

signed porch Books as visiting Brethren, but diligent search has failed to reveal the Lodge in which they were made
freemasons or any record of their afiliation with a Lodge in British Columbia,

Again the North-West passage in 1969
in 1969, another milestone was carved in the story of the voyageurs through the north-West passage, when, on her
Western arctic patrol in that year, the CCGs Camsell became the first Canadian (or other) vessel to make the north-
West passage from west to east and then return to the west in the same season. statistically, the Canadian Coast
Guard ship Camsell is a full icebreaker, 224 feet in length and of 2,022 gross tons. Her home port is victoria.

the Camsell departed victoria on July 3, 1969,
and returned to victoria on september 27, 1969, from
the Western arctic patrol. the north-West passage
was actually made during the week of august 19 to
26 when Camsell departed spence Bay, nWt, for
fort ross, which is situated on the east side of Bellot
strait. However, Bellot strait was congested with ice
making it impassable, therefore it was necessary to
proceed north and around somerset island, via
Barrow strait and prince regent sound, arriving at
fort ross on august 23, 1969. after loading five tons
of fossilized whalebone to be used by the spence Bay
eskimos for carvings, Camsell returned to spence
Bay following the same route she had taken in her
passage eastward.

this voyage is of interest masonically because of
the voyages of the St. Roch in 1942-44 under the com-
mand of Brother Henry a. Larsen, of mount newton
Lodge no. 89 * and because Brother John anders
strand of victoria-Columbin Lodge no, 1 was the
master of Camsell during this memorable voyage.
Brother strand was initiated in victoria-Columbia on
June 1, 1967; passed on october 5, 1967, and raised on november 16, 1967. many members of British Columbia ma-
sonic Lodges are known to have served aboard Camsell during her many voyages to the arctic waters each summer.
it is with regret that the search has failed to find them all, so that they might be listed here. 352

An Alaskan Visit
the friendly and fraternal relations, long established, between the brethren of the masonic Jurisdictions of Wash-
ington and British Columbia, first begun before the Grand Lodges were formed, or the state or the province heard
of, were destined to culminate in a meeting of the two Gms of those jurisdictions in an “outpost” Lodge of the
former. the Gms met in White pass Lodge no. 113 GLWash in skagway, alaska, on august 26, 1970. on the follow-
ing evening, the Gm of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia welcomed the Gm of the Grand Lodge of Washington
at a meeting of Whitehorse Lodge no. 46 BCr at Whitehorse in the yukon territory. this was a noteworthy event
in the closing days of the ninety-ninth year of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia and an appropriate recognition
of the continuing harmonious relationship existing between the two contiguous jurisdictions.

The Washington Lodges in Alaska
the Washington territory was created when president millard fillmore signed an act of the united states Congress
on march 2, 1853. the Grand Lodge of the Washington territory was created in 1858 when the four Lodges in the
area operating under the Grand Lodge of oregon decided they wanted to become an independent body. in 1889,
Washington became a state within the union, and the masonic title became the Grand Lodge of free and accepted
masons of Washington and its jurisdiction included the territory of alaska.
it is believed that the first masonic Lodge to be established in alaska was alaska Lodge no. 114 GL Wash at sitka
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on september 17, 1869. the charter was annulled on october 18, 1872. Jamestown Lodge no. 33 GLWash was formed
at sitka on June 3, 1880, only to have the charter annulled on June 8, 1887. it was not until June 12, 1901, that the
White pass Lodge no. 113 GLWash was chartered at skagway. in 1970, there were sixteen Lodges operating under
warrant from the Grand Lodge of Washington. in 1959, alaska became the 49th state of the union, but it is interesting
to note that the Lodges in the area have maintained their allegiance to the Grand Lodge of Washington.

Officers of the Grand Lodge of British columbia Elected* and Appointed to Office on June 19, 1970,
* mW Bro. nicholas mussallem ...................................... Lodge no. 48, Grand master
* rW Bro. frederick B. maxfield ......................................... “ no. 61, deputy Grand master
* rW Bro. Harper p. Baikie .................................................. “ no. 14, senior Grand Warden
* rW Bro. Wilfred H. rogers ............................................... “ no. 163, Junior Grand Warden
* rW Bro. a. rout Harvey .................................................... “ no. 64, Grand treasurer

mW Bro. J. H. n. morgan .................................................. “ no. 57, Grand secretary
rW Bro. William f. Buchanan ........................................... “ no. 143, ddGm, victoria district no. 1
rW Bro. stanley edgecumbe ............................................. “ no. 17, ddGm, new Westminster no. 2
rW Bro. russell W. Barker ................................................ “ no. 53, ddGm, Kamloops district no. 3
rW Bro. John a. snowball ................................................. “ no. 113, ddGm, Cariboo district no. 4
rW Bro. George H. Benwell .............................................. “ no. 110, ddGm, nanaimo district no. 5
rW Bro. William m. ferguson .......................................... “ no. 154, ddGm, West Kootenay district no. 6
rW Bro. thomas y. mcLachlan ........................................ “ no. 114, ddGm, Boundary district no. 7
rW Bro. John v. murray .................................................... “ no. 54, ddGm, east Kootenay district no. 8
rW Bro. Wallace f. Huffman ............................................ “ no. 15, ddGm, okanagan-revelstoke district no. 9
rW Bro. Lorne e. allin ....................................................... “ no. 95, ddGm, south okanagan district no. 10
rW Bro. Wm. robert taylor .............................................. “ no. 46, ddGm, atlin-yukon district no. 11
rW Bro. John nicoll ............................................................ “ no. 99, ddGm, prince rupert district no. 12
rW Bro. Leslie s. yates ....................................................... “ no. 22, ddGm, vancouver district no. 13
rW Bro. Harry madden ..................................................... “ no. 121, ddGm, vancouver district no. 14
rW Bro. thomas Walker .................................................... “ no. 65, ddGm, vancouver district no. 15
rW Bro. e. Harold Goodwin ............................................. “ no. 98, ddGm, vancouver district no. 16
rW Bro. thomas ]. Brown ................................................. “ no. 93, ddGm, north vancouver district no. 17
rW Bro. John d. murie ...................................................... “ no. 19, ddGm, fraser valley district no. 18
rW Bro. robert a. Harper ................................................. “ no. 126, ddGm, peace river district no. 19
rW Bro. H. Carley White ................................................... “ no. 118, ddGm, vancouver district no. 20
rW Bro. Gordon H. Williscroft ......................................... “ no. 73, ddGm, victoria district no. 21
rW Bro. John W. Baikie ...................................................... “ no. 149, ddGm, Comox-alberni district no. 22
rW Bro. donald a. mcLeod .............................................. “ no. 162, ddGm, vancouver district no. 23
rW Bro. Benjamin nicholas .............................................. “ no. 133, ddGm, north vancouver district no. 24
rW Bro. James stevens ....................................................... “ no. 112, ddGm, new Westminster district no. 25
rW Bro. William Logan ..................................................... “ no. 137, ddGm, vancouver district no. 26
vW Bro. John t. marshall .................................................. “ no. 1, Grand Historian
vW Bro. William Hogg ...................................................... “ no. 2, senior Grand deacon
vW Bro. W. eric north ....................................................... “ no. 88, Junior Grand deacon
vW Bro. robert G. semple ................................................ “ no. 18, Grand superintendent of Works
vW Bro. r. Howard nygard ............................................. “ no. 9, Grand director of Ceremonies
vW Bro. andrew J. Hegan ................................................. “ no. 59, Grand marshal
vW Bro. George e. Lawton ............................................... “ no. 76, Grand sword Bearer
vW Bro. Gerald C. murphy ............................................... “ no. 63, Grand standard Bearer
vW Bro. C. murray Hyde .................................................. “ no. 150, Grand pursuivant
vW Bro. albert e. Wood .................................................... “ no. 66, Grand steward
vW Bro. Wm. a. st. Louis ................................................. “ no. 152, Grand steward
vW Bro. Charles t. Crompton .......................................... “ no. 68, Grand steward
vW Bro. robert H. d. taylor ............................................. “ no. 44, Grand steward
vW Bro. dennis stewart .................................................... “ no. 101, Grand steward
vW Bro. edwin J. ariss ...................................................... “ no. 149, Grand steward
Bro. rev. W. e. Greenhalgh ............................................... “ no. 21, Grand Chaplain
W Bro. Herbert pook .......................................................... “ no. 75, Grand organist

* rW Bro. Harry phillips ...................................................... “ no. 17, Grand tyler
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The Standing committees of the Grand Lodge of British columbia Appointed as of June 19, 1970
note: the first named acts as the Chairman in every case and the number given in brackets is the Lodge represented.
Board of BenevoLenCe:

mW Brother J. H . nordan (5 years) (no. 57), mW Brother Wallace mcrae (4 years) (no. 85), rW Brother arthur
f. Hanson (3 years) (no. 101), mW Brother donald mcGugan (2 years) (no. 49), and W Brother Kenneth B.
Currie (1 year) (no. 93).

Constitution:
W Brother v. L. dryer (no. 72), W Brother s. J . Budge (no. 59), W Brother r. J. Hawthorne (no. 156), rW Brother
a. d. russell (no. 80) , rW Brother a. f. Hale (no. 48), W Brother L. m. mcdonald (no. 103) and W Brother W.
L. stirling (no. 76).

eduCation and researCH:
rW Brother d. r. mcmahon (no. 60), rW Brother n. G. mcQuarrie (editor masonic Bulletin) (no. 136), rW
Brother W . sinclair (no. 82), rW Brother G. W. Williams (no. 115), W Brother p. e. mussell (no. 64), and W
Brother Leslie Lyon (no. 94).

finanCe:
mW Brother George C. derby (no. 85), mW Brother david m. taylor (no. 85), rW Brother Walter m. Walker
(no. 84), W Brother W. a. eastwood (no. 100), and W Brother C.J. Copithorne (no. 12) .

fraternaL CorrespondenCe:
rW Brother B. W. taylor (no. 118) , rW Brother W illiam mcmichael (no. 116), rW Brother George L. Baal (no.
143), and W Brother Geo. W. Baldwin (no. 86).

JurisprudenCe :
mW Brother Wallace mcrae (no. 85), rW Brother H. o. Bulmer (no. 80), rW Brother W. H. Jamieson (no. 117),
rW Brother o. H. new (no. 94), and W. Brother r. a. Kitchen (no. 164).

masoniC Bursary fund:
W Brother John m. Wilson (5 years) (no. 128), rW Brother Henry C. scarlett (4 years) (no. 76), rW Brother H.
B. smith (3 years) (no. 118), W Brother frederick Graham (2 years) (no. 22) , and rW Brother eric G. Begg (1
year) (no. 129).

petitions and GrievanCes:
mW Brother J. murray mitchell (no. 14), rW Brother W. s. owen (no. 77), rW Brother e. a. merrett (no. 116)
and W Brother C. murray Hyde (no. 150).

printinG:
W Brother Charles e. Witter (no. 87) , W Brother J. r. stewart (no. 97), and rW Brother e. G. mcdougall 
(no. 118).

Warranted LodGes and LodGes under dispensation:
rW Brother William tyre (no. 65), rW Brother allan s. Brown (no. 72), rW Brother Charles Betts (no. 121),
and W Brother f. J. perkins (no. 97).

distriCt deputies’ reports :
rW Brother Charles Brotherton (no. 135), rW Brother Charles H. Jelliman (no. 91), and rW Brother malcolm
m. nelson (no. 98).

fraternaL reLations:
mW Brother Kenneth reid (no. 1), rW Brother f. t. Wright (no. 10), rW Brother W. d. young (no. 44 ), 
rW Brother Harry Killam (no. 75) , and rW Brother Henry C. Gilliland (no. 2).

rituaLs and forms and Ceremonies Committee:
rW Brother f. W. Coffin (no. 7), rW Brother Cecil m. parrott (no. 1), rW Brother John fraser (no. 77), rW
Brother a. n. mcritchie (no. 97), and W Brother d. G. pearce (no. 76).

passing of the Deputy Grand Master
the Grand Lodge of antient, free and accepted masons of British Columbia on october 25, 1970, suffered a severe
loss when rW Brother frederick Bertram maxfield, m.d., the dGm, passed away during surgery in the City of trail.
He was a member of star of the West Lodge no. 61 at nakusp and was Wm in 1949. He served the Lodge as 
treasurer in 1952 and as secretary from 1953 to 1963 inclusive, and was the ddGm for district 6, West Kootenay
for 1952-53. He was elected JGW on June 20, 1968, at trail; sGW on June 21, 1969, at victoria, and dGm on June 19,
1970, at prince George.
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it is deeply regretted that rW Brother maxfield will not be present to celebrate the Centennial of Grand Lodge
in June, 1971. His presence will be sorely missed in star of the West Lodge no. 61, which he had served so faithfully
for so many years,

The Men for freemasonry
in selecting the men who are to receive the benefits of the solemn rites of freemasonry, the members of the Lodges
should ever think of the quality of those who are to be admitted to the Craft.

When approaching the Ballot Box, as it rests on the vosL, every member of the Craft in the province of British
Columbia shouid pray that the Gaotu will guide his hand aright within that box as it rests on the sacred Word.

for in the words of the Gm who presided over Grand Lodge in June, 1932: *
“God give us men. the time demands

strong minds, great hearts, true faith, and willing hands;
men whom the lust of office does not kill;
men whom the spoils of office cannot buy;
men who possess opinions and a will;
men who have honor; men who will not lie;
men who can stand before a demagogue
and damn his treacherous flatteries without winking;
tall men, sun-crowned, who live above the fog
in public duty and in private thinking. ” 

—JosiaH GiLBert HoLLand.

When Is a Man a freemason?
Joseph fort newton, Litt. d., of the Grand Lodge of iowa, asks this question in the last chapter of The Builders, titled
“the spirit of masonry,” and sets forth the twelve following “Whens”, which we hope our readers will enjoy and
pardon their inclusion in this history of the Grand Lodge of British Columbia,

“1. When he can look out over the rivers, the hills, and the far horizon with a profound sense of his
own littleness in the vast scheme of things, and yet have faith, hope, and courage — which is the
root of every virtue.

“2. When he knows that down in his heart every man is as noble, as vile, as divine, as diabolical, and
as lonely as himself, and seeks to know, to forgive, and to love his fellow man.

“3. When he knows how to sympathize with men in their sorrows, yea, even in their sins—knowing
that each man fights a hard fight against many odds.

“4. When he has learned how to make friends and to keep them, and above all how to keep friends
with himself.

“5. When he loves flowers, can hunt birds without a gun, and feels the thrill of an old forgotten joy
when he hears the laugh of a little child.

“6. When he can be happy and high-minded amid the meaner drudgeries of life.
“7. When star-crowned trees, and the glint of sunlight on flowing waters, subdue him like the thought

of one much loved and long dead.
“8. When no voice of distress reaches his ears in vain, and no hand seeks his aid without response.
“9. When he finds good in every faith that helps any man to lay hold of divine things and sees majestic

meanings in life, whatever the name of that faith may be.
“10.When he can look into a wayside puddle and see something beyond mud, and into the face of the

most forlorn fellow mortal and sees something beyond sin.
“11.When he knows how to pray, how to love, how to hope.
“12.When he has kept faith with himself, with his fellow man, with his God; in his hand a sword for

evil, in his heart a bit of a song—glad to live, but not afraid to die!”
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* the original text from mW Bro. morley’s address misquoted “Wanted”, by american novelist and poet, Josiah Gilbert Holland 
(1819-1881).



“The Spirit of freemasonry”
doctor newton, with this sequel to these “Whens”, ends his Chapter and The Builders:

“such a man has found the only real secret of masonry, and the one which it is trying to give to all
the world.”
tHat is tHe true pHiLosopHy of tHe spirit of masonry.

past, present and future
this volume endeavours to present the story of the first one Hundred years of the Grand Lodge of antient,

free and accepted masons of British Columbia. as the Craft makes its start on the second one Hundred years of
existence in British Columbia, one can think of no better way to keep abreast of the “passing events” of freemasonry,
than by studying the annual proceedings of Grand Lodge. this practice is highly commended to every freemason
in the Jurisdiction, because from the pages of these volumes will arise the story of the second Century.

the right Honourable Winston spencer Churchill told the House of Commons of Great Britain on June 18, 1940,
that:

“if we open a quarrel between the past and the present, we shall find that we have lost the future.”
while on august 8, 1769, “an unknown author” wrote to the printer of the public advertiser:

“i do not give you to posterity as a pattern to imitate, but as an example to deter....” 
“We owe it to our ancestors to preserve entire those rights, which they have delivered to our care:

we owe it to our posterity not to suffer their dearest inheritance to be destroyed.” *
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* Writing under the pen name, Junius, in two separate letters to the London Publick Advertiser, 12 June and 18 august 1769.
in addition to the images noted in the footnotes, the following images have been omitted from this edition:

- early view of new Westminster before 1864 — showing the royal engineers’ Camp.
- The Making of a Province, by Howay. several pen sketch by John innes. ryerson press.
- Hudson’s Bay Co’s. fort, victoria, B.C., 1843 - 1864. from a painting.
- sir James douglas, Chief factor, H.B. Co. Governor of vancouver island and British Columbia from 1851 to 1864.
- filling the water barrel on Government street, victoria, British Columbia. Circa 1862, ‘furty Buckets for a dollar’.
- W. Bro. John t. Howard, publican and Hotel-keeper, one of the “originals” of victoria Lodge no. 1085, er-president at the inaugural

meeting, “who paid his dues on the evening of the  installation.” made an Honorary member in 1890, he died in 1895. 
- david W. Higgins, member at victoria Lodge no. 783, er in 1866. mLa for esquimalt for 10 years. speaker of the Legislature 1890 to

1898. Colonist reporter with amor de Cosmos.
- nanaimo Harbour - 1858, showing Hms Plumper in foreground. from a painting by e. Bedwell.
- Hydrographic survey in progress - Hms Plumper in Johnstone strait with survey boats fanned out. this vessel arrived in victoria on 

november 9, 1857 with Captain George Henry richards in command. Brother daniel pender, a charter member of nanaimo Lodge
no. 1090, er was her second master. He was initiated with Lieutenant Henry Hand, a brother officer in victoria Lodge no 1085, er
on december 23, 1861 and they were both raised in october, 1862. Lieutenant richard Charles mayne, another officer of “plumper”,
had been initiated in the same Lodge on June 25, 1861, received his second degree in august, 1862 and was then returned to england.

- main street, Barkerville, masonic Hall on the right.
- main street, Barkerville, before the fire, september, 1868.
- the Camp (royal engineers) at new Westminster, 1864
- new Westminster City today (1898).—BCyB 1903,
- parliament Buildings, victoria —”the Bird Cages” as seen from menzies street. —BCyB 1897.
- “sunset on Harrison Lake” circa 1890. “no doubt many of the voyageurs who took the trail northward via Harrison Lake, were over-

awed by the beauty and the glory of such a sunset,” —J.t.m. —BCyB 1903
- “masonic premiers of British Columbia”
- “masonic Lieutenant-Governors of British Columbia”



pORTRAITS
of the 

GRAND MASTERS
ANTIENT, fREE AND AccEpTED MASONS

Of BRITISH cOLuMBIA

1874 TO 1970 
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simeon duck frederick Williams ell Harrison , sr. Coote m. Chambers
1874-1875 & 1875-1876 1876-1877 & 1877-1878 1878-1881 1881-1882

Henry Brown edgar Crow Baker thomas trounce William dalby
1882-1883 1883-1885 1885·1886 1886-1887

alexander roland milne John stilwell Clute angus mcKeown marcus Wolfe
1887-1888 & 1888·1889 1889-1890 1890-1891 1891-1892
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Antient, free and Accepted Masons of British columbia 
GRAND  MASTERS - 1874 to 1892



William downie sibree Clarke, d.d. robert Burns mcmicking Lacey robert Johnson
1892-1893 1893-1894 1894-1895 1895-1896

alexander Charleson ebenezer d. mcLaren, d.d. david Wilson richard e. Walker, m.d.
1896-1897 1897-1898 1898-1899 1899-1900

Harry Holgate Watson frederick mcBain young elon ezra Chipman Cato ensor sharp, d.d.
1900-1901 1901-1902 1902-1903 1903-1904

Antient, free and Accepted Masons of British columbia 
GRAND  MASTERS - 1892 to 1904 
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William J. Bowser thomas J. armstrong James Hargrave schofield francis Bowser
1904-1905 1905-1906 1906-1907 1907-1908

William Kyle Houston Harry nelson rich edward Burness paul francis James Burd
1908-1909 1909-1910 1910-1911 1911-1912

John m. rudd William Henderson James stark William Carey ditmars
1912-1913 1913-1914 1914-1915 1915-1916

Antient, free and Accepted Masons of British columbia 
GRAND  MASTERS - 1904 to 1916 
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William astley douglas Corsan,  m.d. John shaw samuel John Willis
1916-1917 1917-1918 1918-1919 1919-1920

martin Luther Grimmett Wallace samual uttley terry andrew mcCreight Creery Charles edward tisdall
1920-1921 1921-1922 1922-1923 1923-1924

stephen Jones alexander m. manson daniel Wilbur sutherland frank sumner mcKee
1924-1925 1925-1926 1926-1927 1927-1928

Antient, free and Accepted Masons of British columbia 
GRAND  MASTERS - 1916 to 1928 
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robert Baird robie Lewis reid donald edward Kerr Henry Benjamin morley
1928-1929 1929-1930 1930-1931 1931-1932

James edward Beck andrew Henderson, m.d. George L. Cassady George Cleveland derby
1932-1933 1933-1934 1934-1935 1935-1936

samuel mcClure James s. Henderson, d.d. Charles morgan Kingston, m.d. George a. B. Hall, m.d.
1936-1937 1937-1938 1938-1939 1939-1940

Antient, free and Accepted Masons of British columbia 
GRAND  MASTERS - 1928 to 1940 
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William robert simpson Byron arthur stimmel William percival marchant James G. Brown, d.d.
1940-1941 1941-1942 1942-1943 1943-1944

William menzies William Henry Bland Kilburn King reid George roy Long
1944-1945 1945-1946 1946-1947 1947-1948

George Henry ellis donald mcGugan John Hanna n. morgan Joel murray mitchell
1948-1949 1949-1950 1950-1951 1951-1952

Antient, free and Accepted Masons of British columbia 
GRAND  MASTERS - 1940 to 1952 
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Laurence Healey William alexander Curran Karl percival Warwick richard Gettes Large, .d.
1952-1953 1953-1954 1954-1955 1955-1956

donald albert stewart Claude alfred John Green Kenneth reid montague a. r. Howard
1956-1957 1957-1958 1958-1959 1959-1960

Cecil Gordon mcmynn James reid mitchell david monteith taylor Henry percival rutter
1960-1961 1961-1962 1962-1963 1963-1964

Antient, free and Accepted Masons of British columbia 
GRAND  MASTERS - 1952 to 1964 
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James Harvey mcKergow James Herbert nordan Hamish C. macneill James simpson Hogg
1964-1965 1965-1966 & 1966-1967 1967-1968 1968-1969

Wallace mcrae nicholas mussallem
1969-1970 1970-1971

Antient, free and Accepted Masons of British columbia 
GRAND  MASTERS - 1964 to 1971 
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A
adoniram’s proposal, education and research, 342.
ainsworth no. ?, 117.
alberta Grand Lodge:
Birth of, 153;
visitations With perfection no. 9, Calgary, 354;
Concord no. 124, Calgary, 356;
manyberries no. 133, manyberries, 361.
alien Birth, 175.
all Canada Conference, 360, 362.
amalgamation of Lodges: victoria no. 1 and British

Columbia no. 5 as victoria-Columbia no. i, 99;
vancouver no. 2 and Quadra no. 508 as vancouver
and Quadra no. 2, 99; nanaimo no. 3 and Caledonia
no. 6 as ashlar no. 3, 99; alta no. 29 and slocan no.
71 as slocan no. 71, 203; Greenwood no. 28 and King
edward no. 36 as King edward no. 28, 188; north
star no. 30 with Cranbrook no. 34, 216; tuscan no.
39 with arrow no. 47 as tuscan no. 47, 169, 188.

ancient to “antient”, 157.
annexation petition of 1869, 45-51; Confederation is

alternative, 45; Great Britain, action in, 45; Henry
frederick Heisterman, 49; petition, the, 46; signatures
to, 48, 50; united states, movement for, By the, 46.

anniversary: fiftieth, 177;
sixtieth, 204; seventy-fifth, 221; one Hundredth of
freemasonry, 224; of the Lodges: seventy-fifth,
249-252.

“antient”, ancient to, 157.
aprons: entered apprentice; fellow Craft; master mason;

past masters, 395; sporran, the, 396.
australian ritual appears, 144.
award of meritorious service, 241.

B
Banff Conference, 359.
Barkerville, Cairn at, 197.
Benevolent fund, 397-411;

application through Lodges, 411; not a Benefit
society, 410; Board of General purposes, 400; Board of
trustees, 408, 411; Burnaby’s action, 398; aid to the
Bursary fund, 410; Charity Committee established,
401; district Grand Lodge er, 397; educational fund
not approved, 410; not responsible for funeral
expenses, 405; a short History, 406; pamphlet
revised, 410; powell address, 88; present (1970)
status, 410; provincial Grand Lodge sr, 398;
recipients’ names not published, 401; regulations
drafted, 399; General Charity fund rules, 402;
resolution of 1960, 409; summaries - 1869 to 1884,
397; 1885 to 1894, 401; 1895 to 1901, 402; 1902 to
1910,403; 1911 to 1920, 403; 1921 to 1930, 404; 1931 to
1941, 406; 1941 to 1950, 407; 1951 to 1960, 407; 1961 to
1970, 408; 1923 to 1942, 407; ten dollars per member
for five years, 405; tranquille sanatorium, 404; ac-
tion
By victoria Lodge no. 645 1085 er, 397; voluntary
Contributions, 411; Widows’ and orphans’ fund, 404.

“Big sandy”, 161.
Blandy, W. Bro. robert f. (death), 241.
British in the pacific, 2.
British Columbia: description, viii; names used, iX;

political phases, viii; Queen victoria named the
Colony, viii; Colonies of, and vancouver island,
10; university of, 173.

Burd Library, francis J., 347.
Burial service, masonic funeral and the, 287.
Burnaby, robert: and elwood evans, 66;

and israel powell, 71;
to the english Lodges, 73;
to the mother Grand Lodge, 75.

Bursaries or scholarships, 242.
Bursary fund, 411-414; 
Benevolent fund Contributions, 413; 
Bursaries and scholarships, 411; 
Bursary fund is established, 412; 
educational Grants, 413; 
fifty Cents per member Contribution, 412; 
university of British Columbia advised, 412; 
veterans’ fund transferred, 413.

c
Cabinet: of 1970, 449; of freemasons 1902 to 1910, 140.
"Calgarry", alberta (Lodge at), 110.
Camosun, the indians called it, 9.
Canada: Confederation With, 52;

entry into Confederation With, 53.
Canada (in ontario), Grand Lodges of, and oregon, 12;

the Grand Lodge, 190; visit of Grand master, 205.
Canvassing for office, 151.
Capital Building funds, masonic, 237;
Case”, Bark “Will W. , 20.
Cemetery, masonic, 191.
Centennial Celebrations, 243; British Columbia, 243;

Canadian, 243; other Grand Lodges: California, 360;
Canada Bi-Centenary, 358; Canada (in ontario), 361;
district of Columbia sesqui, 362; england united 
Bi-Centennial, 355; and 250th anniversary, 363;
new Brunswick, 363; nova scotia, 363; pennsylvania
250th, 351 and Bi-Centennial, 356-357; rhode island
sesqui, 359; scotland, 357; Washington, 362.
Lodges Centennials: ashlar no. 3, 248; Cariboo no. 4,
249; mount Hermon no. 7, 249; union no. 9, 248;
vancouver and Quadra no. 2, 248; victoria-Columbia
no. 1, 242.

Centennial Committee for 1971, 260.
Ceremonies, Book of — see organization of Grand Lodge.
Certificate of service Gms, 217.
Chetwode-Crawley, Brother W. ]., 174.
Christ Church Cathedral at vancouver—special 

Cornerstone service, 223.
Citizenship in freemasonry, 190.
Clothing, masonic: Grand Lodge, 393; Constituent Lodges,

394; Gold for one Hundred years, 395.
Color Bar in fremasonry;
summaries, 1895 to 1901, 134; 1902 to 1910, 151.
Collecting furs to digging Gold, from, 10.
Communications of Grand Lodge: Change of dates, 257;

first, 81; summaries: 1871 to 1884, 107; 1885 to 1894,
122; 1895 to 1901, 136; 1902 to 1910, 150; 1911 to 1920,
171; 1921 to. 1930, 187; 1931 to 1940, 200; 1941 to 1950;
212; 1951 to 1960, 226; 1961 to 1970, 245.

Concordant orders: use of Lodge room, 152.
Concurrent Jurisdiction, 138.
Confederation With Canada, 53; debate for, 82; entry into

the, 17.
Connaught, duke of, 164.
Constitution of Grand Lodge: Book of—see organization;

amendments to, 1885 to 1894, 120; draft of, 92;
revision of 1895 to 1901, 136; Committee on, 81.

INDEx
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Cook, Captain James, 3.
Condition of freemasonry, 258.
Conference participation: Biennial of Canadian Grand

Lodges, 257;
Grand masters of north america, 257.
Constituent Lodges of British Columbia:
in order of Constitution: nos. 10 to 22, 113-120; nos. 23 to

34, 129-134; nos. 35 to 58, 141-149; nos. 59 to 91,
158-168; nos. 92 to 122, 179-186; nos. 123 to 127,
200-202; nos. 128 to 139, 213-216; nos. 140 to 173,
226-235; nos. 174 to 179, 245-247.

Constituent Lodges:
British Columbia:

abbotsford no. 70 .......................................................161
acacia no. 22.........................................................119, 251
admiral no. 170 ..........................................................234
adoniram no. 118 .......................................................184
ainsworth no. ?............................................................117
alta no. 29.............................................................132, 203
ancient Light no. 88 ...................................................167
arrow no. 47.........................................146, 170, 188, 202
arrowsmith no. 62...............................................159, 168
ashlar no. 3..............................................................99, 248
atlinto no. 42 ...............................................................143
aurora no. 165..............................................................233
aviation no. 175 ..........................................................246
Barclay no. 90 ..............................................................168
Britannia no. 73 ...........................................................162
British Columbia no. 5 ...........................................89, 99
Burnaby no. 150 ..........................................................229
Burrard no. 50 .............................................................146
Caledonia no. 6 .......................................89, 99, 248, 625
Caledonia no. 136 .......................................................215
Camosun no. 60 ..........................................................158
Capilano no. 164 .........................................................233
Cariboo no. 4 .................................................89, 120, 249
Cascade no. 10 (yale)...................................................109
Cascade no. 12......................................................114, 250
Cayoosh no. 173 ....................................................24, 235
Centennial no. 171 ......................................................234
Centre no. 113...............................................................183
Chemainus no. 114 .....................................................184
Cloverdale no. 168 ......................................................234
Columbia no. 38 ...........................................................142
Commonwealth no. 156..............................................230
Composite no. 76 ........................................................162
Concord no. 79 ............................................................163
Confederation no. 116 .................................................184
Corinthian no. 27 ........................................................131
Coronation no. 151 .....................................................229
Cranbrook no. 34 ................................................134, 216
Creston no. 54...............................................................148
Crossroads no. 177.......................................................246
Crown no. 163 .............................................................232
Cumberland no. 26 .....................................................131
dewolf no. 78 ...............................................................163
discovery no. 149.........................................................229
doric no. 18...........................................................117, 250
duke of Connaught no. 64 ........................................160
dunbar no. 145.............................................................228
east Gate no. 176..........................................................246
elk river no. 35 ...........................................................141
emerald no. 134 ..........................................................215
empire no. 85 ..............................................................165
emulation no. 125 ........................................................201
enderby no. 40 ............................................................142
enoch no. 99 ................................................................180
euclid no. 158 ..............................................................231

eureka no. 103..............................................................181
evergreen no. 148 .......................................................229
fellowship no. 137.......................................................215
fidelity no. 32...............................................................133
fort nelson no. 179......................................................247
fort st. John no. 131.....................................................214
friendship no. 144 ......................................................228
Goldstream no. 161......................................................232
Gothic no. 111...............................................................183
Grandview no. 96 .......................................................180
Granite no. 154 ............................................................230
Greenwood no. 28................................................132, 188
Haida no. 166................................................................233
Harmony no. 37 ..........................................................142
Hedley no. 43 ..............................................................143
Henderson no. 84.........................................................165
Hiram no. 14.........................................................116, 250
Hollyburn no. 135........................................................215
ionic no. 19............................................................118, 251
Joppa no. 112 ...............................................................183
Kalamalka no. 160 ......................................................232
Kamloops no. 10 .................................................113, 249
Kaslo no. 25 ..........................................................131, 252
Kent no. 132 .................................................................214
Kerrisdale no. 117 .......................................................184
Keystone no. 121 .........................................................186
Kilwinning no. 59 .......................................................158
King david no. 93........................................................179
King edward no. 36.............................................141, 188
King George no. 129 ....................................................213
King solomon no. 17 ..........................................117, 250
Kitimat no. 169 ............................................................234
Kitselas no. 123 ............................................................200
Kitsilano refused..........................................................226
Kootenay no. 15. .................................................116, 250
Landmark no. 128........................................................213
Lewis no. 57..................................................................148
Lions’ Gate no. 115 .....................................................184
Lynn valley no. 122 ....................................................186
malahat no. 107............................................................182
manoah no. 141............................................................227
maple Leaf no. 74.........................................................162
melrose no. 67 .............................................................160
meridian (daylight) no. 108 ......................................182
miriam no. 20 ......................................................118, 251
mosaic no. 162..............................................................232
mountain no. 11 ...........................................113, 116, 250
mount Caro marion no. 140.......................................226
mount elphinstone no. 130 .......................................214
mount Garibaldi no. 127.....................................187, 202
mount Hermon no. 7.............................89, 124, 220, 249
mount Hope no. 139 ...................................................216
mount Lebanon no. 72 ...............................................162
mount moriah no. 102 ...............................................181
mount newton no. 89 ................................................167
mount shepherd no. 159 ...........................................231
mount st. paul no. 109 ...............................................183
mount Zion no. 120 ....................................................185
nanaimo no. 3 ..........................................................89, 99
nanaimo no. 110 ..........................................................183
nechako no. 86.............................................................166
nelson no. 23........................................................130, 251
nicola no. 53.................................................................148
north star no. 30..................................................132, 216
north star no. 167........................................................233
northern Lights no. 157..............................................213
omineca no. 92.............................................................179
orion no. 51 .................................................................147
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pacific no. 16 ........................................................117, 250
park no. 63 ...................................................................160
peace river no. 126 ..............................................201, 241
penticton no. 147..........................................................228
perfection no. 75...........................................................162
plantagenet no. 65........................................................160
prince arthur no. 82 ...................................................164
prince Charles no. 153.................................................229
prince david no. 101 ..................................................181
prince George no. 178 ................................................246
prince of Wales no. 100 ..............................................181
progress no. 87 ............................................................167
prospect no. 172 ..........................................................235
Quadra no. 8 .............................................89, 99, 269, 248
Quesnel no. 69..............................................................160
richmond no. 142 .......................................................227
salmon arm no. 52 .....................................................147
selkirk no. 55 ...............................................................148
sentinel no. 146 ...........................................................228
sidney no. 143 .............................................................227
similkameen no. 95 ....................................................179
slocan no. 71 .........................................................161, 239
Lodge southern Cross no. 44 ............................144, 259
southern Gate no. 124 ................................................200
spallumcheen no. 13 ..........................................115, 250
star of the West no. 61...................................................15
st. andrew’s no. 49......................................................146
st. George’s no. 41 ..............................................143, 174
st. James no. 80.............................................................163
st. John’s no. 21 ...................................................118, 251
summerland no. 56 ....................................................148
temple no. 33 ..............................................................134
trepanier no. 83 ..........................................................164
trinity no. 98 ...............................................................180
triune no. 81.................................................................163
tsimpsean no. 58..........................................................149
tuscan no. 39 .......................................142, 248, 188, 202
tuscan no. 138 .............................................................216
tweedsmuir no. 152 ...................................................229
tyee no. 66 ...................................................................160
union no. 9 ..................................................102, 124, 248
united service no. 24...........................................130, 252
unity no. 106 ...............................................................182
university no. 91..........................................................168
vancouver no. 2........................................................89, 99
vancouver no. 68..........................................................160
vancouver and Quadra no. 2 ........................20, 99, 248
vanderhoof no. 119......................................................185
victoria no. 1.............................................................89, 99
victoria-Columbia no. 1........................................99, 242
victory no. 94 ..............................................................179
vimy no. 97...................................................................180
Western Gate no. 48.....................................................146
Westminster no. 174 ...................................................245
West point no. 155 ......................................................230
Westview no. 133 ........................................................214
Whitehorse no. 46.................................................145-146
ymir no. 31....................................................................133
yukon no. 45 ................................................132, 145-146
Zarthan no. 105 ...........................................................182
Zenith no. 104...............................................................181
Zion no. 77 ...................................................................162

england united:
British Columbia no. 1187 ...........................................16
nanaimo no. 1090 ..........................................................15
union no. 899 ..........................................................16, 99
union no. 1201 ..............................................................21
victoria no. 783 ..............................................................16

victoria no. 1085 ............................................................13
scotland:

Caledonia(n) no. 478 .................................................625
Cariboo no. 469 .............................................................25
Lodge mount Hermon no. 491 ...................................28
Quadra no. 508...............................................................19
vancouver no. 421..........................................................15

Constitution, the—see “organization”.
Continuing rank vetoed, 252.
Conventions:

march 1871, 63; october 1871, 78; 
independence resolution, 64.

Consulting Committee—Gm’s, 263,
Cornerstones: Congregational emanuel, 279; Completed

Walls prohibited, 283; death of a Ceremonial, 286;
not a, 282; not relaid, 283; saint andrew’s Church,
280; symbolism of, 278; Laid: 1871 to 1884, 281; 1885
to 1894, 281; 1895 to 1901, 282; 1902 to 1910, 282;
1911 to 1920, 283; 1921 to 1930, 285; 1931 to 1970, 286.

Craft in transition, 61.
D

daylight Lodge, 182.
dedication of masonic Halls, 295-300: Ceremony, 296;

dedication, the, 300; summaries; 1871 to 1901, 296-
297;
1902 to 1910, 297-298; 1911 to 1920, 298; 1921 to 1970,
299.

degrees Booklets, 346.
demolay, order of, 255, 256.
derby, visit of earl of, 360.
deWolf-smith, dr . W. a., 21.
digging for Gold, from Collecting furs, 10.
district deputy Grand masters, 265-277;

appointment by improper pressure, 266;
appointments in 1886, 265 and in 1888, 123;
Comparison of Lodge By-Laws, Content of reports,
266, 269; duties prescribed in 1968, 265; expenses of
travel, 269; Guidance and instruction by Gm, 269;
interim reports, 268; Local Committee election, 267;
past rank-Granting, 274, 275, and regularizing the
procedure, 276; reappointment is urged, 268;
reprimand By ddGm, 266; supervision of districts,
268.

districts: dates, names and numbers, 269-274.
district Grand Lodge of england, 37.
district meetings, 274.
doney, Luther Watts, 314.
dress proper, 196.
dual membership, 171, summaries: 1871 to 1884, 111;

1888 to 1894, 124; 1895 to 1901, 136; 1902 to 1910, 152;
1921 to 1930, 189.

E
eastern star, order of, 172, 195.
education, research and instruction, masonic, 339-348;

adoniram proposal, 342; Booklets of the degrees, 346;
Burd Library, 347; Committee on, 348; their Labours
not in vain, 348; Lodges of: vancouver, 345,
Chemainus, 346-347 and victoria, 344; masonic
Bulletin editors, 348; mentor plan, 347; the masonic
Bulletin, 1941 to 1950, 344; 1951 to 1960, 346 and 1961
to 1970, 346; royaal rch masonry, 346; special
Committee for, 345; standing Committee, 342;
supervisors of, 344; vancouver Library Board, 341;
Work of the study Group, 341; instruction, Lodges of,
Blue Bell, 344; er, 204; summaries: 1931 to 1940, 203;
1941 to 1950, 216; 1951 to 1960, 235; 1961 to 1970, 247.

eng1and, Consultation With the united Grand Lodge of,
57; district Grand Lodge of, 34.
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english Lodges, Burnaby to the, 73.
elections, method in Grand Lodge, 236; of officers for the

march 1871 Convention, 65; of officers at the october
1871 Convention, 80.

enemy alien Birth, freemasons of, 156.
entertainment, Grand Lodge, 220.
establishment of Lodges, General procedures, 213, 226.
evans, pgm, elwood, 65 and robert Burnaby, 98.
evergreen Haven, 417.
examination of, Worshipful master, 153; visitors, 138.
expenses of travel: delegates to Grand Lodge, 172, 194,

f
fees in minor Grand Lodges, 37.
fines in minor Grand Lodges, 37.
fifty-year: Button, 1951 to 1960, 236; and 1961 to 1970, 253;

members, 219.
first Communication of Grand Lodge, 81.
first Grand representative, 43.
first Lodges prior to Grand Lodge, 44.
ford, rW Brother alan B., 389.
foreign Correspondence, review of: de Wolf-smith takes

over, 381; Concordant Bodies, 383; importance of
officers, 387; passing of marcus Wolfe, 381; procedure
for, 389; reviews increase, 381; summaries of: 1885 to
1894, 380; 1895 to 1901, 380; 1902 to 1910, 381; 1911 to
1920, 382; 1921 to 1930, 383; 1931 to 1940, 384; 1941 to
1950, 385; 1951 to 1970, 386.

foreword By nicholas mussallem, Grand master,v. 
formation of Grand Lodge, 77.
forms and Ceremonies, standing Committee, 257.
fort victoria is Chosen, 9.
foundation stones, definition, 278; see also “Corner-

stones" 648.
fraser, simon, 5.
fraternal recognition:

prompt and, 126; visitations with other Grand
Lodges, 349-365: Constituent Lodges, 349; Clash of
dates, 350; economic problems, 350; first visitors,
350; mystic tie of masonic Love, 365; other visits and
Courtesies, 365; right of visit, 349; schedule of
international visits, 364; special Communication, 357;
the toasts, 349; travel problems, 350.

fraternal relations – other Grand Lodges, 366-379:
Basic principles of recognition—standard:

British Columbia, 375;
england, 373.

Belief in the G.a.o.t.u., 375.
Continental europe, 376.
establishment of Grand Lodges, 366.
international Constitution, 370.
masonic Congress at rome, 372.
montevideo Convention, 534.
national Lodge of research, 375.
recognition of or by, 367.
representative of a, 367.
representatives’ duties, 374.
standing Committee, 377.
switzerland international masonic office, 371.
summary of Grand Lodges, 379.
system of recognition, 366.

freemason? When is a man a, 455.
freemasonry, Beginning of, 11; men for, 455.
funeral Lodges, 247; 1951 to 1960, 405; 1961 to 1970, 405.
funerals (masonic), 152; sojourning Brethren, 247.

G
Garibaldi, Guiseppe, 202.
Gavels of the Grand masters, 196.
George v, His majesty, 155.

George vi, portrait of, 217.
God and religion, 256.
Gold trimming:

on regalia, 252; for one Hundred years, 395.
Good Citizens of vancouver:

1922 to 1939, 209;1941 to 1968, 258.
Gould, Bro. robert freke, 174.
Grahame, rw Bro. James allan, 94, 63.
Grand Lodge:

first re-union, 104; formation of, 77-92; funds,
Loan of, 152; nomination of officers, 252; reality,
Becomes a, 79; reports, 192.

Grand Lodges recognised By—British Columbia:
alberta, 372; argentine, 378; Belgium, 378; Berlin, 376;
Beyreuth (Zur sonne), 373, 376; Brazil-several, 371-
375, 375, 376; California, 367, 372; Canada (in 
ontario), 368; Central america, 375; Chile, 378; China,
375, 376, 378; Colombia, 374, 376, 377; Costa rica, 370;
Cuba (in exile), 368; dakota, 368; denmark, 374, 376,
378; ecuador, 376; egypt, 370; england (united), 368;
europe, 376, 376; finland, 378; florida, 373; france -
Grand orient, 369, 375, 376; france - national, 376,
377; Germany (united), 375, 377; Guatemala, 372, 375,
377; Hungary (Zur sonne), 368, 373; iceland, 379;
india, 377; indiana, 367; indian territory, 368;
iran, 379; israel, 376, 378; italy - Grand orient, 371,
375; Japan, 376, 377; Luxemburg, 379; manitoba, 368;
massachusetts, 372; mexico - Cosmos, 371, 372; 
mexico - Benito Juarez, 379; mexico - york, 374, 375,
378; netherlands - Grand east, 374, 378; new south
Wales (united), 369; new Zealand, 369; norway, 374,
378; ohio, state of, 370; oregon, 367; palestine, 374;
panama, 376; peru, 369, 378; philippines, 373; 374;
porto rico, 372; portugal - Grand orient, 372; prince
edward island, 368; Queensland, 371; rumania, 376;
saskatchewan, 372; scotland, 367; south australia,
369; south america, 375, 376; southern africa, 379;
spain - Grand orient, 372; sweden, 374-379; switzer-
land - alpina, 374, 379; tasmania, 369; turkey, 379;
utah, 369; venezuela - de la republic, 376, 379; 
victoria (united), 369; Washington territory, 367;
Western australia, 370, 371; Wyoming, 368.

Grand Historian:*
appointees: Burns, William (1915-1928), 313; deWolf
smith, dr. W. a. (1901 to 1912), 310; Gamble, W.
George (1947 to 1963); 316; Hoyle, rev. C. C. (1912 to
1915), 312; marshall, John t. (1964 to [1973]), 321;
reid, robie L. (1930 to 1945), 313, 314. office created
in 1901. office vacant: 1928 to 1930; 1945 to 1947; 1963
to 1964. Charge of the Constitution, 323; deWolf-
smith, appointment of, 310; professional record of,
321; summaries: 1895 to 1910, 311-312; 1911 to 1920,
312; 1921 to 1930, 313; 1931 to 1940, 314; 1941 to 1950,
316; 1951 to 1960, 319; 1961 to 1970, 321.

Grand masters:
armstrong (27th) , thomas J. .....................................141
astley (38th), William .................................................157
Baird (50th), robert .....................................................178
Baker (7th), edgar Crow........................................97, 122
Beck ( 54th) , James e. .................................................199
Bland (67th) , William H..............................................212
Bowser (29th) , francis.................................................141
Bowser (26th) , William J. ...........................................141
Brown (6th), Henry .......................................................97
Brown (65th) , James G. ..............................................212
Burd (33rd) , francis J. ........................................157, 377
Burnaby (pGm), robert ....................................12, 80, 90
Cassady (56th), George L. ..........................................199
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Chambers (5th), Coote m. ............................................97
Charleson (18th), alexander ......................................L29
Chipman (24th) , elon ezra ........................................141
Clarke (15th), sibree .....................................................112
Clute (11th), John s.......................................................112
Corsan (39th), douglas ...............................................157
Creery (44th), andrew mcc .........................................178
Curran (75th), William a.............................................225
dalby (9th), William.....................................................112
derby (57th), George C. ......................................199, 263
ditmars {37th , William C. ..........................................157
downie (14th), William................................................112
duck (2nd), simeon........................................................96
ellis (70th), George H...........................................212, 649
Green (79th), Claude a. J.............................................225
Grimmett ( 42nd), martin L.........................................158
Hall (61st), George a. B. .............................................200
Harrison, sr. (4th), eli .............................................93, 97
Healey (74th), Laurence...............................................225
Henderson (59th), James s. ........................................200
Henderson (55th), andrew .........................................199
Henderson (35th), William..................................157, 283
Hogg (89th), James s. ..................................................245
Houston ( 30th) , William K. ......................................141
Howard (8lst), montague a. r....................................225
Johnson (17th), Lacey r. .............................................L29
Jones (46th), stephen....................................................178
Kerr ( 52nd), donald e.................................................178
Kingston (60th), Charles m. .......................................200
Large (77th), r. Geddes ..............................................225
Long (69th), G. roy .....................................................212
manson (47th), alexander m. ....................................178
marchant (64th), W. percival.......................................212
mcClure (58th), samuel ..............................................200
mcGugan (71st), donald..............................................212
mcKee (49th), frank s ..................................................178
mcKeown (12th), angus..............................................112
mcKergow (86th), James H ........................................245
mcLaren (19th), ebenezer d ......................................129
macneill (88th), Hamish C..........................................245
mcmicking (16th), robert 13 ..................................5, u9
mcmynn (82nd), Cecil G. ...........................................225
mcrae (90th), Wallace..................................................245
menzies (66th) , William..............................................212
milne (10th), alexander r ...........................................112
mitchell (73rd),]. murray.............................................225
mitchell (83rd), James reid. .................................Xi, 245
morgan (72nd), John H. n...........................................212
morley (53rd), Henry B................................................199
mussallem (91st), nicholas ........................................245
nordan (87th), James Herbert.....................................245
paul (32nd), edward B. ...............................................141
powell (1st), israel Wood...........82, 93, 96, 126, 158, 178
reid (80th), Kenneth ...................................................225
reid (68th) , Kilburn K.................................................212
reid (51st), robie Lewis .............................178, 212, 314
rich (31st), Harry n. ...................................................141
rudd (34th), John m.....................................................157
rutter (85th), H. percival ............................................245
schofield (28th), James H.............................................141
sharp (25th), Cato ensor..............................................141
shaw (40th), John..........................................................157
simpson (62nd), William r. .......................................200
stark (36th), James .......................................................157
stewart (78th), donald a. ...........................................225
stimmel (63rd), Byron a..............................................212
sutherland (48th), daniel W .......................................178
taylor (84th), david m.................................................245

terry ( 43rd), Wallace s. u...........................................178
tisdall (45th), Charles e...............................................178
trounce (8th), thomas.............................................5, 112
Walker (21st) , richard e. ...........................................129
Warwick (76th), Karl p.................................................225
Watson (22nd), Harry H. ....................................L29, 308
Williams (3rd), frederick...............................................96
Willis (41st), samuel J...................................................158
Wilson (20th), david ...................................................129
Wolfe (13th) , marcus...........................................112, 381
young (23rd), frederick mcb. ....................................129
portraits of, 457-465.
refuses office, 158.
summaries: 1871 to 1884, 96; 1885 to 1894, 112; 1895 to
1901, 129; 1902 to 1910, 141; 1911 to 1920, 157;
1921 to 1930, 178; 1931 to 1940, 199; 1941 to 1950,
211; 1951 to 1960, 225, 1961 to 1970, 244-245.
Grand representatives, first, 43.
Grand secretary: appointment by Committee, 303;
assistant, 305, 306; election move defeated, 301, 304,
306; office reorganization, 304; salary increase, 306.
summaries: 1871 to 1884, 301; 1885 to 1910, 302; 1911
to 1920, 302 ; 1921 to 1940, 303; 1941 to 1960, 303-304;
1961 to 1970, 306.

appointees:
Baker, e. Crow (1879-1882) ........................................301
Brett, robert e. (1902-1910) ........................................302
Brown, Henry (1888-1890) ..........................................302
Chambers, Coote, m. (1874-1876)...............................301
de Wolf-smith, dr. W. a. (1911-1937) .......................302
Harrison, Jr., eli (1877-1878) .......................................301
Heisterman, Henry f. (1871-1873)..............................301
mcKee, frank s. (1938-1943), 303 ...............................304
milne, alexander r. (1883) ..........................................302
morgan, John H. n. (1951-[1971]) ......................304, 306
neufelder, edward C. (1884-1887) .............................302
Quinlan; Walter J. (1891-1901) ....................................302
simpson, William r. (1944-1950)................................304

Grand treasurer:
no money to pay Him, 310.
elected to office:

dalby, William (1884)...................................................308
erskine, archibald B. (1897-1901)...............................308
Harvey, a. rout (1967-[1976]).....................................309
Heisterman, Henry f. (1885-1896)..............................308
oliver, J. russell (1955-1956).......................................309
stewart, donald a. (1949-1954) and 1957-1966) 309, 310
Waitt, marshall W. (1871-1883 ) ................................ 308
Watson, Harry H . (1902-1948)....................................308

summaries: 1871 to 1901, 308; 1902 to 1910, to 1920 to
1930 to 1940 to 1950, 308; 1951 to 1960, 309; 1961 to

1970, 309.
thunderbird and the Whale, 308.
Watson, Harry Holgate, 1902 to 1949, 309.
Guilford Battle Ground Gavel, 221.

H
Halifax disaster—Contribution, 176.
Harrison, Jr., eli, 95.
Harrison, sr., eli, 93, 99;

action of, 63.
Harrison’s Code, 173.
Heisterman, Henry frederick, 49
Hickey, W Bro., pddGm, 137.
Historical sketch of freemasonry, 1859 to 1921, 314.
Holbrook, Hon. Henry, 102.
Home rule move, 55.
Honorary membership:

Constituent Lodges, 257; Grand Lodge, 1885 to 1894,
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122; 1895 to 1901, 137; 1911 to 1920, 174.
Howay, Bro. Judge frederick W., viii, 102, 129, 212, 508.
Hudson, Bro. samuel, 122.
Hudson’s Bay Company, 9.

I
incorporation:

of Grand Lodge, 240;
of Lodges: 1895 to 1901, 138; 1902 to 1910, 150;
1911 to 1920, 170; 1921 to 1930, 188.

independent Grand Lodge: powell, israel W., 89.
indian place names, 6.
initiation restricted, 256.
insignia of office:

Constituent Lodges, 395; Grand Lodge, 394.
instruction:
Lodges of—see “Education and Research”.

J
Jessop, Bro. John, 5.
Jurisdiction:

Concurrent, 188; Waiver of, 188.
K

King edward vii, Lodge of sorrow, 152.
Kitsilano Lodge refused, 183.

L
Lansdowne, marquis of, 117.
Larsen, Bro. Henry asbjon, 4.
Legislators, freemasons, 449.
Legislature, members of, 450.
Leveque, death of rw Bro. eugene John, 245.
Library of Grand Lodge: 1871 to 1884, 111; 1885 to 1894,

126; 1895 to 1901, 139; 1902 to 1910, 153; 1911 to 1920,
174.

Libraries of Lodges, 192.
Lieutenant-Governors, 451-452.
Limitation of Candidates, 240.
Loans of Grand Lodge funds, 152.
Lodge funds, use of, 192, 257.
Lodges in attendance, 64.
Lodge of sorrow, 290; King edward vii, 152;

smallpox victims, 122.
Longest recorded meeting, 159.
Loyalty, resolution of, 210.

M
mackenzie, sir alexander, 4.
manitoba flood relief, 223.
manson Creek Cairn, 217.
march 1871 Convention funeral service, 78.
masonic attendance, 261; special Committee, 261. 
masonic Benevolence fund, 41.
masonic Bulletin, 343; editors, 348; one for every 

member, 343-344.
masonic Clothing, 391-396.
masonic Clubs, 194.
masonic emblem is discovered, 205.
masonic foundation, 241, 260.
masonic funeral and Burial service, 287, 294; first on

mainland, 289; third follows, 289; far north, 289
masonic funerals by Constituent Lodges, 291.
masonic Homes, etc.: 1885 to 1894, 126; 1895 to 1901, 135;

1902 to 1910, 153; 1951 to 1961, 237, 238; 1961 to 1970,
253-255.
Committee on, 255

masonic relief association of the united states and
Canada, 417.

masonic senate, 170.
masters and Wardens Clubs, 171.
maxfield, rW Bro. frederick B., 454.
macdonald, sir John a.—visit, 350-351. 472

mcmicking, robert Burns, 5.
membership and revenue from the Constituent Lodges,

425-431:
annual dues, 425;
of Lodges, increase in, 428.
district Grand Lodge er, debts of, 426.
finance, 425.
Historical tables, 431.
membership, 425.
per Capita rebated, 427;
increase in, 428;
increased to $1.75, 430.
remission of Capitation, 428;
of dues and per Capita, 429.
summaries: 1871 to 1894, 425; 1895 to 1910, 426; 1911
to 1920, 427; 1921 to 1940, 428; 1941 to 1970, 429-430.

memoriam—World War i, 176.
mentor plan, 347.
meritorious service—see “order of”.
miller, rw Bro. John J., 225.
minor Grand Lodges, 34-44; fees and fines, 37; dissolved,

39.
mother Grand Lodge, Burnaby to, 75.
mother Lodge, 141.
monthly Circular, 191
mortuary Chapel, new Westminster 101.
mussallem, nicholas—foreword, v.

N
names preserved in freemasonry, 6.
new Lodges: 1885 to 1894, 113; 1895 to 1901, 129; 1902 to

1910, 141; 1911 to 1920, 158; 1921 to 1930, 179; 1931 to
1940, 200; 1941 to 1950, 213; 1951 to 1960, 226; 1961 to
1970, 245.

newly installed Gm (1871); address of the, 84.
new south Wales, 122.
new york, dedication of new masonic temple, 350.
nominations: date of, 253; Grand Lodge officers, 252.
non-affiliates: 1871 to 1884, 110; 1885 to 1894, 123; 1895 to
1901, 137; 1902 to 1910, 150; 1911 to 1920, 173; 1921 to
1930, 194.
north Carolina—travelling Gavel, 221.
north-West passage:

again the, 452; Conquest, 4; search for, 2.
numbering of Lodges, 89.

O
object of freemasonry, 210.
officers of Grand Lodge: election, 78;

elected and appointed to office June 19, 1970, 453.
order of meritorious service, 241; first award, 263.
oregon, Grand Lodge of, 12.

orGaniZation of Grand LodGe:
as prescribed by the Book of Constitutions:

part a
declaration, 432.
seal of Grand Lodge, 433.

part B
Jurisdiction of Grand Lodge, 434.
officers of Grand Lodge, 433;
Worshipful masters, 434.

part C
Constitutions, Book of—revisions, amendments, etc.,
434-436.
powers of Grand master, 435;
of senior officers, 435-436.

part d
standing Committees of Grand Lodge, 436-439.

address of the Grand master, 438.
Benevolent fund (trustees), 437.
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Bursary fund (trustees), 437;
Gage, uBC, dean Walter, 437.
Board of General purposes (1911: 1949-50; 1961; 1966-
68), 438.
Constitution, 436.
Credentials Committee, 438.
ddGms’ reports, 436.
education and research, 436.
finance, 436.
fraternal Correspondence, 436.
Jurisprudence, 436.
petitions and Grievances, 436.
printing, 436.
rituals and forms and Ceremonies, 437.
service of members Limited, 438.
Warranted Lodges and Lodges under dispensation,
436.

part e
forms and Ceremonies, Book of, 440-442.

Ceremonies of Grand Lodge, 442.
Charges to Candidates, 441.
ddGms no Honours for, 441.
forms of Grand Lodge, 442.
resolution of 1920, 440.
revisions: 1904, 440; 1921-40, 440; 1942, 441; 1963, 441;
1966-1968, 441.
trial (masonic), rules of, 442.

part f
four principal officers of Grand Lodge ssince its

organization—Historical tables, 443-444.
part G

representatives near other Grand Lodges and near the
Grand Lodge of British Columbia—
Historical table, 444-447.

part H
Constituent Lodges according to their location in British

Columbia:
alphabetical List By name of Location, 446-447.
(note: for a List of Lodges in order of Creation—see
“Constituent Lodges” in this index.)

overland voyages; notable, 4.
overlanders, appearance of, 5.

p
past Gm’s Jewel, 222.
peach arch dedication, 196
peace memorial—London, 205.
petitions and Grievances, Committee on, 127.
physical perfection, 171; 1921 to 1930, 193; 1931 to 1940,

206; 1941 to 1950, 217.
pike, Brother albert—visit, 105.
politics and freemasons, 449.
powell, israel Wood: 14

and robert Burnaby, 71;
Lack of Counsel for, 58;
to the Grand Lodge of scotland, 75.

preface, viii- Xi; organization of History, vii-Xi;
Credits By the GrH, X-Xii.
premiers of British Columbia, 450, [pictures omitted]
prescriptive rights Claimed, 125.
printing—Grand Lodge, 151.
programming, masonic, 259.
provincial Grand Lodge of scotland, 34.
proxy, no installation By, 68.
public Ceremonies of freemasonry, 278-300.
publicity for masonic matters, 192.

R
recognition—Basic principles: British Columbia, 374;

england, 373.

records safekeeping: Constituent Lodges, 261;
Grand Lodge, 262.

re-Ballot dispensation, 194.
regalia:

masonic, 139; Grand Lodge, 1871 to 1884,
107; 1885 to 1894, 127; divine service, at, 393;
Lodge Canongate Kilwinning, 393;
masonic funerals, at, 393; public, in, 391.

re-instatement procedure, 258.
rejected Candidate, Case of, 41.
relief and War funds, former:

five funds Covered, 419-424.
“Grand master’s fund for War and patriotic pur-
poses,” 421.
“masonic War relief fund,” 420.
“one Cent a day fund,” 419.
“rehabilitation Committee,” 422.
“veterans’ Committee,” 422.
account is transferred, 424.

rhode island—volume of the sacred Law, 218.
right Worshipful rank, 274, 275.
rituals:

“ancient” Work, British Columbia, 336.
“american” name Questioned, 329, 335.
“american rite,” mackey on, 329.
“australian” Working, 329, 337.
Bibliography, 334.
“Buie-stuart” amendment, 326.
“Canadian” Work under review, 328.
Canadian, plea for a, 331.
Cariboo no. 4 opposes Change, 326.
Cautious Grand master, 325.
Committee on, special, 333; of pGms, 328.
“emulation” ritual under review, 337.
exemplification, 326.
forms and Ceremonies, 257, 331.
innovations not permitted, 335.
instructor, 327.
monitor or manual, 330.
multiplicity of, 332.
pGms Committee, 328.
problems in other Jurisdictions, 332.
“russell” amendment, 327.
rulings, 336.
scotland, Work in, 331.
scottish rule applied, 324.
standing Committee on, 336.
stewart objects, William, 324.
uniformity of, 325, 327, 330.
summaries: 1871 to 1884, 324; 1885 to 1894, 325; 1895
to 1901, 327; 1902 to 1910, 328; 1911 to 1920, 330; 1921
to 1930, 331; 1931 to 1940, 333; 1941 to 1950, 333; 1951
to 1960, 334; 1961 to 1970, 335-336.
Watson Clarifies, pGm, 328.

rival Companies, the, 9.
roman Catholic Church, freemasonry and the, 190.
royal arch masonry, 346.
russians Came from the north, 2.

S
sage Creek valley meeting, 168.
saint andrew's presbyterian, victoria—Cornerstone, 280.
sanderson, rW Bro. thomas, 200.
“scotch” ritual, 13.
scotland Bi-Centennial, 357.
scotland, provincial Grand Lodge, 53.
scotland, powell to the Grand Lodge of, 75.
scottish rite, ancient and accepted—1921-1930, 195.
service of freemasonry, in the, 206.
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silver masonic trowel, 352; Justice Lodge no. 753,
Grny, 352; sequel at oakland no. 188, GrCal., 353.
smith, Wm Bro. (General) John Corson: Honorary Life

member, 137; passes, 174.
sojourning mason and family, 414-418:

funerals for, 247.
funeral Lodges, 294.
Hand of Brotherhood, 294.
masonic relief association of the united states and

Canada, 417.
new Westminster masonic Board of relief, 417.
vancouver masonic service Bureau, 416-417:

assistance requested, 416;
evergreen Haven, 417.

victoria masonic service Guild, 415.
spanish exploration, 1, 3, 4.
special Communication, first, 141.
sporan as a masonic apron, 396.
squamish, problems at, 187.
standing Committees of Grand Lodge* appointed June

19, 1970, 453.
* for Listing see also “Organization of Grand Lodge”.
stephen, Hugh r. (speech) , 448.
stewart, W Bro. William, 88, 92, 107, 324.
symbols interpretation, viii.
synagogue of the Congregational emanu el,

Cornerstone, 279.
T

tasmania rituals, 332.
temples, masonic*:

Barkerville, 29-33, 30; Cranbrook, 192; Creston, 148;
dawson Creek, 241; dawson, y.t., 300; fort steele,
133; Golden, 116-117; Kamloops, 114-115; Keremeos,
252-253; Langley, 181; marpole, 240; mission City,
420; nakusp, 159; nanaimo, 107, 296; nelson, 189;
new Westminster, 21, 127; peachland, 222; penticton,
236; port alberni, 184-185; powell river, 187; prince
George, 166, 233; prince rupert, 202-203; salmon
arm, 147; sooke, 231; trail, 207; vernon, 205; 
vancouver, 30-32, 124, 163, 180; victoria, 13, 108-109,
152-153; Whitehorse, 259.

*see also listing in Chapter 19, part “a”— The Laying of
Foundation (Corner) Stones, and part “C”—The Dedication
of Masonic Temples.
thompson, david, 5.
thornton, mW Bro. dr. robert stirton—address, 205.
thunderbird and the Whale, Legend of the, 308.
tranquille sanatorium, 174.
travelling Gavel—north Carolina, 221.
trials, masonic, 137, 191.

trounce, mw Bro. thomas, 6.
tweedsmuir, Baron, 229.

u
union advantages, 41.
university of British Columbia, 173.

V
vancouver, Captain George, 3.
vancouver masonic service Bureau, 416. vancouver
island and British Columbia, Colonies of, 10
victoria masonic service Guild, 415;

Board of relief, 415.
visitors to Lodges, 186.
volume of the sacred Law:

rhode island, 218; What volume?, 196.
W

Warden, Worshipful master not a, 136.
War funds Contributions, 218, 419.
Warspite, visit of Hms, 218.
Warrants:

surrendered: Cascade no. 10 (yale), 109;
tuscan no. 47, 202.

suspended and revoked: arrowsmith no. 41, 149,
168; Gothic no. 111, 183.

Washington (d.C.) Conference, 361, 362.
Washington, death of George, 351.
Washington territory, Grand Lodge, 90.
Washington, visitations With the Grand Lodge of 

Washington, Lodges in, 452.
alaska, ties with, 349.
arcana no. 87, seattle, 351-352, 353-354.
Bellingham Bay no. 44, 363.
Haller Lake no. 296, 363.
Ketchikan no. 159, alaska, 357.
Lafayette no. 241, seattle, 355-356.
mcmillin mausoleum at roche Harbour, 364.
Whatcom County, friday Harbour, 355.
olympia no. 1, Centennial, 361.
san Juan no. 17, friday Harbour—a unique affair,
355.
semi-Centennial, 353.
temple of Justice, Colville, 359.
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Western australia ritual, 332.
White, Bro. Han. thomas—visit, 350.
World War i, 155, 175.
Worshipful master: declines to act, 136;

not a Warden, 136.
y

year of decision—1871, 59.


